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T HE Superintendent oj Documents, United States Government 
Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C., has on hand for sale to the public, 
at the cost of printing, the Jollowing publications of the Bureau oj Land 

Management: 

Manual of Instructions for the Survey of the Public 
Lauds.of the United States, edition of 1947. 

Standard Field Tables (a supplement to the Manual 
of S1ll'veying Instructions). 
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Ephemeris of the Sun, Polaris and Other Selected 
Stars, with companion data and tables, published an
nually' iIi advance. (a supplement to, the Manual of 
Surveying Instructions). 

Restoration of Lost or Obliterated Corners and Sub
division of Sections (a supplement to the Manual of 
Surveying Instructions, for the guidance of county and 
other local surveyors). 

Wall map of the United States, scale 37 miles to 1 
inch, and separate maps of the several public-land 
States, scale 12 miles to 1 inch,. showing the developed 
rectangular surveys. 

Map of the United States showing the Principal 
Meridians and Base Lines, and the areas governed by 
each. 

FIELD NOTES AND PLATS 
Copies of the approved field notes and plats of the public-land 

township surveys, and of the mineral-patent, and the private-land
claim patent-surveys, may be procured from the Bureau of Land 
Management, Washington 25, D. C., also from the regional and 
public survey offices, or the appropriate State office, as noted in 
Secs. 9 and 10 herein. A charge is usually made for making copies 
of records furnished to the public. Opportunity is afforded for the 
examination of the records as required by the public, and for making 
copies or extracts therefrom. 
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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

WASHINGTON, August 0, 1947. 
The Manual of Instructions for the Survey of the Public Lands of 

the United States is issued for the guidance of all employees who 
e.'{ercise a technical responsibility in the execution of cadastral surveys 
or resur~eys, including the ~reparation of the field notes and plats 
thereof, m any manner relatmg to the public domain. The Manual 
of 1947 will supersede all previous instructions or regulations on the 
technical subjects contained therein. 

FRED W. JOHNSON, 

Director. 
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PENALTY FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF MONUMENTS 

Section 57 of the Criminal Code of 1909 (35 Stat. 1088, 1099; 
18 U. S. C. sec. 111), provides a penalty for the unauthorized alter
ation or removal of any Government survey-monument or marked 
trees, as follows: 

"Whoever shall willfully destroy, deface, change, 
or remove to another place any section corner, quarter
section corner, or meander post, on any Government 
line of survey, or shall willfully cut down any witness 
tree or any tree blazed io mark the line of a Govern
mel1t survey, or shaH willfully deface, change, or re
move any mOl1ument or bel1ch mark of any Govern
ment survey, shaH be fined not more than $250, or 
imprisoned not more than six months, or both." 

TEXTUAL AND TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS 

All readers of this Manual are requested to report 
any errors which may be found herein, addressing the 
Bureau9f Land Management, Washington 25, D. C. 
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1. The Manual of Surveying Instructions exemplifies the plan of 
the cadastral survey of the public lands of the United States. There 
have been six previous Manuals, each in turn demonstrating impi'ove
ments in methods, and the newer conditions to be dealt with. 

Various regions of the United States have been surveyed under 
amended or different instructions in periods ranging from 1785 to the 
present time. The earliest rules were issued in manuscript, and in 
printed circulars. Regulations more in detail, improving the plan ill 
both accuracy and uniformity, were issued in the IvIanuals of 1855, 
1881, 1890, 1894, 1902, and 1930. This volume will be known as the 
Manual of 1947. 

Surveying is the art of measuring and locnting linGS, Hnglos, nud 
elevations on the surface of the earth, within underground workings, 
and on the beds of bodies of water. 

The term "cadastral survey" is applied to the establishment of , 
the land boundaries and subdivisiolls by the running and marking of 
the lines that are required by the plan; this includes a field note record 
of the obsexvations, measurements, and monum~nts descriptive of the 
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2 MANUAL OF SURVEYING INSTRUCTIONS 

work performed, and a plat that represents the c!1dastral survey, all 
subject to tho approval of tho directing !1uthority. 

The Manualpl'esents the detail of the plan and methods from the 
point where the subjects are ordinarily concluded in th.e text books on 
surveying. The application to large scale areas requ.rres a thorough 
understanding of the stellar and solar methods for m!1kmg the observ!1-
tions by which to determine the true meridi!1n, the tre!1tment ?f the 
convergency of meridi!1ns, the running of the true parallels of la~ltu~e, 
and the conversion in the direction of lines so th!1t at any pomt Its 
angul!1r value will be referred to the true north at ~hat p~ace. ~he 
latter subjects are therefore explained and examples given WIth speClf1c 
relation to the approved surveying practice. T?e usc, care, and 
adjustments of the General Land Office solar transIt are full,Y treat?d 
bec!1use of the great v!11ue of this instrument ,!1nd the nece~slty for lts 
selection, outcl!1ssing !1S it does all other ~eslgns at all sUlted to the 
making of the rectangul!1r surveys on c!1rdm!11 courses. 

For m!1ny re!1sons there is much need for ~xtended treatmen.t 0: the 
subjects of subdivision of sections, restor~tlO~ of lost or ~bh:elated 
corners, resurveys, surveys of many speCIal km~s, !1n~ n:melal sur-

By their crrowing importance these subjects mdlCate much 
veys. b • h d . t d 
change in the present ch!1racter of the work, wherem t. e nee IS sresse 
for thoroughness in the identific!1tion and perpetuatlOn of the s~rveys 
already cre!1ted, properly to mark the bOUlldaries of the publIc land 
remaining undisposed of. 

The M!1nual is for the guid!1nce of the emplos:ees of t~e Bureau 
of L!1nd Man!1gement. To all others this surve~mg practlCe should 
be reg!1rded as advisory, with no attempt to mterpret State law 
respecting the survey of private property. 

THE PUBLIC DOMAIN 

2. The survey of the public lands has been insepar~bly associated 
with the many questions of title relating to the lands whIch we~'e t~lr~ed 
over to the Federal Government by the Colonial States, also m SImIlar 
relation to those larger areas that were acqui.red later b~ purcbase 
from or treaty with the native Indians, or WIth the foreIgn powe~s 
th11t 'had previously exercised the sovereignty. The term "publIc 
lands" h11s been applied bro!1dly to this area insofar as t~e lands have 

b b · t to administration survey and transfer of title under the een su J ec ".. . . ". . 
public-land laws of the United States, wherem the JUrIsdlCtwn IS now 
vested in the Director of the BUl'eau of Land Managcment, under 
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior. .' . 

Beginning ''lith the territory northwest of the ~hlO Rlv~r, the p.~bl:c 
land surveys have been extended, or are now bemg contmued WIthin 
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THE GENERAL PLAN 3 

the 29 St!1tes !1nd the Territory of Alaslm that has constituted the 
public domain, and docs now constitute the public domain after 
exeluding all valid prior grants of title, and until the transfer of the 
title by the United States. Supplemental to the establishment of 
the surveys, the plan includes the necessary retracements for the 
maintenance or restoration of the monuments where these are becom
ing or have become obliterated, but this jurisdiction extends only 
so far as the title is held by the United States. 

The title to the vacant lands, and therefore the direction over the 
surveys, within their own boundaries, was retained ,by the Colonial 
States, the other New England and Atlantic Coast States (excepting 
Florida), and later by the States of West Virginia, Kentucky, Ten
nessee, and Texas, in which areas the United States public land laws 
have not been applicable. 

ADMINISTRATION/0R DISPOSAL OF THE TITLE 

3. After the admission of the States into the Union the United 
States continued to hold title to the unappropriated lands and to 
administer its public-land laws with reference thereto. It is expressly 
provided, as one of the conditions set forth in the various enabling 
acts, that the title to unappropriated lands within the State shall 
remain in the United States. The lands in the territories not appro
priated by competent authority before they were acquired are in the 
first instance the exclusive property of the United States, to be 
administered, or for disposal to such persons, at such times, in such 
modes, and by such titles as the Government may deem most advan
tageous to the public. Congress alone has the power, derived from 
article IV, section 3, of the Constitution, of disposing of the public 
domain and making all needful rules and regulations in respect thereto. 

It comes within the province of the Director to consider and 
determine wbat' are public lands, what lands have been surveyed, 
what are to be surveyed, what have been disposed of, what remains 
to be disposed of, and what arc reserved; it is a well-settled principle 
of law that the United States, through the Department of tbe Interior 
has the authority and duty to extend the surveys as may be necessary 
to include lands erroneously omitted from elll'lier SUl'veys. 

NAVIGABLE WATERS 

4. The beds of nn,vigable bodies of water are not public domain and 
are not subject to survey and disposo,l by the Unitcd States. The 
sovereignty is in the individual States. Under the laws of tbe United 
States the navigable waters have always been and shuJl forever remain 
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common highways. This includes all ti.dewater streams, and other 
important permanent bodies of water whose n~tural and .normal 
condition at the date of the admission of a State mto the Uillon was 
such as to classify the same as navigable water ~R. S. sec. 2476). 

Tide lands which are covered by the normal daily overflow are not 
subject to survey as public land. Sections 530, 531, 532. 

The question of navigability in law, where there may be con trod 
versy, is a matter to be decided by the courts, based upon the facts 
and conditions in each case as these prevailed at.the dates of state~ood. 
The opinion of the Supreme Court of the Umted States establIshes 

the guiding principle, as follows: 
The rule long since approved by this court in applying the. Cons~itution and 

I f the United States is that streams or lakes which are navigable m fact must 
aws 0 d d ' able I'n law' that they are navigable in fact when they are 

be reo-ar e as navlg, , d' d't' 
cd "or are susceptible of being used, in their natural ana or mary con 1 lOn, as 

u7 '-a's for commerce over which trade and travel are or may be co~du?~ed 
~~~~: c~'stomary modes ~f trade and travel on water; and furt~er that na~g~l~ty 
Id not depend on the particular mode in whieh such use IS or may e a-

oes fi b t n an absence of occa-
whether by st?an;boats" sai~ing vessels ~ f a\ o~~;:~o: ;:'ct that the stream in 
sional difficultws m navlgr,tlOn, but on t e ac, 1 1 , V 't d 
its natural and ordinary condition affords a channel for useful commerce. m e 
States v. Holt State Bank, 270 U, S. 49, 56 (1926). . 

SWAMP AND OVERFLOWED LANDS 

5. In 17 of the 29 States (exceptions-Arkansas, Idaho, Montana, 
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North, Dakota, Oklahoma, South 
Dakota Utah, Washington, and ,Vyommg), the swamp an~ ov?r
flowed lands, though public domain, pass to the S~ates up0r;- Iden~ifi
cation by public land survey, and approved. selectIOn, the tItle bemg 
sub'ect to the disposal by the States. ScctlOn 534. 

rihe Act of ?-.Iarch 2, 1849 (9 Stat. 352), granted .to. the Sta~e .of 
Louisiana all the swamp and overflowe.d lands wlthm. the ;lml~s 
of the State for the purpose of aiding 111 the reclamatlOn 01 saId 
1 nds' the Act of September 28, 1850 (9 Stat, 519), extended the 
~ant' to the other public-land States then in the Union. The grant 

g s 11so exLended to the States of ?vlinncsota and Oregon by the Act 
wfa1\ !f< h'l'> 1860 (12 Stat, 3). These various swamp-land grants 
o lV. arc~, . USC sec. 982). A 
were c'uTied over mto R. S. sec. 2479 (43 . .' , 
notabl~ exception to the swn,mp-land laws is found in the Arkanst1s 
Compromise Act of April 29, 180S (30 Stat. 307; 43.1!' S. C. sec. 
OiE), by which all right, title, and interest to the remn,l~l~g Ullt1pprO
priatcd s'wamp n,nd overilowed In,nds reverted to ,the D.I1lted States .. 

The provisions of the grants t1pply to the elevatlOns sItuated below 
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the uplands, wherein the lands are of such a character that without 
the construction of levees or drainage canals the areas would be wet 
and unfit for agriculture. The grants apply to all swamp and over
flowed lands within the States which were unappropriated at the dates 
of the granting acts, and whose character at that time would bring them 
within the provisions of the grant. Section 535. 

LAWS RELATING TO SURVEYS 
, 

6. The principal early laws are ·found (1) in "An ordinance for 
ascertaining the mode of locating and disposing of lands in the western 
telTitory, and for other purposes therein mentioned", passed by the 
Continental Congress on the 20th of May 1785; and, (2) in the Acts 
of May 18, 1796 (1 Stat. 464) i May 10, 1800 (2 Stat. 73); February 
11, 1805 (2 Stat. 313) i April 25, 1812 (2 Stat. 716); April 24, 1820 
(3 Stat. 566); April 5, 1832 (4 Stat. 503); July 4, 1836 (5 Stat. 107); 
and March 3, 1849 (9 Stat. 395). Manual Appendix 1. 

That part of the Northwest Territory which became the State of 
Ohio was the experimental area for the development of the rectangular 
system; here the plans and methods were tested in a practical way; 
notable revisions of the rules were then made applicable as the surveys 
progressed westward until the general plan became perfected, 

The adoption of the rectangular system marked the important 
transition from the surveying practice that prevailed in the greater 
part of the Colonial States, ·where the land grants were defined by 
irregular metes-and-bounds, each depending more or less on the de
scription of the adjoining tract, kno'wn by name or survey number, 
and mostly without common geographic location other than by 
reference to some well-known natural object. 

There follows below a reference to portions of the Revised Statutes 
and United StatQs Code devoted espeCially to the surveying pmctice, 
with appropriate modification to reflect current organization of the 
Bureau of Land Management: 

The Director, Bureau of Land Management, shall perform, under the direction 
of the Secretary of the Interior, all executive duties appertain-

Duties of director ing to the surveying and sale of the public lands of the United 
States, or in any wise respecting such public lands; and, also, 
such as relate to private claims of lands, and the issuing of 

patents for all grants of land under the authority of the Government (R. S. sec. 
453; 43 U. S, C. sec. 2). 

The Director, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, is authorized 
to enforce and carry into execution every part of the puulic 

Power of director 1 d l' t tl" , 11 'd d f (R S 2 A 7S' to make regulatiollil. an a\\8 no 0 lenVlse bpeeu> y provl e or •. sec. .~ , 
43 U, S. C. sec. 1201). 



6 MANUAL OF SURVEYING INSTRUCTIONS 

First. The publio lands shall be divided by north and south lines run ac
cording to the true meridian, and by others crossing them at 

Rules of survey. right angles, so as to form townships of six miles square, unless 
where the line of an Indian reservation, or of tracts of land 

heretofore surveyed or patented, or the course of navigable rivers, may render this 
impracticable; and in that case this rule must be departed from no further than 
Buch particular circumstances require. 

Second. The corners of the townships must be marked with progressive num
bers from the beginning; each distance of a mile between such corners must be 
also distinctly marked with marks difIerent from those of the corners. 

Third. The township shall be subdivided into sections, containing as nearly as 
may be, six hundred and forty acres each, by running through the same, each 
way, parallel lines at the end of every two miles I; and by making a corner on 
each of such lines at the end of every mile. The sections shall be numbered, 
respectively, beginning with the number one in the northeast section, and pro
ceeding west and east alternately through the township with progressive numbers 
till the thirty-six be completed. _ _ 

Fourth. The cadastral engineers, respectively, shall cause to be marked on a 
tree near each corner established in the manner deseribed, and within the sec
tion, the number of such section, and over it the number of the township within 
which such section may be; and the cadastral engineers shall carefully note, in 
their respective field books, the names of the corner trees marked and'the nuIp
bers so made. 

Fifth. Where the exterior lines of the townships which may be subdivided into 
sections or half sections exceed, or do not extend six miles, the excess or deficiency 
shall be specially noted, and added to or deducted from the western and northern 
ranges of sections or half sections in such townships, according as the error may 
be in running the lines from east to west, or from south to north; the sections and 
half sections bounded on the northern and western lines of such townships shall 
be sold as containing only the quantity expressed in the returns and plats, respec
tively, and all others as containing the complete legal quantity. 

Sixth. All lines shall be plainly marked upon trees, and measured with chains, 
containing two perches of sixteen and one-half feet each, subdivided into twenty
five equal links; and the chain shall be adjusted to a. standard to be kept for 
that purpose.2 

S,eventh. Every cadastral engineer shall note in his field book the true situations 
of nIl minos, salt licks, salt springs, nnd mill seats whioh come to his knowledge; 
all water courses over which the line he runs may pass; and also the quality of the 
lands. 

Eighth. These field books shall be returned to the regional office and from 
them a description of the whole lands surveyed shall be made out and trans
mitted to the officers who may superintend the sales. There shall also be made 
a fair plat of the townships and fractional parts of townships contained in the 
lands, describing the subdivisions thereof, and the marks of the corners: This 

1 Authority for tha establishment of section lines at intervals of 1 mile wo.s contained in the Act of May 
10, 1800 (2 Stat. 73), cited in tbe (ext. Tha "one mne line" provision, which wo.s not carried into tbe Revised 
Statutes, apparently inadvertently, nevertheless has been inCluded in all printed Manuals Issued by the 
General Land OfIiee before and after tbe adoption of the Revised Statutes. 

I The superior rcsults 0 btalned by the use of modorn steel ribbon tapes, in contrast witb the obsoJete link 
chain, have led to the abandonment of tbe lutter, except tbat tha "chain unit," which is peculiarly adapted 
to llillu surveying, has always been employed. 
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plat shall be recorded in books to be kept for that purpose; and a copy thereof 
shall be kept open at the public survey office for public information and other 
copies shall be sent to the places of the sale and to the Bureau of La~d Manage
ment. (R. S. sec. 2395; Mar. 3, 1925, 43 Stat. 114<1; 43 U. S. C. sec. 751). 

The boundaries and contents of the sevcral sections, half sections, and quarter 
Boundaries and con. sections of the public lands shall be ascertained in conformity 

il~~s~~e¥::'~~~d~and8, with the following principles: 
. First. !,-ll the corners marked in the surveys. returned by 

the DIrector shall be establlshed as the proper corners of sections, or subdivisions 
of scctions, which they were intended to designate, and the corners of half and 
quarter sections, not marked on the surveys, shall be placed as nearly as possible 
equidistant from two corners which stand on the same line. • 

Second. The boundary lines, actually run and marked i~ the surveys returned 
by the Director, shall be established as the proper boundary lines of the sections 
or SUbdivisions for ,vhlch they were intended, and the length of such lines as 
returned shall be held and considered as the true length thereof. And the 
boundary lines which have not been actually run and marked shall be ascertained 
by running straight lines from the established corners to the opposite correspond
ing corners; but in those portions of the fractional townships, where no such 
opposite corresponding corners have been or can be fixed, the boundary lines 
shall be ascertained by running from the established corners due north and 
south or east and west lines, as the case may be, to the wator course, Indian 
boundary line or other external boundary of such fractional township. 

Third. Each section or subdivision of section, the contents whereof have been 
returned by the Director, shall be held and considered as containing the exact 
quantity expressed in such return; and the half sections and quarter sections, 
the contents whereof shall not have been thus returned, shall be held and con
sidered as containing the one-half or the one-fourth part, respectively, of the 
returned contents of the section of which they may make part. (R. S. sec. 2396; 
Mar. 3,1925,43 Stat. 1144; 43 U. S. C. sec. 752). , 

In every case of the 'division of a quarter section the line for the division thereof 
Lines or diviSion of shall run north and south, and the corners and contents of 

half·quarter sections, half-quarter sections which may thereafter be sold shall be 
how run. . d' 

ascertamc . In the manner and on the principles directed and 
prescribed by the section preceding, and fractional sections containing one 
hundred and sixty acres or upwards shall in like manner, as nearly as practicable, 
be subdivided into half-quarter sections, under such rules and regUlations as 
may be pre~crlbedby the Secretary of the Interior, and in every case ot a. division 
of a half-quarter section, the line for the division thereof shall run east and west, 
and the corners and contents of quarter-quarter sections, which may thereafter 
be sold, shall be ascertained, as nearly as may be, in the manner and on the 
principles directed and prescribed by the section preceding; and fractional sections 
containing fe\ver or more than one hundred and sixty acres shall in like manner, 
as nearly as may be practicable, be subdivided into quarter-quarter sections, 
under such rules and regUlations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the 
Interior (R. S. sec. 2397; 43 U. S. C. sec. 753). 

All navigable rivers, within the territory occupied by the public landd, shall 
remain aDd be deemed public highways; and, in all cases where 

Rivers and streams. the opposite banks of any stream not navigable belong to 
diffcrcnt persons, the stream and the bed thereof shall be 
common to both. (R. S. sec. 2476; 43 U. S. C. sec. 931). 
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The pUblic .. ,veys shall eXlend over all mineral lands, and all subd~vi(Hng of 
surveyed lands inlo lots less than one hundred and sIxty acres 

Extension of publ;o may be done by county and local surveyors at the expe~se 
sllncys over mineral of claimants; but nothing in this section contained shall req1l!re 
londs. the survey of wnsle or useless lnnrls (R. S. sec. 240(i; 43 U. S. C. 

sec. 7(6). h 
The Director shall cnuse to Le surveycd [\Jl privnte land claims after they ave 

been confirmed by nuthority of Congress, so far as may be 
Survey of private necessary to complete the survey of thc public lands. (R. S. 

llUld claims. sec. 2223; Mar. 3, 1925,43 Stat. llH; 43 U. S. C. sec. 52). 
Whoever in any manner, by thrents or force, shnll interrupt, hi~der, or prev~nt 

the surveying of thc public lands, or of any pnvate land claIm 
which has been or may be confirmed by the United States, by 

Penal tv for inter- , . f 't 'tl 
fUpiing surveys. the person5 authorized to survey the same, m can onm y WI 1 

the instructions of the Director, Bureau of Land ManagG:ment, 
shall be fined not more tllan $3,000, and be imprisoned not more tbnn three 
years. (Act of Mar. 4, 1909, sec. 58, 35 Stitt. 1?99; 18 U .. ~. C. sec. 1:2). > 

'Whenever the President is satisfied that forcIble oPPosItIOn has ?een o~ered, 
or is likely to be offered, to any cadastral .engmeer .m the 

Protection of engl- discharge of his duties in surveying the pubhc lands, It may 
neer by marshal of b lawful for the President to order the marshal of the State 
district. 0; district, by himself or deputy, to att~nd such engineer with 
sufficient force to protect such ofIiccr in the execution ?f Ills ,duty, an~ to remove 
force should any be offered (It. S. sec. 2H3; l\Inr. 3, 192;.>, 43 Stat. 1144,43 U. S. C. 

sec. 774). 

LEGISLATION SUBSE~UENT. TO THE REVISED STATUTES 

7. Legislation subsequent to the Revised Statutes has brought 
about (a) authority for the purchas8 of metal o.r other e~ually dur
able monuments, to be employed in place of natlV~ matenal to mark 
public-land corners; (b) penalty for the destructIOn of monuments 
of the public-land surveys; (c) authority for necessary resu~v~ys; 
(d) authority for th8 employment of ~ p8rmanent corps ?f ~llited 
States cadastral engineers; (e) authOrIty for th8 reor~amz~tIOn of 
th8 publie survey ollicr's; and (f) authority for the dlscontmuance 
of the public survey offices when no longer necessary, and transfer 
of certain records to the States. 

The Act of May 27, 1908 (35 Stat. 347), provided "for the purchase of metal 
monuments to be used for public-land survey corners wherever Purchase of metal 

monuments. practicable". 
Section 57 of the Criminal Code of 1000 (35 Stat. 1088, 109?; 18 u. S. ? sec. 

111), provides a penalty for the unauthoflzed alteratIOn. or 
st;~~nn~,;ogr ~~vde~ removal of any Government survey-monument or marked 
monuments. trees, as follows: 

"'Whoever shall willfully destroy, deface, change, or remove 
to another place any section corner, quarter-section corner, or mell,:lder post, on 
any Government line of survey, or shall willfully cut down any WItness tree or 
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any tree blazed to mark the line of a Government survey, or shall willfully deface, 
change, or rcmove any monument or bench rr.ark of any Government survey, 
shall be fined not marc t11[\n $250, or imprisoned" not more than six months, or 
boilt." 

The Act of March 3, HJOO (35 Stat. 845) as amended June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 

l' ()11 88,1; 13 U. S. C. sec. 772), provides as follows: 
,csurvey 0 PU) C "'I'J I S 

lunus. lat t 1e ecretary of the Interior may, in his discretion, 
cau~e to be made, as he may deem wise under the rectangular 

system now provided by law, such resurveys or retrncements of the surveys of 
public lands as, after full investigation, he may deem essential to properly mark 
tbe boundaries of the public lands remaining undisposed of: Provided, That no 
Buch resurvey or retrnccment shall be so executed as to iJbpair the bona fide 
rights or claims of any claimant, entryman, or owner of lands affected by such 
resurvey or retracement." 

The Interior Department appropriation Act of 1911 (June 25, 10]0, 3G Stat. 
Selection of sur- 703, 740), provided, under "Surveying the Public Lands": 

veyors. "The surveys and resurveys to be made by such competent 
surveyors as the Secretary of the Interior may select, .. * *.J) This provision 
of law brought to a close the praeticc of letting contracts for the making of the 
public-land surveys. 

The Act of September 21, 1918 (40 Stat. 065; 43 U. S. C. sec. 773), provides 
authority for the resurvey, by the Government, of townships in which the dis
posals cxceed 50 percent of the total area. Such resurveys will be undertaken 
only upon application of the owners of at least three-fourths of the privately 
owned land in the township, and upon deposit of the estimated cost of the resur
vey. The regulations under that act arc contained in ,13 C. F. R., sees. 281.10 
to 281.16. 

The Act of May 28, 1926 (44 Stat. 672; 43 U. S. C. secs. 25, 25a, 25b), provides 
as follows: 

"That whenever the last United States land office in any State has been or 
o b r h t f hereafter may be abolished the Secretary of the Interior be 

lan.f o~~e~s i~rSt;t~, and he is hereby, authorized to transfer to the State withil~ 
b~ef;~Sf:~~d~he~fJ. which such United States land office was or is situated such 

e transcripts, documents, and records of the office aforesaid 
as may not be required for use of the United States and which the State may desire 
to preserve. 

"SEC. 2. That when the public surveys in any State have been so far completed 
t~at in the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior it is no longer 

Field notes, of sur- necessary to maintain a public survey office in said State he veys, may be turned , 
over to the State. may turn over to the State the field notes, maps, plats, records, 

and all other papers appertaining to land titles in such public 
survey office that may not be needed by the United States and which the State 
may elect to receive. 

"SEC. 3. The transcripts, documents, records, field notes, maps, plats, and 
Provision for sMe- other papers mentioned in sections 1 and 2 of this act shall in 

keeping required. no case be turned over tq the authorities in any State ulltil 
such State has provided by law for the reception and safekeep

ing of same as public records, alld for the allowance of frcc access to the same bv 
the authorities of the United States." . 

On JUly 16, 1946, the Bureau of Land Management was established 
in the Department of the Intorior in accordanco with the President's 
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1946. Under that plan, the General 
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Land Office was abolished and its functions transforred to the now 
Bureau; the office of the United States Supervisor of Surveys, to
gether with the field surveying service (known as the cadastml engi
neering service), was abolished and the functions transferred to the 

Secretary of the Interior. 
Order No. 2225, July 15, 1946, by the Secretary of the Interior, 

provided that the functions and powers of the General Land Office, 
and the United States Supervisor of Surveys, together with the field 
surveying service, be exercised by the Director of the Bureau of Land 
Management, subject to the direction and control of the Secretary, 
through such officers or units of the bureau as might be designated. 

In the organization of the new Bureau of Land Management, the 
Branch of Engineering and Construction has been created in the 
headquarters office. In so far as the work of surveying the public 
lands is concerned, that branch develops programs of required sur
veys und resurveys and has tec1micul supervision, through the regional 
administrators, over the administration of such programs by the field 
orgunization. Tho chief of the branch acts as consultant to the 
Director in the formulation of policies, programs, standards, und 

procedures of cadustrul engineering. 
The field activities of tho bureau have been grouped in seven regions 

as outlined in section 9. 

GENERAL RULES 

8. From the foregoing synopsis of congressional legislation it is 

evident-First. That the boundaries and subdivisions of the public lands as surveyed-
under approved instructions by the duly appointed engineers, the physical evi
dence of which survey consists of monuments established upon the grourrd, and 
the record evidence of which consists of field notes and plats duly approved hy 
the authorities constituted by law, arc unchangeable after the passing of the title 

Second. That the physical evidence of the original township, section, quarter-by the United States. 

section, and other monuments must stand as the true corners of the subdivisions 
which they were intended to represent, and will be given controlling preference 

Oyor the recorded directions and lengths of lines, 
Third. That quarter_quarter-section corners not established in the process of 

the original survey shall be placed on the line connecting the section and quarter
section comers, find midway between them, except on tho Jast half milo of section 
lines closing on the north and west boundaries of the township, or on other lines 

between fractional or irregular sections. 
Fourth. That the center lines of a regular section are to be straight, running 

from the quarter-section corner on one boundary of the section to the correspond-

ing corner on the opposite section line. 
Fifth. That in a fractional section where no opposite corresponding quartcr-

section corner has been or can be established, the center line of such section mU3(; 
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be run from the proper quarter-section c 
to the meander line, reservation or oth ~ner as nearly in a cardinal direction 
due parallelism with section ll'nes' w'll er .oundary of such fractional section ~o 

S' th 1 permIt ' <NO 

IX • That lost or obliterated corners f . 
to their original locations whenever it is 0p th~~pproved surveys must be restored 
?y surveyors, Federal, State, or local whic OSSI ~ to do so. Actions or decisions 
In the established boundaries of pate~ted lh ~ay Involv~ the possibility of changes 
courts upon suit advancing that issue. an s, are subJect to review by the State 

These basic provisions 1'e u' th h . by north and south lines r~nl:e a1t e publIc lands II shall be divided 
others crossing them at right a:c~: ng to the true ':meridian, and by 
sq~~re;" that" the town~hips s~a~l' ~~ :~~~i f~~~ t?wnship~ six miles 
tauung as nearly as may be s' h d VI e mto sectlOns, con-
that" the excess or deficienc~ s~~ll ~ red .a~ld forty acres each;" and 
deducted from the western and et~eClU y noted, and added to or 
sections in such townships d~or ern ranges of sections or half 

th !
. ' accor mg as the er b . 

e mes from cast to west or f. ' 1'01' may e m running 
Mar. 3, 1925, 43 Stat 1144" 43 UIOSm Csouth to north" (R. S. 2395' . , ., . soc. 751) , 

-
6 5 4 3 2 I 

7 8 9 10 II 12 

I 

-18 17 16 15 14 13 

19 20 21 22 23 24 

30 29 28 27 26 25 
, 

31 32 33 34 35 36 

In this rectangular plan th t ' north and south or due east i1 de ownship boundaries are to be due 
four principal geographic di~ct~voe~;; tl~se are the c~rdinallinesof the 
and south are termed "rang l' ,', ?e boundanes running north 

lin 
e mes . WIth f .. 

es are run on cardinal' and h b ew exe.eptIOns the runge 
cardinal. The cast and ~. ave ~en, or wore mtended to be on 
lines'" th. s . est boundal'1es 0,,1'0 called merely" townshi 

At' t e. e :vere mtended to be on true naraliel,. p 
cor am mtervals, in the normal orde; th~ ~wn' shi l' , p mes are run 
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as shmdllrd parallels; the remainder by (I l'flndom and true line'.' be
tween established township corners, departing not over 21' of angle 
from the cardinal; the locations are controlled primarily by the 
measurements along the range lines. The early methods differed 
considerably, and frequently resulted in there being established two 
sets of corners along the township boundaries. 

The range lines converge; this becomes manifest in the measurement 
of the township lines. The convergency is taken up at intervals by 
the running of standard parallcIs, on which the measurements are 
again made full. On the latter" correction lines", as these were first 
named, there are offsets in the range lines and two sets of corners; 
(I standard corners" for the lines to the north; "closing corners" for 
the lines to the south. The fractional measurement along a range 
line when intersecting a standard parallel is placed in the north ha1£
mile, with a lotting in the sections according to that measured length. 
The usual interval between the standard parallels has been 24 miles, 
but there were many exceptions in the older surveys. 

The range lines are great circles of the earth and, if extended, would 
intersect at the north pole. The standard parallels and township 
lines flre small circles of the earth, always equidistant, or intended to 
be and arc paTallel to the equator. These features arc best illustrated 
b; the cardinal lines on a globe. The solar transit gives the orienta
tion instrumentally, for running these lines. Other methods must be 
employed for running the parallels of latitude if an instrmnent without 

the solar unit is employed. . 
In order to make the sections II square miles", as nearly as may be, 

in the usual plan, the meridional lines are run, and for a long time 
have been run from south to north and pa.rallel to the east boundary 
of the township, or intended to be parallel, for a distance of 5 miles 
countinO' from the south bound£1ry. These £1re run and monumented 
as true lines' the remainder of the section lines £1re all run by II random 
and true" between the established section corners, £1nd within the 

21-minute limit. 
This produces the rectangular sections; of these 25 contain 640 acres 

each within the allowable limit. The sections along the north and 
west' boundaries are subdivided on a plan for certain lottings to 
absorb the excess or deficiency in the me£1surements, and the con
vergency. This is illustmted in the diagram of the normaItow~ship. 
These sections provide a maximum number of aliquot parts, 1. e.-
1GO-, 80-, £1nd 40-ae1'e units, or regul£1r subdivisions of a section; the 
remainder by lottings as sho\vn, whose contents £1re computed flccord-

ing to the fwId measurements. 
The above completes an outline of the rectangular system. It 

should be emphflsized that errors of the approved surveys cannot be 
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correcte~ after the title h£1S passed. The technique of making the 
observatlOns, £1~d the runn.ing and measurement of the lines, has of 
course gre£1tly unl:roved Wlt~l the modern instruments and practice. 
:r.letho~ls are pr?vlded, a~ WIll ?e explained in detail in chapter III, 
by whlCh the dlscrep£1ncles or lllaccuracies of the older surveys are 
not extended into the new surveys. 

THE REGIONAL AND PUBLIC SURVEY OFFICES 
9. T~e direction of the public bnd surveys is c,onducted through 

~he. reglOnal offices of .the ~ureau of Land Management, by the 
1 eglOnalBranch of Engmeermg and Construction under the "d . -
istrative supervi~ion of t~e regional fldministrator. The flu~h:~~~ 
~v:r fi~ld operat:ons exe.rclse~ by regional Branch is limited by the 
Iebu~a~lOns and mstructlOns Issued by the Director to the regional 
a~m:lllstrator. .One or more public survey offices m£1Y be located 
wlthm each reglOn; each is under the fldministrative supervision 
of the region£1l administrator. 
M~ny chang~s in the armngement of surveying districts have been 

reqUIred fr~m tune .to time, principally to accord with the enlargement 
of the publIc domam, to keep up virith the progress of settlement and 
to take c~re of major surveying activities of the period, which ar~ now 
ce~~ered m the wester~ ~tates and Alaska. Within this £1ctive £1rea, the 
ongmal recor?s pertmnmg to the survey and resurvey of the public 
lands, the mmeml-patent surveys, and the private land clflims and 
grant~, are~led in the region£1l field office or public survey office of the 
state m wluch the lands are situated. The public survey offices are 
usually under the administrative charge of an office cad£1stral engineer 

The field. regions of the Bureau of Land J\fanagement £1re as follows; 
1. Washmgton, Oregon, and Idaho, with headqu£1rters at Portland, 

Oregon. 
2. Culiforniq, and N evud£1, with headquarters at S£1n Francisco, 

California. , 
3. Montana, Wyoming, North Dakota, South Dakota Nebraska 

Kansas, Iowa, and Missouri, with headquarters at Billing~, Ivfontan£1: 
4. Ut~h and ~olorado! ,\'ith headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah. 
5. A:"lzonfl, New Ivlexlco, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Louisi

ana, wlth hO£1dqu(t1·ters at Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
6. All the rer;naining states with headquarters at Washington, D. C. 
7. Alaska, WIth headquarters at Anchorage. 

THE STATE OFFICES 
10. The origin£11 records have been transferred to the Stfltes where 

the public land survey,s havo been completcd, excepting Oklahoma. 
In most respects duplIcate copies are on flle in Washingt{)n. The 
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Director of the Bureau of Land Management exercises all administra
tive authority in questions relating to the remarking of the boundaries 
of the remaining public land, where resurvey is required, and in the 
extension of the surveys to include parccls of public land in any manner 
heretofore omitted from the official surveys. 

The 29 States have been created out of the public domain; 
their boundary descriptions 8 are given in the enabling acts as cited 
below, the references being to the United States Statutes at Large, 
by volume and page.. 

Alabama.-Included in the territory of the original 13 States and 
admitted into the Union December 14, 1819 (3 Stat. (08); records 
transferred to the Secretary of State at Montgomery. 

Arizona.-Included in the lands ceded by Mexico in 1848 and the 
Gadsden purchase in 1853; admitted into the Union February 14, 1912 
(36 Stat. 557; 37 Stat. 1728) i public survey office at Phoeni.."'l{. 

Arkansas.-Aequired under the Louisiana Purchase in 1803 and 
admitted into the Union June 15, 1836 (5 Stat. 50); records transferred 
to the Commission or of State Lands at Little Rock. 

Oalifornia.-Ccded by Mexico in 1848 and admitted into the Union 
September 9, 1850 (9 Stat. 452); public survey office at Glendale; 
regional office at San Francisco. 

Oolorado.-Acquired largely under the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, 
but including additional land, title to which was quieted through treaty 
with Spain in 1819, with other lands annexed with Texas in 1845, and 
lands ceded by Mexico in 1848; admitted into the Union August 1, 
1876 (18 St'at. 474; 19 Stat. 6(5); public survey office at Denver . 

Florida.-Ceded by Spain in 1819 and admitted into the Union 
March 3, 1845 (5 Stat. 742) i records' transferred to the Commissioner 
of Agriculture at Tallahassee. 

Idaho.-Aequired with the Oregon Territory, title to which was 
established in 1846, and admitted into the Union July 3,1890 (26 Stat. 
215) i public survey office at Boise. 

Illinois.-Included in the territory of the original 13 States and 
admitted into the Union December 3, 1818 (3 Stat. 536); records 
transferred to the Auditor of State at Springfield. 

Indiana.-Included in the territory of the original 13 States and 
admitted into the Union December 11, 1816 (3 Stat. 399); records 
transferred to the Auditor of State a.t Indianapolis. 

, For an extended treatment of the boundary subjects, ·the territorial acquiSitions, treaties with the for. 
elgn sovereignties, etc., see II. Doe. No. 113, 71st Cong., 1st scss., entitled "Boundarles, Areas, Geographie 
Centers, and AltitUdes of the United States and the Severa! States;" by Edward M. Douglas, Geological 
Survey 13ullctin 817, U. S. DepLIl'tmcnt of the Interior: Superintendent of Documents, Government Print. ing Office, Washington, D. 0, 

See also the wall map of the Unl\ed States; Superintendent of Documents, Government Prlnting Oillce, Washington, D. O. 
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Iowa.-Acquired under the Louisiana Purchase in 1803 and admitted 
into the Union December 28, 1846 (9 Stat. 117); records transferred to 
the Secretary of State at Des Moines. 

Ka1?sas.-Acquired under the Louisiana Purchase in 1803 and with 
lands annexed with Texas in 1845; admitted into the Union January 
29, 1861 (12 Stat. 126); records transferred to the Auditor of State 
and Register of State Lands at Topeka. 

Louisiana.-Included in the Louisiana Purchase in 1803 and bound
ary extended to include additional lands, title to which was quieted 
through treaty with Spain in 1819; admitted into the Union April 30, 
1812 (2 Stat. 701) i records transferred to the Register of State Lands 

at Baton Rouge. 
Michigan.-Included in the territory of the original 13 States and 

a,dmitted into the Union January 26, 1837 (5 Sta,t. 144); records trans
ferred to the Director, Department of Conserva,tion, at Lansing. 

Minnesota.-Included in the terri tory of the original 13 States, 
and with lands acquired under the Louisiana, Purchase in 1803; ad
mitted into the Union May 11, 1858 (11 Stat. 285); records transferred 
to the Secretary of State at St. Paul. 

Mississippi.-Included in the territory of the original 13 States 
and admitted into the Union December 10, 1817 (3 Sta,t. 472); records 
transferred to the Commissioner of State Lands at Jackson. 

.Missouri.-Acquired lmder the Louisiana Purchase in 1803 and 
admitted into the Union August 10,1821 (3 Stat. 645,3 Stat. Appendix 
II); records transferred to the Secretary of State at Jefferson City. 

1\1ontana.-Acquired under the Louisiana Purchase in 1803 and with 
the Oregon Territory, title to which was established in 1846; admitted 
into the Union November 8, 1889 (25 Stat. 676, 26 Stat. 1551); public 
survey office at Helena; regional office at Billings. 

Nebraska.-Acquired under the Louisiana Purchase in 1803 !Lnd 
admitted into the Union March 1, 1867 (14 Stat. 391, 820); records 
transferred to the Commissioner of Public Lands and Buildings at 

Lincoln. 
Nevada.-Ceded by Mexico in 1848 and admitted into the Union 

October 13, 1864 (13 Stat. 30, 749); public survey office at Reno. 
New Mexico.-Included with lands annexed with Texas in 1845, with 

lands ceded by Mexico in 1848, and the Gadsden Purchase in 1853; 
admitted into the Union January 6, 1912 (36 Stat. 557, 37 Stat. 1723); 
public survey office at Santa Fe; regional office at .Albuquerque. 

North Dalcota.-Included in the territory of the original 13 States, 
and with lands acquired undor the Louisiana purchase in 1803; ad
mitted into the Union November 2,1889 (25 Stat. 676, 26 Stat. 1548); 
records tnU1sferred to the State Engineer at Bismarck. 
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Oklahoma.-Acquircd un 1 th L .. 

with lands annexed with ~ er ~ OUlSlana Purchase in 1803 and 

N 
exas m 1845' admitted . t th U' 

ovembcr 16, 1907 (34 Stat 267 35 S. ' mo e mon 
the B.ureau of Land Manage~ent ~t Wa!~~ 21(0); records filed with 

Ohw.-Included in the territo 0 gto~, .D. C. 
admitted into the Union April 30 ~80; the ongmal 13 States and 
ferred to the Auditor of State at 6oIumb~: Stat. 173); records trans-

Oregon.-Included in the Ore on T: .' 
established in 1846' admitt d . t

g 
tIe Urn.tory, tItle to which was 

S ,e m 0 Jle monFebtu 14 
tat. 383); regional office at Portland ary ,1859 (11 
Sout~ Dakota.-Included in the ter~ito . , 

and With lands acquired under th L ry. ~f the ongmal 13 States, 
admitted into the Union N ovembe/ 2 ~~~~lana Purchase in 1803; 
1549); records transferred to the C '.. (25 Stat. 676, 26 Stat. 
Lands at Pierre. The plats of theO::IssIOner of School and Public 
Dakota are filed in the public sur meral

. paD tent sur~eys of South 
. vey 0 Ice m enver 001 d tl 

necessary mmeral surveys are d' t d f ,0., an Ie U lrec e rom that office 
tah.-Ceded by Mexico in 1848 and d' " 

January 4, 1896 (28 Stat. 107 29 Stat 8 a) ~11ltt~d mto the Union 
Lake City. ,. 76 ,.regIOnal office at Salt 

Washington.-Included in the 0 T' . 
established in 1846; admitted int r::o~ .ernt~ry, tItle to which was 
Stat. 676, 26 Stat. IB5?" pub!' 0 e nffilOn November 11, 1889 (25 

W' . I I -" .10 survey 0 Ice at Olympia 
~scons~n,- nc uded in the territor f th ., . 

admitted into thoU' 111 Y 0 e ongmal 13 States and 

f 
. mon lV ay 29, 1848 (9 Stat 233)' d 

erred to the Commissioners of P bI' L . , recor s trans-TT' . u 10 ands at Mad' ryom~ng.-Included with lands ac UIT Ison. . . 
Purchase in 1803 with land d ~ h ed un~er the LOUlsIana 
included in the OreD'on T s,.annexe. WIt Te~as m 1845, with lands 
1846, and with lands ced:~l1~O~M tI:.le t? wluch was established in 
Union July 10,,1890 (26 Stat.lz2~)~ex~~~. m 1848; admitted into the 

Territory of Alaska -Ceded b Ii p . l~ survey office at Cheyenne. 
at Juneau' regional oill'lce at' A ~ ussla m 1867; public survey office 

, ' . J.!..ncnorage. 

The Manual Supplements 

Standard Field Tables 

11. There was published in 1910 by the GIL 
pocket field book a com e d' enera and Office, as a 
"Standard Field Tables" P ~ lUmIof tables and formulas entitled 
engineers enrraD'ed '. 1e vo ume embraces the data useful to 
public lands~ "'The O~t~~~:~~r~i:~~';;Y~i especi.ally in subdividing the 

a os are issued us a supplement 
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1 T11e contents of the sLxth edition (Hl42) 
to the Manua. 

are as 

follows: . . f steel tapes 
1 Units of linear measure, Unlts of area, expanslOn 0 .. , 

. and conversion tables, chains to feet and feet to ch~ms. d r 
2. Reduction in latitude to south boundary ?f township, an co-

. '. rections for convergency within a townshIp .. 
3. Traverse table, for the correction of random lmes. 

4. Traverse tables. .' . 
5. Correction of error in s~adla WIre mterval. 
6. Stadia coefficients, ve:-tlCal rod. 
7. Natural sines and cosmes. 
8 Natural tangents and cotangents. g: Logarithmic sines, cosines, tangents, and cotangents. 

10 L 'thms of numbers. . d 1 . 
. ogan f 'd' nd differences of latItude an ongl-

11. Convergency 0 men lans, a . 

tude. 11 1 
12. Azimuths of the tangent to the para e. 
13. Offsets from the tangent to tho parallel. 
14 Azimuths of the secant. 
15: Offsets from the secant to t~e parallel. 
16. Lengths of arcs of the .earth s surface. 
17 Apparent time of sunnse and sunset.. d 
'. d t time and tlIDe to egrees. 

18. Conversion tables, grees 0 d t: . to the local mean time of 
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Ephemeris of Ihe Sun, Polaris, and Other Selected Stars, With Companion 
Data and Tables 

12. The astronomical data for the stellar and solar observations 
by which to determine the true meridian, as practiced by the cadastral 
engineers and conforming to the Mannal methods and examples, are 
published annually in advanc~, in a supplement that bears the above 
title. The methods are primarily for the operation of the General 
Land Office solar transit, comparing its orientation with observation~ 
on the sun, Polaris, and the brighter stars by which to make the 
needed instrumental adjustments and tests. This includes also a 
determination for the direction of any line that is to be run without 
the use of the solar unit, and for the verification of all lines as required. 

In this practice the data for the sun are required in terms of the 
daily apparent positions for the Greenwich meridian; for all stellar 
positions in terms of the Greenwich meridian, mean time and mean 
time intervals. 

Tho Ephemeris of the sun and Polaris, in this form, was first pub
lished by the General Land Office in 1910. The data has since been 
extended to include the following contents: 

Astronomical Data 

The daily positions of the sun and Polaris. 
A list of the selected stars and star cha.rt. 
The semi-monthly positions of 28 bright stars. 
Azimuths .of Polliria at all hour angles. 
Azimuths of Polaris at elongation. 
Latitudes by an altitude observation of Polaris at any hour angle. 
Explanations for finding the stellar positions, and use of the equations 

for the reduction of observations. 

Tables 
", 

Refractions in zenith distance, and the sun's parallax. 
Conversion of time to arc. 
Conversion of arc to time. 
Sidereal conversions: sidereal into mean solar interval; 

mean solar into sidereal interval; 
Greenwich meridian to longitude of station. 

Natural sines, cosines, and tangents, 4-place, for finding the vertical 
and horizontal angles of a star. . , 
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Exampll: 

A supplemental explanation on preparing for the observations, and 
graph of the natural trigonometric sines, cosines, and tangents, 
for use in finding the vertical and horizontal angles of a star. 

Restoration of Lost or Obliterated Corners and Subdivision of Sections 

13. A third supplement to the Manual bears the above title; it is 
addressed primarily to county and local surveyors and others who 
may have occasion to retrace the lines of the public land surveys, 
and to subdivide the sections. The subject matter under that title 
first appeared in the decisions of the Department of the Interior, 
1 L. D. 339; 2d edition, 1 L. D. 671 (1883); there have been several 
revisions and extensions, the latest in 1939. 

In the general plan for the public land surveys it is provided that 
"all subdividing of surveyed lands into lots less than 160 acres may 
be done by county and local surveyors at the expense of the claimants" 
(R. S. sec. 2406; 43 U. S. C. sec. 766); this to be according to the 
rules for the subdividing of sections as heretofore shown, and as 
represented upon the official plat. 

Aftcr the title to the lands passes into private ownership, the prop
erty comes under the jurisdiction of the State law, which is controlling 
in regard to the principles, or rules for surveying, and the procedure 
that is to be followed in the retracement, identification, and remarking 
of the boundaries; the interpretations are to be found in the opinions 
and decrees of the State courts. 

On many occasions and in varying situations, there is an over
lapping of the surveying work that is required, though the distinction 
in jurisdiction is clear; this is brought to the attention of all through 
the medium of this supplement. 

The subjects are treated in four parts, as follows: 
Foreword.-A statement concerning the jurisdiction, the original 

records, and the general rules. , 
Restoration of lost or obliterated corners.-The specific rules that are 

applicable after the evidence has been fully developed. 
Subdivision oj seetions.-The rules when all necessary corners on 

the section boundaries are in position. 
Retracements.-Explanation of the technique found by experienccd 

surveyors to be the most generally successful in the rccovery of the 
evidence of the early public land survcys. 

A limitcu amoun t of additional material has been added in response 
to frequent inquiries on the subject of meander lines and riparian 
rights, though the points are not strictly within the scope of the main 

title. 

12 
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OUTLINE 

14. The methods that are outlined in this chapter may be termed 
the specifications for the ascertainment of the length and direction of 
lines. A common standard is intended for all surveying districts. 
There is provided ample freedom of choice of methods best suited to 
the job in hand. The regional engineers and all :reviewing officers will 
be guided by these specifications. 

In active field operations, the tests and various observations may be 
made at such times as will least interfere with the progress of the 
survey. In most cases ample instrumental tests are made prior to 
the organization of the field party; after that, the chief of party is 
required to continue the necessary observations and tests to insure that 
the instruments are being maintained in good adjustment. 

As to the field notes, let it be recognized that county and other 
surveyors most concerned with the retracement and iclentificationof 
the lines, and the public generally, including the legaland engineering 
professions, manifestly are entitled to a complete record of the survey, 
one that describes all essential field operations and is admissible as 
evidence in formal court proceedings, bearing official appro'!aL . 

'rhe examples arc explicit as to the entries thn,t are requited in/the 
14 
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field tablets, and as to the summarized results which are to be carried 
to the transcribed field notes. 1 

Basic examples are given in the text for the methods most freq:I~Ilt y 
1 1 . oI'der to clur'ify these fundamentals. AdciltIOnal m~~&, m .. . 

1 . g'vell in the 1vfunua1 appendIx for reference purposes, exam p es ar e I ~ . f h' .. 
segregated from the text so as to simplify the showmg 0 t e lequne-
ments. 

MEASUREMENTS 
15. In land surveying, the distance betwee~ two points, or length of 

1· e m·e"ns the horizontal distance. On slopmg ground, the tape may 
m, '" . . . Ilmmet at be held horizontally, or supported in that pOSItIOn, u.sm~ a pl. 

the en W 11C IS Ig , d 1 · h' h' her than the surface for the prOJectIOn of the tape 
length to the ground. . t 

Where the ground is uneven, or sloping sharply, thb ~ea~l~~en t 
ma be made more accurately along the slope, the tape. em~ e. au 

y t' both ends at or near the surface, whICh WIll gIVP. the at proper enSIOn, . 1 . th 
d' t on the slope between those points; the latt?r va ue .IS en 

ISd ancde ( tl em"tically) to the equivalent true hOl'lzontal dIstance. 
re uce ma 1 u, . • • d b th . f tl e 
I this method the slope measurement muitiphe y e cosm~ 0 1] 

n t' 1 1 o'f that interval of the slope equals the true hOl'lzonta verlca ang e 
distance between those points. ,. f h 

'b th chain as the umt of lmear measure or t e The law prescrl es e t b 
f th publl'c lands and all returns of measurements are 0 e survey 0 . e , .. d r 1 

made'in true horizontal distances, in miles, chams, an ~n \:s. 
Umts of area Units of linear measure 

1 chain = 100 links. 
=56 feet. 

I mile = 80 chains. 
= 5,280 feet. 

1 acre = 10 square chains. 
=43,560 square feet. 

1 square mile=640 acres. 

The chain, arpent, and vam units .. 
The link chain, and the'long steel-l'lbbon tape. 
Manual Appendix II. 

S Each en ineer will be provided with a standard and an assor.t-
1 . 2-

g 
5- or 8-chain steel tapes. The standard tape will 

ment of 1-, " . 'th the field t"pes in order that errors b Id f l' companson WI .'" , 
. e emp oy~ 0 otod and corrected. An affirmative statement 
~ the ~attde~nmtahYe ~:a~scribed field notes to the effect that the party 1S req uu·c 1 • 

c~~f :':,'~~:i~ ::Ct~:~:c~~dt:~ :C;~: ';:,n~~:;; briefly at tbe be; 
ginning of the field notes, with every. set loft returns, t~eh;e~:~:l 

I . th easurements m t 1£1 survey. . ma~er of rna \:l~: e ~e:urement. It is required that the data be 
enter~~ t?n

e ~~:elreg~lation field tablets with all necessary complete-
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ness. . The field tablets will show all necessary offsets, triangulations, 
or stadia measurements. Where the length of an interval of the line 
has not been duly determined, or verified, by steel tape measurement, 
the detail of tho triangulation or stadia measurement will be carried 
to the transcribed fidd notes. Such detail may be omitted from the 
transcribed notes where a triangulation or stq,dia measurement has 
been made as a check against error in the steel tape distance. Like
wise, where a triangulation has been verified by a stadia measure
ment, or vice versa, only the one that is regarded lJ,S giving the best 
value will be carried to the transcribed field notes. 

The field notes thus exhibit the D1!lnner of making all measure
ments. The record should be such that another engineer retracing 
any line can substantially duplicate the procedure adopted in the 
survey. 

The following paragraph is illustrative of the record to be made 
in the field notes: 

"Unless otherwise specified all measurements are made with a 
[maker]' steel tape 8 chains in length compared with a [maker] 
standard steel tape and found correct. The measurements are made 
on the slope, the vertical angle determined, and the slope measure
ments properly reduced to true horizontal distances." 

Additional examples, specimen field notes, Manual AppendL'r VIII. 

The Long Steel Tape 
-

17. The approved method of measurement involves the use of 
steel ribbon tapes from 2 to 8 chains in length; in its use the tape is 
properly aIined and stretched; the measurements are made on the 
slope at any convenient distance up to the length of the tape as 
limited by the changes in slope. The vertical angles of moderate 
slopes are deternlined by clinometer; the very steep or sharp slopes 
are determined with the transit. The slope distances are then re
duced to true horizontal, the entire operation being suitably recorded. 
It is not considered necessary to exhibit in the transcribed field notes 
any but the true horizontal distances, omitting details, except where 
precise measurements are made of various bases for special use. 

As the slope measurements are Lo be reduced to true horizontal 
equivalents, the slope angles must be carefully determined, either by 
clinometer or transit. Th6 order of entry in the field tablet is first, 
the measurement on the slope; second, the vertical angle; third, the 
correction for the slope; fourth, the horizontal distance. Plus dis
tances are entered (fifth) for the items of topography that are inter
mediate between the points of line measurement. An entrY' is made 
(sixth) for the diffel'cnce in elevation foA' each interval as measured; 

700004 "--4 '----a 17 
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this is expressed in the foot unit, in order to conform with the C011-

ventional practice in topographic surveying. Example, section 20. 
Where the elevation above sea level is known (or has been ascer

tained approximately) for the point of beginning, the value' is placed 
at the top of the column. The plus or minus differences are then 
applied, giving the elevation above sea level for each measured point, 
ap.d showing at once the crossing of any desired contour. 

The reductions are supplied with whatever accuracy may be re
quired for the class of survey (sec. 234), and to keep within the al
lowable tolerance. The linear tolerance may be as little as 2.0 links 
(1.32 feet), or up to a maximum of 12.5 links (8.25 feet) per mile, 
depending upon the class of survey, and as tested both by the basic 
standards of length and direction of lines, and by the error of closure. 
The smaller limit is attainable by the methods prescribed, depending 
\lpoP. the exercise of care in all detail. 

18. The following is an example of both field-tablet and tran
scribed record for the use of the long steel tape and clinometer; reduc
tions by the use of the traverse tables (table 4, Standard Field Tables): 

I 
Field record 

Dis- Menu True Inter- Differ- Transcribed field notes 
lance vert!- horizon- mediate enee in 

on cal tal dis- meas- eleva-
slope angle tance ure· tlon ment 

------------
Chains Chains Chains Chains Chains North, bet. sees. 19 and 24. 

Desc. 155 ft. over NW. slope, through 
scattering timber and dense under-
growth. 

-124· 4.398 4.W -0.95 
2.20 _17~o 2.0\)8 -.65 

--- ---
6.70 6.496 3.80 -.75 10.30 Dry~ch, course W.; IISOo 2M It. over 

S • slope. 
---

+.75 
8.00 +8)4" 7.917 +1.15 - -14.70 14.413 
6.20 +19%· 5.835 +2.10 --- ---

20.00 20.2·18 
3.30 +7W 3.270 +.44 

--- --- ---
24.20 23.518 0.00 23.W Spur, slopes W.; dose. 185 ft. to ~ sec. 

cor., over NW. SlOW' 
1.20 24.70 Road, bears E. and V. 
1.90 25.40 Leave undergrowth. 

S.OO -6W 7.0·19 -0.91 
--- ---

32.20 31. 407 1.16 32.60 Enter heavy timber, bears NW. and SE. 
3.70 -10)40 3. C1! -.60 - -35.00 35.10~ 
5.00 -14 . 4.851 -1.21 

--- ---
40.00 au. 059 

.04 :J Q .04 
--- ---

40. 9·l 40.00 
--- r 40.00 I 40.00 I 40.00 Point for the ~ sec. cor of sees. 19 and 24. 

Set anlron post, eto. 

---~ 
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19. A simplification of the reduction of measurements on the slope 
is obtained by the use of two diagrams constructed on cross-section 
paper, as follows: The first with the vertical lines representinO' inter
vals of 20 links measurement on the slope to 2, 5, or 8 chains"'to suit 
the length of tape used; the horizontal lines representing the correction 
in links to be made from the measurement on the slope to obtain the 
true horizontal distance; slanting lines are drawn to represent various 
degrees of slope scaled to the proper points for the correction for the 
full length of the tape. The second diagram is constructed with the 
vertical lines representing similarly the measurement on the slope in 
the chain unit; the horizontal lines in this diagram representing the 
difference in elevation in feet, at intervals of 5 feet; slanting lines are 
drawn to represent various degrees of slope scaled to the propel' points 
for the differences of elevation for the full length of the tape (figs. 
1 and 2). 

20. The following is an example of record for the use of the long 
steel tape and clinometer; reductions by the usc of the diagrams: 

Field record I 
Mcn...<mrc~ Vertical correc-l Hor!- Plus dis-I Dlffer-

Distance Transcribed field notes 
ment on t ion for zoatal 

slope ilngle slope distance tance el;vC,~\lgn 
-1--------

North, bet. sees. 19 and 24. 
Desc. 155 ft. over NW. slope, 

Chains D'grees I Chains Chains Chains Fed Chains 
through scattering timber 

4. liD -12,4 0.10 4.40 -60 
and dense undergrowth. 

2.20 -1m .10 2.10 -45 
--- --'----

6.70 .20 C.W 3.80 -50 10.30 Dry llulch, courso W.; asc. --- 295 t. over SW. slope. 

t 50 
8.00 +8y, .08 7.92 75 --- ------

14.70 .28 14. 42 
6.20 +19% .37 0.83 +140 --- ------

20.90 .65 20.25 
3.30 +Hi .03 3.27 +30 --- ------ ---

24.20 .68 28.52 0.00 I 28.W Spur, slopes W.; dose. 185 ft. 

I 
to H sec. cor., over N,\V. 

1.20 
slope. 

24.70 Road, bears E. end W. 
1.9J 25.40 Leave undergrowtil. 

8.00 -6}1 .05 7.95 -60 --- ------
32.20 .73 31. 47 1.15 32.60 Entcr heavy timber, bears 

NW. nndSE. 
3.70 -lOW .06 3.64 -45 --- ------

35.90 .79 35.11 
5.00 -14 .15 4.85 -80 --- ------

40.90 .94 39.90 
.04 Q .00 .04 --- ------

40.94 .94 40.00 40.00 Point for the 4 sec. cor. of 

I 
sees. 19 and 24. 
Set an irOll post, etc. 

21. By skillful use of the long steel tape on the slope, with correct 
determinations of the vertical angle, and proper reductions from the 
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slope to the true horizontal distance, the engineer obtains one of the 
most rapid and reliable methods of measurement. It is essential to 
make all reductions for distance as the work progresses, but the addi
tional information regarding the amount of the ascents and descents 
is readily obtainable from the record at the convenience of the engineer. 

'Stadia Measurements 

22. Under proper safeguards the stadia method of measurement 
affords a useful and reliable means of overcoming the difficulties of 
obtaining correct distances across water and over precipitous slopes 
that can not be raached with the tape. It is required that the wire 
interval or ratio be determined in the field by frequent tests under 
working conditions in comparison with steel tape measurement, 
solving the formula given in the Standard Field Tables (p. 221) for 
the value of the wire ratio \vith the horizontal distance known. The 
record of the stadia tests should be given in the field notes. It is 
essential to accurate stadia work that rods of approved construction 
be used, together with two targets and a properly adjusted rod level 
to secure true vertical readings; the readings at all times must be 
restricted to suitable atmospheric conditions and to distances per
mitting exact bisections of the targets. Possible criticism of the use 
of the stadia method is found in the failure to observe proper details 
and not in the reliability of the method if skillfully followed. 

23. It is desirable to state briefly at the beginning of the field 
notes, with every set of returns, the general plan of making stadia 
measurements. The following paragraphs are illustrative of the 
character of such record: 

"All stadia measurements are made with fixed stadia wires with a 
ratio of 1:132±, as exhibited by the tests shown in the field notes; 
the focal constant of the instrument is 1.2 links; the rod used is a 
standard Philadelphia level rod graduated to feet and equipped with 
two targets and a rod level; all readings are made with a vertical rod." 

"All stadia measurements are made with fixed stadia wires with a 
ratio of 1:100±, as exhibited by the tests shown in the field notes; 
the focal consta,nt of the instrument is 1.2 links; the rod used is a 
standard Troy level rod graduated to feet and equipped with two 
targets and a rod level; all readings are made with a vertical rod." 

24. Notation used in stadia, measurements: 
HoI'. dist.: The true horizontal distance from the center of the in

strument to the rod. 
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Dill. eley.: The true vertical distance from the height of the instru
ment to the center point between the two targets of 
the rod. 

tl r ": Vertical rod reading. 
ltv": Observed vertical angle. 
"K": The wire interval or ratio. 
"c": Distance from the center of the instrument to the object glass. 
"I': Distance from the plane of the cross-wires to the object glass. 
Hor. dist.=Kr cos2 v+(c+j) cos v. .. 
Diff. elev. =Kr 3i sin 2v+ (0+ j) sin v. 

-'-'-'--. 

Fig.3. 

25. In table 6, Standard Field Tables, the natural functions "cos2 v" 
and U% sin 2v" are t.abulated by intervals of 2' for all angles from 
00 0' to 28 0 0'; these values become natural coefficients of the rod 
reading in the use of the vertical rod. In the same table are tabu
lated the natural products U(c+j)cos v" and "(c+j) sin v," for three 
values of "(c+j)" which may be considered as express,ed in either the 
link or foot unit as convenient. 

26. In public-land surveying it is convenient to have fixed stadia 
wires with 11 ratio of 1: 132, so that the sum of two rod readings in 
feet will be equivalent to a ratio of 1:00, or 11 reduced distance in 
chains' it is also convenient to reduce the 01'1'01' in the wire interval 
to the'erro!' in 10 chains, and to eliminate the error by applying to 
the reduced distance the proper correction taken from the ta,ble of 
proportional parts (table 5, Standard Field Tables). 
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27. k .... "mple of test of stadia wire interval, the approximate ratio 
being 1 :132, and the foeul consttmt 1.2 links: 

Field record II -------,----! 
Measurement of base hy steel tape 

Gnd clinoHleter 
I' 

II 
MClin 

vertical 
lIllgle 

DIstance 
Oil slope 

Vertlrnl rod 1[' 
True ronding I 

horizontal :i 
dlstance !I 

Transcribed field notes 

----1--------------11---
Chains Feel il June 11, 1015,I make tbe following test of tbo Chain. 
3.8",8 G.002 II stadla WlrO lIltcrval: 
7. U\,S 6.008 ' Horizontnllongth of baso =14.066 ehs. 
2,180 7,002 I Meun of 10 rod readings - 6.0085 ft. 

3.00 I 8.00 
2.20 

-4),. 
-1l-j· 
+7W 

Total base 
Focal constant 

Stadia basc 

Mean rod reading 
Coefllcient for 0'40' 
0.OOOIX6.9085 

r cost V 

927.5G4 
K-~9g78-132. 551 
Measured base 

= ]4, 

= 14.054 c11s. 

=027. 5G4 ft. 

=O,OOGO; 

6. 90SS} =mean rod reading 8. 9985 . 

13. 997 =equi,ulent 1:06. 
13. 907 XO. 9009 = 13. 90G} 

(c+f)= .012 

Error in 14.008 cbs. by stadia 
Error in 10.00 cbs. by stadia 

6,OU5 Vertical angle ot at test = -0°40' 
7.003 K=132,551 
7,00'( Reduced error in 10 ehs. =4.1Iks. 
0,007 
6,OU5 All correelions to be added to tbe dlstances 
7.001 given by tbe stadIa. 
G.OU8 

14.008ohs. 

= 0.058 cbs. 
= 0.0{l chs. 

28. The error of the "dre interval having been determined for a 
distance of 10 chains, the proportionul error for any distance from 1 
to 20 chuins may be taken from table 5, Stundurd Field Tables, 
thus eliminating all complex steps from the ordinary reductions 
of field observations. 

Emphasis is placed upon the necessity for the above tests for 
accurate studia work, and attention is directed to the probability 
that successive tests will show slightly increasing or decreasing 
values of the wire interval; this is with reference to the usual spider
web cross wires. The platinum cross wires should give a neurly 
constant mtio. It is not considered necessary to record in the trans
scribed field notes any but the basic clements of stadia observations, 
omitting the details of the reductions. 

29. The following example of record, with reductions added, is 
adapted to the instrument showing the above test of the wire intcr
val, ratio 1 :132 with an error of 4.1 links in 10 chains, and focal con
st?-nt 1.2 links. 
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'l'runscribed field notes Field record II 
---!I-

3.10{ 
3.2J2 

O. 400XO. 7970-5. 109 
Error+ .021 

(c+fJ cos v+ .011 

12. GO +5,14 cils. 
O. 4OtlXO. '1018=2. 574 chs. 

Di1I.elcY. =170 ft. 
3.418 
3. ~32 

O. 88OXO. 8324=5. 727 
Error+ .024 

(c+fJ cos v+ .011 

12.00 

Width of creek 
4.914 
4. b95 

+5.76 chs. 

~ChS'1 
=0.62 chs. 

g, 8OOXO. 0025=9.735 
E rro r+ . 0,10 

(c+f) cos u .012 

12. GO +0.79 chs. 
9. 809XO. 0863=0. 847 cbs. 

= 56 ft. 
+170 ft. 

Di1I. elev. =220 ft. 

Chaills 

12. GO 

17.74 

18.30 

N, 0'02' W., bet. secs. 15 and 16. 
Descend gradually over mountainous land. 
Him of canyoll, bears NW. and BE.; precipItous descent of 

170 ft. 
Stadia to left bunk of creek: 3.104 and 3.212 ft.,-26°-14'. 
Stadia to right bank of crcek: 3.4-18 llnd 3.432 ft., -24°10'. 
Studia to rIgbt rim of eHlJyon: 4.011 and 4.89.5 ft., +4°58'. 

L<lft bunk of ereok, 021ks. wide, oourse NW. 

Right bunk of creek; precIpItous ascent of 225 ft. to rim of 
cailYOll. 

22.39 RIm of canyon, bears NW. and SE.; asc. gradually. 

30. Attention is directed to the fact that in making the above 
reductions in the chain unit, wire ratio 1 :132, the process is at once 
resolved into taking the sum of the two rod readings in feet mul
tiplied by the proper coefficient for vertical angle, to which product 
arc applied the corrections for the error in the wire interval and for 
the horizontal value of the focal constant. As two rod readings 
should ulways be taken, one as a check upon the other, the entil'(' 
operation becomes very simple. It should also be noted that in 
computing the difference of elevation no correction has been made 
for the height of the instrument above the ground, nor for the meun 
height of the rod reading; these corrections are compensating and 
ordinurily muy be neglected. Therefore, in ordinary work in com
puting differences of elevation by the stadia method it is permissible 
to neglect the height of the instrument above the ground, the mean 
height of the rod reading, the error in the wire interval, und the term 
'(c+f) sin v." These factors should be applied for close results. 

31. Many engineers prefer the conventionn.l stadia wire ratio 1 :100 
generally adopted in miscellaneous surveying practice, using a rod 
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graduate, .0 feet. With an instrument so fitted for public-land 
surveys, in which the chain unit of horizontal distance is stipulated 
by law, the reduction is simplified by ascertaining the logarithm of 

'[{" d' f t d h' tId' . h' l' h' --, ro ill ee an onzon a Istance ill cams, accomp IS mg 
66 

the reduction of" K r cos2 v" by logarithmic functions. 
Stadia-wire ratio 1 :100; example of test. 
Stadia-wire ratio 1 :100; form of field-note record. 
Manual Appendix II. 
32. Most of the Bureau of Land Management surveying instruments 

are equipped with fixed stadia wires of the ratio 1:132, which has been 
found well adapted to all practical purposes for which used, and 
permits the use of standard double-target stadia and level rods 
graduated to feet. 

In authorizing the use of the stadia method in the public-land 
surveys it is not contemplated that this will be made a substitute 
for steel tape measurement where the latter is practicable, but rather 
that the stadia method may be used where natural obstacles are 
encountered over which the distance may be more accurately measured 
by the stadia than otherwise, provided that every safeguard is duly 
observed. 

The detail will be incorporated in the field notes as provided in 
sections 16, 35, 253, and 254. 

33. A number of the models Band 0 General Land Office solar 
transits have been equipped with vertical stadia wires (ratio 1 :132), for 
reading a rod that is held horizontally. More extensive field tests 
will be required before the advantages in land-surveying practice, if 
any, may be demonstrated. As the reduction to horizontal distance 
is by the factor" cos v" (instead of" cos2 v" as where using the vertical 
rod), it is evident that the horizontal stadia rod should give more exact 
results on steep vertical angles. Identificu,tion u,nd description of the 
instrument models: Mu,nuu,l Appendix II, section 78. 

If the sighting conditions are favorable, the stadia determination 
may be checked (approximately) by using the 10 ft. rod horizontally as 
a subtense bar, repeating the horizontu,l angle to secure a 10-second 
vu,lue. (The improved accuracy in the sighting is possible with the 
double cross-wires of this reticle, sec. 112.) 

34. With the horizontal rod, the equations that are given in sec. 24 
will take the forms as follows (both results in the chain unit if the 
wire interval is 1 :132, and if two rod readings are added as suggested 
in usual practice): 

Hor. dist.= (J(r+c+f) cos II 

Diff. elev.= (]{r+c+ f) sin II 

,-

INSTRUMENTS AND 

Triangulations 

35. In making triangulations across water or over precipitous 
slopes, judgment is required in the selection of the measured base, 
so as to adopt the best possible geometric proportions of the sides 
and angles of the triangle. A complete record of the measurement 
of the base, the determination of the angles, the location and direc
tion of the sides, and other essential details of the problem will be 
required in the fieid notes, together with a small diagram to repre
sent the triangulation. The method of triangulation at all times 
must be sufficiently refined to produce reliu,ble results. When neces-, 
sary to determine the value of an angle with a precision of less than 
the least reading of the vernier, the method of repetitions will be 
employed. 

In the longer and more important triangulations all of the stations 
should be occupied (if possible), and the several angles should be 
repeated and checked to a satisfactory closure; the latter limit may 
be kept within 0'20" by eareful use of the one minute transit. If 
the triangulation is verified by stadia or steel tape measurement, or 
by double triangulation (two base lines), a simple statement to that 
effect may be entered in the transcribed field notes, omitting much 
or all of the detu,ilj but if there has been no such verification, and in 
all cascs where the triangulation (or a stadia measurement) has been 
made that passes over one or more regular corner positions, omitting 
the monumentation, the detail must necessQrily be sct out in the 
transcribed field notes for its indispensQble value in subsequent 
retracemont or resurvey. 

In line practice the chainmen are frequently sent through for steel 
tape measurement over extremely difficult terrain, but with the length 
of the interval verified by triangulQtion (or stadia). This is done 
to secure the most eXQct determination of the length of the line, 
duly checked, and to note the intervening topographic data. Where 
there hu,s been, such verification of the length of line it will be un
necessary, in most cases, to carry the detail to the transcribed field 
notes, the entry being made that best expresses the plan ,of the survey 
and the correct value for the length of line. 
, 36~ In its simplest form the method of repeating an angle consists 
ill sighting upon a station, A, with the vernier of the horizontal circle 
set at zero; the angle is then turned to the second stu,tion, B; the 
lower clamp is now loosened and the telescope again s'et upon station 
A 'with the lower ti).ngent motion without disturbing the angle first 
turned, u,fter which the upper clamp is loosened and the angle turned 
a second time to station B. The angle is thus "repeated" bvo, three, 
or more times, and finally the multiple angle is read, which, when 

36 
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divided oy the repeating factor, gives a value for the angle much 
closer than the least reading of the instrument. For example," as
sume an illstrument reading to single minutes of arc, and that a 
certain angle has been repeated five times with a resulting reading 
of 124°32'; this gives a value of 24°54'24/1 for the angle, which jf 

skillfully done is unquestionably closer than a single reading. In 
surveys which may require even greater precision both verniers are 
read and the angle is repeated as nearly as practicable to one com
plete turn of 360°, when both verniers are again read. The observer 
then reverses the telescope, and duplicates the process by turning 
the angle in the opposite direction, to eliminate instrumental errors, 
and finally takes a mean of the resulting four readings, which is 
divided by the proper factor. It is occasionally necessary in public
land surveying to repeat angles by the latter method, but the former 
is of more general use and will be found dependablo and quickly 
executed in most cases. 

A somewhat different form of repetition is employed on a transit 
traverse that is run by deflection angles and calculated courses. If it 
is an ordinary traverse, with 10 to 20 or 30 turning points per mile, 
where care is required to avoid accumulative errors, the best practice 
calls for the several steps as follows: (1) at the forward station "B", 
when occupied, sight to the back station Ii A", plates set at zero; 
transit the telescope and turn to the next station "C", reading the 
angle, the value being called the first reading; (2) release the lower 
cla~p, turn on the lower center to the baek station" A", and make 
another sighting, using the lower tangent motion (being careful not to 
disturb the angle first turned); (3) again trunsit the telescope, loosen 
the plate clamp and turn to station "C", reading the angle, the value 
being called the double reading; (4) divide the latter by two for the 
accepted value of the deflection angle. The plan eliminates an error 
of collimation, and gives a much better value than by single deflection. 
For longer sights, and where greater accuraey may be desired, the 
double turning may be extended to 4, 6, 8, or 10, always an even 
number, reading the first or single value, and the last or sum of the 
turns, the latter to be divided by the number of the repetitions. 

Basically, the repetition of angles hus a two-fold purpose, only one 
of which has been explained above, i. e.-to obtain an angular value 
better than a single vernier reading. '1'he vernier of the one-minute 
transit reads directly to one-minute or 60". 'Vhen needed, the value 
may be estimated to the nearest 30". By careful repetition a value 
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clown to ± 10" may be ascertained. Authorities agree quite generully 
tbat nIl increase in the number of the repetitions docs not add mate
rially to the accuracy or certainty of the result. The limit is usually 
placed at six repetitions for the larger angles; ten for small deflection 
angles. There is a convenience in the multiple of six repetitions, as 
the division of an angle by six is very simple, with minimum chance of 
error, thus: divide the degrees by six; the fractional remainder in the 
degrees becomes the first figure oj the minutes (as, for instance, 5 X 
60+6=5XIO; or 5° divided by 6=50'). Then diviue th~ minutes by 
six to obtain the second figure of the minutes; the fractlonal remainder 
is the first figure of the seconds; etc. 

The second purpose of it repetition, when needed, is to insure the 
elimination of the residual instrumental errors of adjustment, gradua
tion, setting oj the plate verniers, and eccentricity oj the line oj the gradua
tions with respect to the centers. This is accomplished through the 
technique of the execution of the repetition. It is almost never 
required in the normal execution of the land survey, as the limit of 
toleranee of the lund survey is usually well above whatever can be 
gained by this teclmique. Rowover, for this greater accuracy, when 
desired or demanded by the surveying problem that is involved, three 
sets of six repetitions should be madc; one with the initial plate 
setting at or near 0°, one with the initial plate setting at or ncar 120°, 
one at or near 240°. In this plan, read and reeord the angles for both 
the A and B verniers. Run this through with the telescope in the 
direct position. After dividing the accumulated angles by six, there 
will be three values for the A vernier, three for the B vernier. The 
whole run is then made with the telescope in the reversed position, 
turning the angles in the opposite direetion. This will give twelve 
indicated values for the angle, each calculated to 05" ;"1he mean of the 
whole should have an aecuracy of ±05", excepting that the sighting 
or pointing, or oJ?tieal performanee, of the o~e-m~nute tr~nsi.t is not 
designed to insure that accuracy. Improved slghtmg or pomtmg may 
be secured with the reticle that is described in section 112. 

37. The base lines for triangulations are to be earrJully measured, 
to tenths of links; the sum of the angles shoulu be bnlanccu to 180°, 
or redetermined if the disagreement is found to exceed l' of a're. 

38. The following examples, with the reductions added, are designeJ 
to illustrate the form of record of triangulations best suited for the 

, official field notes: 

38 
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(a) :Field record Trunscriued Odd notes 
_____________ :1 ____ .,..-_ 

I t Chains 
40.0D 
72.20 Ang/rs 

50°351 

03 20 
36 05 

180°00' 

Har. meas. oebase by one chaIn 
tape= 12.80 cbs. 

Dlst-1280~ • • sin 50'35' 

log 12.80 
.. sin 36°05' 

.. sIn 50°35' 

.. 9.76 
D 1st. by tri. 

19F hgl' dist. 

" tan 32"47' 

.. 415 

=1.107210 
=9.770087 

0.877207 
=9. 88702C 

pO. 989371 
-0.76 chs. 
= 
=0.989371 
-1. 81?5H 
..,9.808916 

_2.617831 
Dill:. olov. -415 ft. 

(b) Field record 

KOTE.-Stadia wire ratio, 1:132.551; 
(c+D=1.211:s. 

0.827 
0.830 

10.666 
Error-+.082 
(c+D-+.012 

13ase= 10.76 

1S.P[if 
33 03 
07 16 

180°00' 

sin 67°45' 
Dist.·l0.76 ~ 

l?i' ~f;,7g7~41Y 

.. 33.54 

Dist. by trl. 

38 

- 1. 205787 
- 9.006447 

1. 262234 
- 9.73Mn 

- l. Ji25542 

h33.M chs. 

79.12 

1. 75 

6.02 

S. S9°5G' W., on random lino bet. scc~. 10 and 30. 
Sot temp. ~ seC. cor. 
Top 01 precipitous ulutT; vertIcal angle to (lag on random 

linc= -32°47'; aUlil!nry \lag bears S. 30°21' W.; from 
(leg on random line the auxIlIary !lag henrs S. 3°16' W., 
12.80 cbs. dist.; all bearIngs checked by direct reading ot 
the solar, and all anglf's (,II('('kNi t,v 11(dlp('tion: 

S.89":s6'W.,9.76c1J3. 

Dist. on randoo lino 
Dist. by triangalation 

Dist. by return meMo 

-72.20 ehs 
- g.76 

81. 96 
- 2.84 

79.12 
Fall 14 lks. to the Jeft ot the cor. of secs. 19, 24, 25 and 30 on 

tbe W. bdy. of the Tp. 
Tbonee 
S. 8Uo 58' E., on a true line bot. secs. 19 and 30. 
Ascend gradually in valloy. . 
Dase 01 bad-land bluff, bears N. and S.; precipItous ascent 

of about 400 It. 
Top of bad·land bluff, bears N. and S.; thence over level 

prairie. 

Transcribed !leld notes 

At the meander cor. at 57.30 chs. bet. secs. 16 and 17, a Uag on 
Indian Island bears N. 18°41' W.; a point on a rock in the lake 
bears S. 82c 08' W., stadia base to this poInt: 0.827 and 9.839ft., 
level, measured buse impracticable; from point on island, Uug 
on rock In lako bears S. Hon' W.; all hearings cbecked by 
direct reading of tbe solar, and all angles checked by deUection: 

Length of base =10.76 eb.s. 
From meander cor. to island =33.54 obs. 

At the above point for an auxiliary mean ocr cor. In sec. 8 on 
Indian Island from which the meander cor. at 07.30 cbs. bet. 
Sees. 16 and 17, bears S. 18°41' E., 33.54 chs. dist.; I 

Set a limestone, 28 x 10 x 6 Ins., 21 in3. In tbe ground, mkd. S 8 
on N., and A MOon 8. faee; from which 

A,f,P07u~hi~j~v ~i::f"J-,f~rD~: 42W E., 60 lks. dist., mkd. 
A fir·bulsam. 0 ins. diam" bears N. 14]4° W., 381ks. dist., mkd. 

'r 67 N R 43 W 8 8 A MOB T. 
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(c) Field record 

AtA- 64°29' =18°09'40"(-02") 
3 

" B=Z45°13' = 81°44'20"(-09',) 
3 

" C=~= 80°06'20"(-09") 
3 180°00'20"(-20") 

Dist. 

log 16.427 
It sin 80°00'11" 

..sin 800 0G'I1" 
=16.42-'S!Il 18009'38" 

=1.215558 
=9.003488 

51. 92 
+27.80 

70.72 

1. 20004{) 
=0.493710 

=1.715330 

Chains 

27.80 

70.72 

Transcribed field notes 

5th GuIde Meridian West, through T. 14 N., between Ks. 
20 and 21 W. 

North, bet. secs. 13 and 18. 
Descend 225 ft. over NW. slope, through heavy timber 

and dense undergrowth. 
Point for the meander cor, oC seCS. 13 and 18 on tho south 
~~~re of Grand Lake, wnich bears N. 62° E. and S. 48° 

Set an iron post, 30 Ins. long, 2 In.s. diam., 24 Ins. In the 
ground, with brass cap mkd. 

Me 

S 13 S 18 
R2/W R20W 

T !4N 
1915 Crom whlch 

A pIne, 8 Ins. dlam., bears N. 84%° E., 1051ks. dist. mkd 
T 14 N R 20 W S 18 MOB T. • • 

A pine, 10 Ins. dlam:l bears S. 26\-i° W., 49 Iks. dist. mkd. 
TI4NR~W~UMOB~ • 

To make a triangulftion across the lake r designate the 
above meander cor. point A and set a flag B at point for 
meander cor. on north shore of lake, also a flag C on the 
north shore which from point A bears N. 18°09'38" E.; 
the base B C bears S. 81°44'11" E., 16.427 chs. dist.; 
longer base impracticable; tbe angle sub tended at polnl 
C=80000'lI"; all angles by thrce repetitions with error 
of 0'20" balanced to 180°. 

Distance aefOSS lakc=51.92 ehs. 

B. 

.C 

A 
Point for the meander cor. of Sees. 13 and 18 on the north 

shore ollnkc wLich bears S. 82° E. and N. 75° W. 

38 
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39. In practical ficld work triangulations are made principally to 
overcome the physical difficulties of measurement. Under the condi
tions generally presented a right-fll;gled triangle is likely to be less 
desirable than an oblique triangle, as the latter may be selected to 
fit the best location for the base line. A stadia base may sometimes 
be superior to a measured base as, for example, in extremely rough 
mountainous regions where possibly no obstruction ,vould interfere 
with a good stadia determination even though a steel tape measure
ment of the same base might be almost impossible, or involve great 
delay and expense. Under some conditions a double triangulation 
by using two base lines may be highly dflsirable, one result as a check 
upon the other, \vhereby the mean of the two would give a better 
value; there should be a choice of the best method to suit the conditions 
in each situation; this must be left to the judgment of the engineer. 

INSTRUMENTS AND REQUIREMENTS AS TO 
• ADJUSTMENT 

40. The direction of all lines of the public-land surveys will be 
determined with reference to the true meridian as defined by the axis 
of the earth's rotation. On the plan, it is intended that the direction 
of all lines be stated in terms of angular measure referred to the true 
north or south at the point of reeord. No departure from this rule 
is authorized. 

Beginning with the Manual of 1890 the use of the magnetic needle 
was prohibited except in subdividing and meandering, and then only 
in localities free from local attraction. The Manual of 1894 required 
that all surveys of the public lands of the United States, embracing 
all classes of lines, be made with reference to the true meridian, 
independently of the magnetic needle; this prohibition against the 
use of the compass was even more pronounced in the 1fanun1 of 1002. 
In 1910, by partial publication of the Manual of 1030, the use of the 
needle compass as a means of determining the direction of lines of 
the public-land surveys was unqualifiedly prohibited. 

;\. field note record of the magnetic declination has always been 
required in each survey, the value at the southeast corner of the town
ship to be shown 011 the plat. The principal pmposo of this record 
is for its use in various local surveys and retracements, whero a start 
is to be made by the angular value of the magnetic north in relation 
to the true north. Its accuracy in azimuth depends first upon the 
care that is taken in recording the magnetic declination, including its 
daily variation, !lnd the differcnces from one locality to anothcr; 
nnd second, in correcting the value to the date when used. Section 
236, item 19. 

39 
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The USe and test of the magnetic compass. Manual Appendix II. 
41. On the plan of the rectangular surveys as outlined in sections 6 

and 8, it has been required that the direction of all lines be stated in 
terms of angular measure referred to the true north or south at the 
point of record. These determinations are made many years in 
advance of a geodetic control. Since the beginning of the public-land 
surveys the direetion of the lines have been based upon the observa
tions made within the area of the survey, at the time of the survey, 
by methods as provided in the several Manuals of Surveying Instruc~ 
tions. Until 1890 this included the use of the needte compass, com
mon to the older land-surveying practice, though all needed restrictions 
were intended. By the later methods, beginning from 1910, the 
instrument that is found to be best suited to the public-land surveys 
is the solar transit. 

The performance that is required of the General Land Office 
solar transit is for uniform orientation, within the usual hours of 
observation, holding to within 1'30" of the true meridian. This 
instrument is a light mOlmtam engineer's transit, designed for mini
mum weight, small dimensions, and compactness, all of which are of 
extreme practical importance. All verniers read to single minutes, 
and when needed may be estimated to the nearest 30". The dimen
sions depend upon standard instrumental designs of American manu
facture. All arc provided with stadia wires; a prismatic eye-piece 
for reading high vertical angles j a reflector for the illumination of the 
cross wires for the stellar observations (when made after the twilight 
period); and,a movable neutral-tint glass-shade mounted with the 
dust cap of the eye pieee for making the direct observations upon the 
sun. A small number of the latest new instruments have been pro
vided with a solar circle in the reticle of the main telescope, spaced on 
a radius of 15'45". A deseription of the solar unit is given in sec
t.ion 78; the solar circle, in section 112. 

Adjustments' of the qeneral Land Office solar transit; Manual 
Appendix II, sections 41 and 79. 

42. Each field party will be supplied with one or more General 
Land Office solar tqtnsits of approved construction and condition, the 
model selected will be one suited to the type of country in the area of 
the survey. Thero "\vill be included in the transeribed field-note 
record a description of the instruments employed, and an outline of 
the methods that were used. For positive identification the descrip
tion should give the firm name of the maker, and the maker's serial 
number for that instrument. 

The regional engineer maintains a record of each instrument, its 
condition, adjustments, and service, and as a rille ,yill require that all 
instruments be thoroughly tested, preferably at headquarters prior 

42 
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to departure for the field, by the engineer who is to use the instru
ment. Then, at an early date after the field observations and tests 
have been made, which are attendcd to during the early stages of the 
survey, the chief of party will prepare a memorandum (in the weekly 
sernce report) for record information in the office, indicating satis
factory working condition of the instrument, to be followed by subse
quent report in case of the substitution of another instrument for 
any reason. 

43. The transcribed field-note record regarding the instrumental 
tests should state the time and locality, and that (after the adjust
ments have been duly completed) the instrument was in satisfactory 
condition. Complete data will be entered in the field tablets, from 
which an abstract will be prepared for the principal initial field observa
tions and record of the orientation of the solar unit that is to be carried 
forward to the transcribed field notes. This does not need to be 
elaborate in detail, but it must include the essential facts, the purpose 
being to supply the record qualification that the instrument was in 
good order, and the data from which the basie observations may be 
duly verified. The latitude and longitude of the station, and the 
date or dates, are needed, the time of each recorded observJ1,tion, and 
the declination of the sun, or of any star in the equatorial belt, basie 
to the use of the tables in the Ephemeris or for any of the equations. 
This is exemplified in the many examples that follow. 

44. When the strictly transit methods are employed without the 
use of the solar unit, the fact will be stated. Transit methods are 
required in every survey that calls for an accuracy much closer than 
the tolerance of 1'30" which is permitted in solar orientation. Fre
quently, in the extensive open spaces where there may be little or no 
forest cover or tall undergrowth to interfere, transit methods may be 
preferred to solar orientation, the latter not being used at all or else 
just incidentally. The basic data for the observations will be carried 
forward to the transcribed field notes. Ivlost frequently the azimuth 
determinations will be by observation on Polaris, or by altitude 
observation on the sun, by one of the approved methods, and usually 
a check determination. An altitude observation upon one or more of 
the bright stars within the equatorial belt may be made supplemental 
to, or substituted for the altitude observation upon the sun. This is 
particularly useful for verification of the line of the survey at points 
remote from the camp meridian. By the Manual methods the stellar 
observations may be made during daylight or twilight in a clear sky. 
Subsequent observations for the verification of the line of the survey 
as carried forward will be duly rccorded in the field tablets. A suit
able memorandum will be included in tho deseriptivo statement 
called for in sec. 42. 
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45. The field tests of the solar unit are carried along continually. 
This is done by comparing the orientation of the solar 'with a carefully 
determinod azimuth line that is based upon a Polaris observation, or 
by altitude observation on the sun. Various combinations of these 
methods are employed, and frequently coupled with one or more 
observations upon a bright star, or stars, within the equatorial belt. 
The record should be completo in the field tablets. As a rule, the 
illstruments are carefully checked and tested prior to departure for the 
field, and then verified again at earliest opportunity on the survey, 
followed subsequently by tests of O1)e method or another almost daily, 
and on the camp meridian at frequent intervals. 

A closing statement in the transcribed field-note record should be 
made to show appropriate attention to the above Manual require
ments, all of them bearing upon the maintenance of the transit and 
solar adjustments. . 

46. Before closing the subject of the entries that are required in 
the field-note tablets and those that are to be carried forward to the 
transcribed ficld notes, the term instrumental Ii index error" should bo 
defined, and the practice stated as to the field note record where it 
involves this term. 

An index error or index correction is the angular difference between 
a vernier reading just as it is set and the tDle value as it would read 
had the vernier been adjusted to exact position. 

A warning is not inappropriate. The residual errors of adjustment 
that arc mentioned below may be mueh larger than might be assumed. 
The only safe practice is to be thorough in making the complete tests, 
and to be on constant alert for possible changes in the value of each 
correction. 

In transit operation, the index correction applies especially to the 
residual error in the setting of the vernier of the vertical circle. This 
includes also the residuals in the adjustment for sighting in the true 
horizontal plano, both positions of the telescope, direct and reversed; 
it includes in addition any needed further eorrection that may be 
traceable to eccentricity in the mounting of the vertical circle. These 
are fully treated in the transit adjustments, Manual Appendb: II, 
section 41. 

The index corrections of the solar unit apply particularly to the 
residual errors in setting the verniers of the latitude and declination 
arcs. With both arcs, this includes also any additional differences 
that may be determined by the tests away from the zero positions, the 
latter being traceable to errors in the mounting of these arcs. The 
index errol' of the latitude arc may be further defilled, and more simply 
treated as tho dilIeronce betwecn tho instrumental latitude, noon 
observation solar unit, and the true latitude of the station. 

46 
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A third llldex error may be employed with the solar unit (during the 
preliminary stages of the tests of the adjustments) to represent the 
angular difference between the vertical plane of the pol!1l' axis, when 
the solar telescope is set and clamped in the Iati tude of the station, 
and the vertical plane of the transit telescope. 

The tests for the residual errors are fully explained in the adjust
ments of the solar unit, Manu!11 Appendix II, section 79. 

It is genemlly reg!1rded as better pmctice to c!1rry an index correc
tion, if small, rather than to disturb a vernier setting that is good in 
other respects. The exact settings aro difficult to make, frequently 
do not hold as well as might be desired, and other factors may be 
the cause of slight cbanges in tho value of the correction. '1'h(,1'e is 
much difi'crence on detail of the adjustments between instruments of 
the same model, otherwise exactly alike. The adding or subtracting 
of an index error is to be regarded as just another step in careful 
instrumental work, that is taken to ascertain the most dependable 
values for observed vertical angle, and for the setting of the arcs .. The 
values of the corrections will be applied in the field-tablet record. 
The steps for making these corrections will not be carried to the 
transcribed field notes. This is the pmctice in order to avoid 
confusion. 

General Statement{ Time, Latitude, Longitude, and Azimuth 

47. When considering the following treatment of field methods of 
determination of time, latitude, and azimuth, the engineer should bear, 
in mind that a small error, either in assumed latitude or azimuth, 
produces only a slight effect in time, and when all are unknown 1he 
order of sequence in their determination should be that of time, 
latitude, and azimuth. 

The longitudes that are shown upon thc large wall map of the United 
States, and those of the public-land Statcs, published by the Bureau 
of Land Management,l refer to the zero meridian of the Royal Ob
servatory at Greenwich, England. The map values for longitude may 
be accepted for use in making any of the calculations incident to the 
observations for time, latitude, and azimuth that nre required with the 
Manual practice. More exact longitudes may be secured from the 
topographic maps of the United States Geological Survey, where those 
maps are available. Precision in both latitude and longitude may be 
secured wherever geodetic stations are available, established either 
by the GeologicalSurvey or by the United States Coast and Geodetic 
Survey. To a large extent the cadastral survey has been c~1l'ried for-

1 Suporintendcnt 01 Documcnt.: U. 8. Governmcnt Printing Otl)cc, W""l!!ngtou, D. O. 
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ward much in advnnce of the topographic and geodetic surveys. 
Section 133. 

The showing of latitude and longitude on the plat of the cadastral 
survey should be extended to seconds if ties to a geodetic st!1tion 
warrant that refinement. 

The methods that are set out for a well-balanced observing program 
are good for results within ±6 seconds of time; ± 15/1 in latitude and 
azimuth; when estimated vernier readings are made to the nearest 
30"; due care to be given to all necessary refinements in the observing, 
and in the reductions; these limits are with refe1ence to the one
minute graduation of the General Land Office solar transit, ordinarily 
supplied to the field parties, 

The college courses in applied field astronomy, or engineering 
astronomy, are extremely helpful to an understanding of and famili
arity with the methods herein set out, which are of course designed 
especially for the Bureau of Laud Management surveying practice. 
The necessary definition of terms are not given in most cases. The 
theory of the methods relating to the observations, and the derivation 
of the many formulae, are not repeated in the Manual. The subjects 
are treated with a view to securing the most direct practical results. 
The methods are not difficult when coupled with practice in making 
the observations. Until the stcps become familial' it is helpful to 
begin by doing the recording for an experienced observer, and then 
to assist in making the reductions, checking and verifying the whole. 

The methods are applied principally in observations upon the sun 
and the north star, Polaris, and are arranged to facilitate the work 
under most conditions encountered in the field. The tables and form
ulas that are published in the Standard Field Tables, and in the Ephe
meris, are designed primarily for the convenience of the cadastral 
engineers in the field, nnd to encourage a general use of improved 
methods, consistent at all times with the engineer's understanding or 
the principles involved. 

The bright stars in the equatorial belt may be employed to secure 
additional refinements, and to verify results secured by observations on 
the sun and Polaris. These stars may be selected for favorable position 
in declination, at any date when the sun is eithcr too low or too high for 
the desired observation. The south declination stars arc needed for 
certain observations in Florida; the highcr north declination stars, in 
Alaska. The stellar methods are indispensable to a well-balanced 
observing program whenever a higher accuracy is required. 

All references to tables and formulas, or to the daily functions of 
the sun or Polaris, and to the other stars that follow herein, arc the 
same as those shown in the supplements to the Manual. Conven-
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tional notations in the demonstrations that follow, agree with those 
shown in the Standard Field Tables and the Ephemeris. 

"'With reference to the subject of records of observations as the same 
should appoar in the transcribed field notos, it is necessary to stato all 
of the basic data, but usually Ul1l1eCessary to include the process of 
reduction. The field notes should be complete in every respect; it is 
the purpose to insist upon this requirement \\1.thout involving that 
which is unessentinJ to the record. It is unwarranted to make the 
results by analytical reduction appear to be more accurate than 
justified by the refinements of the observation upon which a deter
mination is based. It is good practice not to discard the various small 
elements, fractions or decimal parts of the calculated value Ulltil the 
result is ascertained, the insignificant figures may then be discarded. 
The reduced valuo in azimuth is usually roported in the nearest even 
minute. 

ANALYTICAL NOTATION, DECLINATION 
AND REFRACTION 

48. ~: The syu:l'ol for approximation; this symbol signifies in
equality, but it is used in a relation representing an inequality which 
approaches equality. 

49. v: Observed vertieal angle; in altitude observations on the sun, 
the reductions to the sun's center both vertically and horizontally, 
as well as instrumental errors, are compensated by taking direct and 
reversed observations on the opposite limbs of the sun. The mean 
observed vertical angle to the sun's center will be designated 'I) in tho 
notation. In singlo observations tho vcrticalreduction to the sun's 
centcr= 16'; a refinement is had by referring to the Ephemeris 
for the value of the sun's semi-diameter for the date of observation. 

50. h: True vertical angle to the sun's center, or to Poll1ris, and to 
any star. In altitude observations, after correction for refraction: 
h=v-refraction in zenith distance; a refinement is had in altitude 
observations on the sun by adding the value of the sun's parallax= 
81t .9 cos 'I), opposite in eiTect to refraction, which results from the 
observer's position above the center of the earth. 

51. t: Zeta: true zenith distance of the sun's center, and to any 
star: 
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Fig.4. 
The "polc·z~nitb-sun" triangle as viewed from outside of the celestial sphere. 

Examples of the relative usc of v, refraction) paralll1x, hand r. 
Field record, 

Transcribcd field notes 
Telcscope '\'a(c11 IIorizontal Vertical SU;]'S 

time angle anlCle limbs 

Dir, 3h56m 58' 65° 0' 0" 25° 20' 0" Dr Mar. 18. 1010, I make an altitude observa-
tion upou the sun for time and azimuth, 
making two observations, one each with 

-b 
the telescope in direct and rCYQr,cd posl· 
tions, observing opposite limbs 01 the 

Rev. 3 58 48 64 45 0 25 31 0 sun. 

Mean I 3h57"'53- 64° 52' 30" 250 25' 30'1 :'.Ican watch time of observation, 3t fi7m 
53s p. m. 

v~ 250 25' 30' NIl'ttn horizontal angle from flag S. to SUD 
Refraction = - 2' 0" SW., (\40 52' 30". 

Po.rallax= +0' 8" Mean observed vertical angle 25° 25'30"" 

h= 25° 23' as" .- 64° 30' 22" 
----

90° D' 0" 
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Example of vertical reduction to the sun's center. 

Sun's lower Hmb 

Reduction to sun's center 

Sun's center, 

Field record 

.".. +16' W' 

• - -2 °31Y 6,-;-1 
v 

Rrfruc,tion 
Parallax 

h 
r 

_25°3G' G" 
=- - 2' 0" 
= + 0' 8" 

_25°~4/1,1" 

=64°25'46" 
-----

DOO 0' 0" , 

1; 

Transcribed field notes 

Mar. 18, 1910, I mako an altitude 
observation upon the sun lor 
time, observing the sun's lower 
Ilmb only; fai1!ng to obsene tbe 
suu's upper Hmb In tbe reversa 
of the transit on account of 
clouds. 

Watch time of observation, 3b 56m 
58s p. m. 

Observed vertical angle to sun's 
lower 11mb, 25°20'0", corrected 
to tbe sun's center=25°36'6". 

52. cf>: Phi: Latitude of the station of observation. 

X 

53. X: Lambda: Longitude of the station of observation. 

54. 0: Delta: Declination of the sun or Polaris; and of any star, 
to be taken from the Ephemeris for the date of observation. The 
declination of the sun is to be corrected ~n hourly difference to the 
longitude of the station and to the time of observation; north declina
tions are treated as positive, south declinations as negative; a north
erly hourly motion is treated as positive, a southerly hourly motion 
is treated as negative. In the use of the solar unit the declination of 
the sun is to be corrected for refraction in polar distance, always north. 

Examples of computation of the sun's declination. 
(a) It is desired to compute the value of the sun's declination for the above 

altitude observation upon the sun for time and azimuth. Longitude of the 
station of observation, 5b 8m W.; apparent time of observation 3h 42m p. m.: 
Declination of the sun at Greenwich apparent noon Mar. 18, 1910 = lOll' 3" S. 
Difference in time from Greenwich apparent noon to apparent 

time of observation: 
For longitude = 5h 8m 

For time, p. m. = + 3 42 

8.83"= Sh 50m 

Hourly difference in declination = +59".28 
DiITercnce in declination from Greenwich apparent noon to ap

parent time of observation: 
S.S3X 59.28=523/1 

True declination of the sun 

51 

8'43/1 N. 

10 2'20" S. 
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(b) It is desired to prepare, by computation, a table of hourly declinations of 
the sun, eorrected for refraction in polar distance, for use with the solar unit, for 
a date March 14, 1945, for a station in latitude 33°10' N., and longitude 116°45' 
W. (7h 47m). 

Declination of the sun at Greenwich apparent noon, 
March 14, 1945: 

Difference in time from Greenwich apparent noon to 
7 a. m., app. time; longitude 116°45' W . 

For longitude 7h 47m, 
For time, a. m., 12h-7h Om=-5 0 

2.78b = 2h 47m 

Hourly difference in declinations= + 59" .17. 
Difference in declination from Greenwich apparent noon 

to 7 a. m., apparent time; longitude 116°45' W.; 
2. 78X 59.17= 164/1.5= 

Declination of the sun, 7 a. m., apparent time= 

Appl1rent time 

7 a. m _____________________ _ 

7Y2-------------------------8 __________________________ _ 
9 __________________________ _ 
10 _________________________ _ 
11 a. In _____________________ I 
Noon _____________________ _ 
I p. m _____________________ _ 
2 __________________________ _ 

~ = = = = = = = == = :: :~= = = = = = = = = = = = = = 4Yz-------------------------5 p. m ________________ - - ___ _ 

'1'ruo declination 

2°30'52/1 S. 
2 8022 
2 2953 
2 2854 
2 2754 
2 2655 
2 2556 
2 2457 
2 2358 
2 22 59 
2 21 59 
2 2129 
2 2100 

TIefroction 
-----

2'41" N. 
148 
122 
058 
047 
043 
o 41 
043 
047 
058 
1 22 
148 
241 

2°33'36/1,4 S. 

2'44/1.5 N. 

2°30'51".9 S. 

I ])pclinntion srttlng 

2°28'11" S. 
2 2834 
2 2831 
2 2756 
2 2707 
2 26 12 
2 25 15 
2 2414 
2 2311 
2 22 01 
2 2037 
2 1941 
2 18 19 

(c) It is desired to prepare, by computation, a table of hourly declinations 
of the sun, corrected for refraction in polar distanee, for use with the solar unit, 
for a date August 12, 1945, for a station in latitude 47°10' N., and longitude 
111°00' W. (7h,,~4m). 

Declination of the sun at Greenwich apparent noon, 
Aug. 12, 1945: 

Difference in time from Greenwich apparent noon to 6 a. m., 
app. time; longitude 111°00' W. 

For longitude = 
For time a. m., 12h-6h Om= 

lAh= 
Hourly difference in declination = - 45.05". 
DiITerence in declination from Greenwich apparent noon to 6 

a. m., apparent time; longitude 111°00' W.; 

15°0'27.3/1 N. 

1.4 X 45.05=63//= l' 3" S.= 

Declination of the sun, 6 a. m., apparent time= 14°50'2'1.3/1 N. 
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Apparent time True declination Refraction Decllnatlon settlng 
r 

6 a. m ______________________ 14°59'24/1 N. 3'29/1 N. 15° 2'53/1 N. 6%- ________________________ 
14 59 01 222 15 1 23 7 ___________________________ 
145839 146 15 025 8 ___________________________ 
14 5754 1 9 1459 3 9 ___________________________ 
14 57 9 052 1458 1 10 __________________________ 
14 5624 042 14 57 6 11 a. m _____________________ 
14 5539 039 14 5618 Noon _______________________ 
14 5454 037 14 5531 1 p. m ______________________ 14 54 9 039 14 5448 2 ___________________________ 
14 5324 042 14 54 6 3 ___________________________ 
14 5239 052 14 5331 4 ___________________________ 
14 51 53 1 9 14 53 2 5 ___________________________ 
14 51 8 146 14 5254 

5%------------------------- 14 5046 222 14 53 8 6 p. m ______________________ 14 5023 329 14 5352 

(d) A graphic method for ascertaining the changing declinations or the sun, 
corrected for refraction in polar distance, for use with the solar unit, is obtained 
by the use of a diagram constructed on cross-section paper for each date, as 
follows: 

The horizontal Jines may be used to represent each hour of the day; the vertical 
lines may represent intervals of I' in declination. It is convenient to use the 
right-hand side of the sheet to represent N., the left-hand side to represent S.; 
N. declinations increase numerically to the right-hand side of the sheet, S. dec
linations increase numerically to the left-hand. The vertical lines are numbered 
to suit, the range of declination for the date. 

Two points are marked on the diagram to agree with the true declination of 
the suni the first point is marked with the argument of declination agreeing with 
the declination of the sun taken from the Ephemeris for Greenwich apparent 
noon, with the argument of time agreeing with the apparent time at the longi
tude of the station, corresponding to Greenwich noon; the second point is marked 
agreeing with the proper declination and time 10 hours later. The straight line 
determined by the two points agrees with the sun's true declination for the 
apparent time at the longitude of the station. The proper refractions in polar 
distance are then scaled from the straight line to the N. for each tabulated re
fraction, ,9,. m. and p. m., taken from table 23, Standard Field Tables, appro
priate to the latitude of the station, and declination of the sun. The latter 
points are then connected to form a smooth curve representing the declinations 
of the sun, corrected for refraction in polar distance, for use with the 801ar unit. 
The scale of the refractions must equal the scale of the intervals of I' in decli
nation; the refractions are laid off along or parallel to the horizontal lines, and 
not normal to the line of true declination. At any time throughout the day the 
proper declination for use with the solar unit is obtained by reference to the 
curve at the point corresponding to the time of observation. To Obtain any 
true value of the sun's declination for use in the reduction of altitude observations 
reference m!lY be made to the straight line of true declination at the point COT

responding to the time of observation. 
The advantage of the diagram method is found in the avoidance of errors of 

computation, and the ease with which it is checked, together with the fact tha.t 
in the use of the diagram actual values are obtained at any time instea.d of a. 
linear interpolation. 
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The following diagrams have been prepared to illustrate the method: 
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Diagram of the Sun's Declinations 

Date, Mar. 20, 1912. 
Station: Lat.=37°30' N. 

Long.=7b30m W. 

Declination 

Greenwich noon=Ooll'14// S. =4h30m a. m. 
Dill. lOb, +593//= 09 fi3 N. 

0°01'21// S.=2h30m p. m. 

"" '" '" ( 

"" 
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"" l"" "" ~ 
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Diagram of the Sun '5 Declinations 

Date, Sept. 23, 1913. 
Station: Lat.=47°30' N. 

Lqng.=6b18rn W. 
Greenwich noon=0003'55" N.=5 h42m a. m. 
Diff. lOb, -585"= 945 S, 

0005'50"S. =3 h42m p. m. 

yj 
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A.M.4 
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10 
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Fig.6. 

Azimuth 

I 

I 
I 

55. A: Azimuth angle from the true meridian to Polaris, or to the 
sun's center, or to any star when making an aZ'imuth observation. 
In the following analytical examples A is referred to the north point 
unless otherwise noted; the reducti.ons are symmetrical either east or 
west of the meridian. All determinations for azimuth imply the 
recording of horizontal angles from a fixed reference point to Polaris 
OJ' to the sun, and to any star, or that a point has been marked on 
the ground to define the direction of observation. The meu,n hori
zontal u,ngle in the first plan, or the mean point in direction in the 
second plan, being used for the azimuth calculation. 
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, In 'the first of the foregoing examples of the relative use of V, h 
and r, is shown the record of certain observed horizontal ano-les from , 0 

a fixed reference point to the sun's limbs. N ow, for the purpose of 
clearly stating the use of the notation A, the reduction of that obser
vation gives the following ~esult: 

Sun's azimuth 
Referred to the N. point, A _____________________ =N. 114°07'28" W. 
Referred to the S. point, A ______________________ =i:5. 65°52'32" W . 

. ' Recorded mean horizontal angle from flag S. to the 
sun SW ------- _____________________________ =S. 64°52'30" W. 

True bearing of flag ____________________________ =S. POO'02" W. 

In general in altitude observations upon the sun for azimuth it is 
convenient to record horizontal angles from a fixed reference point 
to the sun's limbs; this method is preferable in view of the rapid 
motion of the sun and the advantage of minimizing the period of the 
observation. In observations upon Polaris the same method is often 
convenient, and at other times it may be more convenient to mark 
points upon the ground to define the direction of observation, taking 
a proper mean of the several points to cl,efine the true line of sight to 
Polaris. 

In the Polaris observation for azimuth a greater refinement is 
secured by repeat7:ng the horizontal angle. On this plan, read and 
record the angle first turned; loosen the lower clamp and set back to 
the observing mark (using the lo\yer tangent motion) i then turn the 
angle a second time for the second sighting. Leave the plate clamp 
set. Reverse, and set back to the observing mark. lvIake two more 
observations on the same plan. This has repeated the horizontal 
angle four times. Record the last reading, and divide that value by 
4. The quotient is the desired horizontal angle for the mean of the 
observation (sec. 36), The time is recorded for each position. Wl:lCn 
making the daylight observation, an assistant should give the ob
server the setting angles, multiplying the first reading by 2, 3, and 4. 

Under adverse conditions an altitude observation upon the sun for 
azimuth may fail in the reversal of the transit on account of clouds 
(or error in reading one of the angles of a series of observations) in 
which case it may be desirable to reduce the single observation upon 
the sun's limbs to an equivalent corrected reading to the sun's center. 
In single observations on the sun, the reduction to the sun's center in 

azimuth=~; a refinement in the yalue of the sun)s semi-diameter 
cos V 

is had by referring to the Ephemeris for the dute of observation. 
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An' example of reduction' to the sun's center in both vertical and 
horizontal angles follows: 

Field record 

q.. Vertical angle to sun's lower limb -25°20'00" 

Sun's seml·diameter lor reduction to 
center - + 15'06" 

Sun's center, v 

ITor. angle from fiag S. to sun's right 
limb, S\V. -=65°00'00" 

Reduction to sun's center, 
~=17'.9 cos 25°36' ... -17'54" 

SW. -64°42'06'~ 
ITor. angle from flag S. to sun's center, I 

Transcribed field notes 

M ru'. 18, 1910, I make an alUtude observation upon 
the sun for azimuth, observing the sun's lower and 
rIght 11mbs only; r.mng to observe tbe sun's Upper 
and left limbs lu the reversal or the transit on ao. 
coun t of clouds: 

Apparent time of observation, 3h 42m p. m. 
Observed vertIcal angle to sun's lower Hm b, 250 20'00", 

corrected to the sun's center-25°36'OO". 
Observed horizontal angle to sun's rIght 11mb from 

fiag 8. to sun SW., 65 0 00'00", corrected to the sun's 
center=6{°42'OO". 

When usinO' the new General Land Office solar transits which have 
been provided with the solar circle (sec. 41), all observations are 
complete, each one in itself, as though taken precisely on the sun's 
center. References and example: sections 100, 112. 

Tables 
56. Tables of mean refractions both in zenith and polar distance 

appear in the Standard Field Tables, arranged to meet the require
ments of field use; see tables 20 and 23. A table of coefficients to 
apply to mean refractions in zenith or polar distance for variations 
in atmospheric pressure and temperature to obtain true values of 
refractions is given to meet necessity for its use, see table 21. In 
the absence of a barometric instrument to determine the atmospheric 
pressure, the argument Itapproximate elevation above sea level" may 
be substituted. The dillerences between the true and the tabulated 
refractions are generally small and negligible excepting for the com
bined effect of low vertical angle, ,vi.th high elev!),tion above sea level 
or extremes of temperature. The following example of reduction illus
trates the method to be employed in all reductions from the tabulated 
refractions: , 

Tabulated refraction =6'45"=6'.75; elevation above sea level 
= 10,000 feet, for which elevation the coefficient is 0.70; temperature 
at the time of observation =820 F., for which temperature the 
coefficient is 0.94; true refraction =0.70XO.94X6'.75=4',44=4'26". 

TIME 
57. There are two normal time rates, mean solar time as used in 

civilian life, sidereal time as employed by astronomers. Solar time 
itself is divided into three distinct classes-apparent time, local 
mean time, standard time. 
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Apparent time is based upon the real sun, the 24-hour period of 
which counts from the sun's meridian passage of one day-i. e., apparent 
noon, to the next meridian passage. This rate is irregular. The sun 
dial is designed to read apparent time. 

Mean solar time is based upon a fictitious or imaginary sun whose 
solar day is mathematically uniform. The mean time clock and the 
ordinary watch are designed to be rated for a Z4-hour period that 
conforms to the mean sun. 

The equation of time.is counted in the mean time' rate. It is the 
amount to be .added to, or subtracted from apparent time to convert 
over into local mean time. The equation of time is changing con
stantly; its value for apparent noon each day, on the Greenwich 
meridian, is tabulated in the Ephemeris. 

Local mean time is identical with mean solar time on the meridian 
at the station where that time is being employed. It is correct on 
that meridian only. Stations that are 1° apart in longitude differ 
by 4. minutes in local mean time; one hour for 15 0 difference in longi
tude. (Table 18, Standard Field Tables.) 

Standard time is identical with local mean time on the central 
meridian of each time belt, as Eastern Standard Time on the 75th 
meridian; Central Standard Time on the 90th meridian; Mountain 
Standard Time on the 105th meridian; Pacific Standard Time on the 
120th meridian of longitude. This is the time that has been adopted 
in the United States for general use. The correction for longitude is 
all that is required for converting over into local mean time; additive 
when east of the central meridian, subtractive when west. 

The watch correction in local mean time may require an adjustment 
for longitude to the meridian where it is to be employed in making the 
Polaris observation. The most general correction is the conversion 
from standard time to local mean time in the meridian of the station 
of the Polaris observation; tb_is is brought out in the explanations and 
examples that follow. The less frequent, but ~quully imp~rta~t 
adjustment is one that should be made when a bme observatIOX: IS 

made at some station other than in the meridian where the resultmg 
watch correction is to be employed in a Polaris observ!1tion. This 
adjustmcntamonnts to 23 seconds across one township at C!1pe Sable, 
Fla.' 60 seconds at Point Barrow, Alaska; it is 30 seconds u,cross one 
to~ship in latitude 46°. Table 11, Standard Field. Ta,bles .. 1"01' 

example, a Polaris observation is to be made at a. statIOn m laht~de 
46°' the adjustment in local mean time, for longItude, for the tune 
obs~rvation that may not be made in that same meridian will be at 
the rate of 5 seconds per mile. A watch correction that is om o· at 
the point of the time observation will be Oro 5" slow of locoJ rrl0an time 
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in the meridian 1 mile east thereof; or, the same amount fast for the 
meridian a mile to the west. This adjustment may be allowed for 
when the time observation is made somewhere on the line of the 
survey and the Polaris observation is made at the party camp-site. 

The unit of sidereal time is measured by one revolution of the 
earth on its axis, the 24-hour period of which is equivalent to 23 hours 
56 minutes 4.091 seconds in mean solar time. There are 36GX sidereal 
24-hour periods in the solar year of 365X days. 

Sidereal time is not employed in the Manual methods. It is avoided 
through the plan of the tabulations that are published in the Ephemeris 
for the upper culmination and elong!1tion of Pol!1ris, !1nd for the transit 
(or meridian p!1ssage) of the equatorial stars, which are given in 
terms of mean solar time, Greenwich meridian, for the ordinary ci"vil 
date, a. m. or p. m. The azimuths and altitudes of Polaris are t!1bu
lated in terms of mean time hour angle. 

The rna thematical equations that are employed in the observ!1tions 
upon the equatorial stars, for time and altitudes, and for the azimuths 
and !1ltitudes of Polaris at various hour angles, are based upon the 
sidereal time rate. The same equations are applicable in the reduction 
of observations upon the sun for time, the moment of the observation 
being expressed in appareI).t time. 

The sidereal time rate is necessarily emI?loyed when using the 
equations for time and altitudes of the equatorial stars, and for 
azimuths and altitudes of Poln,ris at various hour angles. The plan 
of the conversion from the mean time rate to the sidereal time rate, 
or from the latter to the former, for use in the equations, is explained 
in the lvlanual text for the several types of stellar observations. A 
simple table for the conversion from the one rate to the other is in
cluded in the Ephemeris, also in the Standard Field Tables, table 19. 

In the entry of the record of an observation, the watch time is the 
reading at that moment. The "watch may be set to read the approJ...'i.
mate local mean time, or it may be set to carry the approximate standard 
time. In either case the" watch error" is the difference between the 
actual reading and what would be the exact local mean or stand!1rd 
time as intended. The watch errol' in standard time may be deter
mined by comparison with a clock th§,t reads the correct standard 
time eon trolled electrically, or the comparison may be made wi.th 
the mdio time signals. 

The conversion fmm standard time to local mean time, or con
versely, is the correction that is apl;1ied for the longitude of t~e 
station, with respect to the meridian of the standard time that IS 

referred to. Standard time and local mean time are identical on the 
75th 90th. 105th and 120th meridians. The exact local mean time , ' , . 
at any station of the survey may be determined by stellar observatlOn 
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{in the equatorial belt) at meridian passage, or by altitude observation 
southeasterly or southwesterly, Manual methods. 

The meridian passage of the sun denotes the apparent noon. An 
altitude observation of the sun, southeasterly or southwesterly, gives 
a determination of the apparent time, a. m. or p. m. The difference 
b..:.tween the apparent time and the local mean time is termed the 
equation of time; it varies plus or minus through the year, from dD>Y 
to day, only a few minutes most of the time, up to a maximum of about 
16 minutes early in November .. A watch may be set to read the 
correct apparent time for the day, or to read the approximate apparent 
time for a period of several days, but this will need changing from week 
to week as a watch cannot be adjusted to an apparent time rate because 
of the irregularities of the latter. 

There is usually a personal preference as to the setting of a watch. 
Many prefer to set to standard time; others on extensive field work 
find it extremely convenient to change over to local mean time, or to 
carry a substitute watch set to local mean time. On solar transit 
orientation, the time circle reads apparent time; for this reason, if the 
solar unit is being used constantly, as is nearly always the cuse where 
the line runs through heavy forest cover or dense undergrowth, muny 
engineers like to use a wrist watch set to apparent time. 

The record entry therefore should be explicit (1) as to the setting 
of the watch to approximate standard, local mean, or apparent time; 
(2) the conversion, if from standard to local mean time; and (3) the 
method of ascertaining the watch error in terms of local mean time in 
every case when making an hour angle observation on Polaris. Many 
Polaris observations are made duririg the season, sometimes dl1ily. 
It is for this purpose that the Manual devotes so much attention to the 
practical field observations for time. 

'rhe elemen~of time enters into all azimuth determinations. Appar
ent time for all observations upon the sun. Local mean time for all 
observations upon Polaris and for the other stars. The sun's declina
tion varies with the apparent time and the longitude west from Green
wich. The declination enters directly into all observations upon the 
sun for azimuth. T4us the apparent time and longitude should be 
Imown to a degree of accuracy commensurate with the refinement 
neeessary in eomputing the sun's declination. The uzimuth of 
Polaris varies with the local mean time of observation, which must be 
known to a degree of accuracy consistent with the result wanted in 
the determination of the true meridian. 

In observations upon Polaris tLt elongation precision in local mean 
time is unnecessary, but in hour anglo observations upon Polaris it 
will be noted that at upper or lower culmination, in latitudo 40° for 
example, Polaris varies l' in azimuth in about 3.0 minutes of time; 
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this interval of time slowly increases toward elongation and in the 
latter position more than 30 minutes of time are required for a change 
of l' in azimuth. , 

58. Conversion of standard time into local mean time: watch read
ing ± watch error in standard time by comparison ± correction for 
longitude; the correction for longitude is additive eRst and su?tractive 
west of the standard meridian of the time belt; the converSIOn table 
"degrees to time," table 18, Standard Field Tables, is convenient in 
this reduction. 

Example of conversion of standard time into local mean time; 
longitude 77°01'37".5 W.: 
Watch time of observation "",6h26m40' p. m. 
Watch slow of 75th meridian standard time by comparison 

with a standard clock + 1"'22' 
Correct!.on for longitude of station (77°01'37".5 W.= 

15 b08m06.5") .... -8m06' 

Local mean time of observation 

The broadcasting by radio of the standard time at frequent intervals 
has now become so general, and is done with such care, that this has 
become extremely useful for converting from standard watch time. to 
local mean time, for use in the stellar observations. Applying the 
equation of time, by simple addition or subtract~on, then transforms 
from local mean time into apparent time for use ill the solar observa
tions. The precise radio time signals that are broadcast at regular 
periods, from Naval Air Stations, controlled from the United States 
Naval Observatory are by special codes on short wave length. The 
codes will be furnished on request. 

59. Conversion of apparent time into local mean time: apparent 
time of observation ± the equation of time. The equation of time is 
to be taken from the Ephemeris for the date of observation and cor
rected for the lonrritude and time of observation, conveniently inter
polated as the int~rval from Greenwic~ n~on to the time of o~serva
tion. The watch error in local mean tune IS then found by takillg ~he 
difference betweon the watch reading at the epoch of the observatlOn 
and the reduced local mean time of observation. 

Example of conversion of apparent time linto local mean time; 
longitude 77°01'37/1.5 W. (data in sec. 51): 
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Mar. 18,1910, apparent time of altitude observation upon sun =3 h42mll' p. m. 
Equation of time, Greenwich apparent noon +8m 23.4' 
Interpolation for longitude of station 5b08m W., and 

time of observation 3h42m , p. m.; 8h50'" after 
Greenwich noon, or 8.83/24 of change (17.64') in 
24 hours ' """ ..:...6.5' 

Equation of time 

Local mean time of observation 
Watch time of observation 

Watch fast of local mean time 

=3 h 50m 28' 
=3 b 57m 53' 

Time in its Relation to Polaris Observations 

60. Polaris, a star of the second magnitude, occupies a position in 
the northern heavens about 1 ° from a line defined by the axis of the 
earth's rotation. On account of its brightness and proximity to the 
polar axis it ranks as the most useful circumpolar star. It will be 
assumed that the engineer has learned how to identify the north star 
among its associates in the clear starlit heavens, especially with refer
ence to the" pointers" in the constellfltion of the" Great Bear," 
popularly called the uDipper." Polaris, a Ursae Minoris, is nearly 
on a line (or great circle) determined by the pole and the star" 0 
Cassiopeiae." Both stars are located in the same direction from the 
pole. The same Ime, or great circle, passes near the star" r Ursae 
Majoris," another star of the "Dipper." The latter star is located 
on the opposite side of the pole. The engineer may note the relu.tive 
position of the three stars, if it is a clear night, and this will give an 
immediate indication of the approximate position of Polaris in its 
diurnal circle at thl1t time. The three stars are all of about the same 
brightness. Instruetions will follow (sec. 99) regarding the identi
fica tion of Polaris by instrumental methods during the twilight 
period, before the star is visible to the naked eye; the same method 
may be employed for verification of a night observation, if there 
should be any doubt, as in case the neighboring constellations are 
obscured by clouds. 

An experienced engineer can readily observe Polaris at sunset or 
sunrise without I1rtificin.l illumination, and with a very clear atmosphere 
can make the observation when the sun is as much as 20 or 30 minutes 
above the horizon. At any time that Polaris is visible any of the 
yarious methods of Polaris observation for meridian, properly followed, 
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is superior to any single observation upon the sun. In general, in 
public-land surveying, the customary practice is the use of a Bolar 
instrument adjusted to the meridian as established by Polaris ob.,. 
servation. 

I StorMognltudes 

1 * '" t ~ 
\,,2 3.4- S 

I 
I 

NAKED.EYE IDENTIFICATION OF POLARIS. 

About noon March 23d. 
About 6 a. m. June 22d. 
About midnight September 22d. 
About 6 p. m. December 22d. 

Polaris hns a diurnal circle about the earth's polar axis similar to 
the diurnal circle of other stars, though Polaris ha~ t~e smallest. circl~ 
of any naked-eye star. The daily circuit of P.ola.ns 1S covered m one 
sidereal day Qf Z4 sidereal hours, or an eqUlvalent of 23 hours 56 
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minutes 4.09 seconds of mean solar time. In its diurnal circle Polaris 
crosses the meridian twice, once at upper culmination, or above the 
polnr axis, and once at lower culmination, or below the polar axis. 

The direction of the apparent motion of Polaris is suggested by the 
following diagram: 

W.E. 

u.c. 

po(ar 
Axis 

L.C. 

Fig.1. 

E.E. 

The pointiI).gs of the arrows on the above circle indicate the direc-\ 
tion of the apparent motion of Polaris in its diurnal path; the pointings 
of the arrows on the lines tangent to the circle show the direction 
of travel at the epochs of culmination and elongation. If the engineer 
has any doubt in rcgnrd to the quadrant occupied by Polaris in its 
diurnal circle at the time of an observation, he may set the intersection 
of the telescope cross-wires exaotly upon the star, then, without! 
moving the instrument,. note the direotion of the star's motion and 
compare with the diagram. 

By reference to the preceding diagram showing ~he direction 
of motion of Polaris in its diurnal circle, the motion at western elonga~ 
tion is shown to be vertically downward.; at eastern elongation thel 
motion is shown to be vertically upward. At the epoch of eitherl 

. western or easterrl:elongation the motion in azimuth is zero. 
At the equator, if Polaris could be observed, the hour angle ofi 

Polaris at elongation would be 90°0'0"= 6hOmO· sidereal hour angle 
= 5h 59ml. 02" mean time hOllr angle, but as stations of observation: 
are occupied in the higher latitudes the hour angle of Polaris at elonga~ 
tion decrenses progressively. The reason for this is found in the f(lc~ 
that all vertical planes intersect at the zenith, and the point of tan~ 
geney of a vertical plane with the diurnal circle of Polaris occurs att 
points corresponding to decreasing hour angles with the higher 
latitudes. The" spread" of the two vertical planes intersecting Polaris 
at eastern and western elongation increases with the higher latitudes,. 
givinginercasing I1zimuths at elongation with the more northern, 
latitudes. 
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Zenith 

N 
Horizon 

Fig.S. 

The meridian and vertical planes tangent to the diurnal circle of Polaris as viewed from lrulde 
FWUI1E 8. of ihe celestial sphere. 

Star Identification, Equatorial Belt 

61. There are two customary methods of star identifica~ion, first., the 
brighter naked-eye stars may be found individually, dur:ng starhg~t, 
each by means of its position within its own constellatlOn .and w:th 
the aid of a chart 2 that shows the outline of that and the nmghbor.mg 
constellations; second, any star may be foulld. by reference to vertIcal 
angle and horizontal angle from the m~ridlan, both values ~o be 
related to an anticipated time of observatlOn, and to an approXlm~te 
north and south line. The seeond method is frequently mor.e certam, 
especially if there are clouds tha t ~ bscure some ~f the stars; this method 
is a necessity for twilight or daylIght observahons: 

b k • 1 astronomy The diagram in the 
I Charts of the constellations are given In tho text 00 son g?ne,a h t f Tb American Nautical 

E lbemeri3. facing p. g, is based on tbe plan of tbe navigatlonal star c ar 0 e 
Aimanac, publlshcd by the U. S. Naval Observatory: Superintendent of Document!!, U. 8. Oovernment 

Printing OfllcQ, Washington 25, D. O. 
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The charts of the constellations are interesting and useful, but they 
are not employed as an accessory to the Manual methods. 

The location of anyone of the selected bright stars, in favorable 
position for observation, on any date and at any moment within the 24-
hour period, may be foUnd most readily by reference to the diagram 
insert facing page 9 of the Ephemeris; an explanation of its use is 
given on the diagram. The simple steps are these: first interpolate 
for the date, then place the meridian line of the overlay scale on the 
date line, this shows the field as it will be at the noon of that date. 
N ext move the overlay scale to the left for p. m. periods, or to the 
right for a. m. periods, as shown by the lower set of figures, to the 
anticipated time of an observation, then read the upper set of figures 
for hour angle for any selected star at that anticipated time, to the 
east or to the west of the meridian. 

Having selected the star to be observed and the anticipated time of 
. observation, the time of the meridian passage of the star for that date is 
then taken from the Ephemeris (explanation sec. 62). The hour angle 
for the position is the time interval between the anticipated time of 
observation and the time of the meridian passage (explanation sec. 66), 

Use the following equation to find the vertical angle of the star at 
the anticipated moment of observation: 

sin h=cos t cos c/> cos o+sin c/> sin 5 

Then use the companion equation to find the horizontal angle from 
the meridian,as follows: . 

cos A 
sin 0 

c/> h - tan c/> tan h cos cos 

. sin 0 
The product "sin c/> sin 0" and the fractIOn cos c/> cds}); are nega-

tive for south ~eclinations. 
The product "cos t cos c/> cos 0" is negativ<: for hour angles exceeding 

. 6 hours or 90°, 

If the result for" cos A" is {posittiye} the horizontal angle counts ncga lve . 

{
north. " 

from the south. 

The vertical angle setting (" h" or" v" for this purpose) for the meri-
dian passage of a star south ?f the zenith is as follows: ~ 

v~90o-c/>±o 

An explanation and example of preparing for an observation is given 
on pages 25 and 30 of the Ephemeris. However, starti.."'1g with an 
approximate north and south lipo, fu'1d with approAimate values for 
latitude and watch correction to local mean time, and having com .. 
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. 
, gul tt' filA" d IIh" ( IIV" for puted the approXImate an ar se -mgs or . ,an or, , 

this purpose), the direction of the telescope pomtmg, at the ~nt~cIpated 
time of observation, will be to the selected star, The obJectIve lens 
should be set cnrefully to celestial jocus, There should be no doubt of 
the star identificntion during stnrlight (by nnked eye), nor by twilight 

, if the values nre sufficiently close to bring the star within the field of 
the telescope. 

For daylight observations, nnd referring more especially to the 
brighter stars (first mngnitude or brighter) that wou:d n~turall,y ,be 
selected for dayliO'ht observation, the care to be exerClsed m arnvmg 
at the initial or ;pproximate values, and the settings for horizontal 
and vertical angles, should be such as to bring the star within the 
middle-third of the field, or roughly within 10' of the cross-wire inter
section. Section 68. 

The star magnitudes, and the planets: Manual Appendix II. 

The Meridian Passage of Polaris and Other Stars. Reduction to 
Local Mean Time. Elongation 

62. The position of Polaris in its diumal circle at any time may
be determined by reference to the mean time interval jrom upper 
culmination to any observed position west of the meridian, or by 
reference to the mean time interval from any observed position east
of the meridian to the succeeding upper culmination. 

The Green'wich mean time of upper culmination of Polaris is tab
u1ated in the Ephemeris for every day in the year, arranged for the 
ordinary civil date, a. m. or p. m. . . . 

The Greenwich mean time of the merIdlan transIt of the selected 
bright stars -of the equatorial belt is tabulated for the 1st and 16th 
day each month; the reductions to the other days of ~he mor:th are 
indicated on each page of the stenar tabulations., Tlus data l~ then 
to be converted to the local mean time of translt, as shown ill the 
next section. . 

Example of computation' (for the tabulation in the J?phemens, 
Bureau of Land Management) of the Greenwich mean tIme of the 
meridian transit of a star: Manual Appendix II. . 

Local mean time of upper culmination of Polaris: the Greenwlch 
mean time of upper culmina.tion of Polaris is to be taken from the 
Ephemeris for the date of observation; the amo,unt .to be subtr~cted 
from the Greenwich mean time of upper culmmatlOn of PolarIS to 
obta.in the local mean time of upper culmination, in which the argu~ 
ment is the longitude west from Greenwich, is obta.ined from the 
table of siderea.l conversions 'VY1.thput computation; see table 19, 
Sta.ndard Field Tables. 
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Example of reduction from the Greenwich mean time of upper 
culmination of Polaris to the local mean time of upper culmination 
of Polaris, longitude 111 °15' W.: ' 

Aug, 12, 1945, Gr. U. C. of Polaris=4b25. 2m a. m. 
Red. to long. 111°15' W., 1"'13' = -1. 2 

L. M. T. of U. C. of Polaris =4h24.0m a. m. 

The local mean time of the meridian passage' of any other star is 
to be reduced in the same way, or amount, from the time for the 
Greenwich meridian to the longitude of the station. It should be 
noted that this conversion is at the rate of approximately 10 seconds 
of time for each 15° (or 1 hour) of longitude, subtractive to the west; 
and note also, that the meridian passage of each star comes approxi
mately 4 minutes earlier each succeeding day, in terms of local mean 
time. On one calendar day each year a star will have a double meridian 
passage. 

63. The Greenwich menn time of elongation of Polaris, latitude 40°, 
is tabulated in the Ephemeris for every day in the year, arranged for 
the ordinary civil date, a. m. or p. m. This in turn is to be reduced 
to the local mean time for the position of the station, in two steps: 
first, for longitude; second, for latitude; both as shown in the next 
section. 

64. Local mean time of elongation of Polaris: the mean time of 
elongation of Polaris, Greenwich meridian, latitude 40°, is to be taken' 
from the Ephemeris for the date of observation. The amount to be 
subtracted from the mean time of elongation of Polaris, Greenwich 
meridian, latitude 40°, to obtain the mean time of elongation of Polaris, 
local meridian, latitude 40°, in which the argument is the longitude 
west from Greenwich, is obtained from the table of sidereal convel'
sions, table 19, Standard Field Tables, without computation. The 
amount to apply to the local mean time of elongation of Polaris lati
tude 40° to obtain the local mean time of elongation of Polaris itt the 
latitude oj observation is tabulated in the Ephemeris in connection 
with the titble of azimuths of Polaris at elongation. 

Examples of reduction from the Greenwich mean time of elonga
tion of Polaris, latitude 40°, to the local mean time of elongation of 
Polaris, latitude 64°30' N.) and longitude 14G030' W.: 

Eastern Elongation 
Sept. 9, 1945, Gr. E. E. of Polaris, lat. 400 = 8h36.0m p. In. 

Red. to long. 146°30' W., Im36' = -1.6 
Red. to lut. 64°30' N. = + 5.0 

L. 11_ T. of E. E. of Polaris 
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Western Elongation, same station 

Oct. 26, 1945, Gr. \V. E. of Polaris, lat. 400 =5 b 26.9'" a. m. 
Red. to long. 146°30' W., 1m 36> -1.6 
Red. to lat. 64°30' N. ' ... -5.0 

L. M. T. of W. E. of Polaris "'" 5h20.3'" lL. m. 

Hour Angles 

65. The interval between the time of a star's meridian passage (or 
transit) and any other position in its diurnal circle is termed the 
star's hour angle at that moment. This is measured in sidereal time 
or the equivalent in angular measure in degrees, minutes, and seconds: 
The hour angle may count either to the cast or to the west of the 
meridian. As the ordinary wtLtch is rated in mean solar time, the 
observation for time, and the reductions, require the conversions from 
the one rate to the other. Sec ttLble page 27 of the Ephemeris, or 
table 19 of the Standard Field Tables. The conversion increment is 
to be subtracted from a sidereal interval, or added to a mean time 
interval, to obtain the equivalent. The conversion is required in the 
reduction of an altitude observation upon a star for time, as the 
o bserved hour angle is in the sidereal interval. 

Conversion of a mean time interval into a sidereal time interval or . , 
VIce versa: The amount to apply to one time interval to obtain 'the 
other time interval is found in the table of sidereal conversions , 
table 19, Standard Field Tables, without computation. 

Example of conversion of a mean time interval into a sidereal 
time interval: 

Mean time hour angle of Polaris for an assumed observation in 
Alaska=7h32.6m 

Conversion into equivalent sidereal hour angle 

Sidereal hour angle 

7h = 105° 
33"'= 8°15' 
50- = 12' 30" 

The conversion from a mean time interval to the equivalent sidereal 
hour angle is required in the analytical reduction of the hour angle 
observation upon Polaris for azimuth or latitude, whenever the reduc
tion is made by the equations in place of, 01' as a check upon taking 
the values from the tables of azimuths and altitudes that are published 
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in the Ephemeris. The conversion is not required if the tables are 
employed, as the values arc tabulated in mean time hour angle. 

66. Hour angles of Polaris: a mean time hour angle of Polaris west 
of the meridian is the mean time interval from the local mean time 
of the last preceding upper culmination to the local mean time of 
observation of Polaris. A mean time hour angle of Polaris east of the 
meridian is the mean time intervalfrom the local mean time of observa
tion to the local mean time of the next succeeding upper culmination 
of Polaris. 

The above application of the term "hour angle" is a departure from 
conventional usage, which has· been employed in order to simplify the 
steps. One step relating to hour angles for positions east of the 
meridian is avoided. Polaris crosses the meridian at lower culmination 
at an hour angle of llh58tn02B. In the arrangement of the various 
examples, the observations west of the meridian have been referred to 
the last preceding upper culmination, those east of the meridian have 
been referred to the next succeeding upper culmination, thus avoiding 
any hour angles exceeding llb58tn02". 

Hour angles of Polaris: verification by the star chart: a simple 
check on the approximate value of the hour angle at any moment, 
any date, and of the position west or east of the meridian, may be 
secured by use 01 the star chart, facing page 9 of the Ephemeris. 
First, scale a line for the date, then place the overlay scale on the 
chart making theclate line agree with the scale for the time of ob
servation, u. m.or p. m., lower set of figures. In this position, note 
where Polaris will be found with respect to the meridian line of the 
overlay scale. Finally, read the scale for hour angle, upper set of 
figures, star west or star east of the meridian. The reduction values 
should of course be taken from the tabulated daily position of Polaris. 

The tables of the azimuths of Polaris at all hour angles, that are 
published in tUe Ephemeris, are tabulated with the argument in mean 
time hour angle, counting from upper culmination. Therefore, for an 
observation west of the meridian the hour angle is referred to the 
preceding upper culmination; for one east of the meridian the refer
ence is to the ne.i:t succeeding upper culmination. The hour angle 
at lower culmination is the half (1l1l58tn

) of the sidereal day (23b56.1tn
). 

That position is a good one for a latitude observation. It should be 
understood that hour angle observations for azimuth are not referred 
to the point of lower culmination. The equations for the azimuth 
and altitude observations count strictly from upper culmination. 
Sections 60, 61, and 62. 

Examples of computing hour angles of Polaris, both west and east 
of the meridian, with diagrams: Manual Appcndu II. 

67. Mean time hour angle of Polaris at elongation: f=the sideregJ 
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hour angle in angular measure; this converted into time measure, 
and this in turn converted from a sidereal time interval into a mean 
time interval gives the mean time hour angle of Polaris at elongatio~: 

Cos t=cotan 0 tan rf> 

Example of computing the mean time hour angle of Polaris at elonga
tion, April 3, 1945, in latitude 65°0' N., on which date the declination 
of Polaris=89°00'15.6" N.: . 

</>=65°0'; log tan </> 
0=89°0'15.6"; log cotan ~ 

log cos t 
Sidereal hour angle 

O. 331327 
8.240035 

8.571362 
87°51'51" 

87° = 5b48m 

51' = 3"'24" 
511/= 3' 

5b 51m27' 
Reduction to mean time hour angle= -0 57 

Mean time hour angle at elongation= 5h50m30' 

68. Example, daylight stellar altitude observation, equatorial belt, 
for time and azimuth. The example is given at this point in the text 
to show the derivation of the finding positions, and the conversion to 
mean time hour angle. The data being at hand, the reductions are 
carriod out to demonstrate the values of the watch correction local 
mean time, and the azimuth, or bearing angle of the reference mark. 

July 28, 1944, at my station in latitude 38°53'30" N., and longitude 77°02' W., 
at 6b45"'20' p. m., by my watch, which reads approximate local Illean time, I 
observe the vertical angle on the star No. 25/49, a Acquihe (Altair), declination 
+8°43.4', Mag. 0.1l, to obtain the watch correction, as follows: 

Observed vertical angle: v=21 °44' 
Refraction: r= -2'24" 

True vertical angle: h=21 °41'36" 

cos sin 
h= . 361164 
1>=.77833 
0=.98844 

.76933 
.48050 
. 12376 

tan 

.806G6 
• 15342 

cos t 
sin h 

COB 1> COB 0 

. 12376 (Products) 
(Fraction) 

tan 1> tan .; 

cos t=. 35G74 (DilL +) 60° = 4 h3Gm OO' 
06'= 24 
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t=69°06'=Sidereal hour angle: .P36"'24a 
Conversion into equivalent 

mean time hour angle: -45 

Mean time hour angle: 

Greenwich mean time of star's transit, July 19: llb57. SOl p. m. 
Reduction to July 28:' -35.4 
Reduction to long. 77°02' W. -0.8 

Star's transit, local melJ.n time, July 28: . 

Mean time hour angle, moment of observation 
east of meridian ' 

Correct local mean time of observation: . 
Watch time of observation: 

Watch slow of local mean time 

11h21. 3m 

4 35 39 

6h45m 39' 
6b45m 20' p. m. 
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b The above observation was made by daylight (1. m. t. of sunset 
7 ~lm p', m.) i a reference mark was set to the south by solar transit 
onentatlOn at 4b3om p. m., app. t. The finding positions for the star 
were derived as follows: 

Star's transit,!. m. t., July 28, as above 
Anticipat<;d time -of observation,!. m. t. 

I1h21. 3m p. Ill. 
6 40 p. m. 

Hour angle SE. (t=70015') 

cos 
t=.3379 

1>=.7783 
6=.9884 

. 2599 

sin h= 

sin 

:6278 
· 1516 

· 0952 
2599 

sin h=cos t cos 1> cos o+sin t/> sin 8 

cos A= sin /) 
cos <I> cos h tan 1> tan h 

cos sin ian 
.7783 .8067 

. 1516 

'" -(Products) 

• 3551 (SUln) .9348 • 37\)9 

. 7276 . 3065 (Products) 
. 2084 . 2084 (Fraction) 

cos A= . 0\)81 (DiIT. _) 
A=s, 84°22' E. 

With the above settings, at 6b40m p.m., l.m.t., I find the star in 
good position and proceed with \3 observations for time and azimuth , 
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the 1st as ~ollows: eN ote the observed vertical angle, and the reduction 
of the time observation, in the example above.) . 

k 83°36'00". 
Observed horizontal angle from star to reference mar 

cos sin tan 
h =. 92918 .39781 
cp =. 77833 . 80666 
o = . 15166 

. 72321 . 32090 (Products) 
. 20970 . 20970 (Fraction) 

'- (Diff.-) cos A=. 11120 
A=S. 85°37'00" E. 

S. 83°37'00" K 

True bearing of the reference mark, 1st obsn. 
f the six obQervations: 

B .. 0°01'00" E. 

bummary 0 ~ 

Observed 
Watch Bearing reference 

Observed slow mark . 
Watch Time Vert. Ang. Hor. Ang. 1. m. t. 

- - 19' S. 0°01'00" E. 
1 6b45m20' p. m. 21 °44'00" 83°36'00" 

24 S.O 0030 W. 
2 6 51 00 22 5030 82 4000 

20 South 
3 G 57 30 24 0500 81 34 00 

25 S.O 0030 W. 
4 7 00 00 24 3500 81 0800 

22 S.O 0030 W. 
5 7 04 54 25 31 00 80 1800 

23 South 
6 7 08 12 26 0900 79 4300 

, 
22' . S. 0 0 00'05" W. Mean 

Altitude Observation of the Sun for Apparent Time 

. h f pparent time: t=hour 
69 Altitude observatlOn of t e sun or a h' £ 

angl~ from apparent noon in angular measure i reverse t e slgns 0 

o for south declinations: 

. /sin % (I+P-o) sin % (I </.>+15) 
Tan % t=-y cos % (1+</.>+15) cos % (I </.> 0) 

Or, 'COS t sin h -tun </.> tan 0 
cos </.> cos 1) 

d t " t A. tan 0" is subtractive £01' north declinations; 
Tho pro uc an '+'. . • 

additive for south declmatlOns. ., } . {less } 
. {poSltlVe tbe hour angle 1S 

If the result for II cos t" IS negative more 

than six hoUl:s or 90°., " , r able for the northern latitudes; 
The equatIOJlS n3 i\Iltten ale .app 1C b ,t' . the southern 

suitable transpositions are reqUlred for 0 selva lOns 1I1 

latitudes. 
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The first equation is designed for logarithmic reduction; it is espe
cially convenient when the altitude observation is to bo reduced both 
fot time and azimuth. . 

The second equation is to be preferred when using natural trigo
nometric functions in combination with logarithms of numbers j or, 
the natural functions and the computing machine; the solving of the 
equation may be accomplished quickly on either plan. 

Both equations are applicable for the altitudEl, observation, either 
upon the sun, or upon a star in the equatorial belt . 

The hour angle for an observation on the sun is rated directly in 
the solar time interval, giving at once the apparent time of a p. m. 
observation. Subtracting the hour angle from noon (12boom) gives 
the apparent time of an a. m. observation. In both reductions the 
equation of time i3 applied to obtain the correct local mean time of 
the observation. 

In the stellar observation, the hour angle (t) is in terms of the 
sidereal rate; a subtraction of 10 seconds per hour will give the equiva
lent mean time hour angle. Sec. 65; example, sec. 68. 

70. An altitude observation of the sun for time is made by a deter
mination of the correct altitude of the sun's center and recording the 
watch time at the moment of observation. The following order of 
procedure is recommended for the compensation of instrumental 
errors, reduction to the sun's center, and elimination of differential 
refraction: ~ 

A. M. Observation 

Thoroughly level the transit. 
Observe the sun's upper limb, recording the watch time of observa-

tion and vertical angle. . 
Reverse the transit. 
Observe the sun's lower limb, recording the watch time of observa

tion and vertical angle. 
The mean vertical angle is equivalent to the vertical angle to the 

sun's center corresponding to the mean of the watch readings. 

P. M. Observation 

Thoroughly level the transit. 
Observe the sun's lower limb, recording the watch time of observa

tion and vertical angle. 
Reverse the transit. 
Observe the sun's upper limb, recording the watch time of observa- ' 

tion and vertical angle. 
The mean vertical angle is equivalent to the vertical angle to the 

sun's center corresponding to the mean of the watch readings. 
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In all altitude observations on the sun, the value of the sun's 
para11ax at that elevation is to be added to the observed vertical 
angle. 

In the recording of the above and similar observations, the con
ventional usage of the term IIdirect sighting" means that in this posi
tion the telescope-bubble is beneath the telescope; in /treversed 
sighting," the telescope-bubble is above. 

The refinement of the result depends upon the certainty of the 
latitude, and upon the accuracy of the vertical angle readings. The 
possibility of slight error in vernier setting, or in eccentricity of the 
vertical circle, is largely compensated by making two observations 
and reductions, one in the a. m. and one in the p. m. 

The vertical angle readings to a star should be made in both direct 
and reversed positions of the telescope, taking the mean for watch 
time and vcrticd angle. . 

As noted above, additional refinement may be secured by two obser
vations, one upon a star SE. and the second upon the same star SW., 
or another star SW., usuaJly thc la,ttcr. An observation may be made 
on the sun SW. and a star SE., or the sun SE. and a star SW., to give 
the desired compensation in vertical anglo rea,dings. 

Uncertainty in Latitude 

In either of the above observations, on the sun or on a star, the 
ba,la,ncing of an observa,tion SE. with one SW. will compensate for 
an uncertainty in la,titude, approaching elimination when the vcrticd 
angle rea,dings have about the same value, and the positions in declina
tion not too far apart. 

Example of altitude observation of the sun for apparent time; and 
reduction to watch correction local mean time: 

Transcribed field notes 

September 4, 1944, at camp in sec. 5, T. 28 S., R. 3 W., Willamette meridian, 
Oregon, in latitude 43°25'30" N., and lo?gitude 123°04'25" W., at temperature 
96° F., and elevation above sea lovel 950 ft., I make an altitude observation of the 
sun for time, making two observations, one each with the telescope in direct and 
reversed positions, observing opposite limbs of the sun: 

Mean observed vertical angle =28°18'30" 
Sun's declination =6°57'02/1 N. 
Mean watch time of observation =3 h 59m 27- p. m. 
Watch fast of local mean time "'" llw 5& 
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Field record 

. Tclcscope Sun's limbs Watch time Vertical angle 

Direct _____ ~ ______________ -t 3h 58m 00- 28° 19' 00" 

Reversed ____ • _______ • _____ ~ 
4 00 54 28 18 00 

1fean ___________________ 1 
h m . 3 59 27 I 28 Refraction = I' 47" X. 92 X .98 

Parallax --- - - - - ----------- ---- - -----
- ---------.. -------------- ---- -'- - -: - - - -- - - - -- -- - - ~ 

° , , 18 30 '=v. 
-1 36 

True vertical angle 
Zenith clistnnce 
Sun's declination 
LatitUde 

r= 61°42'58" 
</>= 43 25 SO 

(r+</» = 105°08'28/1 
0= 6 5702(+) 

h= 28° 17'02" 
= t=61°42'58" 
= 0= 6°57'02" N. 
=</>=43°25'30" N. 

~ vallles= 

+0 08 

h=28° 17' 02" 

t=61~42'58" 
</>=43 2530 

(t- </» = 18°17'28" 
0= 65702C+) 

56°02'45" 12°37'15" 

(1+ </» = 105°08'28" 
0= 6 5702(+) 

(r+<I>-.I) = 98°11'26" 
~ valllcs= 

(r- ¢) = 18° 17'28" 
il=65702(+) 

49°05'43" 5°40'13" (t-¢-o) = 11 °20'26" 

log sin 71)Cr+¢-IJ)= 
" sin ~(t-¢+o)= 

" cos 71)CI+ </>+ 0) =9.747046 
" cos 71<r::-</>-/) =9.997870 

" tan2 ;,~t 
" tan ~t 

9.744916 

~t=28°35'40" 

Apparent time of observation 
Equation of time 

Local mean time of observation 
Watch time of observation 

W ateh fast of local mean time 

700004'-47--6 

9.878407 
9.339448 

9.217855 

9.744916 

9.472939 
9.736469 

57°=3 b48m OQ' 
II' = Om44' 
201/= I" 

3b48m ,15' p. m. 
= - 1 12 

= 3b 47,n33' p. m. 
3 59 27 p. m. 
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Example of altitude observation of a star for local mean time: 
Transcribed field notes 

October 25, 1944, 1 h7rn after sunset, at my station in S W7{ NWji seo. 25, T. 1 N., 
R. 1 E., Willamette Meridian, Oregon, in latitude 45°32'30" N., and longitude 
122°39' W.,at temperature 50° F., and barometric pressure 29.6 ins., I make an 
observation of the star' a Ophiuchi, No. 22/44, Mag. 2.1, for time, making two 
observations, one each with the telescope in direct and reversed positions: 

Mean observed vcrtical angle = 41 ° 52' 45" 
Mean watch time of observation 6b 12m 13' 
Watch fast of local mean time llm02' 

Field record 

Tclescope Watch time Vertical angle 

Direct __________________________________ _ 42°07'30" 
41 3800 Rcversed _______________________________ _ 

1-----------1-------------
Mean_ _____ __ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 6b 12ro 13' 41 °52'45" =v. 

Refraction _____________________________________________ - = -1 04 
h=41051'41" 

Gr. m.~. star's transit, Oct. 1~----------------------------::~32m~~' p. m. ReductIOn to Oct. 20____________________________ 5 
Reduction to long. 122°3W 'IV _____________________________ =. -1 20 
Star's transit, l.m.t., Oct. 25 _______________________________ =3 b 15ID28' p. m. 
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h= 

C 
sin h os t= -tnn </> tan Ii 

cos </> cos 0 

True verticnl angle 
Latitude 
Star's declination 

Cos Sin 
.66733 

=h=41°51'41" 
=</>=45°32'30" N. 
= ~= 12"'36'12" N. 

Tan 

</>= .70039 
0= .97951 

1. 01909 
.22359 

Cos t= 
t= 

. 68352 

41 °32'37" 
2b46ro lO' 

-27 

2h ·15 rn43' 
3 15 28 

. 97631 

.22786 

.74845 

• 22786 (Products) 
(Fraction) 

(Diff.+) 

Sidereal h. a. 
Reduction to m. t. h. a. 

Mean time h. a. 
Star's transit, p. m., 1. m. t. 

Correct 1. m. t. of obsn. 
\Yatch time of oban. 

Watch fast of 1. m. t. 
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Meridiem Observation of the Sun for Apparent Noon 

71. Meridian observation oj the sun jor apparent noon.-With the 
telescope in the meridian elevated to the sun's altitude, the watch 
times of transit of the sun's west and east limbs are noted, the mean 
of which is the watch time of apparent noon. If the observation fails 
for either limb the reduction to the sun's center is accomplished by 
adding or subtracting 68 seconds; a refinement in the amount of this 
interval is had by referring to the Ephemeris for the'time of the sun's 
semi-diameter passing the meridian for the date of observation. 

The setting for the approximate altitude of the sun's center is: 

vP£90o-cp±o 

Observing Program 

Determine the meridian by the best means at hand and compute 
the vertical angle setting for the sun. 

Level the transit, place the instrument in the meridian, and elevate 
the telescope to the altitude of the sun's center. 

Note the watch time of the sun's west limb tangent to the vertical 
WIre. 

N ow the watch time of the sun's east limb tangent to the vertical 
WITe. 

Take the mean of the readings for the watch time of apparent 
noon from which to compute the watch error local mean time. 

The refinement in this observation depends mostly on the d.irection 
of the sighting for meridian. A small discrepancy in direction is 
scarcely appreciable for ordinary requirements, i. e.-to secure a 
watch correction in local mean time with· necessary accuracy for 
making the Potaris observations for azimuth and latitude by the hour 
angle method . 

Stellar Observations 

The stellar observation is useful any time of year; it is especially 
desirable in the period when the sun reaches a meridian altitude 
exceeding 60° or 65°. 

There is no difficulty in picking up the meridian passage of Ii star 
whenever the conditions for visibility are good. l\1ost of the selected 
stars are brighter than Polaris; some of them can be observed all 
through the day if the sky is clear and free from haze. 

After tho initial preparations have been made for a Polaris observa
tion, including the marking of a meridian reiercncc murk by solar 
transit orientation, o:r by reference to lines proviously dotcrrnincd, it 

is good practice to include the meridian passage of a star i.n the 
o bse.tving program, in this manner arriving at the watch correction 
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local mean time just when needed ~nd on the most direct plan under 
the usual field conditions. 

Example of meridian observation of the s un for apparent noon, and 
reduction to watch correction local mean time: 

Transcribed field notes 

September 9 1944 in latitude 42°32'24" N., and longitude 119°46'30" W., 
, , , l·t d 

Oregon, with the telescope in the meridian and elev~ted to the .sun s a tl.U e: 
I observe the sun's transit for time, noting the watch tIme of transIt of each 11mb. 

Mean watch time of apparent noon = Ilh55m 52' 
Watch slow of local mean time - 1"'18' 

Field record 
Setting: 90°00' 

1> ?" (-) 42°32' 
a ?" (+) 5°0S' 

-e\- Watch time of transi(, W. limb 

-[s- \VatclI time of transit, E. limb 

Watch time of apparent noon 
Apparent noon = 12 h OO.oOO' 
Equation of time = -2 50 

Local mean time of apparent noon 

Watch slow of local mean time 

=11 56 56 

=11 57 10 

= 

Example of meridian observation of a star for local mean time: 

Transcribed Field Notes 

O t b e> 26 1944 on a meridian previously established at my station, in SW~ 
co ~r., , . ' I t' d 45°32'30" 

N\\'1/ 2" T 1 N R 1 E. \Villamette MeridIan, Oregon, III a ltu e 
/4 sec. 0,. .,' , 'd' d ltd 

N., and longitude 1220 39' W., with the telescope in the merl .Jan an e. eva.e 
to the star's altitude, I observe the transit of the star IX AqUllae (Altair), No. 

25/49· Mag. O.\), for time: 
, Watch time of star's transit =5 h37m 55' p. m. 

Watch fast of local mean time 10m 57' 

Field Record 

Setting: 90°00' 
1>?" (-) 45 32 
o ~ (+) S 43 
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Gr. m. t. star's transit, Oct. 16 
Reduction to Oct. 26 
Reduction to long. 122°39' W. 

Star's transit, 1. m. t. 
Watch time of star's transit 

Wateh fast of local mean time 

6h07m3fi' p. m. 
=(-) 39 18 
= (-) 1 20 

5h 26m 5S' p. m. 
5h37m 55' p. m. 

Apparent Time From the Solar Unit 
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72. The solar unit of the General Land Office solar transit has a 
graduated hour circle that is mounted normal to the polar axis. The 
readings are indicated at intervals of 10 minutes from 6 a. m. to 6 p. m., 
apparent timej the readings may be estimated to about ± 1 or 2 
minutes. This accuracy is good for taking out the sun's declinations, 
which are calculated in terms of apparent time. It can be an approxi
mate check upon the altitude and meridian observations on the sun 
for apparent time. 

By applying the equation of time to the reading of the hour circle, 
the watch may be set to approximate local mean time, with the 
tolerance indicated above. This will give a watch reading in local 
mean time sufficiently accurate for the finding positions for the stellar 
observations .. This watch reading is also sufficiently accurate for 
making the azimuth observation on Polaris at elongation; also, the 
latitude observation on Polaris at culmination. 

One of the exact methods for time determination should be made 
when needed to ascertain the watch correction in local mean time 
with necessary accuracy for use in the hour angle observations on 
Polaris. 

LATITUDE 

73. Emphasis must be given to precision in latitude. The value at 
the station of observation enters into the determination of the direc
tion of the lines and related calculations in practically all of the work, 
day by day through the field season, and in the platting and mapping 
of the cadastral survey. 

Many of the older maps (sec. 47) can not be relied upon for value 
in latitude. The maps bearing later dates need checking for the sources 
and reliability of the latitude data. The values that are given on the 
township plats must be questioned in the same mamlcr. Heretofore 
the plats have not indicated the sources of the data. If field observa
tions have been made the record should be found in the field notes. 
If connecting lines have been run to geodetic stations of the United 
States Coast and Geodetio Survey, 01' to stations of the Geolosicul 
Survey, this data should be entered in tbe field notes. The values 
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given on the township plats should not be shown in seconds unless 
based on accurate data. 

So much importance attaches to the true value in latitude that 
the cadastral survey is scarcely complete without including a number 
of btitude observations within the area of the survey. Tho values 
that are derived from the several observations should be reduced to a 
common line for comparison, usually the south boundary of the 

township. 
A careful distinction should be made between true latitude, and 

instrumental latitude. The latter is a term that is applied to the 
reading of the latitude arc oj the solar unit in the noon observation when 
the declination has been set by exact methods (independently of the 
reading of the graduations). The instrumental latitude is a conveni
ence for setting the readings of the latitude arc in solar transit orienta
tion; it differs from the true latitude by the amount of the vernier error 
or index correction in that position of the arc. Section 46; Manual 

, Appendix II, section 79. 
The first part of table 2, Standard Field Tables, has been arranged 

for the reference of the latitude of any point within a township to 
the south boundary, the only argument being the miles and chains 
distant from the south boundary. Thus with the use of this table 
all observations for latitude within a township may be reduced to 
the south boundary; and conversely, given the latitude of the south 
boundary of a township, the latitude of any station within the to-wn
ship may readily be obtained by applying the difference given in the 
table for the known distance north. 

Meridiem Altitude Observation for Latitude 

74. Meridian altitude observation oj the sun for latitude.-Reverse 

the sign of 0 for south declinations: 
q,=900+o-h 

The following observing program is recommended: 
Thoroughly level the transit and place the telescope in the meridian 

elevated to tho sun's approximate altitude at noon. 
Observe the altitude of the sun's lower limb "vith the sun slightly 

east of the meridian. 
Reverse the transit. 
Observe the altitude of the sun's upper limb with the sun slightly 

west of the meridian. 
Take the mean observed vertical angle for the altitude of the sun's 

center at apparent noon. 
The important factor in this observation is exactness in vertical 

angle. The observation may be duplicated by vertical angle read-
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ings on stars ~thin the equatorial belt at meridian passage 
the same equatIOn:' ' usmg 

, q,=90o±o-h 

The r:s~ting valu~s in latitude should agree ,vithin the limits of 
the preClSlOn of the .mstrument. The uncertain factor is the value 
?f the observed vertICal angle i this may be compensated by b 1 
mg an b t' . h' a anc-

. 0 serva IOn Wlt In the equatorial belt by an observation on 
Polapns a,t upper or lower culmination, or by latitude observation 
on olans by the hour angle method. -' 

Example of l~eridian altitude observ~tion of the sun for latitude: 

Transcribed field notes 

2 Ootober 27, ,1944, at the cor, of sees. 32 and 33, on the S. bdy. of T. 1 S R 
7 W., 5th Pnn. Mer., Arkansas, in approximate latitude 34°36' N d I" .' 

tude 93°54' W., I make a meridian observation of the sun for latitud~ a~ O~gl-
~~e ~~itude of tdhe sun's ~ower limb with the telescope in direct positio~ °re~:~~~! 

e escope an observmg the sun's upper limb: ' 
Apparent' time of observation, noon = 12nOOmOO' 
Mean obs~rved altitude =42°30' 00" 
Reduced latitude 0= 34°36' 03" 

Field record 

Setting: 

Lower limb 
Upper limb 

90°00' 
q,;e. (-) 34°36' N. 
0;&(-) 12°55' S. 

11,&42°29' 
42°13' 
42°45' 

ct- Observed alt., lower limb, tel. dir. 
-b Obsek:ved alt., upper limb, tel. rev. 

Mean observed altitude v 
Transit index corre~tion 
Refraction . 
Parallax 

=42°13'30" 
=42°46'30" 

=42°30'00" 
-030 
-103 
+008 

11=42°28'35" 
Decl., Gr. app. noon ... 12°50'05.0" S. 
Reduced to long. 93°54'_ 
6.26 X50.69"=317.3" >= +5'17.3" S. 

. 12°55'22" S. 
==34°36'031/ 

90°00'00" 
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Example Of meridian altitude observation of a star for latitude: 

Transcribed field notes 
March 7, 1945, 6h 10m p.m. l.m.t., at my station on the S. shore of Sanibel 

Island, Florida, in approximate latitude 26°25' N., and longitude 82°04'15/1 W., 
at temperature of 55° F., with the telescope in the meridian and elevated to the 
star's altitude, I make a meridian altitude observation of the star {3 Orionis 
(Rigel), No.7 /11, T:dag. 0.3, for latitude, making two observations, one each with 

the telescope in direct' and reversed positions: 

Local mean time of star's transit 
Mean observed altitude 

=l3h 10.l3m p. m. 
=55°19'00/1 
= 26°25'.10" Reduced latitude 

Setting: 

Observed altitude, tel. dir. 
" "tel. rev. 

Mean 
Refraction 

Field record 
90°00' 

",~26°25' N. 
o~ 8°16' S. 

=55°19'00" 
=55°19'00" 

v=55°19'OO" 
r= -040 

90°00'00" 
0= ( -) 8 113 00 S. 
h=(-)551820 

75. The usual field practice is to combine the meridi.an passage 
observation to include the watch time, for correction in local mean 
time, and vertical angle for reduction to the latitude of the station. 

In observing the sun, take simultaneously the lower and west 
limbs, recording the watch time and the vertical angle. There will be 
an interval of about 2 minutes in which to reverse the position of the 
telescope. ThOll observe simultaneously the sun's upper and east 
limbs, recording the watch time u.nd the verLical anglo. 

The settings for the approximate altitudes may be dorived from 

the equation: 
v~900-q;±IJ=F 16' 

A similar observ!1tion for time and latitude m!1y be made on any 
star within the equatorial pelt. There will be the time record just at 
meridian passage; the transit m!1Y be reversed for the second reading 

in vertical angle. ' 
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Example of meridian observation of the sun for time and latitude: 

Transcribed field notes 
September 10, 1944, in approximate latitude 41 °35' N d 

W., Wyoming, at temperature +500 F d 1 . ., an longitude 109°58.'3 
I make a meridian observation of the s~naf~r e. evatlon ab?ve sea level 13,500 ft., 
taneously the altitude of the sun'o 1 l' btlmedand latItude, observing simul-r b .. ower 1m an the transit f th ' 
1m , reversing the telescope anti ob . . 0 e sun s west 

sun's upper limb and the transit of th~e~~~! :~:~i;:~~OUSlY the altitude of the 

Mean observed altitude =53°11/45/1 
Reduced latit~de, =41 °35'07" 
Mean watch tune of observation = 11 b 57m 22' 
Watch fastof local mean time 33' 

Field record 
Setting; 90°00' 

",~(-)41°35' N. 
o~ (+) 4°46' N. 

v~ 

Lower limb~ 
Upper limb~ 

53°11' 
52°55' 
53°27' 

Tclescope Watch time transit I Observed vertical 

=-:--------,----h:::l----.I---~ angle 

Sun 

Direct- -------------------- - -9-- ,llh 56m 18' 52° 55' 30/1 

Revers:~::~----------------- -b I 11 58 26 ,1_53 __ 2_8 __ 0_0_ 

Refraction (4S i'-x-6.sS=------- -------------- lIh 57
m 

22' 53° 11' 45/1 
Parallax _____________ ::------ ---- - --- -- - - --- - -- -------- - - = - 34 

---------------
___________________ = +05 

h _____________ _ 
a=40 46'23" N.,' 90;+-0------------------------------------=53° 11' 16/f 

z. ---------------;--------------------=9,1 46' 23/1 

q,=41°35'07" N.=900+S-h ==== _______________________________ 41° 35' 07/1 

Watch time of apparent noon Apparent noon_ _ __________________________________ =llh57w 22·' 

Equation of tim~-G;'- - -- - - - ---.--- ---- -- -- - - - - ---- - = 12
b

OO
m

OO' 
Hod. to long. lOO~ 58 ~o';/---_-------------= -3

m

04' . _________________ = -07 

Local mean time of apparent noon ____________________ = IP56m 40'= 11 56 49 

Watch fast of local mean time 
__________________________________ = 33' ' 

The accuracy of the reduced latitude is directly related to the 
refinement of the value of the observed vcrtic!11 VangIe. A better 
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. . b this method is possible only by ma1..wg 
determination of tho latitude y . dnys or the observation may 

. f b t' ons on succeSSIve u; , • I 
u, senes 0 0 serva 1 . d' as on stars within the equu,ton~ 
bo duplicu,ted by vertIcu,1 angle ~ea illb b' . a the result with Pobns ' 
belt at meridian passage, and . y com lUlUb , 

observations for latitude. , SeciI~:e 7t~e observation, the watch. may 
For a test of the accuracy 0 d 'd time corrected for the longitude bo compu,red with accurate stu,n a1 

of the stu,tion, as follows: . = 12
b

OO
ID

OO' 
d' t· s1gnal _____ _ 

105th meridian time of c~mp~rison, ra 10 une __ ====-_=== ______ = -19 53 Correction for long. 109°08.1 W _______________ _ 

=1l b40ID07' 
Local mean time of comparison_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = = =:: = = = =: = = = = = = 11 40 40 Watch time of compn.rison _____________________ _ 

---------Watch fast of local mean time_________________________ =====-

. f' t f thne and latitude: Example of meridian observatIon 0 as ar or 

Transcribed field notes , 
. . T 45 N R 5 E. New Mexico Prin. 4 i P in sec. 19,. ',. , . 06021 I' W August 29, 194 , n cam . d 38°08' N and longItude 1 . ., d ' pproximate latitu e ., 22 l' I make a Mer., Colora 0, ill a ° F and barometric pressure . ms., . 

at approximate temperature 60 ., 't ii No 24/48 Mag. 2.1, for tune and 
meridian observatlon of the star 0' Sal gltt~r , of transit' and the star's altitude, 

. . ultaneously t 1e une 
latitude, observmg sun d bserving the star's altitude: , reversing the telescope an 0 

=25°31'30" Mean observed altltude =38°07'58" N. 
Reduced latitude = 8

h
24

m
42" p. m, 

Watch time of observation 5"'57-
Watch fast of local mean time 

Field record 
Setting: 90°00' 

.:p;e38°08' N. 
o pi 26°22' S. 

Telescope Watch tlIne Vertlca! angle' 

DirecL _________________________________ _ 
Reversed ___________________________ _ 25°31'30" 

25 3130 

_______ =25°31'30" 
---------------- =-1 28 Refr~~!:-(iioiiX:iix-.98) = ---- - --- - ---- -- -- - - -- - - -- --- =25°30'02" 

'It. ------ -------- -------- -- -- -- --- - --: = == = = = =53 38 00 
a;:;;2f30ii"oej

ii s.; 90° -0. -------- ----- - -- - --- - - -- - - =38°07' 58" 
</>",,38°07'58" N.=900-o-h _____ -- __ -- -- _ -- -- - •• -.- -- -- _ _ 
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Watch time of star's transiL ______________________________ - 8
b
Z4

tn

42' p. m. 
Star's transit, Gr. m. t., Aug. 16------- ____ =9hllmOO. p. m. 
Red. to Aug. 29---- _______ =-51 06 
Red. to long. 106°21.1'___________________ _ 1 09 

Star's transit, local mean time____________ 8h18
m

45" 

Watoh fast of local mean time ____________________________ = 

Altitude Observation of Polaris for Latitude 
I 

76. Altitude observation of Polaris at upper culmination for latitude: 

. ¢=h+o-90'0 

Altitude obeervat'ion of Polaris at lower culmination for latitude:' 
The mean time hour angle of Polaris at lower culmination is 11 
hours 58 minutes 2 seconds: 

¢=h+900-o 
The settings for the approxinIate altitude of Polaris at upper and 

lower culminations, respectively, are: 

v;=¢± (90°-0) 

The follOwing progranr is recommended in altitude observations 
of Polaris at culmination for latitUde. 

Oompute the local mean time and watch time of culmination. 
'l'horoughly level the transit. 

About four millutes before culmination observe the altitude of 
Polaris with the telescope in direct position. 

Reverse the transit and observe the altitude of Polaris. 
Again level the transit. 

Observe the altitude of Polaris with the telescope in the reversed position. 

Turn the transit to the direct position of the telescope and again 
observe the altitude of Polaris. 

Tu,ke the mean observed altitude to use in the reduction. 
Example of altitude observation of Polu,ris at upper culmination for latitude: 

Transcribed field notes 
August 31, 1944, at camp, in approximate latitude 33°23' N., and longitude 

107°11.6' IV., New Mexico, at approximate temperature {J00 F., and elevation 
above sea level 3,600 ft., I make an altitude observation of Polaris at upper 
culmination for latitUde, making four observations, two each with the telescope 
in direct and reversed positions: 

WatCh !lorrect for 105th meridian time by 
comparison with radio signals. 

Mean watch time of ob,sel'va.tiol1 
Mean observed vertical anglo 
Reduced latitude 

""" 3 b 17"'01' $. m. 
=34°24' 52" 
=88°28' 26" N. 

16 
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Field record 

Setting: 90°00' 
o~ SO 00 

90° -8 ~ 10 00' 
4>~33 23 

u. C. of Pobris, Gr. m. t., August 31, 1944 
Reduced to long. 107°11.6' W. 

L. m. t. of U. C. of Polaris, August 31 
Correction for long. 107° 1l.6' 

Computed watch time of upper culmination 

Telescope 

3h09.S'" a. m. 
-1.2 

3 hOS.3'" 
3b08m 1S' a. m. 
+8 47. 

Watch time Vertical angle 

3h13m03' 34°24'00" Direct _____________________________ -------- 3 15 01 34 2600 

Reversed_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 19 00 34 26 30 

~~ee::~_~~= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = \----:-b 2-1 ~-m-:-~-.+--,-:4-40-:-:~,~-~~,-:-, 
:Mean_______________________________ -1 13 

Refraction (1'24/1 x .SO x .9S) - - - ---- -- -- - - - - - - - - ------ -- - --
, h= 34°23'39" 

=-1 0013 
~=88° 59'47"; 90° -0 ___ -- - - - - - - - - .-- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - •• 

.., 33°23'26" , 
4>=33°23'26" N.=hc- (90°-0) --------------------------------

Example of altitude observation of Polaris at upper culminatipn for 

latitude: ' 
Transcribed field notes 

. d 40°44' N and longitude 111 °52' W., o t b 18 1944 in o,pproximate latltu e ., . 
c 0 or , .' ,t 500 F and approximate altltude above sea 

Utah, at approXlmate temp:rad,ure
b 

. t~on of Polo,ris at upper culmination for 
1 1 4 ~OO ft I make an o,ltltu eo Selva 1 d t d eve ,0., t' t. eo,ch with the telescope in irec an 
latitude, IDo,king four observa lOns, wo 
reversed positions: 

Watch correct forl05th meridian time by comparison 
with radio signals. 

Mean watch time of observation 
Mean observed vertical angle 
Reduced latitude 

= Oh28m20' 9.. m. 
=41 °44' 45" 
=40°43' 52/1 N. 

, 
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Field record 

Setting: 90°00' 
1i~80000' 

900-8~ 1°00' 
cf>~40044' 

v~41 °44' =1>+ (90° -0) 

U. C. of Polaris, Gr. m. t., Oct. 18, 1944 
Reduction to longitude 111°52' W. 

L. M. T. of U. C. of Polaris, midnight, Oct. 17-18, 1944 
Correction for longitude 

Computed watch time of U. C., Oct. 18, 1944 

85 

Oh1.2m a. m. 
-1.2 

OhO.Om 

ObOOwOO" a. m. 
... +27 28 

Telescope Watch time Vertical angle 

DirecL _______________ : ___ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ Oh23m04' 41 044'30'" 
Reversed_ __ _ _ __ ____ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ ____ ___ _ _ 0 27 07 41 45 00 
Reversed__________________________________ 0 30 02 41 4500 
Direct _____________________________________ 

1 

0 33 07 41 4430 

Mean ________________________________ I Oh2Sm 20' 41"44'45/1 
Refraction (1'06" x .86=56") _________________________________ = -;56 

h=41043'49" 
8=89°00'03"; 90% __ : ______________________________________ = -S957 

<1>=40°43'52" N. =.1>- (90 0 -0) ________________________________ = 40°43'52" 

Hour .~ngle Observation of Polaris For Latitude 

The latitude may be determined by an altitude observation of 
Polaris at any hour angle. By this method the vertical angles are 
read in pairs, or double pairs, with reversals of the position of the 
telescope, and watch time noted at each setting. The watch correc
tion is required, which will be applied to the mean (or average) of the 
watch readings to obtain the correct local mean time of observation 
for the pail' or double pairs of settings. The mean time hour angle of 
Polaris at the epoch of observation is then taken out as in observations 
for azimuth, and the declination of Polaris for the date will be ascer
tained in the Ephemeris. 

'With the two vo,lues, mean time hour angle and declination, the 
latitude may be computed or there may be derived from the table in 
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the Ephemeris the vertical angle equivalent for the position of Polaris 
. above or below the earth's polar axis at the epoch of observation. 

The latter value is applied to the observed vertical angle, corrected £pr 
refraction, to secure the true elevation of the pole, or the latitude of 
the station. The method may be combined with the observation for 
azimuth, or it may be used independently. 

The vertical angle reduction is tabulated in the Ephemeris in a 
simplified form in which the two principal arguments are employed to 
secure a primary adjustment to the elevation of the pole, subtractive 
when Polaris is above the pole and additive when below; a small 
supplemental correction is then secured from the table, with the 
arguments of mean time hour angle and observed altitude. 

In order to proceed with the analytical reduction, it is convenient 
to begin with an angle a, computed from the equation: 

Tan a= tan 0t' in which equation the factor" cos t" becomes negative 
cos 

for hour angles ~xceeding 90°, whereupon a will exceed 90°. 
The latitude may then be derived from the equation: 

C
· (,I.. ) sin a sin h 

as ,+,-a = sin 0 

Example of hour angle observation of Polaris for latitude. making 

use of the table given in the Ephemeris: 

Transcribed field notes 

June 23, 1944, in the SE}~ sec. 16, T. 7 N., R. 3 E., Salt Lake MeridiBrn, Utah, 
in approximate latitude 41°20' N., and longitude 111°37' W., at approximate 
temperature 500 F., and elevation above sea level 6800 ft., I make an hour angle 
observation of Polaris for latitude, making four observations, two eneh with the 

telescope in direct and reversed positions: 

Mean observed vertical angle_ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
Mean watch time of observation-------------------
Watch fast of local mean time, by comparison with radio 

time 'signnl corrected for long--------------------
Reduced latitude--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - --

Field record 

Telescope 
Vertical angle 

Direct----------------------------------
llever6ed-----------------~-------------
Reversed--------------------------------

41 °58'30" 
41 59 30 
42 01 30 
42 0230 

Direct- --- ------- ---- --- - - ---- ---.-- ----

1'1ean------------------------------- 42 0030 

f6 

, 42°00' 30" 
4h46m38· a. m. 

26m 28' 
41 °20' 50" N. 

watch time 

4b44m4Sa a. m. 
445 50 
447 20 
448 31 
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Watch fast of local mean time ----------- ----------------

L. M. T. of observation, June 23 1944 , --------------------

Gr. U. C. of Polaris, same date 
Red. to long. 111°87' W -----------

-,--- -- ----- - --- ... -
=7 h39,4m a. m. 
= -1.2 

Hour angle of Polaris east of meridian --------------------

Declination of Polaris ------------------------- ------

Primary adjustment Mean observed vert. 

87 

-26 28 

a. m. 

-7 38.2'" a.m. 

subtractive Pol: 
aris above the pole 

angle! v= -42°00'30" 

Mean 
RefractlOn, 64"X.79 = -051 

time 
hour Declination 

h= 41°59'39" 

angle 

88°59'40" 
Primary adjustment to 

elev. of pole =- 0°38'47" 
Supplemental correction = -02 

3h17.5m 0°38'53" Latitude of sta. ... 41°20'50" N. 
3 18.0 o 3847 
323.4 o 3739' 

The above ex~~ple may be reduced analytically as follows: 

M. t. h. a. 

lled. to sid: h. a. 

Sidereal h. a. " 

Sid. h. a. in ang.' 
meas., t 

Tan a=tan Ii 
cos t 

COB (q,_o:)=sin ~ sin 11 
sm & 

log tan ll=1. 7555520 
" cos 1=9.8113212 

" tan a = 1. 9442308 

a=89°20' 55 11 

log sin 0:=9.9999119 
.. " h=9.8254618 

9. 8254337 
~ " 0 = 9. 9999331 

log cos (cp-a) =9.8255006 

By inspection, (4)-a) 
is a negative angle. 

(<1>-0:) = -48°00'04" 
0<= 89 20 55 

Latitude of station ____________ """ 41 °20'51" 

The reducHon mllY also be made by th t' , e equa lOn: 
/ 

¢=h,-p cos t+ ~ sin l' p~ 8in2 t tan II, 
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In the above equation, p=polur distance (90° -0), expressed in 
minutes oj angle. The first part of the equation gives a primary reduc
tion to the elevation of the pole, in this the factor" p cos i" becomes 
additive for hour angles that exceed 6 hours or 90°. The latter part 
of the equation gives a supplemental correction, in the order of 
seconds oj angle; it increases rapidly in the higher latitudes. 

As an illustration of the use of the latter qquation, the elements 
are taken from the observation given above: h=41 °59'39"; sidereal 
hour angle, after converting from time to are, t=49°38'15"; declina
tion of Polaris, 0=88°59'39" N.; polar distance, p= 1 °00'21" = 60.35'; 
with this data, the reduction may be made as follows: 

log p = 1.780677 
" cos t = 9.811321 

" product= 1.591998 
nat = 39.084' 

= 39'05.040" 

Latitude of station: 

h=41 °59'39" 
+ 17 

-39 05 

=41 °20'51" 

AZIMUTH 

log sin I' =6.4631 
" 2 = .3010 

" quotient=6.1627 
" p =1.7807 
" " '71.7807 
"sinl =9.8819 
" "" =9.8819 
"tan h =9.9543 

" product = 9.4422 
nat =0.277' 

=0'16.6" 

The General Land Office Solar Transit 

77. The methods long in use have been developed for the . correct 
operation of the General Land Office solar tran'~it, in which the solar 
unit is depended upon for a large share of the line running, in com
bination with observations on the sun, Polaris, and the brighter stars 
for the more exact determination of time, latitude, and azimuth, 
where needed. Almost without exception in beginning new surveys 
and in occupying any new station for which there has been no previ
ous station established for a reference in azimuth, the starting value 
in azimuth is determined with the solar unit. Then, where a higher 
degree of accuracy may be required, no other preliminary steps are 
needed in readiness for a twilight observation upon Polaris, or any 
of the bright stars within the equatorial belt, other than the simple 
computations for the setting values in horizontal and vertical angles. 
No other instrument adapted to land surveying so well combines 
accuracy in performance, speed lU execution, and economy in cost 
per mile. 

r 
I 

FIGURE g.-TIle solar transit us it appears in usc. 

]\fodel A: TllP nrst solar transit eonstmctet! on spccinmlions of tlic GcmmJ Land Olllec, HlH. Esse'n
Linily tho Smith subr unit, with f('dl'Slgn to fncilito.Le COmph\le ndjtlsttuent in tlw Odd. 



FIGum~ Oa.-T'his instrnment is cOIlsll'uctml for accuracy, speed, find economy of operation. 

}'vrodel C: 'I'he lutrst solar trallsit constrtlcted 011 Slwcificutions of tho Oeneral Lund OlIlcc, 1?15. The 
latilude. clamp opl'rales on the In.tituclc> axis; the deelinat ion clamp oprrntcs on the rcfkcto:' aXIs;. greatly 
i!!;prOVec1 opticnl construction ill the solar telcscolK'. 'l'ho fl'licle of tho transit tt'IL'scope 1S de:Hgncd to 

includ(' a solar circlo. 
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The standard models are illustrated in Figures 9 and gao Note 
that the solar unit is in fact a second instrument, operuting in its O"ll 

right, independently. The latitude und declination arcs remain 
clamped and set to their proper values. The polar axis conforms 
with the line of collimation of the solar telescope. The mounting is 
designed to bring the vertical plane of the polar axis into parallel 
with the vertical plane of the transit. 

When oriented, the vertical plane of the polar axis is in the plane 
of the great circle of the merid:an. When turned in hour angle at the 
moment of an observation, the plane normal to the axis of the reflector 
is in the plane of the great circle that passes through the pole and the 
sun. The sun's hour angle at that moment is the angle measured 
along the plane of the Equator, intercepted between the plane of the 
meridian and the plane of the great circle that passes through the pole 
and the sun. This angle reads II apparent time" on the hour circle of 
the solar unit. 

The vertical angle inclination of the polar axis equals the latitude 
of the station; this angle is set on the, latitude arc. The angle on 
the plane of the great circle that passos through the pole and the sun, 
counting between them, equals 90° minus the sun's north declination, 
or gOo plus the sun's south declination, corrected by an increment 
equivalent to the refraction in polar distance. The settings for this 
angle are computed for each day in advance; it is set on the declination 
arc to agree with the apparent time of observation. The correct 
position of the sun's zenith distance measured on the vertical plane 
of the great circle that passes through the sun is secured by the 
carefullevelirig of the transit. 

Skillfully handled in the hands of an experienced engineer, and 
within a period of less than 2 minutes by the watch, after a set-up 
and carefu~ leveling, the solar transit may be oriented instrumentally. 
The accuracy or acceptable" tolerance" is equal to any single, unveri
fied, average direct altitude observation on the sun. 

In line running, through timber and undergrowth, there may be 20, 
30, or more set-ups to the mile, each by solar orientation without 
cutting or opening the line to secure an exact back sight. In this 
practice, the net result for the mile is the mean of the whole number 
of the observations, in which many of the smaller differences arc 
compensated,-and in which the azimuth of the line between the monu
ments should normally be brought well inside of the Manual tolerance 
of 1'30". 

What is more, each azimuth determination gives the angular value 
referred to the true north at that station. This of course is the only 
method by which a tru,e parallel of latitude can be run b;y instrumental 
orientation. The determinations of the true parallel by the" tangent" 

77 
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or "secant" method requires the careful running of a ilback~and~ 
foresight" line with measured offsets. 

The s,olar uniL avoids the accumulative error quite usual in long 
"back-and-foresight" lines, and in traverse lines where there are many 
turns, excepting as time may be taken for the necessary refinements. 
A traverse line may be run by occupying each alternate station, dividing 
by two the amount of time required for the instrumental work. 
Heavy winds or insecure ground, windfalls, timber, undergrowth, 
and obstructions that require offset, are not in themselves any pre
ventative to rapid and accurate solar orientation. 

A more complete description of the transit, section 41. 
The requirements as to the adjustments, sections 40 to 46, incl. 
The transit adjustments, Manual Appendix II, section 41. 
The development of the General Land Office solar transit, Manual 

AppendL,{ II, section 78. 
The adjustments of the solar unit, Manual Appendix II, section 79. 
An extension of the description, requirements as to adjustment, 

use, and test of the solar unit, follows in sections 78 to 81, incl. 

Construction 

78. The instrumental orientation of the solar unit is made possible 
through five elements in the construction, as follows: 

1. A telescope whose line of collimation is the polar axis; the latter 
corresponds to an clement of the more elaborate observatory" equa
torial instrument mounting," which is designed for thp telescope to 
follow a star's travel in diurnal circle. The solar telescope is mounted 
in collar bearings whose bases are attached to a vertical limb; the 
telescope may be revolved or turned 12 hours in hour angle. 

2. The vertical limb is an arc that is graduated to read in latitude; 
a vernier mounted from the base frame gives t,he reading in latitude; 
the center of the limb is called the latitude axis, mounted in horizontal. 

3. There is a reflector at the objective end of thc telescope designed 
to pick up the light rays of the sun; its axis is normal to the line of 
collimation. There is all arm that controls the angle of the reflector in 
the plane of the great circle that passes through the pole and the sun; 
a vernier on this arm gives the reading on a graduated declination 
arc. 

4. There is a small graduated circle mounted on the telescope, 
normal to the line of collimation, that reads in hour angle from 6 a. m., 
7,8, up to 12, and 1, 2, 3, up to (j p. m.; this reads directly in apparent 
time. 

INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS 

Not oriented 

When turning the transit In horIzontal 
angle, the image of the sun cuts across the 
equatorial wires. 

Oriented 

The travel of tbe sun's image Is along 
the patb of the equatbrial wires. 
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5. The plan of the reticle includes three "equatorial wires" that 
are set parallel to the axis of the reflector. One is in the line of 
collimation, the others parallel, spaced at 15'45" to conform with 
the sun's July 1 diameter (the smallest for the year). The fourth is 
a si~gle .eros~ w~e, ,normal to the others, passing through the line of 
collunatlOn, mdlcatmg the center of the field in time. 

The frame of the solar unit that supports the latitude axis is itself 
attached to one stan.da;:d of the transit, controlled in position by 
three foot posts. Thrs IS the standard on the east when the transit 
is orie~ted in the meridian. The vertical plane of the polar axis may 
be adJusted to true parallel with the vertical plane of the transit 
teles~ope. By fir.st setting the plate reading at zero, when preparing 
to onent, all hOrIzontal angles will count from the meridian. 

When. oriented, and turned in hour angle to agree with the ap
parent tune, the image of the sun will travel across the field of the 
solar telescope along the path of the equatorial wires. If the transit 
is turned away from the meridian to the riO'ht or to the left the sun's 
. ill '" , 
un~g~ w cut acros.s the .equatorial wires. Thus to bring the solar 
urut mto proper onentatlOn, all that is needed is to see that the 
image of the !'Ull is centered anywhere along the lC11D"th of the equa
torial wires. This centering is done with the lower tangent motion, 
the plates clamped at zero. 

On the declination arc, an actual arc or segment of 5° is graduated 
for reading 10°; this is because a movement of 5° in the reflector 
position makes an angle of 10° between the light rays of incidence 
and those reflected. At zero declination the plane of the reflector is 
at 45° to the line of collimation. The declination arc is b'Taduated 
from zero both ways for the range of the sun's position during the 
y~. . 

One important element of the mounting is that the three points 
of control at the foot posts are placed to form a riO'ht-al1O'le onc side 
of which is vcrtical, the other horizontal. In adjustmc~lt: the foot 
post at the 90° angle remains fixed. One of the foot posts controls 
t;he position of the latitude axis in ho.rizontal. One :foot post con-
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trois the direction of pointing of the line of collimation when in 
horizontal sighting, to bring that into parallel with the. vertical plane 
of the transit. The foot-post controls are secured WIth capstan or 
hexagon nuts. 

At one end of the frame that supports the collar bearings, there 
is an adjustment (corresponding to the mounting of a telescope I.eveI) 
that is arranged to bring the polar axis into normal to the l~tI~ude 
axis. This is needed to provide a movement of the polar axIS. m a 
true vertical plane when the solar telescope is changed in latItude 
setting. 

Manual Appendix II. 

Requirements CIS to Adjustment 

79. Each solar transit has its own record as to performance. This 
of course takes in its own life history beginning with the inspection 
tests at the maker's at time 'of acceptance under purchase contract. 
It becomes an invaluable record which reveals, or should show, 
exactly how that instrument may be expected to perform, its own 
personal equation, when it has been given the nee~ed ge;neral cle~n
ing and lubrication, what repairs have been reqmred, m what lr:-
strument shop, and the subsequent tests. The summary of thIS 
record and the assignments of that instrument for the field work are 
maintained in the regional office. . 

The detail of the field tests and adjustments is kept by the chief 
of the field party in the field tablets belonging with, the recor~ of the 
survey. A brief summary only of the field tests IS tranSCrIbed for 
inclusion in the field-note record that is prepared for official ap
proval; the purpose here is to showaffirmati:vely that the te~ts ha:e 
been attended to as required, and that the mstrument was m satls
factory condition while being used on the survey. 

If a "touch-up" adjustment is required in the field, th~ fie~d tablet 
record should show at what point of adjustment, and the dtrectwn of the 
touch-up, and, as nearly as can be indicated, the amo~nt. The .analy
sis of the tests or observations before and after adJustment IS also 
important. This makes for systematic im.proveu;-ent in performance. 

There are a number of points concernmg whICh the data should 
always be at hand, and the test~ ~epeated from t~me to time so that 
the data may be reliable. If this IS do~e .methodICally, an~ the tests 
found satisfactory within reasonable llIDlts, the solar umt may. be 
depended upon to perform well in the line running. The most Im
portant of this detail, all derived in the field tests, and all to be noted 
in the field tablet, includes the data as follows: 
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1. The reading of the latitude vernier whe~ sightinO' in true hori-

t:> • zontal. . 

2. The known or observed true latitude of the field station; and, the 
instrumental latitude of that station as determined by noon solar 
observation, when preceded by the pre-noon careful setting of the 
declination arc by the prime vertical method. . 

3. The reading of the declination vernier when set in true zero 
declination, prime vertical method. 

4. Same, 15° north declination. 
5. Same, 15° south declination. 
6. Same, in declination for the period of the use of the instrument. 
7. The test for parallelism when the solar telescope is set and 

clamped in the latitude of the station, prime vertical method. 
8. The tests for orientation in comparison with the true meridian 

established in camp by any of the Manual methods best suited to the 
time, place, and other conditions of the survey. 

9. The line tests at two or three intervals each week, observing on 
Polaris or an equatorial star, or by altitude observation on the sun, 
for comparison with the azimuth as determined by the solar orienta
tion. 

10. A notation of any consistent discrepancy that comes near or 
exceeds the Manual tolerance of 1'30". 

The data for (7), (2), and (6) correspond to the preliminary field 
tests (1), (2t and (3), Manual Appendix II, section 79; this data, if 
satisfactory, insures that the solar unit is ready for the orientation 
tests. All. that is ordinarily required in the beginning of the survey 
is to run through these tests. If no serious discrepancies are present, 
the instrument is ready for the survey, and the work may proceed. 
'1'he remainder of the tests are made and recorded as time and oppor
tunity permit." 

The requirements as to orientation are closely related to the limits 
of closure on the survey (sec. 234). Note carefully that there will be 
no difIicul ty in the closures, Class" C," traceable to error in the direc
tion of the lines, if tho instrument meets the requirements as to the 
above tests. A mOl'e severe condition as to the closures is presented 
when two instruments are employed 'on the same survey,' one closing 
against the lines run with the second instrument. This in effect 
admits of a limiting discrepancy of 3'00" between the two instruments, 
which would be quickly apparent in the section closures. It is an 
eloquent tribute to the solar transit that the survey can be carried 
through within that accuracy, speed, and economy as to cost per mile. 
This would be impossible to ;Lplicate by orciinary land-survey 
methods, referring as it does to the every day, week in and week out, 
through the season performance. 
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To sum up these requirements, let the field tllblct record show that 
the tests (7), (2), und (6) give assurance that no hidden discrepancy 
is present, or left unchecked or uncorrected, and that the meridian 
comparisons have been reasonably frequent and satisfactory. 

Manual Appendix II. 

Use 

80. The General Land Office solar transit is an instrument that is 
equipped for making any type of stellar or solar observation that may 
be employed profitably in land surveying practice, and as adapted to 
thG one-minute transit. This means accuracy in performance within 
any practical limit set out in the Manual down to a tolerance of ± 15" 
in the direction of lines, where that may be required. That accuracy 
is 'much inside the tolerance that must ordinarily be allowed in the 
measurement of lines, unless the character of the survey is such as to 
justify the greutly increased cost of exactness in measurement. 
8ecs.17, 35, 37,41,44,45,47,142,143,156, un, 162, 174,234,480, 
691, 704. 

By the use of the instrument, therefore, it is meant to include every 
type of line running down to close" tack-point" back-and-foresight 
work, and every kind of observation upon the sun, Polaris, or the 
bright equatorial stars, for time, latitude, and azimuth, by daylight, 
twilight, or at night. 

The use of the solar unit may be almost continuous as wheJ;l running _ 
the line tlU'ough timber or tall undergrowth, or it may be more or less 
incidental as when running in un open country. It is important too, 
in the open country, and on almost any type of survey, to have the 
use of the solar unit in making the start in the line running or observ
ing. Even on the work that requires the greatest refinement in the 
importl1nt lines, there are many off-line stl1tions to be occupied for 
collateral data, mapping, or traversing, where the direction from true 
north should be employed. . 

For these reasons, the prepl1ration for each dl1Y's work requires 
that the data shall be ut hund, in the field tablet, for the sun's declinl1-
tion for the day, readipg for vulue in the apparent time of the 10cl11 
meridil1n, I1nd to which has been I1pplied the correct refrl1ctions in 
polar distance for thl1t position of the sun, and latitude. Section 54. 
Additionl111y, the known true or observed latitude of the station, and 
the instrumental latitude. Section 79. 

Due accuracy in s01l1r orientl1tion becomes attainable as soon as 
the sun is high enough to reduce the refraction increment to not over 
4' or 5', and continuing then until 10:30 a. m. or 11 little later with care 
and suitable. checks; correspondingly in the p.m. hours. From 10:30 
a. m. to 1:30 p. m.) or for I1bout that period, the line running should 
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be b~ back-and-foresight. If the sun becomes obscured, the usul11 
tranSIt methods I1re employed. In stopping for the day, I1n uzimuth 
ma~k sho.uId be set for use the next morning. 
. 'Ih~s, m the ab.ove practices, und with the trl1nsit I1nd solar unit 
m satlsf~ctory adjustment, the simple steps in solar orientation I1t 
I1ny stl1~lOn or set-up, are these: carefully level, preferably with the 
sohr un:t on the w~st; turn to solar unit on the east and correct half 
of any dIscrepancy. m the centering of the plate bubbles; set the plutes 
~t zero; s,et the latl tude and declination, or check thO' previous setting 
If check IS thought to be ne~de~ (these arcs remain clamped); tum 
the solar t~lescope to the readmg m approximate apparent time' move 
~he whole.ms~rume~t ~ horizontal angle for position near the ~erid
lan, I1t thIS tun~ brmgmg the sun's image into the field of the sobr 
telescope, ~hen t:ght~n theJower clamp; use the lower tangent motion 
for final ,0nent~tlOn: In which step the sun's image should be centered 
on the equl1tOrlul WU'es. 

. The practice requires the daily noon solar observation, and thl1t 
the data be recorded in the field tablet. 

Test 
81. The purpose here is to give an example of a field-tablet record 

that sho~s a ty~ical hour by hoUl' (or huH-hour) orientation test of the 
sol~r urut, the mstrument being in good order, and the adjustments 
satlsfac.tory. Ther~ are many such tests dUl'ing the season, the one 
here bell~g an ail-day test in the curly stage of a new field I1ssignruent. 
From th~ record tes~ an affirmative stutement may be transcribed 
to b~ canled forward mto the field notes thl1t are to be submitted for 
OffiCIal approval, to show that the instrument was' in fact ready for 
the survey. 

. By way ?f caution (and much to the credit of the solar unit, when 
In good ~dJUstment), if the tests show that the vertical plane of the 
polar aXIS, when set and clamped in the latitude of the station is 
c!osely parallel to the vertical plane of the transit, and at the s;me 
tune that the ~o~ar unit gives. an orientution consistently to one side 
of the test ~~l'ldIa~, the ~ext unportant step is to verify the accuracy 
of that .mendlOnallme, domg so by some method or observing program 
that will compensate for any possible uncertuinties in the values or 
fa~tor~ t~lat e~tered into the previous observation. Note that a solar 
urut (if :n adjustment) cannot give a consistent orientation through 
the day Ul the same amount to one side of the true meridian. 

Example: 

Field record 
July 31, 1945, at the camp site in sec. 33, T. 65 N., R. 9 W., 4th Prin. Mer., on 

the south shore of Basswood Lake in the International Boundary Wators, Minne-
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Bota, in latitude 48°03'30" N., and longitude 91 °30'35" W., I examine the adjust
ments of General Land Office solar transit, Buff No. 19421, and find that no cor
rections are required. I make an altitude observation on the sun, p. m., for time 
and azimuth; and a. daylight hour angle on Polaris for latitude and azimuth. The 
resulting azimuth of the two observations is in agreement. The detail of these 
observations is omitted here. . 

Aug. 1: Test the orientation of the solar unit in the a. m. and p. m. At noon, 
make a meridian observation on the sun for time and latitude, which verify the 
previous observations; determine the instrumental latitude hy noon solar observa
tion. Detail omitted here. 

Aug. 2: Continue the tests in the a. m. and at noon; instrument in good adjust-
ment without correction. 

The basic elements of the observations for time, latitude, and 
azimuth are required in the transcribed field notes. 

The record of the test of the orientation of the solar unit may take 
the following form, modified to conform with the facts: 

Transcribed field notes 

On Aug. 1 and 2,1945, at about half-hour intervals from 8:30 Il. m. to 4:45 p. m., 
I make orientation tests of Buff solar transit No. 19421, including latitude tests 
by noon observation both days. The tests give a maximum error in orientation 

of less than 1'30". 

The record also will show that the solar transit has been main- . 
tained in satisfactory adjustment for the duration of each survey; 
the following statement, duly modified to conform with the facts, is 
suggested (Manual Appendix VIII, sec. 427): 

Transcribed field notes 

The arcs are tested daily by noon observation when conditions are favorable, 
and the meridional indications are verified at frequent intervals throughout the 

survey. 

82. Each instrument requires an inspection between the seasonal 
field-use for attention to needed cleaning, lubrication, and repair, 
includiD~ a record of all detail, and the checking of many items that 
are not ;egularly referred to as among the field adjustments. This 
record may be adapted to memorandum form, with a cbeck-off as. the 
items are found satisfactory, or have been attended to. ExplanatIOns 
and detail as to the tests and adjustments, repairs, etc., should be 
stated fully on sheets to be attached to the schedule. This is a rec~rd 
for which the regional office is primarily responsible (soc. 79), Wlth 

. copy for the information of the chief of fiold party. A field-tablet 
record begins at this point. ' 

A memorandum form for reference purpose, to indicate the complete
ness of the betweeD-season inspection: Manual Appendix II. 
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Errors in Azimuth, Due to Small Errors in Declination or Latitude 

83. It may frequently happen with a soJar transit, especially at the 
beginning of a surveyor with an instrument insufficiently tested, that 
the first meridional trials are made with slight errors in the settinO's 
of the latitude and declination arcs, resulting in small errors in a;;'
muth. This may be particularly true prior to a determination of thc 
instrumental latitude. The discrepancies in azimuth due to such 
errors have been tabulated in table 22, Standard Field Tubles, which 
may be applied to results of si;ngb observations with considerable 
certainty. The corrections are not applicable to a series of observa
tions as in ordinary line work owing to the changing values (for hours 
from noon) of the correction coefficients. The explanation with the 
table gives a key to the direction of the azimuth errors on account of 
small incorrect values in setting the latitude and declination afCS. 

For example, at 9b40m a. m., app. t., at a station in latitude assumed 
to be 46°20' N., a test was made with a solar transit whereby the 
trial indication was found to be S. 0°05' ,\V., or 0°05' west of the 
true meridian. Subsequent determinations of the true latitude of 
the station and of the correctness of the vernier of the declination arc 
showed that the actual latitude of the station was 46°21'.5 N., and 
that the vernier of the declination arc had an index error which gave 
readings 0°00'.5 S. of the calcula.ted declination (i. e. reading 15°19'.5 
N. for a calculated declination of 15°20' N.). Thus in the test the 
latitude arc was set 1'.5 S. of the correct latitude of the station, and 
the declination arc was actually set 0'.5 N. of the value that would 
have been set had the index error been known. 

.Table 22 is entered to obtain the correction coefficients: 

Hours from noon 
j Latitude· 

"2'0" 2h20m 3h()m 

45° 00' 2.83 2. 55 2. 00 
46 21. 5 ---------- 2. 62 ---------- Declination coeffieient. 
50 00 3.11 2.81 2.20 

45 00 2. 45 2.10 1. 41 
46 21. 5 ---------- 2. 16 --------..,.- Latitude coefficient. 

.50 00 2.69 2.31 1. 56 I 
The corrections are then applied as follows: 

Indication of solar in test =8. 0° 05'.0 W. 
Correction for declination 0 01.3 E. = (2.62X 0.5) 
Correction for latitudo 0 03 .2 E. = (2.1G X 1.5) 

Corrected indication of solar =8.0° 00'.5 W. 
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The above corrections will often serve to explain the apparent 
errors of the solar, but these are not intended for usc in line work, 
and can not be accepted in lieu of suhsequent tests based on correct 
values. 

In the above connection it should be explained that it is not deemed 
desirable to burden the official record with the detail of index errors 
found in the verniers of the latitude and declinn,tion arcs, other than 
to state, when determined, that the same are corrected, or are allowed 
for in subsequent observations. Section 46, 

Polaris at Elongation 

84. Attention is now directed to the approved methods of observa
tion to establish the true meridian with which to make comparisons 
of the orientation of the solar unit as a necessary test of that instru
ment, or without a solar instrument, the establishment of the true 
meridian from which to project transit lines and to test a calculated 
course. 

Of the various methods of observation to establish the true meridian, 
the sinlplest is the observation upon Polaris at eastern or western 
elongation, 

Azimuth of Polaris at elongation: 

Sin A= cos 0 
cos <P 

Example of computing the azimuth of Polar,is at elongation, 
October 20, 1945, in latitude 46°20' N., on which date the declination 
of Polaris=89°00'23" N.: 

log cos 5= 8. 239072 
" cos q'>=9, 839140 

" sin A=8. 399932 

A=Azimuth of Polaris at elongation= 1 °26'21/1, 

85. A table of azimuths of Polaris at elongation for latitudes from 
10° to 70° N., appears in the Ephemeris, arguments: declination of 
Polaris, and latitude of station. 
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The meridian andyerticnl planes tangent to the diurnal circle of Polaris as viewcd from outside 01 tbe 
celestinl sphere. 

Example in the use of the table of azimuths of Polaris at elongation, 
same date and station as above, showing the method of interpolation: 

Declination 

Latitude 80°00'20" I 8QoOO'23" I 80°00'30" 
, 

Azimutbs at elongation 

4GoOO' 1 °25'54" 1 °25'50" 1 °25'40" 
4G 20 1 2G 21 
47 00 1 2730 1 2725 1 27 15 

1 
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By interpolation in the table the required azimuth of Polaris at 
elongation is therefore found to be 1 °26'21". 

86. An observation upon Polaris at elongation for azimuth consists 
in marking upon the ground a point to define the true line of sight 
to Polaris at the epoch of elongation, from which to layoff the true 
meridian. An equivalent process is to determine the true horizontal 
angle by deflection from a fixed reference point to Polaris at the 
epoch of elongation, by which to determine the true bearing of the 
reference point. 

Polaris at Elongation, Observing Program lIa." 

87. Select the observing station and make suitable provision to 
mark the line defining the direction of Polaris at elongation; the 
flag point should be not less than from 5 to 10 chains N. of the transit 
point, and the line should be cleared of all obstructio~ before dar!\:, 
Determine the local mean and watch time of elongatIOn of Polans, 
provide suitable illumination for both the tran~it and flag point, ~nd 
have everything in readiness as much as 15 mllutes before the hme 
of elongation. 

Thoroughly level the transit. 
About SL'I: minutes before elongation, with the telescope in direct 

position, bisect Polaris, note the watch time, and mark the direction 
of sight. . . 

Reverse the transit, bisect Polaris, note the watch tlIDe, and mark 
the direction of sight. 

Again level the transit. 
With the telescope in the reverse position bisect Polaris, note the 

watch time, and mark tho direction of sight. 
Turn the transit to the direct position of the telescope, bisect 

Polaris note the watch time, and mark the direction of sight. 
, By daylight determine the mean (a) of the first and fourth sights, 
and (b) the mean of the second and third sights; then take the mean 
of points It a" and" b"to define the true direction of Polaris at elon-

gation. . 
The mean of the four watch readings may be taken as the watch 

time of observation, which if within four or five minutes of correct 
watch time of elongation the mean position of Polaris during the 
observation will be within' 1" or 2" of true elongation. The proper 
value of the azimuth of Polaris at elongation having been taken from 
the table is then used to layoff the true meridian to the east for 
western elongation or to the west for eastern elongation. . . 

The program practically eliminates instrumental errors of adJus~
ment. In lavinO' off the azimuth of Polaris, the angle may be laId 
off directly, if desired, checked by the method ofrt)petitions, and 
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corrected if necessary; or the azimuth angle may be laid off by the 
natural tangent method; this should then be checked by reading 
the angle on the plates. 

Occasionally conditions obtain where it is impossible to define or 
mark the' du:ection of the observation; the program may then be 
altered to the reading of deflection angles as shown in observing 
program" b." 

Example of observation of Polaris at elonqation for azimuth, 
observing program" a": 

Field record Tran8cribed field notes 

November 2, 1044, Qr. m. t., E. E. of November 2, 1044, at the cor. 01 sees. 1 2 11 n Polaris, lat. 400 ••••••• ____ •• ___ • _______ .. 5h02. Om p. m. and 12, T. 7 N., n. 1 E., Principal i'vrerlLl: 
ed. to long. III °33' W ___ • ________ • ____ - -I. 2 lan, Montann, in latituLle 40°24' N. and 

Red. to lat. 46°U' N _ •. _________________ = +0. S longitude 111° 33' W., at 5"02.2'" p', m., -- I. m, t., observe Polaris at eastern elongation, mnk· tv m. t. of E. E. of Polaris .•.. _ •..• _ •••• =5h02. 2'" p. m. ing four observations, two each with the 
atch fast of I. m. t. by reduced radio telescope In direct nnLl reversed ~osltlons 
time slgnnL •• _______________________ .-+26. 2 and mark the mean point in the inc thuS 

Watch tlme of E. E _______ : __ • _______ • __ =5b28.4M p. m. detcrmlne~ on a peg dd ven in the ground, 
10,00 chs. . 01 my station. 

= 
Azimuth of Polaris 

1°26'47". 
at eastern elongation 

Telescope Watch time 
I lay of! the azimuth of Polaris, 1°26'47" to 

~[¥)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ r~mi p. m. 

tbe west, and mark the merIdian thus de· 
termined, by a tack in a peg driven firmly 
in the ground. 'l'be value 01 the angle de· 
termined by measurement 16.505 ft, (25.25 

Mean ______________ • __ • ___ • _______ 15b29 Z 400 p. m. 
lks.) due west from the observing mark; 
then verified by repetition of tbe angle at 
the transit station. 

Declination of folarls=SO'OO'09" N. 

Declination 

Latitude 89°00'00" I 89°00'OIY' I 89'00'10" 

Azimuth 

46°00'00" 1?~'23" 1°26'09" 1 °20'08" \ 

46 24 00 1 2647 

47 00 00 1 ?:7 59 12745 1 ?:7 44 I 
\ 

Polaris at Elongation l Observing Program lib." 
88. Select the observing station and mark 11 point by driving a tack 

. in a peg driven firmly in the ground in the meridian as detenmned by 
the solar before sunset, or choose some other suitable reference mark 
in any direction. The reference point should not be less than 5 to 10 
chains distant. Determine the local mean and watch time of elonga
tion of Polaris, provide suitable illumination for both the transit and 
flag point, and have everything in readiness as much as 10 minutes 
before the tune of elongation. 

Thoroughly level the transit. 
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About 6 minutes before elongation with the transit in direct posi
tion, read and note the horizontal deflection angle from the reference 
point to Polaris, noting also the watch time of observation. 

Reverse the transit and read and note the deflection angle from the 
reference point to Polaris, noting also the watch time of observation. 

With the transit in the reverse position again read and note the 
deflection angle from the reference point to Polaris and note the watch 
time of observation. 

Turn the transit to the direct position and again read and note the 
deflection angle from the reference point to Polaris, and note the 
watch time of observation. 

As the position of Polaris remains within about 0°00'01" of true 
elongation for a period of about five or six minutes either side of the 
time of exact elongation, the observation may be considered satis-
factory if the watch readings fall within that period. . 

The mean of the four horizontal angles may be taken to which 
must be applied the value of the azimuth of Polaris at elongation 
taken from the table, to obtain the true bearing of the reference 
point, from 'yvhich the true meridia.n may be laid otI. 

A reference point in any direction may be usedin theabovemethodj 
the direction of the deflection from the reference point to Polaris 
should always be clearly stated in the field-note record. 

It may be stated further that experienced observers usually prefer 
observing program "b" for the elongation observation, modified by 
using the method of repetition to secure a more accurate determina
tion of tho horizontal angle. On this plan, read and record the angle 
first turned; loosen the lower clamp and set back to the observing 
mark (using the lower tangent motion); then turn the angle a second 
time for the second sighting. Leave the plate clamp set. Reverse 
the transit, and set back to the observing mark. Make two more 
sightings on the same plan, This has repeated the horizontal angle 
four times; the 1st and 2nd, direct position of the telescope; the 3rd 
und 4th, reversed position. Record the last reading, and divide that 
value by four. The quotient is the desired horizontal angle for the 
mean of the 0 bservu tion. References: repetition of angles, sec. 36; 
explanation of repetition of angles in reference to Polaris observations, 
sec. 55; example of repetition, hour angle observation on Polaris, 
sec. 98, 
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Exumple of observation of Polaris at elongation for azimuth, 
observing program lib": 

FicIci record 

Sept. 4, 1944, Or. m. t" E. E, of Polaris, 
lat, 40° ................•• _._ •• _ ••••• _ •• 8"o.1.2m p. m. 

Red. to long. 106°22' W. -1.3 
Red, to lat. 37°45' N. -0.2 

L. m. t:of E. E. of Polaris 
Watch fast of I. m. t, 

Watch time of E, E. 

8h52.7m p. m. 
+5.3 

Transcribed field notes 

----------------------
Sept. 4, 1044, at a point ncar the BE. cor. of T. 

41 N" R.li E., New Mcx. Prin. Mer., Colo· 
mdo, In latitude 37'45' N., and longitude 
106°22' W., at 8b52.7m p. m .. I. m. t., Iobscrve 
Polaris nt eastern elongation. making four 
obscrvations, two each with the telescope in 
direct and reversed positIons, reading the 
deflection angleJrom a point on a cliff 8 chs. 

I N., enst to Polans: 
A2!muth of Polaris at eastern 

________ -;--___ -,-___ 1 elongation - 1°16'09" 

I I 
Mean deflection angle - 1 1600 

Telescope \\ Defiection 
'atch time angle True bearing of mark =N. 0'00'09" E. 

DireeL ................... .. 
Reversed ...... _ ........... . 
Reversed· ___ .. • .. _ .... ___ ··1 
DireeL __ •• ___ ............. . 

Mean._ ............. . 

8bSBm 384 

8 57 28 
8 57 43 
8 88 05 

1 °16'00" 
1 1600 
1 1500 
11500 

--------1--------1 
1°16'00" 

Dec]Jnutlon of Polnrls=88°50'48" N. 

Dec]Jnut!ou 

Latitude____ 88°50'40' J 88°50'48" I 88°50'50" 

Azimuth 

~n~'~r :::: __ .. :.o!~~~~~ .. ) 
38 00 00 .. __ 1 16 34 

'1 

1 °15'23" 
1 16 00 
1 1524 I ----!:!~~:~~'-·II 1 1621 

1 

From reference poInt, I measure west, 0.02!t. 
()-4 inch), and mark the true meridian. 

89. The observing programs "a" and "b" require the encrineer to com-
• b 

pute m ad vance the correct watch time of elongation. In so conduct-
ing the observation the minimum period is consumed in the observing 
program; opportunity is afforded for reversals to eliminate instru
mental errors of adjustment, Should the watch error be unknown the 
observation may be conducted by following the motion of Polaris in 
azimuth during an ample period preceding elongation to insure that 

. the epoch of the vertical motion of Polaris in its diurnal circle or zero 
motion in azimuth, is taking place, when the sight should be taken for 
the direction thus defined. 

The rate of horizontal motion for the hour preceding elongation 
rapidly diminishes, the change in azimuth being to the west for western 

. elongation, or to the east for eastern elongation, when Polaris will 
follow the vertical cross-wire, after which the motion is reversed and 
will increase at an accelerating rate. This suggests a third~ but less 
refined, observing program. 
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Polaris at Elongation, Observing Program "e" 

90. Select the observing station and make suitable provision to 
mark the line defining the direction of Polaris at elongation; provide 
suitable illumination for both the transit and flag point, and have 
everything in readiness before the time of elongation. 

Thoroughly level the transit. 
Bisect Polaris and note that the motion of the star carries it away 

from the vertical w'ire in the proper direction. As long as this motion ~ 
is discernible continue the bisection of Polaris by the tangent move
ment. When it can not be discerned in a period of several minutes 
that tho least east or west motion is taking place mark the direction of 
sight upon the ground. . 

Reverse and level the tranSIt. 
Again bisect Polaris and mark the direction of sight upon the 

ground. 
Verify the position of Polaris in its diurnal circle by again bisect-

ing the star and viTithout changing the tangent motion note the move
ment of Polaris; the motion should still be nearly vertical, with a 
scarcely discernible movement in the opposite horizontal direction. 

By daylight determine the mean of the sights, and establish the 
meridian by properly laying off the correct azimuth as, described 
in observing program "a." 

Example of observation of polaris at elongation for azimuth, 
observing program "c": 

Field record I Transcribed field notes 

May 31. 1944, Gr. lit. t., E. E. of Polaris, May 3~ 1944, at tbe closing T~. cor., on tbe 2nd 
let. 400 3h13.8m B. m. Stan ard Parallel Sout, In latitude 

Red. to long. 104°17'05.5" W. -1.1 
33023'40.8" N., and longitude 104°17'06.'6 W., 

Red. to lat. 33e23'40.8" N. -0.7 
as computed from tie to U. S. Ooast and Goo-

-- detle Survey station "Comanche" in seo. 36, 

L. m. t. of E. E. of Polaris 3b12.0m a. m. 'r. 10 S., R. 26 E. In order to ver!f~he ellne-
ment of tbe east bdy. of T. 11 8., .26 E., I 
bisect Polaris, follow tbe motion of tbe star to 

Declination of Pohris=88°59'41.5" eastern elou~at!on, at 3'12" a. m., 1. m. t., 
and ma:rk t e dIrection u~n a ~eg driven 
firmly In tbe lITound 8 cbs. '.; I t en reverse 

Declination the !nstrument\ again biseot POlarls{ and 
mark the dliect on upon tbe :g. W tbout 

88°59'41.5" 1 

cbanglnf the Instrument In orlzontal mo· 

Latitude 88°59'40" 88°59'50" tlou, I s gbt to PolarIs to make certaln that 
the settings were made at elongation; tbere 
appeared to be no deviation In azimuth for 

Azimutb some 15 or 20 minutes. 
I Jay oft tbe azlmutb of Polaris, 1°12'14", to the 

west of tbe mean dIrection determined by 

33°00'00" 1°11'50" lOll'{4" the observation and set a point for the test 
meridlarl' tben b1 dlrcct and reversed 

33 23'40.8" 1 1216 1°12'14" 1 1204 sights, I'ssMrtaln t at tbe angl~ sub tended 
bv the flag on tb~ cor. ot sees. 1, 6, 7, and 12, is 

840000 1 1247 1 1234 0013'OS", or 0·00'08" trom ,be reported 
bearing . 

. " 
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Azimuth of Polaris at Any Hour Angle 

91. While there is no better method for the establishment of the 
true meridian than the observation upon Polaris at elongation, yet 
most of the year this requires night observing. Should Polaris be 
obscureq by clouds at the time of elongation the observation must 
fail. 

The "hour angle" method admits of observation upon Polaris for 
azimuth at any time that the star is visible; the precise watch error 
local mean time must be known, but if this has been determined, the 
hour angle method becomes at once the most convenient. The 
possible accuracy of the result compares favorably in every way with 
the refinement to be obtained in an observation at elongation. 

The determination of the watch error local mean time and the cal
?ulatio~ of hour angles having been fully treated on previous pages, 
It remams only to state that the record of the time observation should 
appear in the field notes with the record of all observations upon 
Polaris for azimuth by the hour angle method, as the azimuth observa
tion is incomplete without the time determination. With the meridian 
observation of the sun for apparent noon, and the use of the azimuth 
tables contained in the Ephemeris, the entire process becomes simple 
and yet highly refined. The radio and stellar methods of time 
determination add greatly to the certainty of having the right watch 
correction in terms of local mean time. 

92. Azimuth of Polaris at any hour angle.-"t"=sidereal hour 
angle in angular measure; in hour angles exceeding 90° the function 
"-sin ¢ cos til becomes positive by virtue of the cosine of an anale 

'" between 90° and 270° being treated as negative in analytical reduc-
tions: 

T A 
sin t 

an = 
cos ¢ tan o-sin ¢ cos t 

A table or azimuths or Polaris at all hour angles, for latitudes from 
10° to 65° N., appears in the Ephemeris, arguments: declination of 
Polaris, mean time hour angle, and latitude of station. For other 
than the latitudes given in the table, and for greater accuracy in terms 
of seconds of azimuth, the engineer will be required to solve the above 
equation. 

92 
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93. Example of computing the azimuth of Polq.ris, February 21, 
1(}15, fLt a mean time hour angle of 2h37.4ID

, in latitude 33°20' N., on 
which date the declinfLtion of PolfLris=89°00'26" N.: 

Mean timo hour anglo =2 h37.4m 
=2h37m24' 2h=300 

37m= g015' 
Rod. to sidoreal hour angle +26' 50'= 12'30" 

Sidereal hour angle =2 b37m 50' 

log cos q, 9. 921940 

" tan 0 1. 761227 

" cos q, tan 0 1. 683167 
--------

nat cos q, tan (; =48.213 

nat sin q, eos t >= 0.424 (-) 

Algebraie sum =47.789 

log sin q, 
" cos t 

=9.739975 
=9. 887666 

" sin q, cos t = 9. 627641 

nat sin q, cos t=O. 424 

log sin t 
" 47. 789 

" tan A 

=9. 803127 
= 1. 679328 

=8. 123799 

Azimuth of Polaris at above hour anglo, A 

Example in the use of the tfLble of azimuths of Polaris at any hour 
angle, same date, hour fLngle fLnd station as above, showing the method 
of interpolation: 

A"imuth of Polaris 

Meun declination +80'00'20" Oorrection sub-

Mean timo hour \ 
tractive for 

angle uce\in!ltion 
Latitude +bVoOO'30" 

I 32° 33°20' 34' 

2b29. 6m 43'.2 43'.9 44'.2 0'. 1 
37. ·1 45.8 O. 1 
39.6 45.6 '16.3 46.7 0.1 

By interpolation in the table the reguired azimuth of Polaris is 
therefore found to be 0°45.8'-0'.1=0°45'42". 

94. Example of computing azimuth of Pola.ris Sept. 15, 1945, at 
a moan time hour angle of 7b25.1 m

, in latitude 42°51' N.) on which 
date the declination of Pohris=89°00'lO" N.: 
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Mean time hour angle___________________ =7h25.1m 

Iteduction to sidereal hour anglo__________ = +1"'13" 

Sidereal hour anglo _________ c____________ =7b 26ro19' 

log cos '" 9. 864833 log sin '" 
" tan I> 1. 759287 " cos t 

!! cos q, tan 0 1. 624120 " sin q, cos t 

nat cos q, tan 0 =42.084 nat sin </J cos, 

u sin </J cos li s; .250(+) log sin t 

Algobraic sum ""'42. 334 " 42.334 

!! tan A 

Azimuth of Polaris at above hour angle, A 

, 

I 

107 

7b = 105° 
26m = 6°30' 
19' = 4'45" 

=9.832969 
=9.565596 

=9.398565 

=.250 

-9.968441 

-1. 626689 

Ie: 8. 341752 

-PI5'30" 

Example in the use of the table of azimuths of Polaris at any 
hour angle, same date, hour angle and station as above: 

Azimuth of Polaris 

Correction ad-
Mean declinatiou +80°00'20" diLlve for 

M can time hour deciinnlion 
angle +80°00' 

Latitude 

42° 42°54' 41° 10" 

7b 18. 8m 75'.0 70'. 1 77'.5 0'.2 
25. 1 75.3 
28.8 73.7 74.8 I 76.1 0.2 

'-

By interpolation in the table tho required azimuth of Polaris is therefore 
found to be P15'.3+0'.2=1015'30". 

95. When vertical angle readings are taken in the hour angle 
observation on Polaris, the reduction can be extended to include 
the latitude of the station. 

In the example in scc. 93 the mean time hour angle was 2h37.4mj 
the declination of Polaris was 89°00'26/1 N. By including the mean 
observed vertical angle of 34 °07'30" in the record of the 0 bsorvation 
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the latitude may be reduced from the table in the Ephemeris, ar
riving at the value 4>=33°20' N., as follows: 

Mean timo I 
Primary fl/ljustmcnt, subtr.'lctive, I ~fenn observed vert. ang., 0=34°07'30" 

Polaris above the IJole Hefruction, T= -127 

h-34°00'03" 
hour an.la Declination Prim. adj. to elav. of fc0le .. -4.£/57" 

Supplemental correct on - _04" ---
S9°00'1O" 89°00'20" 89°00'30" Lntitude of station, <1>-33°20'02" N. 

2"35.6'" 0°46'18" 0°46'05" Q04{}'02" 
2 37.4 o 4557 
247.5 04414 o 41 02 I o 4359 

, 

In the example in sec. 94 the mean time hour angle was 7h25.1mi 
the declination of Polaris was 89°00'10" N. By including the mean 
o bserved vertical angle of 42 °32'30" in the record of the obser
vation, the latitude may be reduced from the table in the Ephemeris, 
arriving at the value 4>=42°54' N., as follows: 

I 
Primary adjustment, additive, :M enn observed vert. ang., 0=42°32'30" 

Polaris below tho pole Refraction, T- -103 --
Menn time I h=42°31'27" 

Declination bour angle 
Prim. nelJ. to elav. of fc01e - +22'27" I Supplcmontci correct on - -02" 

S9°00'1O" --
Laiitude of station, 4>=42°53'52" N. 

7"22.8'" 00ZI'S4" 
7 25.1 02227 
7 28.8 02320 

96. An observation upon Polaris for azimuth by the hour angle 
method consists in marking upon the ground a point to define the 
true lin.e of sight to Polaris at any convenient moment, the watch error 
local mean time being known, from which line to layoff the true 
meridi[1n. An equivaloot process is to determine the true hori
zontal angle by deflection from a fixed reference point to Polaris at 
any convenient moment, the watch error local mean time being known, 
by which to determine the true bearing of the reference point. 

To recapitulate, the following general program will be found best 
adapted to the requirements of the every day public-bnd surveying 
practice, and will be used most extensively: 

Time: 13y meridian observation of the sun for apparent noon. 
Latitude: 13y meridian altitude observation of the sun. 
Azimuth, true meridian upon which to test the orientation of the 

sol[1r unit: 13y hour angle observation on Polaris at sunset. 
Azimuth, on line: By the solar transit properly adjusted to the 

true meridian. 
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The most frequent substitutions and supplemental observations 
include: For time, radio time signals, and the meridian passage of a 
star in the equatorial belt. For latitude, vertical angle readings on a 
~tar in the eq ~atorial belt at meridian passage, and vertical angle read
mgs on Polans by the hour angle method when observing for azimuth. 
Azimuth for check observations at the camp meridian and on the line 
of the survey, altitude observation on the sun and the brighter stars 
in the equatorial belt by daylight methods, two well :placed observa
tions, one southeast and one southwest. 

The methods as outlined afford positive verification of every ele
ment essential to the observations for time, latitude, and azimuth. 

Hour Angle Observation of Poiaris l Observing Program II a. tI 

97. Select the observing station and make suitable provision to 
mark the line defining the direction of Polaris; the flag point should 
be not less than from 5 to 10 chains north of the transit point· provide 
suitable illumination for both the transit and flag point. ' 

Thoroughly level the transit. 
With the telescope in the direct position, bisect Polaris, note the 

watch time, and mark the direction of sight. 
Reverse the transit, bisect Polaris, note the ~atch time and 

mark the ~irection of sight. ' 
Again level the transit. 
With the telescope in the reverse position bisect Polaris, note the 

watch time, and mark the direction of sight. 
Turn the transit to the direct position of the telescope, bisect 

Polaris, note the watch time, and mark the direction of sight. 
By daylight determine the. mean (a) of the first and fourth sights, 

and (b) of the second and third sights; tp,en take the mean of points 
Ha" and lib" to define the true direction of Polaris at the moment of 
the average of the watch times of observation. 

Treat the reduction as one observation, applying the watch error 
to the average watch time of observation to obtain the correct local 
mean time of observation. 

Enter the table in the Ephemeris or make the computation to 
determine the value of the azimuth of Polaris at the epoch of the 
observation with the stated arguments: declination of Polaris, 
mean time hour angle and latitude; this valueis then used to layoff 
the true meridian to the east if Polaris is observed west of the me
ridian or to the west if Polaris is observed east of the meridian. 
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Example of hour angle observation of Polaris for azimuth, observing 
progmm Ila": 

Field record I 
Meridian observation of the sun for apparent noon: I ¢=43° 25.5' N. goo 00' 

~ = 6 15 N. 37° 09.5' --- --
¢-0=37° 00.5' v=52° 50.5' 

Sun's W. limb ~ 
= 

Watch time. 
12'00"'20-

Sun's E.1!mb -P~ 
'Watch time of app. noon 12h iOm 30· 
ApI'. noon = 12hOO"'00' 
Equotlonoftlme= -1 40 

L. ffi. t. of app. noon 11h58m11-
---

Watch fast of]: ffi. t. 12m 19' 
- .. ~.--" 

Hour angle observation of Polaris; 

'Telescope '\V8.tch time 

Direct. .. """ .•••..• """ '" .•... 6h'?7mOO~ p. m. 
Reversed ........................... 6 80 JO 
Itcvcrsed ........................... 6 83 00 
Direct .............................. 6 3·1 -15 

]\J cnn __________ • ________________ G"31 m14' p. m. 

I 
Watch fast of 1. IIl. t. ............... -12 19 

r,h1 Qm,')5& p. n1. L. m. t. of observation .............. 
f)h18.{lm p.m. 

: 
l'icld record 

Rept. 7, 1944, Gr. m. t., U. C. of Polaris = 2h_i2.1m a. m. 
Eoc!. to long. 123°04.5' W. = -1.3 

--
L. m. t., U. C. of Polruis = 2h40.8m B. m. 

+12 
L. m. t. of obsn., Sept. 5 = G 18.9 

--
ITom angle of Polaris cast of the 

mcridian = 8'21.9m 

I --
Declination of Polaris =8S050' 48.7" 

: 

Azimuth of Polaris 

:Mean Correction 
timo Mean declination additi,-e I 
hour 89°00'00" for declina· 

tion 88059'50"\ !luglc 

Latitude 

42° 43 0 25.5' 44° 

---------
65.5 07.7 0.2' 
G·!. 8 60.4 67.0 0.2 
03.4 55.6 0.2 

Azimuth of Polaris = 1 :O~;~' to,2' i 
=10v06' 
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Transcribed field notes 

Sept. 6, 1041, In camp in seo. 5, T. 25 S., R. 
3 W., W!l1amette Meridian, Oregon. In lat!· 
tude 43°25'30" N., and longitude 121°04'30" 
W., I make a meridian observation of the sun 
for apparent noon; 

Watch time 01 obsn. -12'10"'30-

Watch last of 1. ffi. t.alZ>nlQ· 

At the same station, at 6h18.0m p. ffi., 1. ffi. t., I 
make an hour angle observation of Polaris 
east of the meridian, making four observa· 
tions, two each wltb the tclcsco~e in direct 
and reversed positions, end mar the mean 
point In the line thus determined, on a peg 
driven firmly in tbe ground, 10 cbs. N. 

\ 

Transcribed field notes 

Watch time of obsn., mean o( four readlngs
Gh31m14' p. m. 

Sept. 7, I Jay off tbe azimutb of Polaris, 
1 °OQ'3Gt!, to the west, and mark the meridIun 
thus determined, by a teck in a peg driven 
flrmly in the ground, 10 cbs. N. 
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Hour Angle Observation of Polaris, Observing Program lib" 

98. Seleet the observing station and ehoose a suitable reference 
mark in any direction. The reference point should be not less than 
from 5, to 10 chains distant. 

Thoroughly level the transit. 
With the telescope in the direct position, read and note the hori

zontal angle from the reference point to Polaris, noting the watch 
time at the moment Polaris is bisected. I 

Reverse the transit and read and note the horizontal angle from 
the reference point to Polaris, noting the watch time at the moment 
Polaris is bisected. 

With the telescope in the reverse position again read and note the 
horizontal angle from the reference point to Polaris, noting the watch 
time at the moment Polaris is bisected. 

Turn the transit to the direct position of the telescope and again read 
and note the horizontal angle from the reference point to Polaris, 
noting the watch time at the moment Polaris is bisected. 

Treat the reduction as one observation, applying the watch eITor 
to the average watch time of observation to obtain the correct local 
mean time of observation. 

The mean of the four horizontal deflection angles may be taken, 
to which must be applied the proper value of the azimuth of Polaris 
at the mean epoch of the observation, to give the true bearing of the 
reference mark, from which the true meridian may be laid off. 

The houT angle observation for azimuth should always be coupled 
with an observation for time, or some other determination of the exact 
watch correction in terms of local mean time. By reading the vertical 
angle at each setting it may be combined with the latitude observa
tion. The latter observing program is generally regarded as the most 
useful in the cyeryday practical work, and most convenient if made 
during the twilight period at sunset or sunrise. 

Increased accuracy in the horizontal angle determination may be 
secured through modifying the observing program, by using the 
method of repetitions instead of the foul' separate readings. On somo 
important surveys (transit methods apart from orientation by tho 
solar unit) this observing program may be carried through daily, 
giving assumnce that no appreciable accumulative errors have entered 
into the calculated direction of the lines. 
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On the plan as described above, the observing program "b" may be 
restuted as follows: 

Thoroughly level the transit. 
With the telescope in the direct position, first set on the reference 

mark, then turn the plate angle and vertical angle positions to bisect 
Polaris for both horizontal and vertical angle; note the watch time; 
record both angles. Leave the plate clamp set. 

An assistant should multiply the first horizontal angle by 2, 3, and 
4, to give the settings for the subsequent sightings. 

Loosen the lower clamp, reverBe the position of the telescope, set 
back to the observing mark, using the lower tangent motion. Turn 
the horizontal and vertical angles a second time, for the second sight
ing on Polaris; note the watch time; record the vertical angle. Leave 
the p1n.te clamp set. 

With the telescope unchanged for position, loosen the lower clamp, 
set back to the observing mark, using the lower tangent motion. 
Make the 3rd sighting on Polaris; note the watch time; record the 
vertical angle. Leave the plate clamp set. 

Turn the telescGpe to the direct position, loosen the lower clamp, 
set back to the observing mark, using the lower tangent motion. 
Make the 4th sighting on Polaris; note the watch time; record the 
vertical angle. On this setting, record the plate reading, for which 
the hori7.0Iltal angle has been repeated, or accumulated, four times. 

Divide the last plate reading by four; the quotient is the value of 
the mean horizontal angle of the observation. References: repeti
tion of angles, secs. 36 and 55. 

The following example is by the method of repetitions, observation 
for azimuth (the data for the vertical angle readings, and the reduc
tion for latitude not being included). 

Example of hour angle observation of Polaris for azimuth, observ
ing program lib": 
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Field record Transcribed field notJS 

Hour angle observation of Polaris: Oct. 13, 1944, at a transit rOint, on a tract of 
land identifled as Outla Lettered II, situ-

I 
ated in the town of Waldo, Russell County, 

IIorizontal Kansas, in W>,SW)4 Sec. 5, T. 11 S., R. 13 
angle from W d 6th Prin. Mer., in latitude 39'07'24" N., 

TeJescope post to Watch time an lon~itude 08°47.9' W., I find by compari-
Poiarls, by son with a Western Union telcgrath clock 
repe\ltioll that my watch is 10'"'10' slow of QOt merid-

ian standard time. 
.At the same station, at 5h20'"07' p. m., 1. m. t., Direct. ____________ " ________ 1°13'30" 5h42m ·12· p. m. I make aD hour anglo observation of Polaris, Rev ersed _________ • _________ . 5 H 22 cast of the meridian. two eaeb with tho telc-Reversed ___________________ 

15 45 22 scope in dIrect and reversed positions, read· D lIect. _____________________ 
4 54 30 5 40 12 Ing tho horizontal deflection angie, by repti-

Mean________________ 1°13'38" 15h44 ru31)o p. m. 
tlOD, from tho W. edge of a post, 20.50 chs. 
N., eost to Polaris. 

Watch slow of 90th mer. standard time +10 40 Wetch time of observation =5b44 m 39' p. m. 
Correction for longitude -35 12 Mean horizontal angle, 

-- Polaris to W. edge of post =1°13'38" W, 
L. m. t. of obsn., Oct. 13, 1944 -5h20"'07- p. m. Azimuth of Polaris liClo14' 45" E. 

~5h20.1'" p. m. --
Trne bearing of W. edge of 

Qr. m. t., U. C. of Polaris Oct. 14, lQ44 =ObI7.0'" 
Red. to long. 08°47.9' W. = -1.1 

a.m. post -N.ooOl'07" E. 

--
L. m. t. of U. C., Oct. 14 =OhI5.9'" a.m. 

+12 
L. m. t. of obsn., Oct. 13 =:0 20.1 p.m. 

--
Hour angle of Polaris east of tho 

=6h55.8'" meridian 
= 

Declination of Polaris =89'00'01" N. 

.Azimuth of PolarIs 

M can declinatIon +89°00'00" 
Mean time 
bour angle 

Latitude 

38° I 30°07.4' 40° 

6h48.Qm ______ 74. l' 75.2' 50.8 ________ 73.55 74.75' 75.65 58.0 _______ 73.3 75.4 

Azimutb of Polnris=1014.75' , =1°14'45" 
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Example of hour angle observation of Polaris for azimuth and 
latitude, observing program "b": 

Transcribed field notes 

July 7, 19H, at a transit point at Curley Seep Guard Station, Coconino National 
Forcst, in the SE)!'SW)4 sec. 21, T. 24 N., R. 6 E.,' Gila and Salt River Mer., 
Arizona, in appro~mate latitude 35°26' N., and longitude 111 °46' W., elevation 
approximatoly 7,600 ft., at 7b40Am p. m., 1. m. t., I make an hour angle observa- • 
tion of Polaris cast of the meridian, for azimuth and latitude, making four obser
vations, two each with the telescope in direct and reversed positions, observing 
simultaneously the vertical angle to Polaris and the horizontal angle from a well 
defined point on a dead pine approximately 15 chs. N., E. to Polaris. My watch 
reads correct Mountain Standard Time, as checked by radio time signals. 

Watch time Observed 

I 
TIorizontal 

I 
Tclescope angle vertical 

p.m. angle 

I 

Dir. Sh03m OO' 1 °31'30" 34°31'00" 
Rev. S 05 45 1 2900 34 2800 
Hev. S 08 50 1 3030 34 2S 30 
Dir. 8 12 12 1 3400 34 31 30 

Mean SL07m 27' 1 °31'30" I =34°29'45" 
Hefraction, r 

Azimuth of Polaris =N. 0°18'42" E. (S4" X .77=65") -105 
Prirr, ary adj. to 

Bearing or mark =N. 1°12'48" W. elevation of pole 
Supplemental corr. 

+5S 25 
000 
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Watch time of observation 
Watch fast of 1. m. t. 

L. m. t. of observation 

Field record 

U. C. of Pol., Gr. m. t., July S 
Red. to long. 111 °46' W. 

L. m. t. of Upper Cul., July S 

L. m. t. of observation, July 7 

Mean time hour angle of Polaris cast of tho 
meridian 

Declination of Polaris 

Latitude, 4>=35°27'05" 

Sb07rn 27' p. m. 
-27 04 

6L40.Sm a. m. 
-1.2 

6h39.6rn a. m. 
+12 
= 7 40.4 p. m. 

=10h59.2m 

= 88° 59' 38" 
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Interpolation from tables in Ephemeris: 

For latitude I For azimuth 

-
Declination Latitude 

Hour angle 

1 
88°&9'20" 88°59'38" 88°50'40" 34°00' 35°27' 

10h5S.2m __ \ 0° 5S' 38" 005S'19" IS.5' 
10 59.2 ___ 0 58 ·12 0°58'25" o 5823 18.2 

18.0: I 
11 os.2---1 

! 
15.5 

11 10.2___ 0 5922 o 5902 
1 ! 

Prim. adj. to clev. of pole 
Supplemcntal correction 

=0°58'25" 
=0 0000 

Azimuth of Polaris 
, Correction 

, Polaris at Sunset or Sunrise 

I Corree-
tion 

36°001 additive 

19.0' 0.1' 
18.7 0.1 
15.9 0.1 

=001S.6' 
= +0.1 

=0°18.7' 
N. 0°18'42/1 E. 

99. If the sky is clear Polaris may be most conveniently observed by 
the hour angle method at sunset or sunrise without artificia,l illumina
tion. The preparation for the observation consists in computing in 
advance the approximate settings in azimuth and altitude in order to 
find Polaris. The plan contemplates an approximate reference merid
ian. With the time of sunset or sunrise assumed as the time of 0 bser
vation, the hour angle "t" and azimuth "A" are ascertained in order 
to find the position of Polaris in azimuth. The position in altitude 
is found as indicated in section 76, hour angle method. The vertical 
angle will be equal to the latitude of the station plus the primary 
adjustment when Polaris is above the pole, or minus when below, 
taking this valve from the tabulation given in the Ephemeris. 

The "settings" for finding position are approxin1ations, to bring 
Polaris reasonably near the center of the field of the telescope where 
the star should be found in plain view. The telescope must be 
focused upon a distant object, otherwise, though Polaris may be 
practically at the center of the field, it might be out of focus and 
therofore mo,y not be noticed during daylight. 'Vhen Polaris has been 
found the observation may proceed in accordanye with either oDscrving 
program "a" or "b" of the hour angle method, the reductions to be 
based upon the data, derived in the observation. The settings should 
be made ('a,ch time for the several sightings. The daylight hour 
angle method is particularly desirable because the ohserva,tion, includ-

, ing all instrumental work, marking of points upon the ground, etc., is 
accomplished without artificial illumination, and sunset is usually a 
convenient time to devote to this :field duty. 
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Example of the computation of the position of Polaris at sunset, 
May G, H145, at a station in latitude 47°20' N., and longitude 102°40' 
W· 

From tho Ephemeris tho declination of tho sun is found to bo 16°40' N.; tho 
equation of time 3m , to bo subtracted from apparent ,time; upper culmination of 
Polaris, Groenwich meridian 10b 48.8ru a. m.; the declination of Polaris + 89°00'06". 
By entering Tablo 17, Standard Field Tables, the apparent time of sunset is found 
to be 7b 15m p. m. 
May 6, 1945: Sunset 7b 15'" p. m., app. t. 

Eq uation of time - 3 

Anticiputed time of obsn. 

Gr. U. C. of Polaris = 10h48.8m u. m. 
Red. to long. 102°40' =' -1.1 

Hour angle of Polaris, west of meridian 

Latitude of station 
Vertical angle adjustment, 

Polaris below the pole = -36 

7h 12m p. m., 1. m. t. 
+12 

10 48 a. m., " 

= 

Example of the computation of the position of Polaris at sunset, 
November G, 1945, same station: ' 

Declin!1tion of the sun 16°06' S.; equation of time 16m to be subtracted from 
app!1rent time; upper eulmination of Polaris, Greenwich meridi!1n 10hH.Om 
p. m.; declination 9f Polaris +89°00'30". 
November 6, 1945: Sunset 4h ,17m p. m., app. t. 

Equation of time -16 

Anticipated time of obsn. 4b31 m p. m., 1. m. t. 
Gr. U. C. of Polaris = 10hH.Om p. m. 
Red. to long. 102°40' -1.1 10 43 " 

Hour angle of Polaris, east of meridian 

Latitude of station 
Vorticalnnglo adjustment, 

Polaris below the pole = -04 
= 

Example of the computation of the position of Polaris at sunrise, 
November 7,1945, same station: 

Declination of the sun 16°17' S.; equntion of time 16m to be subtracted from 
apparent time; upper culmination and declination of Polaris same as above. 
November 7, 1945: SUlll'ise 7b13m 

H. m., app. t. 
Equation of time -16 
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Anticipated time of obsn. 

Upper culmination of Polaris, Nov. 6th 

Hour angle of Polaris, west of meridian 

Latitude of station 
Vertical angle adjustment, 

Polaris below the pole = - 33 

6h57m a. m., 1. m. t. 
+12 

1043 p. m., " 

11;;646°47' .. 
~ 
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References and examples, sunset or daylight observations of Polaris: 
Sections 60, 61, 71, 76, 87, 97, 98, 113, 115, 116. 

Altitude Observation of the Sun for Azimuth r and of the Sfars 
Within the Equatorial Belt 

100. While the several methods of observation of Polaris for 
azimuth are employed most extensively in the public-land surveyin0'
practice, there are many times and situations where the direct altitude 
observation upon the sun is extremely useful in order to expedite the 
progress on the survey and to add to the accuracy where needed. 
The bright stars within the equatorial belt, well placed through the 
whole 24-hour period, arc available in the same manner, and may be 
observed in addition to the sun, or be substituted therefor whenever 
the sun may not be in favorable position. These alternatives should 
be understood, and be taken advantage of whenever and wherever 
the progress and/or the accuracy of the survey may be improved 
thereby. In general these observations are supplemental to the 
normal running of tho lines by solar transit orientation, in order to 
improve and to verify the line work, and to secure known accuracy 
in the test meridian that is usually established at the party camp-site. 
Some of the conditions will be enumerated so as to emphasize the 
usefulness of the methods. 

The sun is available at all times when in favorable position and not 
obscured. The altitude observation will frequently permit a prompt 
start on the survey in advance of an opportunity for the usual Polaris 
observation. Also, at stations far removed from the party camp, 
wherever and whenever the solar transit orientation should be verified 
or supplemented in this manner. The direct observations during the 
progress of the survey, on the lines as run, to check or verify the 
orientation will contribute immeasunibly to the certainty that the 
solar unit is performing well. The altitude observation will give 
prompt notice if the instrumental adjustments have been disturbed 
to the point of disqualifying the instrument for continued use, until 
the adjustments have been corrected. 

Note that the sun is not always in favol'fLble position for the best 
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observing. Some of the stars are always in favorable position, both 
in hour angle and declination. Some of them may be selected in 
favorable position at any time or place. The brighter stars may be 
picked up during the daylight hours if not obscured by haze or clouds. 
The stellar altitude observations are particularly useful during the 
periods when the sun is not in favorable position. For example, in 
the southern States during the summer months the sun is too high 
for the noon observation for time and latitude. In the northern 
States from late October until late February the sun is too low for 
the best observing for time and azimuth., or for solar transit orientation. 
The bright north declination stars are especially helpful for the observ
ing in Alaska; the south declination stars for the meridian time-and
latitude observations in Florida. 

The trigonometric clements for the altitude observation for time 
and azimuth arc vertical angle, latitude, and declination of the sun or 

the star. 
Accuracy in latitude is essential to good observing for azimuth by 

the altitude method. Sections 73 to 76, inclusive. If the latitude 
has not been well determined previously, the azimuth observation on 
the sun southeasterly should be balanced by one southwesterly, at 
about the same vertical angle. The two results, when combined, will 
compensate for the unlmown discrepancy in latitude. 

The precision with which the azimuth may be determined by the 
altitude observation of the sun or a star is directly related to the 
certainty 'with which the vertical angle may be determined. The 
error in azimuth that results from a discrepancy in vertical angle 
increases rapidly in the higher altitudes, with a decrease in the hour 
angle, and with the southerly declinations. (This is illustrated in 
the graph, page 119). Presuming appropriate care in the observing, and 
that the instrumental adjustments are in good order, but \vith the 
possibility of an uncertain residual discrepancy in vertical angle read
ings, it is shown in the graph that the error in azimuth which would 
result from such discrepancy may be multiplied one, two, or three 
times, depending upon the sun's position in altitude, hour angle, and 
declination. The check for this uncertainty is to balance an observa
tion southeasterly with one southwesterly, at about the same vertical 
angle. The azimuth "A" derived from the reductions of thy observa
tions will be either too large or too small in both a. m. and p. ID., and 
will be compensated by taking the mean of the two results. If this 
discrepancy is found to exist in performance, the difference between 
the a. m.· and the p. m. results ">vill be kept at tlw minimum in the 
vertical angles from 20° to 50°, at hour angles not less than 3 hours. 
A bright star in north declination should be substituted for the sun 
when the latter's south declination exceeds 10°. 
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The altitude observation calls for accuracy in the instrumental 
adjustments, and for good judgment in the selection of a well-formed 
pole-zenith-sun triangle. Vertical angles from 20° to 50° are to be 
preferred, not less than 3 hours from meridian passage, and north 
declination. A bright star in north declination is much better than 
the sun when the latter's south declination exceeds 10°. 

In order to balance the altitude observation for azimuth, to com
pensate for uncertainties in vertical angle, the sun may be observed 
southeasterly and southwesterly; or the sun in one position and a star 
in the companion position; or two north declination stars may be 
selected, especially when the sun is in southerly declination; etc.; 
the purpose being to balance the observation in nearly the same verti
cal angle, and to secure well-shaped celestial-triangles. Sections 112 
to 116, inclusive. . 

The General Land Office solar transit is equipped with a full vertical 
circle; a neutral-tint colored-glass in the dust shutter of the eye-piece; 
a removable prismatic eye-piece; and, a removable reflector for illum
inating the cross-wires. These arc essential to· rapid and accurate 
altitude observations, and for the night observing. The latest modcl 
is equipped with a solar circle in the reticle of the transit telescope; 
this gives the horizontal and vertical angle sightings to the sun's 
center (instead of to~the limbs). Sections 41, 77, 112. Note that in 
the diagram of this reticle (line cut, sec. 112), double lines are provided 
for hulf of each the vertical and horizontal cross-wires; this spacing 
is to improve the stellar observation for exact centering, avoiding the 
complete covering of the stur by the wire (as the latter may obscure 
the star in the daylight observation), 

There arc a number of equations for solving the altitude observation 
for azimuth, in which the clements are vertical angle, latitUde, and 
declination of the. sun or the star. These are companion equations 
to those employed in solving the altitude observation for time, using 
the same clements. Some of the equations are adapted to the use of 
natural trigonometric functions and the computing machine; the same 
equations may be employed by logarithmic reduction in combination 
with the natural functions i some are adapted to strictly logarithmic 
reduction. The examples will illustrate the several uses. Occasivn
ally, for a check against a possible error, if the results do not come out 
as expected, a second reduction may be made, using another equation. 

The same equations are employed for the stellar observations as 
for the altitude observation of the sun. With the stars there is no 
reduction to center, no correction for parallax, and no hourly change 
in declination. The sun and the stars have the sarno corrections for 
refraction in zenith distance, tho latter subj~ct to temperature chango 
and to differences in barometric pressure. 
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Under the Ma.nual rules, a series of three altitude observations upon 
the ~un, each WIth ~he tel~scopo in direct and reversed position, arc 
reqUIred. Each pall' of dll'ect and reversed sightings are combined 
~n~ reduced a~ one observation. This will give three results for the 
mdlCated beanng of the reference mark._ The separate results will 
vary somewhat, much the same as separate orientations of the solar 
u~it. When desired, in order to guard against error, or to check a 
dIscrepancy, any of the sightings may be reduced to the sun's center 
and solved separately. I' 

For ~he stellar altitud~ ob~ervation four sightings are required, two 
each wlth the t.elescope m dll'ect and reversed position, to be reduced 
as one observatIOn. The number of the observations may be increased 
as thought desil'l1ble, although it is regarded as good pl'l1ctice to limit 
the number of sightings to not Over four or six in anyone series. 
Any of t?em may ~e reduced separately if desired to check against 
an CITor m the readmg of the angles. As each sighting is "centered" 
on the star, the differences in the rate of travel in time horizontal 
angl:, and vertical angle, will be uniform; these differe~ces in the 
readmgs may be checked quickly by slide-rule method. 

It should be emphasized that none of the reduced altitude observa
tions for azi:nuth, in terms of the indicated bearing of the reference 
mark, st.andmg ~l~ne as one observation, can be regarded as within 
the, attamable lImlt of accuracy of the I-minute transit until duly 
verified ~y a completely ir:dependent ~ethod, such as the Polaris 
?bServatlOn to check the altltude observation, or the altitude observa
IOn southeasterly balanced with one southwesterly. 
, 101. An altitude observation of the SUll for azimuth consists in the 

sunultaneous determination of the true vertical and horizontal anales 
to the sun's center, the horizontal angle being referred to a fi~ed 
p.oint. With the true vertical angle to the sun's center, the d;clina
bon of the sun, 'and the latitude of the station all known one of the 
following equations is entered and a calculation made of the azimuth 
of the Slm's center at the epoch of observation as referred to the 
true meridian; the relation between the sun's caldulated azimuth and 
the rec~rded angle to the sun's center gives the bcaring of the refer
enco pomt. 

102. Altitude observation of the sun for aiim1lih.-Reverse the signs 
of "0" for south declinations: 

Tan % A= cos X Ct+4>+8) sin ;,f Cr+4>-o) 
cos % (r~4>-o) sin % (t-cp+o) 

Th? spheri~al angles ".1", "cp " , and "0" appear in this equation 
combmed as ill one formula for the reduction of an altitude obser
vation of the sun for apparent time. 
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103. Altitude obser'l!ation of the sun for azimuth.-For south decli
nations the function "sin 0" becomes negative by virtue of the sine 
of it negative angle being treated as negative in analytical reduc
tions: If the algeb:r:!1ic sign of the result is positive the azimuth 
"A" is referred to the north point, but if negative, the azimuth "A" 
is referred to the south point: 

sin 0 h Cos A A.. h-tan cp tan cos 'f' cos 

104. Altitude observation of the sun for azimuth.-The following 
equation is expressed directly in terms of the spherical triangle 
"pole-zenith-sun:" Reverse the sign of 110" for south declinations: 

Pole to zenith =90 0 -cp= colat.; 
Pole to sun =90°-0= coded.; 
Zenith to sun =900 -h= coalt.; 
S= X sum of the three sides: 

Cos X A= 
sin S sin (S-codecl.) 

sin colat. sin coalt. 

Observing Program, Morning 

105. Thoroughly level the transit. 
With the telescope in direct position observe and record the hori

zontal angle from a fixed reference point to the sun's right limb, 
and the vertical angle to the sun's upper limb; these observations 
must be sin1Uitaneous, the sun will appear as indicated; note the 
watch time c,t the moment of the observation: d-

Reverse the transit. . 
Observe and record the horizontal angle from the fixed reference 

point to the sun's left limb, and th~ vertical angle to the s':ll's lower 
limb' these observations must be SImultaneous, the sun will appear 
as in'dicated; note the watch time at the moment of the observation: 
-fJ . . 

The mean observed vertical and horizontal angles, and the mean 
watch time are to be used in the reduction; this constitutes one 
observation, which is repeated until a series of three direct and 
reversed sightings are made. 

Observing Program, Afternoon 

106. In the afternoon the program is modified only as to the order 
in which the sun's limbs are observed, which is as follows: 

First observation, telescope direct, observe the sun's right and 
lower limbs: q.. 

Second observation, telescope reversed, observe the sun's left and 
upper limbs: -b 
103 
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107. By the above observing programs the horizontal and vertical 
angles in the direct positions of the telescope will be found of about 
the same numerical values as in the reversed position of the telescope, 
by reason of the sun passing in a direction that will carry it across 
th~ field of the telescope during the time taken in the reversal and 
second setting. Differential refraction is therefore eliminated; it is 
desirable that the corresponding angles in the direct and reversed 
positions of the telescope be about the same rather than as far 
apart as would result in any other observing plan: 

The most suitable hour for this observation is when the sun is mov
ing rapidly in altitude. Section 100. When the sun has been brought· 
into about the proper position in the field of the telescope the ob
server by horizontal tangent motion on the plates keeps the vertical 
wire tangent to the sun's right or left limb while the upper or lower 
limb of the sun by the direction of its motion gradually approaches 
the horizontal wire, at the moment of proper tangency of the two 
limbs to the two wires the observation is completed by calling "time", 
stopping all motion until the angles are recorded. It is very helpful 
for an assistant to read the time and to enter all records. 

The data for each altitude observation, resolved to the sun's center, 
are obtained with minimum involvement through the steps that have 
been outlined in the observing plan described above. This is recom
mended until skill in the technique of the observing has been acquired. 
After that l}as been accomplished, the period that is required for the 
observing may be shortened by arranging the recording on the plan 
shown below, the six sightings to be reduced as one observation. 
The check against chance error in tho roadings is secured through 
comparing the means A-B-C that aro indicated, which should be about 
the same numerically provided the time spacing is nearly uniform from 
1 to 2, 2 to 3, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6. Any large discrepancy in the means 

Tel. 

1 Dir. 
6

1 

Rev. 

·2 Dir. 
5 Rev, 

3 
4 

Dir. 
Rev. 

This order, A.-M. 

/' 
/ 

This order, P. M. 
Wntch Time Hor. Ang. Vert. Ang. 

Upper-right _____ Lower-righL ___________________________ _ 
Lower-left ______ Upper-left _____________________________ _ 

-------------1------
]'dean________ A A A 

Upper-right _____ Lower-righL ___________________________ _ 
Lower-lefL _____ Upper-lefL ____________________________ _ 

I'VIean ________ \ 13 I 13 n Lowcr-right __________ • _________________ _ 
UpP0T-lcfL ____________________________ _ 

_ __ 1 _____ 1 __ _ 

Mean_ .. ----- C I c . c 
lVIoan of aIL ___ A-B-C A-B-C I A-B-C 

1 

Uppcr-right ____ _ 
, Lower-left. ____ _ 
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will indicate a misreading at some point. If the moans are slightly 
irregular, the differences from 1 to 2, 2 to 3, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6, which 
should be proportional, may be checked by slide rule method. 

An equivalont observipg plan, thought by many engineers to be a 
simpler tangent-motion manipulation, may be substituted if desil'ed, 

as follows: 
A. M. 

Direct: Approximate rirs! setting: 

Reversed: / 
Follow with v~rtical tangen! mo!ion: 

Approximate first setting: 

Follow with horizontallangen! motion: 

P. M. 

Direc!! Approximate first setting: 

Follow with vertical tangent motion: 

Approximate first setting: 

Follow with horizontal Ian gent motion: 

108. Example of direct altitude observation of the sun for azimuth 
and time, sun north declination: 

Transcribed field notes 

August 4, 1944, at a point 35 Ike. south of the cor. of Tps. 7 and S N., Rs. 1 
and 2 E., Salt Lake Meridian, Utah, in latitude 41°22'40" N., and longitude 
111°46"10" \V., at 9b 17'" a. m., 1. m. t., in order to verify the alinement of my 
random south boundary of sec. 31, T. 8 N., R. 2 E. (S. 89°59' W.), and to deter
mine the correct local mean time, I make a series of three altitude observations of 
the sun for azimuth and time, each with the telescope in direct and reverse posi
tions, observing opposite limbs of the sun, and reading the horizontal angle from a 
flag on my line to the east, southward to the sun. My watch carries approximate 

local mean time. 
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oLservu-1 
tioD TeleSCOPe 

1st seL __ DirecL ____ 
Reversed ___ 

!vIean ____ 

2d sct-__ Direct- ____ 
Heversed ___ 

l\fean ____ 

3d set ___ Direct _____ 
Reversed. __ 

Mean ____ 

By 1st obsn. flag bears 
By 2nd obsn. flag bears 
By 3rd obsn. flag bears 

Sun 

d--p 
---- ... -- ... ---

d--p 
---_ .. _-----

d--p 
--- ... ---_ ...... -

Mean true bearing of flag 
Watch slow of 1. m. t., 1st obsn. 

" "" " 2nd" 
" €I H " 3rd " 

Wutch time Vertlcul at <gIn 

9b 

9 

\)h 

9h 

9 

9h 

9h 

9 

9h 

15m 05'1460 34' 00" 
15 59 46 10 00' 

15m 32" I 46° 22' 00" 

17m 02' 46° 54' 00" 
17 36 46 

17m H}" 46° 

18m 41' 47° 
19 20 46 

Him 00" 46° 

N. 89°59'10/l E. 
N. 89 5923 E. 
N. 89 59 OS E. 

N. 8g059'14" E. 
=25' 
=20 
=25 

20 00 , 
40' 00" 

12' 00" 
45 00 

58' 30" 

Mean watch time slow of 1. m. t. =23-

Field record 

125 

Horizontal ~ngle, 
ling to Slln 

21 ° 00' 00" 
20 29 00 

20° 44' 30" 

21° 2S' 00" 
20 49 00 

21° OS' 30" 

21° 52' 00" 
21 16 00 

2P 3·1' 00" 

The declination of the sun for the mean period of the th~ee observati . 
17°09'30/1 N. ons IS 

The f~llowing reductions are made to obtain the true vertical ano-Ies of the abo 
observatlOIls: to ve 

I 
1st obsn. 2nd obsn. 3rd obsn. 

" 

~-------------------.------ 46°22'00" 46°40'00/1 46°58'30" 
P cfruction _____ -- _____ -. ___ -- -55/1 -55" -54" 

arallllx _____________________ +06" +06/1 +06" 
h ___________________________ 

46"21'11" 
I 

46°39'11" I 46°57'42/1 
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The following examples of reduction are all by the equa,tion: 

Cos A 

1st set: 
log cos 1> 9.875274 
log cos h 9. 838983 

log 9.714257 

2d set: 
log cos 1> 9. 875274 
log cos h 9. 836586 

log 9. 711860 

3d set: 
log cos 1> 9. 875274 
log cos h 9. 834095 

log 9. 709369 

sin 0 
cos rp cos 11, 

log sin Il 9.4698·12 log tan 1> 9. 944941 
log tan h O. 020520 

log 9.714257 log 9. 965461 

log 9. 755585 nat- .92355 
nut+ .56962 nat+ .56962 

Cos A- .35393 
True bearing of sun S.69° 16'20" E. 
Angle, flag to sun + 20°44'30" 

S. 90°00' 50" E. 
True bearing of flag N.89°59'10" E. 

log sin 0 9. 469842 log tan 1> 9.944941 
log tan h O. 025074 

log 9.711860 log 9. 970015 

log 9. 757982 nat- . 93328 
nat+ .57277 nat + .57277 

Cos A . 36051 
True bearing of sun S.68° 52'07" E. 
Angle, flag to sun +21°08'30" 

S.90000'37" E. 
True bearing of flag N.89°59'23" E. 

log sin 0 9.469842 log tan 1> 9. 944941 
log tan h O. 029762 

log 9. 709369 log 9. 974703 

log 9. 760473 nat- .943,12 

nat+ .57607 nat+ .57607 

Cos A - . 36735 
True bearing of sun S.G8°2G' 52" E. 
Angle, flag to sun + 21 °34(00" 

S. 90°00' 52" E. 
True bearing of flag N.89°59'08" E. 

The a,bove observa,tions are reduced for time by the equation: 
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Cos t 
sin 11, 

cos rp cos a - tan rp tan a 
1st obsn.: 
log cos", =9.875274 
log cos 3 . =9.980228 

log sin h =9.859503 

2d obsn.: 

3d obsn.: 

9.855502 

log 
nat (+) 

cos t 
t=42°30'05" =2 b!iOmOO' 
Equation of time 

9.855502 

=0.004001 
=1.00925 

.27109 

= .7372G 
=9 h lOmOO' a. m. 
= +557 

L.m.t. of observation =9 h15m 57' a. m. 
Watch time of observation=9 15 32 a. m. 

Watch slow of l.m.t. 25" 

log sin h =9.861660 
log cos", cos 8 =9.855502 

log 
nat (+) 

nat tan <p tan 0 (-) 

cos t 
~ t=42°04'23" = 2b48m 18" 
Equation of time 

=0.006158 
=1.01428 
= .27199 

= .74229 
=9b llm 42' a. m. 
= +5 57 

L.m.t. of observation =9b 17 iDS9' a. m. 
Watch time of observation = 9 17 39 a. m. 

Watch slow of l.m.t. 

log sin h 
log cos <p cos 0 

log 
nat. (+) 

nat tan rp tan 0 (-) 

20' 
= 

=9.863856 
=9.855502 

=0.008354 
=1.01942 
= .27199 

cos t = .74743 
t=41°37'54"=2b46rn32·. =\lb13rn 28' a. m. 
Equation of time = +5 57 

L.m.t. of observation =9 b lOm25' a. m. 
Watch time of observation = 9 19 00 a. m. 

Watch slow of local mean time = 25' 

log tan 1> . 
log tan Ii 

log 

nat (-) 

127 

7'9.944941 
=9.489614 

=0.434455 

"'" .27190 

Example of similar direct altitudo observation of the sun for azimuth 
and time. sun south declina,tion: 1hnual Appendix II. 
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109. The first set of the above series is selected for an example of 
reduction by the equation: 

Cos % A= Isi~ Ssin (S-:-codecl.) 
-V sm colat. sm coalt. 

(90° -4» 90° -41 °22'40" = 48°37'20" =colat. 
(90° -0) 90° -17°09'30" = 72°50'30" =codccl. 
(90°-h) 90°-46°21'11"= 43°38'49"=coalt. 

log sin S . 

2 S=165°06'39" 
S= 82°33'20" 

coded. = 72°50'30" 

S-codocl.= 

log sin (S-codeel.) 

9°42'50" 
9.990324 
9.227188 

log 9.223512 
log sin eolat. 9.875274 
log sin coalt. 9.838083 

log 9.71'1257 9.714257 

log cos 2 }f A 9.509255 
log cos H A 9.754028 

).~ A 55°21'49" 
A N. 110°43'38" E. -

True bearing of sun S. 69°10'22" E. 
Anglo, flag to sun +20°44'30" 

S. 90°00'52" E. 
True bearing of flag N. 89°59'08" E. 

Example of similar reduction by the same equation, sun south 
declination: Manual Appendix II. 

11 O. The first set of the above series is again selected for an example 
of reduction by the equation: 
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'fan % A= cos pf CI+¢+3) sin ?~ (r+4>-3) 
cos Yz (s-4>-8) sin7CCr-ifT5 

90°00'00" 
h= 40°21'11" 

1= 43°38'49" 
q,= 41 °22'40" 

\+4>"'= 85°01'29" 
Ii~~ 17°09'30" 

1+4>+0= 102°10'59" 
~HI+4>-H) = 51°05'30" 

r= 43°38'49" 
q,= 41 °22'40" 

\-0/= 2°16'00" 
0= 17°0>1'30" 

1-4>-1-0= 19°25'39" 
!-f(1-q,+0)= 9°42'50" 

INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS 

1+4>= 85°01'29" 
0= 17°09'30" 

r+4>-o= 67°51'59" 
}f(r+4>-o)= 33°56'00" 

log cos Yz<r+ 4>+0) 
log sin H(r+<f>-o) 

log cos }Hr-<f>-o) 9.996324 
log sin Wr-<f>+o) 9.22718$ 

9.223512 

log tan 2 7i A 
log tan }f A 

}f A 
A 

True bearing of sun 
Anglo, flag to Bun 

$-4>= 2°16'09" 
6= 17°09'30/1 

r-4>-o= -14°53'21" 
}Ht-<f>-o)= -7°26'41" 

9.798012 
9.746812 

9.544824 

9.223512 

0.321312 
0.160656 

55°21'50" 
N. 110°43'40" E. 
S. 69°16'20" E. 

+ 20° 44'30" 

Truo bearing of flag N. 89°59'10" E. 
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Example of similar reduction by the same equation, sun south 
declination: Manual Appendix II. 

111. The first set of the above series is likewise selected for an 
example for the computation for time by the equation: 

Tan Yzt= sin % (r+¢-8) sin ?f (r-¢+3) 
cos % (5"+¢+o) cos H (5"-4>-0) 

log sin H(r+cp-o) 
log sin J.Hr-<f>+6) 

log cos ~(r+.p+Ii) 
log cos H(r-.p-o) 

9. 798012 
9. 996324 

log tan' H t 
log tan 7~ t 

H t 21°15'03" 
t 42°30'06" 

Apparent time of observation 
Equation of time 

L.m.t. of observation 
Watch time of observation 

9. 746812 
9.227188 

8. 974000 

9.794336 

9. 179664 
9. 589832 

=2 h 50"'00-
=9 h lOm OO-a.m. 
= +5 57 

=9 h 15m 57'a.m. 
=9 15 32 a.m. 

Watch slow of local moan time 25-

Example of similar reduction by the same equation, sun south 
declination: Manual Appendix II. 
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The Solar Circle 

112. The design of the reticle of the tmnsit telescope to include a 
circle that is equal to the image of the sun's diameter adds a desirable 
improvement to the technique of the altitude observation for azimuth. 
There are two advantages, first, all sight.ings for vertical angle and 
horizontal angle read to the sun's center; second, the manipulation of 
the vertical and horizontal tangent-motions to the position of con
centric fittiIlg of the circle to the sun's image may be accomplished with 
utmost certainty that the values for the vertical and horizontal angles 
are exactly simultaneous. Any single sighting may be reduced sepa
rately, if desired; or, in the event of a suspected misreo,ding of an angle, 
the differences between the several sightings, in travel time, vertical 
angle, and horizontal angle, which should be proportional, may be 
quickly checked by slide rule method, to rnake certain which reading, 
if any, sho\vs a discrepancy in excess of what should be expected in 
good observing. 

The solar circle has a radius of 15'45/1; this is spaced for the sun's 
semidiameter on July 1, which is the approximate minimum for the 
year. 

The design of the reticle provides for stadia observations by using 
both the vertical and horizontall'od, on the ratio of 1:132; this is ex
plained in sections 33 and 34. 

The double cross-wires in the loft and in the lower halves (direct 
position of the telescope) arc spaced at ,10"; this is to improve the 
daylight stellar observation. The double lines avoid the covering 
of the star by the cross wire (which may easily obscure the star). The 
centering and the manipulation of the tangent motions is indicu.ted in 
the following diagrams: 
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Direct 

Follow star with vertical 
tangent motion 

L 
~I 

Follow star with vertical 
Ion gent molion 
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Reversed 

11:c: 
~ 
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Both tangent motions required. Center In 
one po;ifion, and back.up fa follow star 
while bringing to centu in thl! s~cond 
position 

Follow slar with horizontal tangent motion. 

The practices and other comments with respect to the reticle of 
the above design are referred to in sections 33,34,41,77,100, and 
Manual Appendix II, section 78, model C. 

Example of direct altitude observation of the sun for azimuth, 
using transit equipped with solar circle: 

Transcribed field notes 

J 15 1945 at observation station No.1, a cross in the sidewalk on the south 
une, , B 'ld' W h' t side of C Street, opposite the south entrance to the Interior UI m~, as mg on, 

D. C., in latitude 38°53'30" N., and longitude 77°02' W., elevat:on above sea 
level 10 feet, and temperature 70° F., at 8b 15m a. m.,appa::ent .tIme, I ma~e a 

. f altitude observations of the sun for azimuth, makmg SIX observatlOns, senes 0 d . . b . . 1 
three each with the telescope in direct and reverse POSltlOI).S, 0 servmg Slmu -
taneously the vertical angle to the sun's center and the horizontal angle from the 
tip of the Washington Monument, approximately 40 chains southeasterly, to the 

left to the sun: 
Horizontal 

o bserva tion Tclescope 
Apl?aTcnt Vertical angle, 

tlIna angle monument 
to Silll _____________ I· ___________________________ I _____ ~ 

30°57'00".. 34°38'00" 
L .................. - .•.••••••• Dlrect ••. _ ............. ••••• .. •·••••• bb13

m
20· ... 40002'00".. 34033'00" 

2 .......... _________ ........ ___________ l)lrect ___________ ~ _____ .. ____ .. _ .... _ .. _ .. _ ----- ... ------ 40G07'OO'f __ 3402V'OO I 

3 •• _ ....... _. __ ._ •• _.·_. __ •• .. DbccL ............. • •• ·····_········ ............ ~Oo.)O'30 I I 34°Jb'00" 
4 ....... __ ........ _ ............. -".,.m- ............... - }{uvul:ied ................ "' ................... "' ...... .., ......... - ......................... .J.oo~r'ao"::\ 3ic 14'OO" 
6 ••••••••• _._ •• _··_··········· Hovorocd .......... _ ••••• ••• .. •••• .. ·· g' ii>' '2&'::: 400 3:/'00".. 3,°0\)'00" 
6 •••••••• _·_·_···_·_···_······ Hovel sod .•••.•••••• ••••••••••• .. •••· -;;;;Ij,;'55' •.. 1 ....................... . 

Mean._ •••••... · ... •· .. ·······_· .................. _ ......... . 
By 1st oban. monument bears _________________ _ 
By 2nd ob8n. monument bears _________ • ______ _ 

By ord ob8n. monument bears -----------------
By 4th obsn. monument beal's ____________ • ___ ·_ 

S. 54°40'06" E. 
S. 54°41'Qlfl E. 
S. 54°40'56" E. 
S. 54°40'50" E. 
S. 54°40'43" E. By 5th ebsn monument bcars _________________ _ 

. . S 54°40'22" E By 6th obsn. monument beI1T6__________________ . . 
Mean _________________________________ S. 54°40'40" E. 
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June 20, 1045, at the same station, in temperature 70° P., at 3h 42m p. m., 
apparent time, 1 repeat the above observation, observing the horizontal angle 
from the tip of the \Vashington Monument to the right to the sun: 

HorIzontal 
Observation Telescope Vertical angle, 

angle monument 
to sun 

Mean ________ • ______ • ___________________ • _____ •• ___ • __ • __ ._. _. 3h45m27-______ • _____ ••• _. _________ _ 

By 1st obsn. monument bears_.---------------- S. 54°41'09" E. 
By 2nd obsn. monument bears ____________ ' _____ S. 54°41'17" E. 
By 3rd obsn. monument bears __________________ S. 54°41'05" E. 
By 4th obsn. monument bears __________________ S. 54°39'48" E. 
By 5th obsn. monument bears __________________ S. 54°41'03" E. 
By 6th obsn. monument bears __________________ S. 54°39'24" E. 

Mean _________________________________ S. 54°40'40" E. 
Mean of June 15, a. m. obsn ___________________ S. 54°40'40" E. 

True bearing of monument- ______________ S. 54°40'40" E. 

Observation No.6, p.m., delayed by a passing cloud. 

113. The observations for time, latitude, and azimuth may be 
combined and each value verified by arranging one complete and well 
balanced stellar observing program. This should:include: (1) the 
meridian passage of one star for time and latitude; (2) Polaris for 
azimuth and latitude; and, (3) two well placed stars in the equatorial 
belt, one easterly and one westerly, both for azimuth, and ODe or both 
for tinle. The program 'i\~l require from 2 t04 hours, late afternoon, 
twilight, and possibly some observing by illumination, mostly depend
ing upon the conditions for visibility, and the positions of the two 
equatorial-azimuth stars for well-balanced pole-zenith-star triangles. 
The program is designed for the refinements in all detail, including 
compensation for the uncertainties of vertical angle readings, and for 
the verification of all' results. 

It is essential that the observing program be carried through with 
the same instrument as the underlying principle is to secure a compensa
tion for residual discrepancies in the transit adjustments, including any 
small uncertain factors of eccentricity in the mounting of the vertical 
circle. 

is unnecessary that the observing be carried through as one 
program the same day, as at sunrise or eUilsctl excepting that at least 
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one time determination should be coupled with the Polaris observation. 
The remainder may be accomplished at the most convenient times for 
the observing over a period of several days if desired, but especially 
that the program, when needed :in order to accomplish these refine
ments, be carded through at the camp meridian with completeness in 
all respects as promptly as can be consistent with due attention to 
other necessary work :incident to making progress on the survey. 

The points to be kept in mind with this program are the balancing 
conditions :in vertical illlgie determinations; to make del'tain that the 
test meridian in camp may be relied upon for accuracy; that the lati
tude of the station has been duly verified; and, that if there may be 
some small factor of eccentricity in the mounting of the vertical circle, 
that this is not to be disregarded in the use and performance of the 
instrument. 

An example of one complete stellar program is set out below, :in
cluding the data for the observation for the first (easterly) star. The 
data for the second (westerly) star will be carried to section 114; the 
Polaris observation, and summary for azimuth, section 115; the 
equatorial star at meridian passage, and summary for time and lati
tude, section 116. 

Transcribed field notes 

11ay 31, 1945, at the testing station, "Troy Cabin," situated on State Highway 
No.2, 6 miles east of Troy, N. Y., and }~ mile east of the village of Eagle Mills; 
in latitude 42°44'03" N. and longitude 73°35'15" IV.; these values as scaled from 
the U. S. Geological Survey topographic map, "Troy" quadrangle. 

I prepare for one complete stellar observing program. The horizontal angles 
were turned from a temporary meridian marker, placed at a distance of 24.08 
chains north. The mean of a number of previous observations for azimuth indi
cated that the temporary marker had a bearing of N. 00°00'50

" 
E. Byobserva

tion on the sun at apparent noon today my watch was found to be 0"'24' slow of 
local mean time. 

The following observing program was carried through prior to setting a per
manent marker in the true meridian: 

For finding position Approx. Vertical 
l.m.L,p.m. Direction of sIght anglo Star 

No. 19/35 ex Bootis (Arcturus) 0.2 ______ 
lj=+19°28'06" 

5b 16'" S. 88°27' E. 31 °07' 

No. 13/20 f3 Geminorum (Pollux) 1.2 ___ 7 18 N. 84°20' W. 37°39' 
6= + 28°09'42" 

No. 4/ 6 IX Urs. Min. (Polaris) 2.2 _____ 730 N. 00°32' W. 41 °48' 
0= + 89°00'00" Sunset 

No. 17/33 a Virgini" (Spica) 1.2 ________ 8 45 South 36°23' 
0= -10052'3()" I 
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Summary of all results 

Time Azimuth 

Walch slow Latitude Indicated bearing 
of I. m. t. of reference mark. 

1st equatorinl star, SE ______________ 0"'23' N. 0°00'16" E. 
2nd equatorial star, NW __ . __________ 0 2S N.OO1 IS" E. 

11ean _______________________ 
-----_ ... --- ------------ N. 0°00'47" E. 

Polaris ___________ --- - - - -- -- - - - - - -- ---------- 42°43' 44" N. 0 00 57' E. 
3rd equatorial star at meridian passage 0 30 4244 27 

11ean of aIL _________________ Om27' 42°44'05" N.OoOO'52"E. 

U. 8. Geol. Sur. topographic map ____ ---------- 42°44'03" I 
1st Star: No. 19/35: ex Bootis (Arcturus); 15= +19°28'06"; mcridian pas

sage=9h 3Gm.3 p. m., 1. m. t., May 31, 1945; for time nnd azimuth. 

Watch timil 
Horizontel angle o bserved vertical angle Telescope 

p.m. 

D' I 5b19m 05' 92°07'30" 31 °44'00" Ir _________ 1 

Rev. ________ 5 23 17 92 5230 322900 

" 5 25 15 93 13 00 32 51 30 --------Dir _________ 528 17 93 45 00 . 332600 

92°59'30" v=32°37'37" 11ean _______ 5h23m 58' 
Refraction r= -1 30" 

5b23m58' 'Vatch time, p. m. 
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92°59'30/1 Horizontal angle. 
S.87°00'14/1 E.=Reduccd azimuth of star. 

179° 59' 44" 
N.00oOO'16" E.=Indicated bearing of reference mark. 

= 11er. pass. of star, p. m., 1. m. t. 
= Reduced mean time hour angle. 

5b24m21' = Local mean time of -observation. 

= Watch slow of local mean time. 

----
11 = 32°30'07" 

log 

h= 
\1>= 
0= 

nat 
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Field record 
.Apparent noon 
Equation of time, bub tractive 

Local mean time of apparent noon 
Watch time of sun's meridian passage 

Watch slow of local mean time 

12b OOm OO' 
-2 29 

11 57 31 
11 57 07 

24.' 

1st Star: No. 19/35: • 

135 

Star's transit, May 16, merIdian of Greenwich=10 b36.1mp. m. 
Reduction to " 31 = -59.0 

"" long. 73°35'15" - 0.8 

11eridian passage of star, 1. m. t. 

\1>=42°44'03" 0= + 19°28'06" h=32°36'07" 

sin h COSA-~ -tan <l>tenh cos t- cos ¢ cos a-tan 4> tan & cos 4> cos h 

cos 

9. SG599S 
9. 974431 

9.840429 

I 

sin 

9.731427 

9. 840'129 

9. 890998 

.77803 

.32659 

tan 

9. 9G5615 
9.548385 
----
9. 514000 

.32659 

cos sin 

9. 92553G 
9.865998 

9. 522817 

9. 79153·1 9. 791534 

I 9. 731283 

.53862 

tan 

9. 805891 
9. 965615 

9.771Q06 

.59089 

.53862 

cos t= . 45114( +) cos A= .05227(-) 
t=63 QD9'50" A=S. 87°00'14/1 E . 

. =4b12m 39'=sldereal hour angle. 
-42 =reduction to mean time hour angle. 

4hllm 57'=mean time hour angle. 

114. Oontinuation of the complete stellar program as begun and 
explained in the preceding section. 
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Transcribed field notes 

2nd Star: No. 13/20: (3 Geminorum (Pollux); 0= +28009'42"; meridian 'passage 
=3 h 06.1'" p. m., 1. m. t., May 31, 1945; for time and azimuth. . 

Watch time 
Telescope Horizontal anglo Observed vertical anglo 

p.m. 

Dir ___________ 7h19m59' 84°06'00" 37°22'00" Do _______ 7_20 53 83_57 00 37 1200 
Rev _ • ________ 7_23 39 83_31 00 36 4030 

Do _______ 7_24 53 83_1900 36 2800 

1iean _____ 71 22m21" 83°43'15" V= 36° 55'37" 
Refraction, r= -117 

I h= 36° 54'20" 

7h22m 21' Watch time, p. m. 
83°43'15" Horizontal angle. 

N.83°41'57" W. = Reduced azimuth of star. 

N.0000l'18" E. =Indicated bearing of reference mark. 

3 b06m 06' 
4 16 43 

= Mer. pass. of star, p. m., 1. m. t. 
= Reduced mean time hour angle. 

=Local mean time of observation 

= Watch slow of 1. m. t. 

Field record 
2nd Star: No. 13/20: 
Siar's transit, May 16, meridian of Greenwich=4 h05.9m p. m. 
Reduction to May 31 =-59.0 
Reduction to long. 73°35'15/1 = -0.8 

Meridian passage of star, l.m. t. =3 h06.1m p. m. 

0=+28 0 09'42,1 h=36°54'20" 

sin 0 
cos A - cos ¢ cos h -tan ¢ tan h 

log cos I sin tan cos sin tnn 

h= i 9.778511 9. 902887 9.875624 
q,= 9.805998 9. 965615 9.865998 9. 965615 
0= 9. 0·15281 9. 728625 9.673906 

9.811279 9.811279 9.6942,10 9.768885 9. 768885 

I 
9. 841239 

----
9. 967232 9. 905021 
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.92733 

.49'158 
.49458 .80356 

. 69381 
. 69381 

cost= .43275(+) 
1=64°21'28" 

= 4h 17m 26' =sidereal hour angle. 

cos A= .10975 ( +) 
A=N. 83°41'57" W. 

-43 =reduction to mean time houI' angle. 

115. Continuation of the complete stellar program as begun and 
explained in sec. 113; the summary of the time and la titude determina
tion in section 116; the summary of the azimuth determination in this 
section. 

Transcribed field notes 

3rd Star: No. 4/6: a Urs. Min. (Polaris) i 0= + S9°00'OO"; meridian passage at 
upper culmination=9 h 10m OO' a. m., 1. m. t., May 31, 1945; sunset observo.tion 
for azimuth and latitude. 

Watch time 

I I 
Telescope IIorlzontnl angle repenteg Observed vertical angle 

p.m. 

Dir. 7h28m 03' 0°34'30" 41 °50'30" 
" 7 30 07 41 4000 
" 7 32 35 1 °41'30" 41 4900 

Mean 7h30m15' 0°33'50" (1/3) 41°,10'30" 

Rev. 7b35m Ol' 0°33'00" 41 °50'00" 
" 7 36 33 41 5000 
" 7 38 07 1°38'00" 41 5000 

Mean 7h36m 34' 0°32'40" (1/3) 4P50'OO" 

'7 h33m 24' 0033'15"Mean of all. v= 41 °49'45" 
Refraction, r= - 1 04 

o 27 Watch slow of 1. m. t. 
h=41 °'18' 41" 

7 h 33m 51' p. m., 1. m. t. of ob-
12 servation 
9h lOm OO' a. m., U. C. 

10h23m 51· = Hour anglo of Polaris, west of meridian. 

Vertical angle, corrected for refraction h=41°48'41" 
Vertical angle correction to elevation of pole for hour angle 

10h 23.S5m, additive = +0°55'03" 

Latitude = 42°43'H" 
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Observed horizontal angle 
Azimuth of Polaris for hour angle 10h 23.S5m west of the 

meridian 

Indicated bearing of reference mark 
Same, 1st equatorial star, SE. 

" 2nd " " ,NW 

Mean of the equatorial stars 

N.ooOO'16"E. 
N.ooOl'lS/JE. 

N.ooOO'47"E. 

Determined true bearing of reference mark 

Field record 
3rd Star: Polaris 

00 33'15" 

A= N.0032'lS"W. 

N.ooOO'57"E. 

N.ooOO'47"E, 

N.ooOO'52/JE. 

9h lO.8m a. m. 

Tele· 
scope 

Dir. 
Rev. 

. INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS 

Observed 
vertical 
angle 

Watch time 

p.m. 

36C 24'00" Sb45m 06', 
36 2430 

Watch time=Sh45m 06' 

Mean 
----Watch slow of 1. m. t. -

36°24'15/1 Same, 1st'star 
Om30' 
o 23 

-1 18 = refraction. " 2nd" 

36°22'57"=h 
0=10 5236 S. 

47°15'33" 
<1>=42 44 27 Latitude of station 

o 28 

90°00'00" Same, by Polaris observation =42 43 44 
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Upper culmination, May 31, meridian of Greenwich 
Reduction to long. 73°35'15" =-O.S J'IIean 42°44'05" 

9h lO.Om a. m. 
Interpolation from tables in the Ephemeris: 

For azimuth 

Hour angle Latitude 

42'00' 42'-14' 

, I 

lOhIS.3m 33.5 
22.3 
23.85 31. 7 32.1 
28.3 30.3 
34.3 

I 

32.1 
For /I =S9°00'00" +0.2 

44'00' 

t 

34.5 

32.7 
31. 3 

I 

For latitude 

Declination 

88'50'50" I 89°00'00'1 

I 
I 0°55'03" 0°54'54" 

o 5503 

o 5614 o 5605 

Primary adjustment to ele
vation of pole, additive; 
no supplemental correc-

-
89'00'10" 

0054'45/J 

o 5556 

32. 3 
A= N.0032'lS" W. tion 00 55'03" 

116. Continuation of the complete stellar program as begun and 
explained in sec. 113; the summary of the azimuth determination in 
sec. 115; the summary of the time and latitude determinations' in 
this section. 

Transcribed field notes 
4th Star: No. 17/33: ot Virginis (Spica); 0=-10°52'36"; meridian passage= 

8h45.Gm p. m.) 1. m. t., May 31, 1045; for time and latitude. 
Star's transit, Ivlay 16, meridian of Greenwich=9 h45.4m p. m. 
Reduction to " 31 = - 50.0 
"" long. 73°35 '15" = - O.S 

Meridian passage of star, J. m. t. =8h45.Gm p. m. 
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Equal Altitude Observations of the Sun for Meridian 
'117. The true meridian may be established by the method of 

equal altitude observations of the sun. The observation is not well 
adapted to line work, but it possesses a certain usefulness in camp, 
in that the engineer may thus determine the true meridian by the 
sun with mere approximations as to time and lu.titude. 

The fixation of the true meridian by this method depends upon 
the theory that the sun's center at equal altitudes occupies sym
metrical positions in azimuth east and west of the meridian in the 
morning. and ill· the afternoon except for the correction necessary 
to be applied due to the change in the sun's declination in the interval 
between the a. m. and p. m. observations: 

"dAB": Correction in azimuth in minutes of angular measure to be 
applied to the mean position in azimuth to obtain the true south 
point; the correction is to be applied to the east with a northerly 
hourly change in declination, or to the west with a southerly hourly 
change. 

"do": Change in declination of the sun from the a. m. to the p. m. 
observation, expressed in minutes of angular measure. 

"(tl + tz)" i The sum of the hour angles from apparent noon, or the 
total watch time from the a. m. to the p. m. observa-tion, 6..xpressed 
in angular measure. 

dAa 

The symmetry of the equal altitude observation is maintained 
by observing opposite limbs in azimuth in the a. m. and p. m. ob
servations, in connection with the same limb in vertical angle in 
both observations. 

With "!da'" and IIHtl +tz)" calcuhted, the computation can be 
concluded by applying to "~do" the declination coefficient obtained 
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by entering Table 22 of the Standard Field Tables, which gives 
coefiicients for computing errors in azimuth due to small errors in 
declination, arguments: u¢" and "~(t!+t2)'" 

118. An equal altitude observation of the sun for azimuth consists 
in reading the horizontal deflection angles from a fixed reference 
point to opposite right or left limbs of the sun in a. m. and p. m. 
observations, simultaneously with the same upper or lower limb, 
at the epoch of equal vertical angle in both observations, from the 
record of which a calculation is made of the bearing of the reference 
point as referred to the true meridian. To guard against error the 
engineer is required to make a series of three equal altitude obser
vations, taking the resulting mean. The most suitable a. m. and 
p. m. hours for this observation, obt!1in when the sun is moving 
rapidly in altitude as compared with a relatively small change in 
azimuth. 

Equal Altitude Observations of the Sun, Observing Pr~gram 

119. Select the observing station, or tmnsit point, and a reference 
point preferably to the south, and not nearer th!1n 5 or 10 chams 
distant. 

Thoroughly level the transit for the a. m. observation. 
Observe and record the horizontal deflection angle from the fixed 

reference point to th~ sun's right limb, and the vertical angle to the 
sun's lower limb; these observations must be simultaneous, at the 
epoch of which the sun will appear as indicated; note the watch 
time at the moment of the observation: Cj-

Thoroughly level the tmnsit for the p. m. observation. 
With the same vertical angle set off for the p. m. observation follow 

the sun's left limb until the sun's lower limb becomes tangent, as 
indicated, recording the watch time and horizontal deflection angle 
from the reference point: -P 

The above program constitutes one observation. A series of three 
observations are taken by three successive a. m. settings at intervals 
of about four or five minutes of time. In the p. m. the settings are 
made beginning with the highest vertical angle. 

Consider each equnJ altitude observation separately and subtract 
the lesser horizontal angle from the greater and divide by two j this 
gives the value of the angle to be turned to the uncorrected south 
point for thl1t pair. 

The mean of t.he three half-differences is then taken to determine 
the horizontal angle from the reference point to an uncorrected south 
point, this angle to be applied in a direction to equalize the south 
point between the two observed positions of the SUllo 

In order to determine the true south point, compute the differential 
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azimuth correction due to the change in the sun's declination from 
the m~an period of the a. m. to the mean period of the p. m. observa
tions, and apply this angle to the mean of the half-differences as stated 
above. The differential azimuth correction is to be applied to the 
east (or to the left, counterclockwise) when the hourly change in the 
sun's declination is northerly; to the west (or to the right, clockwise) 
when the hourly change in the sun's declination is southerly. The 
computed resultant angle indicates the bearing of the reference point 
counting from the true meridian. I 

The correct apparent times of the observations do not need to bo 
Imown, as tho function IIHt! +t2)" equals one-half the time in hours 
and minutes, by, the engineer's watch, from tho a. m. to the p. m. 
observation. . 

The equal altitude observation may be modified by taking a p. m. 
observation one day followed by an a. m. observation tho next, in 
which case the functions "XdO" and "Ht! +t2)" are to be computed 
for the period from tho p. m. to tho a. m. observation; and the difl'er
ential azimuth 'correction, ItdAo", is then applied in the opposite 
direction. 

120. Example of equal altitude observation of tho sun for azimuth: 
Transcribed field notes 

September 2, 1944, near the cor. of sees. 5, (J, 31, and 32, on the south boundary 
of T. 13 S., R. 90 W., 6th Prin. Mer., Colorado, in latitude 38°52.4' N., and 
longitude 107°29' W., .. at approximate altitude above sea level 6,000 ft., and at 
t.emperature 500 F., at 8h34m a. m. and 3h 30'" p. m., app. time, I make a series of 
three equal altitude observations of the sun for azimuth, reading the horizontal 
angle from a nail driven in a post approximately (J chs. NNE., to the right to the 
Bun's right limb in the a. m., and to the left to the sun's left limb in the p. m.; 
equal vertical angles having been taken to the sun's lower limb. My watch 
carries approximate apparent time. 

Obscrvatton Sun 'Vetch time 

D-1st, II. m................................. I 8" 34m 44-

. 3d. p. m.................................. ~ ~oo 

2<1,8. m .••••• ; ........................... 1- 8h 37~ <Xl' 

.2<1, p. m........... ....................... -P 8 23 42 

VertIcal 
angle 

34° 15' 00" 

34° 40' 00" 

IIorizontul angle, 
nail to sun 

1O.! ° 08' 30" to n. 

116 37 30 .. It. 

120 2\)' 00" (DlfY.) 

104 Q 36' 30" to !'t. 

117 05 30 .. It. 

Sum of hour anglos .•••••••••••••••••••••. :::::::::::::: 6h 4!l'" 42- ............. 12° 2\)' 00" (Dill.) 
Mean bour angle ••••••••••••.•••••••••••. 1- 3 23 21 ........... .. 

=== 
3d, II.. m .•••• _............................ 8h ao .. SU' 30· 08' 00" 105° 10' 00" to n. 

1st, p. m................................ -hI' 3 21 l8 .•.•••••••••. 117 38 30. " It. 
I 12" 28' 30" (Diff.l 

1.20 
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One half differences, or bearing angles from uncorrected north point to nail: 
By 1st obsn.=N. 6°14'30" E. 
"2nd " =N.6 1430 E. 
14 3rd "= N. 6 14 15 E. 

Mean= N. 6°14'25" E. 
Differential azimuth correction= -507 (Subt.: the southerly 

change in declination in
Mean true bearing of nail = N. 6°09'18/1 E. creascd the larger, or 

p. m. horizontal angle.) 

Field record 
The hourly change in the sun's dec1ination=54.76/1 S. 

II 

TrOfiSlf prinf 

s 

Hor. ang. a. m.=1800-(A a. m.+X)=1800-A-X 
Hor. ang. p. m.=1800-A p. m.+X=180o-A+X+2dA. 
Bor. ang. p. m.-hor. ang. a. m.=2(X+dAI) 
X=Yz (lIor. ang. p. m.-hor. ang. a. m.)-dA, 

The following computation is made to obtain the differcntial azimuth correction 
for the above series: 
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Yzd8 = 72 X 6.78 X 54.76/1 = 186" j log %d. = 2.268578 
q,~38°52.4' N.; log cos'" =9.891278 
%(It +t2) =3b 23m21s 

= 50°50'15" 
log sin %(t1+12) ________________ =9.889499 

9.780777 9.780777 

log dAI=2.487801 
dAl"= differential azimuth correction = 307/1 

'=5'07/1 
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121. The follo'wing reduction to obtain the value of the differ
ential azimuth correction for the above series is made with the use 
of table 22 of the Standard Field Tables: 

~1i(tl+t,), or hours from upp. noon. 
Latitude 

3h 

35°00' 1.73 
38°52.4' 1. 82 
,WeOO' 1.85 

Declination coefficient 
dA,=1.68X ?~do= 1.68X 186" 
dA,=differential azimuth correction 

3h23.3m i h 

1. 41 
1. 68 1. 49 

1. 51 

=1.68 
=312/1 
=5'12" 

The small difference (05") in the computation of "dA/' in the two 
processes of reduction is due to the error in adopting a coefficient 
obtained by line!1r interpolation in table 22 of the Standard Field 
Tables, the tabular interval of which is large.' Ordinarily the equal 
altitude method would be used ,vhen the latitude of the station, or 
the vertical angle adjustment, are uncertain. The slight error in 
using the declin{l,tion coefficient taken by linear interpolation from 
table 22 is small enough to be negligible. 

122. The second a. m. and p. m. observations of the above series 
are selected for an example of the reduction to the sun's center and 
direct computation of the sun's azimuth, and true bearing of the nail, 
by the equation: 

" 
C sin 0 

os A= cos ¢ cos h -tan ¢ tan h 

Vertical angle to sun's lower limb 
Reduction to sun's center 
Refraction (83/1 x .82=68") 
Parallax 

=34°40'QO" 
+1553 

108 
+ 01 

122 
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Sun's center, h 
Declination of the sun, Grcenwich app. noon 
Dill'. in time to a. m. obsn: 

For long. 107°29' W.= 7h09""56' 
For time, a. m. = -3 23 00 

3.78b 3b46m 56' 
Diff. in declination to app. timc of a. m. obsn.: 

3.78 x 54.76"=207" 

Sun's declination, a. m. observation 
Dill. to p. m. obsn. (6.78 x 54.76"=371") 

Sun's declination, p. m. observation 

a. m. obsn. 
log sin L ____________________________ =9.133290(+) 

" cos q,'=9.891278 
II "h =9.913818 

9.805096 {I.805096 

" tan '" =9.906·105 9.328194 

" " 11 9.843846 = . 21291 

log =9.750251 
nat. (-) -= .56267 (-) .56267 

Cos A = _______________________ (-) .34976 
A, true bearing of sun. ________________ S. 69°31'39" E. 

Hor. angle from nail to sun's 
right and left limbs 

Reduction to sun's center: 

15' 53" 
cos 34°55'53" (v) 

Hor. angle to sun's center 
Sun's azimuth, as computed 

above 

Bearing of nail 
Mean, truo bcaring of nail 

12.2 

a. m: obsn. 
= 104° 36'30/1 

_ -1922 

=8. 69° 31'39" E. 

173° 48'47/1 
180 0000 

= N. 6° 11'13" E. 
=N. 6° 09'22" E. 

" 

log 
nat . 

(-) 

(-) 

34°54'52" 
7°52'10" N. 

3'27" S. 

7°48/43" N. 
611 S. 

p. m. obsn. 
9.127558( +) 

9.805096 

9.322462 
.21012 

.56267 

.35255 
8. 69°21'24"W. 

p. m. obsn. 
117°05/30" 

-1922 

8. 69°21/24" W. 

186°07/32" 
180 0000 

Sun 

o 
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c:m. N p.m. Nml 
\ I 
\ I 
I.~ I 
\:B I 
\ ~I I 
~: I 
\ I I 

\1/ 
III 
\'1 
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Sun 

o 
The di$crepancy between the results obtained in the a. m. and p. m. 

observations indicates a probable instrumental error in measuring the 
vertical angle, making it approximately 1'20" too large, or in using a 
latitude value which is approximately 1'33/1 north of the true latitude 
of the station, or in a combination of errors in these clements. How
ever, these errors, discrepancies in values, or residuals of instrumental 
adjustments, are compensated by taking the mean of the results ob
tained in the a. m. and p. m. observations. 

One additional fact should be noted relative to the several reduc
tions of the above equal altitude observations: 

By direct computation, A a: m.=69°31'39" 
A p. m.=60°Z1'Z4" 

Difforonco=2dAo= 10'15" 
dAo= 5'07" 

This value for dAo (5'07/1) agreos with same function as first computed. 

123. Example of stellar equal altitude observation for time, latitude, 
and azimuth: 

October 26, 1944, at a transit station in Salt Lake City, Utah, in approximate 
latitude 40°45' N., and longitude 111°49' W., approximate elevation abovc sea 
level. 4,000 ft., at 3 h30'" p. m., app. time (3 h 14m p. m., 1. m. t.), I set the arcs of tho 
solar unit, lat. 40°45' N., and decl. 12°38' S., and orient to the mcridian, and 
determine the bearing, N. 27°06' K, to a beacon light approximately 2 miles 
distant. 

Oet. 26, 6h29m p. m., and Oct. 27, 4 h39m a. m., 1. m. t., I make a series of four 
equal altitude observations, including vertical angle at meridian passage, of (he 
star a Al'ietis, No. 5/7, l\lag. 2.2, for time, latitude, and azimuth, realling the 
horizontal anglo from the boacon light, to tho right, to tho star in the p. m., and 

123 
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to the left, to the star in the a. m., equal vertical angles having been taken. My 
watch carries approximate local mean time. 

Summary of results: 
"Yatch fast of 1. m. t_________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ ___ O"'OS' 
Latitude of station_______________________________________ 40°44'521/ 
Indicated bearing of beacon light- - ____________ c ___________ N. 27°05'561/ E. 

The complete field record follows: 

Greenwich m. t. star's transit, Oct. 22= I1h5Sro p. m. 
Red. to Oct. 26= -15.7 

" " long. 111°49' W. = - 1.2 

Star's transit, 1. m. t., 
Ariticipated 1. m. t. of obsn. 

Hour angle=S2°30' 

Declination of stur 

Oct. 26=llh41.1m p. m. 
6 11 p. m. 

=23°12.1' N. 

sin <5 Sin h=cos t cos q, cos 1i+sin q, sin a. Cos A ,-tan q, tan h. 
cos q, cos I 

cos sin cos sin tan 
t=.1305 q,=.7567 . S616 

q,=.7567 .6528 h=.9375 • 3712 
0=.9191 .3939 0= .3939 

.0909 .2571 .7103 .7103 -.3198 
.0909 

.5546 +.5546 
sin h= . 34S0 

h= 20°22' cos.A= +.2348 
-- A= N. 76°25' E. 

With the above settings, at 6hllm p. m., 1. m. t., I find the star in good position 
and proceed 'with a series of four equal altitude observations: . 
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Observation Wuteh time 
1 

Vertical angle ilorizontul angle, beacon 
light to star 

1st p. m., Oct. 26 __________ 6h2Sm 5S' 23°29'30" , 51°46'00" to rt. 
4th a. m., Oct. 27 __________ 4 53 32 105 5730 to It. 

-----
Sum of hour angles _________ lO h24m34' 54°11'30" (DilL) 
Mean hour angle ___________ 5 12 17 27 0545 (~ diff.) 
'Watch time, star's transit, 

Ilh41m 15' Oct. 26 _________________ 
I 

2nd p. m., Oct. 26 __________ 6h32m 12' 24°07'30" 52°16'30" to rt. 
3rd a. m., Oct. 27 _________ ~ 4 50 16 106 2900 to It. 

Sum of hour angles _________ 10blSm04' 54°12'30" (Diff.) 
Mean hour angle ___________ 5 09 02 27 06 15 (% diff.) 
Watch t.ime, star's transit, Oct. 26 _________________ I1h41m 14' 

3rd p. m., Oct. 26 __________ 6b36m54' 25°00'30" 52°5S'00" to rt. 
2nd a. m., Oct. 27 __________ 4 45 35 107 10 00 'to It. 

Sum of hour angles _________ lOhOSm41' 54°12'00" (DifI.) 
Mean hour angle ___________ 5 04 20 27 0600 Of diff.) 
'Watch time, star's transit, 

Oct. 26 _____________ - ___ Ilh'll m 15' 

4th p. m., Oct. 26 __________ 6b43m 32' 26°15'00" 53°59'00" to rt. 
1st a. m., Oct 27 ___________ 4 38 54 108 1030 to It . 

Sum of hour angles _________ 9h55m 22' 54°11'30" (Diff.l 
Mean hour angle ___________ 4 57 41 27 0545 O-~ dilL) 
Watch time, star's transit, 

Oct. 26 ________ . _____ c ____ Ilh41 m 13' 
\ 

One-half differences of horizontal angles, or bearings of reference pomt, and 
watch time of star's transit: 

Bearin~ of reference 
point 

By 1st obsn.=N. 27°05'45" E. 
"2nd " =N. 27°06'15" E. 
" 3rd "" =N. 27°06'00" E. 
"4th " =N. 27°05'45/1 E. 

Watch time of 3lar's 
transit 

Ilh41m 15' p. m. 
11 41 14 p. m. 
11 41 15 p. m. 
11 41 13 p. m. 

Mean=N. 27°05'56" E. Mean=llh41to 14' p. m. 
Star's transit = 11 41 06 p. m. 

Watch fast of 1. m. t.= 

Meridian altitude observation of the star for latitude: 
Local mean time of star's transit, Oct. 26, Ilh411.006' p. m. 

Setting: 90°00' 
0;# 23 12 N. 

90°+0;# 113°12' 
¢rfc. 40 45N. 
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Telescope Watch time 

Direct________ __ ____ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ Ilh37m 16" p. m. 
Revcrsed_ _ _ _ _ _____ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ __ _ __ __ 11 39 35 " 
Dircct _________________________ .: _________ 11 43 22 tI 

Reverscd ________________________________ 11 46 42 tt 

l'.Iean_ ____________________________ ll b41m '14' " 

Refraction (19" X .85=16") 

S=23°12'06/1 N.; 90°+0 

</>=40°44'52/1 N.= (900+1I)-h 

Vertical angle 

72°28'00" 
72 2700 
72 2900 
72 2600 

72°27'30" 
-16 

h= 72°27'14" 
=113 1206 

The above series of observations may be reduccd for azimuth i~di
vidually, giving a check on the instrumental performance' and the 
accuracy of the observed values, as follows, using the equation: 

sin 0 
¢ 1 -tan ¢ tan h cos cos ~ 

Cos A 

. Function 1st p. m. I 2nd p. m. 3rd p. m. 4th p. m. 
__ -'--________ I--41-h-n-. n._l._1 3rd a. ill. __ 1--21_1cl-a-. _ill_' _1--·_l_st-a_. ill_._ 

He-fraction ••.... _ ••• __ •.• _______ ••• __ ._ -152 -140 
v ____________ ~ __ ~_______________________ 23°20'30" I 24 c07':iO" 

h ____ •• __________________ ._._ ••••••••••. -2-3°-27-'3-o"-I~i-,,-1-2-40-b8-'4-5'-' =1'-2-(\0-13-'2-1"-

'in 0.. .. __ .•.....•.. ____ ..•••. __ ...• __ . i . :103000 .303%U I .393969 .393909 
1=:0='==10====[ 

g~~ L:::::::::::::: ::: ::::::::::::::: 1 __ : m_~~_~_I' __ : ~_n_~~_g _1--: _~S_~~_'~7 __ I_-:-~.~_~3_~-_ 
COS 1> Cos h .... ____ · _______________ • ___ . .094063 .001o;S3 . 686n6 .679623 

sin 0 1 +. 5GGSD2 +. 509063 +. 573092 +.579088 cos-¢cos hM-~-----~~-----------.-------.i=---=---==~_=::::==!====I_:==== 
'J'un ,;, ...... __ • _________ . _______ . __ • __ .1 .illlJ588 1 .80J58~ \ . 85J588 .ef>lSSS 

_ TUll h _____ .... ___ .... ___________ .. ____ ·1 .433\)94 I . 44nll .465805 __ . 4=~_ 

Tan 1> tun h _________ .. _________________ 1 -.373924 -.385312 I -.401384 -.423374 

cOsA __ ·· _________________________ .. ··1 +,H'20G8 l+·181351 I +'172308 +.155314 
A (From N.)._.~ __ ~ ______ .. ____________ 7S C [,2''lG'' 79°22'20" bco04'4111 81°03'54" 
lior. ang. p. m. _________ .. __ ..... __ .. __ 51 4600 52 1630 52 58 00 53 5900 

DenrIng of ber.eon light ...... ____ .. ____ :;;: ~~'06.:.z~E. N. 2~~05'56"E.I;;. 27°00'41"E. N. ~~'54"E. 

Bung a m I 105°1':7'30" 1OGo:::\1'OO" 107°10'00" 108°10'30" 
A O[iirum' N.).::::::::::::::::::::::::: i 78 5220 79 2226 SO 0441 81 0354 

n . I b 11 ht IN 27°05'04"E N. 27'00'34."E. ~'IN. 27 00B'lo"E'IN. 27°00'36"E. CUl'Ulg () cacon g _~"""wa __ "'_~~ __ + 11 . '. 1==== 
I 

lvIean boaring, p. m. observations 
l'dean boaring, a, m. observations 

Moan, true bearing of beacon light 
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=N.27°05'59" E. 
=N. 27°05'53" E. 
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THE GEODESY OF LARGE-SCALE CADASTRAL SURVEYS 

Transfer of Azimuth t Station Error and Curvature 
124. When carrying forward the direction of lines through inter

mediate transit stations by the method of forward and back sights 
and deflection angles, there are two elements that require correction, 
The corrections become important where the purpose i.s to maintain 
an accuracy within a small limit of error. 

Each station set-up involves more or less uncertainty in the main
tenance of the direction of a line, or in the value of the angle that 
may be turned, called "station error." 

If the line is other than a meridian, its direction will have an incre
ment of curvature; this is applied in order to convert from the forward. 
azimuth to the back azimuth of that same line at the next station. 

As solar transit orientation is designed to give the meridian at 
each station, thereby avoiding the accumulative errors of the strictly 
transit methods, the corrections for 'station error and curvature do 
not enter into the ordinary solar transit directions. However, for 
the purpose of a comparison of the solar transit direction oj the chord 
of a long line, halj the value of the convergency of the meridians of 
the two end stations is applied . 

For example, figure 15, a parallel of latitude as run by solar transit 
methods is a true latitudinal curve, i. e.-a small circle of the o!1rth, 
everywhere due cast or 'vcst. The transit line or ch.ord between 
any two distalit points of the pamllel isa groat circle, whose mean 
azimuth, or bearing at midpoint, is due east and wcst. At one end 
of the chord the forward azimuth is always northeastcrly (or north
westerly); at the opposite end, the back azimuth will be northwesterly 
(or northeasterly). At the end stations of the chord, the difference 
between the forwp.rd (or back) azimuth and due east or west, will be 
equal to half the :,ralue of the curvature counting from the two end 
stations. At the end stations of the chord, the difference between 
the forward azimuth and the back azimuth ± 180° will be the full 
value of the convergency of the meridians of the two end stations. 

By basic law, and the :Manual requirements, the directions of all 
lines are stated in terms of angular measure referred to the true north 
(or south) at the point of record. Therefore, after carrying a transit 
line forward a considerable distance through a number of intermediate 
stations, it is necossary to solve the problem of the change from the 
starting direction to that at the last station. The back azimuth at the 
lust station ± 180 0 should equal the starting direction, plus or minus 
the algebraic sum of the deHection angles, plus or minus tho value of 
the convergency of the mClidiuns counting from the two end stations. 
The'discrepancy will be the accumulatecl error i.n the transit operations. 

124 
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The first step is to make dependable azimuth observations at the 
two end stations; then compare the values, allowing for the con
vergency of the meridians of the end stations. The difference that 
remains is the accumulative error. The latter value, in terms of 
seconds, may be divided by the number of the intermediate stations; 
the quotient is the accumulative error per station, or just "station 
error". The latter should be distributed according to the number of 
the intermediate stations. 

The total curvature, or correction for convergency, is an element of 
the departure between the'end stations, and of the mean latitude. It 
is tabulated in the Standard Field Tables, for the value in angular 
measure for a departure oj 6 miles, or 480 chains, for each degree of 
latitude; table 11. Sections 129 and 130. It is often convenient to 
convert the curvature to a value for a departure of 100 chains, for 
proportional reduction to other distances. The whole convergency 
should be distributed in proportion to the departure oj each course, or 
interval between the turns in direction. 

A transit line running easterly will curve to the right in bearing 
angle, thus increasing a northeasterly bearing, or decreasing a south
easterly bearing. A tran~it line running westerly will curve to the 
left in bearing angle, thus increasing a northwesterly bearing, or 
decreasing a southwesterly bearing. 

When computing latitudes and departures, and transferring a geo
graphic position by means of a long connecting line, the mean azimuth 
should be e~ployed for the direction of the line, i. e.-the mean 
between the forward azimuth and the back azimuth ± 180°. That 
azimuth or bearing angle will be the direction of the chord of the great 
circle that passes through the ends of the connecting line. 

Where the transfer of azimuth is by triangulation, a check is 
~ secured by the i5losure of each triangle, and by the reductions of the 

lengths of the lines. 
The angles employed for the calculations of the lengths of lines, 

",,'ill be the differences in the directions between the two forward 
azimuths at each station. 

The sum of the three angles should close to 180 0 within the allow
able tolerance. 

The mean course of any side (actually the mean beari...ng of the 
chord) will be the mean between the forward and the back azimuth 
± 180 0 of that line. 

The correction for curvature of the longest line in easting or westing 
in any triangle should equal the sum of the corrections ~or curvature 
of the other two sides. 

. 
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In checking the lengths of lines, the reduction of the longest line in 
northing or sou thing in any triangle should equal the sum of the 
northing or sou thing of the other two sides. 

The distances in departure must be reduced first to the mean 
position in latitude of each side. 

A check is secured by reducing each departure to a common position 
in latitude. In this reduction, the amount to be added to or sub
tracted from each departme is equal to tho amount of the distance 
along the meridian between the two latitudinal lines at the transfer, 
multiplied by the tangent of the angle of convergency . 

. After reducing to a common latitude, the departure of the longest 
line in oasting or westing in any t:pangle should equal the sum of the 
departures of the other two. 
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The I-minute transit, carefully handled, is capable of holding the 
station error to under lOll per station, or even to about half that 
amount if the nature of the survey requires a very high degree of 
accuracy, and justification for the consequent needed increase in care. 
This will involve all neccssary refinements in the observing, and in 
the line work, and that all calculations be carried to seconds, even 
though the final results may be shown only to the nearest 30", 
15/1, or 10". 

A tolerance equal to the above limiting values should be allowed. 
Where the survey is executed ,vith the I-minute transit, including 
the due exercise of all necessary care, it is regarded as inappropriate 
to represent a final value closer than to the nearest 30",15", or 10", 
by the calculations. These limits are of course very small for verifi
cation by an equally competent observer, using an equally good one
minute trunsit,a comparable observing program, and the approved 
methods for all necessary steps. 

A tolerance of 10" in the direction of a'line calls for a measurement 
that is good to within 1: 20,000; 15/1, to within 1: 13,333; 30", to 
within 1; 6 ,667; 1'00", to \Y-ithin 1: 3,333; 1 '30" (the Manual toler
ance for solar transit orientation) to within 1: 2,300. This com
parison will emphasize the point that in land-surveying practice, 
and particularly in the subdivision of large areas as in the rectangular 
survey of the public lanus, more stress should be placed on accuracy 
of melLSUl'ement if those values lLre to be as good as the values re
quired in the direction of lincs. Section 234. 

The True Parallel of Latitude 
125. The base lines and standard parallels of the rectangular system 

are established on the true parallel of latitude; the random latitudinal 
township boundary lines are also projected on the same cm:ve; this 
curve is deflned by a plane at right angleR to the earth's polar axis 
cutting the earth's surface on a small circle. At every point on the 
true parallel the curve bears due east and west, the direction of the 
line being at right angles to the meridian at every point along the line. 
Two points at a distance of 20 chains apart on the same parallel of 
latitude may be said to define the direction of the curve at either 
point, without appreciable error, but the projection of a line so 
defined in either direction, easterly or westerly, would describe a 
great circle of the earth gradually departing southerly from the true 
parallel. The great circle ta.ngcnt to the parallel at any origin or 
reference point along the parallel is known as the "tangent to the 
parallel," and it is coincident with the true latitude curve only at the 
point of origin. The rate of the change of the azimuth of the tangent 
is a funetion of the latitude on the earth's surface. The azimuth of 
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the tangent varies directly as the distance from the origin, and the 
offset distance from the tangent to the parallel varies as the square 
of the distance from the point of tangency. A great circle connecting 
two distant points on the same latitude curve has the same angle 
with the meridian at both points and the azimuth of such a line at 
the two points of intersection is a function of one-half the distance 
between the points. 

There are three general methods of establishing a true parallel of 
latitude which may be employed independently todrrive itt the same 
result: (1) The solar method; (2) the tangent method; and, (3) the 
secant method. 

Solar Method 
126. The solar instruments arc capable of following the true parallel 

of Jatitude without substitntial offsets. If such an instrument, in 
good adjustment, is 'employed, the true meridian may be determined 
by observation with the solar at each transit point. A turn of 90° 
in either direction then defines tho true parallel, and if sights arc 
taken not longer than from 20 to 40 chains distant, the line so estab
lished docs not appreciably differ from the theoretical parallel of 
btitude. The locus of the resulting line is a succession of points 
each one at right angles to the true meridian at the previous station. 
However, during a period each day the sob l' is llot ayailnble, and dur
ing this time, also whenever the sun may be obscured by clouds, or 
on account of a disturbance of the udjustments of the solar attach
ment, and whenever an instrument without solnr attachment is 
employed, reference must be made to a transit line from which to 
establish the true latitude curye by one of the following methods. 

Tangent Method 
127. The tangent method of determination of the true latitude 

curve consists in estf1blishing the true meridian at the point of begin
ning, from ""hich a horizontal deflection angle of 90 0 is turned to the 
east or west, as may be required, and the projection of the line thus 
determined is called the tangent. The tangent is projected 6 miles 
in a straight line, and as the measurements are completed for each 
corner point, proper offsets are measured north fl:om the tangent to 
the parallel, upon which line the corners arc established. 

In table 12, Standard l<'ield Tables) uro givon the bearing angles 
or azimuths of the tangent to tho parallel, referred to the true S. 
point, tabulatE\d for any degree of latitude from 25° to 70° N., for the 
end of each mile from 1 to G miles. At tho point of beginning the 
tangent bears cast or west, but as the projection of the tangent is 
continued tho deviation. to tho south in.creasos in accordanco with 
rules already stated. 

127 
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In tf1ble 13, Stf1ndf1rd Field Tables, f1re shown the various offsets 
from the tangent north to the parallel, tabulated for any degree of 
latitude from 25° to 70° N., for each hf1lf mile from % to 6 miles. 

The accompanying diagram illustrates the establishment of f1 
stf1ndard parallel in latitude 45°34'.5 N., by the tangent method. 
See fig. 14. The form of record is shown in the specimen field notes, 
Manual Appendix VIII. 

Objection to the use of the tangent method in a timbered country 
is found owing to the requirement that all blazing i~ to be made on 
the true surveyed lines. Also, all measurements to items of topog
raphy entered in the field ,notes arc to be referred to the true estab
lished lines. These objections to the tangent method, on account of 
the increasing distance from the tangent to the parallel, are largely' 
removed in the secant method. 

Secant Method 

128. The designated secant is a great circle which cuts any true 
parallel of latitude at the first and fifth mile corners, and is tangent to 
an imaginary latitude curve at the third mile point. From the 
point of beginning to the third mile corner the secant has a north
easterly or northwesterly bearing; at the third mile corner the secant 
bears cast or west i and from the third to the sixth mile corners the 
secant has a southeasterly or southwesterly bearing, respectively, 
depending upon the direction of projection, east or west. From the 
point of beginning to the first mile corner and from the fifth to the 
sixth mile corners the secant lies south of the true parallel, and from 
the first to the fifth mile corners the secant lies north of the true 
parallel. It will thus be seen that the secant method is a mere 
modification of the tangent method, so arranged that the minimum 
offsets can be made from the projected transit line to the established 
true parallel of latitude. . 

The secant method of determination of the true latitude curve con
sists in establishing the true meridian at a point south of the begin
ning corner a measured distance taken from the table, from which 
meridian the proper horizontal deflection angle, as taken from the 
table, is turned to the northeast or northwest to define the secant. 
The secant is projected 6 miles in a straight line, and as the measure
ments are completed for each corner point, proper offsets are meas
ured, north or south, from the secant to the parallel, upon which 
parallel the corners are established. . 

In table 14, Standard Field Tables, are given the bearing angles or 
azimuths of the secant, referred to-the true N. point lor the first 3 
miles, and the same symmetrical bearing angles or azimuths referred 
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to the true S. point for the last 3 miles, tabulated for any degree of 
latitude from 25° to 70° N., for the end of each mile from 0 to 6 
miles. 

In table 15, Standard Field Tables, are shown the various offsets 
from the secant to the parallel, tabulated for any degree of btitude. 
from 25° to 70° N., for each half mile from 0 to 6 miles. 

The accompanying diagram illustrates the establishm0nt of a 
standard parallel in latitude 45 °34'.5 N. by the secant method. See 
fig. 15. The fonn of record is shown in the specimen field notes, Man~ 
ual AppendL" VIII .. 

The secant method is recommended for its simplicity of execution 
and proximity to the true btitude ClU've, as all meaSlU'ements and 
cutting by this method are substantially on the true parallel. 

Convergency of Meridians 

129. The linear amount of the. convergency of two meridians is a 
function of their distance apart, of the length of the meridian bet,Yeen 
two reference parallols, of the latitude, and of the spheroidal form 
of the earth's slU'face. 

The following equation is convenient for the analytical compu
tation of the linear amount of the convergency on the parallel, of 
two meridians any distance apart, and any length. The correction 
for. convergency in any closed figlU'e is proportion!11 to the !1re!1, and 
may be c()mputed from an equivalent rectangular area: 
"m,," : Measurement along the parallel. 
"m9": Measurement along the meridian. 
"a": Equatorial radius of the earth=3963.3 miles. 
"e": Factor of eccentricity, log e=8.915 2515. 
"dm,,": Linellr amount of the convergency on the parallel, of two 

meridians distance ap!1rt "mI.," and length "m/' aIong 
tho meridiml: "dmx", "m,,", "m,!>,' and "a" to be expressod 
in the same linear unit: 

dmA=!f'xm
¢ tan ¢11-ez Si1l2 ¢ 

a 

Example of computation of the convergency of two meridians 24 
miles long and 24 miles apart in a mean latitude of 43° 20': 

nut 1 1. 0000000 
Jog e = 8. 915 2515 
" " = 8. 915 2515 
u sin 43° 20' = 9. 83G 477 
" " "" = 9. 836 477 
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" eZ sin2 q, =7.503 457 
nat" " " O. 0031875 

" (1-e2 sin2 q,) O. 9968125 
log" II " =9.998 614 

"..jl-e2 sin2 q, =9.999 307 

" tan 43° 20' =9.974 720 

" 24 =1. 380 211 

" " =1. 380 211 

" 80 s =1. 903 090 

" product =4.637 539 
" 3963. 3 =3.598 057 

" dm, =1. 039 482 
nat" 10.9517 chs. 

The convergency, measured on the parallel, of two meridians 24 
miles apart and 24 miles long, in a mean latitude of 43° 20', is there
fore found to be 10.95 chains. Tho convergency of the east and west 
boundaries of a regular township in the same latitude would be ~equal 
to one-si.'deenth of the convergency of the east and west boundaries 
of the quadrangle as computed above, or 68,44 links, which agrees 
with the value taken from table 11 of the Standard Field Tables. 

130. In table 11, Standard Field tables, are tabulated the linear 
amounts of the convergency of meridians, 6 miles long and 6 miles 
apart, for each degree of latitude from 25° to 70° N., together with 
the angle of convergency of the same meridians. These amounts of 
linear convergency are at onco tho proper corrections to apply to the 
north boundary of a regular township in the computation of the 
closing error around a township, or other computation by which a 
theoretical length of a north or south. boundary of a township is com
pared with the length of the opposite boundary i the tabulated linear 
amounts of convergency are equal to double the amounts of the offsets 
from a tangent to the parallel at 6 miles for the same latitudes. 
Simple interpolation may be made for any intermediate latitude, and 
the amount of the convergency for a fractional township or other 
figure may be taken in proportion to the tabulated convergency as 
the fractional area is to 36 square miles, 

The tabulated angle of convergency represents at once the deviation 
in azimuth of the tangent from the parallel at 6 miles; and X, %, }f, %, 
and % of the tabulated angles of convergency represent at once the 
amounts of tho correction in the bearing of meridional section lines 
to' compensat~ for convergency within a to\vnship, 

I This (actor is introduced hero for the purpose of conversion from the unit expressed in mllM to the unit 

expressed in chaln.~. 
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In the same table are given the differences of longitude for (3 miles 
in both angular and time measure, also the differences of latitude, 
for 1 or G miles, in angular meaSUl'e, in the various tabulated lu,titudes. 

131. In the plan of subdivision of townships the meridional section 
lines are established parallel to the east boundary or other governinO' 
line; this necessitates a slight correction on account of the angula~' 
convergency of meridians. Meridional section lines west of the 
governing line u,re deflected to the left of the bearing of the governing 
line the amount shown in the second part of tablo' 2, Standard Field 
T,ables, which is entered under two arguments: (1) latitl~de, and (2) 
dlstance from the governing line. 1Ieridional section lines east of a 
governing boundary are given the same amount of correction for 
bearing, but the deflection is made to the right. 

L~ngths of Arcs of the Earth's Surface 

132. All computations involving a difference of latitude for a 
given measurement along a meridian or the converse ealculation or 
other computations involving a difference of longitude for a gi~en' 
measurement along a parallel or a similar converse calculation are 
readily accomplished by the use of the values given in tabI: 16, 
Standard Field Tables i this table gives the lengths in miles and 
decimal part of a mile of one degree of longitude measured on the 
parallel, and the lengths in miles of one degree of latitude measured 
on the meridian, for any latitude from 25° to 70° N. 

The above tabulated values may be reduced to miles and chains, 
or to chains or feet, as convenient. In taking out lengths of deO'rees 
of longitude measured on the parallel an exact linear interpol~tion 
may be made, and in taking out lengths of degrees of latitude meas
ured on the meridian the value should be taken out for the mean 
position in latitude of that portion of the meridian whose lenO'th it 
is desired to compute. b 

Geographic Positions. 

133. A different method of computation is better suited to the 
determination of geographic position in the relatively short trunsfers 
from an established point to another station in the same vicinity. 
In this, the accepted values are the latitude and longitude of the geo
detic station, currently referred to as those that are based upon the 
1927 North American Datum, United States Coast and Geodetic 
Survey. The established stations Of the United States Geological 
Survoy are employed for the same purpose. The problem is to 
transfer those values to a monument of the public-land survey. 
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The reference may be by a direct tie or connecting line, by tmverse 
lines, or by traverse coupled with one or more miles of the rectangular 
survey. In the great majority of cases (public land surveys) the most 
convenient method is by the reduction of the cODllecting line, or lines, 
to the equivalent latitudes and departures. 

Some of the lines may be relatively short,' with little difference 
betw'een the forward and the back azimuth. Some may require 
correction for curvature, Some of them if taken from the field-note 
record for direction and length, just as run in the usual manner, may 
Dot have the high degree of accuracy that is required if the transfer of 
geographic position is to retain the refinement of the geodetic station. 
In practical application, however, the usual purpose is to ascertain a 
latitude and longitude for the monument of the public land survey 
that may be sufficiently good for mapping, reference, and other 
ordinary usc excluding significance as a geodetic ,control station. 

The tables best suited to the purpose are known as the ":tv1" and 
"P" factors, relating as they do to the meas~rements along the merid-' 
ian and along the parallel.' 

The differences in latitude arc computed first. The "M" factor 
of the table is taken out for the connecting line, or lines. The riorthing 
or: southing of the connecting line, or lines, which is the reduced 
distance in latitude, measured in the chains unit, is multiplied by the 
"M" factor; the product is the number of seconds of arc in lo.,titude, or 
thc difference in latitude between the points. This result, added to, 

'or subtracted from, the latitude of the geodetic station, gives the 
latitude of the monument to \vhieh the connection has been made. 

The "P" factor, or factors, is then taken out with care as to the 
interpolation in latitude, as this factor changes rapidly. The "P" 
factor, or factors, should be interpolated in each case for the mean 
latitude of each important element of the CODllCcting lines (explanation, 
next paragraph). The casting or westing of each element of the 
connecting lines, which is the reduced distance in departure, is multi
plied by the "P" factor; the product is the number of seconds of arc 
in lorwitude or tlie difference in longitude" between the points of that b' ~ , 
element. The sum of the reductions givcs the whole difference ~n 
longitude between the initial and the closing point.. The .resul~, !1dded 
to, or subtracted from, the longitude of tho geodetIC statIon, gives the 
longitude of the monument to which the con.n,eetion has be~n made. 

A meridional line, true north or south, or wlth small beu,rJng angle 
from the meridian, may be regarded as relatively unimportant, in the 

, Factors for the Intcrconverslon of Latitndes and Departures in Feet and DlfIerences of Latitude and 
Longitude in Sccomls for Latitudes 25° to 50°: U. S, Geological Survey. A condensed (orm is proposed for 
inclusion in the Stundard Pield Tables, whIch will give the conversion from ordinary lalitudes and departure$ 
in chains measuremmt to seconds of latitude and lonoilude. 
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sense that a meridian has no change in longitude. A line with a very 
,small bearing angle from the meridian, such as the usual meridional 
lines of a township subdivision, themselves made parallel to the cast 
boundary of the tov{nship, itself a meridian, has a departure that is 
measured in links only. If desirable, or convenient to do so, the lu,tter 
may, for the purpose of computation, be added to the casting or west
ing of one of the adjoining lines. If that is done in combination as 
suggested, the liP" factor is taken out for the mean latitude of the 
principal easting or westing element, disregarding the difi'erence in 
latitude of the meridional line. 

East and west lines of any considerable length, such as miles and 
half-miles, should be computed as separate clements. Traverse 
courses that have the same general direction may be combined into 
one element, for which the up" factor should be taken out for the 
mean latitude of that element. 

Example:' Manual Appendix II. 
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GENERAL SCHEME 

134. For the purpose of administration or disposal of the public 
domain the law provides generally that (a) the public lands of the 
United' States shall be divided by lines intersecting true north and 
south at rirrht anrrles so as to form townships 6 miles square, (b) the 

b bIb' townships shall be marked with progressive numbers from t 1e egm-
ning, (c) the townships shall be subdivided into 36 sections, each 1 
mile square and containing 640 acres as nearly as m.ay be, and (d) the 
sections shall be numbered, respectively, beginning with the number 1 
in the northeast section, and proceeding west and cast alternately 
through the township with progressive numbers to and including 36 
(ll. S. sec. 2395; ·13 U. S. C. 'sec. 751). . 

. In accordance with the foregoing legal requirements, the pubhc 
lands of the United States arc surveyed under the method known as 
the system of rectangular surveys which embraces the following 

procedure: . . . . 
1. The establishment of independent lDltW.l pomts, each to serve 

as an orirrin for surveys to be extended in sepamted localities. 
2. The'" survey of principn.l meridians and base lines, originating at 

the initial points. . . 
3. The establishment of guide meridians initiated at base Imes, 

and of standard parallels initia,ted at principal meridians, at intervals 
sufiiciently ncar each other to maintain a practical wo.rkable. adherence 
to the lcrral definition of the primary uuit, the townslup 6 mIles square. 

4. Th~ subdivision of the to,vnships into 36 sections by running 
parallel lines through the township from south to north und from east 
to west at distances of 1 mile. 

By law, (a) the corners marked in public land surveys s~l~l~ be 
established as the proper corners of sections, or of the subdlvlslOns 
of the sections which they were intended to designate, and (b) the 
boundary linedactuully run and murked shall be and re~ain the 
proper boundary lines of the sections or su?divisions for whIch: they 
were intended and the lengths of these Imes as returned shall be 
held as the tr~e length thereof (R S. sec. 2396; 43 U. S. C. sec. 752). 
From the foregoing it is evident that the originul corners must stund 
as the true corners they were intended to represent, even t~ougb 
not exuctly where professional care might have. plac~d the~ m .the 
first instance. lvllssing corners must be reestabhshedm the IdentlCal 
positions they originally occupied, nnd when t~e ~ositio.ns cannot be 
determined by existing monuments or other venfymg eVIdence, resort 
must be had to the field notes of the original SUl'vey. The law pro
vides that the lenrrths of tho lines, as returned in the field notes, shall 
be held as the t;ue lengths, and the distances between identified 
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corner positions given in the field notes constitute proper data from 
which to determine the position of a lost corner; hence, the rule that 
lost corners are restored at distances proportionate to the original 
measurements between identified positions. Chapter V, Restoration 
of Lost Corners. 

The extension of the rectangular system of public land surveys 
over the publio domain in the United Stutes, as the need developed, 
hus been in progress over 150 years and is gradually approaching com
pletion.. This vast and comprehensive rectangular survey net pro
vides a Rimple and certuin form of land identification und legal 
description, and anchors in place the land of the public domain. 
Title to the public lands is based upon the rectangular system und 
should not be confused or obscured unnecessarily by supplementul 
records of surveys alien in churacter. 

135. The townships will be numbered to the north or south com
mencing with number 1 ut the base line, and with range numbers to 
the cast or west beginning with number 1 at the principal meridian. 

The 36 sections into which a township is subdivided are numbered 
commencing with number 1 in the northeast section of the township, 
proceeding thence west to section 6, thence south to section 7, thence 
east to section 12, and so on, alternately, to number 36 in the south
east section. In the case of townships containing less than 3Wseotions, 
the numbering of sections is uccomplished as explained in sec. 213. 

136. Th.e speeimen field notes will serve to illustrate the method of 
running lines to fornl quadrungles 24 miles square; the method of 
running the exterior lines of townships; and the method of subdividing 
regulur townships. The methods here presented are designed to in
sure a full compliance with every practicable requirement, meaning 
and intent of the surveying luws. Appendix VIII. 

137. SectiQn lines are usually surveyed from south to north and 
from east to west, in order to place the excess or deficiency of measurc
ment on the north and west sides of the townships. In cases where 
the west or the north boundary of a township is within limits as to 
alinement (sec. 162) to serve as a busis for rectangular subdivision, 
and the. opposite line is defective, the section lines may be run from 
the west or north ·when the procedure is approved by the appropriate 
administrative ofIicer. For convenience, the sutisfactol'ily surveyed 
lines on whicb subdivisions ure to be based will be termed the govern
ing boundaries of the township. In extreme cases an irregular town
ship may be without a single governing boundary. . 

In the sections that follow tho first explann tions arc ,vitIl respect to 
ideal procedure in the rectullgulur plan. '1'11e1'e follow them many 
explanations why the plan must be modified in various ways in order 
to begin new work, held to strict limits for rectungulurity and closure, 
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where the initial and closing lines already established by prior survey, 
are found not to qualify under the current' specifications. The 
established lines can not now be cha~ged because of the passing of 
titles based thereon. The purpose is to avoid the incorporation of the 
discovered discrepancies of the older lines in the running of new 
original surveys where the current specifications are to be adhered to. 
The further objective is to return to "normal" procedure in those· 
many places of the older surveys where there .were departures or 
exceptions made in the rectangular plan. Sec. 8. The explanations 

. here are entirely apart from, and have no place in the l\1anual text 
on resurveys, chapter VI. 

INITIAL POINTS 
138. The establishment of initial points, principal meridians and· 

base lines from which the lines of the public surveys are extended, 
have been completed in the United States. Initial points will be 
established in Alaska, whenever necessary to control large areas with
in reasonable geographical limitations, under such special instructions 
as may be prescribed by tho Director, Bureau of Land Management. 
Upon the establishment of an initial point, its position in latitude and 
longitude is to be determined by aceurato field astronomical methods. 

During tho period sinco the organization of the system of rectangu
lar surveys, numbered and locally named principal meridians and 
base lines have been established as shown by the accompanying 
titbular exhibit. 'l'hese bases and meridians may be found by examin
ing, the large wall map of the United States published by the Bureau 
of Land :Management; they are also shown upon the various official 
State maps, and upon a special map entitled "United States, Showing 
Principal Meridians, Base Lines, and Areas Governed Thereby." 

139. The latitudes and longitudes given in the following table are 
based upon the best available information, having been derived from 
connections to nearby stations whose geographic positions are known. 
In some cases, notably the Fourth Principal, Illinois; Navajo; Second 
Principal; and Third Principal, the record of the subsisting public 
land surveys was auopted in computing the geographic values of the 
initial points. In such cases the tabulated values are reliable within 
the limits of accuracy of the rocoru on which the computations are 
based. The coordinates of the several reference meridians governing 
the earliest public land surveys in Ohio can not be tabulated con
veniently. 

Tho following explanatory comments will clarify the tabulated 
statement. 

As the result of contending claims of Ohio and Michigan as to the 
boundary between those states, the position of that boundary was 
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not finally settled un til Michigan was admitted into the Union' in 
1837. Prior to that time the surveys in the southern portion of the 
area governed by the Michigan Meridian had been exeeu ted and 
extended to the position for the state boundary as claimed by Michigan. 
Subsequent to the establishment of the state boundary tbe public land 
surveys were closed upon that boundary; the lands originally sur
veyed under the Michigan Meridian and situated south of the state 
boundary continue to be governed by the Michigan Meridian although 
administered within the State of Ohio. • 

A somewhat similar situation exists in southern Alabama where the 
surveys based upon the Tallahassee Meridian in Florida were closed 
upon the St. Stephens Base Line owing .to uncertuinty as to the posi
tion of the state boundary. The state boundary as originally surveyed 
by Andrew Ellicott in 1798 was later resurveyed and the necessary 
amended closings of the public land surveys on that line was accom
plished. This has resulted in some lands governed by the Tallahassee 
Meridian being administered in the State of Alabama. The Talla
hassee base line was extended west from the initial point to the west 
boundary of R. 18 W.; at this point the base line was offsot north 
six miles and extended west from that point to avoid Choctawhatchee 
Bay and other bays and inlets of the Gulf of New Mexico. 

The Navajo Meridian originally governed public land surveys ill 
northwestern New Mexico and northeastern Arizona. However, 
only a few to\vuships governed by that meridian were surveyed in 
the State ·of New Mexico an'd no disposals based on those surveys 
were made. The Navajo Meridian and the surveys based thereon 
in the State of New Mexico ,yere canceled by letter of the Commis
sioner of the General Land Office dated July 28, 193o, in the interest 
of regularity and uniformity of surveying procedure in that state. 

It will be noted that, in the tabulation of the principal meridians, 
a different value is assigned for the longitllde of the initial point of 
the 4th Principal Meridian governing surveys in Illinois from that 
governing surveys in Minnosota and Wisconsin. This is accounted 
for by accumulated errors in the alinement of the 4th Principal 
Meridian as originally surveyed in 1831, particularly through that 
portion of the line which was carried as a blank line across a large 
bend in the Mississippi River. It is to be assumed that the longitude 
of the 4th Principal Meridian in the State of Illinois, north of the 
Mississippi River, is substantially the same as that published for 
Wisconsin. 

The rectangular system of the survey of public lands was initiated . 
in the State of Ohio. In its early sto..ges the system was somewhat 
experimental and that State may well bo referred to as the proving 
ground ·io1' the present rectariguhr system of surveys.' The cast 
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lvIeridians and base lincs oj the United Stales Rectangular Surveys 

ILol1~itlldO o[ init ia11 
Governing surveys (wholly or in points west [rom 

part) in States 0[- Greenwich Meridians 

Black Hills ___________ South Dakota __________ 104 03 16' 
Bo~c= _______________ Idaho _________________ 116 23 35 

Chickasaw ___ - - - - - - - -- Mi~si,,'i ppL ___ - - - - - - - -- 89 14 47 
Choeta w ________________ - - do - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 90 14 41 
Cimarron _______ -- ____ I Oklahoma_ - - - - - - - - - - - -- 103 00 07 

145 18 13 Copper RivcL ________ i Alaska ______ ---------
147 38 26 Fairbanks ___________ J ___ - -do __ - - - - - - - - -,- - --

Fifth PrincipaL ______ .l Arkansas, .Iowa" :vI~nn,e- 91 03 07 
I sota, l\llssoun, Nor ch 

Dakota, and South 
Dakota, 

48 11 
First PrincipaL - - - - - --

Ohio and Incliana ________ 84 
Illinois 1----------------\ 90 27 11 

Fourth Principal_ - - - --
J\Iinncsota and Wisconsin. 90 25 37 Do ______________ 

18 19 
Gila and Salt Rivcr ----I Arizona ___ - - - - - - - - - - -- 112 

California ___ - - - - - - - - - -- 124 07 10 
II umboldt_ -- - - - - - - - -- Alabama and :\lissisippL_ 86 34 16 
II untsvillc_ - -- - - - - - - -- 97 14 49 Indian _______________ , Oklr;l:oma- - - - - - - - - -----
Louisiana ___________ .I Lotllslana_ - - - - - - ,- - - - - - -- 92 2·1 55 
Michigan ____________ .l l\[ichiga!l and Ol~!O _______ 8l 21 5;,\ 
Mount Diablo __ - - - - - _[ Ca:lforma and Nevada_ -- 121 5'1 47 

108 31 59 Navajo ______________ , Anzona_ - - - - ~-- -,-- --,- --
106 53 12 N ~w ~lcxico PrincipaL _I Colorado and l\ ew ~vIexlCo_ 
111 39 83 PnnclpaL_ -- - - - ---- - -I :\Iontana _____ --- ----- --[ 
III 58 27 Salt Lakc _______ ---- _ -I Utah ______ --- - - ---- ----I 
116 55 17 San Bernardino _______ 1 C~lif<:rni:1_ - --~---------I 

86 27 21 Sccond Principal_ - - - - -I Il1ll10lS and Indln.n(L - - - --1 
Seward _____________ J AlaskiL -- - -; - - ------_--- 14U 21· 2·1 
Sixth PrincipaL ______ .I Colorado, L.ansas, :0i c- 97 . 22 08 

\ braska, South Dakota, \ 
and Wyoming. 

91 09 36 St. I-Ielena ____________ Louisiana------f~-~--·--~-
St. Stephcns __________ \ J~ln.b.ama and :;'hlSS1SSlppL I 88 01 20 

8"1 16 38 Tallahassee ___________ I } l:)f!(~a and "~l..blJama - - - --I 
89 08 54 Third Principal. _____ -, IllmOlS_ ---- - - - - - - -- - - --I 

109 56 06 UintalL _________ -- -- j Utah _____ - - - --- ---- - - --I 
108 31 59 Ute _________ --- ______ I Colora(~o - ~ - - -- - - - - -- - --I 

91 09 ::l6 Washington- ___ -- _ - - _I J\IississlPPL - - - -:- - - - - --I 122 44 34 '\Villamcttc__________ Oregon and Washmgton-- I 108 48 49 
HiVCL ______ -- -

Latitude of . 
initial points 

43 59 44 
43 22 21 
35 01 58 
31 52 32 
36 30 05 
61 49 21 
64 51 50 
34 38 45 

40 59 22 
40 00 50 
42 30 27 
33 22 38 
40 25 02 
34 59 27 
34 29 32 
31 00 31 
42 25 28 
37 52 54 
35 44 56 
34 15 35 
45 47 13 
40 'W 11 
84 07 20 
88 28 14 
60 07 36 
40 00 07 

30 59 56 
30 59 51 
30 26 08 
88 28 27 
40 25 59 
39 06 23 
30 59 56 
45 31 11 
43 00 41 

t Th nnu:bcrs arC' carried to fm.cttOnlll township 20 north i~ I:lin,o,is, anu ar?1 rep~d~cd in '\YIsconsin, bC6fn~ 
ning with tbe south boundary of the State; t1::e range number::) 3-1 c gl\ ell in rcguAllf 01 er. 

boundary of Ohio, nort.h of the Ohio River, knO\vn as Ellicott's .L~ne, 
in longitude 80°32'20" ,vas employed as the first refe~ence ~el'l~l!ln. 
From this meridiu,ll the ranges were numbered progresslvely w est,v ar~, 
and the townsilil)s numbered progressively nort~w.urd from the ~lllO 
HiveI' in C'ach l'u,nge. ]\[any other reference mend1U.n~ and base lmes 
were employed in the Statc of Ohio to govern, parbcu~u,r areas for 
purposes of disposul. In dcterminD:g. the relative 10cn,tlOn of town
ships in Ohio clilllcnity mu,y be an.tlclpatcd by re.ason of th~ many 
buse lines und merilliuns from willch the respective townslups ~nd 
ranges are numbered. Careful study of the development, executlOn, 
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and map of the public lund survey in that State may be necessu,ry to 
clu,rify the situu,tion with respect to any given description. 

PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN 
140. This line shall conform to the true meridian and will be 

extended from the initiu,l monument, either north or south, or in both 
directions, as the conditions may require; regular quarter-section and 
section corners will be established alternately at intervals of 40 chains, 
and regular township corners at intervals of 480 chains; corner monu
ments designu,ted as meander corners ,vill be established at the inter-

. section of the line ,vith all meu,nderable bodies of water. Section 226. 
141. In the survey of the principal meridian and the other standard 

lines (base lines, standard pu,rallels, u,nd guide meridiu,ns), hereinafter 
described, two independent sets of meu,surements will be employed, 
unless subdivisionu,l closings thereon are provided in the same assign
ment with the stu,ndu,rd line, in which cu,se the closings will furnish 
u, su,tisfactory verification of the length of the lines thus surveyed. 
Where two independent sets of measurements are employed, the meas
urement of each set will be noted in the field tablet, but the distance to 
the mean point only will be shown in the transcribed field notes i a 
form of record is given in the specimen field notes, Appendh VIII. 

142. Should the difference between the two sets of meu,surements 
of u,ny standard line, as above provided, exceed 14 links per 80 chains, 
it is required that the line be remeasured to reduce the difference, the 
fmal meu,surement of the line only to be shown in the field notes. 
Should the successive independent tests of the alinement of any 
standu,rd line, or the u,verage tests of the solar attachment emploied 
in the projection thereof, indicate thu,t the line hu,s deflected from the 
true cu,rdinal course to exceed 3'00", the necessary corrections will 
be made to reduce the deviation in u,zimuth, the field notes of the true 
line only being shown. Every reu,sonable effort will be exercised to 
insure the accuracy of both the alinement and the measurement of 
the standard lines, u,nd the stated discrepancies are the maximum 
that will be u,llowed in new surveys; corrective steps will be required 
where the cliil'erences are beyond the maximum. 

BASE LINE 
143. From the initiu,l monument the bu,se line will be extended cast 

and west on u, true parallel of latitude j upon the true line stundard 
quarter-section and section corners ,viII be established u,lternately at 
intervu,ls of 40 chains; u,nd standard township corners at intervals of 
480 chains j corner monuments designa.ted as meander cornors will be 
established u,t the intersection of the line ,vith all meunderablc bodies 
of water. Section 226. 
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The manner of making the measurement of the base line and the 
accuracy of both the alinementand measurement will be the same as 
required in, the survey of the principal meridian. Anyone of the 
methods heretofore set forth (secs. 125, 126, 127, !l,nd 128) for the 
determination of the alinement of the true latitude curve may be 
used as existing conditions may require and the detailed process will 
be fully stated in the field notes. Appendix VIII. 

STANDARD PARALLELS 
144. Standard parallels, which are also called correction lines, 

'are extended east and west from the principal meridian, at intervals 
of 24 miles north and south of the base line, in the manner prescribed 
for the survey of the base line. 

Fig,16. , 
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Illustrating the survey of quncJrnngles each em hracing 16 townships bounded by stondard lines, ond showIng 
tbe coordi:wte system of numbering the townsbips. 
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145. Where standard parallels have been placed at intervals of 30 
or 36 miles, under practice then permissible, and present conditions 
require additional standard lines from which to initiate new,' or upon 
which to close the extension of old surveys, an intermediate correction 
line should be established to which,a loeal name may be given, e. g., 
It Fifth Auxiliary Standard Parallel North," or It Cedar Creek Correc
tion Line/' etc:, and the same will be run, in all respects, like a regular 
standard parallel. 

GUIDE MERIDIAN 

146. Guide meridians are extended north from the base line, 
or standard parallels, at intervals of 24 miles east and west from 
the principal meridian, in the manner prescribed for running the 
principal meridin,n. Under all conditions the guide meridil1ns 
will be terminated at the points of their intersections \vith the stl1nd
ard parallels; the guide meridian is to be proj ected on the true meri
dian and the fractionn,l measurement is to be placed in the last hn,lf 
mile. At the true point of intersection of the guide meridian with 
the standard parallel a closll)g township corner is to be established; 
the pl1rallel will be retraced between the first standard corners east 
and west of the point for the closing corner, in order to determine, 
the eXl1ct alinemcnt of the line closed upon, and the distance will 
be measured and recorded to the nearest corner on said standard 
parallel. 

147. 'When existing conditions require that such guide meridil1ns 
shl111 be run south from the base Or correction lines, they will bc ini
tiated at the theoretical point for the closing corner of the guide 
meridian, which will be calculated on the basis of the survey of the 
line from south to north initiated at the proper standard to'l;v11Ship 
corner. At the theoretical point of intersection a closing township 
corner will be established. 

148. Where guide meridians have been placed at intervals ex
ceeding the distance of 24 miles, and new governing lines are re
quired in order to limit the errors of the old or to control new sur
veys, a new guide meridian will be established, and a local name 
may be assigned to the same, e. g., "Twelfth Auxiliary Guide Merid
ian West," or" Grass Valley Guide 1vleridian," etc. These auxiliary 
guide meridians will be surveyed in all respects like regular guide 
meridians. 

149. The above scheme covers the controlling lines contemplated 
under the rectangular system, and results regularly in the survey of 
quadrangles bounded on the north and south by true parallels of 
latitude, and on the east and west by true meridians, 24 miles apart. 
One exception may now be noted which will be found to depart 
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from former practice, that is, where a guide meridian is carried 
forward at a time when uncertainty exists as to how the exterior and 
subdivisionpJ surveys to the east may close upon it, the corners upon 
the same will be marked only for the surveys to the west. 

TOWNSHIP EXTERIORS 

Regular Order 

150. The controlling factors to be recognized iu the establishment 
of new to\llnship boundary lines are found in the relation of these 
lines to the new sub divisional surveys which are to be executed. 
The south and east boundaries are normally the governing lines of 
the subdiyisional surveys. DefectiYe conditions which may be 
found in preyiously established exteriors cannot be eliminaJed 
where subdivisional lines have been initiated from or closed upon 
an old boundary, but the errors of the former suryeys are not to be 
incorporated into the new, a1ld v,r}lCre the previousl,Y established 
south and east boundaries cannot on that account be used to govern 
the subdivision of the adjoining to\vl1ship. other controlling lines 
kl10wn as the sectional correction line and the sectional guide meridian 
",,-Jll be employed as expedient. Sees. 184, 185, 186. A new meridional 
township exterior is normally the governing boundary of tho township 
to the west, and a new latitl1dinal township exterior is normally th" 
governing boundary of the to\vnship to the north; any ne\v boundary 
should therefore be estfthlished \vitll full consideration f(,r its control 
upon the subdiyisional S1JI'veys thereafter to bo executed. 

151. Whenever practicable the township exteriors will be sur
veyed successively tbrouf':h a quadrangle in ranges of townships, 
beginning with the townships on the south. The meridional bound
aries of, the townships will have precedence in the order of survey 
and will be run from south to north on true meridians; quarter
section and section corners will be established alternately at intervals 
of 40 chains, and meander corners at the intersection of the line with 
all meanderable bodies of water; a temporary township corner \vill 
be set a distance of 480 chains, pending a determination of tile 
controlling factor upon which its final position will be governed, 
whereupon the temporary point "vill be replaced by a permanent 
corner in proper latitudinal position. The latitudinal tOVV11Ship 
boundary will be run first as a random line, setting tempn)'[',ry 
corners, on a cardinal course, from the old toward the new meridional 
boundary, and corrected back ona true line if ideal conditions are 
found to obtain. \Yhere both meridional boundaries arc new lines 
or where both have been previously established, the random lati
tudinal boundary will be run from east to west. In either case, if 
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Fig. 17. . 
, Weston random. correct to true line. 
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fig.19. 
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defective conditions are not encountered, the mndom line will be 
corrected back on 0, true line, upon which will be established regu
lar quarter-section and section corners at intervals of 40 chains, 
alternately, counting from the cast, and meander corners at the 
intersection of the true line with all meandernble bodies of water. 
The bearing of the true line will be calculated on the basis of the 
falling of the random, and the fractional measurement will bc placed 
in the ,vest half mile. A meridional township exterior will be 
terminated at the point of its intersection with a standard parallel, 
placing the excess or deficiency in measurement in the northern
most half mile. At the point of intersection of the meridioMl 
boundary with a standard parallel a closing township corner will be 
established; the pamllcl will be retraced between the first standard 
corners cast and west of tho point for the closing corner, in order to 
determine the exact alinement of the line closed upon, and' the 
distance will be measured and recorded to the nearest corner on said 
standard parallel. Section M4. 

152. In order to complete the exteriors of a township it 'will often 
remain to establish a meridiona'! boundary between previously estab
lished township corners; such boundaries will be run from south to 
north on random lines, with temporary corners set at intervals of 
40 chains, and, if defective conditions are not encountered, tho 
random will be corrected to a true line; by this plan the excess or 
deficiency of measurement will be placed in the north half mile, as 
required by law, and double sets of corners will be avoided where 
unnecessary. 

153. The temporary points on any random exterior will be re
placed by permanent corners, in proper position, when the final true 
line adjustments for the latter have been fully determined; the 
true line 'will be properly blazed through timber, and distances to 
important items of topography will be adjusted to correct true line 
measurement. 

154. The field nQtes "rill embrace a full and complete record of 
the manIler in which the township exteriors are run and established. 
The field tablets will record all details, including the direction of the 
projection of the random latitudinal curve, the amount of the falling 1 

left or right of. the objective township corner, and the calculated 
return course or true line. The field notes will contain a prefacing 
statement that random lines are omitted except 'where necessary to 
record offsets, triangulations, stadia measurements, and important 
observations. The details of such measurements 'will be shown in 

, The fulling is the dIstance on the normal by which a line falls to tbe right or leIt of II corner on whioh 
tbe random Hno was intenued to close. 
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the field notes only in those cases whcre the ground cannot be, or has 
not been,measured with the steel tape or where the line passes over 
corner points without monumentation. Section 544. 

Irregular Order and Partial Surveys 

155. As the remaining unsurveyed public lands are found to con
tain less and less extensive areas it becomes necessary to depart 
from the ideal procedure in order more directly to reach the areas 
authorized for survey. The many possible combinations are entirely 
too numerous to state in detail, but where an irregular order appears 
to be necessary such departure from the ideal order of survey will be 
specifically outlined in the written special instructions. Such depar
ture should ahvays bo based on the principle of accomplishing, by 
wliatever plan, the same relation of one township boundary to another 
as would have resulted from regular establishment under ideal 
conditions. 

Where causes operate to prevent the establislunent of the boundaries 
in full it is not imperative that the survey of the exterior lines be 
completed; under such conditions it may be found necessary to run 
section lines as offsets to township e:s:teriors and such section lines 
will be run either on cardinal courses or parallel to the governing 
boundaries of such townships, or even established when subdividing, 
as existing conditions may require. . 

General Exceptions 

156. The above rules accord with former practice, except that in 
certain instances the random latitudinal boundaries ,vill be run 
from west to cast, instead of invariably from east to west, as here
tofore required. It is also deemed advisable to incorporate other 
exceptions which will lessen the difficulties of subdivisional surveys 
frequently experienced in the past. 

It is especially desirable that the alinement of a new latitudinal 
boundary (which becomes the governing south boundary of tho 
township to the north) shall not depart more than 14' from the true 
cardinal course; therefore the random line, run upon the cardinal 
course, may be made the true line where the falling would require 
a correction exceeding 14' of arc. 'There the random latitudinal 
boundar:r thus closes on a new meridional exterior tho temporary 
township corner may be adjusted to the latitude of the opposite town
ship corner; but where both meridional bouncbries have been previ
ously surveyed a closing township corner \vill be established at the 
point of intersection of the random IlltitudinnJ line with the meridional 
boundary, or its projection to the north or south as the case may be. 
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Fi 9. 27. 

Fig.28, 
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Likewise, where a meridional boundary is run as a random, the 
random will be made the true line if the adjustment for falling plus 
the usual correction to secure parallelism of the meridional sub-
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Illustrating the adjustment in the direction of the meridional lincs of a snbdlvision"l survey on account 
of convergeucy of meridians, also the H' limit of tho rectangular "sufety zone," 

divisional Jines (on account of convergency of meridians) would 
result in calculated bearings (in the northernmost miles of the latter 
lines) in excess of 14' from cardinal. This margin for the alinement 
of the random and true meridional lines of the subclivisional survey 
calls for a governing cast boundary whose boaring will fall within 
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certain extremes suited to the latitude of the township, as for example 
(sec second part of table 2, Standard Field Tables); 

1st tIL Mer. Subdv. 
Corr. for Cony. 

E. bdy. may be 

1st Mi. Mer. Subdv. 
Corr. for Cony. 

E. bdy. may be 

Latitude 25° N. 

N. 00 14' E. 
+00 

5th Mi. Mer. Subdv. 
Corr. for Cony. 

E. bdy. may be 

Latitude 70° N. 

N. 0°14' E. 5th Mi. Mer. SubdY. 
+02 Corr. for Cony. 

N. 0°16' E. E. bdy. may be 

N. 00 14' W. 
-02 

N. 0°12' W. 

N. 0°14' W. 
-10 

N. 0°04' W. 

It uill be noted that the above text in reference to the 14' limit for 
exteriors applies only to the establishment of new boundaries. A 
previously established boundary every part of which is within 21' 
of cardinal will not be considered defective in alinement. Even in 
tho case of new exteriors, where the engineer who establishes slleh 
lino is also to subdivide the township of which such exterior is a 
governing boundary, the margin of 14' may be exceeded to a limited 
extent if the engineer is satisfied that existing conditions favor keep
ing within the 21' limit in the subdivisional survey. Thus it will be 
seen that the purpose of the 14' limit is merely to facilitate the estab
lishment of all sub divisional lines within the prescribed definite 
limi t of 21' from cardinal. 

157. Another general exception may be noted 'where uncertainty 
exists as to how unsurveyed exteriors and subdivisional lines will 
close upon the nev,rly established boundaries, in which case the cor
nel'S thereon may be marked only for the townships of which 'the 
new exteriors control the subdiyisions. 

Completion of Partially Surveyed Exteriors 

158. Where the end portions of a township exterior have been 
previously surveyed and closed upon, the fractional unsurveyed 
middle part will be completed by random and true line, without 
ofTset regardless of the deviation frcm cardL.'1al; the fractional meas
urements \vill be placod as a general rule in the north and west half 
miles, thereby permitting the subdivisional lines to be extended as 
usual from the south to the north and from the cast to the west. In 
the case of a {mctional part of an exterior romainUlt; unsurveyed 
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~t eit~e~ ,end of the line, the boundary will be completed by random 
1m2, lIlltutted at the previously established terminal monument 
~~ieh ,will be pr~j ected on a cardinal course in the direction of th~ 
~DJectlve townshlp corner. The random will be corrected to a true 
hne where th~ calculated ~ea:'ing of any subdivisional line, governed 
by such extenor, comes wlthm 14' from cardinal and the fractional 
. ' 
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Fig.3Q, 

measurement will be placed generally in the north or west haH miles. 
I~owever, should irregularity be developed, or in the absence of a pl'e
vlOus,ly est~blished objective township corner, the partially surveyed 
exte~or~ WIll be completed on cardinal courses beginning as above; 
~nd ill eIther case the fractional measurements will generally be pluced 
ill the north Ilnd wcst hllH miles. 
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Retracement and Resurveys Before Subdividing 

159. If any part or all of the boullchlries of a township ,vhich is to be 
subdivided hn,ve been previously surveyed, and the regional or public 
survey office has reason to question the accuracy of any portion of 
such exteriors, or the condition of the corner monuments thereon, the 
fact will be stated in the written speeial instructions, and the engineer 
will be authorized and required, as a condition precedent to beginning 
the sub divisional survey of such township to retrace such boundaries 
to verify the direction and length of lines and to identify the monu
ments of the prior survey, and to resurvey all or such portion of the 
boundaries as may bo found necessary to accomplish the following 
purposes: 

(a) To reestablish missing corners, (b) to remonument dilapidated 
corners, (c) to determine the direction and length of all lines, Cd) to 
furnish all data necessary for the computation of the areas of all 
fractional lots, and (e) to provide a basis for an improved plan of the 
subdivision of the towllship. (Definitions of retracement and re
survey, sec. 387.) 

The retracements and resurveys as above will afford the data for a 
computation of the total coordinate latitude and departure of each and 
every previously established exterior corner, n,nd a preliminary platting 
of their positions, all referred to a selected origin such as the southeast 
corner of the township. These ,vill then be the basis for the required 
studies under the sections to follo,Y. 

I GO. All resurvey data will be embodied in t.he field not.es and 
shown upon the plat of the survey. If t.he retracement results (11'e 
substantially in agreement with the record of the original surveys, a 
general statement to that dIed will be made in the field notes, and the 
original record will goyern the data, to be placed upon the plat. 

RectanglJ lar Lim its 

161. Before approaching the subject of "subdivision of townships" 
it is nccessary to consider the requirement of law relative to rectan
gular surveys, wherein the square mile, or section, is the unit of sub
division. rfhe normal township will include 36 sections in all, 25 of 
which are returned as containing 640 acres each; 10 sections (on the 
north ancl west boundaries) each contain regular aliquot. parts totaling 
480 acres 'with 4 additional fractional lots in each section, each lot 

, containing 40 acres plus or minus definite differences to be deternlinecl 
in the survey; and, section 6 containing regular aliquot pa,rts totaling. 
360 acrcs with 7 aJditionuJ fractional lots (;a,ch conto.ining 40 acres 
plus or mi.nus certain definite differences to be determined in the 
surYey, all as contemplated by law. 

159 
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West to intersect/on. 
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162. In the administration of the surveying laws it has been 
necessary to establish a definite relu,tion between rectangularity 
(square miles of 640 acres, or aliquot parts thereof), as contemplated by 
law, and the resulting unit of subdivision consequent upon the practical 
application of surveying theory to the marking out of the lines on 
the earth's surface, wherein the ideal section is allowed to give way 
to one which may be termed "regular." Such relation, as applied to 
the boundaries of a section, has been placed at thq following linlits: 

(a) For alinement, not to exceed 21' from cardinal in any part; 
(b) for measurement, the distance between regular corners to be 
normal according to the plan of survey, with certain allowable adjust
ments not to exceed 25 links in 40 chains; and (0) for closure, not to 
exceed 50 links in either latitude or departure. 

Township exteriors, or portions thereof, will be considered defective 
when they do not qualify within the above limits. It is also necessary, 
in order to subdivide a township regularly, to consider a fourth limit, 
as follows: 

(d) For position, the corresponding section corners upon tho op
posite boundaries of the township to be so located thut they may be 
connected by true lines which will not deviate more than 21' from 
cardinal. 

A previously established exterior will not be considered defective 
if the above limits are satisfied, and a sub divisional survey may proceed 
in safety if the rectangular limits (in such sub divisional survey) are 
not exceeded. On the other hand, if the conditions relating to the 
previously established governing b01tndaries are such that the rectangu
lar limits have already been exceeded or that the danger point is likely 
to be reached at an early stage in the sub divisional survey, the neces· 
Sary corrective steps will be taken before subdividing, as hereinafter 
described. 

Rectification of Defective Exteriors Before Subdividing and 
Method of Establishing New Governing Boundaries Where the 
Previously Surveyed Exteriors are Found to be Defective 

163. Where sub divisional lines have been initiated from or closed 
upon an exterior prior to the subdivision of the adjoining township, the 
alinement of the exterior cannot be changed. A defective boundary 
not so closed upon may be obliterated after independently resurveying 
a ~new boundary and connecting tho old with the new monuments. 
If known that a mineral survey, forest-homestead or small holding 
claim, ruilroad or canal right of way, reservoir site, etc., has been 
connected with any corner of an exterior subject to rectificat.ion, 
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the fact will be specifically stated in the written special instructions, 
and in case the exterior is found to be defective, the cadastral engineer 
will add the letters" AM" (signifying it amended monument") to the 
markings of the original monument and accurately connect the old 
monument by course and distance with the new monument. A com
plete record of the connection from the new to the amended monument 
and a full description of the latter including the new markings and 
accessories will be included in the field notes, and where a special 
1)urpose is to be served the position of the old monument will be 
sho\vn on the plat of the survey. Sections 258, 459. 

164. If a boundary is defective in measurement or position and is 
not subject to rectification, the location of the original corners will not 
be changed, but the marks on the monuments, and the marks upon 
or position of the accessories, mtty be appropriately altered to stand 
only for the sections of the previously established surveys. New 
corners to control the surveys of the adjoining township may then be 
est!tblished on the old line, but at regular distances of 40 and 80 
chains. Wbere new corners are placed on an oblique exterior (one 
whose bearing departs more than 10 from cardinal) the same will be 
so lomted for measurement that the oblique distance multiplied 
by the cosine or sine of the bearing angle, as the case may be, will 
result in cardinal cquivalents of 40 and 80 chains. 

165. Where subdivisional lines have been initiated from or closed 
upon one side of a portion of a township boundary prior to the sub
division of the township on the opposite side, while upon the remaining 
portion of the same such conditions do not interfere, said remaining 
portion may be obliterated, if found defective, whereupon a new line 
will be projected in accordance with regular independent resurvey 
methods. 

166. The position of the new exteriors, or of new corners on defective 
township boundaries must be established by an actual rerunning of 
such lines; the data acquired in surveying subdivisionullines closing 
UpOD defective exteriors cannot be accepted in lieu of such retracement 
or resurvey. 

167. Instances will occur both in closing sub divisional surveys upon 
regular exteriors and in the retracement of defective boundaries not 
SUbj8ct to rectification where it will be developed that the original 
monuments have become lost or obliterated, or where such corner 
monuments may be identified in an advanced shlte of deterioration. 
All such exterior corners will be reestablished and remonumented in 
their correct original positions in strict accordance with the provisions 
of chapters IV and V, and a complete record thereof will bo embodied 
in the field notes. 
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Double set ofcorners. I I, , ! , ", , ' I I I " , " , " I I I 

S. bdy. defective in measurement Double set of corners. 

fig.38. 
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168. The south boundary of a township is regularly the governing 

latitudinal boundary and will be used as such unless defective in 
alinementj if defective in measurement, and not subject to rectifica
tion, the position of the original corners will not be changed, but the 
mri,rks on the monuments and the accessories will be appropriately 
altered to stand only for the sections of the township to the south; 
new corners of two sections and quarter-section corners common to 
the sections of the township to the north will be established at regular 
intervals of 40 chains, counting from the east, and. the excess 01' de
ficiency in measurement placed in the west half mile. If the south 
boundary is defective in alinement, a sectional correction line will be 
required. 

169. The east boundary of a township is regularly the governing 
meridional boundary and will be used as such unless defective in 
alinement; if defective in measurement, and not subject to rectifi-

I Stan. {'or. defective in me~surement. j 
Or!g. corso oltered to ongle pOints. 

fig.33. 
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cation, the position of the original corners will not be changed, but 
the marks on the monuments and the accessories will be appropriately 
altered to stand only for the sections of the township to the east; new 
corners of two sections and quarter-section corners common to the 
sections of the township to the west will be established at regular 
intervals of 40 chains, counting from the south. If the east boundary 
is ddective in alinement a sectional guide meridian will be required. 

170. New west and north boundarie~ of a township become the 
governing meridional and latitudinal boundaries of the townships to 
the west and north, respectively, and are required to be properly 
established as s'.lCh. 

171. New east and south boundaries of a township become the 
closinO' meridional and latitudina,l bounda,ries of the townships to the 
east :nd south, respectively, and where by peculia,r necessity the 
ideal plan must be modified and doubt exists as to how unsurveyed 
lin,es may close upon same, the corners thereon may be established 
common only to the sections of the township of which the new lines 
arc the governing boundaries. The corners appropriate to the sec
tions upon the opposite side will be duly established as closing corners 
at the time of the survey of the sub divisional lines of the adjoining 
townships if the original corners are then found to be defective in 
position, and where regular connections can be made the marks upon 
the orio-inal corner monuments will be appropriately altered to corners 

c 

of maximum control. 
172. Where the previously established north or west boundaries are 

found to be defective in measurement or position and subdivisional 
survevs in the adjoining townships have been initiated upon the same, 
thereby preventing rectification, the marks upon the original co::ner 
monuments will be appropria,tely altered to corners of two sectIons 
and quarter-section corners common only to the sections of the town
ships to the north or west, respectively. Closing section corners will 
be established v.~hen subdividing and the distance measured to an 
original corner; new quarter-section corners, common to the sections 
of the township which is being subdivided, will be placed on the old 
line at the mean distances between the closing section corners, or at 
40 chains from one direction, depending upon the plan of the sub
division of the section. Where such previously established north and 
west boundaries are defective in alinement, but not in measurement 
or position, no changes are required, and the section line;;! of the 
township which is being subdivided will be connected regl,Jlarly to the 
original corners; the resulting fractional measurements \'11111 be placed 
uniformly in the north and west half miles. 
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173. The diagrams which accompany the text illustrate the guidinO' 
principles involved in the method of establishing new governin~ 
boundaries where the previously surveyed exteriors are found to be 
defective. Each diagram illustrates a simple condition affecting one 
boundary only, and the examples are taken only from the regular 
order of procedure. Combinations of two or more of the simple 
defective conditions are best solved by an analysis of the complex 
problem into its several parts of simple defective conditions. The 
same statement is applicable to the solution of complei defective con
ditions encountered in the establishment of township exteriors under 
an irregular order of procedure. The engineer will be expected to 
exercise skill and judgment in dealing with similar field problems, but 
where extraordinary conditions are encountered which will not admit 
of analysis and solution in harmony with the principles herein set 
forth he will report the facts to the proper administrative office 
which will issue appropriate instructions. 

The rules set up in sections 1G3 to 173, inclusive, relating to the 
completion and rectification of to'wnship exteriors before subdividing 
are intended to secure the most direct return to normal procedure in 
those cases where these rules must be invoked. The preliminary 
retracements and the resurveys that are provided for may show that 
some modification will secure better results, this can be effected upon 
consideration of the problem, and approval of the plan by the proper 
administra tive office._ Each case should be treated on its own merits. 

Tables of Latitudes and Departures and Closing Errors 

174. Upon the completion of the survey of one or more township 
exteriors closing the figure of either a full or fractional township, a 
table of latitudes and departures and closing errors will be prepared, 
wherein due allo\vance for convergency of meridians will be intro
duced. The closing errors will furnish an immediate guide to the 
accuracy of the lines included in the table and, in case the limit of 
closure (Ys40 of the perimeter, in either latitude or departure) is 
exceeded, will serve to show what additional retracements or other 
corrective steps may be necessary in order to perfect the survey before 
leaving the field. The table of latitudes and departures and closing 
errors, including every part of any closed figure embracing township 
exteriors, based upon final field determination after all necessary 
retracements and final true lines have been completed, will be filed 
with the field tablets and computation sheets. The general subject 
of "limits of closure" will be amplified hereinafter. Section 234. 
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SUBDIVISION OF TOWNSHIPS 

Regular Boundaries 

175. The boundaries of a township will be considered within satis
factory governing limits from which to control the sub divisional 
survey when the calculated position of the latter lines may be theo
retically projected from said boundaries without invading the danger 
zone in respect to rectangular limits as previously described. The 
danger zone has already been placed at theoretical bearings exceeding 
14' from cardind, and the corresponding zone in respect to lengths 
of lines may be placed at theoretical adjustments exceeding 33 links 
per mile. 

176. The direction of the cast boundary may qualify anywhere 
\vithin the governing limits set forth under the subject of "township 
exteriors," and where this boundary is broken in alinement, but 
otherwise within the governing limits, its mean course will be adopted 
when considering the control upon the direction of the meridional 
sub divisional lines. 

177. The subdivision of a township may proceed in the normal 
order, 'where the above conditions are satisfied, as follows: 

The meridional section lines will be initiated at the regularly 
established section corners on the south boundary of the to\vnship 
and will be run from south to north parallel to the governing east 
boundary, or, in case the east boundary is within limits, but has 
been found by retraeement to be imperfect in alinement, the merid
ional section lines will be run parallel to the mean course of such east 
boundary. Regular quarter-section and section corners will be estab
lished alternately at intervals of 40 chains, as far as the northernmost 
interior section corner. The last miles of the meridional section lines 
will be continued as random lines 'without blazing through timber, 
each successive line being run parallel to the true east boundary of 
the section to 'Ivhich it belongs; a temporary quarter-section corner will 
be set at 40 chains, the distances will be measured to the points of 
intersection of the random lines with the north boundary of the town
ship and thefallilws of the l'andomlines cast or west of the objective , b 

section corners will be noted. The randoms will then be corrected 
to true lines by returning to accomplish the required blazing through 
timber and markings between the section corners, including the per
manent establishment of the quarter-section corDers on the true lines 
at distances of ·10 chains from the south, thus placing the -'fractional 
measuremellts in the north half miles. The bearings of the true lines 
will be calculated on the basis of the faIlings of the mndoms (table 3, 
Standard Field Tables). vvnere the north boundary of the township 
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is a base line or standard parallel, the last miles of the meridional 
section lines will be continued as true lines parallel to the east boundary 
of the township, setting permanent quarter-section corners at 40 
chains from the south and closing section corners at the points of 
intersection of the several lines with the base, standard, or correction 
line, where the distances will be measured to the nearest corners on 
said line; and new quarter-section corners, common to the sections 
of the to'\vnship which is being subdivided, will be played on the base 
line or standard parallel at the mean distances between the closing 
section corners, or at 40 chains from one direction, depending on the 
plan of the subdivision of the section. The adjustment of the bearing 
of all meridional section lines on accotmt of convergency of meridians 
has already been explained in chapter II. Sections 129, 130, 13I. 

178. The latitudinal section lines, except in the west range of 
sections, will normally be run without blazing through timber from 
west to east on random linl?s parnllel to the south boundaries of the 
respective sections, setting temporary quarter-section corners at 40 
chains; the distances will be measured to the points of intersection of 
the random lines with the north and south lines passing through the 
objective section corners, and the fallings of the random lines north 
or south of said corners will be noted. Each random will be corrected 
to a true line by returning to accomplish the required blazing and 
marking between the section corners, including the permanent 
establishment of quarter-section corners at the mid-points on the true 
lines. The bearings of the true lines will be calculated on the basis of 
the faIlings of the randoms (see Table 3, Standard Field Tables). In 
the west range of sections the random latitudinal section lines will be 
run from east to west, parallel to the south boundaries of the respective 
sections, and on the true lines the permanent quarter-section corners 
will be establishe(i at 40 chains from the east, thus placing the frac
tional measurements in the west half miles. Section 544. 

179. Meander corners will be established at the points of inter
section of the several true lines with all meanderable bodies of ·water. 

180. The meridional section lines will have precedence in the 
order of execution, and these will be surveyed successively, begin
ning with the first meridional section line counting from the east. 
A meridional section line will not be continued beyond a section 
corner until after the connecting latitudinal ~ection line has been 
surveyed, and in the case of the fifth meridional section line, both 
latitudinal section lines connecting east and west will be surveyed 
before continuing ,'lith the meridionfll line beyond a section corner. 
The successive meridional lines may be takcn up at the convenience 
of the engineer at any time in order as previously stated, but none 
will be carried beyond uncompleted sections to the east. The field 
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notes will be compiled in ranges of sections beginning with the eastern
most, find the west two ranges will be eompiled by alternating with 
the adjoining east and west seetions. The specimen field notes 
exemplify the usual order of survey and the prescribed method of 
arranging: the field notes. Appendix VIII. 

181. Thus the subdiv1sional survey will proceed in accordance with 
instructions prescribed in sections 177 to 180, inclusive. 

The field notes will cmbrace a complete record of the manner in 
which the sub divisional lines arc run and established, and will include 
a prefacing statement that random line field notes are omitted except 
wbere necessary to record oITsets, triangulations, stadia measurements, 
and important obsC'I'\'ations. Such measurements will he recorclrd in 
the tmnscribed field notes only where the ground has not been, or 
cannot be meas1ll'ed with the steel tape, or where the line passes over 
corner points \vi.thout monumentation. Section 544. 

The field tablets will contnin all details of the survey, including the 
direction of projection of random lines, the amount of the fallina' left 
or right of the objective corner, and the calculated return cou;~e or 
true line. 

The system of rectangular surveys places every means at the dis
posal of tho engineer by which he may accomplish accurate results, 
and provides amply for the adjustment of all reasonable closing errors. 
Thus, a slight error in the alinemcnt or the meridional section lines is 
taken up in the measurement of the latitudinal lines which, in order 
to come within the rectangular limit, must be within 50 links of 80 
chains in length, exccpt in the west range of sections where the con
vergency of the meridional lines is regularly provided for; the accu
mulated error in alinement for the 5 miles of true meridional line is 
taken up in the sixth mile, which is run random and true; here the' 
true line must be within 21' of cardinal in order to come within the 
rectangular limit. The slight, ordinary errors in the measurement 
of the meridional section lines are taken up by the adjustment of the 
bearings of the latitudinal scction lines which, in order to como 
within the rcctangular limit, must be within 211 of cu.rdinal; the 
accumulated error in measurement in running north is placed in the 
last fractional half mile; here the meridional distance will be checked 
by a calculated clos~ng around the last section, and the latitudinal 
error must not exceed 50 links (or %40) in order to come within the 
usual limits of closure. The accuracy of the s.ubdivisional survey 
will everywhere be tested by the usual rules :for limits of elosure, 
hereinaftcr described. The engineer should diseriminato carefully 
between the limits for subdivision {<: : ~imits of closure and note with 
due respeet that whereas the latter m(lY admit of differences as areat 
as 50 links in anyone section, the former are controlled by the ~it of 
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rectangu}~rity ~nd will be excee~ed if the accumulative error is greater 
than 31f l.n aJmement, or 8% lmks pel' mile in measurement. The 
aeeurl1Ulutlve error must ever be guarded against and avoided, uncI 
the oreier of survey is arranged with a view to furnishing continuous 
checks upon the accuracy of all lines. 

182. Any ~an~om sub divisional line may be run for distance only 
where the obJectIve section corner is in sight, but the bearing will be 
recorded, and the usual rules for rurming random and true lines \\rill 
be duly observed in every other respect. The random latitudinal 
section lines, except in the west range of sections, will normally be 
r.un from :vest to cast, thus always closing upon a previously estab
lIshed sectIOn corner; but when under the exigencies of the field work 
in ord?r to eeonomize the time of his party, the engineer may elect 
to project the random from east to west (always parallel to the south 
boundary of the section), a temporary section corner (if the permanent 
corner has not already been established) will be set at 80 chains and 
tbe true point for the section corner will be determined as usu'al at 

Fig.40. 
FIGURE {D.-The numbers on the section Hnes indicate tho normal order ot subdIvision nnd arrnngcmcnt 

of the field notes. 
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the 80-chain point on the meridional section lino, whereupon the con
nection of the random latitudinal line and the permanent mi1rking of 
the true lino will be completed as rcgularly provided. Examples of 
the authorized rules for running subdivisionnl lines will be found in 
the specimen field notes. Appendix VIII. 

Irregular Boundaries 

183. Where either of the governing boundaries of a township is 
disqualified as a controlling line upon which to initiate a sub divisional 
survey, the necessary retracements and resurveys or alterations will 
be accomplished before subdividing as previously explained under 
the subj ect of township exteriors; thus may be assured every possible 
provision for a correct subdivisional survey exccpt as either the south 
or the east boundary may be defective in aEnement and not subject 
to rectification. 

The specific plan that is provided in secs. 184, 185, and 186, may 
be modified by the public survey office in those cases where due con
sideration has been given to the specific problem, and provision made 
for all basic requirements, and where the conditions present justify 
a change from the plan herein. The basic requirements are, adherence 
to the normal rectangular plan (sec. 8) where practicable; regard for 
the normal location and area of square miles of 640 acres each for 
the granted lands that are to be identified by the survey (the school 
sections); the maximum number of rectangular sections of 640 acres 
each, or aliquot parts thereof; avoiding two sets of corners when one 
set is ample for all needed subdivisionnl requirements; and, simplicity 
of survey, most readily understood by the public. The rules in these 
sections have no comparable application in the execution of those 
resurveys wherein prior rights have been acquired. 

Sectional Guide Meridian 

1M. If the east boundary of the to"\\'1lship is defective in aline
ment, and can not be rectified, and the north boundary is thus made 
defective in position, the first meridional section line will be pro
jceted on a true meridian to an intersection with the north boundary 
of the township '.vhere a closing section corner will bo established 
and the distance measured to the nearest regular cornol'. The inter
mcdirrte quarter-section and section corners will be established 
alternately at regular intervals of 40 chains, counting from the south, 
unless the south boundary of the township is itself defective in 
alinemont. Where the north boundary is not defective in position 
(nor within the danger zone) with reference to the section corners 
on the south boundary (by reason of the errors in the alinement of 
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the en,st boundary being compensating), the first merirlionn,l section 
line will he proj ected 5 miles as a true line on 11 bel1ring cl11culated to 
intersect the objective section corner on the north boundary, and the 
last mile will. be run as a random line on the sl1me course and cor
rected to 11 true line after the falling has been measured. The 
remaining meridional section lines will be run parallel to the one 
first established, in the usual manner, to closing section corners on 
the last mile or random and true as the case may be. 

The fractional measurements of the latitudinal section lines in 
the first range of sections will be phced in the east half mile; else
where, unless the south boundrrry is defective in alinement, the 
latitudinal section lines will be run in the usual manner. 

Sectional Correction Line 

185. If the south boundary of the to\ynship is defecti.ve in aline
ment, and can not be rectified, and the west boundary is thus made 
defective in position, a sectional correction line will be surveyed 
as 11 permanent line on 11 true latitudinal curve initiated at the first 
reO'ull1r section corncr on the east boundl1ry and projected to an 
intersection with the west boundary of the township where a closing 
section corner will be established and the distance measured to the 
nearest regulftr corner. The intermediate quarter-section and sec
tion corners will be marked as temporary points at regular intervals 

, of 40 chains, alternately, counting from the east, Where the west 
boundary is not defective in position (nor within the danger zone) 
y,lith reference to the section corners on the east boundary (by rel1son 
of the errors in alincment of the south boundary being compensating), 
the first latitudinal section line will be projected 5 miles as a per
manent line on a beftring c111eulated to intersect the objective section 
corner on the west boundl1ry; tempomry qUl1rter-section l1nd section 
corners will be marked at regular intervals of 40 chains, alternately, 
counting from the eftst. 

The section corners on the sectional correction line will be estab
lished at the several points of intersection of the meridional section 
lines alined in the normal manner. Thereafter the quarter-section 
corners on thc scctional correction line will be established at the 
USU[11 mid-point positions except in the east and west ranges of 
sections. The quurter-seetion corner betwcen secs. 25 and 3G will 
be established at 40 chains from the west if the east boundary is 
defective in alinement.j otherwise it will be fixed at the usual mid
point position. The quurter-section corner bet:veen sees: 30 and 
31 ,yin be pbeed at 40 chains from the east, and If the sectlonal cor
rection line h[1S not becn terminated at a closing section corner on the 
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,vest boundary of the township (as previously provided) the line 
bctwcen secs. 30 and 31 will be run random and true in tl;e normal 
~anner. The .quarter-se?tion corners on the meridional section lines 
m ~he south tIcr of sectIOns will be permanently established at 40 
chams south from ~h~ .co~ners on the sectional correction line. The 
balance of the subdlvls10nallines ,vill be continued from the s ct' 1 

t · l' . e IOna correClOn me m the usual manner, 
186. 1Vhere the south part of the east bOillldary or the east part 

of the south boundary, is reO'lllar and the bol"nc" 'of th t' , 
• • • b ~ " . u u v e exerlor IS 

found to. b~ .defective m ahnement and not subject to rectification, 
the subdlvlslOnal survey will be made reO'ular a f 'bI Th . . . 1 . ~ s ar as POSSI e. 

e m~tIa ~omt f?r the sectional guide meridian, or for the sectional 
corre.ct.l~n lme, w111 be determined by e::"'1sting conditions, and the 
subdlvlslOnuJ survey continued in harmollY ,\Vl' 'h th " 1 1 . r • • (;. e prmcIp es 
a re~dy outlmed. .rhus the first mendlOnal section line would be 
contlnued ,as a sec:lO:r:aI g~ide meridiftn if the north part of the cast 
boundary IS .def~Ctlve.u:- ahnem~nt and the north boundary is thereby 
~ftde ~?fectlve m ?O~ltlOll, but If the north boundary is not defective 
l~ POSItIon (nor wItlnn the danger zone) the first meridional section 
1m:, s~ould b~ continued on a course calculated to intersect the 
O?lcctlve sectlOn corner ?n the nort.h boundary. The same prin
CIple ~youl.d be. observed If the west part of the south bOlmdary is 
defective m almement and the west boundary is not d 'f t' . .. ( " . e ee lve 111 
pOSItIon nor wlt~lln ~he d~n~er zone), but if the west boundary is 
thus ma~e defectlVe ln posltlOn the sectional correction line should 
be established on the true latitudinal curve. 
Unde~ the provisions of the above paragraph it will be seen that 

the ~~xImum number of normal sections are to be secured where the 
condltlOn of the governing boundaries wftlTants a combinfttion of the 
~everuJ general plans of subdivisional surveys. The sections adjoin
mg th~ east bbUl~dary ,may be considered regular to the full extent 
of theIr confornllty. WIth the usual rectangular limits, and where 
suc~ agr?cmen~ obtams the quarter-section corners on the Ifttitudinal 
sect:on Imc~ .\v~ll be placed at the normal mid-point position. The 
seCti?ns ad]oIllmg the south boundary of the township can not be 
eon~lcle~cd regular unless the meridional lines are estftblished at 80 
chams III 1 cngt,h , and ~he, sections, arc othcnvise in conformity 'with 
the usu~l rectangular lImIts; certam exceptions to this rigid require
ment WIll be noted under the subject of "fractional subdivision." 

1~7. The .field llo~e~ of subdivisional surveys embracing either a 
sec~lOnal g~lde. mend.lan, a scctional correction line, or other go v
ernmg sech?n 1m?, 'will be c~mpiled in the same regular order here
tofore descnbed, Dut uppropnute explanatory remarks will be added 
indicative of the method and ordcr of procedure, 
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Fig.43. 
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Fig.45. 
N. 6dy defective if) position. 
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Closing Section Lines 

188. In the event of defective north or west boundaries, not subj ect 
to rectification, where the sub divisional lines cannot be connected 
with the previously established exterior section corners, regularly by 
random and true lines not exceeding 21' from cardinal and at the same 
time not deviating more than 21' from a line parallel to the opposite 
(regular) boundary of the section, the nOlID111 positions of the randoms 
will be made the true lines; a closing section corner will then be 
established at the point of intersection of the section line with the 
original boundary, and the distance will be measured to the nearest 
original corner. The quarter-section corners on the closing section 
lines will be placed uniformly at 40 chains from the south or east as 
the case may be. If not already accomplished, the defective bounda
ries of the township ,vill be retraced as may be necessary, and the marks 
upon the original corners appropriately altered as previously provided 
under the subjcct of rectiilcation of defective exteriors, whereupon 
new quarter-section cornel'S, common to the sections of the tow·nship 
which is being subdivided, will be established on the original defcctive 
boundaries at the mean distance between the closing seetion corners, 
or at 40 chains from one direction, depending upon the plan of the 
subdivision of the section to which a particular quarter-section corner 
belongs. In a like manner, quarter-section corners between closing 
section corncrs will be established for sections closing on a State, res
ervation, or other irregular boundary, or on a standard line. Sec
tions 205 and 225. 

189. Corners of two 'Sections on the governing south or east boun
daries of a tm",nship will not be established as closing section corners, 
but at regular distanccs by measurement on said boundaries as 
u,lready provided under the subject of rectification of defective 
G"tcriors before subdividing; thereafter the position of su,id corners 
will control the sub divisional survey. 

190. v\11ere a section is invaded by a surveyed State or reservation 
or grant boundary, whose boundaries arc at variance with the lines 
of legal subdivisions, the distance on the township boundary or 
section line to the point of intersection ·with the irregular botmdary 
will be carefully measured, likewise the exact bearing of the irregular 
boundary will be determined and the distance will be measured to 
the nearest corner on such irregular boundary. A closing township 
or section corner will or will not be established depending on the 
conditions set forth in section Hl1. 

Surveyed mineral claims, forest-homestead claims, small holding 
claims, etc" intersected by or located entirely within the boundaries 
of a section will be connected to a regular cornel' on one of the bOlll-
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daries of the s?ction either by a connection from a corner of the claim 
or ~rom the m:l1.eral, location, or other comer monument to 'which the 
clmm ,:as ~ngll1a!ly connected. The bearings and lengths of all 
~onne~tmg 11nes Wlll ~e care~ully determined. A connecting traverse 
lIne, Wlll be l:ecorded, If one is run, but it will also be reduced to the 
eqmvalent dIrect course and distance, all of which will be recorded in 
t~e field tablet~, and the course and length of the direct connecting line 
will be stated 1Il the field notes and will be shown upon the plat of 
the survey. 

1~1. If a. survey ~s to be concluded upon an irregular boundary at 
. van~nce \vlth th~ lines ~f legal sub~ivision, or if the survey is to be 
contu:ue~ on a olu,nk Ime to acqmre a definite location upon the 
Opposlte lrregular boundary, but without monumentinO' the rectancrn
Jar ~urvey between such irregular boundaries, a closi~g township b or 
~ectJon c.orner, as the case may be, will be required at the point of 
~tersectlOn Of. the regular with the irregular line. On the other hand, 
If the survey IS not to be so concluded, but is to be continued for 
the purpose of establishing a full complement of section and quarter
sectlOn corners for the control of the subdivision of a section so invaded 
by a private claim, no elosing corner will be required. 

192. In every case where a closing township or section corner is to 
be .established upon a stnndard parallel, State, reservation, grant, or 
claIm bomldary, or upon an irregular section line or exterior the line 
closed upon will be retraced between the first corners to the ;'iO'ht and 
left of the point for the closing corner, whenever such retrace~ent is 
ne?essar~ to illsm:e that the closing corner is established at the precise 
POlIlt of IDtersectlOn of the two lines. The distance from the closing 
corner to the nearest corner on the line closed upon will always be 
measured and recorded. 

SUBDIVISION OF SECTIONS 

193: Revised Statutes, sees., ~396, 2397 (43 U. S. C., secs, 752, 753), 
con tam the fundamental prOVISlOns for the subdivision of sections into 
q~larter sections and quarter-quarter sections. Tho principles recog
llized by law have already been stated in chapter I. The seetions 
are not sub?ivided in the field by Bureau of Land Management CDr 

dn,stral engrneers unless provision therefor is specifieally mentioned 
in the written speeial instructions, but certain subdivision-of-section 
lines are always protructed upon the official plats. When surveyin" 
subdivision-oI-section lines in the field, the local surveyor must cor~ 
rebte the conditiolls as found upon the ground with those shown upon 
the approved plat, The Bureau of Land Management cadastral en
gineer is required so to establish the official section boundn,ry monu-
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ments that a proper foundation is laid for tho subd~visio? of the sec
tion, whereby tho oHlcially survoyed lines may be Idcmbfied and the 
subdivision of the section controlled as contempla~ed by la:v.. . 

194. The rectangular system provides for the Ulllt of admllllst:atIOn 
under the general land laws, broadly, the quar~er-quarter. seehon of 
40 acres, upon a plan in which the square .mlle, or se~hon of 640 
acres, is the unit of subdivision, while the Ulllt of survey :s the to"\Yn
ship of 36 sections. The function of the cadastral engmeer of the 

B f L ond "l'!~ anaO'ement has been fulfilled when he has executed 
ureau 0 " 1H " • d 

and monumented his survey properly and returned an offiCIal reeor 
thereof in the form of completo detailed fwld notes and a plat. The' 
plats are constructed in harmony with the o~cial.field notes ~eturned 
by the engineer. The land~ surv~yed are Identified on ~he g~ound 
by fixed monuments estabhshed m the survey. A Ulllted States 
patent conveys the title to a tl'llct ~efmed by tl:o~c fixed monuments 
and rela,ted by description and outlme to ,the ofhcll1l pl.at. 

The function of the local surveyor begms when. he IS ~mployed as 
an expert to identify the lands which have passed mto pnvp.te own.er
b: . this may be a simple or a most complex problem, dependmg 
~ar~~IY upon the condition 0: the, original monu~ents as affeet:d 

, ' lly by the lapse of tIme Slllce the executIOn of the officll1l 
prmclpa' , , h bd' 

The worl- of the local surveyor usually mcludes t e su 1-
survey, \. , 'f bd" 
vision of the section, already mentioned as the offiCIal Ulllt 0 SU IVl-

sion. into the fractional parts sho\v11 up,on the ap?roved plat, In 
this'capacity the local surveyor is performmg a functIOn cont~mplated 
by law, and he cannot properly ~erve his client o~ the publIc ,~~l,ess 
h 
'f 'I' 'th the legol reqUlrements concernmg tho subdn"sIOn e IS amI ll1l' WI '" 

f t ' In the event that the original monuments have become o sec Ions. . " h 
lost the surveyor cannot hope effectively to re~over s~ld c?r:ners WIt -
out a full understanding of the record concermng them onglllal esta~. 
r hment nor can the surveyor hope legally to res~ore the same, untIl 
l~: has ~astered not only the principles observo,d m the executIOn. of 

h 
"1 Y but tho principles upon whIch the courts havlllg t e ongma surve ,. . ' 

jurisdiction over such matters have based therr rulmgs. . 
195. The Bureau of Land Management assumes n? control ord~rec

tion oyer the acts of local and county surveyors III the matt~l~ of 
subdivision of sections and reestablishment of lost corners.of ol'lgll1~l 
surveys where the lands have passed into private O\v11ershlp, nor +will 
it issue instructions in such cases, It follows th: general rule u~~t 
d

· t s or'l'sinO' from uncertain or erroneous 10catIOll of corners, 0.1,,-
ISpU e , '" " 1 d b th 

inally established by the United States, arc to be sett"e y e pro?,cr 
local authorities or by amicable adjustment, and the Burea,: desl.los 
that the rules controlling the acts of its own cadastral en~eerlllg 
service be considered by all other surveyors as mcrely advlSory and 
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explanatory of the principles which should prevail in performing such 
duties, 

The subj ect of restoration of lost corners will be treated in chapter V, 
as the purpose here is to outline the principles concerning the sub
division of sections. 

Subdivision by Protraction 

196. Upon the plat of all regular sections the bbundaries of the 
quarter sections arc shown by broken straight lines connecting the 
opposite quarter.section corners. The sections borderinO' the north 

b 

and west boundaries of a normal township, excepting section 6, are 
further subdivided by protraction into parts containing two regular 
half-quarter sections and four lots, the latter containing the fractional 
areas resulting from the plan of subdivision of normal townships; the 
lines of the half-quarter sections are protracted from three points 20 
chains distant from the line connecting the opposite quarter section 
corners, two of said distances counting on the opposite section r'leS 
and one counting on the line between the fractional quarter sections; 
the lines subdividing the fractional half-quarter sectiolls into the 
fractional lots are protracted from mid-points on the opposite bound
aries of the fractional quarter section. The two interior sixteenth· 
section corners on the boundaries of the fractional northwest quarter 
of sec. 6 are similarly fued at points 20 chains distant north and west 
from the center of the section, from which points lines are protracted 
to corresponding points on the west and north boundaries of the 
section, resulting in subdivisions containing one regular quartor
quarter section and three fractional lots, The fractional lots herein 
described will be numbered in a regular series progressively from cast 
to west or from north to south, in each section. As sec. 6 borders on 
both the north and west boundaries of the township, the fractional 
lots in the same will be numbered commencing with No. 1 in the 
northeast, thence progressively west to No, 4 in the northwest, and 
south to No.7 in the soutlnvest fractional quarter-quarter section, 

The regular quarter-quarter sections are aliquot parts of quarter 
sections based upon mid-point Pl'otruction; it is not deemed necessary 
to indicate these lines upon the official plat. 

191. Sections which are invaded by meanderable bodies of water, 
or by approved claims at variance with tho regular legal subdivisions, 
arc subdivided by protraction into regular and fractional parts as 
may be necessary to form a suitable basis for the administration of 
the public lands remaLl1ing undisposod of, and to describe tho latter 
separately and apart from the segrogated areas. 
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Fig.47. 
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E:mmples of subdivision by protraction. 
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The meander line of a body of water and the boundary lines of 
private claims are platted in accordance with lines run or connec
tions made in the field; thereupon the sections so invaded are sub
divided as nearly as possible in conformity with the uniform plan 
already outlined. The subdivision-of-section lines are terminated 
at the meander line or claim boundary, as the case may be, but the 
position of the subdivision-of-section lines is controlled precisely 
as though the section had been completed regularly. In the case 
of a section \vhose boundary lines are in part within the limits of a 
meanderable body of water, or '\vithin the boundaries of a private 
claim, the said fru0tional section lines are, for the purpose of uniformity, 
completed in theory, and the protracted position of the subdivision
of-section lines is controlled by the theoretical points so determined. 

198. In the subdivision of fractional sections as many regular 
parts should be secured as possible, except to avoid thus creating 
poorly shaped fractional lots. Skill and judgment must be exercised 
to accomplish a subdivision which embraces simplicity of platting 
as well as a form to each and every lot that will prove to be equitable 
to the entryman. In the case of fractional lots dong the north and 
west boundaries of a township, and in other similar cases where a 
lot has a full normal width of 20 chains in one direction, it is gen
erally advisable to avoid areas of less than 10 or more than 50 acres, 
but in the instance of fractional lots along a meander line or oLher 
irreO'ular broken boundary, where the width of the lot in both direc
tior~ may be considerably less than 20 chains, resulting in tracts of 
more compact form, it is generally better to avoid an area o~ less 
than 5 or more than 45 acres. Extreme lengths or narrow WIdths 
should be avoided; the longer direction should extend back from .a 
meander lino or claim botmdary rather than along tho same. It IS 
inconsistent that a fractional lot lie purtly in two sections, und it is 
generally better, when consistent with othe~ rules, to avoid fr.actionul 
lots extending from one into another fmctIOnal quarter sectIOn. 

199. To secure a uniform system for numbering lots of fractional 
sections, including those abovo specified, imagine the section divid~d 
by parallel latitudinal lines into tiers, numbered fro~1. north ~o soutb; 
then be(finnirlO' with the eastern lot of the north tIer, caUlt No.1, 
and 'continue the numbering west through the tier, then east in the 
secf0nd west in the third, cast in the fourth tier, etc., until all 
fmctio;1ll110ts have been numbered. These directions will bo muin
tained even thoUtyh some of the tiers contain no fmctional lots. A 
lot extending norrh and south through two, or part of two tiers, '\vill 
be numbered in tho tiQI' containing its greater area. This method of 
numbering will apply to any part of a section. A section that has 
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been purtly surveyed at different times should have no duplication 
of lot numbers. 

200. When, by reason of irregular surveys or from other cuuses, 
the length of a township from south to north exceeds the reO'ular b 

length of 480 chains, or the width from east to west exceeds 480 
chains, to such an extent as to require two or more tiers of lots ulong 
the north boundary, or two or more ranges of lots along the west 
boundary, as the case may be, the entire north or west portions of 
said sections beyond the regular legal subdivisions usually provided 
in these seotions, will be suitubly lotted, and to each lot v;rill be 
assigned a proper number. Certain exceptions to this rule will be 
found in chapter VII, in the instunce of townships which possess 
abnormal dimensions in one or both directions. 

201. If the first meridional section line of a township has been 
established as a sectional guide meridian, or the fust latitudinal 
section line has been established as a sectional correction line , 
fractional lots will result along the east or south boundary of the 
townsbip, as existing conditions may necessitate. Thus, where 
either the east or south boundaries of a township are defeotive in 
alinement (und not subject to rectification before subdividing) the 
sections bordering such defective boundaries will be subdivided by 
protmction in accordance with rules similar to those which operate 
in regard to sections bordering the north and west boundaries of a 
normal township.Othor examples of subdivision of sections will be 
found under tho general subj ect of "fractional subdivision." 

Subdivision by Survey 

202. The rules for subdivision of sections by actual survey in the 
field ure bused upon the laws governing the survey of the public lands. 
When cases arise which t1re not covered by these rules, and the 
advice of the B~eau of Land Management in the matter is desired, 
the letter of inquiry should, in every instunce, contain t1 description 
of the particulur tract or corner, with reference to tmvllship, range, 
and section of the public surveys, to enable the office to consult the 
record; ulso a diagram showing conditions found, giving distullces in 
chains and linl(s and not in feet. 

203. Preliminary to subd'ivision it is essential to identijy the bound
aries oj the section, as it can not be subd'izxided until the section corners 
and quarter-section corners have been jound, or restored by proper 
methods, and the resulting courses and distances determined by survey. 

204. The order oj procedure is: First, identify or reestablish the section 
boundary corners; next, .fix the lines oj quarter sections; then, form the 
smaller tracts by equitable and proportionate dit'ision, according to the 
rules that follow. 
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Subdivision of Secfions Into Quarter Sections 

205. The method to be followed in the subdit'lsion oj a section into 
t]1wrtcr sections is to run straight lines from the cstablished qyarter
section corners to the opposrite quarter-section corners,' the point oj 
intersection oj the lines thus run will be the corner common to the several 
q:uarter sections, or the legal center oj the section. 

Upon the lines closing on the north and west boundaries of a 
regular to,vnship the quarter-section corners were established origi
nally at 40 chains to tho north or west of the last interior section 
corners, and the excess or deficiency in the measurement was thro\vn 
into the half mile next to the township or range line, as the case may 
be. If such quarter-section corners arc lost they should be reestab
lished by proportionate measurement based upon the original record. 

Where there are double sets of section corners on township and 
range lines, the quarter-section corners for the sections south of 
the township line and cast of the range line have not usually been 
established in the original surveys; in subdividing such sections new 
quarter-see.tJon corners are required, to be so phteed as to suit the 
calculations of the areas that adjoin the township boundary, as ex
pressed upon the oiflcial plat, adopting proportional measurements 
where the new measurements of the north or ,vest boundaries of the 
section differ from the record distances. 

Subdivision of Fractional Sections 

206. TIM law provides that where opposite corresponding q1wrter. 
section corners haue not been or can not be fixed, the subdit,is1'on-oj
section lines shall be ascertained by running from the established corners 
north, south, east, or west lines, as the case may be, to the water COllrse, 
reservation line, or other boundary oj such fractional section, as repre
sented upon the official plat. 

In this the laY, presumes that the section lines are due north and 
south, or east and west linos, but this is not usunlly the case. Hence, 
in order to carry out tho spirit of the l!lw, it will be neceSS!lry in run
ning the center lines through fractional sections to adopt mean courses, 
where the section lines arc not on duo cardinal, or to run parallel to 
the cast, south, west, or north boundary of the section, as conditions 
may require, whel'(~ there is no opposite section lino. Section 107. 

Subdivision of Quarter Sections 

207. Prelim'inar1j to the subd,:v'ision oj qy,arter sections, the quarter
q1wrter- or sixteenth-section corners will be established at points mid
way between the section and quarter-sect'ion corners, and between the 
quarter-section corners and the center oj the section, except on the last 
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half mile oj the lines closing on township boundaries, where they should 
be placed at 20 chains, proportionate measurement, c01l'nting from the 
reg1tlar quarter-section corner. Sections 209, 468. 

The quarter-q1larter- or sixteenth-section corners having been estab
,lished as directed above, the center lines oj the quarter section will be 
run straight between opposite corresponding quarter-quarter- or six
teenth-section cornets on the quarter-section boundaries. TILe inter-

, section oj the lines thus Tun will determine the legal Cf,nter oj a quarter 
section, Section 468. 

Subdivision of Fractional Quarter Sections 

208. The subdivisional lines oj fractional quarter sections '1Dill be 
run from properly established quarter-quatter- or sixteenth-section cor
neTS, uxith courses governed by the conditions represented upon the 
officcial plat, to the lake, u:ater-coul'se, reservation, or other irregular 
b01mdary which renders stlch sections fractional. Section 197. 

209. 13y "pr9portionate measurement" is meant a measurement 
having the same ratio to that recorded in the original field notes as 
~he length of the line by re-measurement bears to its length as given 
111 the record. Reasonable discrepancies between former and new 
measurements may generally be expected. Errors may occur through 
many causes and should be as carefully avoided in re-measurements 
as in original surveys. Instead of the old practice of "adjusting 
the chain" to suit the former measure, the distance obtained by 
a precise method is compared with that of the record, and the shortage 
or surplus is distributed by proportion, producing the same result 
in a more reliable manner. For example: The length of the line 
from the quarter-section corner on the west boundary of sedion 
2 to the north line of the township, by the oiflcial survey was reported 
as 43.40 chains, and by the county surveyor's' measurement was 
found to be 42.90 chains; then the distance which the quarter-quarter
or sixteenth-section corner should be located north of the quarter
section corner 'would be determined by proportion as follows: As 43.40 
chains, tho ofIicial measurement of the whole distance, is to 42,90 
chains, the county surveyor's measurement of the same distance, so 
is 20 chains, original measurement, to 19.77 chains by the county 
surveyor's measurement, showing that by proportionate measurement 
in this case the quarter-quarter- or sixteenth-section corner should 
be set at 19.77 chains north of the quarter-section corner, instead of 
20 chains north of said corner, as represented on the official plat. In 
this manner the discrepancies between original and new measure
ments are equitably distributed. 

210. By way of recapitulation it should be emphasized that when 
entrymen have acquired title to certaiu legal subdivisions they have 
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become the owners of the identical ground area represented by the 
same subdivisions upon the official pInt. It is a matter of expert or 
technicfll proccdure to mark out the legal subdivisions called for in 
a patent, and entrymen are advised that a competent surveyor 
should be employed. The surveyor must necessarily iclentify the 
section boundaries and locate the legal center of the section in order to 
determine the boundaries of a quarter section. Then, if the bound
aries of quarter-quarter sections, or fractional lots, are to be deter
mined on the ground, the boundaries of the quarter section must be 
measured, and the sixteenth-section corners thereon should be fi:'{ed 
in accordance with the proportional distances represented upon the 
approved plat, thereupon the legal center of the quarter section 
may be duly located. Thus will be produced in the field the figure 
represented upon the plat, every part of the former in true propor
tion to the latter, where the elements of absolute distance and area 
have given way to corresponding proportional units as defined by 
fixed monuments established in the original survey. 

FRACTIONAL SUBDIVISION OF TOWNSHIPS 

211. In the preceding sections covering the subj ect of subdivision 
of townships every assumption was based upon initiating the sub
divisional survey upon regularly established exteriors, or, when 
necessary, a sectional guide meridian or a sectional correction rule, or 
both, were to be established, upon which rested the control of the 
subdivision of the township. The subdivision of every full township 
may always be governed by the aforeslated rules, but many other 
factors operate in determining the method and order of procedure to 
be ado'pted in the instance of fractional townships which have no linear 
south or cast boundary, or in the case of continuing with the survey 
of partially subdivided townships, ,vhere one or more of the previously 
established section lines may be found to be defective in respect to 
the rectangular linlit, or where partially surveyed scctions, or sections 
containing outlying areas protracted as surveyed, are to be completed. 
The cadastral engineer Clln not hope to master the subject of fractionul 
subdivision of townships until he hus become thoroughly familial' with 
every question relating to the subdivision of sections, nor is it possible 
to give in the lvIanual an example of every intricate problem which 
may be encountered in the field i thus the following discussion deals 
primarily with the principles, which must be considered in the firld, 
operating to control the engineer's method and order of procedure. 
It is possible, however, that cases may arise so complex in their 
character as to produce a feeling of doubt relative to tho prop or 
solution of the problem; ill which case the engineer will at once com-
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municate with the regional or public survey office, submitting in
formation, by letter and diagram, of the exact condition as found 
by him, and the necessary instructions will be forwarded. 

FRACTIONAL TOWNSHIPS 
212. Where by reason of the presence of a large meandernble body 

of water, impassable objects, a State or reservation or grant boundary, 
or for other sinlilar reasons a township is made fractional and is 
without a full linear south or east boundary, and it has been found 
advisable to run section lines as offsets to the township exteriors, the 
fractional section lines south and east of said controlling lines will be 
projected opposite to the usual direction; the fractional measurements 
on sl1id lines and the resulting fractiolll1l lots will be placed agl1inst 
the irregular boundary. If simill1r conditions obtain throughout the 
north or west part of a fraetionl1l township no departure from the reg
ular order of subdivision becomes neCCSSl1ry; in all such cases the 
fractional measurements on the exterior and subdivisionl1l linos, and 
the resulting fractional lots, will be placed to the north l1nd west 
against the irrc'gular boundary. 

213. Y\7bere on account of impassable objects or for other re[1sons 
no part of the south boundary of a township can be regularly estab
lished the subdivision thereof may proceed from north to south , 
and from east to west, thereby throwing an fractional measurements 
and arel1S l1gainst the west boundary and the meanderable stream or 
other boundary limiting the township on the south; if the cast 
boundary is without regular section corners and the north boundary 
has been run eastwardly as a true line, with section corners at regular 
intervals of 80 chains, the subdivision of the township may be .made 
from west to east, in which case the fractional measurements and areas 
will be thrown acrainst the irregular east boundl1ry; on the other 
hand, if the north boundary of sec. 6 is fractional, a sectional guide 
meridian will be initiated at the easternmost regular section corner on 
the north boundary of the township, which will be projected to the 
south to take the place of a governing east boundary, thus the s1.1 b
divisional survey would be projccted from north to south and from 
east to west with fractional measurements, and resulting fractional 
lots on the 'east, south and west boundaries of the township. The 
acc~mpanying diagrams are illustrative of the principles which operate 
to control the subdivision of partial townships. 

It will be observed that in the case of fractionfLl townships, the 
sections bear the same numbers they would have had if the townships 
were fuil, that is to say the seetion numbers arc employed which are 
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the proper section numbers relating to the sides which are the goverri
ing boundaries, leaving any deficiency to fall on the opposite sides. 

214. A very considerable class of surveys now coming before the 
Bureau of Land 1fanagement embraces the continuation of the sub
divisional survey of townships previously subdivided in part only, 
frequently including the completion of partially surveyed sections or of 
sections containing outlying arcas protracted as surveyed. If defec
tive conditions are. encountered in the previously established surveys, 
the problems concerning the procedul'{~ to be adopted multiply rapidly 
and require the greatest skill on the part of the engineer. In the 
construction of new township plats the former parctice of showing 
certain outlying areas of sections protracted as surveyed has been 
abandoned as unsatisfactory and inconsistent with the surveying 
laws. Section 583. 

215. Most original surveys which are to be extended were executed 
many years ago when the remaining areas now to be surveyed were 
considered waste lands. Due to the ravages of time and the inferior 
monumentation of the early smveys, obliteration is so far advanced 
in the majority of cases that usually resurveys arc required to identify 
and remonument the limiting boundaries of the area to be smveyed 
so far as the section or subdivision-of-section lines controlling the new 
areas may depend upon the position of the previously established 
corners. In order properly to determine the position of a lost corner, 
the engineer often will be required to retrace additional lilles ,>vhich 
are not the boundaries of sections containillg the now arcas to bo 
surveyed, but no reestablishments of original corners on such lines are 
required. The theoretical position of a lost corner on such lines may 
be at variance with an unofficial corner established by local sUTvey, 
accepted and recognized by the owners of the private lands affected; 
thus much controversy between landowners is avoided if the reestab
lishments are co~fined strictly to those corners which control the 
position of the section bounda.ries or the subdivision-oi-sectioll lines 
affecting the public lands to be surveyed. Identificd Qrigina.l corners 
which are adopted as a basis from which to control the reestablish
ments bordering the public land sections will be rehabilitated but not 
remonurnented. All restorations of lost corners will be made in 
strict accordance with the provisions of chapter V. 

The field notes of such resurveys should includo an explanation of 
their purpose and extent preliminary to proceeding with the running 
of the new lines as set out in the spccial instructions, giving all needed 
historical references to the related prior surveys. The dotail will be 
written in tho usual field note record form, follo\ving the introductory 
statement. 

215 
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The plat, in addition to the usual data, may if desirable carry a 
marginal memorandum (or diagram) that makes it clear what lines 
of the prior survey have been retraced as a basis for extending the 
new lines. If no changes in the former lottings and areas in the. 
resurveyed portion are to be made it will be stated that the lottings 
and areas remain as shovro on the plat (or plats) approved _________ _ 
(date or dates). 

Completion of Partially Surveyed Section~ 

216. Many assignments for fragmentary surveys require the com
pletion of the sUTvey of portions of boundaries of sections heretofore 
unsurveyed, in which sections are contained areas fixed in position 
by less than the regular complement of corners usually established 
for the identification of the legal subdivisions of the section. In 
the completion of such partially sUTvcyed sections, the engineer 
will be expected to give full consideration to the manner of protecting 
acquired rights based upon the former approved plats. Section 583. 

The following 10 principles are distinctly applicable to the subject: 
1. The legal procedure governing the subdivision of any normal section into 

quarter sections is based broadly on the principle that the partition lines may be 
definitely fixed by four opposite quarter-section corners establish cd on its bound
aries; the intersection of the true center lincs thus controllcd is the lcgal point 
for the interior quarter-section corner of a section. 

Z. The legal procedure govcrning the subdivision of regular quarter sections 
into quarter-quarter sections is based broadly on the same principle of controlling 
lines projected between opposite sixteenth-section corners of the quarter section, 
the latter corners established at mid-points on the true lines bounding the quarter 
section;theintersection of the true center lines of the quarter section is the Jegal 
point for the interior sixteenth-section corner of such regular quarter section. 

3. The legal procedure governing the subdivision of sections containing frac
tional lots into their component regular quarter-quarter scctions and fractional 
lots is based on the same principle with the simple modification that the sixteenth
section corners on the boundaries of such quarter sections are themselves estab
listed at distances conformable to the proportions shown on the official plat. 

4. The fact that the full complement of four section corners of the section and 
all of the four opposite quarter-section co-rners has not been established in an 
accepted survey does not impair the validity of any areas shown upon the ap
proyed plat, and the legal procedure to be adopted in the extension of the bound
aries of such sections must be such as to fix, within reasonable limits, the remain
ing quarter-section corners in' a position which will protect the integrity of the 
original areas by controlling center lines connecting the old and new quarter
section corners. 

5. In the rectangular system the section is recognized as the unit of subdivision, 
and in proceeding witt the extension of fragmentary surveys first consideration 
must necessarily be given to the complction of the survey of fractional sections. 
No invasion of the original unit is tolerable if any portion of such unit has been 
surveyed, or if outlying areas have been shown protracted as surveyed. 

6. "Reasonable limits" for the fixation of the remaining quarter-section cor-
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ners of a section in a position which will protect the integrity of the original areas 
of such section may be considered such as for alinement when not to exceed 21' 
from a cardinal course, and for measurement when not to exceed 25 links from 40 
chains where the opposite portion of the section boundary is shown as 40 chains, 
or in proportion as a limiting difference when the opposite portion of the section 
is more or less than 40 chains. This concession as to limits is made in the interest 
of simplicity, where by such concession rcctangularity of both the old and new 
surveys may be maintained if so harmonized. 

7. The position of the new quarter-section corner which is to be established 
on the new opposite boundary of a fractional section will be controlled from one 
direction only if the old opposite distance has been made to count from one di
rection only, and the controlling measurement will be made to harmonize with 
the length of the oPP0site portion of the section, but if the old opposite distance 
has been made to count from two directions the position of the new quarter-sec
tion corner will be controlled from the two directions and the proportional lengths 
of the two portions of the new line will be made to harmonize with the proportional 
lengths of the two parts of the old opposite boundary, all as indicated by the dis
tances and areas shown on the original approved plat. 

8. The underlying principles governing the rectangular surveying system arc 
equally applicable to the completion of the survey of fractional sections, and given 
a condition in an original survey which in all its various clements is "within 
limits" within the meaning bf the rectangular surveys, the simple plan of continu
ing in the same manner and order l:l.S would have been adopted in the original sur
vey, if the same had not been discontinued, will accomplish usually in its simplest 
form the completion of the survey of fractional sections; this becomes the first 
duty of the engineer before proceeding with the survey of additional sections, so 
that should irregularity be developed, no invasion of partially surveyed sections 
can result from the irregularities of other sections. It follows in principle, when 
irregularity is developed, that the engineer will be best prepared·to determine the 
proper method of su:t\rey adapted to procure simplicity of correction of existing 
irregularities and an early resumption of regularity, when he is in possession of 
full data concerning the conditions of all the old lines limiting the fragmentary 
surveys and upon which the new lines are to be initiated or closed, his knowledge 
being based upon the results of actual retracement of such irregular old lines. It 
must be granteel that a skillful exercise of iudgment by the engineer based upon 
his knowledge of the facts is far more desirabJe than to restrict him to the app
lication of empirical rules devised to cover possiblp, but innumerable combinations 
of irregularity. 

9. The completion of the survey of the partirlily surveyed sections will be made 
as nearly as possible in accordance with the regular rules for subdividing when the 
original lines are found to be within limits; otherwise, such sections will be com
pleted by, surveying alltilles in such a manner that each and every section (except
ing in cases of unavoidahle hiatus or overlap) shall have four regular boundaries 
without offsets, with four governing section COl'ners and four controlling qual'ter
section corners in such positions as to maintain the integIity of the fractional 
areas already shown upon the original plat. The subdivision thereof may then 
be made by connecting the opposite quarter-section corners in the regular lllanner 
with resulting locations agreeable to the legal subdivisions shown upon the 
original plat. If an hiatus or overlap is unavoidable, the position of the new 
quarter-section corner or corners will be carefully determined for latitllde on a 
meridional line or for depluture on a latitudinal line on the same plan as would 
have resulted in the regular survey of a new boundary extending in full from 
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the one or two directions which control the position of the new quarter-section 
corner or corners. 

10. Adjoining sections must be considered separately when placinO' the new 
quarter-section corners, and the new corner need not be common to the four quar
ters of the two adjoining sections unless the theoretical position for each section 
falls within 25 links of a common point; in which case the difference mav be ad-
justed in such a manner as to secure maximum regularity. . 

A pr~vate.survey made for the purpose of marking on the ground a 
theoretrcal Ime, platted but not run by the Government where exe
cuted within allow~ble departure from cardinal course, and relied upon 
?y owner under tItle passed by the United States in the placing of 
Improvements upon the patented land, will not be disturbed, but it 
will be adopted by the Government as a boundary for closure of the 
survey of the adjoining public land. Algoma Lumber 00. v. Kruger, 
50 L. D. 402 (1923). 

Examples: Ivlanual Appendix III. 
217. The meridional line out of limits in measuremenL 
218. The meridional line out of limits in alinement. 
219. Combinations of the discrepancies. 
220. Half scctions protracted as surveyed. 
221. Fractional parts of sections' protracted as surveyed. 
222. The application of the rules for the completion of the bound

aries of irregular sections which contain outlying areas protracted 
as surveyed will not usualJy permit the complete establishment of the 
lines, and the marking of the monuments, until all directions and lengths 
of the lines,' and the exact situation with respect to the units of the 
adjoining sections, have been determined on the ground, and repre
sented by diagram. 

223. A distinctly different class of partially surveyed sections is 
found along erroneous meander lines shown upon approved plats of 
fractional townships. Such sections are never subject to completion 
except as definitely authorized in the written special instructions 
furnished to the engineer, as the approved plat must be held to repre
sent correctly a true mcanderable body of water until proven otherwise 
to the satisfaction of the Bureau of Land Management, as intimated 
in section 3, chapter 1. Numerous instances are on record however , , 
where the evidence submitted to the Bureau is conclusive that sur
veyors have erroneously classified overflowed lands as meanderable, 
or where the recorded meander line does not and never did conform 
to the mean high-water elevation of an actual meanderable body of 
wa tel', thus erroneously omitting considerable areas of land. The 
question:,; of title to such areas are extremely intricate, and the original 
surveys will be extended only under definite authorization by the 
Bureau Qf Land Management. The surveying problems arise only 
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when the extension of the original survey beyond the meander line 
shown upon the approved plat has been duly authorized. Sections 
521-529, inclusive. 

The reestablishment of the original meander line with a suitable 
monument at each angle point is a usual accompaniment of the 
above class of surveys, the purpose being to segregate definitely the 
previously surveyed areas from the unsurveyed public lands; it is 
more appropriate to consider the surveying questions thus involved 
along with other problems relating to the reestablishment of broken 
boundaries, where the subject will be found in section 380, chapter V. 
The next step in the field is to complete the, partially surveyed sections 
and the procedure in practically every instance will be controlled 
by the ruies already outlined in respect to the completion of the 
survev of sections containing outlying areas protracted as surveyed; 
it se~ms unnecessary to repeat the governing principles in such 
closely related cases. 

Subdivision of Fractional Sections Resulting From Fractional Surveys 

224. The one best test of the fitness of a proposed method incident to 
the completion of partially surveyed sections will be found in platting 
the section for subdivision by protraetion; thereupon the regular rules 
for subdivision of sections should be applicable. Thus the position 
of the new quart~r-section eorners, esta-blished to control the sub
di vision of a particular section in question, must be such as to permit 
the center lines from said points to the opposite original quarter
section corners to be connected in strict harmony with the conditions 
represented upon the original approved plat, disregarding the effect 
upOD the subdivision of the newly surveyed public land. Likewise 
the lincs connecting the sL-xteenth-seetion corners on the opposite 
boundaries of a quarter seetion must conform to the conditions repre
sented upon the original plat. VV'hen the subdivision-of-section lines 
arc thus platted the section may be considered satisfactory if the 
integrity of the original areas is in no way violated. When the sub
division-of-section lines are platted as suggested, the permanent 
conditions affecting the new areas may be considered, and should be 
harmonized with the following additional rules: 

1. The new areas should be complcmcntary to the original areas 
by the extension of the subdivision-of-section lines as already pro
tracted upon the original plat, except as poorly shaped lots, or lots 
of too great or too little area, would result in violation of the regular 
rules for subdivision of sections. 

2. The same meridional limit may be permitted, in the intr;rest 
of regularity and simplicity of platting, as is ordinarily allowed in 
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latitudinal section lines; i. e., a section mav be considered reauIar 
• h 

whose boundary lines are fill for alinement when not to exceed 21' 
from a cardinal course, and for measurement when not to exceed 25 
links from 40 chains between the section and quarter-section corners. 
Such regular sections may be subdivided into regular quarter sec
tions and quarter-quarter sections as far a~ possible. A section 
having three regular boundary lines may be subdivided in accord
anc!" with the usual rules for subdividing sections along the north 
and west boundaries of a normal township. A section havina two 
adjacent regular boundary lines may be subdivided similarly to the 
manner in which sec. 6 of a normal township is treated. All other 
sections should be treated as irregular, with subdivision-of-seetion 
lines protracted to mid-points on the boundaries of the quarter sec
tions, except as a calculated proportional position for a sixteenth
section corner is made necessary by reason of conditions relating to 
the complementary area shown upon the original plat. 

3. All new fractional, lots \vill be numbered beginning with the 
next higher number in the series of the same section already begun 
upon the previously approved plat, and proceeding in the usual order 
in which fraetionallots are normally numbered. The new series may 
begin with No. 1 in case the fractional parts of the original area are 
not designated by lot number. 

Completing the Subdivision of a Partial Township Resulting From 
Fragmentary Surveys 

225. After the partially surveyed sections have been fully completed 
the engineer may proeeed with the subdivision of the remaining 
portions of the township. Every condition represents a separate 
problem, and few specific rules would serve any purpose in guiding 
the engineer to a definite procedure. If no irregulflrities are to be 
found in the previously established lines the new survey may proceed 
normally, but if defective conditions are encountered the irregularities 
are not to be extended into unsurveyed sections any farther than 
necessary to incorporate the resulting fractional measurements into 
suitable fractional lots adjoining the former surveys. Preference 
should be given to extending all surveys from south to north and 
from east to west, but if a better control is available by reversing the 
procedure in one or both directions, thus resulting in a simpler and 
better survey in respect to minimizing the number of extra corners as 
well as fractional lots, such reversal of procedure is fully warranted. 
The principle relating to controlling eo ordinate measurements in two 
directions at right angles, as along the south awl east boundaries of a 
township, may be applied to the sub divisional lines best suited to 
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control the new surveys to be executed; and, if the selected bases are 
defective in alinement, in whole or in part, the new section lines may 
serve tbe function of a sectionul guide meridian or a sectional correc
tion line us required. The corners from which the new surveys arc to 
be initiated and controlled in latitude and departure will be termed 
corners of four sections, or of two sections as appropriate, and where 
the terminal lines cannot be connected regularly with the previously 
established section corners by random and true line not exceeding 21' 
from cardinal, a closing section corner will be established in full 
accord with the principle relating to the establishment of closing 
section corners on the north or west boundaries of a township where 

, the latter lines arc found to be defective in measurement. The 
fractional measurements of the closing section lines will be placed 
adjacent to the old surveys, and the distance from the closing section 
corner to the nearest original corner will be measured i the original 
lines forming the boundary of the lands to be surveyed w-ill be retraced, 
as already provided, and the marks upon the original corners will be 
appropriately modified as necessary; new quarter-section corners 
marked to control the subdivision of the new sections will be estab
lished on the original lines at midpoints between the closing section 
corners, or at 40 chains from one direction, according to the manner 
in which a new section is to be subdivided. 

There are generally two or more ways in which a fractional sub
division may be executed, but a careful study by the regional or public 
survey office of a sketch plat submitted by the cadastral engineer, rep
resenting existing conditions, will generally reveal the superiority of 
one method over another, and will avoid objectionable results as far 
as existing conditions relating to the original surveys will permit. 

MEANDERING 

226. All navigable bodies of water and other important rivers and 
lakes (as hereinafter described) are to be segregated from the public 
lands at mean'i'ligh-water elevation. The traverse of the margin of a 
permanent natural body of water is termed a meander line. In 
original surveys, meander lines are not run us boundary lines but for 
the purpose of defining the sinuosities of the bank or shore line, and 
for ascertaining the quantity of land remaining aftcr segregation of 
the water area. 

The running of meander lines has always been authorized in the 
survey of public lands fronting on large streams and other bodies of 
water, but the mere fact that an irregular or sinuous line must be 
run as in case of a reservation boundary, docs not entitle it to be , , 

called a mean.der line except \vhcre it closely follows the bank of a 
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stream or lake. The legal riparian rights connected ,'lith meander 
lines do not apply in case of other irregular lines, as the latter are 
strict boundaries. 

Low-water mark is the point to which a river or other body of water 
recedes, under ordinary conditions, at its lowest stage. High-water 
mark is the line which the water impresses on the soil by covering it 
for sufficient periods to deprive it of vegetation. Raide v. Dollar, 
203 P. 469 (1921). The shore is the space between the margin of the 
water at its lowest stage" and the banks at high-water mark. Ala
bama v. Georgia, 64 U. S. 505 (1859). 

Numerous decisions in the United States Supreme Court and many 
of the State courts assert the principle that meander lines are not 
boundaries defining the area of ownership of tracts adjacent to waters. 
The general rule is that meander lines are not run as boundaries, but 
to define the sinuosities of the banks of the stream or other body of 
water, and as a means of ascertaining the quantity of land embraced 
in the survey, the stream, or other body of water, and not the mean
der line as actually run on the ground, being the boundary. When 
by action of water the bed of the body of water changes, high-water 
mark changes and ownership of adjoining land progresses with it. 
Lane v. United States, 274 Fed. 290 (C. C. A. 5, 1921); Harper v. 
Holston, 205 P. 1062 (Wash. 1922). 

Meander lines will not be established at the segregation line between 
upland and swamp or overflowed land, but at the ordinary high-water 
mark of the actual margin of the river or lake on which such swn,mp 
or overflowed lands border. 

227. Practically all inland bodies of water pass through an annual 
cycle of changes from mean low water to flood stages, between the 
extremes of which will be found mean high water. In regions of 
broken topography, especially where bodies of water are bounded by 
sharply sloping lands, the horizontal distance between the margins of 
the various water' elevations is comparatively slight, and the engineer 
will not experience much dimculty in determining the horizontal 
position of mean high-water level with approximate accuracy; but 
in level regions, or in any locality whcre the meandcrable bodies of 
wn,ter arc bordered by relatively ilat lands, the horizontal distance 
between the successive levels is relativcly great. 'rhe engineer will 
find the most roliable indication 9f mean high-water elevation in the 
evidence made by the water's action at its various stages, which will 
generally be found well marked in the soil, and in timbered localities 
a very certain indication of the locus of the various important water 
levels will be found in the belting of the native forest species. 

1-1ean high-water elevation will be found ut the margin of tho area 
occupied by the water for the greater portion of each averll,ge yMl': 
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at this level a definite escarpment in the soil will generally be trace
uble, at the top of which is the true position for the engineer to run 
the meander line. A pronounced escarpment, the result of the action 
of storm and flood waters, will often be found above the principal 
water level, und sepurated from the latter by the storm or flood 
beach; another less evidence escarpment will often be found at the 
average low-water level, especially of lakes, the lower escarpment 
being separated from the principal escarpment by the normal beach 
or shore. While these questions properly belong to the realm of 
geology, they should not be overlooked in the survey of a meander 
line. 

"\V11ere native forest trees are found in abundance bordering bodies 
of water, those trees showing evidence of having grown under favor
.able site conditions will be found accurately belted along contour lines; 
thus a certain class of mL'{ed varieties common to a particular region 
will be found only on the lands seldom if ever overflowed; another 
group of forest species will be found on the lands which are inundated 
only a small portion of the growing season each year, and indicate 
the area ,vhich should be included in the classification of the uplands; 
other varieties of native forest trees will be found only within the 
zone of swamp and overflowed lands. All timber growth normally 
ceases at the margin of permanent water. 

228. At every point where either standard, township or section 
lines intersect the bank of a navigable stream, or any meanderable 
body of water, corner monuments at such intersections will be estab
lished at the time of running these lines. Such monuments are 
called meander corners. In the survey of lands bordering on tide 
waters, meander corners may be temporarily set at the intersection 
of the surveyed lines with the margin of mean high tide, but no monu
ment should be placed in a position exposed to the beating of waves 
and the action of ice in severe '.veather. In all such cases a witness 
corner on the line surveyed, at a secure point near the true point for 
the meander corner, will be established. The crossing distance 
between meander corners on the same line will be ascertained by 
trifmgulation or direct measurement, and the full particulars will be 
given ill the f}cld notes. 

229. Inasmuch as it is not praeticable in public-land surveys to 
meander in such a way as to follow and reproduce all the minute 
windings of the high-water line, the United States Supreme Court 
has given the principles governirig the use and purpose of meandering 
shores in its decision in a noted case as follows: 

Meandc~ lines are run in surveying fractional portions of the public lands 
bordering on navigable rivers, not as boundaries of the tract, but for the purpose 
of defining the sinuosities of the banks of the stream, and as the means of aseer-
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taining the quantity of land in the fraction subiect to sale, which is to be paid 
for by the purchaser. In preparing the official plat from the field notes the 
meander line is represented as the border line of the stream, and shows I to a 
demonstration that the water-course, ane! not the meander line as actually run 
on the land, is the boundary. Railroad Co. v. Schurmeir 7 Wall. 273 286-287 
(11568). ' , 

230. The engineer will commenee the meander line at one of the 
meander corners, follow the bank or shore line, and <;ietermine the 
true bearing and measure the exact length of eaeh course from the 
beginning to the next meander corner. All meander co~ses are to 
be taken or counted from the true meridian and will be determined 
with precision; "transit anglcs" showing only the amount of the 
deviation from the preceding course are not acceptable in field notes 
of meanders. For convenience the courses of meander lines should 
be adjusted to the exact quarter degree; meander lines are not strict 
boundaries and this method will give approximate agreement with 
the minute sinuosities of mean high-water elevation. Again, for 
convenience of platting and computation, the engineer is required 
to adopt turning points at distances of whole chains, or multiples of 
10 links, with odd links only in the final cou,rse. 

In cases where the engineer finds it impossible to carry his meander 
li..'1e along mean high-water mark, his notes should state the distance 
therefrom and the obstacles which justify the deviation. A table 

. of latitudes and departures of the meander courses should be com
puted before leaving the vicinity, and if misclosure is found indi
cating error in measurement or in reading courses, the lines ~hould 
be rerun. 

All streams flowing into a river, lake, ormeanderable bayou will 
be noted, and the width at their mouths stated; also, the position, 
size, and depth of ,springs, whether the water be pure or mineral; 
also, the heads and mouths of all bayous, all mpids and bars, will 
be noted, with intersections to the upper and lower ends of the latter, 
to establish their exact situation. The elevation of the banks of 
lakes and streams, the heig'ht of fntis and cascades and the lencrth 

~ '''' and fall of rapids, will be recorded in the field notes. 
'1'he field notes of meanders will show the corners from which the 

meanders commenced and upon which they closed, and will eAhibit 
the meanders of each fractional section separately; following, and 
composing a part of such notes, will be given a description of the 
adjoining land, soil and timber, and the depth of mundation to 
which the bottom land is subject. The utmost care will be taken 
to pass no object of topography, or change therein, without giving a 
particular description thereof in its proper place in the notes of the 
meanders. 
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Rivers 

231. Facing downstream, the bank on the left hand is termed 
the left bank and that on the right hand the right ballk. These terms 
will be universally used to distinguish the two banks of a river or 
stream. Navigable rivers and bayous, as well as all rivers not em
braced in the class denominated "navigable," the right-angle width 
of \vhich is 3 chains and upwards, will be meandered on both banks, at 
the ordinary mean high-"water mark, by taking the geneml courses 
and distances of their sinuosities. Rivers not cliLssed iLS navigiLble 
will not be meandered iLbove the point where the average right-angle 
width is less than 3 chains, except when duly authorized. 

Shallow streiLms, iLnd intermittent streams without well defined 
chiLnncl or banks, will not be meandered, even when more thiLn 3 chains 
wide. TidewiLter streiLms will be meandered iLt ordinary meiLn high 
tidc iLS far as niLvigable, even when less thiLn 3 chiLins wide. TidewiLter 
inlcts [1lld bayous will be recorded, iLnd will be meandered if more thiLn 
3 chains in width, but when non-niLvigiLble will not be meandered 
when less thiLn 3 chains \vide. 

Lakes 

232. The meanders "Of all lakes of the area of 25 acres and upwards, 
will be commenced at a meander corner and continued, as above 
directed for niLvigable streiLms; from said corner, the courses and 
distances of the entire margin of the same, and the intersections with 
all meander corners estiLblished thereon, wi.ll be noted. 

In the case of lakcs which are found to be located entirely within 
the boundaries of a section, a quarter-section line, if one crosses the 
lake, will be run from one of the quarter-section corners, on a theoreti
cuI course to conneet ,'lith thc oppcsite quarter-section corner, to 
thc margin of the lake, and the distance will be measured; thcn 
at the point thus determined a "special meander corner" will be 
established. "Where one or both of the opposite quarter-section 
corners cannot be established, and in all cascs where the distances 
acrosS a lake exceed 40 chains or the physical crossing is difficult, 
a snecinJ meander corncr will be established on the meander line on 
the' centcr line of the section at midpoint in departure or at midpoint 
in latitude, or proportionally in a fractional section. The tcmporary 
point set when running the meander line will bc corrccted to the true 
center line posilion for monumentiLtion. If a mel1nderu.ble lake is found 
to be locatec,l entirely within a qUiLrter section, an" auxiliary meander 
corner" will be established at some suitable point on its margin" and 
a connecting line will be run from said monument to a regular corner 
on the scction boundary. A connecting tra'lerse line will be recorded, 
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if one is run, but it will also be reduced to the equivaJent direct 
connecting course and distance, iLll of which will be stated in the field 
notcs, and the course and length of the direct connecting line will be 
shown on the plat of the survey. 

The meander line of a lake lying within the interior of a section 
will be initiated at the established special or auxiliary meander corner, 
as the case may be, and continued around the margin of the nonnal 
lake at its mean high-water level, to a closing at the point of beginning. 
All proceedings are to be fully entered in tho field n'otes. 

Artificial lakes and reservoirs are not to be seD'reO'ated from the 
f' b b 

publrc lands, unless specially provided in the instructions, but the true 
position and extent of such bodies of water will be determined in the 
field and shown on the pliLt. 

Islands 

233. In the progress of the regular survcys every island above the 
mean high-water elevation of any meanderable body of water, ex
cepti.ng only those islands which may have formed in navigable bodies 
of water after the date of the admission of a StiLte into the Union will 

. ' be defimtely located by triangulation or direct measurement or 
other suitable process, and will be meandered and shown upon tho 
official plat. 

In the survey of the mainland fronting on any non-navigable body 
of water, anyisland opposite thereto, iLbove mean high-wiLter elevation 
is subject to survey. Also, even though the United States may hav~ 
parted with its title to the adjoining mainland, an island in any 
meandered body of water, navigable or non-na'ligable, known or 
proven to have been in existence at the date of the admission of a State 
into the Union, and at the date of the survey of the mainland, if 
omitted from said original survey, remains public land of the United 
Stutes, and as such the island is subject to survey. This is because 
such islands ,vere not then a part of the bed of the stream, and there
fore their title remained in the United States, subject to survey and 
disposal when identified. The riparian right thiLt attacbes to the 
loUings along the meander line of the mainland pertains only to the 
bed of the stream, and to such islands as miLy form within the bed 
subsequent to the disposal of the tiLle. '1'11e proof of the time of the 
forma,tion of such islands is often more or less difficult, and it is the 
practice to make a careful examination of the history of an island in 
relation to the question of its legal ownership. 

Islands that have beon given well-known proper names will be so 
identilled, both in the field notes and on the pliLt. Sometimes there 
are a number of islands ill the same section, without proper names i 
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some may have been surveyed, others omitted. Of the latter, some 
may rightfully belong to the State, some to a riparian proprietor, so 
that any system of numbering may be uncertain, and if used may still 
be confused with l1 lot number, if and when surveyed. For these 
reasons their indontification may be uncertain unless the following 
rule is applied: 

Where there are several unnamed islands within the same section, these will 
be referred to in the field notes (when surveyed) according to the lot number 
(Island designated as lot No. -) that is assigned on the plat, excepting that 
islands which arc crossed by section line boundaries, or by a center line of the 
section, arc readily identified by location. 

Any township boundary or seetion line which will intersect an 
island will be extended as nearly in accordance with the plan of 
regular surveys as conditions will pcrmit, and the usual township, 
section, quarter-section and meander corners will be established on 
the island. If an island falls in two sections only, the line between 
those particular sections should be established in its proper theoretical 
position based upon suitable sights and calculations. If an island falls 
entirely in one section, and is large enough to be subdivided (over 
50 acres in area), a suitable sight or calculation will be made to locate 
on the margin of the island an intersection with the theoretical position 
of any suitable subdivision-of-section line, and at the point thus 
determined a "special mcander corner" will be established. In the case 
of an island hlling entirely in one section and fOlWd to be too small to 
be subdivided, an (( auxiliary meander corner" will be established at 
any suitable point on its margin, ,vhich will be accurately connected 
,vi th any regular corner on the mainland. Section 277. The direct 
course and length of the connecting line will be given in the field 
notes, together with all sights, measurements, triangulations and 
traverse lines upon which the calculation may be based. The course 
and length of the direct connecting line will be shown on the plat. 

The meander line of an island will be surveyed in harmony with 
principles and rules heretofore stated; all to\vDship and section lines 
crossing the island will be S110Vv11 on the plat; and, if the island is 
large enough to be subdivided, the subdivision will be accomplished 
by the protraction of suitnble suLdivisiol1-of-section lines in their 
correct theoretical position. 

Agricultural uplund within the limits of swamp and ovcrflowed 
lands should be so cli1ssified and shown upon the pInt accordingly, 
but such land will not be meandered as an island. 
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LIMITS OF CLOSURE 

234. Under the general subjects of "to\vnship exteriors" and 
"subdivision of townships" certain ddinite limits were prescribed 
beyond which previously established surveys are classed as "de
fectiv~," .01' in th? case of new surveys corrective steps are required. 
Such lumts constltute the standard of accuracy of the United States 
rectangular surveys, and, for convenience, have been yariously re
ferred to as the Urectangular linlit," "limit for the control of new 
surveys," "limit relating to defective exteriors and section lines II 

"limits for subdivision," etc., each expression having been form~d 
to . suit the descriptive exigency of the text. A more general re
qmrement known as the "limit of closure" will be applied as a test 
of the accuracy of the alinement and measurement of all classes of 
lines embraced in any closed figure incident to the public-land sur
veys, and corrective steps will be required wherever this test dis
closes an error beyond the allowable limit. 

The "error Of. closure" of a survey may be defined, in general 
terms, as the ratIO of the length of the line representing the equiva
lent of the errors in latitude and departure (as found by a table of 
latitu.des .and departures) to the length of the perimeter of the figure 
constltutmg the survey; but, with due reO'ard for the controllinO' 
eool'dinat~ gov?rning lines of a rectangular survey, pronounced 
accuracy m latltude will not be permitted to offset gross error in 
departure, or vice versa, and, in order to be consistent with this 
fundamental theory, a double test must be applied in place of the 
one expressed in general terms. The "limit of closure" fixed for 
the United States rectangular surveys may be expressed by the 
fraction' 7~52 provided that the limit of closure in neither latitude 
nor departure exceeds %40, and where a survey qualifies under the 
latter limit the former is bound to be satisfied; thus an accrunulativo 
error of 12)~ links per mile of perimetor, in either latitude or departure. 
will not be exceeded in an acceptl1ble survey. The limit of closur~ 
as thus expressed may be applied to various specific conditions as 
heretofore stated. 

The latitudes and departures of a normal section shall ench close 
within 50 links; of a normal range or tier of sections within 175 
links; and of a normal to\vIlship, within. 300 links. 'l'h~ boundaries 
of each fractional section including irregular claim lines or meanders, 
or the meanders of an island or lake in the interior of a section, should 
close within a limit to be determined by the fraction %10 when the 
error in either latitude or departure is considered separately; the 
same rule ,\fill be applied to all broken or irregular boundaries. 
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Engineers are required to compute all doubtful closings while in 
the field in the immediate vicinity of a particular line, or series of 
lines, in question, and to accomplish all necessary corrective work 
before concluding a survey. 

Further attention is required on the subject of the accuracy of the 
current surveys when considered apart from the basic limit of 21' 
departure from cardinal, or 50 links per mile allowable tolerance in 
measurement, 'Nhen these are applied as a test of acceptable rec
tangularity, espec,ially in initiating or closing, new surveys from, or 
upon, the approved older surveys that may lack modern requirements 
as to accuracy. The question relates to the matter of the depend
ability of the reeord direction and length of lines as currently returned, 
or the reliance that can be placed on those values. To what extent 
can those values be incorporated safely into other surveys that pre
sume to set up 'definite standards of accuracy, or for mapping pur
poses of the various classes? 

This is a test that bears directly on the improved technique which 
is now practiced in the making of the public land surveys. The 
latter has its own limit in the elements of cost and good judgment as 
to what may suitably be required in the region under survey. The 
question may be resolved further into what should be expected 
through the greater part of the work, for the type of country and 
justifiable costs, and that limit of tolerance which can be allowed 
where discrepancies become the disturbing factor in the closure. 

vVhen all clements are given due weight, good judgment calls for 
the average closures, and limits of tolerance, a!3 expressed in the fol
lowing tabulations: 

I Average closures in lat. & Limit 01 tolerance In the I dep. per sq. m!., quar- closure, and In the di- Closure limits tered as a tolerance in 
Character of country; bnslc ceo- tbe direction and rection and length of when expressed 

nomic valuo length of line per mile; line per mile; not to be by the usual 

accuracy to be attained exceeded, nor to be II action, and 

in at least % of tbe sur- arproaChed In excess of by linear ratio 

vey > 01 tbe survey 

Class E: Extremely rough moun- 25 lks. 50 lks. 1/905 1/452 
tainons land, hen vily tim bered, 
dellse undergrowth, exccption- 6.2 lb., 2'40" 12.5 lks., 5'20" 1:1280 1:640 ully dlflicult to survey; value 
chiefly for grazing, timber, reereOr 
tion, reclamation reservoirs, wild-
Efl! preserves, etc. 

Class D: Rough moun talnous Jand, . 10 lb. 251ks. 1/1414 1/005 
scat tering tun ber, considccablo 
undergruwth; value chiefly for 4.0 lks., 1'40" 6.2 lks., 2'40" 1 :2000 1:1280 
grilzlng, timber, recreation, recla--
matlen reservoirs, wildlife pre-
serves, e te. 

Ch" C: VuluubJeminernldeposits, 8 Jks, J61ks. 1/2328 1/1414 
Inlproved OJ cultIvated lnnd:<, re-

I 
ciallDCU ugrlculturoJ lantis, small 

2.0 lb., O'W' 4.0 lks., 1'40" 1:4.000 1:2COO tract arcas; otber [J.fcas where this 
uccurney can be attained at reu-
sonable cost. 
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Requirements in lIfethods 2 

Class E: Care in all measurement, orientation, and transit angles, as prescribed 
in chapter II. 

Class D: Correction for tape expansion or contraction under extreme ranges of 
tempcrature, and better «are in all measurements, orientation, and transit angles. 

Class C: Approximate temperature correction; approximately uniform tension 
b~t avo~ding sag; stadia excluded; extra care in slope reductions; greater care i~ 
onentatlOn; angular values 20" or better and not accumulative. 

MARKING LINES BETWEEN CORNERS 

235. The marking of a survey upon the ground in such a manner 
as to fi."'{ forever the position ·of the legal lines in relation to the earth's 
surface is the final step in the field work, and is accomplished in three 
ways, which, if well executed, will individually or collectively furnish 
the means of the identification of the survey at even remote future 
dates. Careful attention to these details is one of the most important 
phases of the engineer's field work. (a) The regular corners of the 
public-land surveys are marked by fixed monuments of specified 
character as described in chapter IV; (b) the relation of the officially 
surveyed lines to natural topographical features is recorded in much 
detail as hereinafter, outlined, and again exemplified in the specimen 
field notes; and (c) the locus of the legal lines, wherever living timber 
is encountered, is plainly marked upon the forest trees, \vhich is ac
complished by the process of "blazing" and by "hack" marks. 

A II blaze" is an artificial mark which is ordinarily made upon a 
tree trunk at about breast height, in which a fiat scar is left upon the 
tree surface. The bark and a very small amount of the live wood 
tissue arc removed, leaving a smooth surface which forever brands the 
tree. The size of the blaze depends somewhat upon the size of the 
tree, but is never made larger than the surface of an ax blade; a blaze 
5 or 6 inches in height and from 2· to 4 inches in width is ample to 
mark any tree. 

A "hack" is also an artificial mark which is ordinarily made upon it 
tree trunk at about breast height, in which a horizontal notch is cut 
in to the surface of the tree. The notch is made" V -shaped," and is 
cut through the bark and well into the wood. Two hacks are cut in 
order to distinguish those made in the survey from accidental marks 
resulting from other causes; a vertical section of the completed official 
hack mark resembles a " double-V" (::§) extending across a tree from 
2 to 6 inches in length, depending upon the diameter of the tree. 
The "hack" and" blaze" marks are equally permanent, but so diiJerent 
in character that one ma.rk should never be mistaken for the other. 

, Precision surveys in metropolitan arcas are regarded as Class A cadastral surveys; townsite surveys 
(soo.480) a.re termed 01= l! cadastral surveY2. 
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The marking of troes along tho survcyed linos is rcquired by Ifl,IV 

as positively as the erection of monUlllents (R. S. soc. 2305; 43 
U. S. 0., sec. 751). Alliinos on which are to bo establishod the legal 
cornors will be marked after this mothod, viz: Thoso trees which may 
be interscctcd by the line will have two hacks or notches cut on each 
of the sides facing the lino, without any other marks whatever. These 
are callcd sight trees or line treos. A sufficient number of othor trees 
standinO' \vithin 50 links of the line, on eithor side of it, will be blazed. 
on two ~idos quartering toward the line, in order to ronder the line 
conspicuous, and readily to be traced in either direction, ~he blazes 
to be opposito each other coinciding in direction with the lme whore 
the trecs stnnd very ncar it, and to approach nearer each other toward 
the line the farther the line passes from the blazod trces. 

Due care will ever be taJ.::en to have thc lines so well marked as to 
be readily followed, and to cut the blazes plainly enough to leave 
recoO'Dizable scars as long as the trees stand. This can be accom
plished by blazing just through the bark into the live woo~ tissue. 
Where treos 2 inches or more in diameter occur along a lme, the 
required blazes will not be omitted. vYher: trees hav~ ?ranches 
O'rowing to the ground, the blazes will be omItted unless It IS neces
~ary to remove the branches to permit sighting. 

Lines are also to be mi1l'ked by cutting away enough of the under
O'rowth to facilitate correct sighting of instruments. Where lines 
~ross doep wooded valleys, by sighting over the tops, the usual blazing 
of trees in the low O'l'ound when accessible will be performed. The 
undergrowth ,,,ill be bespeeially well'cut al~n~ all lines. within dist~nces 
of 5 chains of corner monuments and wIthm 2 chams of artenes of 
travel. but the cutting of the undergrowth may be oTl1itted in decp un
travel~d ravines unless necessary fOl' accurate sighting or measurement. 

Line trees and blazing will be marked only with reference to the 
established true line, nnd where lines are run by the "ra.ndom. and 
true" lino method, the marking of line trees and the blazmg WIll be 
accomplishod by returning over the line after all cOJ'r~c~iollS or adj ust
ments to the find linc arc definitely known. A sulhcl(lnt,number of 
temporary stakes should bo set alollg a random lille to rcnder it gen
erally unnecessary to reruIl the true li~e instruIncn.tally merely for 
the purpose of bla,;r.ing the linf' through tImber, as tlllS can usually be 
accomplished by properly estimating the distance from t~lC temp?~ary 
stakes, but intersections with line trees will be made WIth preclsIon, 
and distances thereto accurately measured. 
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SUMMARY OF OBJECTS TO BE NOTED! 
AND SKETCHES 

236. The field notc's and plat of a survey are designed to furnish 
not only a technical record of the procedure, but also of equal inl
portance a report upon the character of the land, soil and timber 
traversed by the survey, and a detailed schedule of the topographical 
features along every lin e, with accurate connections sho\ving the 
relation of the rectangular surveys to other surveys, to natural obj ects 
and to improvements. A triple purpose is thus served: (a) the tech
nical procedure is made a matter of official record; (b) general infor
mation relating to it region is gathered; and, (c) the" calls" of the 
field notes and the representations of the plat in respect to objects 
along the surveyed lines furnish important evidence by which the 
locus of the survey becomes practically unchangeable as contemplated 
by law. 

The specimen field notes and plats are intended to standardize the 
form of record, and many special matters relating to these subjects 
are brought together in chapters VIII and IX, but before concluding 
the speciul questions concerning rectangular surveys it is deemed ex
pedient to outline the technical and topographical features which are 
to be carefully observed and recorded in the field during the progress 
of the public-land surveys: 

1. The precise course and length of every line run, noting all neces
sary offsets-therefrom, with the reason for making them, and method 
employed. 

2. The kind and diameter of all bearing trees, with the course and 
distance of the same from their respective corners, and the markings; 
aU bearing objects and marks thereon, if any; and the precise relative 
position of witpess corners to the true corners. 

3. The kind of material of which corner monuments are constructed, 
their dimensions and markings, depth set in the ground, and their 
aecesso ri es. 

4. Trees on line. The name, diametcr and distance on line to all 
trees which it intersects, and their markings. 

5. Intersections by line of land objects. The distance at which 
the line intersects the boundary lines of every reservation, townsite, 
or private claim, IlOting the exact bearing of such boundary line~, and 
the precise distance to the nearest boundary corner; the center lme of 
every railroad, canal, ditch, electric transmission line, or other right
of-way across public lands, noting tho width of the right-of-way and 
the precise beuring of the center line; the change from one cllfll'Ucter 
of land to another, 'with the approximate bearing of the line of de
marcation, and the estimated height in feet of the ascents and descents 
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over the principal slopes typifying the topography of the country 
traversed with the direction of said slopes; the distance to and the 
direction 'of the principal ridges, spurs, divides, rim rock, precipitous 
cliffs, etc.; the distance to where the line enters or leavcs heavy or 
scatterinO' timber, with the approximate bcaring of the margin of all 
heavy t~ber, and the distance to where the line enters or leaves dense 
undergrowth. . . 

6. Intersections by line of water objects. All unmeandered rlvers, 
creeks and smaller water-courses which the line crosses; the distance 
measured on the true line to the center of the same in the case of the 
smaller streams and to both banks in the case of the larger streams, 
the course do\v~stream at points of intersection, and their widths on 
line, if only the center is noted. All intern;ittent water-courses, such 
as ravines, gulches, arroyos, draws, dry-drams, .etc. . 

7. The land's surface; whether level, rollmg, brokcm, hIlly or 
mountainous. 

8. The soil; whether rocky, stony, gravelly, sandy, loam.' clay, etc. 
9. Timber; the several kinds of timber and undergrowth, m the order 

in which they predominate. 
10. Bottom lands to be described as upland or swamp and over

flo\ved, as contradistinguished under the law, noting the extent and 
approximate position of the latter, a~d deptl~ of ?verfl.ow at sea~o:r:al 

'ods The seO'reO'ation of lands fit for cultIvation WIthout artlficlUl pen. b b 

drainage, from the swamp and over~owed lands, where. the latter arc 
. subject to selection by the States, IS always accomphshed by legal 
subdivision, and any smallest legal subdivision is classified as all up
land or all swamp and overflowed land accordingly as more than half 
of the same may be of the character of the one or ?f the o~her c~ass of 
lands; bottom lands will be classified with speClal conslderatlOn to 

. these matters. . 
11. Springs of water, whether fresh, saline, or ::uineral, WIth the 

course of the stream flowing therefrom. The Jocatl?n of all streams, 
s rinO's or water-holes Ivhich because of thClr enVlronment may be 

d
p 

bd' to be of valu~ in connection with the utilization of public eeme . . 1 
grazing lands, and which may be designated as pubhc watel'lng paces, 

will be specially noted. . ., 
12. L!1kes and ponds, describing thmr banks, tnbut!11'1cs and out-

let, and whether the watcr is pure 0: stagnant, dce~ or shall~w. 
13. Improvements; towns and vlllages; post ofhces; .Indwn o.ccu

pancy; houscs or cflbins, fields, ?r other improvements; mmeral c1al1
A

r;.sj 
mill-sites; United States 10catlOn monuments, and all oiher offivl~l 
monuments not belonging to tho system of rectang.ulHl' sUl';reys; WIll 
be located by bearing and distance or by intersectmg beurmgs from 
given points. 
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14. Coal banks or beds, all ore bodies, with particular description of 
the same as to quality and extent; all mining surface improvements 
and underground workings; and salt licks. All reliable information 
that can bo obtained respecting these objects, whether they be on tho 
line or not, will appear in the general description. 

15. Roads and trails, with their directions, whence and whither. 
16. Rapids, cataracts, cascades, or falls of water, in their approxi

mate position and estimated height of their fall in feet., 
17. Stone quu,rries and ledges of rocks, with the kind of stone they 

afford. 
18. Natural curiosities, petrifactions, fossils, organic remains, etc.; 

also all archaeological remains, such as cliff dwellings, mounds, forti
fications, or obj eets of like nature. 

19. The magnetic declination.-To bo included in the transcribed 
field notes, immediately preceding the general description (item 20), 
tho record of the observations as required in section 40, including the 
observed local attraction within the area of the survey. Theyalue at 
the township or section corner £.t the southeasterly point of the survey, 
corrected to the mean magnetic declination, will be shown on the plat. 

20. General description.-The above information will be summarized 
by townships in a general description which ,vill be made the con
cluding part of the field notes of every survey. The general descrip
tion will be made to embrace many more comprehensive details in , 
regard to the characteristics of the region than is feasible to cover as 
an intimate part of the technical record of the survey, as follows:-

Land.-A general outline of the drainage and topographical features 
of the township and approximate range of elevation above sea level. 

Soil.-The prevailing and characteristic soil types. (See special 
reference to soil classification, sections 536 to 539, chapter VII, and 
appendix VII.) " 

Timber.-The predominant forest species, age, size, condition, etc. 
Evidence of mineral.-All known bodies of mineral, and lands whose 

formation suggests mineral-bearing characteristics, especiaJly with 
reference to lands of volcanic or igneous origin, will be listed by ap
propriate legal subdivision, with brief description of the mineral 
indications. On the other hund, if the engineer finds no apparent 
indication of mineral deposits, a report to that eIrect will bo 
embodied in the gel1ernl description. 

Water'ing places.-The areas embracing all streams, springs, 'or water 
holes as may be of specinl value as public watering places, in connection 
with the utilization of public gmzing lands, will be listed by appro
priate legal subdivision, with brief description of the nature of such 
water supply. 

Settlement.-'[,he 6..xtent of the settlement at the time of the survey. 
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Industry.-The industrial possibilities of the township, especially 
as to the adaptability of the region to agricultural pursuits, stock 
raising, lumbering, mining, or other profitable enterprise. 

Special.-All exceptional steps in the technical process of the survey, 
and other special matters required in paragraphs Nos. 1 to 19, in
clusive, of the above summary, not otherwise suitably recorded will 
be reported in the general description. 

In addition to the field notes the engineers are required to prepare, 
as the work progresses, an outline diagram showing the cou~se and 
length of all established lines with connections, and a topographical 
sketch embracing all features usually shown upon the completed 
official township pluto These maps will be made to scule, drawn in 
pencil only, if desired, and will be kept up with the progress of the field 
work. The interiors of the sections will be fully completed; the topo
graphical features will be sketched with care while in the view of the 
engineer, and the position within the section of the various details 
which are to be shown on the completed plat will be located with an 
accuracy commensurate with their relative importance. The design 
of specimen township plat will be followed closely in the prepara
tion of the outline diagram and topographical sketch plat, except that 
it will generally be desirable to employ a separate sheet for each of the 
two purposes. These maps will then form the basis of the official 
plat, the ultimate purpose of which is a true and complete gmphie 
representation of the public lands surveyed. 

The subjects of the field sketches; accumcy of detail in special cases; 
use of aerial photogmphs; map features within the interior of sections; 
etc., are enlarged in section 402, paragmph 8; and in sections 602 to 

617, inclusive. 
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CORNER MONUMENTS 

Sec. Page Soc. Page 

237. Legal significance of the 259. Marks on iron post monu-
monument _____________ 

245 mcnts ----------------- 253 
242. Corner material __________ 2'17 281. Marks on stone monumcnts_ 202 

243. Construction of monuments 297. Marks on tree monuments_ 200 

and marking for identifi- 310. Corner accessories ________ 271 
cation _________________ 247 319. Bearing trees and beuring 

249. Witness corn ers-ref eren ce 
objects ________________ 272 

325. Memorials _______________ 273 
mon u men ts-wi tness 326. Mound of stone ___________ 274 points _________________ 250 328. 

Pi~ _____________________ 
274 

255. Marking corner monu- 330. Arrangement and marking ments _________________ 
252 of corner accessories _____ 275 

LEGAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE MONUMENT 

237. The purpose of the monumentation is to establish the 
permanent marking of the lines, and to fix the corner positions so 
that the location of the lands may always be definitely known. The 
survey ~mbraces c~rtain de~nite technical procedure, also the marking 
of cer~am fixed pomts, as will be described in this chapter, though the 
establIshment of a survey may not be termed completed until the 
field notes and plat and every detail of the operation have been 
accepted, as contemplated by law, by the Director, Bureau of Land 
Management. ' 

The law provides that the original corners established durinO' the 
process of the survey shall forever remain fixed in position ev~n to 
d~sregardir:g. technical errors in the execution of the surv;y, where 
dlscrepanCles may have passed undetected prior to the acceptance of 
the survey. As an aid to the permanence, the Congress provides for 
the purchase of durable material for the corner monuments, also a 
penalty for the defacing of any marks rclating to the survey (fly leaf 
11). If it were possible to carry out the full intent of the surveying 
laws in regard to these particulars, the most troublesome of the sub
sequent problems relating to the survey would be avoided. 

The co uriS attach major importance to evidcnce relatinO' to the 
original position of the monument, such evidence being ;ven far 
greater weight than the record relati.ng to bearings and lengths of 
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lines. It is the purpose that the monuments shall serve every neces
sary requirement for the identification of the survey. The legal 
importance as thus briefly outlined, makes it mandatory upon the 
chief of the field party to exercise constant diligence in the work
manlike· construction of lasting monuments, and alertness in skillfully 
relating the same with natural objects or improvements, to the end 
that the greatest possible permanence may be secured. 

238. If the engineer is called upon to alter the condition of a 
previously established monument, the utmost regard should be 
shown for the evidence of the original location; the monument will 
be carefully reconstructed by such additional means as may be 
appropriate, without destroying the evidence which served to identify 
that position. A complete record \vill be kept of the description of 
the old monument as identified, and all alterations and additions 
thereto. . 

239. Prescribed monuments arc employed to mark the position of 
the quarter-section, section, township and meander. corners, appro
priate to the subdivision of the public lands; also at such sixteenth
section corners as the requirements of the \vritten special instructions 
or the exigencies of the survey of fractional sections may demand; 
also at all angle points along an irregular boundary line, and at inter
mediate intervals of 40 and 80 chains along such limiting boundary. 
A more extended discussion of the subject of angle points and other 
monuments to be established upon irregular boundaries will be found 
in chapters VI and VII. ' 

Additionally, monumentation will be established as needed down to 
the corners of 2~-acre, or }~ X X X-section, as required in the subdivision 
of sections into units smaller than the regular quarter-quarter section, 
when stipulated in the speeial instructions, or when making the 
eliminations provided in· sections 253, and 489 to 495, inclusive. 
Marks are as detailed in section 274. 

General departures from the use of the regulation monument are 
permitted only when authorized in the special instructions, under con
ditions that mlly warrant such alternatives. Among them are the 
need for more dumble monumentation in important areas; substitu
tions in thoso cases where the conditions at the time of survey make it 
impracticable to procure, within the available time limit, the quantity 
of the regulation monuments that would be required; or where the 
difficulties of transportation to the point of usc render it more practi
cable to adopt one of the approved substitutes. Limited departures 
becin);, of site conditions may be made as approved by the regional 
administrator. 

240. The pcsition of every corner monument will be .evidenced by 
the best of such accessories as may bo available, and where the corner 
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p~int itself can not be marked in the usual manner an appropriate 
vlltness corner or reference monument will be established. Se t' 
249 t 2"4 . l' A' c lOns o v, mc USlve. wltness meander corner ,vill be established 
upon secur~ ground wherever the intersection of a surveyed line with 
the I?ean hlgh-water elevation of a meanderable body of water falls at 
;is~mt where the monument would be liable to destruction. Section 

.241. :rhe field notes relating to the establishment of a monument 
will be .m~ro~luced at the logical place where the true po~ition for the 
corner IS mdlCated as having been attained. . 

The description of the monument will embrace: (a) The significa 
f 't .. (b) nce o 1 s posl~lOn; length and diameter of an iron post; or the kind and 

le~gth, :V1dth and breadth of a stone; or the species and the breast 
heIght .d~ameter of a tree; (c) the depth set in the ground, with mention 
of addItional support if any; Cd) the markings upon the monument. 
and Ce) th~ nature of the accessories, including character, size, position' 
and markings. ' 

(ORNER MATERIAL 

242. The Bureau of Land Management has adopted a standard iron 
:~st .f~r ~onumenting t?e pu~lic-land surveys, which will be gen
daily. usea unless exceptIOnal CIrcumstances warrant the use of other 
matenal.. This practice is deemed so important that no substitutions 
are permItted excepting as provided in section 239 and if authorized 
a statement v:ill be given in the field notes, in ex;lanation as to wh; 
the standard ITon posts were not employed. 

. The post is.made from wrought iron pipe, zinc coa ted, 2 inches inside 
dm:neter, whlCh is (lut ~nto lengths of 30 inches; one end of the pipe is 
split for about 4 or 5 mches, and the two halves are spread to form 
fl~ng?s or foot plates; a brass cap is securely fastened to the top. The 
pIpe IS filled with concrete. 
. Bras~ ta?lets are supplied for placing in rock outcrop, and for 
Imbeddmg III concrete monuments. The tablet is 37~ inches in diame
ter, and has it stem 3% inches long; the top bears the same official in
scription as that of the cap of the iron post. 

CONSTRUCTION OF MONUMENTS AND MARKING 
FOR IDENTIFICATION 

243. T~e caps o~ the iron posts are to be suitably and plainly 
marked WIth steel dIeS at the time when used; the posts will be set in 
the ground. about three-~ourths of theil: length; and earth and stone, if 
the latter IS at hand l will be tamped mto the excavation to give the 
post a solid anchorage. 

24.3 
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244. Durable native stone may be substituted for the model iron 
post, if the procedure has been duly authorized, but no stone will be 
used which measures less than 20 inches in length, or less than 6 inches 
in either of its minor dimensions, or less than 1,000 cubic inches in 
volume. A stone should always be selected with regard to its dur
ability, when exposed to the usual weathering influences. Stone will 
not be used as a corner monument where its position falls among large 
quantities of loose surface stone or slide rock. 

245. A stone will be suitably and legibly marked with a steel chisel 
or punch with such letters, figures, grooves or notches, as may be 
required, and will be set firmly in the ground about three-fourths of its 
length. 

246. Both iron post and stone monuments will always be set the 
usual depth in the ground unless it is impossible to complete the 
excavation, in whlch case the monument will be planted as deep as 
conditions will permit, and the necessary support will be secured by a 
stone mound. Section 327. 

In loose, wind-blown soil, much more stability will be given the 
monument if surrounded with stone, the mound being built 'with a . 
wide base, and up to the height of the post. This will be even more 
secure if clay soil can be procured for filling the voids. Stone or 
clay may not be available. Hmvever, the location may be of enough 
importance to justify the procurement of cement, to be used either 
for the making of concrete to surround the iron post, or merely to 
mix with the loose dry-sand, which when moistened, and after the 
mi"dure hardens, will at least prevent the blowing of the soil. 

It is difficult to construct a stable monument in marshland; under
pinning may be required in some cases, or some other special means for 
supporting the iron post. The alkaline soils and salts, salt-water 
marshes, wind-blown salts in the coastal areas, and the organic-acid 
ground-water of some swamp areas, all attack both ordinary iron and 
concrete, and will destroy them in a few years. Section. 239. 

247. vYhere the corner point falls upon surface 'rock, preventing 
excavation, a cross ex) will be cut aG the exact corner point, and, if 
feasible, the monument will be erected in the same position, supported 
by a large stone mound of broad base, so well constructed that it will 
possess thorough stability. 

The tablet may be used for marking corners which fall upon rock 
outcrop on slopes where a stable mound would be impracticable. A 
drill hole is made to receive the stem, and a recess js made for the top 
so that the tablet may be securely cemented in place and sealed against 
moisture. The cementing to be permanent must be done with clean 
first-class materials, carefully proportioned. The marks to be made 
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STONE MOUND 
Circular mound of slones around post 

wilh perimeler of lerger .Ione, '01 in " 
Irench. 

TOP: To bo nearly levd or with ,light 
,lope loward outer edge. Constructed 
with rocks, rubble, and tamped .oil. 

BASE: Not I ... Ih~n 3 ft. diem.l., 
(preferably 4 10 6 ft. die.). 

HEIGHT: From Ihe ground surface 10 " 
point aboul 2 Of 3 inches bdow Ih. be,. 
of breIS cop. 

". Stone mound, protectIng the mOnument. 

upon the tablet, and the selection and marking of the accessories will 
be the same as for iron-post monuments. 

248. Where the corner point falls exactly at the position occupied 
by a tree, the tree will be appropriately marked for the corner even 
where it appears to be fully matured and shows indications th~t in a 
few years it may begin to deteriorate, care being taken to s.eCUl'e the 
full quota of accessories,' including the use of reference monuments. 
Section 297. 

Sound trees of a hardy species, and yet too small to receive the usual 
marks without undue injury, ww be marked with an "X" only, at 
breast height, on the 80uth side. On the smooth barked trees use a 
scribe cutting lightly into the bark; on tho rough barked trees two axe 
cuts reach~ng just into the live wood tissue. ' 

700004°--47 __ 17 
245 
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WITNESS CORNERS, REFERENCE MONUMENTS, AND 
WITNESS POINTS 

249. A witness corner, by conventional usage, is a monumented point 
usually on a line of the survey and near a corner. It is employed in 
situations where it is impracticable to occupy the site of a corner. 

When t?e, true point for a corner falls upon an inaccessible place, 
such as wIthin an unmeandered stream, lake, or pond, or in a marsh, 
or upon a precipitous slope or cliff, where the corner can not be occu
pied, a witness corner ,vill be established at some suitable point where 
the monument may be permanently constructed, but preferably on a 
line of the survey. 

Usually only one witness corner will be established in each instance 
and it will be located upon anyone of the surveyed lines leading to a 
corner, if a secure place within a distance of 10 chains is available. If 
there is no place to be found on a surveyed line within that limiting dis
tance, that can be occupied and marked, a witness corner may be 
located in any direction within a distance of 5 chains. 

250. A reference monument is an accessory and is employed in situa
tions where the site of a corner is such that a permanent monument can 
not be established or where the monument would be liable to destruc
tion, and bearing trees or a nearby bearing object are not available. 

Where the true point for a corner falls within an unimproved road
way in such a place as to interfere \vith travel, an iron post, a tablet 
in a concrete bloek, or a marked (X) stone or some suitable article 
will be buried in the ground at the true corner point. At least two 
reference monuments will be established at suitable pJaces outside of 
the roadway, if bearing trees or a nearby bearing object are not avail
able. Due allowance should be made' for probable grading, cuts or 
fills, or for other road improvement; placing the reference monunlCnts 
where they are not liable to be disturbed, 

The surface of gravel, macadam, or bituminous-topped roads should 
not bc dug into without the approval of the proper authority, but if 
permission is grantcd, a deposit at the true corner point may be made. 
In case of hard surface, a tablet, copper bolt, large nail, or cross (X) 
may be placed at the true point if that has been permitted. In any 
event such corner can be occupied, and may be marked temporarily 
by paint, or scratch. Two reference monuments will be established, 
follmving the practice for highway surveys to the extent that is 
feasible, and will ordinarily suffice in the public-land surveying prac
tice, hut four may be employed if that seems to be required. If 
practicable, when two monuments are employed they will be placed 
equidistant and in opposite directions; whore four are employed they 
will be placed in opposite directions in the four quadrants. 

249 
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25~_ A witness point is a monumentecl station on a line of the survey 
and IS employed to perpetuate an important location more or less 
remote fro~ and without special relation to any regular corner. 

The statiOn may be near a road or stream crossing, valuable im
provements, the border of a large ,cultivated field or mcadow, an 
Iffiportant unmeandered stream or lake, or the border of a reservoir
at th~ sumnlit of a~ important slope, ridge, or mountain; and fo~ 
m~rking the end statIons of a long triangulation that pasiles over the 
~Ol~~ for ~ normal corner, ,where one or bothstation"s are beyond the 
hn~l:mg distance of 10 ch~ms prescribed for setting wit!ness corners. 

_;)2. Monuments marlnng corners that fall in cultivated fields or 
n:eadows ~hould be so ?onstrueted as to intercfero with farming opera
tIOns n:s little as possl~le anq should conform to tho wishes of the 
owner m so far as practlcable. 

Generally an iron post, brass tablet in a concrete block a marked 
st?ne or some suitable article may be bm:ied at the corne; point and 
wltness~d by a substar:tial ~uard p~st.. Bearing objects or bearing 
trees will be employed If available wlthm a reasonable distance and 
car~ful bearings to one or more distant objects will be recorded if 
available. 

253. ~l of the line~ of a survey will be completed in the regular 
manner if the ~rue pomt fo~ a corr.ler is acces~ible. Where the point 
cannot be attamed or occupied, a hne connectmg with the true corner 
may be regarded as surv~yed if it has been completed by the running 
and meas~rement of a smtable offset or traverse, resulting in a closed 
fig~re whlCh appro~ches the true corner point within the limits pre
scnbed for the settmg of a witness corner. 

In ,those ~urveys that are to bo continued over rough mountainous 
terram or unpassable marsh, by triangulation, stadia measurement, 
or oiTset, passmg over one or more regular corner positions that can
not be occupied, the beginning and end stations on the true line will 
be marked by a witness corner if within 10 chains of an omitted 
corner, or by a witness point if more than that distance. 

On the other hand if the survey is to be discontinued because of 
rough mountainous terrain, waste or useless lands, or impassable 
mar~h, t.he whole of the section will be regarded as surveyed if the 
sectIOn lines have been measured and all section and quarter-scction 
cOl'?ers ~r~ monumente~ in pI.ace or are witnessed within the pre
senbed hmits. If there IS no smtable place for a witness section corner 
within the proscribed limits, one or more leO'al subdivisions will be 
eliminated as provided in sections 489 to 497,"' inel. 

254. Tho field notes will show overy detail of the relation of a witness 
co~ner ~r reference monument to the true point for a corner; a witness 
pomt will be duly recorded. In the case of witness corners, the direct 

254 
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connecting course and distance will be shown upon the plat of the 
survey. If there are many witness corners, and in all cases of diffiCult 
plat lettering, where it may interfere with the plat subject, the data 
relating to the direction and distance may be indicated by marginal 
memorandum or tabulation. Reference monuments and 'witness 
points will not be shown or tabulated on the plat. 

MARKING CORNER MONUMENTS 
255. All classes of corner monuments are to be marked in accordance 

wi th a system hereinafter described which has been devised to furni.sh 
a ready identification of the position of the monument which bears 
the marks. Oapitalletters and .l\rabic figures are employed to mark 
iron post and tree monuments. The letters and figures relate to the 
township, range and section to which the corner belongs. On stone 
corner monuments marks termed notches and grooves are employed 
to convey the information. The notches and grooves relate, in the 
case of an exterior corner, to the normal number of miles from the 
monument to the adjoining township corners; in the case of a sub
divisional corner, to the normal number of miles from the monument 
to the east and south township boundary lines, as hereinafter described 
more fully, thus furnishing the means of ascertaining the appropriate 
section numbers. 

256. All markings should be accomplished neatly, distinctly, and 
durably; the marks are to be carefully arranged. An assortment of 
steel dies, stone chisels and punches, and timber scribes, in good 
condition for use, should always be at hand. 

251 . .A. witness corner monument will be constructed the same as a 
regular corner for which it stands. The marks on an iron post 
monument will be sinlilar to those on a regular corner with the addi
tion of the letters "VY 0" and an arrow pointing to the true corner. 
On a stone, "W 0" (only), on the south face if the true line field 
notes are to read running north; on the east face if running west. On 
a tree, two hacks each on the north and south sides on a meridional 
line' on the east and west sides if it is a latitudinal line ; both the same , 
as a line tree, which serves exactly the saIDe purpose. Sections 235; 
236, paragraph 4; 299. 

A reference monument normally will be marked the same as a bear
iner tree located in a similar position ",,'ith the addition of an arrow 

o • 
pointing to the true corner, and the date, and substituting the letters 
"ll ?vI" for "B Tn. Where reference monuments are established at 
comers of minimlIDl control, including comers on standard lines, the 
monument established in the section to which the comer does not 
refer will be ml1I'kcd only with the letters" R M" and an arrow point
ing to the true corner position. 
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Witness Point: Tho marks on tho iron post, "W P" (only), at the 
top, the date at the bottom, and S with the section number (only), 
on each of the halves appropriate for the line of the survey. On a 
stone, "W P" (only), on the face as in marking a witness corner. A 
tree that is intersected by the true line will be marked as a line tree 
which of course has the same function as that intended for a witnes~ 
point. 

All accessories, section 318. 
258. The. following schedule is an index of the ordinary markings 

common to all classes of corners and accessories:-
Mark$ To indicate- Marh To fndicatl1-

A r.f Amended, sec. 163. R Rangc. 
AMC Auxiliary meander corner. RM Reference monument. 
Al:' Angle point. S Section. 
B 0 Bearing object. S South. 
B T Bearing tree. S C Standard corner. 
C Center. SE Southeast. 
C C Closing corner. S M C Special meander corner. 
E East. SW Southwest. 
LM Location monument. T Township. 
M Mile. TR Tract. 
MC Meander corner. W West. 
N North. WC Witness corner. 
NE Northeast. WP Witness point. 
NW Northwest. % Quarter section. 
PL Public land (unsurveyed). ~{6 Sixtcenth section. 

MARKS ON IRON POST MONUMENTS 
259. The ml1I'kings upon the brass cap of an iron post should always 

be made to read from the south side of the monument, and all iron 
posts will be marked with the year number at the date when estab
lished. 

260. Standard to~hip corners are to be marked 'IS O" and the 
township on the north half, and the ranges and sections in the proper 
quadrants; as for example: 

'sc 
T 25 N 

R 17 E I R 18 E 
536 S31 

1916 

261. Closing to'lh'nship corners are to be marked "0 O" on the half 
from whieh the closing line approaches the monument, with the 
township (or range) on the same half, and the ranges (or townships) 
and sections in the proper quadrants; also (as far as known at the 
time) the township, range and section, or the initials or abbrevia-

2.61 
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tion of the State, reservation, grant or private 
the to'wnship exterior closes; as for example: 

claim, upon which 

T25N RI7E T24N 
S 36 T 24 N R 17 E 

S I 56 
RI7E RISE: 

T; ; N 
cc 

1916 

531 
S 36 56' _ CC 

RI6E T23N 

1916 

i20N 
RI20W 
532 

UTAH CC 
55 
T 19 N 

1916 

262. Corners common to jour to'lJ.;'TI.s1n'ps are to be marked with the 
tovlnships on the north and south halves, the ranges on the east and 
west halves, and the sections in the four quadrants; as for,example: 

T23 N 
R 17 ERrS E 
536 S 31 

SIS6 
T 22 N 

1916 

263. Corners common to two townships only are to be marked with 
the tow:oohip (or range) common to both on the proper half, and the 
ranges (or townships) and sections in the proper quadrants; also (as 
far as known at the time) the township, range and section upon the 
opposite half; as for example: 

T3N TI45 
R 7W R7W R6W 

S 36 T2N S 36 S 31 
R6W 

SI 56 TIS S R 7 W S I 

T2N 1916 

1916 

264. Corners rejerring to one t071mship only are to be marked with 
the to\vnship, range and section in the particular quadrant which is 
concerned; also (as far as knovm at the time) the township, range 
and section upon the opposite part; as for example: 

T 20 N R 5 W 

~
19N 531 

RoW 
51 

1916 

T 23~ R 19W 
536 

T22NRI9W 
51 

1916 

T35 N 
R44E 
531 

T 34 N R 43 E. 
51 
1916 

265. Standard section corners are to be marked "S Oil and the 
township and range on the north half, and the sections in the proper 
quadrants; as for example: 

261 

5C 
T25N R17E. 

535 536 

1916 
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266. Closing section corners are to be marked "0 0" and the 
township and range on the half from which the closing line approaches 
the monument, and the sections in the proper quadrants; also (as 
far as known at the time) the to\vnship, range and section, or the 
initials or abbreviation of the State, reservation, grant or private 
claim, upon which the section line closes, with the exception that 
in the case of an interior closing section corner, the township and 
range numbers will not be repeated; as for example: 

T 25 N R 17 E. TR48 TI4N 
S 35 

526 525 510 

521 S I 
IS 16 CC 

T 12 N R5W SI5 
T 24 N R 17 E: CC R 16E 

CC 1916 1916 1916 

267. Corners common to jour sections are to be marked: (a) On 
an exterior, with the township (or range) common to the adjoining 
townships, the ranges (or townships) upon the oppositc sides of thc 
exterior, and the sections; and (b) a subdivisional corner, with the 
township, rango and sections; all appropriately set forth as follows: 

T25N 
RI7E R18E: 

S 12 S 7 

S 13 S 18 

1916 

T26N R17E. 

5351536 

S 2 S 1 
, T 25 N 

19.16 

T 25 N R 17 E 
S 23 524 

S 26 525 
1916 

268. Section corners common to two sections only are to be marked 
with the township and range on the half facing tho sections to which 
the corner belongs, and the sections in the proper quadrants; also 
(as far as known, at the time) the township, range and section upon 
the opposite half, except that in the case of an interior corner, the 
township and range numbers will not be repeated; as for example: 

T 14 S T 145 
5 12 

----j RI8E 
5 13 

R 17 E S 7 
1916 

T27 N R 17 W 
531 S32 

TZ6N RI7W 
5 6 
1916 

TI45 R20W 
510 S II 

S 14 
191 to: 

268 
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269. Section corners rejerring to one section only are to be marked 
with the township, range and section in the particular quadrant 
which is concerned; also (if known at the time) the section upon 
the opposite part; as for example: 

S 1O 

T84N 
R73W 

S 16 

1916 

T27N 
RI6W 

517 

520 
1916 

S 28 

T 57 N 
R63W 
534 

!916 

270. Standard quarter-section corners are to be marked itS C W' 
and the section, all on the north half; as for eXamI!le: 

sc 
.is 36 

1916 

271. Quarter-section corners oj maximum control are to be marked 
(a) on a meridional line, "X" on the north, and the sections on the 
east and west halves; and, (b) on a latitudinal line, (lW' on the 
west, and the sections on the north and south halves; as for example: 

t 
S 131 S 18 

1916 

1 S 21 

2} 528 
1916 

272. Quarter-section corners oj minimum control are to be marked 
"W' and the section, all on the half toward the particular section 
which is concerned; as for example: 

269· 

.t S 4 
1916 

.t S 16 

1916 
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273. Meander corners are to be marked ''1Yf C" on the half toward 
the meanderable body of water, and the additional marks (a) on a 
standard parallel or other line controlling surveys to one side only, 
with the township, range, and section toward the surveyed land; 
(b) on an exterior, with the township (or range) common to the 
adjoining townships, the ranges (or townships) upon the opposite 
sides of the exterior, and the sections; and (c), on a sub divisional 
line, with the township, range, and sections; all appropriately set 
forth as follows: 

"r25 N 
R 17 E 

533 
Me 

19\5 

1231'1 
535 

RI7W MC 
52 

1"22 N 
1916 

~
c 

S 13 S 18 
RI7E I RISE 

1"24 N 
\916 

T25N 
S 23 

IiIIC 
526 
R 17 E: 

1916 

Me 

1916 

'f 25 N 
526 

Me 
535 

R17 E 
ISlE> 

273 
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274. The interior quarter-section and all sixteenth-section comers , 
,vhen required by the written special instructions, are to be marked 
in accordance with the scheme shown in the following diagram: 

N~ 
NWrn 538 

lS 351 53. 
1916 

1916 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 

Wrn I 
r·-- ... ...;;--- c--c 
I 's 36 

1916 

s/g 
swiG 536 

5351536. 
1916 19i6 . 

~ 

I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 

.J. 536 l. ______ 
w's--

SI 
lSI6 

c 
NErn 536 

NrnlS3G 
1916 

C 
19i6 

Err, .qS3G 
---':'- ... c--c 

, lSI? S 36 
19i6 , 

• , 
t 

.1 

c 
SE~ S 36 

5 i\;! S36 
1916 c 

1916 

_ ______ t ___ • ____ I 536 
EiSSi 

ISIB 

-- -- --1 
. t 

I 
I 
r 
I 

Nm 
5361 Slt 

1916 

J - _____ -1 

I 
1 
I 
I 
t 
I 

51s 

5361S31 

ISI6 

I 
I 
I 
I , 
I _ ______ J 

Corners oj minor subdivisions. In those surveys where a quartcr
quarter section is to be subdivided into quarter-quarter-quarter 
sections (Yu4 or lO-acre units), or aliquot parts as small as %56 (2.5 
acres), the required monuments on the boundaries of the qua,rter
quarter section, and those that may be needed for the perimeter lines 
within the quarter-qmLrter section, will be marked on the plan indi
ca, ted below. 

The diagram shows the marking for the monuments at corners of 
2.5-acre units within one rcgula,r quarter-quarter section. If those 
units, or anyone of them, arc to be quartered, only the fraction X024 

will be used for marking whatever monuments may be required of 
that order, including also the year number. 

:Markings on monuments at the corners of %4 and )466 of a section, 

274 . 
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when subdivided as aliquot parts, for example on the boundaries of 
and within the SE}~SE7~ sec. 36: 

I 

) 6) 1945 I 
I 

I 

I 

" II Ho,. CQrners are used tbey will be mnrked 7\02< only. 

275. Sixteenth-section corners oj mi;'imum control are to be marked, 
with a key letter (N, E, S, or W) to indicate the position of the monu
ment, and "}{6" and the section, all on the half toward the particular 
section which is concerned; as for example: ,W r-t:, 

N N 

5 S 

--.~ E 

Srs 
536 

1916 

E rn 
S 22 
1916 

275' 
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276. Special meander corners are to be marked in accordance with 
the following scheme: 

Key letters (N, E, 8, W, or 0) will be used in pairs to indicate the 
position of the subdivision-of-section line. 

The marks liS M 0" will be placed on the half toward the mean
derable body of water, and the section on the opposite half, as for 
example: 

SMC SMC 

~ fa 
E:. 

~ 
W E 

C 
1916 1916 

SMC 
1916 

~ SM~ S~ N N C C s oS 30 SMC 30 30 
1916 1916 1916 

277. Auxiliary meander corners will be marked "A M 0" and the 
tOlvnship, range, and section; as for example: 

AMC 
T64N R37W 

S 29 
1916 

When two or more auxiliary meander corners are found to be required 
for islands that are situated within the same section, their identifica
tion will be secured as explained in section 233, and not by serial 
number. 
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278. Olostng subdivision-of-section corners are to be marked in accord
'auce with the following scheme: 

Key letters (N, E, S, W, or 0) will be used in pairs to indicate the 
position of the subdivision-oI-section line. 

w- -E 
Key 

The marks "0 0" and the section will be placed on the half from 
which the closing line approaches the monument. 

/ 

(The marks liB I R" indicate "Blackfeet Indian Reservation.") 

PL 
E 

~ 
E 

SIR 
1916 

P L 
W 

~ 
W 

BiR 
1916 

PL 
C 

~ 
C 

SIR 
1916 

p* N N 
S 28 
BIR 

1916 

p~cc c c 
S 28 
SIR 

iSle 

p~cc s s 
S 28 
BIR 

1916 

279. Markings, for miscellaneous angle points along irregular 
boundaries: 

513 AP4 T27~ 
SIR 

RJ7W 

19J6 

AP 
T 12 S R 90W 

S 33 

1916 

For "angle point No. 4" on the 
boundary of the "Blackfeet In
dian Reservation," falling on 
surveyed land. 

ForI! angle point" on the south 
boundary of section 33, super
seding an old standard corner on 
a defective line, not subject to 
rcctifica tion. 

219 
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TI6N R7E 

lAP 2 
514 TR37 

1916 

0T20N 

12 R5W 
510 

1916 

For II angle point No. Z" on 
the boundary of a private claim 
("Tract No. 37") falling on sur-
veyed land. . 

For" angle point No. 12" on 
a reestablished nOil- riparian 
meander line; the marks" A P" 
and the serial number will be 
placed on the half toward the 
land erroneously omitted from 
the original survey. 

280. Markings for intermediate 
139 M 

corners I along boundaries: 

For "139th mile corner" on 
the boundary line between the 
States of "New Mexico and 
Texas." 

N MEX 

TEXAS 
1916 

Blr PL 

3M 
1916 

SIR Ri7W ~
25N 

IS M 525 

1916 

For" 3d mile corner" on the 
boundary of the IiBlackfeet In
dian Reservation," falling on 
unsurveyed land. 

For" 13th mile corner" on the 
boundary of the IiBla.ckfeet In- . 
dian ReserYation," falling on 
surveyed land. 

MARKS ON STONE MONUMENTS 
281. Where a stone monument is established the letters, figures, 

and grooves ,vill be cut on the exposed faces or sides of the stone, 
but not on its top or end; the notches will be cut upon the exposed 
vertical edges. Grooves are employed where the faces of a stone 
are oriented to the cardinal; notches \vhere the vertical edges are 
turned to the cardinal. All marks will be made from 1 to 1% inches 
in size, and will be plainly and permanently chiseled into the stone. 

282. Standa.rd township corners (oriented with the faces to the 
cardinal) are to be marked CIS 0" on the north face, with the township 
on the same face, and the ranges on the adj oining faces; as for 
example: 

SO 25 N on N., 
18 E " E., and 
17 E " W. face. 

1 Tllo marked stations along a boundnry nrc Dot corners in the strict sense, but merely monumented 
points. The term bus been cstublished by long usuge; it is continued for thut reMon. 
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. 283. Glosing township corners (oriented with the faces to the 
cardinal) are to be marked "0 0" and with six: (or fewer) grooves on 
the face from which the closing line approaches the monument-the 
grooves to indicate the normal number of miles (or fractional parts) 
from the monument to the adjoining township corner-with the 
township (or runge) on the same face, and the ranges (or townships) 
on the adjoining faces; also the initial or abbreviation of the State, 
reservation, grant or private claim, on the face toward such irregular 
tract as may be closed upon; as for example: 

20 N on N., 
o 0 120 Wand 5 grooves (on line between sections 5 and 32) on E., 

19 N on S., und . 
UTAH II W. face. 

284. Garners common to jour townships (oriented with the edges to 
the cardinal) are to be marked with the townships on the northeast 
and southwest faces, and the ranges on the southeast and northwest 
faces; as for example: 

23 N on NE., 
18 E " SE., 
22 N " SW., and 
17 E " NW. face. 

285. Garners common to two townships only (oriented with the faces 
to the cardinal) are to be marked with the to,vnship (or range) common 
to both on the face toward the townships, and the ranges (or town
ships) on the adjoining faces; a.s for example: 

3 N on N., 
, 2 N " S., and 
'7 W " W. face. 

286. Garners rejerring to one township only (oriented with the edges 
to the cardinal) are to be marked with the township and range on the 
face toward the particular township; as for example: 

23 N 7 W on NW. face. 

287. Standard section corners (oriented with the faces to the cardinal) 
are to be marked "S 0" on the north face, and with from one to five 
grooves on the east and west faces, the grooves to indicate, rcspect-
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ively, the number of miles from the monument to the adjoining 
(regular) township corner; as for example: 

SOon N., 
1 groove on E., and 
5 grooves on W. face (standard corner of sec

tions 35 and 36). 

288. Closing section corners (oriented with the faces to the cardinal) 
are to be marked itO Oil and with from one to six grooves on the face 
from which tho closing lino approaches the monument, and from one 
to five grooves on each of the adjoining faces-the grooves to indicate 
the number of milcs (or fractional parts) from the monument to each 
of the three (regular) township boundary lines in the same directions, 
respectively-also the initials or abbreviation of the State, reservation, 
grant or private claim, on the face toward such irregular tract as may 
be closed upon; as for example: 

2 grooves on E., 
o 0 and.6 " "S., and 

4 " "W. faco (on lino between 
sections 2 and 3 
closing on a stand
ard parallel). 

289. Corners common to jour sections (oriented with the edges to 
the cardinal) are to be marked (a) on an exterior, with from one .to 
five notches each on two opposite edges, north and south on a mend
ional line and east and west on a latitudinal line, each to indicate, 
respectiv~ly, the number of miles from the :n?:r:-ument to the a.djoining 
(regular) township corner; and (b) a subdlVlslOnal corne~, ",:th from 
one to five notches on the east and south edges, each to mdlcate, re
spectively, the number of miles from the monument ~o. ~he (regul~r) 
east and south township boundary lines. The subdlvlsIOnal sectIOn 
corners of a fractional township will be marked with reference to the 
theoretical position of normal east and south boundaries, whether 
surveyed or not; as for example: 

2 notches on N. and 4 notches on S. edge (for corner of sections 
7 12 13 and 18 on a range line). , , f . 

2 notches on E. and 4 notches on W. edge (for corner 0 sectlOns 
2 3 34 and 35 on a township line). 

2 n~khos on E. and 4 notches on S. edge (for corner of sections 
10, 11, 14 and 15, of a sub divisional survey). 

290. Section corners common to two sectiOM onlll (oriented with the 
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edges to the cardinal) are to be marked with the sections on the faces 
toward tho particular sections to. which the corner belongs; as for 
example: 

S 13 on SW., and 
S 12 " NW. face (for corner of sections 12 and 13 on the east 

boundary of a township). 
S 11 on NE., and 
S 10 " NW. face (for corner of sections 10 and 11 of a subdivi

sional surVf.\y running north' from the mon
ument). 

291. Section corners rejerri'TIg to one section only (oriented with the 
edges to the cardinal) are to be marked with the section on the face 
toward the particular section which is concerned; as for example: 

S 17 on NW. face (for southeast corner of section 17). 

292. Standard quarter-section corners (oriented 'with the faces to 
the cardinal) are to be marked "S 0 W' on the north face. 

293. Quarter-section corners oj maximum control (oriented with the 
faces to the cardinal) are to be marked (a) on a meridional line, "X" 
on the west face; and (b) on a latituclinalline, "W' on the north face. 

294. Q-llarter-section corners oj minimum control (oriented with the 
faces to the cardinal) are to be marked "W' and the section, all on the 
face toward the particular section which is conce~'lled; as for example: 

% S 4 on S. face (for quarter-section c~rner on the north boundary 
of section 4). 

·295. lvieander corners (oriented with the faces to the cardinal) are 
to be marked "M Oil on the faco toward the meanderable body of 
water, and 'iyith from one to six grooves on each of the other faces, 
each to indicate the number of miles (or fractional parts) from the 
monument to the (regular) township boundary line in the same 
direction, respectively; as for example: \ 

MOon N., 
6 grooves " E., 
4 II "S., and 
6 H I< 'YY. face (for meander corner of fractional sections 

13 and 18, on the south side of a meander
able body, of water). 

296. Special and auxiliary mea'TIder corvers (oriented with the faces 
to the cardinal) are to be marked "S 11 0" or "A 110," as the case 
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may be, on the face toward the meanderable body of water, and the 
section on the opposite faee; as for example: 

S MOon N., and 
S 19 "S. face (for special meander corner on a meridional 

subdivision-oi-section line in section 19, 
on the south side of a meanderable body 
of water). 

S 20 on E., and 
A M 0 " W. face (for auxiliary meander corner in section 20, 

on the east side of' a meanderable body of 
water). 

MARKS ON TREE MONUMENTS 
297. Where the true point for a corner is found to fall in the posi

tion occupied by a sound living tree, the tree will be made the monu
ment. A tree will be removed if it is too small to be marked. 

Section 248. 
298. The species of the tree and its diameter, breast height, will 

be noted 'where a tree is to be made a monument; the appropriate 
marks will be made upon the trunk of the tree immediately above the 
root crown. A series of marks to be made upon a particular side of 
a tree will be scribed in a v8rticalline reading downward. 

299. In the case of certain trees, including the aspen, beech and 
locust (smooth and thin barked), the marks may be madG prGferably 
by scribing lightly inLo the bark without blazing; the marks thus 
made will remain as long as the tree is sound. On the rough barked 
trees the marks should be scribed into a smooth, narrow, vertical 
blaz~, specially prepared by removing just el~ough.of the ?uter growth 
to eXpOS(l a fll1t surface of the live wood tIssue lmmedlately under
neath the bark; the ml1rks thus made will remain as long as the tree 
is sound but the blaze and marks will be covered by a gradual over
growth, 'showing an oubvard scar for ml1ny years. In region.s .sub
ject to hea\'J snowfall it is desirable to make a sm~ll ud.d1tlOna1 
blaze at a height of 6 or 8 feet above the ground, wlnch will serve 
to attract attention to the tree during thG winter season. The ends 
of thG blaZG should be smootl1ed ofT gradually without making a 
sharp cut into the live wood tissue. The lower end of the blaze upon 
which the marks are placed should be about 6 inches above the root 
crown and its length should be just suiIicient to take the marks. 

The' pmctiee relating to the manner of marking trees, as above 
outlined, is designed to cause the len.st possible injury.to the ~r.eo, 
b'y enabling a rn.pid overgrowth; also, to place the marks m a posltlOn 
where they will remain on the stump. if the trunk should be removed. 
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Various practices have obtained in the past in different localities, 
some of which are objectionable by causing unnecessary LYljury to a 
tree, or on account of the marks being placed in a position where 
there is danger of their removal with the trunk in case the tree is 
cut down. 

300. The above caution applies equally to the marking of bearing 
trees, and the engineer is advised, when making retracements, resur
veys, etc., not to remove the overgrowth on a tree monument or bear
ing tree unless it is absolutely necessary to do so in order to identify 
the tree. The marks on old bearing trees should not be disturbed or 
added to. New trces may be marked, which will be recorded in the 
field notes. 

In the case of trees which have been blazed before marking, the 
number of rings contained in the overgrowth (or its equivalent on the 
adjoining sections of the tree) will furnish an e~act count of the num
ber of years (one annual ring for each growing season) from the date 
of original marking to the date when uncovered. After an old bhze 
haS been uncovered, conditions are favorable for the decaying proccss 
to set in; the engineer should then adopt additional means to evidence 
the position of the corner. 

301. Standard township corners are to be marked "s 0" and the 
township on the north side, and the ranges and sections on the east 
and west sides; as for example: 

SOT 25 N on N., 
R 18 E S 31" E., and 
R 17 E S 36 U W. side. 

302. Closing township corners are to be marked It 0 0" and the 
township (or range) on the side from which the closing line approaches 
the monument,n.nd the ranges (or townships) and sGctions on the 
adjoining sides; also the initials or abbrevation of the State, reserva
tion, grant or private claim, on the side toward any irregular trn.ct 
which may be closed upon; as for example: 

R 18 E S 6 on E., 
o 0 T 24 N" S., and 
R 17 E S 1 " W. side. 

303. Gorners common to four townships are to be marked with the 
township and section on tho northeast llnd southwest sides, and tho 
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range and section on the southeast and northwest sides; as for ex-
ample: ' 

T 23 N 8 31 on NE., 
n, 18 E 8 6 " 8K, 
T 22 N 8 1 " 8W" and 
E, 17 E 836 " NW. side. 

304. Corners common to two tou;nships only are to be marked with 
the township, range and section on the sides toward the particular 
townships; as for example: -

T 2 N II 7 W 8 1 on 8W., and 
T 3 N H 7 W 8 36 " NW. side. 

305. Corners rejerring to one tou'nship only are to be marked with 
the township, range, and section on the side toward the particular 
township which is concerned; as for example: 

T 23 N R 7 W 8 86 on NW. side. 

306. Standard section corners are to be marked "8 0" and the town
ship and range on the north side, and the sections on the east and 
,vest sides; as for example: 

80T25NR 17EonN., 
8 36 " E., and 
8 35 " W. side. 

307. Closing section corners are to be mm-ked "0 0" and the tovm
ship and range on the side from which the closing line approaches 
the monument, and the sections on the adjoining sides; also the 
initials or abbreviation of the 8tate, reservation, grant or private 
claim on the side toward any irregular tract which may be closed 
upon; as for example: ~ 

8 1 on E., 
o 0 T 24 N R 17 E " 8., and 

8 2 " W. side. 

308. Corners common to jour sections arc to be marked (a) on an 
exterior, with the township (or townships), ranges (or range) and 
secLions; and (b) a subclivisional corner, with the township, range 
and section; all u,ppropriately sot forth as followi:J: 

303 

(u,) T 25 N 8 7 on NE., . 
R 18 E 8 18 " 8E., 
R 17 E 813 I( 8W., and 

8 12 " NW. side. 

(a) T 26 N 8 36 on NE., 
R 17 E S 1 " SE., 
T 25 N 8 2 " 8W., and 

S 35 " NW. side. 
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(b) T 25 N S 24 on NE., 
R 17 E 825 " 8E., 

S 26 " 8W., and 
823 " NW. side. 
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.309. Sectio,,! corners common to two sections only are to be marked 
WIth the township and section, and the range and section on the sides 
toward the particular sections to which the corner b01~ngs; as for 
example: 

T 14 S 8 11 on NK, and 
R 20 W 8 10 " NW. side. 

.310. Section corners rejerring to one section only are to be marked 
':lth the to,vnship, range and section on the side toward the par
tIcular section which is concerned; as for example: 

T 27 N R 16 W 8 17 on NW. side. 

311. ~tandard quarter-section corners are to be marked "8 C X" and 
the sectlOn, all on the north side; as for example: 

8 0 X 8 36 on N. side. 

312. Quarter-section corners oj maximum control are to be marked 
( ) . ,. 1 l' II" a on a merIQlOna me, X and the section on the west side and 
the section on the east side; and (b) on a latitudinal line 111/1; and 
th 

. ' 14 
e sectlOn on the north side, and the section on the south side' as 

for example: _ . ' 
8 18 on E., and 

X S 13 " W. side. 

X S 21 on N., and 
8 28 " 8. side. 

313. Quarter-s(]ction corners oj minimum control are to be marked 
"W' and the section, all on the side toward the particular section which 
is concerned; as for example: 

X 8 7 on E. side (for quarter-section corner on the west boundary 
of section 7). 

314. Aleander corners are to bo marked I'}'J Oil ~n the side toward 
the meanderable body of ,vater, and the additional marks (a) on a 
st~ndard paralle.l or other line controlling surveys to one side only, 
"nth the townslllp, range and section on the side toward the surveyed 
land; (b) on an exterior, with the township (or range) common to the 
adjoining townships on the side opposite the meanderable body of 
\,:ater, and the ranges (or ~o:v:o.ships! and ~he sections on the adjoining 
w.des j and, (c) on a subdlY1SlOnal line) WIth the township and range 

314 
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on the side opposite the meanderable body of water, and the sections 
on the adjoining sides; as for example: 

(a) MOon E., and . 
T 25 N R 17 E S 33" NW. side (for meander corner on a 

standard parallel, on the 
west side of a mea;nder
able body of water). 

(b) 

(b) 

T 24 Non N., 
R 18 E S 18 " E., 

1vl 0 " S., and 
R 17 ES13 " 'Y.side 

T 23 N S 35 on N., 
MO " E., 

T 22 NS 2 " S., and 
R 17 W" W. side 

(for meander corner on a range line, 
on the north side of a meanderable 
body of >vater). 

(for meander corner on a township 
. line on the west side of a meander-, 

able body of water). 

(0) S 23 on N., 
T 25 N R 17 E" E., 

(c) 

T 4 

S 26 " S., and 
1'1'1 0" W. side 

110 on N., 
S 9 "E., 

N R 7 W "S., Itnd 
S 8 "W. side 

(for meander corner on a lllt.~tudinal 
section line, on the cast Side of a 
meanderable body of water); 

(for mellnder corner on a meri~ional 
section line, on the south slde of 
It meanderable body of water). 

315. Special and a'U.xiliary meander corners are ~o be m,arked 
"S 111 0" or "A .:\1 O", as the case mfty be, on the Side ~ow~Id the 
meanderable .body of '\vater, and the section on the Opposlte slde; as 

for example: 
S MOon E., and 
S 1'1 "W. side (for speciflJ meander corner o~ a lati~udinal 

subdivision-of-section line m sectlOn 14, 
On the west side of a meanderable body 
of water). 

AMO 
S 9 

on N., and . . (\ 
Ii S. side (for auxiliary meander corner lIl' sectlOn il, 

on t.he south side of a meanderable body 
of water). 
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CORNER ACCESSORIES 

316. The purpose of an accessory is to evidence the position of the 
corner monument. A connection is made from the corner monument 
to fixed natural or artificial objects in its immediate vicinity, whereby 
the corner may be relocated from the accessory, thus in the event of 
the destruction or removal of the monument, its position may be 
identified as long as any part of the accessories remains in evidence. 
The accessories consist of three general classes, one or more of which 
are to be employed at each and every corner established in the public
land surveys (excepting for comers of minor subdivisions and where 
specifically not required by the Manual text, or omitted by the 
speoialinstructions), preference being given in the order of their 
permanence conditional upon the character of the ground in the local
ity of the monument, as follows: 

(a) Bearing trees, or other natural objects such as notable cliffs 
and boulders; permanent improvements; reference monuments; (b) 
mound of stone; (c) pits and memorials. 

317. The engineer cannot perform any more important service in 
connection with his official duties than to employ whatever means may 
be necessary permanently and accurately to evidence the location of 
the comers established in his survey, and where the usual accessories, 
or combinations of the same, cannot be employed, such other means 
should be adopted as will best serve the purpose. 

318. Formerly the accessories for witness corners were the same as 
though the monument had been established at its true point, but the 
marks upon the bearing trees or other objects were preceded by the 
letters "W 0", and the section number was made to agree with the 
section in which the tree or object actually stood. 

The new rule is as follows, 
Witness Corner: ,Bearing objects, if available, treated as in sees. 

319 and 323. Bearing trees, with direction and distance from the 
monument, marked with an II X" (only), at breast height, on the side 
facing the monument, and the letters ,. B T" (only) at the base. 
Mounds of stone treated as in sections 246, 326, and 327; arranged as 
in sections 330 to 347, incl., as though the monument were located 
at the true corner. 

Reference JHonument: All bearing objects and bearing trees, includ
ing marks, with reference to the position of the regular corner, as that 
location will be occupied as an instrument station. 

TVitness Point: No requirements ure set up as to the accessories for a 
witness point other thun to mark it b('al'ing tree or u. bearing object, 
if available, at important locil Lions, 01' to record ben,rings to more 
distant natural objects or improvements. 

818 
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BEARING TREES AND BEARING OBJECTS 

319. Bearing trees are to be selected for marking when available, 
ordinarily within a distance of 3 chains of the corner; a greater distance 
if important. One tree will be marked in each section in accordance 
with the plan as hereinafter set out, unless a tree in on\3 or more 
positions may not be available. A full description of each bearing tree 
,vill be embodied in the field notes; this will include the species of each 
tree, its diameter at breast height, the exact direction from the monu
ment, the horizontal distance counting to the center of the tree at its 
root crown; and, the exact marks scribed for the identification of the 
corner. Sections 320,321,322. 

Almost any nearby natural object that can be readily identified 
should be recorded by description, courso, and distance; such objects 
may not be of a character that can be marked, excepting in the case of 
a rock cliff or boulder. These \vill be supplemental to the marking of 
bearing trees, or to fill out a quota v,' here trees may not be available in 
some sections. The description of the cliJI or boulder will be such as to 
provide ready identification, including HE) marking of a cross (X) 
plainly and deeply chiseled at the exact point to which the direction 
and distance are recorded. Section 323. 

Anothcr desirable accessory, especially where the usual types are 
not available, nor suitable on account of the site conditions, such as at 
a corner that falls in cultivated land, is to record accurate bearings 
to two or more prominent landmarks. Section 324. 

320. The marks upon a bearing tree will be made upon the side 
facing the monument, and will be scribed in the manner already out
lined for marking tree corner monuments. The marks will embrace 
the information suggested in the schedule hereinafter given, with such 
letters and figures as may be appropriate for a particular corner, and 
will include the letters "B '1'''; a tree will always be marked to agree 
with the section in which it stands, and will be marked in a vertical 
line reading do·wllvmrd.l ending in the letters "B 'I'" at the lower end 
of the blaze approximately 6 inches above the root crown. 

321. There is a great dillerence in the longevity of trees, and in their 
rate of decay; trees should therefore be selected, if possible, with a view 
to the length of their probable life, their soundness, favorable site 
conditions and size. Sound trees from 5 to 8 inches in diameter, of 
the most hardy species, favorably located, are to be preferred for 
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marking. Trees 5 inches in diameter will not be selected for marking 
if larger trees are available, and it is generally better to avoid marking 
fully matured trees, especially those showing signs of decay. Trees 
4 inches in diameter, or less, if no better trees are available, will be 
marked ",'ith the letters "B T" only at the base, and an "X" at breast 
height, facing the monument. The species, size and exact position of 
the bearing trees are of vital jmportance, as this data will generally 
serve to identify a bearing tree without uncovering the marks, or even 
to identify two or more stumps after all evidence of the marks has 
disi'cppeared. 

322. Generally only one tree will be marked in each section at a 
particular corner, but in certain instances, hereinafter described, two 
trees arc required in a section. In such cases it is better to select trees 
of different species; or of widely dillerent size, direction or distance. 
If the trees are of the same species, in order that confusion may be 
avoided in the future identification of a remaining tree where the 
companion tree has disappeared, one tree will be marked \\~th an 
"X" only. 

323. A cross eX) and the letters "B 0" will be chiseled jnto a bear
ing obj ect, if it is a rock cliff or boulder; the record should be such as 
to enable another surveyor to determine just where the marks will be 
found. The rock bearing object is the most permanent of all acces

'sories i it ",'ill be used wherever practicable, and within a distance of 
5 chrlins. 

324. A connection to any permanent artificial object or improve
ment may be included in this genervJ class of corner accessories. The 
field notes should be explicit in describing such objects, and should 
indicate the exact point to which a connection is made, as "southwest 
corner of foundation of Smith's house," "center of Smith's well," 
"pipe of Smith's windmill," etc. No marks will be made upon 
private property.' 

MEMORIALS 
325. In every case where there is no tree or other bearing object, as 

above described, and where a mound of stone or pits are impracticable, 
a suitable memorial will be deposited alongside the monument. A 
memorial may consist of any durable article which will serve to identify 
the location in case the monument is destroyed. Such articles as 
glassware, stoneware, a marked eX) stone, a charred stake, a quart 
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of charcoal, or pieces of metal will constitute a s,uita.ble memorial. A 
full description of such articles will be embodIed In the field notes 

, wherever they arc employed as a memorial. When replacing an old 
morlument with a new one, such as substituting an iron post for an 
old marked stone, the old marker will be preserved as a memorial. 

MOUND OF STONE 
326. Where a native stone is available and the surface of the ground 

is favorable a mound of stone wm always be employed as an accessory 
to a corner 'monument, or to surround it, even though a full quota of 
trees or other bearing objects can be utilized. A mound ,of St0r.lC 

erected as a corner accessory will be built as stable as possIble, WIll 
consist of not fewer than five stones, and will be not less than 2 feet 
base and 1 % feet hiO'h, VY~here the ground is suitable, the stone mound 
surroundir~g the ir~n post, or when used as an ac:,essory, will be im
proved by first digging a circular trench, 4 to 6 u:ches deep, for an 
outer ring, then place the base of the la:'ger stones.m the ,trench, In 
stony ground the size of the mound WIll be sufficlCntly mcreas?d to 
make it conspicuous. The position of the accessory moun.d WIll ?e 
as shown in the schedule hereinafter stated; the nearest pomt on It~ 
base will be about 6 inches distant from the monument. The field 
notes will show the size and position of the mound, . 

327. Where it is necessary to support a monum~nt m a stone 

nd and if bearino- trees or other objects arc not avallable, a marked 
mou , b .' ' d I 'd tb (X) stone or other memonal ,nn be deposite a ongsl e . <e 

monument. ,. 
A ,t ne mound accessory in addition to the mound surrounamg a 

.tl. so' . "d . 11 
monument, will be built in all cases where thIS wlll m matena y 
in ma,king the location conspicuous. 

PITS 
328. Where the full quota of trees or other bearing o~iects are 

unavailable for marking, the position 6f the m?nume~t \~ill, under 
certain favorable conditions, be evidenced by pIts, No PIts should 
be dug in a roadway, or where the ground is overflowed for ~ny con
siderable period, or upon steep slopes, or ~here th~ earth WIll was~, 
or in a loose or light soil, or where there IS no natlYC sod, or whele 
suitable stone for a mound is at hand.,. , 

A firm soil covered with a healthy natJvo sod 1~ mo~t favorable 
for a permanent pit. Under such conditions the Pits WIll gradually 
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flil with a material slight,ly different from the original soil, and a new 
species of vegetation 'will generally take the place of the native 
grass; these characteristics, under favorable condition~, make' it 
possible to identify the original location of the pits after the lapse 
of many years. 

329. All pits will be dug 18 inches square and 12 inches deep, 
with the nearest side 3 feet distant from the corner monument, 
oriented with a square side (and not a corner) towards the monu
ment, arranged as shown in the schedule hereinafter giyen; the 
earth removed will be scattered in such a way that it will not again 
flil the pits, A description of the pits will be embodied in the field 
notes, and will include, in every instance, a statement of their size 
and position; this is particularly important in view of the fact that 
the practice herein outlined differs materially (in the interest of 
simplicity) from that set forth in earlier editions of the Manual. 

ARRANGEMENT AND MARKING OF CORNER 
ACCESSORIES 

330. Standard township cornerl 
Standard section corners. 

Two bearing trees, one in each section north of t.he standard 
parallel, each marked "8 0" and the township, range and section; as 

T 25 N R 18 E 8 31 8 0 B T. 

l'v10und of stone, north of corner. 
Three pits, one each on line north, cast and west. 

331. Closing township corners . 
Closing section corners. 

Two bearing trees, one in each sect.ion to tho right and lelt of the 
closing line, each marked "00" and the township, range and section; 
as 

T 24 N R 18 E 8 6 0 0 B T. 

Mound of stone, on the closing line. 
Three pits, one on the closing line and one each to the right and 

left OIl the line closed upon. 
332. Garners common to four townships. 
Four bearing trees, one in each section, each marked with the 

to\vnship, range and section; as 

T 22 N R 17 E SIB T. 

332 
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110und of stone, south of corner. 
Four pits, one euch on line north, east, south and west. 
333. Corners common to two toumships only. 
Two bearing trees, one in each section corner,ing at the monument, 

each marked with the township, range and sectlOn; as 

T 2 N R 7 W SIB T. 

Mound of stone, on the line between the two tovnlships cornering 
at the monument. 

Three pits, one each on the three lines connecting at the monument. 
334. Corners rejerring to one township only. . 
Two bearing trees, both in the township cornerm~ at the monu

ment, euch marked with the township, range and sectlOn; as 

T 23 N R 19 W S 36 B T. 

Mound of stone, in the township cornering at the monument, at 
45 0 from cardinal direction at the monument. 

Two pits, one each on the two lines connecting at the monument. 
335. Corners common to JOUl' sections. ' 
Four bearing trees, om, in each section, each marked with the 

tovtnship, range and section; as 
T 26 N R 17 E S 35 B T. 

Mound of stonG, "lest of corner. 
Four pits, one in each section northeast, southeast, southwest and 

northwest. 
336. Section corners common to two sections only. 

Two bearing trees, one in each section corner.ing at the monument, 
each marked with the to\vnship, range and sectlOn; as 

T 14 S R 17 E S 12 B T. 
Mound of stone, on the line between the two sections cornering at 

the monument. . 1 d' . t +h 
Two pits, one in each section at 45 0 from cardmi1 lrectlOn a " e' 

monument: 
337. Section corners rejerring to one section only. 
Two bearing trees, both in the section corner;-ng at the monument, 

each marked with the township, range and sectlOn; as 
T 27 N R 16 W S 17 B T. 

1found of stone, in the section 'cornering at the monument, f1t 45 0 

from cardinal direction at the monument. . . 
Two pits, one 3 feet and one 6 feet dista.nt, b~th:u: the sectIOn cor-
. ttl monument at 45° from cardlllal dlrCctlOll at the monu-nenng a 1e , ' 

mellt. 
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338. Standard Quarter-section corners. 
Two bearing trees, both north of the standard parallel, each marked 

"X" and liS 0" and the section; as 

X S 36 SOB T. 
Mound of stone, north of corner. 
Two pits, one 'each on line east and west, 
339. Quarter-section corners oj maximum control. 
Two bearing trees, one in each section, each marked "W' and the 

section; as 

y. S 16 B T. 
Mound of stone: (a) On a meridional line, west of corner; and, 

(b) on a latitudinal line, north of corner. 
1'-\'10 pits, one in each direction on the line passing through the 

monument. 
340. Qv.arter-section corners oj minimum control. 
Two bearing trees, both in the particular section which 1S con-

cerned, each marked and the section; as 
?~,S7BT. 

Mound of stone, in the particular section which is concerned, in a 
cardinal direction from the monument. 

Two pits, one ill each direction on the line passing through the 
monument. 

341. 1I1eander corners. 

Two bearing trees: (a) On a standard parallel or other line con
trolling surveys to one side only, bothin the particular section which 
is concerned; and (b) on all other lines, one in each section to the right 
and left of the line; all marked "lv1 0" and with the township, range 
and section; as 

T 25 N R 14 E S 32 MOB T. 

Mound of stone, on the surveyed linc on the opposite side of the 
monument from the meanderable body of water. 

Two pits, one 3 feet and one 6 feet distant, on the surveyed line 
on the opposite side of the monument from the meanderable body 
of water. 

342. The interior quarter-section and all sixteenth-section corners, 
when required by the written special instructions. 

Tv{o bearing trces, marked (with letters and figures ending in 
liB T") as shown in the following diagram: 

Mound of stone, in a cardinal direction from the monument, us 
shown (with symbol" .&") in the following diagram: 
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Two pits, in a cardinal direction from the monument, as shown 
(with symbol" 0") in the following diagram (Figure 98): 
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343. Sixteenth-section corners oj mrinimum control. 
T,vo bearing trees, both in the particular section which is con

cerned, each marked with a key letter (N, E, S or W) to indicate 
t he position of the monument, and" ha" and the section i as 

N tG S 18 6 T 

--1---+-+--5 

Lt~ 
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Mound of stone, in the particular section which is concerned, in 
a cardinal direction from the monument. 

Two pits, one in each direction on the section line passing through 
the monument. ' 

344. Special and auxiliary meander corners. 
Two bearing trees, each marked tIS 11 0" or II AM 0 " as the case 

may be, and the section; as ' 

S 14 S MOB T, or 
S14AMOBT. 

Mound of stone, on the opposite side of the monument from the 
meanderable body of water. 

Two pits, one 3 feet and one 6 ft:et distant, on the opposite side of 
the monument from the meanderable body of water. 

345. Closing scubdimsion-oj-section corners. 
Two bearing trees, both in the particular section which IS con

cerned, each marked "0 0" and the sectionj as 

S gOO B T. 

Mound of stone, on the closing line. 
Three pits, one on the closing line and one each to the right and 

left on the line closed upon. 
346. lrfiscellaneous angle points along irregular boundaries. 
(a) T,yo bearing trees, where the monuments are less than 1 milo 

apart, ono on each side of the boundary; and (b) four bearing trees, 
where the monuments are 1 mile or more apart, two on each side of 
the boundary; each marked" A P" and a serial or section number 
or both, dso the initials or abbreviation of the State, reservation: 
grant, private claim or public land, as appropriate; as 

A P 2 'l'R 37.B T, and 
A P S 14 B T (for" angle point No.2" on the boundary 

of a private claim "Tract No. 37" fall
ing on surveyed land). 

Mound of stone, on the medial line between the boundary lines 
intersecting at the monument, and in the direction toward the 
reservation, grant or private claim.2 

Two pits, one in eaeh direction on the lines intersecting at the 
monument. 

I The placing 01 a stone mound on a StBte boundary 15 011 the line, north from the monument If the field 
notes oItho sUrveyor retracement are written to read running north; to tlle cust, if running east, etc. In tbe 
bo:mdary surveys, where stano lB ~\'ailablc, It is good prnetico to buUd a substantial stOnG and carth mound 
surrounding !l.lld to tbo top of .be monument; this will usunlly be con.p!cuoUll without an additional stoot 

InQUllU. 
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34 7. I ntermecliate corners along irregular boundarieli. 
(a) Two bearing trees, where the monuments are less than 1 mile 

apart, one on each side of the boundary; and (b) four bearing .trees, 
where the monuments are 1 mile or more apart, two on each slde of 
the boundary; each marked with the number of the mile or nalf
'mile corner and the letter "Mil to (indicate "mile corner"), and 
the initials or abbreviation of the State, reservation, grant, private 
claim or public land, as appropriate; as 

47 M COLO BT, and 
47 M OKLA BT (for "47th mile" corner on the boundary 

line between the States of "Colorado" 
and "Oklahoma"). 

Mound of stone on a line at right angles to the boundary, and in 
direction toward the reservation, grant, or private claim.2 

Two pits, one in each direction on the boundary. 

I Footnote 2 on p. Z7Q. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF EXISTENT CORNERS 

348. It is tho purpose of this chapter of the Manual to outline the 
cruidinO' principles which arc to be observed in the identification of 
~xiste;t corners, and thereafter to set forth the particulur rules which 
are to be applied in the reoovery of the position of lost corners orig
inally established in the execution of the United States rectangular 

surveys.. . 
All surveyors, whether employed by the United St~tes or not: ~re 

cautioned to note tho difference between tho regulatlOns pertammg 
to tho establishment of the original surveys of the public lunds and 
those relating to the subsequent identification of said official surveys 
and the replacement of missing monuments thereof. 

In the extension of the rectangulur surveys it devolves upon the 
cadastral engineers of the Bureau of Land Management to identify 
the initial lines of his group and to replace all lost corners thereof. 
On the other hand in the subdivision of sections and in the location of 
property lines gcnerally, it falls to the county o~ other local. sur:e~or 
to identify the official corners, and where a reqmred corner IS mlssmg 
the local surveyor will be called upon to recovcr the point. Thus it 
will be seen that local surveyors as well as cadastral engineers of the 
Bureau of Land Management are constantly called upon to search for 
existing evidence of original monuments, and in this work the sur
veyors will be guided by the same general method.s. Should~he 
search for a monument result in failure, the appropnate restoratwe 
surveying process to be observed by either surveyor will be based 
upon the same rules as hereinafter outlined. The text that follows 
draws no distinction between the duties of the two classes of surveyors. 

349. The terms "corner" and "monument" are used largely in the 
same sense though a distinction should be noted to clarify the sub
ject matter' of this chapter, The term "corner" is employed to denote 
a point determined by the surveying process, whereas the "mo~u
ment" is the physical structure erected for the purpose of markmg 
the corner point upon the earth's surface. .. . 

The "corners" of the public land surveys are those that decermIne 
the boundaries of the various subdivisions which are represented on 
the official plat, i. e.-the township corner, the section corner, the 
quarter-section corner the meander corner. The "mile corner" of a 
Sta te, rescrvation, or ~rant boundary, does not mark a point of a sub
division; it is a station along the line; long usage has given acceptance 
to the term. A monumented "angle point" of a boundary marks a 
turning point, and in that sense it is a corner of tho survey, 

The "monuments" of tho public land surveys range from the 
deposit of some durable memorial, a marked wooden stake or post, a 
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ma~ked ~tone, an iron post having 1m inscribed cap, a marked tablet 
set III soh~ rock or in a concrete block, a marked tree, a rock in place 
mar~ced wILh a cross eX) at the exact point of tbo corner, and other 
specwl types of markers, some of which are more substantial; any of 
these are te~med "monuments". The several classes of accessories 
~uch as bearmg, trees, ~eal:ing objects, mounds of stone, and pits du~ 
m .the sod or SOlI, are mds m the finding and identification, and afford 
eVIdence for the perpetuation of the corner position. ; 

The, restoration of a lost or obliterated corner has to do with the 
repla.cmg o! ,a monument that has disappeared so far as this relates to 
phySiCal eV1C1~nce, or other means of identification short of a remeasure
ment of the lines that were surveyed in the establishment of this and 
t?e nearest eXIstent corners of that survey in the two or four diroc
tr~n~. If t~o~'e should be acceptable collateral evidence by which the 
ongmal POSltlOl: may be accurately located, the monument may be 
reg~;rde~ as oblIterated, but not lost; the point is then referred to us 
an oblIterated corner". 
. The replacement of a los~ or oblitera ted corner is not a resurvey in 
Itself, as the latter term IDlplies a much wider application of the 
methods, at l~as.t one or more whole sections, but usually involving a 
wl:ole tOW~S}llp ll1 the Bureau of Land 1fanagement practice. Section 
381 . . In Cltner case, however, the question is not where 'a new or exact 
runnmg of the lines would locnte the corner but where or in what 
particular posi~ion was the corner established in the beginning, in the 
approved offiCIal survey. The evidence, to be acceptable, or to be 
given value, must be such as to have a bearing upon the latter jact. ' 

35.0' The, rules for the restoration of lost corners are not to be 
applIed until after the development of all evidence, both original and 
collater~l, that may be found acceptable, though the methocls of 
pr?portlOnate m~ns~re,~lent will aid materially in the recovery of the 
eVIdence, and WIll lIlQlcute what the resulting locations may be as 
based upon the known controL 

An. existent corner is one whose position can be identified by verifying 
t~ie eV?den~e oj the .mon~ment, or its accessories, by rejerence to the de scrip
twn that 1S contamed w the field notes, or where the point can be located 
by ~n acceptable supplemental survey record, some physical e1tidence, 01' 

tes[1,mony. 
Even ~hough its physical et'idence may have entirely disappeared, a 

corner ~Yill not be regarded as lost if its position can be recovered through 
the test~rr:o:y oj one, or more u'itnesses who have a dependable knowledge 
oj the ongmallocahon, .-

351. The process of again bringing to light the physical evidence of 
an original monument is founded on the principle of intelligent search 
for the culls of the field notes of the original survey, guided by the 
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controlling influence of known points. The problems incident to the 
search are vastly simplified whenever a retracement may be projected 
from known points, and the final search for a monument should cover 

. the zone surrounding one, two, three or four temporary points as may 
be determined by COlmections with known corners in one, two, three 
or four directions, according to the number of points which will ulti
mately control the relocation in case .the corner in question should be 
declared lost. 

352. The character of the original monument is the most important 
factor in regard to its lasting qualities, and the search should be 
directed to an examination for such evidence as may reasonably be 
e)..,])ected to remain. ThG evidence is bound to range from that which 
is least conclusive to that which is unquestionable, and the requisite 
support of corroborative evidence is necessary in direct proportion to 
the uncertainty of any feature regarding whose authenticity there 
may be danger of dispute. 

A stone, wooden post, tree corner, deposit corner, and the modern 
iron post monument arc all subject to more or less deteriorating 
changes through various influences, depending upon the character of 
the original monument, its local site conditions, and the lapse of time, 
and all such factors should be taken into consideration when com
paring the particular evidence in: question with the description con
tained in the original field notes. 

353. If the evidence of the monument is not fully conclusive, the 
engineer's attention will be directed at once to the record accessories; 
this step is so generally necessary that it should be considered simul
taneously with the search for the monument; in fact, in their broader 
significance the accessories are a part of the monument. 

The underlying principles relating to the identification of the corner 
accessories, subject to the changes which may be expected in the 
period intervening after the date of the original survey, have already 
been fully outlined in chapter IV. It will suffice to state that the 
evidence of the accessories should agree with the record contained in 
the field notes of the original survey, subject only to such changes as 
reas0nably may be expcctcd. 

354. In case of material disagreement between the particular evi-
dence in question and the record calls, the process of elimination of 
those fvatures regarding which there may be doubt, after making 
due allowance for llatural changes, will scrve a most useful purpose, 

as follows: 
(a) The character and dimensions of the monument in evidence 

should not be widely different from the record; 
(b) The markings in evidence shoJld not be inconsistent with the 

record; and, 
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(c) Th~ nature of the accessories in evidence, including size, position 
and mark~gs, should not be greatly at variance with the record. 

A .c:rtam measu~e of ~llowance for ordinary discrepancies should 
utel m~o the conSIderatIOn of the evidence of a monument and its 
~ces~ones, ~nd no ?efinite rule can be laid down as to what shall be 
lliClent eVIdence m such cases. Much must be left to th l~ill 

\ 

i:, 

1't d d' des\. , 
\ 1 y, an goo J~ gm.ent ~f the engineer in the performance of 
work, ever bearmg m mmd the relation of one monum t t . 
her, and the relation of all to the recorded natllral objec~: an~ 
1 of topography. 

decision should be made in regard to the restoration of a corner 
every .~eans ha~ ?een exercised that might aid in identifying 
10 ongrnul pOSItIOn. The retraeements, which are usually 

bl at known ,:orners, a~d run in accord with the plan of the 
or. survey, :will ascertam the probable position, and 'will show 
wh ~crep~nclCs are to be 8..xpecte?; ans: supplemental survey 
rec( testImony should then be conSIdered m the light of the facts 
thm loped. A line will not be regarded as doubtful if the retraco-
mont 'ds the recovery of acceptable evidence. 

35~ ~bliterated corner .is one at w~ose point there are no remaining 
traces J monument, or 'its accessor'tes, but whose location has been 
perpei'l or the point for which may be recovered beyond reasonable 
doubt, t acts and te:timony of the interested landowners, competent 
surveY01 other qualified local authorities, or witnesses or by some 
acceptabl lrd evidence. ' 

A pos', that depends upon the use of collateral e'vidence can be 
accepted ( ~s duly supported, generally through proper relation to 
known co!", and agreement with the field notes regarding distances to 
natural ob) ltrearr: crossings, line trees, and off-line tree blazes, etc., 
or unquestit ' testtmony. 

A corner \ )t be considered as lost if it; position can be recovered 
satisfactoril} neans of the ~estimon! and acts of witnesses having 
positive knO\ e of the preClse locatIOn of the original monument. 
The expert t \Ony of surveyors who may have· identified the 
original monu prior to its destruction and thereupon recorded 
Hewaccessorim mnections, etc., is by far the most reliable, though 
landowners are able to furnish valuable testimony. The greatest 
care is necessar:. )l'der to establish the bona fide character of the 
record intel'veni Vter the destruction of an original monument. 
Full inquiry may '1 serve to bring to light various records relatinO' 
to the orig~al c 'S, and memoranda of private markings, etc~ 
and the engmeer ;:;llould make use of all such sources of information. 
:rhe matter of boundary disputes should be carefully looked into 
rnsofar as adverse claimants may base their contentions upon evi-
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dence of the original survey, and if such disputes ,have, r,esulted in 
a boundary suit, the record testimony a~d the c~urt s d?ClslOn should 
be cm'efully examined relative to any mformatJon whIch may shed 
liO'ht upon the position of an original monument, _ " 

b The testimony of individuals may relate to, knowledg~ of the ongmal 
monument or the accessories, prior to th81r destructIOn, or to any 
other marks fixing the locus of the original ~m'Vey; and the value 

f ~ h te·,timony may be '.veio'hted in proportlOn to Its completeness o ~uc :0 - b h "I 
d aO'reement with the calls of the field notes of t e ongma survey, 

an b 1 I . f th .. I also upon the steps taken to preserve tIe oeatlOn 0 - - e ong~a 
marks, All such evidence should be put to the severest possIble 
tesis by confirmation relating to known original e?rncrs and other 
calls of the original field notes, particularly to Ime trees, blazed 
lines and items of topography. -

It is impossible to outline a definite rule for the accept~nee ~r 
non-acceptance of the testimony of indivi~uals. COI'l'oboratl:e eVl
dence becomes necessary in direct proportlO~ t? ,the uncertamt~T of 
the particular sta,tements advanced b~ the, mdlvldual w,ho, t~stifies. 
I rill b 11 for the enO'ineer to bcar m mmd that confhctm", siate-
t \\ • e we '" . f 1 f b d 

ments and contrary vie,vs of interested parties are frmt u 0 oun [try 

disputes. . 
The points outlined below will be ~ guide to the eng111ee~ or surveyo,r 

for what he is called upon to show 111 the field notes, or m the ~epolt 
f .c ld exomm' ation as the weight to be given to the testlmony 

o allG. n , • ,- .' fIt 
which is to be passed upon as an element 111 the restol~tlOn o. a os' 
or obliterated corner. The witness, or the recor~ eVlden?e, should 
be duly qualified, in the sense that the lmowledg? or mformatlOn s~o~1d 
be first hand, not hearsay, nor incomplete, nor Just a pcrsonal opmlOn 

-I .' 1 f ct Any te"timony or record statement should as to t 10 ongma a '. ~ . . 
manifestly be such as can stand an appropnate test as to ItS. bona 
fide character. The testimony, or the record; ~ust. be s~fIiclCntly 
accurate within a reasonable limit for what IS reqmred m normal 

surveying practice h ffi' 1 
Any marks that were made either before or subsequent ~o t ~ 0 l~la 

t th tl'rne of the survey bv others than under the dn'echon survev, or a e - -, 'f 1 
of th~ chief of field party, are not to b~ re~arded as eVldence 0 t l~t 
survey excepting as an uppropriut~ relatlOn IS shown by fully authentI-
cated fi.clcl notes, or qualified testImony. . 

One additional caution, addressed especially to t~e eudustr~l e~gl-
neer employed by the Bureau of ~an~ 11anagement, IS to. beal';lD l.n:nd 

that his pr'ofessional work is techmcalm character, not legal 0: J u~lcH1.l, 
i. e.-the engineer or surveyor is not a referee a~ t~ .tbe rushee or 
injustice of a situation, nor is he qualified to ,act JudICIally u?on the 
equities or inequities that may appear to be lDvolved. SectIOn 39L 
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Where public lands are involved the final authority to npprove or 
to disapprove the procedure for the restoration of a lost or oblitera.ted 
corner rests with the Director, Bureau of Land Management. If 
privately-owned lands are affected the Director will give careful 
consideration to any dissatisfaction or protest made by an interested 
person concerning the work of an engineer employed by the .Bureau. 
In this sense, however, it should be obvious that the Director cannot 
assume jurisdiction over or responsibility for the acts or results of 
surveys ¥lade by county, local, or private surveyors: or by surveyors 
or engineers who may be employed by other branches of the Federal 
Government. Sections 13, 390. 

Where a corner marks the bounda.ry between, or in any manner 
controls the location of the subdivisionallines that form the boundary 
of privately-owned property, dissatisfaction on the pnrt of or dispute 
between the owners may be brought before the local court of compe
tent jurisdiction. The Director, Bureau of Land Management, unless 
the United States may be a party in the suit or other proceeding, will not 
be bound by the opinion of the court if pu blic lands are involved, if it 
should be shown subsequently that evidence of the official survey was 
disregarded, or if there should be some other gross departure from the 
basic principles of good surveying practice. 

The above conditions and procedures and many more are brought 
out much more appropriately in the leading court opinions where 
boundary cases are involved, which are available in the law libraries. 
There are several reference books 1 on the legal elements of surveying 
and boundaries, which cite many court opinions, and deal with these 
difficult subj ects, 

The treatment by the authorities of the questions of testimony and 
physical evidence, in all of the various phases, as to acceptability, 
amply demonstrate the importan~ of the principles herein mentioned, 
i. e.---:due qualification, bona fide clwl'Ucter, accuracy, 

356. In those cases where witness corners 'were established in the 
original survey, the true point for the corner will be controlled by 
such witness corner, ,vhen the latter can be identified, by reference 
to the record in accordance with the general plan of the survey. 

I A trcalise on thc Law of Surveying and Boundaries, by Frank Emerson Clark, of the Minnesota Bar. 
2d cdition, lD:;U; the llobbs·Merrill Co., publishers, Indianapolis, Ind, lJroadly applicable to the subject, 
dcaling spccillcally witL questions related dircctly to tho United States rectangular system. Numerous 
dtntion of cases. 

The Legal Elements of IlounclRries and Adjacent I'ropcrties, by Ray TIamllton Skelton, C. E" assistant 
professor of civil engineering. t;ni\'ersily of Maryland. 1930; the Bobbs·Merrill Co,. publishers, Indionapo 
lis, Ind, Broadly npp!icnblc in deaJiL~ with the many legal questions that are involved in litigation over 
boundary locn tIou, tbe eases prillcipnll,' in the Colonial Stales of the A thmtic sCllboard. 1\ Ulllcrous citations 
au all of tho many subjects, 

Boundaries and Landmarks, 0 practical manual by A, C. Mulford, a civil engineer and land surveyor in 
tbe orca of Long Is][U]d, New York, ]0]2; copyrlgbt, D, Van Nostrand Co., New York City. Advlsoryas 
to good practiCe, ono surveyor to another. 
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The usual diligent search will be made for witness corners, but where 
the same can not be identified the position of the true point for the 
corner will usually be of major importance, rather than the point 
for the witness corner, and in such instances the engineer will pro
ceed directly to the re-determination of t~le true corner position, 
adopting the particular methods which should govern the case in 
hand. 

By their very nature witness corners have frequently been the cause 
of confusion, some of which may not be avoidable; in some cases a 
better practice may have avoided the resulting trouble. The con
fusion may usually be avoided by reference to the field notes of the 
survey. If the factual statements in the field notes are elear as to 
interpretation, it is merely then a question of direction and length of 
line from the monumented point to the true point for a corner. It is 
not quite so simple if there should be extensive obliteration, or if there 
were too numerous substitutions of witness corners at points that might 
have been monumcnted substantially through the exercise of greater 
care, skill, or diligence at the time of the first marking of the lines. 
The most unfortunate of the difficulties has come from "calling" for a 
witness corner in the field notes, such as the setting of a monument on 
a random line, or by some error of calculation for the correct distance 
on the true line, and not marking the monument "W 0" plaInly or at 
all. 

Where an original witness corner has become lost and a new one is 
necessary for the proper monumentation of the lines, the practice 
called for in sections 249 to 254, inclusive, will be followed. 

357. In the absence of an original monument, a Jin0 tree, or a defi
nite connection to lllLturlLl objects, or to improvements, which can 
be identified, may each fix a point of the original survey for both 
latitude and departure. The mean position of a blazed line, when 
identified as the original line, may sometimes help to fix a merid
ional line for departure, or a latitudinal line for latitude. Other 
calls of the original field notes in relation to various items of topogra
phy may assist materially in the recovery of the locus of the original 
survey. Such evidence may be developed in an infinite variety. 
It may be only such as to disprove other questionable features, 
or it may guide the engineer in a general way in arriving at the 
immediate vicinity of a line or corner, or in its best phases may be 
such as to fix the position of a line or corner beyond any doubt. 

358. A certain measure of allowance should be made for ordinary 
discrcpancies in the calls relating to items of topography. Such 
evidences should be considered more particularly in the aggregate, 
and when they are found to be corrobomtive an average may be 
secured to control the final adjustment, which ",'ill be governed 
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l~r~ely by the eviden.ces nearest the particular corner in question, 
glvmg the greatest wClght to those features which ao-ree most harmo
niously. with the l'ecord, and to such items as afl'ord definite connec
tion. A careful analysis will generally reveal the merits of authentic 
evidences as opposed to unreliable features bearing resemblance to 
the calls of the field notes, and in this matter the eno-ineer will find 

" b 
an opportumty to pxerClse his skill to the fullest capacity. 

359. It is a matter of utmost importance to determine where an 
identified call of the original field notes shall operate to control for 
both la.titude and depa~'ture, or for either coordinate by itself, and 
finally as to the necesslty for applying the rules for proportionate 
measurement where the distance between the identified points is 
considerable. 

RESTORATION OF LOST CORNERS 

360. A lost corner is a point of a survey whose position can rIOt be 
determined, beyond reasonable doubt, either from traces of the or1'ginal 
marks or from acceptable evidence or testimony that bears upon the 
original position, and whose location can be restored only by reference 
to one or more interdependent corners. 

If there is some acceptable evidence of the original location that 
position will be employed in preference to the rule that would be 
applied to a lost corner. 

361. The engineer is not prepared to consider the restoration of 
a lost corner until he has exhausted every other means of identifyino
its original position, and at this stage of his work he should hn,v~ 
determined upon an approximat.e position of the original monument 
based upon his findings resulting from retracements leading from 
known corners to the lost corner, from one, two, three or four direc
tions in aecordn,nce with the plan of the original surv~y. The prin
ciple of proportionate measurement, which most nearly harmonizes 
surveying practice with the legal and equitable considerations in
volved in controversies concerning lost land boundaries enters . ' mto the problem at this stage, and this plan of relocating a lost 
corner will always be employed unless outweighed to the contrary 
by physical evidence of the original survey. In cases where the 
relocated corner can not be made to harmonize with all the calls 
of tho original field notes, due to unexplained discrepancy which 
is made apparent by the retracement, the engineer is required to 
determine which calls wiil be given major control, and those which 
must be subordinated. 

362. The preliminary retracement.s furnish the only possiblo 
means of arriving at the discrepancies of the courses and distances 
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of the oriO'inal survey as compared with those derived in the process 
of re-runcing the lines, and the whole problem of proportionate meas
urement is one involving the adjustment of said discrepancies. The 
restoration of the lost corners can not proceed until the retracement 
of the oriO'inal survey has been completed. The retracement will 
be based ~pon the courses and distances returned in the field notes 
of the original survey, or the equivalent by calculation, initiated 

. and closed upon known original corners. Temporary stakes !or 
future use in the relocation of all lost corners may be set when making 
the retracements. 

363. In cases where the probable position cannot be made to 
harmonize with some of the calls of the field notes due to errors in 
descd )tion or to discrepancies in measurement, made apparent by the 
retracement it must be ascertained \vhich of the calls for distances 
alonO' the line are entitled to the greater weight. Aside from the 
tec~ique of recovering the traces of the marks, the main problem is 
one that treats with the discrepancies in measurement. 

Existing original corners can not be disturbed; consequently,. dis
crepancies between the '!1ew and those oj the record measurements wdl not 
in any manner affect the measurements b~yond the ~de:'dified corner~, but 
the'differences 'Uxill be distributed proport~onately 'l.mthtn the several mter-

vals along the line between the corners. . 
The retracements will show various degrees of accuracy m the 

lengths of lines, where in every case it was inten~ed to secure true 
horizontal distances. Until after 1900 most of the lmes were measured 
with the Gunter's link chain, so that the surveyor must recall the 
difficulties of keeping a chain at standard length, and the inaccuracies 
of measuring steep slopes by this method. . . 

All discrepancies in measurement shoul~ be carefully ~enfied, if 
possible, with the object oj plac-ing each ~ifference whe~~t.~ properly 
belongs. This is exceedingly important a~ t.tmes, beca'11;se! V d~~regarded, 
the effect will be to give weight to a pos~twn where tt tS obmously not 

justified. . . ' 
Accordingly, wherever it is possible to do so, the m,anijest errors :n 

measurement will be removed from the general average difference, and 'l.mll 
be placed where the blunder was made. The a?cumulated. surpz'us .01' 

deficiency that then remains is the quantity that ~s to be uniformly dts-
tributed by the methods oj proportional me.asur.eme~t.. . , 

364. The ordinary field problem conSIsts m dlstnbutmg tne excess 
or deficiency bet\veen t\VO existent corners in such a manne~ that the 
amount criven to each interval shall bear the same proportlOn to the 
wholo clift'oronce as the record length of the interval bears to tho whole 
record distance. After having applied the proportionate difIeronco to 
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the record length of each interval the sum of the several Darts will 
equal the new measurement of the whole distance. • 

A proportionate measurement is one that gives concordant relation 
between al~ parts oj the line, i. e.-the new values given to the several parts, 
as determ~ned by the remeasurement, shall bear the same relation to the 
record lengths as the new measurement oj the whole line bears to that 
record. 

365. The term "single proportionate measurement" is applied to a new 
measurement made on a line to determine one or more positions on that 
line. 

By single proportionate measurement the position of two identified 
corners controls the direction of that line; the method is sometimes 
referred to as a "two-way" proportion, such as a meridional or north 
and south proportion, or a latitudinal or east and west proportion. 
Examples, a quarter-section corner on the line between two section 
corners; all corners on standard parallels; and all intermedia te positions 
on any township boundary line. 

The term "double proportionate measurement" is applied to a new 
measurement made between four known corners, two each on intersecting 
meridional and latitudinal lines, for the purpose oj relating the inter
section to both. 

In effect, by double proportionate measurement the record direc
tions are disregard~d, excepting only where there is some acceptable 
supplemental survey record, some physical evidence, or testimony, 
that may be brought into the control. The method may be referred 
to as a "four-way" proportion. Examples, a corner common to four 
townships, or one common to four sections within a township. 

The double proportionate measurement'is the best example of the 
principle that existent or known corners to the north and to the south 
should control any intermediate latitudinal position, and that corners 
east and west ~hould control the position in longitude. Lengths of 
proportioned lines are comparable only when reduced to their cardinal 
equivalents. 

366. It will almost invariably happen that discrepancies will be 
developed between the new measurements and the original measure
ments recorded in the field notes. When these differences OCCID' the 
engineer will generally be required to adopt a proportionate meaSID'e
ment based upon a process conforming to the method fo11o\ved in the 
original survey. 

The principle of the precedence of one line over another of less 
original importance is recognized, relative to single or double propor
tionate measurement, in order to harmon.i.ze the restorative process 
with the method followed in the original survey, thus limiting the 
controL 
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Standard parallels 1vill be given precedence 01)er other township exteriors, 
and ordinarily the lattcr will be given precedence over sub divisional lines; 
section corners uvill be relocated bejore the position oj lost quarter-section 
corners can be determined. 

PRIMARY METHODS 

(a) Double Proporfionate Measurement 

367. The method oj double proportionate measurement is generally 
applicable to the restoration oj lost corners oj four townships and oj lost 
f. "/j . mterwr corners OJ our sectwns. 

One identified original corner is balanced by the control of a corre
sponding original corner upon the opposite side of a particular missing 
corner "which is to be restored, each identified original corner being 
given a controlling weight inversely proportional to its distance from 
the lost corner. 

368. In order to restore a lost corner oj four townships, a retracement 
willfirst be made between the nearest known corners on the meridional line, 
north and south oj the missing corner, and upon that line a temporary 
stake will be placed at the proper proportionate distance; this will deter
mine the latitude oj the lost corner. 

Next, the nearest corners on the latitudinal line will be connected, and a 
second point will be marked for the proportionate measrurement east and 
west; this point will determine the position oj the lost corner in departure 
(or longitude). 

Then, thr01lgh the first temporary stake run a line east or west, and 
through the second temporary stake a line north or south, as relative 
situations may determine; the intersection oj these two lines will fix the 
position jor the restored corner. 

In the accompanying small scale diagram, the points A, B, 0, and 
D represent four original corners; on the large scale diagram the 
point E represents the proportional measurement between A and B; 
and, similarly, F represents the proportional measurement between 0 
and D. The point X satisfies the first control for latitude and the 
second control for departure. 

369. A lost township corner cannot safely be. restored, nor the 
boundaries ascertained, V'r'ithout first considering the field notes of the 
four intersecting lines; it is desirable also to examine the four township 
plats. In most cases there is a fractional distance in the half-mile to 
the east of the township corner, and frequently in the half-mile to the 
south. The lines to the north and to the west are usually regular, 
i. e.-quarteT-section and section corners at normal intervals of 40.00 
and 80.00 chains, but there may be closing-section corners on any or 
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all of the botmdaries so that it is important to verify all of the distances 
by reference to the field notes. 
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The plan of double proportionate measurement. 
The corner at point X /s lost. 
Points A, B, 0, and D represent known corners. 

Fig.67. 

First, locate point E for latitude by proportionate measurement north and south; then point F for departure 
by proportionate meru;nreID(ll1t cast and west. 

The point X will be located at the intersection of the lines-oost or west tbrough point E, and nortb or sonth 
through point F. 

The plan oj double proportionate measurement will be applied to the 
restoration oj lost corners oj four townships where all the lines therejrom 
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have been run. Lost interior corners oj four sections, where all the lines 
therefrom have been run, will also be reestablished by double proportionate 
mea~uremcnt, dter first Telocating the required lost section corners on the 
township exteTiors. 

370. A lost interior corner oj foul' sections vyill be TestoTed by double 
propoTtionate measurement. 

vVhen a number of interior corners of four sections, and the inter-
mediate quarter-section corners, are missing on all sides of the one 
sought to be reestablished, the entire distance must, of co"?rse, be 
measured between the nearest identified corners both north and south, 
and east and west, in accordance with the rule laid down, after first 
relocating the required lost section corners on the township exteriors. 

371. WheTe the line has not been established in one direction from the 
missing township 'Or section COTneT, the record distance will be used to the 
nearest identi./ied COTnCT in the oppos'ite direction. 

Thus, in the same diagram, if the latitudinal line in the direction of 
the point D has not been established, the position of the point Fin 
departure would have been ,determined by reference to the record dis
tance from the point OJ the point X would then be fixed by cardinal 
offsets from the points E and F as already explained. 

Where the intersecting lines have been established in only two oj the 
directions, the recoTd distances to the nearest identijied corners on these 
two lines will control the poscition oj the temporaTy points; then from the 
latter the cardinal offsets will be made tofix the desired point of intersection. 

The application of these two rules should always be made aiter a 
test of the rule laid down in section 383, and be modified in accordance 
with the latter principle if it is then obvious that a more harmonious 
relation to the representations of the approved plat or plats would be 
thus accomplished. This is to say that what is intended by "record 
distance" or distances is the measure as it was determined and estab
lished in the original survey. Experienced judgment is required as to 
how these rules arc to be applied. If the indications are that the 
original survey had been carelessly executed, it means that little if any 
definite standard of measurement (or direction of lines) can be set up 
as reprcsenting that survey. On the other hand, the :work may h~vo 
been reasonably uniform within its own limits, yet maccurate. ':Ith 
respect to exact base standards. It is the "yard~tick" ?f ~he ongI.naJ 
work that is intended here, if that can bo determmed wlthm practIcal 
limits, otherwise the only rule that can be applircl is, for instance, that 
a record of 80.00 chains in distance means just that by exac~ stanuards, 
true horizontal m0asurement. 
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(b) Single Proportionate Measurement 

37~. The method oj sir:gle proporf'ionate measurement is generally 
apphc~ble to th~ restor~twn· oj lost corners on standard parallels and 
other lmes cstabhshed v)1,th rejerence to definite alinement in one direction 
only. Inte.rmediate corn~rs, on to;onship exteriors and other controlling 
boundary ltnes are to be tncluded tn this class. 

In order to restore a lost corner by single proportionate measure
ment, a retracement will be made connecting the nearest identified 
re.gular corners on ~he .tine in ques.ti?n; a temporary stake (or stakes) 
WIll be set o.n the trIa! Ime at the ongmal record distance (or distances); 
the total dIstance will be measured, also the falling at the objective 
corner. 

On meridional township lines an adjustment will be made at each 
~enl?,orary stake for the proportional distance along the line, and then 
It wlll ~e set over to the cast or to the west for falling, counting its 
proportlOnal part from the point of beginning. 

On east-and-west township lines and on standard parallels the proper 
a.djust~ents should be ma.de at each temporary stake for the prop 01'

tlOnal dIstance along the Ime, for the falling, and to secure the latitu
dinal eurve,2 i. e.-the temporary stake will be either advanced or set 
back for the proportional part of the difference between the record 
dist,ance and the new measurement, then set over for the curvature 
of the line, and last corrected for the proportional part of the true 
falling. -

The adjusted position is thus placed on the true line that connects 
the nearest identified corners, and at the same proportional interval 
from either as existed in the original survey. Any number of inter
mediate lost corners may be located on the same plan, by setting a 
temporary stake for each when making the retracement. 

373. In many 'of the surveys the field notes and plats indicate two 
sets of corners along township boundaries, and frequently along sec
tion lines where parts of the township were subdivided at different 
dates. In these cases there are usually corners of two sections at 
regular intervals, and closing section corners that are placed upon the 
same line, but which were established later at the points of inter
section in accordance with a developed offset. The quarter-section 
corncrs on such lines are usually controlling for one side only in the 
older practice. 

, Secs. 125 to 128. inclusive: the true latitudinal curvo. Sees. 150 to 158, Inclusive: the running 01 townshIp 
exteriors. Tho term latitudinal curve as here employed denotes an easterly and westerly line properly ad 
justcd to the sarno mean beD-ring from c,~ch monument to the next one in regular order, as distinguished from 
tho long chord or great circle that would connect the Initial and t.orminel point3., 
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In the more recent surveys, where the record calls for two sets of 
corners, those that arc regarded as the corners of the two sections first 
established, and the quarter-section corners relating to the same scc
tions, will be employed for tho retracement, and will govern both the 
alinement and the proportional measurement along that line. '1.'he 
closing section corners, set at the intersections, will be employed in the 
usual way, i. e.-to govern the direction of the closing lines. 

374. The term "original standard corners" will be understood to 
mean standard township, section, and quarter-secti~n corners, mean
der corners terminating the survey of a stu.ndard parallel, and closing 
corners in those cases where they were originally estu.blished by 
measmement along the standard line as points from which to start a 
smvey. No other mcander or closing corners along a standard paral
lel will control the rcstorat,ion of lost standard corners. Where 
standard sixteenth-section corners have been established in the running' 
of a standard parallel, the existent corners will be employed in the 
regular manner as a control for the restoration of any lost corner or 
corners on the same plan as in the use of other existent standard 
corners. 

Lost standard corners will be restored to their original positions on a 
base line, standard parallel or correction line, by single proportionate 
measurement on the true line connecting the nearest identified standard 
corners on opposite sides of the missing cornel' or comers, as the case 
may be. 

Corners on base lines are to be regarded the same as those on stand
ard parallels. In the older practice the term "correction line)) was 
used for what has later been called the standard parallel. The corners 
first set in the running of a correction line will be treated as original 
standard corners; those that were set afterwards at the intersection 
of a meridional line will be regarded as closing corners. 

375. All lost section and quarter-section corners on the township 
boundarlj lines will be restored by single proportionate measurement 
between the nearest identified corners on opposite sides oj the missing 
corner, north and south on a meridional line, or east and west on a lati
tudinalline, ajter the township corners have been identified or relocated. 

An exception to this rule will be noted in the case of any exterior the 
record of which shows deflections in alinement between the township 
corners. 

Some township boundaries were not established as straight lines, 
termed an "irrcgulnr" exterior; e. g., where parts were sUl'vcyed from 
opposite directions and the intermediate portion was completed later 
by random and true line, leaving a fractional distance; such irrcgu
larity follows some material departure from the basic rules for the 
establishment of origina.l surveys. 
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In order to restore one or more lost corners or angle points on such 
irregubr exteriors, a retmcement between the nearest lmo\vn corners 
will be made on the record courses and distances, to ascertain the 
direction and length of the closing distance; a temporary stnke will 
be set for each missing corner or angle point; the closing distance will 
reduced to its equivalent latitude and departure. 

On u meridional line the latitude of the closing distance will be dis
tributed along the measurement of cach course in proportion to its 
own difference in latitude, and then each temporary stake will be set 
over to the cast or to the west for the departure of the closing distance 
in proportion to the total distance from the starting point: 

Anerle points and intermediate corners \-\-'ill be treated alIke. 
On"'a btitudinalline the temporary stakes should be placed to suit 

the usual adjustments for the cmvatme. The departure of the closing 
distance will be distributed along the measurement of each comse in 
proportion to its o\yn difference in departure, and then each temporary 
stake "ill be set over to the north or to the south for the latitude of 
the closing distance in proportion to the total distance from the 
starting point. 

A second exception to the above rule is occasionally important, 
to be found in those cases where there may be persuasive proof of a 
deflection in the alinement of the exterior, though the record shows the 
line to be stmight. For example, measurements east and west across 
a ranere line or north and south across a latitudinal township line, 

'" , d' counting from a straight-line exterior adjustment, miLy show. 1S-

tances to the nearest identified subdivisioniLl corners to be matenally 
loner in one direction and correspondingly short in the opposite direc
tio~. This condition, when supported by corroborative collateral 
evidence as might generally be expected, would "warrant an exception 
to the straizht-line or two-way adjustment under the rules for the 
acceptance ~f evidence, e. i.-the evidence outweighs the record. 
The rules for a four-way or double proportionate measurement would 
then apply here, provided there is conclusive pr~of. .. . 

37G. All lost q1wrter-section corners on the sectlOn b01lndanes 'W~th~n 
the township will be restored by single pl'oport'Zonate measurement 
between the adjoining section corners, after the section corners have been 
identified or relocated. 

"Half-J\1ile Posts", Alabama and Florida; explanation of the term, 
and treatment of the evidence of location. Manual Appendix V. 

377. Lost meander corners, originally estabZ'ished on a line pro
jected across the meanderable body of 'Water and marked upon both si~es 
will be relocated by single proportionate measurement, after the sectwn 
or quarter-sect'ion corners upon the opposite sides of the missing meander 
corner have been duly identified or relocated. 
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Under favorable conditions a lost meander corner may be restored 
by treating thc shore line as an identified natural feature, and, in 
the cvent of extensive obliteration of the original marks of the sec
tion and quarter-section corners within the locality (which "would 
greatly limit the available control) this adjustment for position may 
be preferable to one obtained by proportionate measurement carried 
from a considerable distance. In extreme cases the restoration of a 
meander corner by adjustment of the record meander comses to the 
bank or shore line may actually be indispensable to the reconstruction 
of the section boundaries. Granting extensive obliteration, in a 
situation where there has been obvious stability to the bank or shore 
line, or absence of appreciable changes by erosion or accretion, and 
where the record meander courses and distances may be adjusted 01' 

conformed to the salents and angles of the physical bank or shore 
line, that method should be given a trial, and if found satisfactory 
that restoration may be regarded as the most suitable position for 
the meander corner. This may give a location in both latitude and 
departure, or possibly may control the position only in latitude, or 
only in departure. Section 359. The factors must be considered 
with regard to the specific problem in hand. 

(c) Closing Corners 

378. A lost closing corner u,vill be reestablished on the true line that 
was closed upon, and at the proper proportional interval between the 
nearest regular cor.ners to the right and left. 

In order to reestiLblish a lost closing corner on a standard parallel 
or other controlling boundary, the line that was closed upon will be 
retraced, beginning at the corner from which the connecting meas
urement was originally made, itself properly identified or relocated; a 
temporary stake will be set at the record connecting distance, and the 
total distance and falling ,vill be noted at the next regular cornel' on 
that line on the opposite side of the missing closing corner; the tempo
rary stake will then be adjusted as in single proportionate measure
ment. Sections 363, 372. 

A closing corner not actually located on the line that was closed 
upon will determine the direction of the closing line, but not its legal 
terminus; the correct position is at the true point of intersection of 
the two lines. 

An entirely different problem must be faced in those situations 
where, on extensive retrucement and study, it becomes evident that 
the record tic from the closing corner to the monument called for in 
the field notes is either wholly fictitious, grossly in error, or Clurics some 
ll'l'econcilable discrepancy. 'rhis is an extremely unfOl'tuMto situation 
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when it occurs, but it must be dealt with. The safest procedure is for 
the engineer to report the facts to the regional or public survey office. 
The monument itself may be identified by the field note description, 
though grossly .out of place with respect to the record connecting 
line. If that is the fact, the section boundary would normally be 
controlled by the position of the identified monument, resulting in 
a distorted section. If thm'e be no evidence whatever of the closing 
corner, and ample proof that the closing was not made as called for 
in the field notes, none of the closing corners so, involved should be 
restced without first verifying the nearest closings in the two direc
tions which may be shown as authentic. The problem will then be 
studied in the light of that information with a view to the restoration 
which may be made most nearly in harmony with the official plat. 
No general rule can be advanced. The treatment should have official 
approval prior to the l'emonumentation of the lines. 

379. The foregoing text completes the treatment of the general rules 
for the restoration of lost or obliterated corners as widely applicable 
to the rectangular surveys under the general and normal conditions, 
and where the principal problem has to do with the disappearance 
of monuments resulting from natural causes, and from the disturb
ances due to the clearing, cultivation, and other uses of the land. 
The special cases that are hereinafter cited with respect to broken 
boundary lines and limited control where the identical rules of propor
tionate measurement can not be applied do not have wide application 
and do Dot have similar importance excepting under those conditions, 
and as explained in the succecding text. 

\Vbile the preceding instructions will be applicable in alarge majority 
of cases, it should be evident that if there seems to be some difficulty 
or inconsistent result, the search of the record data should be extended 
to ascertain if any call of the field notes, plat representation, or special 
instructions that were to be observed in the execution of the original 
survey, might have been overlooked, which when understood and 
noted would clarify the problem. This research and study assumes 
very large importance in the more difficult problems of the recovery 
of an old line or boundary. 

It is Dot intended to disturb satisfactory local conditions with 
respect to roads and fences; manifestly the surveyor has no authority 
to clmnge a property right that has been acquired legally, nor can he 
accept the location of roads and fences as evidence prima facie of the 
original survey, i. e.-something is needed in support of these loca
tions. This will comc from whatever intervening record there may 
be; tho testimony of individuals who may be acquainted with the 
facts; aild the coupling of these things to the original sUl'vey. 

Thero is another important factor that requires careful eonsidera-
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tion, i. e.-the rules of the State law and the State court decisions as 
distinguished from the rules laid down by the Bureau of Land M'an
agement (the latter applicable to the public land surveys in all cases). 
Under State law in matters of agreement between owners, or acquies
cence, or adverse possession, property boundaries may be defined by 
roads, fences, or survey marks, disregarding exact conformation with 
the original section lines, and will limit the rights as between adjoining 
owners. , C 

In many cases due care has been exercised to place the property 
fences on the lines of legal subdivision, and it has been the general 
practice in the prairie States to locate the public roads on the section 
lines. These are matters of particular interest to the adjoining 
owners, and it is a reasonable presumption that care and good faith 
would be exercised with regard to the evidenco of the original survey in 
existence at the time. Obviously, the burden of proof to the contrary 
must be borne by the party claiming differently. In· a great many 
cases thore are subsurfaco marks in roadways, such as deposits of a 
marked stone or other durable material, that are exceptionally 
important evidence of the exact position of a corner whcn duly re
covered, if the proof can be verified. 

A property corner, when placed with due regard to the location of 
the original survey, should exercise a regular control upon the retrace
ment, but not otherwise excepting in those cases ·where the agreement 
is so close as to constitute what is obviously the best available evidence. 

SECONDARY METHODS 

(d) Broken Boundaries 

380. Angle Points oj Nonriparian Meander Lines. In some cases it 
is necessary to restore (or possibly to locate for the first time) the angle 
points, within a section, of the record meander courses for a stream, 
lake, or tidewater, which may be required under the special rules which 
are applicable to nonriparian meander lines. Sections. 223, 511. 

In these cases the positions of the meander corners on the section 
boundaries are determined first. The record meander courses and 
distances are then run, setting temporary angle points; the residual 
or closing error is ascertained by tho direction and length of the line 
from the end of the last course to the objective meander corner. The 
residual is then distributed on the same plan as in balancing a survey 
for the computation of the areaS of the lottings as represented on the 
plat. Section 593. 

The general rule is that the adjustment to be applied to the 

{
latitude } . {latitude } . 
departure of any course IS to the resolved departure of the closmg 
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errol', as tho length of that course is to tho total length of all the 
courses. Each adj\lstment is applied in a direction to reduce the 
closure, i. c.-if tllC northings nre to be increascd, then the s01ithings 
will be decreased; etc.; a line due east would then be givel] a correction 
to the north (in efIeet to the left); a line due west, also to the north (in 
euect to the right). Eaeh incremental correction is determined and 
applied in proportion to tho longth of the lino. . 

The field acljustments for tho positions of tho several angle pomts 
arc accomplished simply by moving each temporary point on the 
bearing of the closillg errol', an amount that is its proportion of that 
line, counting from tho beginning, i. o.-tho particular. distance to bo 
measured at any point is to the whole longth of the closmg error as the 
distance of that point from the starting corner is to the sum of the 
lenoths of all the eoursos (fig. 68.) 

There is a similar problem in plotting the lottings within a section 
of a dependent resurvey when through distortion or other discrepancy 
large difIel'ence are found between the location of a record .meander 
line and that of the true bank 01' shore, where the purpose IS merely 
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to represent these features in true relative position, as in those cases 
where the ordinary doctrine concerning the meander line appears to 
00 applicable. Sectiolls 226, 236, 659, G61, 665. 

381. Grant Boundaries. In mallY of the Stutes thero arc irregular 
grant and reservation boundaries that were cstaLlished priOl'- to tho 
public-land subdivisional surveys, whor~ the township and section 
linos aro to regarded as the closing lines. The grunt boundary field 
notes may call £01' natural objects, but these are frequently supple
mented by metes-and-bounds descriptions. Tho fnatural calls are 
ordinarily givon precedenco, then the angle points of the metes-and
bounds survey, so far as these nrc existcnt nIld have been recovered. 

YVhatevor uncertainties thero arc regarding tho location of one or 
more angle points eannot be eliminated until ufter satisfying tho 
natural calls, or before giving a propcl' oriontation to tho record 
courses, and a proportional adjustmont in the lengths of lincs, as may 
be necessary in order to conform to the ground control. 

The retracement of an irregular grant boundary should be bused 
on the record courses and distallces, then, if it appears that one or 
moro angle points arc missing and that these are to bo replaced, the 
trial lines should be corrected uniformly to the right, or to the left, 
and the lengths of the several coursos should be adjusted on a constant 
ratio, longer or shorter as may be needed; both the angular and the 
linear corrections will be made as may be requirod to take up the 
falling.of the trial lines. 

The process of making the adjustments may be compared to that 
of transferring one drawing to another drawing of slightly different 
scale, where the pantograph or photograph method may be used for 
the reduction or enlargement of one drawing, and when the lines of 
that modifiod scale are plotted on the second drawing, as follows: 
direct lines of two (more or less distant) common points of control are 
selected; one drawing is pantographed or photographed to the scale 
of the other, on tho ratio of tho lengths of the controlliues; the latter 
are then employed for the orientation. When the drawings are thus 
assembled all points, angles, straight or curved lines, etc., aro placed 
in proper relative position. 

The most direct method in the field, after satisfying the natural 
calls, is to connect the identified or acceptablo points on the following 
plan: 

(a) Reduce the record courses and distances to tho total differonces 
in latitude and departme, and compute the direction and length of 
the conneeting line; 

(b) Determine the exact ground difIerenccs in latitucle and depar
ture, by the most applicable field method, and compute the direction 
and length of the connecting true line; 
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(c) The angular difference in the direction of the record connecting 
line (a), and that of the connecting true line (b), will give the adjust
ment or correction to be made to the right, or to the left, in order to 
orient the record courses to the actual ground control; and, 

(d) The ratio of the true length of line (b), to the calculated rccord 
connecting distance (a), will be the coefficient to apply to the record 
lengths of lines to conform with the ground control. 

The corrections from magnetic bearings to true meridian courses 
may be made also, on the ground, on this identical' plan (disregarding 
local attraction). 

After the adjustments have been applied to the record courses, 
all in the same angular amount, and to the record distances, each one 
proportionally for length, and the locations for the angle points thus 
determined on the ground, the search for evidence of the record 
markers may' be made with greater assurance, as the differences 
which may have been attributable to orientation and to the ratio 
of measurement will now be compensated. The method places the 
adjusted locations for the angle points where these will be in the most 
probable original position, thus aiding in the search for marks, and 
affording a better check of the collateral evidence. These are the 
points that are to be restored if the angle points arc then regarded 
as lost. 

The above method is applicable to those situations where the 
grant boundary survey preceded the public-land subdivision, and 
where the township and section lines are to be regarded as the closing 
lines. In more special situations where there are three or more lines 
that interseet at a common point within a group of irregular metes
and-bounds surveys, where the monument is lost, and if a balanced 
weight is to be given to all known control, the method that is set out 
in section 384 will be applicable. 

(e) Original Control 

382. Where a line has been terminated with measurement ~n one 
direction only, a lost corner will be restored by record bearing and 
distance, counting from the nearest regular corner, the latter hav'ing been 
duly identified or restorcd. Sections 371, 383. 

Examples will be found where lines have been discontinued at the 
intersection with large mcanderablc bodies of water, or at the border 
of what was classed as impassable ground. 
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(f) Index Correction for Average Error in Alinemenf and 
Measurement 

383. In cases where a retracement has been made oj many miles oj 
the onginal lines, between identified original corners, and there has 
been developed a definite surplus or deficiency in measurement or a . ' ~efin~te angle jrom cardinal that characterizes the original survey, 
?,,t wtll be proper to make allowance jor the at'erage differences. An 
adj1lstment will be taken care oj automatically in all cases where there 
exists a suitable basis jor proportional measurement, but where such 
control in one direction is lacking, an average difference, if concluswe, 
t&'ill be made use oj by applying the same to the record courses and 
distances. Section 371. 

(9) Miscellaneous Control 

384. It will be apparent to the experienced engineer that actual 
field conditions do not always furnish thc basis for the application 
of the rules heretofore set forth, and while developing.a plan of recon
struction to apply in an unusual case the cngineer will at once note 
that the first considemtion relates to a more or less arbitrary limita
tion of the control to be adopted. No definite rule can be laid down , 
except that there should be the closest possible adherence to the 
basic examples already given in the text and to thc method of the 
original survey that is to be restored. The methods heretofore out
lined rcadily harmonize surveying practice with legal decisions 
concerning the restoration of lost corners. 

A strictly consistent mathematical recovery of a lost corner, not 
based upon any known legal decision, may be obtained by allowing 
every known corner within a reasonable radius to enter into the 
control, each original corner being given a weight inversely pro
portional to its distance from the missing corner. The principle 
will lead to the same result in some cases as by the methods pre
viously outlined, it will yield a slightly different result under some 
circumstances. For the latter reason a miscellaneous control based 
upon such mathematical principle will not be adopted except as 
specifically approved by the regional administrator after due consider
ation of the facts in regard to the applicability of the method in the 
absence of a suitable basis for a regular control. 

The pro blem in the field will be developed by a series of retmce
ments each beginring at an accepted corner, thence following out 
the record courses and dist!1nces, each retracement termin!1ting at 
a temporary stake in the vicinity of the objective lost corner. Each 
stake will b<; given a \veight inversely proportional to the distance 
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from the accepted corner to which it is related. The several tem
pomry stakes will then be combined; the first two to be resolved 
into a point on the line beivveen them, dividing the whole distance 
into two p!1rts that will make the interval from either stake inversely 
proportional to the weights previously assigned, and the latter point 
will be given their combined weights. The last point will then be 
correlated with the third temporary stake on a similar plan. Three 
or more original corners will thus exercise their influence upon the 
final resultant position for the corner which is to be restored. The 
result will be the same no matter what the order of connecting the 
temporary stakes may be, but the omission of any element of the 
control or the introduction of an additional original corner 'will alter 
the final position. The field of. influence should accordingly be 
selected with a view to obtaining a resultant balanced position which 
can not be materially changed by the introduction of other known 
points of control in that vicinity. 

SPECIAL CASES 

385. Experience, thoroughness, and good judgment are indispen
sable for the successful retmcement and recovery of any survey when 
it reaches a stage of extensive obliteration. It is an a."dom, however, 
among experienced cadastral engineers, that if the original survey 
,vas made faithfully, and was supported by a reasonably good field
note record, the true location of the original lines and corners can be 
restored. That is the problem for which the basic principles have 
been outlined, and for which the rules have been laid down. The 
text must be discontinued at that point, as the rules cun not be elabo
rated so as to be applicable for the reconstruction of a grossly erroneous 
survey, or for a survey the record field-notes of which are found to be 
fictitious. The question of jurisdiction then becomes paramount. 
If public lands are involved, the methods applicable to resurveys, as 
outlined in the next chapter, are. designed to rectify the conditions 
where thus found to be at variance with the representations of the 
official field notes and plat. 

386. The records of the regional or public survey offices are a 
reservoir of cunlUlative experience in dealing with the many types of 
special cases which come outside of the normal problem, each in its 
own area; the records in Washington include the special cases from 
all public-land States and Alaska. These plats, field notes, reports of 
field examinations, office opinions, Departmental decisions, opinions 
from the Attorney General of the United States, and frequently court 
opinions and decrees} are drawn upon when needed to assist the 
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engineer in the study of situations that are new to his own experience. 
When finding unusual situations, therefore, fmd difficulty in the appli
cation of the normal rules for the restoration of lost corners, the 
engineer is required to report the facts to the proper administrative 
office. Instructions 'will issue for the making of additional retrace
ments where that appears to be necessary, particularly where that 
would be beyond the scope of the original instructions. In this con
nection, it is important to bear in mind that the problem in hand is 
one of restoration, to be kept distinct from an authority to engage in 
the running and marking of new lines as in an original survey. 
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387. Certain important considerations are involved in the execu
tion of Government resurveys of an entirely different character from 
those relating strictly to the making of original surveys; these consid
erations present matters not referred to in chapter V. There is a 
twofold object of a resurvey: First, the adequate protection of existing 
rights acqui:('cd under the original survcy in the matter of their location 
on the earth's surface, and, second, the proper marking of the boundaries 
of the remaining public lands. 

The term "resurvey" is applied to the reestablishment or reconstruc
tion of the land boundaries and subdivisions by the rerunning and re
marking of the lines that were represented in the field-note record and 
on the plat of a previous official survey. This will include, as in the 
beginning, a field-note record of tho retracement data, observations, 
measurements, and monuments descriptive of the work performed, 
and a plat that represents such resurvey, all subject to the approval of 
the directing authority. 

The above defmition of a resurvey is always intended, 01' implied, 
unless the term is explicitly modified as in an independent rcsurvey 
(sec. 428) or in some other appropriate manner. The adjective 
"dependent)) applied to the term" resurvey" is employed for emphasis, 
and specifically to suggest the recovery and restoration of the prior 
official survey. 
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The term "retmcement" is applied to a survey that is made for the 
purpose of verifying the direction and length of lines, and to identify 
the monuments and other marks of an established prior survey. The 

. rctracement, as such specifically does not modify the former line or 
lines, excepting where renewing the marks or monuments. The 
field-note record does afford, however, new evidence of the character 
and. condition of the previous survey, including a careful redetermi
nation of the direction and length of all lines retmced, and whether 
the retracement is corroborative of the former recor'd field notes and 
plat, or not so in any particular. 

In the October term, 1888, in the case of Oragin v. Powell (128 U. S., 
691, 698), the Supreme Court of the United States cited with favor 
the following quotation from Ii letter of the Commissioner of the Gen
eral Land Office to the surveyor general of Louisiana: 

The making of resurveys or corrective surveys of townships once proclaimed 
for sale is always at the hazard of interfering with private rights, and thereby 
introducing new complications. A resurvey, properly considered, is but a retrac
ing, with a view to determine and establish lines and boundaries of an original 
survey, * * * but the principle of retracing has been frequent.ly departed 
from, where a resurvey (so called) has been made and new lines and boundaries 
have often been introduced, mischievously conflicting with the old, and thereby 
affecting the areas of tracts which the United States had previously sold and other
wise disposed of. 

388. As already noted in chapter I, the Congress htLS authorized, 
under certain conditions, the remarking of the public-land surveys. 
The acts relating to resurveys contempltLte a restoration of the monu
ments in those townships, (a) where because of obliteration the 
boundaries can be identified only through extensive retracements in 
units of whole townships or more, by surveyors experienced in this 
specialized work, and (b) where field investigation has shO\vn that the 
conditions on the ground are in such disagreement with the repre
sentations of the official field notes and plat that the subdivisional 
lines cannot be identified with certainty as to location, in consequence 
of ,vhich that plat must necessarily be annulled as the basis for the 
disposal of the remaining public land. 

The trend towards the conservation and better use of the public 
domain, has focussed tLttention on the need for a retracement and 
remarking of the lines of the older surveys, in most cases for a re
monumentation, including the plain marking of the lines through the 
forests, so as to insure the identiftcationand maintenance of the 
boundaries between the fedoraily-o\\rned and the private lands. The 
questions always are those of neoo, jurisdiction, and cost. 

The authority for engaging in a goneral resurvey, where public 
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lands are involved, can issue only through the Director, Bureau of 
Land Management. Other Federal agencies, vested with the adminis
tration of the lands, may initiate the action by showing the justifica
tion, addressing the Director through the usual official channels . 
The settlers and owners of the land may take the preliminary steps 
through a report of the facts submitted to the regional administrator 
setting forth the conditions with respect to the monuments and othe; 
marks, discrepancies if known or alleged, and the limits of their 
ownership.l Sections 9, 10. ) 

A Sta~e court of compete~t j~risdiction (in cases involving property 
boundanes) may make applIcatIon to tho Bureau of Land Management 
to cause a general resurvey of a township. 

389. The engineer is advised to bear in mind the fact that in 
localities whore resurveys are necessary the occasion for boundary 
disputes is ever present; he should accordingly exercise the greatest 
care in hi$ technical work in the field and in the record thereof so , 
that the result of the resurvey shall relieve existing difficulties as 
far as possible without introducip.g new complications. As in the 
case of original surveys, the records of all resurveys must form an 
enduring basis upon which depends the security of the title to all 
lands acquired thereunder. The field notes should be so prepared 
that under the test of the closest possible scrutiny at all times, present 
and future, the record can be regarded as conclusive in the matter of 
the location of such rights. 

390. The Bureau of Land Management has exclusive jurisdiction 
over all matters pertaining to surveys and resurveys affecting the 
public lands. As between private owners of lands the title to which 
has passed out of the United States, final determination in tho matter 
of fixing the position of disputed land boundaries rests with the local 
court of comPl<tent jurisdiction. The rules of procedure laid down in 
the Manual of 1947 for the re-marking of lines of previous surveys 
are intended to be in harmony with the leading. court decisions in 
suits involving boundary disputes. The rules should be so applied 
that the courts may, with security, accept the boundaries thus de
termined in so far as they represent the true location of a particular 
tract intended to be conveyed by a patent. The official resurveys 
are undertaken only when duly authorized, and the field work as
signed to a cadastral engineer, who in that manner is acting under 
the authority of the Secretary of the Interior through the Bureau of 
Land lvlanagement and under the immediate direction of subordinate 
supervising officers. 

1 800 ourrell t circular governing applic.n. tions for resurveys. 
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LIMIT OF AUTHORITY OF ENGINEER 

. , f 1 'udicial nature involved 391 There are certam questlOns 0 a pure Y J .• . 1 d 
in res~veys of every description where the deClslOn IS ;0 oe ~.e:v~y 

D' t of the Bureau of Land Managemen , par IC 0,1 
to the 1rec or r with the general laws in respect to the 
those relating to comp lance. 'thin the realm of the sur-

t f the public lands. Thus It comes WI , 

en IJ' 0 'd t' r and mark out on the ground the vanous legal ve"mO' process to 1 en liy . , . 1 t' b d 
,J • "'. • bl' d in but it IS a JudlCa ques IOn eyon 

subdIvIsIOns of the pu I? oma d t . whether or not specified 
the function of the engmeer to e ermme. t In the resurvey 

d h b n duly earned under a certam en ry. 
Ian save ee. ill determine whether or not lands embraced 
Pl:~~~SS th~a~~g~see~C:1Pied have been correctly related ~ posit~on 
WI m a .. 1 y . Where the demonstration of this questlOn 
to the ong~a sur:v

e ~ore or less uncertainty, as is often the case, 
may be. one mv~lvmg. and weigh the evidence relating strictly 
the engmeer w exabmml e. 1 d He will interpret the evidence 
to the surveying pro em mhvo ve. in which the resurvey shall be 
. t t its effect upon t e manner d 
ill respec o. tection of the valid rights acquire~ un er execut,e~ lookmg to the pro . r has no authority to enter mto an 
the ongma\ su~~ey. t T~ee e::~~:~ge of one subdivision for another, 
agreem.ent oOB

mg 
0 f L d ManaO'ement in this particular. or to bmd the ureau 0 o,n '" 

BONA FIDE RIGHTS OF CLAIMANTS-

. d t' out the provisions of the laws relating to 
392. In or er °in~:~hould understand fully the mean~g ~f the 

resurveys, the eng. " d d hat circumstances It will be words "bona fide nghts an un er w In this con-
. . d by a resurvey held that such rights have been Imparre t' d'in the Act of 

. . d' t d to the clause con ame 
nection attentIOn IS lrec e d d June 25 1910 (36 Stat., 
March 3, 1909 (35 Stat., 845): as amen e , .' 
884' 43 U S O. sec. 772), which reads as follows. .. h 

' . . . . t shall be so executed as to lInpall' t e 
That no such resurvey or retrace-;nen t, . t man or owner of lands affected 

bona fide rights or claims of any elalman en ry , 

by such resurvey or retracement, ". iloy protection under 
. 1 £ l' ts are to be O'lven SlID '-" 

The ng ItS 0 C l1lIDan f S t b'" 21 1918 (40 Stat., 965; 43 the provisions of the Act 0 ep em er , 

U. S. O. sec. 773). d th t b fide ricrhts are those acquired 
393. It will be understoo R~ bt on~ this charo,cter can be affected 

in good faith under the law. . Ig fS 0 't'on or location on the earth's 
b only in the matter 0 POSt 1. • 

Y a resurvey . '11 b 0 cerned only with the questIOn as 
surface, and the engm~er ~"l eh\'~Yhts have been actually located in 
to whether lands covered. y su; ~ f 'th such as priority of occu
good faith. a.ther que~tlOns 0 g.~o al ~lue of improvements, and 
pation, posseSSlOn, contmuous resl enco, v 
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cultivation, when considered apart from the question of the posi~ion 
of the original survey, do not in any manner affect the problem of 
resurvey. 

It is evident that the resurvey must afford adequate protection to 
bona fide vested rights in both improved and unimproved lands. In 
the final determination of the true position of all lands, whether im
proved or unimproved, in the absence of original corners, the necessity 
for more or less flexibility of method must be recognized, as' the value 
of both of these classes of lands may be vitally affected by an arbitrary 
process of resurvey which is rigid in its application. Unimproved 
lands, however, where no apparent attempt has been made on the 
part of the owncr to identify the same under their original descriptions 
(and where the inherent value of the lands in question is the same), ' 
are not necessarily affected in the same manner, and such unin1proved 
lands may be adjusted to a position found by the engineer to be 
conformable to adjoining or ncar-by tracts, where all may be held to 
qualify under the rule of acceptable location. 

394. The position of a tract of land in a surveyed to II-'IlS hip , de- , 
scribed by legal subdivisions, is absolutely fixed by the original corners 
and other evirlences of the original survey and not by occupation or 
improvements, or by the lines of a resurvey which do not follow the 
original. It is an obvious principle that a conveyance of land must 
describe thc parcel to be conveyed so that it may be specifically and 
exactly identified, ana for that purpose the law directs thrtt a survey 
be made. Unaer fundamental law the corners of the original survey 
are unchangeable. Even if the original survey were poorly executed, 
it will still control the boundaries of land patented under it. 

The question arises whether the technical rules for the restoration 
of lost corners arc to be rigidly applied in all cases regardless of their 
effect on the position of improvements, or whether the position of the 
improvements is to be accepted without question regardless of the 
relation or irrelation of such improvements to the existing evidence 
of the original survey and to the description contained in the entry. 
IvIanifestly these opposite extremcs are equally unacceptable. Some
whore between them, therefore, \yill be found the basis for 11 deter
mination of the question as to when lands so improved are to be re
garded as having been located in good faith or otherwise. It is clear 
that no cleiinite specific set of rules can be laid dO'wn in advance for 
the aotennination of this question. This is 11 problem the solution 
of 'which must be found on the ground by the engineer; it is upon 
his jUdgment primarily that the responsibility for a determination of 
the question of good faith as to location must rest. 

395. It may be hold genel'oJly that an entryman hilS located his 
lands in good faith (referred to herein as an aoceptable location of a 
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claim or of a local point), when it is evident that his interpretation of 
the record of the original survey as related to the nearest existmg 
corners at the time the lands were located (as defined by his fencing, 
culture, or other improvements) is indicative of such a degree of care 
and diligence upon his part, or that of his surveyor, in the ascertain
ment of his boundaries, as might be expected in the exercise of ordinllJ7 
intelligence under existing conditions. From this it follows that lack 
of good fU:ith is not necessn,rily chargeable against an entrymM if he 
hn,s not located himself according to a rigid application of the rules 
laid down for the restoration of lost corners, where complicated con
ditions involve a double set of corners, both of which may be regarded 
as authentic; or where there are no existing corners in one or more 
directions for an excessive distn,nce; or where the existing marks are 
improperly related: to an extraordinary degree; or where all evidences 
of the original survey which had been adopted by the entryman as a 
basis for his locn,tion have been lost before the resurvey is undertaken. 
Furthermore, the extent of recognition .given by neighboring claimants 
to a local point used for the control of the location of claims very 
of ton carries with it the necessity for a consideration of its influence 
in the matter of the acceptability of such locations under the nIle of 
good faith, 

396. In cases involving extensive oblitemtion n,t the date of entry, 
the entryman or his successors in interest may be charged with the 
knowledge thn,t the boundn,ries of the claim will probably be subject 
to moro or less adjustment in the event of a resurvey, and that in the 
process of fixing tho boundaries of groups of claims a general control 
applied to all must be favored as far as possible in the interest of 
equal fairness to all and of simplicity of resurvey, A claim which 
maifestly shows that no attempt has been made to rela,te the same in 
some manner to the original survey cannot generally be regarded as 
having been located in good f!1ith. 

397. Cases will !1rise where it may be evident that In,nds hnse 
been occupied in good faith, but whose boundaries as occupied are 
clearly in disagreement with the demonstrated position of the legal 
subdivisions called for in the description. Obviously the rule of 
good faith as to location calliot apply, and relief must be sought 
through the process of amended entry under R. S, sec, 237-2, as 
amended February 24, 1909 (35 Stat, 645; 43 U, S, C. sec: 697), 
to cover the legal subdivisions actually earned, rather than through 
un alteration of the position of established lines, This is a process 
of adjudication rather than one of resurvey, A case of this ch!1l'!1cter 
should be reg!1rdcd !1S an erroneous location, in precisely the same 
manner as would obtain if the question of resurvey were not involved. 
Sec. 426. 
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ne;98. T~e ~ecognition of the principle that the restoration of a cor
may e ,ini!uen~ed by the position of one or more existing claims 

w~rra-?-ts, ~lthin sUltable lirni~s, the acceptance of an unofficial deter-
nunatlOn, m the manner heremafter defined h' h Id 

'1 'th ' , w lC wou not neces-
san y ~gree WI that resultmg from a rigid application of arbitrar 
rules laId down for the restoration of lost corners. . y 

GENERAL FIELD METHODS ~ 

399. "When the retracements show that the p' , 1 
probl m . f bI' rmClpa resurvey 

, e l~ on,e 0 0 Iteration, with comparative absence of 1a1'o-e 
dIscrepancIes, ,1. e,-that the early survey had been made faithfult 
~~e~ th.at ?ffiCHll survey can be reconstructed or restored as it \yas r~ 

O
e egmnm

1
g ; t~e methods applied are termed a (( dependent resur'rrey " 

onverse y If th t ' , 
, " , e re racements show the existence df intolerable 

dlSerepanCles, 1. e,-that the early survey had not been faithf 11 
executed, u,sually inc~uding the fact that some of the lines had :!t 
been establish~d, havmg no actual existence, and therefore inca able 
of reconstructlOn or restoration to conform w~l'th a fict't' p d 

t' 1 cliff . 1 IOUS recol' 
en Ire y erent methods can and must be applied to th bI' 1 d' 
area, termed an "independent resurvey" In th 1 tt ~ pu 10- an 
the b d' f h . e a er Clrcumstance 
. , oun an.es 0 t e patented lands are given special treatment fo; 

b
thelr protectIOn, as nearly in harmony as possible with what co ld 

e afforded by local court decree. u 

. 400. The dependent resurvey is designed to accomplish u re t 
tlOn of what p t to b h '. . s ora-

urpor set e ongmal conditions according to th 
record, based, first, upo:r: identified existing corners of the origina~ 
survey and other recog~lzed an~ acceptable points of control, and 
second, u~on the restora~lOn of mlssing corners by proportionate meas~ 
urement m harmony wlth the record of the " 1 ' t f '~, ongma survey, ThIS 
ype.o resurvey IS applIcable to those cases showing fairly concordant 

relatlOn between conditions on the ground and the record of th ." 
I T' I e ongl-

na survey. It es, areas, and descriptions should remain b' 
lutely uncha:r:ged in the typical dependent resurvey, a ;;0-

, 401. The ~ndependen~ resurvey provides methods adapted to Con
~lder~ble ar,eas of pubhc land where the original survey cannot be 
Identl~ed wlth any degree of certainty in aCCOrdl1IlCe with the repre
ser:~atlOns o~ ~he approved plat and field notes, and where the pre
:!1lli~g condlt~ons ~re such that strictly restorative processes, when 
pplied as ,a~ mflexlble rule between existing monuments or adopted 

corner pos,ltlons, are either inadequate or lead to unsatisfactory 1'e
st;lts. Tlns type of resurvey provides -for the segregation of indi
~ldual tracts when n~ccssary, or their conformation to the subdivi
SIOns of the resurvey If that can be done suitably. Generally, tract 

401 
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surveys can be avoided by restoring the section boundaries in which 
the claim is situated, using the same control that \~ould have been 
employed to govern the tract survey, .which in certam cases u:ay be 
three-point, two-point, or' even one-pomt control. Ir:- ciIe~t tlllS may 

I both types of resurvey in the same townsl11p, wlth the de
emp oy . .' 1 d l' t 1 
pendent resurvey covering those sectlOns whlch l.nc u e a lCnaec 
lands. Tract segregations will be necessary only 1Il .those unu~ual 

. cases where irrelated control prevents the recoll'structlOn of sectlOns 
that \yould adequately protect the alienated lands. .' 

These processes are found to be more flexible in thcir applIcation 
than those of the strictly dependent type, but at the same time they 
arc intended duly to protect all private rights which have been ac
quired upon the basis of the original approved survey and plat .. ,!,he 
independent type of resurvey supersedes the recor~ o.f the oI'lgInal. 
suryey with respect to the identification and descnptlOn of the re
maining public lands. This will be made apparent by the represen-
tations of the approved resurvey plat. . . . 
, Tho engineer or surveyor is not clothed WIth aut~oI'lty to d:c:de 
boundary disputes, but mny be regarded as one qualIfied by tra:nlD.g 
and experience to testify in such cases. That s~atutory ~uthonty ~s 
vested in the court, by virtue of its legal capacIt~ to we:gh the e~,Tl-
d <.he facts being shown by the testimony of the WItnesses, m-

ence, \. . . rr. . 1 d T1 
I d· cr the surveyors and by exlllblt of the OillCHl recor s. 1e c u ill", . , . l' t' 

court is then qualified to \yeigh the evidence, toex:~'clse C lscre lOn as 
t the prepondemnce of the evidence, its aeceptabllit~, and by court 
d~cree to enforce its opinion. The court will determme the facts as 
to the sufficiency of tho control, or extent of tl:e monumonts and 
other marks of the ofiicial survey that can be r~he~l up.on, a~d how 
that control is to be appJied. This will be bmdmg m, fixmg the 
boundaries of privately-o,yned proporty, and ;vould seldom be co~
tested as to acceptability in fix-1ng the boundanes. beyween th,e ~ubhc 
lands and the paton ted lands excepting as a. convmclDg sho'l'i1n", m~y 
be made that the monumonts of the ofiicu~l survey l:ad boe:1 dIS
regarded, overlooked, or otherwise ignore~ III the tes~llno-:y m t~lo 

the court itself possossing no authonty to sct aSIde thO oHloial case, 
survey. " 1" 1 d 

Where this flexibility inthe applicatlOn of surveym,g ru ?S 1~ lIlVO {e 
more or less l1S in restoring the section-line bOU1~dal'1es WI.th loss .than 
normal control, and in making tract segre~atlOns", as 1

m an mde-

d t l
't must be clearly recogmzed that t.le statutory 

pen en, resurvey,' . d '" f 
h

. t . the ouoct upon the 10catlOn of the boun anvs 0 aut onty 0 reVIeW, . J 
tho privately-owned lands cqntinues with the court 1Il full forco am 

eued as intonded by law. 

401 
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Descriptions will not be duplicated on the resurvey plat. Any 
subdivision whose description ,youlcl ordinarily result in a repotition 
of tho description of any land already alienated under the original 
survey, will be given an appropriate new designation. Sections 
436, 455. 

402. The basic principle, with respect to the protection of bona 
fide rights, involved in one type of resurvey is identical with that of 
the other type, whether dependent or independent; they are both to 
be regarded as an official demonstration, on the part of the Bureau of 
Land Jyia,nagement, in the light of the best evidence available, by means 
of the legal subdivisions of a dependent resurvey or by the tract segre
gations of an independent resurvey, of the original position of entered 
or patented legal subdivisions or lots included in the original descrip
tion when related to the original survey. There is no legal authority 
for the substitution of the methods incident to an independent resurvey 
in disregard of identified evidence of the original survey. 

403. A huge proportion of the are us that require resurvey are of a 
character that a retmcement and remarking of tho lines may be under
taken arid carried through without undue complication, and generally 
this condition has been fairly well established in the initial application 
and justification. If complications are encountered wltich cannot be 
successfully treated within the usual rules for a dependent resurvey, 
or which make the special instructions inadequate or inapplicable, a 
report is required from the field with the factual conditions set out 
for appropriate action. The questions are those of the extent of the 
obliteration, the relative harmony of the identified and recognized 
points of control, the evident faithfulness of the original survey, or 
otherwise, and the extent of the disposals by the Government. 

404. The special instructions for an independent resurvey cannot 
be prepared witho~t a factual report of whatever intolerable conditions 
there may be which may make it necessary to abandon the prior 
record-survey as a basis for the disposal of the remaining public lands. 
Such report should be an assembling of the data in respect to the local 
survey conditions; the facts with regard to the evidence of tho record
suney; the degree to which idontified points arc concordn,nt, or grossly 
irreguhtr; tho oasis of the sevornl clnim locations i tho oxistellGe of one 
or more ulloHlciallocal survoys thn,t have boon made on behalf of the 
claimants, and so recognized and adopted by thorn in fixing their 
boundaries; the extent of conflicts by ovorlapping surveys, or resulting 
from two sets of comoI' monuments; and any hiatus that may be 
anticipated. 

405. When the dovolopment of complications gives indication that 
indopendont resurvey proced mo may be necessary, this fact will 

405 
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require an authorization as to the scope of the examination in all cases 
excepting where the unsatisfactory conditions. ar~ purely local. . 'fhe 
speciu,l instructions will thon be drawn to mdlcate tho partlCular 
considerations which should receive attention in the field. Tho work 
of the field examination, including the necessary retracements, search 
for ovidence of monuments or other marks, topographic calls of the 
record field-notes, and other investigation, will then be entirely 

. preliminary, and without the constructior: of new mon~ments of any 
kind. During this period interested partlOs should be mfor.med that 
the field examination is strictly for the purpose of an ascertamment of 
the facts as to the character and condition of the prior record-survey, 
and that the resurvey, if one is to be undertaken later, will be planned 
primarily for the protection of all exis.ting· valid ri~htsl ~nd ~ossibly 
with a view to the running of new lmos for the IdentificatIOn and 
disposal of the remaining public lands, the detail of which crmnot be 
assured in advanco of formal action on the report. 

406. Tho ropOl:t of the field oxaminati?n will ~e ~oviowe~ in t~o 
reo·jonal or public survey office. Appropnate speclalmstructlOns WIll 

bet:> drn,wn to show the detail of the proposed resurvey. Recommenda
tion will be made as to whatever action may appear to be necessary as 
to the status of the public lands which may be affected. Among the 
very important considerations is the fmng of the outboundarie~ o~ ~he 
township or townships within the planned resur.vey. These hmltmg 
boundaries, excepting only whcre the scope of an mdependent resurve! 
is unusually large, are to be line~ '~hich. can ~e restor~d.u~der the ordl~ 
nary rules so !1.S to protect the eXlstmg nghts m the ad]omlDg lands that 
are' not to be resurveyed, or within which a resurvey has not been 
authorized at the time. .. • 

407. Occasionally, even where the report of the prellI~ll~ary field 
examination appears to have been sufflciently full and expliClt, unfore
seen difficulties may be developed durirlg the progress of the resurvey, 
by reason of the greater detail of the work, and a.ddi~ional o~portuni.ty 
f t. dy New factors may render the speclal ll1structlOns qUite or s u . . . t 
. l' able or be such that ,vould evidently produce ll1COnslsten or ll1app lC· , 

unsatisfactory results if carried through. Such dangers are ev~r 
present, adding greatly to the problem of resurvey, and to the respons~
bility of the chief of field party. In such cases, \:hen encountered, It 
is of utmost importance that further monumentatlOn b~ ~uspenclecl for 
the time. Attention will be given to the needed acldltlonal ~etrace-, 
menes, or other c.x!1.mination, reporting prom~t1y to the l:eglOnal or 
public survey offlce as to this phase or change 1ll the WOf:\: 1ll hand. 

408. During tho progress of the resurvey the en~meor should 
advise all interested parties, as occasion and opportumty may offer, 
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that the resurvey is not to be regarded as official or binding upon the 
United States until duly accepted by the Director, Bui'eau of Land 
Management, as provided by law, and that no contemplated alter
ation in the position of improvements or claim boundaries should 
be made in advance of the official acceptance of the resurvey. 

THE DEPENDENT RESURVEY 

General Control 

409. A dependent resurvey is an official re-marking of the original 
lines upon a plan whereby existing evidence of the original survey 
is given primary control OVer the position of the lines to be reestab
lished. A certain amount of flexibility (as hereinafter described) 
is allowable in the dependent resurvey when necessary for the 
protection of bona fide rights of ciaimants, particularly in those 
cases where no objection is found to adopting a point acceptably 
located under the rule of good faith already laid down, when only 
slightly at variance with the theoretical position. 

410. In both theory and practice the dependent resurvey is begun 
by making a retracement of the township exteriors and sub divisional 
lines of the established prior survey within the unit of the assigned 
work. This is done, first, for the identification of all marks and 
monuments that are called for in the record field-notes; second, 
for the study and lise of the available supplemental survey records, 
and testimony of witnesses, to ascertain if this evidence is sufficiently 
well-qualified for the replacement of corners that may be treated as 
obliterated, but not lost; third, for the careful consideration of all 
additional collateral evidence as hereinafter described. The first 
two steps give the basic control for the resurvey, against which may 
be weighed· the less certain collateral evidence, by comparison with 
the proportionate positions derived from the basic control. 

The field processes are necessarily more or less varied to meet 
the local conditions. the usual four-point control (for a section 
corner) appears to be wholly inapplicable, or decidely unsatisfactory, 
then a three-point control may be considered in weighing the collateral 
evidence. In extreme cases the collateral evidence may be weighed 
against the two-point control, particularly when supported by field
note calls to well-identified natural features. All such preliminary 
retracement, search, and study is of course directed to the identifi
cation of the boundaries of the alienated lands, and to what extent 
the resurvey may be carried through under the rules for propor
tionu.l measurement, the latter to be so qU!1.lified that the result 
can be regarded as satisfactory if that plan is followed. 

410 
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. . tl. one- oint control is inconsistent with the general 
Ordmanly lC . ~ _". T '1'1 courts have fn.quenLly turned 

plan of a dependent 1 eSU1" e}. .le d '. lion and unfor-
to this as the only apparent SolutlOn of a ba. SltUll l' 1 
tunlltelv'this hUs' bccn the method applied m manyA10ca tsu~tVheyst' 

. b 1 'and the cost mos WI· ou 
thus minimizing tho ~orl~ to e

h 
cone, t that" it f~llows the record," 

exce )tion the method lS gn'en t e suppor.. T ' . . I ohng the fact that tho record is equally apphcable when re, C1S-
?vcr ~ d" tion of the control from other good corners, monuments, 
mg. t 1e ne? h n be recovered by careful retracement. Tbe 
or mar-ks, lf ~u~intc:ontrol may be applicable w~lere the prior survey 
use of .the o~e P record or through the fmlure actually to run 
was (hscol~tmued, l?y 11 d' for If by record the field notes may 

, 1 stabhsh the me ca e. , . f . 1 f 1 
a,l( e l' 'tl If d'scontinued by eVldent un alt 1 u ness 
b' followed exp lei v. I . f . t ' e ,... '. Id be limited to the maklllg 0 a trl1c . segl e-
in,.~xecutlOn, ItS

l 
use 1".ou t had given confidence to the so-called 

gatlOn where t 10 C I1llllan , 

fdd notes. . d differs in scope from 
411 The process of the depen ent resurvey , , 

" h 1 restoration of one or more lost corners, 
that applied for to,. usua Tey brinO' into consideration in a 

tl rules governlnO' a resur, . b d b d 
as ,1e . . b r the position of recognized Ian oun-

omprehenslve manne . Th . 
more c b f e"I' dence of the oricrinal corners, 0 engl-

. in the a sence 0 , b. 1 t V 
anes, d the detailed instructions set forth m c lap ,e~ 
noel' has note 'd t:.r:. t' n of ex'l"tinO' evidence of the ongmal 
1 1 · t the 1 enulcaW .. ~ b 

00 Dng 0 . l' t' t th rules of proportionate measurement 
and the app lca lOn 01 e 1 

survey . .' f th theoretical position of ost corners, 
for the detern:ml1tlOn 0 r de. tb, dependent resurvey generally 
These rules will be app ll~ m ~~it wherein the means of identi
with respect to the Ito~~'~,s ll~xi~:e~t cor~er ,vill be exhuusted and the 
fication of each anc e e y ." d:£ ach lost corner The former 
theoretical position dete~mmle '-°t

r 
e(except in most' unusual cases) 

b nsi kred as llXe( poms . . d 
are to e co l . d' t time' the lilt tel' will be sub) ecte r 

d be monumcnte a any, bIt an may . f' t :vh:ch mav afterwards e c c er-
to tbe possible lllHueIlce 1 0 ~o:;s ~ rJ. the s;me rule of good f!lith, 
mined to be fvcceptabl~ oca \ ,une e arv points until this question 
and will be marked 0 Y as empor v 

has been disposed of. t f the oriO'inal survey will be made, 
412 A complete retracomen 0 b • b d 

' . t b i 1 assumed thl1 t the extenor oun -
based upon known c?rners

b
, 1 ,e I g,. y d hl1vo beon identified or re-

. 1 tl t vnslnp to 0 lesun e e b 
anes 0 ,le 0\ 1 I d 1 . 1 clown in ehfl11tor V, and uncleI' t oso 
stot'e,d under the ru es a rl:~ yot~ local point or claim location. It if' 
rclutmg to the l:cceptflrb

l1 
y tl ne'·llOd and ordor of procedure shown 

11 r osslule to 0 ow H) 1 l .. ) b t not usua } P " ., 1 y (owing to missing 001'11el'S, 1.1. . h 1 of the Ol'1O"ma survo 
III t 8 1'8COI'( ,.' f linos will bo run out by prcliminl1ry retruce-
the complete S} ste:m ? . tl the moridional lines between known 
ment, usually begmnmg Wl 1 
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corners, followed by the latitudinal lines between known corners, 
l].otil1€S the intersections with the merilliollal lines. The engineer 
must be supplied with a complet.e copy of the record of the originul 
survey. Temporary roference stakes are usually set on the meridional 
lines at the record measurement for each comer. 

413. The preliminary retrucements will lead at once to the identi
fication of the kno\vn and plainer evidenco of the original survey. A 
trial calculation will follow as to the latitudinal anq' longitudinal 
adjustments at eaeh missing eorner, to suit the proportions which may 
be derived when based upon these known corners. A second and 
more exhaustive search will then follow within the zone of the probable 
location of each missing corner for the more obscure evidence of the 
original survey. At this stage of his field work the engineer should 
exhaust every possible means of identifying the existent corners of the 
original survey. In many respects, the engineer will be compellrd to 
adopt methods such as the actual field conditions seem to warmnt, 
exercising skill Ilnd judgment. 

If additional evidences of the original survey are found, a second 
trial calculation will then be made as to tho latitudinl1l and longi
tudinal adjustments of the temporary reference stakes previously set 
at each missing corner, to suit the proportional measurements derived 
from all of the known ol'igimLl corners--exactly as outlined in chapter 
V. These calculated adjustments will determine the theoreticalloca
tion of each lost corner with reference to the known existing evidence 
of the original survey. 

In the absence of other considerations, the theoretical points thus 
determined by proportionate measurement, based upon existing 
original corners, are fixed to a mathematical certainty, and when 
these points have been determined, the evidence of the original survey 
and the record thereof have served their primary purpose. TheIl, (md 
not until that time, is the engineer prepared to consider the weight 
of such collateral ovidence as may be available, 

414. The question now to be determined is whether the position of 
the lands claimed, occupi(~d or improved is to be adopted uncleI' the 
rule of good faith as to location, and whether, if so adopted, the claims 
thus acceptably located call all ho properly protected by the llopolldent 
plan of resurvey. If th e position of any claim fails to q llalify under 
the rule of good faith it lllay be disregarded as to the eHect produced 
thereon by the plan of dependent resurvey. On the other hand, if 
these claims are held to bo acceptably located under tllC same rule, 
they may be adopted as the detrrmining fnctor in tho position of the 
missing cornor oX' corners; and if the claims a1'O ill ouch eoncordall t rela
tion to each other and to the identified evidences of the original survey 
u.s to receive full protection by tbe dopendent plan of resurvey, the 

414 
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engineer may proceed with full assurance of the adequacy of the plan. 
Other\'-1se, the question of other processes analogous to those of an 
independent resurvey or to the amendment of description (us here
inafter explained) must be considered. 

If two more claims are acceptably located, but arc discordantly 
related to each other to a considerable degree (by virtue of irregularities 
in the o,l'iginal survey), it will be clear that the general plan of de
pendent resurvey may not afford protection to such claims. In this 
case, as before stated, some other process must be adopted to protect 
the acceptably located claims. 

415. These acceptably located points for the missing corners will 
receive all the authority and significance of an identified original 
corner, and when the influence thereof on the dependent plan of re
survey has been combined with that of the e)''l.sting original corners 
previously identified, the adjustments of the temporary points in 
latitude and departure may be made accordingly. 

416. In cases of distortion, if the distorted lines are to be adopted 
in tile plan of dependent resurvey, it should be remembered that the 
lengths of lines, when subject to double proportion, arc comparable 
only when reduced to cardinal equivalents or to equivalents along tho 
direct lines between the nearest existing corners. 

411. Many situations will arise where it will be manifest that it is 
better to accept a position based upon local interpretation rather than 
to disturb satisfactory existing conditions. The engineer will endeavor 
to avoid disturbing the position of locally recognized lines when such 
action may adversely affect improvements. At the same time extreme 
caution 'will be exercised in the matter of adopting local points of 
control, which when accepted must be given, as above stated, a 
significance similu.r to that of an original corner. The acceptance of 
duly quu.lifJed and locally recognized points of control should aid 
materially in obtaining simplicity of resurvey and avoid the need for 
special metes-and-bounds surveys (as hereinafter described), which 
would differ only slightly' in position from the regular lines of the 
resurvey. In this manner a flexibility ,vill be introduced in the plan 
of the dependent resurvey, ftt leftst to the point of protecting satis
factory local adjustments. Section 379. 

418. '1'ho engineer should fully understand that the field of influence 
to be exercised by any acceptable location must be restricted to that 
alrcady covered in a larger way by the existing evidences of the 
original survey, and that the ftdjustive process is of more or less locftl 
application. In this connection, it sbould be noted that the record 
of the original survey can not be abandoned in favor of an indis
criminate adoption of property corners unrelated to the original 
survey. 
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419. Thus when the bonafide rights are found to have been defi
nitely established with reference to the location of lands the position 
of which can not otherwise be fully demonstrated by existing evidence 
of the original survey, tho theoretical point determined by the primary 
control will be set aside in favor of a near-by duly qualijied correspond
ing point, the position of which has been agreed upon by the adjoining 
property owners .. Such a point may then be recognized as the best 
available evidence of the true position for the corner. Chief among 
this class of evidence forming the basis of tho recogniz~d position of 
land boundaries arc recorded monuments established by local sur
veyors, duly agreed upon by the interested property owners; the posi
tion of boundary fences determined in the same manner; and the lines 
of public roads and drainage or irrigation ditches, \vhen intended to 
be located with reference to the sub divisional lines. The local record 
in these cases, when available, may furnish evidence of the original 
survey. If a point qualifies as above, the presumption is strong that 
its position bears satisfactory relation to the original survey and that 
its correctness can not be successfully disputed. Points which 
actually qualify may be accepted as the best available evidence of the 
true position of the original survey. Section 379. 

420. The field-note record of the resurvey should clearly set forth 
the reasons for the acceptance of a local point, where unofficial de
terminations of the above character do not represent actual marks of 
the original survey. --Such recognized and acceptable local marks 
will be preserved, and described; where they are monuments of a dur
able nature, they will bo fully described in the field notes and a full 
complement of the required accessories recorded, but without disturb
ing or remarking the existing monument. N mv monuments 'will be 
established if required for permanence, in addition to, but without 
destroying the evi4ence of, the local marks. 

Reestablishment of True Lines 

,i21. The final calculations for the corners that are to be treated as 
lost will be based upon the known position of the corners of the general 
control as thus adopted, upon the plan of proportionate measurement, 
as provided in chapter V. The result of this process balances in 
regular proportion the differences between the measurements shown 
in the record of the original survey and those derived in the retrace
ment. Thus the true lines of the dependent resurvey arc determined 
through the influence exercised by the identified existent corners of 
the original survey, other identiiied calls of the record, and such 
collateral evidence of the position of recognized land boundaries as 
may properly be adopted for such influence. 
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422. The field procedure incident to the running and measurement 
of the true lines of the dependent resurvey will conform to the require
ments of chapter II, while the marking of lines between corners and 
the notation of objects to be recorded will conform to the provisions of 
chapter III, and the monumentation of the survey will comply with 
chapter IV. The technical record of the resurvey will be broadened 
appropriately to show the relationship between the original survey 
and the reestablished lines. 

The limit of closure that is prescribed in section 234 will be observed, 
stressing the need for greater accuracy, especially in the measure
ments, 'which largely govern the restoration of lost corners. 

423. The field notc description of an identified or accepted corner 
will be int~oduced into the technical record of the resurvey at the 
place in tho true line notes where the position for the corner is indi
cated as having been attained. The record will embrace: 

(a) A completc description of the remaining evidence of the 

original monument; 
(b) A complete description of the new monument; 
(c) A complete dcscription of the original accessories as identified; 
(d) A complete description of the new accessories; 
(e) A concise statement rehtting to the recovery of a corner based 

upon identified line trees, blazed lines, items of topography, or 
other calls of the field notes of the orig:nal survey, in the absence 
of evidence of the monument or its aecesspries; and, 

(j) A statement of fact relating to the relocation of an obliterated 
monument; or a statement of the detern1ining features leading to 
the acceptance of a recognized local corner. 

424. General titles (in addition to the regular page heading) will 
be inserted in the field notes of dependent resurveys to indicate the 
character of the resurvey, the teclmical record of \vhich follows. 
Such titles will be inserted in' the body of the field notes, as appro
pria te, and will show the name of the original surveyor and the year 
in which the original survey was executed; as, for example: 

. Reestablishment of the surveys exeeu ted by John B. Smith, U. S. Surveyor, in 1842, . 

and additional memoranda will be added as appropriate, explana
tory of the method of control adopted in the restoration of one or 

more lost corners. 
425. In addition to the usual data, the plat should carry a marginal 

memorandum that duly qualifies the character' of the dependent 
resurvey, also a referenco to the previous plat (or plats) to which 
it is relnted. . 

For example, in the case of 11 whole to'wnship completely resurveyed, 
the following general statement will be applicable: 
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Thls plat represents a l'etracement and reestablishment of the original town
ship boundary and snbdivisioIlal liIles designed to rc..,tore all corners iIi their 
ture original locations according to the best available evidence; and, excepting 
as new or modified vacant subdivisions arc shown hereon, the lottings and arc~ 
are as shown on the plat (or plats) approved ________________ (date or dates). 

If the original subdivisions were executed in two or more parts or 
where the to\vnship had not been completely resurveyed, the me~o
ran dum will be modified. A diagram may be added to clarify the 
detail where desITed to visualize the related lines of the resurvey to 
those previously established. 

The reference to modified lottings or areas will be omitted when 
there are no exceptions. 

A necessary additional citation ,,,ill take the following form: 
Survey executed by ________________ beginning ________________ , and com-

pleted ________________ , pursuant to special instructions for Group No. ______ , 
dated __________________ . 

The desired historical references to the field notes and plats of the 
earlier surveys, and to lines more recently resurveyed that form a 
portion or portions of the plat outline, will be elaborated upon as 
needed to clarify every feature of the reSllTvey, to be incorp.omtod 
in the introductory part of the field notes. 

Additional Methods for the Protection of Bona Fide Rights 

426. In the _execution of a dependent resurvey there may possibly 
arise rare cases where locally established comers controlling valuable 
improvements are so discordantly related to the existing authentic 
evidences of the original survey that such local corners can not qualify 
for adoption as acceptable collateral evidence (sees. 414 and 417), 
there being no legal uuthority for a disregard of the identified evi
dence of the original survey. Sections 395, 397, and 402. The usual 
appropriate treatment of this situation, where possible of application, 
consists in an amendment of the entry (sec. 307) from the entered to 
the occupied legal subdivisions in terms of the original SllTvey . 
These cases are decidedly exceptional in any township ,yhere regular 
control has been developed by careful retracement and thorough 
search. No general remedy has been devised other thun that of 
amendment of entry, and where such method appears to be imprac
ticable the engineer will submit a dct!liled report of the conditions 
found, with recommendation for precedure suited to the particular 
situation to be dealt with and designed for protection to the claim
aut's improvements, but on u plan that will not disturb those 'who 
have ucquired legal rights in the lllu,tter of consistent location. 

A metes-and-bounds survey of an erroneous location cannot hava 
the legal effect of an amendment of the entry. No legal title can be 
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established by the occupancy of lands outside of the subdivisions 
named in the entry, except where the adjoining lands are privately 
owned, as adverse possession does not run against the United States, 
and sooner or later the claimant would find himself without a complete 
legal title to the lands upon which he had spent his labors. An 
amendment of entry, when the occupancy and improvement do not 
conform to the lines and subdivisions of the original survey, is the 
only safe course. 

Summary 

427. A summary statement of the theory and practice of the 
dependent resurvey with respect to one township as a unit will dem
onstrate that attention should be given to certain minimum require
ments as shown by the outline that follows. 

The instrumental methods and the measurements are exactly as 
required in the execution of original surveys,' but there is stressed the 
need for more than usual care in the determination of the length of 
lines, which is so largely controlling in the restoration of lost corners. 

The rules for the identification of existent corners, the acceptance 
of collateral evidence with respect to obliterated corners, and for the 
restoration of lost corners are specifically as outlined in chapter V. 

The monumentation in all respects is as required on original sur
veys, supplemented by a iield-note record of all necessary descriptions, 
including the prior monumentation as identified by the physical 
evidence, the collateral record, and the monuments as reconstructed. 

In order to accomplish a dependent resurvey, the to\vllship bound
ary lines are first retraced in their entirety, and completely restored 
in their originn,l position, exactly as established in the beginning. 
This circumscribes the work to be done, and is usually carried out on 
that plan unless some condition is developed that requires supporting 
evidence that may be derived from the subdivisional surveys within 
the adjoining townships, before concluding the restoration of the 
township exteriors. 

There follows a complete retracement of the interior lines. In 
practice, as applied to the very early surveys whose dates run back as 
much as HiQ years in some cases, where resurvey is required, the 
engineer will be concerned usually with two prin1ary considerations, 
which it is his responsibility to harmonize as far as that can be done 
along legal methods, though he is not clothed with legal jurisdiction 
to dispose of disputes, but rather to ascertain the facts in each situa
tion. First, the restoration of what the record purporLs to be the 
original conditions; and, second, the protection of the bona fide rights 
of all claimants in the matter of their locations. 
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The iirst requirement must be fullilled with reference to the evi
denc~ ~f the original survey; in this the discovery and identification 
of O:lgu::al n:onuments, marks, and corner positions is paramount, 
be.a~lllg m mmd that frequently there may be only a few remaining 
ol'lg~al m!1rks ~nd that each addition!11 supporting evidence adds 
~amfest conclUSIveness to the resurvey. This stage of the evidence 
IS regarded as the basic controL -

.Second, there is _~~t ~uch that can be added in this summary, 
WIthout undue repetltIOn, m respect, to the property rights of the land
owners,. entr~n:en, or other claimants, excepting to emphasize that 
~he engmeer IS m exactly the same position as the local surveyor, and 
IS ?ound by the same rules. The county surveyor may enlist the 
aSSIstance of the county attorney, or the local court as needed' the 
cadast.ral engineer reports to the regional or public survey ~ffiee 
when l~ do.ubt as to the procedure. The advice or instructions that 
follow III elther case must necessarily depend upon the facts as re
ported by the s~veyor: If the latter fails in his work, by oversight, 
~arelessness, or mexpcnence, the regional or public survey office, the' 
.ocal at~orne!, or the court may be thereby misled, and the treatment 
of the situatlOn may be entirely inapplicable. This responsibility on 
the part of the chief of field party calls for utmost thoroughness in 
every detail. . 

'An outline of the subject of retracements, entirely advisory in 
cl~aracter~ for the information of county and other local surveyors, 
:"Ith a bnef reference to property rights under State law, is contained 
m the lvfanual supplement-Restoration of Lost or Obliterated 
~orners and Subdivision of Sections, 1939.2 The cadastral engineer 
:s bound. by the same rules when engaged in official surveys. There 
IS sometunes an apparent overlap in jurisdictioll, but in most cases 
the distinction in the duties is clear. 

An example of the nature of certain satisfactory qualifying evidence 
(hy~othetical, for illustration), and the needed computations con
vertmg from the retracement data to the true line courses and dis
tances: Manual Appendix VI. 

A second short example (specimen field notes) of the introduc
t~ry statements that arc appropriate in the field notes, together \ 
With _ extracts from the true line, field notes to show the acceptable 
forms of description applicable ~o a dependent resurvey: Manual 
Appendix VIII. . 

, Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 
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THE INDEPENDENT RESURVEY 

428. An independent resurvey is an official running and marking of 
new township and section boundary lines without regard for theloca
tion of the reeord lines and corner n;onuments, or other milrks of tho 
prior survey which tho independent reSUl'vey is designed to supersede. 
The independent resurvey may be effective only with rrspect to the 
public lands ilnd for thilt reason there necessarily must be an. i~e.nti
fication and suitable segregation of all entered or patcnted subdWlslOns 

'of the sections of the original SUl'vey which are not identical with the 
corresponding lcgal subdivisions of the independent resurvey. Sec
tions 563, 564, 565, M5, 6'16. 

The independent resurvey is accomplished by three distinct steps: 
(a) The reestablishment of the outboundaries of the lands subject 

to resurvey, following the method of a dependent resu.rvey .. 
(b) The seO'rega tion of lands embraced in any valId claIm where 

the initial st;ps have been taken looking to the disposal of the title 
of the United States based upon· the former approved plat. The truct 
seO'reO'ations do not modify the private titles, but arc designed to give 
offici~l recoO'nition and respect to all such rights when required for the 
identificati;n of the remaining publie lands. . 

(c) New exterior, subdivisionnJ and meander lines as necessary, 
established upon a new regular plan, which, for every purpose of 
identiilcation and description of the public lands involved, becomes 

the prevailing survey. 

Reestablishment of Outboundaries 

429. The limiting boundaries of the lands subj ect to independent 
resurvey must agree with the previously establis.h?d and identified 
exterior or subdivisiOllal lines of the approved ongmal surveys. In 
order to qualify as a suitable limiting boundary as aforementioned, 
a line of the 'accepted established S1.1l'vcys will be selected which can 
be conclusively identified (by existing original or properly. l"estor::d 
corners) in one position to the exclusion of all others and.whlCh by ?ts 
known position adequately protects all rights (l?cated 1Il go?d fmth 
as 11~roinbefore defined) based upon any tOI\'11shlP plat showlllg sub
divisions of the public lands adja~ent to said boundary. Such out
boundarios of the lands to be resuTVeyed by the independent process 
must necessarily be retraced and reestablished in their true original 
position. The lands upon one side of such outbou:lda~y are to be :'e
subJivi,lcd upon a new plan, while upon tho OppOSIte sHle of such lme 
the ori(yinal subdivisions are to be strictly maintrtined und none of the 
original conditions are to be disturbed. 
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430. The outbounclaries arc generally selected along the locus of 
the previously established township exteriors where the existinO' evi
dence gives positive proof of the location of the original SUTVe}~ and 
where conditions on the ground are harmoniously related to the record 
of said original sUTVey. In special cases certain section lines may fully 
qualify as suitable lines to mark the limit of the independent resurvey; 
such section lines will then be duly retraced and reestablished in their 
true original position. Particular attention will be given to this very 
important subject at the time when the field examinmtion is made with 
a view to maintaining the original surVey as far as consistent. Sec~ 
tions 401,436,438. 

431. In those cases where a proper limiting boundary can not be· 
secured without involving the necessity for the inclusion in the 
group of a greater number of townships than administratively prac-

. ticable to Gxe:ute in one assignment, the necessity may arise for the 
extension of tract segregations (as hereinafter outlined) into a town
ship ungrouped for resurvey. In such cases, uncleI' specific authority 
of the Bureau of Land IvIanagement, any tract found to extend across 
such group outboundary will be segregated in full, whether or not tho 
tract was originally described as ill the township to be resurveyed, and 
the necessary official steps will thereupon be taken in the matter of 
suspension of the lands in the adjoining township from further disposfLl 
and of additional investigations \vith a view. to a resurvey of all or a 
portion of the said adjoining township. See second rule, section 445 

432. The special instructions will show specifically what lines have 
been selected to limit the dependent resurvey, the latter to restore the 
boundaries of those sections where there are alienatecllands. \V11e1'(' 
making this change in method, the dependent resurvey will be re
stricted to those sections where the retracements indicate that some 
suitable control can be applied for the restoration of those section 
boundaries. The retracement and reestablishment of the outboun
daries of those sections concludes what may be termed the dependent 
resurvey; this 'ivill precede the running of the remaining lines, termed 
the independent resurvey, the latter being devoid of adequate control 
that can be derived from the prior survey. 

A special problem is presented in those situations where the Director 
finds that it is advisable to cancel or annul a former accepted survey 
because of the showing of gross irregularities, such as badly distorted 
section boundaries 'whose lengths and directions are unreasonably at 
variance with the record, usually coupled with the fact that son{e of 
the lines never had actual existence in fact. The cancellation action 
can be taken only by the Director, and requires ample justification to 
show that even though the monuments may be identified in portions 
of the area. the lines when restored under the rules for proportionate 
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measuremcmt do not constitute an acceptable basis for the identifica
tion of the remaining public land. This applies to the public land, and 
has no bearing on the identification of the alienated subdivisions 
described in terms of the prior survey. 

The abandonment of a former survey that is marked on the ground 
requires that the location of the existing monuments be determined 
by direction ~nd length of line connecting to the nearest new monu
ment, then tr'eated as in section 103. See also section 459. 

A factual statement ,viiI be required in the field-note record of the 
independent resurvey to show 'what proof has been established that 
the corresponding lines of the prior record-survey have no actual 
existence in fact, especially that no corner monuments have been 
overlooked, disregarded, or otherwise ignored. This is always at the 
risk of failui:e to find some of the record monuments. vVbere that 
docs hftppen there is created the confusion that results from the exist
ence on the ground of two sets of monuments which by record are 
thoro to mark similar described subdivisions. Tho field notes of the 
resurvey, of course, clear the conditions, but the situation is not so 
readily evident to the settler, nor to the local surveyor who may not 
be supplied with the field notes. 

433. Where the lines of the independent resurvey are not to be 
initiated or closed upon the restored original corners of the out
boundaries, said restored corners will be m(1rked only with reference 
to the township, mnge and section to which they "vill thenceforth 
relate, and new regular corners of minimum control will be established 
as necessary to govern the lines of the independent resurvey, ftU as 
provided in section 164. During the prelimin(1ry stages of the resur~ 
vey there will often be more or less doubt as to whether an old corner 
will retain its former control or \vill have to be altered, and until this 
uncertainty h(1S been removed the marking of a corner and its acces
sories should be deferred. The monumontation will follow the final 
determination of the future significance of each point. \\l101'e an old 
point is to be perpetuated merely to control the former a,linement, 
but not the corner of a subdivision, its future significance will bo that 
of an "angle point" only and the monument and its accessories will 

be marked accordingly. 

Metes-and-Bounds Survey of Private Claims 

434. After the reestablishment of the outboundaries of the lands 
subject to independent resurvey has been accomplished in accord
ance with the requirements of the special instructions, the engineer's 
attention will be directed to the segregation or marking out of all duly 
entered, selected, reserved (in certain cases), granted, or patented 
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lands w~ose description may be based upon the former approved plat, 
and whIch can not. be eonfOl:med to the lines of the resurvey. 

435. A ~tatus dlagra~ WIll ~e furnished to the engineer showing 
all patented lands, valid entnes, school sections, and other land 
grants, an~. all other disposals, reservations, or selections of lands 
whose positlOn and description are based upon the oriO'inal survey 
and plat, and whose boundaries can not legally be di:turbed. In 
every case th~ various tracts shown upon the status diaO'ram will 
be prot.ected eIther by individual "metes-and-bounds" sur;ey or by 
the lasslgru:nent of appr~priate subdivisions of the resurvey in case 
the ~atter lines (new sect:onYnes, or center lines of sections or quarter 
Se?tlOns) ~re found to comcide or approximately agree with the bound-
al'les of SaId tracts. , 

43~. It is ]:l.ot to be understood that the metes-and-bounds survey 
of pl'lvate clauns must be completed before beginning the projection 
of th~ new Jines of th~ independen~ resurvey. It has merely been 
deemed logIcal to e~nsider the subject of the tract segregations in 
~dvance of the questIOn of the establishment of new lines. The fact 
IS that engineers will find it expedient to carry both branches of the 
survey along together in the locality of the camp or other field head
quarters. 

. However, before making a tract segregation, and before the run
Illng of. new section lines, it is necessary to make certain the dis
crepanCIes are such that no adequate or satisfactory basis can be 
shown for the restoration of the former section-line boundaries as a 
,:hole. The plan of the independent resurvey must be such that no 
l~nesJ monuments, .or plat r~presentation will duplicate the descrip
~lOn. of any pre"nous sectIOn where disposals have been made. 
be?tIOns 401, 455. The record field notes and plat representinO' the 
pnor ~Ul'vey of. th~ remaining sections, now regarded as fictitious, 
fraudUlent, or grOSSly erroneous beyond any tolerable limit becomes 
abrmdoned at tbis point insofar as future disposals may be ;oncernecl. 

437. The jurisdiction of the Dureau of Land ManaO'oment the Limit 
of the authority of the engineer, and the bona fide ri;hts of ~laimants, 
where entered or patented lands are involved, remain absolutely the 
~ame whether thc resmvey is to be made upon the depenclent or 
mdependent plan. Thus where the independent type of resurvey 
has been adopted as more feasible, identified corners of the oriO'inal 
survey in the immediate vicinity of lands to be segregated will be 
employed for t~lC control of the location of such htllds. '1'he question 
o.f the good fUlt~ of the entryman will in every case be fully con
SIdered, as prc-;l?usly outlined ill this chapter, and where the evi
dence of t~e ongmlll survey is so obliterated that it churge of a lack 
of good fmth can not be brought against an entryman whose claim 
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boundaries may diller from a theoretical location determined by 
more rigid surveying rules, the available collateral evidence is to be 
reaarded as the best indication of the original position of the claim, 
aned the same will be employed as far as consistent for the control 
of the section boundaries within which such claim is located. 'Sec
tion 395. 

438. Where there is acceptable evidence of the original survey, the 
identification of the areas that have been disposed of must be the 
same as would ordinarily be derived by the regular subdivision of 
the section. The tracts which are to be segregated by metes-and
bounds survey are those areas that can not be so identified, nor 
conformed satisfactorily, those where amendment of description 
appears not to be an available remedy, and those where the dis
posals are found to be in conflict by overlap. Every corner of these 
tracts \vill be marked by angle-point monumentation, and a tie made 
to a corner of the resurvey. Section 452. 

439. vVhere the engineer can not point out, by suitable identifica
tion of the original surveys, the definite location of an entry based 
upon the former approved plat, the claimant or owner of ~uch lands 
'will be consulted as to the position of his boundary hnes. ,The 
boundaries of the private claim, so determined, will be fued, as 
between the private and public lands, subject to the' official accept
ance of the resurvey. "'nere dispute is encountered in regard to 
the adjustment of the line between adjoining patented tracts, each 
accep ta bly located under the rules already laid do\vn, which can 
not be reconciled or suitably disposed of by surveying process, the 
tracts will be surveyed in conilict, as hereinafter provided, and so 
shown on the resurvey plat; the questions arising out of such con
flict will be given administrative review with the field notes of the 
resurvey. 

440. The owner of an unidentified claim will be called upon to 
indicate the boundary lines thereof if possible, and in thisco1lll8ction, 
should occasion arise, the engineer will explain the manner of ad
justing differences between adjoining claims and wha.t .will constitute 
an acceptable location of a claim. The latte~ conchtlOn demands a 
form agreeing with the original entry, approxlmately regular bound
aries, an area not widely inconsistent 'with that shown upon the 
origi~lal plat, and It location as nearly correct as may.be expected 
from the existing evidence of the original survey, Without over

into an !H.ljoining township not subject to resurvey, exc~pt 
as providccl in section 431. In every case where tho outboundanes 
of the lands subject to "independent resurvey," have been reestab-
lished by the "depellclcmt" or "restorative" plan, the subdivisions of 
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a tract situated and originally described as along or upon the op
posite sides of such outboundary must agree with the line reestablished 
and harmonize in relative position. 

441. In the execution of an independent resurvey, therefore, the 
identity of each tract to be segregated therein or indicated by con
formation to the lines of the resurvey, whether patented or unpat
ented, must be maintained, and the engineer will not. be allowed to 
change materially the configuration of 11 tract as shown by its original 
description in order to indemnify the owner thereof !Lgainst deficien
cies in area, to eliminate conflicts between entries, or for any other 
purpose. If improvements have been located in good faith, the tract 
survey should be so executed, or the conformation to the lines of 
the resurvey so indicated, as to cover as nearly as possible these 
improvements and at the same time maintain substantially the form 
of the entry as originally described. No departure from this rule 
will be allowed. 

442. The question of amendment of entries for the purpose of 
permitting adjustments in terms of the resurvey involving lands not 
included v.'ithin the original tract is a matter for adjudication by the 
Bureau of Land Ma~agement after the resurvey has been accepted 
and the plats thereof filed in the district land office, 

443. In case of absentee owners an attempt sho1.+ld be made to 
establish consultation, in order that the claimant may point out the 
lands subject to a metes-and-bounds survey. If the owner cannot be 
found and there is no visible indication, such ftS a boundary fence, of 
the location of the limits of a claim, the engineer will exercise the 
alternative of locating tho claim from the nearest original point of 
control or from a point of a neighboring claim, or of assigning to the 
entered or patented lands the appropriate subdivisions of the resurvey, 
all subject to the principles hereinbefore set forth. The controlling 
factors in such locations will be based upon the individual and neigh
borhood improvements (such as buildings, wells, springs of water, 
cultivated lands, public roads, fences, corners of recognized private 
surveys, etc.) which may indicate the evident intention of' the entry
man or patentee as to the position of his land. 

444. Each nonconfol'mable valid claim in a township will be given 
a serial tract number, commencing with No. 37 in the smallest num
bered and entered section of the original plat, progressing through the 
township in the order in which lots and sections are numbered. A 
traet number will be used but once in a to\vnship, and if any tract 
lies partly in two 01' more townships subject to resurvey the number 
applied to the tract in the first township resurveyed will not bo used 
for other tracts in the adjoining township. 

444.. 
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445. The follov.ring rules mll be observed in the execution of the 
metes-and-bounds survey of all specially designated tracts: 

1. Each claim, acceptably located, but at variance mth the lines 
of the resurvey, v.ri1l be surveyed and monumented at each angle 

point. 
2. Where a portion of a claim is originally described as in a town-

ship not subject to resurvey, such portion of t~e .c~ai:m will not ~e 
surveyed by metes and bounds, provided the Illllltl~g boundary. IS 
found to qualify as set forth in section 429. The portIOn of the clal~ 
originally described as in the township to be resu.rveyed should Ol:dl
narily be defined in a position (either by segregatIOn or conf.orma,t~on 
to the lines of the resurvey) which is properly rclated to the Identmed 
or restored corners on the limiting boundary. Sec. 431. 

3. "Where the boundaries of a claim are unacceptably locatcd as 
pointed out by the claimant, the engineer will proceed with a.prop?r 
survey of the tract in accordance with rules already stated which w1.11 
result in a suitable relation to the original survey, and the corners of 
the tract as thus located will be monumented. If the claimant pro
tests against such lo·cation, the engineer will request that the protest 
be made in writing (to be submitted mth the returns of the resurvey), 
and will thereupon make an accurate connection 'with :,he corners of 
the claim as unacceptably located, to be made the subJeet of a com
ph,te report by the engineer, reviewing the facts \\rith reference to the 
question of location. As a further protection 3 to an entryman thus 
unacceptably located see section 426. . ' 

4. Where, through a compliance by the engmeer 'VI.th the gene:al 
rules above laid dmw, the metes-and-bounds segregatIOn o~ a ,clalm 
(or the conformation thereof to the lines of the resurv.e~). wlthl1:- t~e 
field of an independent resurvey (or the related subdlVlSIOr:S Vllthin 
the field of a dependent resurvey) fails to cover any or all of the lands, 
occupied, improved, or claimed by th.e entryman, p~tentee, or present 
owner, and the latter indicates a deSIre to amend his entry, tha~ fact 
v.ri1l be stated in the field notes, and a separate full. report WIll be 
submitted describing the subdivisions actually occupIed and sought 
to be acquired under the amended entry, but \Yhic~ are not c~vered 
by tho tract as survcyed, all looking to the protectIOn of the tItle to 
the hnds actually earned.3 

• 
5. 'Where it so happens that the regular quarter-quarter ~e~tIOns 

embraced within a claim fall in approximately the sarno poslllOn as 
the regular quarter-quarter sections of the resu~'vey,. and the entry
man or patentee indicates a desire to confonD Ius .claIm to the resu~
vey, and no apparent objection is found by the engmecl', the facts WIll 

I See current regulatlons relating to amendment of entries. 
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be stated in the field notes, and the claim i-vill be so indicated upon the 
resurvey plat. Under this circumstance t.he metes-and-bounds survey 
of the tract v,rill be omitted. However, where any tract whose original 
description includes any fractional lot, or where any part of a tract 
falls upon any fractional lot of the resurvey, the tracts will be segregated 
as a whole by metes-andrbouncls survey, even though some or all of 
the lines of the tract may coincide with certain sub divisional lines of 
the resurvey. . 

No claim will be conformed to the lines of an inde;endent resurvey 
under an involved amended description which includes illllllerous 
subdivisions smaller than the regular quarter-quarter section exCel)t-. ' mg I1S completely surveyed and monumented. 

6. Conflicting tracts, each acceptably located, will be surveyed and 
monumented, and conflict shown upon the resurvey plat. Each 
intersection of conflicting boundaries will be determined upon the 
ground and recorded in the field notes, and the latter will show the 
number of acres in conflict with each other tract. Secs. 657, 664. 

7. The angle points of a tract will be designated by serial numbers 
beginn~g with No.1 at the northeast cornel',~ and proceeding around 
the clallll, running ,Yesterly from the initial corner. An angle point 
may be common to one, two, tlu'ee, or four tracts, and will be monu
mented and marked as provided in chapter IV; as for example: 

AP 4 AP 3 
TR 38 TR 37 

AP 1 AP 2 
TR 45 TR 46 

1919 

T 26 N R 17 c: 
S 14 

AP I lAP 2 
TR38TR37 

1919 

T 26N R 17 E 

'APIl S 14 
TR3?1 

1919 

8. No accessories will be required with the monuments at the angle 
points of the metes-and-bounds survey. 

446. The regional office will furnish the engineer mth an ab
stract of the valid entries, selections, reservations, patents, and 
grants, based upon the original plat of any township (or portion 
tbereof) subj ect to resurvey. The resurvey cannot be regarded as 
complete until each and every claim described in said abstract of 
entries (and shown on the status diagram) as in the township to be 
resurveyed hl1S received full protection in, the matter of location. 
Aside from those disposals described as in the township to be resur
veyed, there may also be furnished to the engineer, as a matter of 
information when needed, the status of all claims in the acljaeent 
sections of the adjoining townships ungrouped for resurvey, The ltb
struct will bo included with tho other data to accompany the 'written 
special instructions providing for a resurvey. 
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Field Notes and Plat 

447. The field notes of the metes-and-bounds survey of each valid 
claim will be preccued by a copy of the abstract of entry. A brief 
statement will then follow in each instance (or with suitable refer
ence) , concerning the principal factors controlling the 'location of 
the particular tract, and whether or not the claimant was consulted, 
or communicatcd with, .in the matter of the identification of the 
boundaries of his claim. The statement should be clear as to whether 
the location of a claim, shown either as a tract segregation or as 
conforming to the lines of the resurvey, was controlled by collateral 
evidence, or by one or morC! identified corners of the original survey, 
nearby or remotely located, or by its relation to adjoining tracts. In 
case all of the tract segregations within a township can be covered 
by one gcneral statement, the same should appear at the beginning 
of the field notes of the metes-and-bounds surveys. The field notes 
should be made to account for each and every traet shown upon the 
status diagram, 

448. All claims should be accounted for on the plat of an inde
pendent resurvey and all ,vill be shown either a,' s '2:regated tracts or 
as conforming to the lines of the resurvey, as tLe ,;ase may be, with 
outline indicated by heavy black lines. An exc'ption to this rule 
,yill be made in those rare cases where all the claims ,vithln a town
ship have been conformed to the lines of the resurvey under their 
original description, in which event a statement may be mo.de on 
the margin of the plat that-

All claims originally described as in this township are intended to conform to 
the lines of the resurvey under tbeir original description. 

449. The additional memorandum that is placed on the plat of, the 
independent resurvey must necessarily be designed to clarify its very 
special and unusual character, especially to the effect that a former 
record pll1t that bears the same township and range numbers, pre
sumably representing the same, or approximately the sarrie area, has 
been annulled by oHicial action as the basis for the identification, 
administration, or disposal of the vacant or unappropriated public 
lands, and t hh,t in protection to whatever rights may have been ac
quil'o<l base<l upon tho cancellcd plat the locations have becn identified 
ns nearly as can be in accordance 'with tho marks of that survey. 

The following shoul<l bo regarded as a general suggestion: 
This plat represents n. resurvey which is independent of and thn.t supersedes, 

so far as the public lands arc concerned (hereon indicated by Dew subdivisional 
lines, lottings, and areas) all such similar t!!lils that arc shown upon tho plat (or 
plats) approved ________________________ (date or dates), 

All tract segregations shown hereon represent the position and form of said 
tracts under the original description as referred to the original survey, located 
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as such units and mnrked on the ground according to the best available evidence 
of their legal boundaries. 

Where the boundaries of certain sections of the former survey have 
be.en restored as the best identification and form oi'protection to the 
ahenated lands, and ,Possibly including other sections entirely public 
land whose boundanes hlwe not been changed, the memorandum 
and the historical citations, will take the forms that are outlined ~ 
section 460. 

450. The above statement will. be modified ifons or more of the 
claims shown on the status diagram are conformed to the lines of 
the resurvey by different legal subdivisions, as follows: 

All tract segregations shown hereon and all other claims shown to conform to 
the lines of the ~~survey, whether by the original or new legaJ subdivisions, 
represent the pO:I~lOn and form of said tracts under the original description as 
referred to the ongmal survey, located as such on the ground according to the best 
available evidence of their true position. 

451. The projection and measurement of the lines of the metes-o.nd
bounds survey and the technical record in respect to the same will 
?onform t~ the usual practice in regular surveys. '1'he mapping of 
Important ltems of topography and valuable permanent improvements' 
will ?e g~ven attention with rego.rd to this feature of the resurvey plat, 
yet It 'WIn be apparent that the amount of data to be shown in con· 
nection with the metes-and-bounds surveys makes it impossible, at 
the usual scale, to show objects of little relative importance. This 
class of datf~ obtained during the progress of the work will not be 
required in the field notes of metes-and-bounds surveys. 

452. At least one angle point of eo.ch tract survey will be connected 
\vith one of the regular corners of the resurvey, and where lines of 
claims are intersected by lines of the resurvey a connection will be 
made from the point of interscction to the nearest clu.im corner and 
recorded in the field notes of the regulo.r section line. '1'he latter vdll 
be considered a satisfactory connection to all adjoining claims located 
within the interior of either section. "Vhere an extensive system of 
tract segregations has been surveyed, the interior tracts of the block 
will not require connections. Tho establishment of closing corners on 
the regular line when entering or leo.ving public land will conform to 
the general practice in this respect as provided in section 191. 

The Projection of New Lines 

453. The problem of the subdivision of the remaining public lands, 
where new section lines o.re to be established, may be studied best, 
and tho plrtn simplified, by rciercmeo to a lay-out which represents the 
restoration of the former section-line boundaries where that has been 
found practicable, plus the necessary tro.ct segregations. If the report 

453 
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of the field examination was sufficiently explicit as to the factual data, 
it should include a plan for incorporation in the special instructions. 
If the conditions have not been ascertained, the resurvey must be 
resolved into two phases, first that incident to the identification of the 
alienated lands, and second the question of the subdivision of the 
remaining public lands. The latter plan must be deferred until the 
first phase of the resurvey has been accomplished.. . 

454. A problem involving the resubdivision of 'vaCl1nt public lands, 
as in an independent resurvey, should be approached in the Sl1me vmy 
l1S practically all problems in fragmentary subdivision, though the 
independent resurvey may at times involve the resubdivision of a 
group of many townships wherein all conditions, except perhaps .with 
relation to the tract, segregation surveys, may be comparatIvely 
regular. First attention will be given to completing the new township 
exteriors which are to be independently resurveyed after having 
reestablished the outboundl1ries of the group on the dependent plan. 
The new exteriors will be cl1rried forward and completed in hl1rmony 
with the rules set forth in chapter III for the cstl1blishment of original 
surveys. The new section lines will be run out and marked as in 
regular or fragmentary subdivision. as the situation may. be and new 
meander lines will be run as reqUlred. The new extenor and sub
divisional lines will usually be extended across small blocks of tract 
segregation surveys, noting connections as previously stated, and in 
such cases the new lines and corners will be fully monumented regard
less of the fact that some points will fall within the tract segregation 
surveys. The latter points arc required in their usual function to 
determine the subdivision of the public lands. 

455. Where any aliquot part (vacant) of a newly created section 
would normally have a description that duplicates the correspond
ing part (alienated) of an original section bearing that same section 
number ~uch part or parts of the new section will be given appro.; 
priate l~t numbers. The new lot numbers will begi~ with the n~xt 
number above the highest numbered lot of that secbon of the prIOr 
survey. Also, where there are new Dormal lotting.s in the sect~ons 
along the north and west boundaries of the townshIp, those sectIOns 
not beino- restorations of the sections that bear the same numbers of 
the priOl~ survey (and same township and range), the lottings will be 
given numbers beginning with the next higher number above those 
that had been previously employed. Sections 401, 456. 

The plan of running the new section boundaries, and of cr~ating 
the needed new lotlings, must be considered and perfected pnor to 
the m!1rkina of the corner monuments. 

Some ne; sections may dovelop as an elongation in order to absorb 
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the discrepancy in the positions of the section-line boundaries as 
between the old and the new survey. This will be taken care of in 
the lottings of the new secLions. This departure from normal is 
made necessary by the discrepancies of the prior survey, where the 
location of the alienated lands cannot be changed. Sections 498, 499. 

A departure from the usual rule for lotting is necessary in order to 
provide suitable descriptions within unpatented entries and selections 
where such tract segregations may be subject to relinquishment or 
cancellation, also in other cases, to facilitate a subdivision of isolated 
tracts of public lands surveyed by metes and bounds. Two methods 
have been found available, each one better suited to particular situ
ations. Neither method involves any change in the instructions for 
the field procedure heretofore laid down. The discussion of the 
merits of the two methods and the examples of their use are better 
adapted to the text of chapter IX, where the subject will be found 
in connection with other details to be shown upon the resurvey plats. 
Sections 651,652, 655, 656. 

45S. Where a section of the resurvey is invaded by tract segrega
tions, the lotting of the public lands will be carried out in accordance 
with the usual plan of lotting within fractional sections as outlined in 
chapter III. The numbering of the fractional lots will begin with 
the number next higher than the highest number employed in the 
section of the original survey which bears the same township, range 
and section number. This plan is intended to avoid any possible 
confusion which might arise from a duplication in the use of the 
same lot numbers. 

457. The plan of the independent resurvey will be carefully 
studied for the proper placing of all needed quarter-section corners, 
both maximum control and minimum control, so as to provide for 
the position of the center lines of all sections, restored and new. 
Where two positions are found to come within less than half the closing 
limit for a section as prescribed in section 234, the point first derived 
as the appropriate position of the quarter-section corner of the 
restored section boundaries will be given maximum control. This 
rule is invoked in the interest of simplicity of survey and monumen
tation. 

458. The general requirements of chapters II, III and IV will be 
fully observed in every respect throughout the execution of the 
independent resurvey and in the technical record thereof. General 
titles (in addition to the regular page heading) will be inserted in the 
field notes to indicate clearly the character of the independent re
survey, the technical record of which follows; such titles 'will be 

4.58 
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inserted in the body of the field notes, as appropriate, and will show 
the full significance of an lines ; as for example: 

(a) "Metes-and-bounds survey of private claims as originally located in accord 
ll.llce "\\1.th the survey executed by John B. Smith, U. S. Surveyor, in 1842;" and 

(0) "Independent resurvey, super~eding the survey executed by John B. Smith. 
U. 8. Surveyor, in 1842." 

459. All monuments of the original survey, not otherwise reported 
upon, when traces thereof have been found, will be connected by 
COnl'Be and distance with a corner of the resurvey, and such connec
tion and a description of the traces of the original corner as identified 
will be recorded in the field notes of the resurvey. A useless monu
ment will be destroyed after the point is found to be no longer needed 
for the survey of a claim of any kind whose location may in any way 
depend upon such monument. Section 163. 

460. If the whole to'wnship has been resurveyed, and where the plat 
ShOHB no sections whose boundaries as a whole have been restored by 
dependent methods, a memorandum to qualify the nature of the inde
pendent resurvey, and the refercnce to the prior pJat (or plats) may 
take the form that is given in section 449. 

,Vhere the boulldaries of some of the sections have been restored 
by dependent resurvey methods, and the remainder of the to\VIlship 
has been subdivided on a new plan that is independent of the prior 
survey, the memoranda will be extended to make these facts clear, 
tt~ for example: 

This plat represents a resurvey that combines restored boundaries of certain 
sectlu!lII with an entirely new su bdivision of the remaining portions of the township 
as follows: 

The boundaries and eorncrs of sces. ____ , ____ , ____ , etc.; (or certain sections) 
restor~d to their true original locations according to the best available evidence, 
arid (excepting as new or modified vacant subdivisions arc shown in these sections) 
the lottings and areas in said scctions arc as originally shown on the plat (or plats) 
approved ____________ (date or dutes). 

The remainder of the township has hoen subdivided by the running of new 
lines and the marking of new corners, thereby annulling the former record lines 
and corners with reference to the public lands remaining undisposed of, and 
excepting for those tracts identified hereon, where these represent entered or 
patented parts of sections shown on the plat (or plats) approvod ___________ _ 
(date or dates). 

Where the phrase I( certain sections" is sho\VIl parenthetically in 
the second parugraph above it is intended that if that form is employed 
a dingram will be added to identify those sections that have been 
restored, ancl those that have been independently resurveyed. Also, 
where two or more former plats arc involved tho year date should 
be inclicatcd on tho diagram. Referring to the same paragraph, 
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the parenthetical exception as to new or :modified lotting or areas will 
be omitted when there are no such exceptions. 
Th~ memoranda referred to in sections 448, 449, and 450, will be 

supplIed as appropriate. 
.A necessary additional citation will take the following form: 
Survey executed by ---- ____________ , beginning ________________ , and 

completed ------- _________ , pursuant to special instructions for Group No. ____ , dated __________________ . 

I~ is important that the engineer n:ake a careful study, during the 
penod of the field work, of sections 645 to 667, on the construction 
of resurvey plats, to make certain that every possible condition has 
been given all required consideration while in the field, and that all 
necessary data has been secured. 

The desired historical references to the field notes and plats of the 
earlier surveys, to the lines more recently resurveyed that form a 
portion or portions of the plat outline, to lines run and marked by the 
county surveyor and similar surveys found acceptable for the identifi
cation of tract boundaries, etc., will be carefully prepared to clarify 
every feature of the resurvey, to be incorporated in the introductory 
part of the field notes. 
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

461. The detailed specifications for every survey assignment and 
the basic information necessary for accomplishing the field \york, are 
set out in a vrritten statement designated: "Special Instructions,." 
The special L."1structions are an important unit of the record relat
ing to the survey and are prepared by the officer in administra
tivo Chtlrgo of the work. Emphasis will be given to any provision in 
tho 1Ianuul which may bo moro or less unusual in application, but the 
purpose is more especially to outline the extent of the work intended 
and the method and order of procedure. The special instructions 
v·rill ordinarily be written in the third person, and, coupled with tho 
Manual, will contain tho necessary specifications and information for 
exocuting the survey. 

462. The following arrangement of the subject matter will be ad
hered to so far as may be appropriate: 

1. Title: Special Instructions; Group No. ______ , ___________ _ 
(State); nature of survey, and location by township, range, and 
meridian. 

2. Preliminary statement (bearing no address): In tho execution 
of the surveys included undor Group No. ______ , ____________ (Stato) 
the chief of field party is authorized and directed to make the described 
examination, retracemonts, reestablishment of points of control, sur
veys, and resurveys hereinafter set out, and will be guided by the 
Manual of Surveying Instructions, the provisions of the follo\ving 
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special instructions,· and such supplemental instructions as may be 
issued pursuant to the report of complications developed during the 
progress of the ,vork or by reason of additional authorization. 

3. Office authority to proceed with the described field work is con-
tained in letter "E," ________ (number), dated ____________ , based 
upon the application of ________________ -. Reference \~il1 be u:ade 
to any appropriate citation of departmental or Bureau mstructlOns 
or authorization, or to any special act of Congress relating to the 

survey. 
4. Appropriation: The costs of the field and office work incurred in 

the execution of the surveys herein directed, within approved official 
reO'ulation are payable from the appropriation: (give the exact title 

b , • • 

of the applicable appropriation, fund, or deposit, together WIth CIta-
tion of the act of Congress under which any such deposit has been 

received). 
5. Limit and character of ,vork: Under this heading there will be 

described by to\vnship, range, and meridian the lines which are to be 
surveyed, together with designation by section numbers where 'p~rts 
of townships are intended. If the work involves other than ongmal 
surveys, the statement will be extended to indicate the character of 
the fragmentary survey, or the type of resurvey, or the nature of the 
fieJd examination, according to what has been authorized and what is 
expected of the engineer. It will be desirable generally, exc?pt in the 
case of strictly original surveys, to supply whatever supportmg state
ments thcore may be needed, taken from the authorization or else
where in the record, for an understanding of the technical or legal 
questions relating to the work. ,\Vhere private rights may be involved, 
,vhich is often the case, the facts as known should be clearly brought 
out and a statement made of such rules of practice as may require , 
considemtion in the field. 

6. History of earlier surveys: Every neW survey and all retrace
ments and resurveys are predicated upon what has been previously 
accepted, and to the end that the engineer may proceed wit~ the new 
work understandingly, a review of the established surveys will be car
ried into the special instructions. Full explanations will be given in 
tho event of knO\\"11 or presumed complications. 

7. 1Jethod and order of procedure: If the work to be dono ~s 
primarily the extension of the original surveys, the .statement of. It 
will follow Manual principles and will bo taken up m the followmg 

order: 
(a) Standard parallels and guide meridians; 

\ 
(b) Township exteriors; anci, 
(c) Subdivisions, including a reference to the running of meander 

lines if this class of work is expected, and to the subdivision of sections 
if required in whole or in part. 
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The instructions for each township should be completed separately, 
and so far as practicable the work should be set out in the order in 
which it is to be followed ill the field. If there is any reason to antici
pate complications, a statement of the treatment of the problem will 
serve both to inform the engineer as to what may be expected and to 
indicate the approved method that would be applied on the assumed 
hypothesis. Where hclpful to call attention to the 1lanual rules, the 
references may be made by chapter and section numb\,rs, but the 
engineer is charged with the responsibility of an understanding of all 
regular practice and familiarity with the Manual as a reierence guide 
in unusual cases, and the burden of this is not to be transferred to the 
special instructions. 

If the work involves other than original surveys, the responsibility 
for a statement of the situation and for· the formulation of detailed 
specifications for the execution of whatever examinations, fragmentary 
surveys, resurveys, topographic surveys, or special monumentation 
may be required will pass to the nuthol' of the special instructions. 
There £o11o\ys in this ehapter a discussion of a number of the more 
usual types of specinl surveys, including subj ects not appearing 
heretofore, 

8. Diagrams: In the case of original surveys a blue-print diagram 
to accompany the special instructions will gcnerally be desirable. 
Ordilwrily the dingrnm will be constructed on a scale of at least 80 
chains to an inch, nnd shoulll indicate tho record surveys within 2 
miles of tho limiting boundaries of the group. The directions and 
lengths of the established lines should be showll, together with the 
principal topographical fef1tures. The Hew work will be shown dis
tinctiYely, and tho mcthod of procedure should be indicated where 
that will be helpful. All areas 'returned as surveyed will be clearly 
represcnted, togetheJ.:wilh the status of any outlying areas which the 
previous plats may show protracted as though surveyed. 

All known claims or improvements 01' monuments of other ollicial 
surveys as indicnJ,ecl in paragraphs 5 and 13, section 236, chapter III, 
will be noted in tho special instructiolls. (See sec. 435, ch. VI, for 
the requirement tlmt a status dingl'am be furnished wiLl! the instruc
tions for indepcndent resurveys.) 

As a precaution to insure that the necessary accul'Ucy be secured 
with reference 1.0 the topographic or map detfiil of til{) plat, or tllo 
locnLioll of imporLull t springs) walt}!' holes, sll'cnms, find lakcs; principal 
ridges or divides between wa tcrsheds; developed or proposed rangc 
improvement; etc.; the special instructions will DC suppJemented DY 
a status report, uS\lully ill the forlll of n diagram, showing all dispostds 
ftnd wi[hdlmrals ill tho lll'(lit (0 be Stll'VC}'llc! or reslll'vL'Y(,u. Thero 
will also Lo supplied with the special instrueLions fi list of the topo-
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graphic maps, aerial photographs and other available data which may 
be employed for the representation of important map features. 
Streams upon which withdrawals for power sites or other purpose 
have been made, or which appear to have potential value for such 
nse, and all other streams and ridges or principal divides which con
stitute the boundaries of reserves, should be earefully located. If 
additional mappiog appears to require special attention in the field, 
that fact will be indicated in the instructions. Sections 236,615, GIG. 

9. Field notes, plats, and reports: The special instructions should 
point out what will be expected in connection with the preparation 
of the returns, with a view both to the specific understanding of what 
will be required and to the noting of the subjects which arc to be given 

-attention in the field. If anything is required in the way of a prelim-
inary report or diagram to be sent in during the progress of the work, 
or if speciaJ lotting or other unusual matters are to be given consider- ' 
ation at the time of the preparation of the final returns, attention will 
be given to the same in the special instructions. There will also be 
noted the neccssity for returning, for official use, the original copy of 
the speeial instruetions, and all other papers which belong with the 
offiee reeord, and the data that may be added in the field, including 
the field computation sheets. 

10. :,Iodification of the instructions: The special instructions will 
ordinarily be signed by the mnking supervising oincer in direct admin
istrative charge of the work to be clone, and will close with the advice 
that should cowlitions arise appearing to demand additional instruc
tions, or require an interpretation of the instruetions as issued, or 
which apparently make the special instructions inapplicable as pre
pared, the chief of field party ,,,,ill be expected promptly to submit a 
report of the situation, with such recommendations for office cOllsider
ation as may be responsive to the authorization. 

SUBDIVISION OF SECTIONS 

463. If there is need for the su buivision of sections the subj eet will 
be brought out in the special instructions, and if any unusual methods 
arc required the same will be noted. The most frequent examples 
nrc those of Indian allotment surveys, subdivisions within reclamation 
proj ccts, the determination of boundaries between public and privately 
owned lands of the ndional forests, subdividing sections for the pur
pose of administering the ilCt of June 1, 1938 (52 Stat. 609; 43 U. ? 
C. see. G82a), commonly ImO\VIl as the "Five-Acre-Tract Act,') und m 
various types of fragmentary surveys. Subdivisions of sections are 
oceasionally required to avoid a possibility of incorrect local survey, 
and sometimes ill lieu of a remollumentation of d.isputed section or 
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quarter-section corner positions affecting patented lands. Wherever 
so intended the subdivision-oI-section lines will be run out in 
aceordance with the adopted sectionallottings, and the monuments 
established. 

464. The customary lottings are not to be found on many plats 
of the very old surveys, and the information about the recognized 
or adopted parts of the sections can be secured only by reference to 
the rccord of the disposals. The latter will more frequently show a 
disposal by aliquot parts, except within fraetional sections, but often 
without the usual complement of quarter-section corners regularly 
established as under the practices set out in the several Manual 
editions. An inquiry into the assigned. areas will sometimes be the 
only means of arriving at the intended disposals. In some very old 
surveys the usual quarter-section corners were not established on all 
true lines of survey, but the record will show instead that "half-mile" 
points were marked on the random line and not eorrected to the true
line mid-point position. All such unusuill problems should be brought 
out in the speeial instructions, as the diversity of the questions arising 
on the subject and the very limited applicability of many of the 
answers precludes 1.fanual treatment. Manual, Appendix V, seetion 
376. 

465. Where special methods are unavoidable the steps should be 
made to conform as nearly as may be with the rules for the sub
division of sections as based upon the Acts of February 11, 1805 
(2 Stat. 313), alldApril 5, 1832 (3 Stat. 5G6), already fully exempli
fied in chapters I and III. 

466. The special requirements in connection ,yith the subdivision 
of seetions arc few. Generally, the areas involved conform to legal 
subdivisions and in sueh cases the lines are run in accordance with 
the rules for the r;ubdivision of sections. The special instructions 
will provide for the procedure if the areas do not conform to the 
rectangular system of surveys. 

467. All corners are mark-ed in the usual manner. Chapter IV, 
and section 490, chapter VII. 

468. If a section is to be subdivided, the center quarter-section 
corner will always be monumented, and lil(ewise if a quarter-section 
is to be subdivided the sixteenth-section corners on the quarter
section boundaries and at its center, will be monumented. No other 
monuments of lower order will be established except where necessary 
to murk the actual boundaries of the tract or tructs of lund involved. 

469. Figure 70 is an illustration of it type of plat showing tho sub
division of scctions. It is essential to furnish a field note record to 
support the sub divisional survey and to supply the descriptiolls of 
the established mOlluments. 
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N8,5r04'W N83°00'W 
40,/6 40.15 

. FIGUHE 70.-Subdh·j~'ion of ~w('Li(';ns. 'I'h:s iI1C~lldcs n limited dcpcndvut resurvey of tho scction·line 
boundnrit's and the sublivislou of the section3 as nccucd. 
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470. The nuthority for the assigmm:nt of land to individual Indians 
iii found ill both the general anc[ spccifll flllotmcnt acts, uncleI' which 
it has been the practice of making a\yards ill SOIne casc's in units of 
less than the usual q uflrter-q uarter section. One act provides that 
where the' improvement,; of two or more Indians have been made on 
the sanw legul subdivision of land, llllless Lhey shall otherwise agree, 
n. provisional line may be run diyiding said bUlls betwl)Cn them, alld 
the land to which each is cntitled shalllw equalized ill the assignmeut 
of the remainder of the land to which tbcy arc entitled, while ill nnother 
act it was plovided th[tt not less timn 2% nor ~l:ore than 10 acres of 
timber bud be included in anyone nllotment. 'There will be no ques
tion in l'egrrrd to the treatmC'nt of those casC's where the allotment 
tlcscriptiolls arc in terms of aliquot parts of tlw section, but in some 
cascs it is appnl'C'llt that the descriptions clln be stated only in terms 
of metes and bounds ill some way ddlnitely 'C.orrelated with the section
line bonIlcbries, to ,'{hich inclucled tract there will be assigned a lot 
number witbin the parts of the one or more seetlOns involved, the 
lotting numbers thus resulting to be independent of the serirrl allot
ment number. 

Status diagrams which show the Indian allotment awards arc 
furnished with the spc'ci[tl instructions for the SUl'vey. 

471. In some casC's \vhcl'e the sections to be subdivided bonIer 
meanlkred bodies of water, it will be founel that due to the processes 
of (;rosion or accretion, or to the construction of a clam which holds 
tlit: water at a higher levl'l, or to tite recession of the water during 
the years intervening between tIw .daLe of the subdivision of the tOWll
ship and the da te of tbe subclivisiollal survey, material ch[tnge,; ill the 
shore line will have taken place. In som.e cases it is the practice to 
remeander the body of wateI' in order to amend the plat to show the 
true eOllrlitions at the date of the stJlHlivision of the sl'ctions, mnking 
new lotLillgs within the fracLional secLions. A demonstration of tiw 
methods employed for the ame~ldmellt of the plat in such cases is 
contained in sections 639 to 6'13, chapter IX. If the sitl1ation is one 
within the class of erroneOllS meander'S, the rules to be followed will 
be found in sections 511 to 529, this chapter. 'Yh[tteYer needs to be 
dOlll' in this type o[ work should bc, brought out clearly in the special 
instructions for the survey, orin supplemental instructions where the 
facts we're unknown in the first instance. 

METES-AND-BOUNDS SURVEYS 
472. lvIetes-ancl-bounds SUl'HyS are lWjuircd to define the bounda

ries of irrl'gulnl' tracts whieh aI'(' IHmeollfonnahle to legal suhdivisiollS. 
This type of SllfYC.Y ordinarily involves the establishment of the 
boundaries of claims, grunts, or reservations, such as millernl claims, 
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small-holding claims, private-land grants, forest-entry claims, national 
parks and monuments, Indian reservations, lighthouse reservations, 
trade and manufacturing sites, homestead claims in Alaska, etc. 

The survcy procedure is similar for each type of claim, grant, or 
reservation having irregular boundaries. Ivlonuments are required at 
each angle point of the tract boundary, which are given serial numbers 
beginning with No.1 at the initial point. This is the only monumen
tation necessary when the lengths of the boundary courses do not 
exceed 45 chains. Monuments on the boundaries of a tract should 
not be more than 45 chains from each other and, when the lengths of 
the courses exceed that distance, witness points ,vill be established on 
the tops of ridges, at stream and road crossings, or other accessible 
and prominent places. In the survey of thc boundaries of large grants 
or reservations, mile corne.rs in addition to angle points and witness 
points will be established. The establishmcnt of witness points at the 
intersection of the boundary with roads, trails, streams, and other 
natural features in surveying national forests, national parks and 
monuments, ;ldian reservations, etc., is exceedingly helpful in deter
mining the position of the line. Examples of the usual marks for 
angle points, witness points, and mile corners arc given in sections 
249, 279, 280, 346, and 347, chapter IV. The plan for monumen
tation \vill be designated in the special instructions for the survey. 

Tracts located upon surveyed land will be connected to a regular 
corner of the subdivisional survey, as required in section 190, chapter 
III, but if the location is within an unsurveyed township, specific 
advice regarding the running of a connecting line or the establish
ment of a location monument (sec. 719, ch. X), or the determination 
of the geographic position of the initial point, will be supplied in tbe 
special instructions for the survey. 

The subject relating to the survey of mineral claims by meteb and 
bounds is covered in chapter X. A description of the special surveys 
executed in Alaska and more detailed instructions governing the 
survey of forest-entry claims within nation!11 forests, is contained 
n Appendix VII. 

TOWN-SITE SURVEYS 

473. The name "town-site survey" in the public-land surveying 
practice is !1pplied to the marking of lines and corners within one or 
more regular uIlits of the township subdivision by which the lanel is 
divided into blocks, streets and alleys as a basis for the disposal of title 
in parcels known as village or town lots. 

In many cases there have been few or no prior improvements to be 
dealt with, afrording considerable freedom in the site selection. Ordi
narily this type has resulted in maximum regularity as to the plan. 
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N uI?-erous examples are found in the towns and villages where the 
IndIan lands have been opened to settlement also in the . , 
St t . tl ' ' . prmrlC 

a es m lOse cases where the Federal town-site laws have been 
invoked. 

Quite a differ~~t cla~s includes those villages, towns, and cities 
that became r~ahtlCs pnor ~o .the ~aking of the town-site survey, by 
reas?n of. ~rachng posts, mISSIOn SItes, Indian schools, etc., or some 
~pecla~ milItary o~ other reservation such as t~e one at Hot Springs 
~ Arkansas. QUlte freque~ltly ,these resulted In an irregular lay-out, 
"here much ear~ was reqUlred III the planning of the lot boundaries 
an.d the street hnes to protect the existing improvemcnts, and to 
brlllg good order out of the inherited situation. 
. Ir;- m?l'e l'eCCl~t years, as a consequence of the continuing adminis
t,ratl.vc lllterest III the develDpment of some Federal project, the towIl 
SIte IS a ~ase for the larger plan, including the improvements to be 
made, wInch set up more or less definite limitations. Accordinal T in 
t~etlse cases, t1he g~eatest ca~e is needed in the selection of the lo;a~i~n, 
WI··1 compre lCnslve phmnmg as to the needs· thus to inStIl' 't b'li . 11 ,e SUl-
a I ty m a respect~. The c?nditions to be met vary so greatly 
that the elements whlCh enter mto the problem must first be _ . d h' . ascer 
tame ; t IS necessanly calls for preliminary studies, and a reconnais-
sance to precede the planning for the marking of the lines and corners. 

l\lany vaIua.ble examples ~ay be secured through a study of ap
proved to\Vn-slte plats, partlCularly those that embody similar cle
ment~. If some of these developed areas arc visited, the good and bad 
plannlllg may be more plainly demonstrated; the best features will be 
apparent; poor planning may be corrected. 

A complete acceptance of the problem, as such, immediately carries 
the planner beyond the scope of what can be covered by IvIanuai 
rule~, and may eve~ show.the need for consultation with specialists in 
architectural and ll1dustnal planning, landscaping, and the various 
branche~ of city engin:ering, such as water supply, sewage disposal, 
street, hIghway and rmlroad location. Provision is needed for public 
school grounds, other needed ·public buildings, park areas, and the 
~sual ele:nents of the prospective ~ommunity. All arc interdependent. 
fhe subJects have been treated m many carefully prepared articles 1 

a,nd books, which invite the attention of the planner of the Ilew to\Vl1 
Site. 

The 1vIanuai rules that follow arc designed principally to set out 
. the minimum specifications as to the rUllninO' and measuruw of tlle 
lines, according to tho plan, the monumelltat~n, and the elel~lCllts of 

1 By way of suggestion. sec Manuo,l No. IB, Land Subdivlsion~ Americnn Soci('ty of Civil Ew"lneors' 
address, Secretary, 33 W. 30th St., New York, N. Y. 'l'he Manual is devoted particularly to the PI;nning: 
wlth many examples and illustrations; it gives ij bibllography of 24 authorities. 
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the plflt construction by which the blocks flncl the lottings rnfly be 
identiflecl. 'fLe dctflil of the phn will be set out in 'the specifll in-

structions. Sees. 4G1 and 4G2, p~lr. 7. 
Revised Statutes, secs. 2380 nncl 2381 (43 U. S. C. secs. 711, 712), 

and numerous special ncts, mnke provision for the Executive with
drrrwal of public lands for subdivision into town-site blocks and lots, 
both urbrrn flnd su burban, and for disposal in such units. 

A preliminflry examinfltion is mflde in order to nscertflin a Iflyout 
wl1ich will fluord the best usc of Lhe ground aVflilrrble for impron~ment, 
with snitflble grrrdes for streets, give proper regflrd for existing loeations 
where rigbts bave already been acqllirec1, and provide for rrrilrofld or 
other rights of WflY, stfltion g;roullds, lrrke-shore frontflge, llatuml 
pflrk arens, and other iml)Ortnnt eonditions which should hflve C011-

~cr~oo. ' 
474. Only the fundamental requiremcnts of town-site surveys efln 

well be presented here as the clwrncter of the flre!l, t}e topography, 
its loefltion, and whether it is a new to"\vn site or fln fllidition to fln old 
one, will to fl large extent determine the dctflil of the street find block 
system. A topographic survey will be of the greatest Yfilne as fln 
aid to ascertflining the layout best suited to thc situation; the special 
instructions will call for the appropriate contour intervd. 

475. In the typical town site the blocks may be mflde 300 fret 
square, and usually not over 320 feet by 400 feet, with a 20-foot 

"alley rUllning thD long dimension of the block. The principal streets 
flre usually mmle 80 [eeL in "\ddth, thOllgh frrqurntly as much HS 100 
feet \\"here the grcntN width flPlwars to 1)(' nerded or c1esimble, ami 
the Irss important int('1'sceting streets are sddom givC'll a \viclth of less 
thall GO [ret. An is l1s11ally plnced in each block, 20 feet in 
wicHh and paralleling the priIlcipal street system. The normal front
age of the lots is 50 feet, which run back in rectanglllflr form to the 
alley. enlcss planned di£Tercntly, the Whole system is laid out on 
cardinal, and in all town sites the blocks 11re given serial numbers, 
usu:l11y brginnillg with the northeast block and proceeding with the 
numbers altcl"luttcly to the west and to the cast. The lots flre given 

scrid Dum lwrs wi thiu tll e block. 
476. It will be noted that the foot unit is employed Oll all to\vn-site 

surveys, rrnd long steel trrpcs grn.durrted in thnt unit fll'C furnisherl for 
tJle purpose. Tn mo"t casrs tho necessary accurn.ey cnn be secnred 

"wilh the usc of a sprillg bfllflncc for llie J1lnintcllanco of Ow proper 
tensioll, flnd with nl1owa]}ce for temperature co1'rrction8 to tile dcgree 

at wllich the tape is slandard. 
477. In mnkilli-C tho (own-site survey the gTcntest can,) will be 

cxcrcis('d to iri('lltify thu origillill scdion-line boundaries and to 
exC'cute the subdi\'isioll of the section or sections in the proper kgal 
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manner for the aseertainment of the assigned town-site boundaries 
Pel:nfl:wnt monume~ts will ~e placed at each turning point of th~ 
to\\n-slte boundary Imes 'Ihese may be the 2' I . bl . ' -me 1 Iron post, or a 
~a et seated 1Il a con?rete block flS large as 8 inches square and 36 
lllehes l~ng, mflrk.ec~ :vlth t!w usufll snl!divisionnl identification marks, 
~he cflpItal-lett?r UlltlUls 01 the town-sIte Hamo, and the ldters "'1' S " 
m the appropnate quadrn.nt. The boundary streets and the oth~r 
streets, ,blocl~s, flnd lots \lrc then laid out, permallent cOlltrolmonu
ments e~tabhshed, and conneetillg l~lle measurements made, as may be 
neceSSllIY to. auord an ex.act relocatlOll of any point; and to secure flll 
dflta respectmg true beanno's and dd1cdion ann'les botl f t1 r f. 0 ' to, 1 or 1e eenter 
mes 0 the streets and for the block lines, the conneeting lines to the 

permanent monuments, and the dimensions of all streets bl 1.~ 1 
It \,11 fl' .. ' o Cl,'" , all( 
,os. " lot llS sort of data IS e~r.I'led to .the town-site plat, and its 
:;UffiClCI1CY may be tested by the abIlIty readIlv to asce t' '1 't' 

" -0-'" • • J rmnLlClpOSll0n 
of any onen pomt, .and to calculate the area of any individual lot. 
!f ,t:wre dflre curved IUles to be deal t with, the elements thereof \"ill be 
ll1C1lcate on the plat. . 
. 478 . .L~ number of permanent monuments will be plaeed flt the 
mtersectlOns of the street center lines and connectiol1s made to the 
bloek corners so as fully to insure a complete and ready restoration 
of any b10ek

1 

cornel'. The 2-1nch iron post, or a tablet seated in a 
cO~Cl'ete bloC:t~ a~ large as 6 il,lc11es square' and 24 inches long, may be 
C1Lployed for tlllS purpose. rhese should be subsurfaco 1ll0l1l1ll1ents 
placed as much as 1 foot below the probable grade line of the street' 
and marked only for tho point of intersectioll. ' 

IYhere the street center-line intersedions aro intorvisible the 
markers may be placed n l the aliel'llflLe intersections' "lOll" tll A 1.0' ] . l' 1 . ' " b U U nne-
a:'I~s, anc wli llIl the t.own site where the interseetions aro not inter-
VISIble, tl:e markers Will be placed at each cenier-line intersection. 

'~79. II here the street. center-linG intersection is not marked, the 
adJa~~nt block cornors w~ll be monumented with the 2-inch iron post, 
~et \\Ith.the.top flush With the ground, and guard SLake; but if the 
mtorsectlOn IS monumentecl, hardwood stakes are employed 'for the 
blocl~ corners., and to mark the front eorners of eaeh lot, also to mark 
th~ mtersectlOns of the alley side lines with the block lines. The 
pomts here called for arc always to be monumcntocl, and a more dur
rrble ~11nrker, .s:lCh as a gal.Yanizod-il'on pipe will be employed where 
the sIte cOndltlolls are unfavorable to tho preservation of n wooden 
stake. T1dW bl~ek corner nnd alley stakes aro usually made 2 inches 
:;;quaro all 24 lllclles long; UlO lot eorners 1 by 2 by 24 indies' the 
~t1tter aro sot only on tho block lines and !LOt on tho alley lines. 'Tho 
oIock, c.orncl'.s only 111'0 I:111l'ked with Ow uppropl'into llumbering". 

A 2-111ch Iron post Will be plflced at ench angle point within tho 
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block boundary, when irregular, and at each point of curvature and 
point of tangency if the line of the block has been placed on a curve. 

480. The field traverse of the town-site boundaries will ordinarily 
be made to close \vithin an error of not to exceed %000, and never to 
exceed %000. The determined lengths of lines and their bearings 
will be balanced, so as to secure a perfect closure for the data which 
are to be carried to the plat. The required accuracy can alwl1Ys be 
secured by the method of repetitions for the turning of angles, and 
by the method of mel1surement herein authorized, due regard being 
given to the reduction of lengths of lines to the true horizontal dis
tances. This cll1sS of data, as well l1S that hereinafter mentioned, 
should be such as to leave no discrepancy whatever in any calculated 
position, whether working from one permanent monument to another, 
or between any two points. 

481. Lengths of lines and l111 angles or bearings will be dotermined 
in tho fiold for all irregular blocks and lots; and tho sido lines of the 
lots, and thoir back linos, 'will always be measured in the field, and 
tho dimensions carried to the plat, whel'over nooded, as when said 
linos can not readily be located by tho mothod of int~rsections. 

482. The field notes of the town-sito survey will show the retmce
ment of the old section-line boundaries, the restoration of any needed 
cornors, and the subdivision of tho sections, all complete as may be 
noeded for the ascertainment of the townsite boundaries, and for the 
d~scription of tho controlling monuments. All important connecting 
lines and moasurements between the boundary monuments and the 
corners of tho block lines, or to tho p~rmanent monuments ml1rking 
the stroet conteI' lines adjacent to tho boundaries, will be given in tho 
field not-es. The plan followed in tho town-sito survey will be ex
plained, and a general statemont made as to the monumentation; 
beyond this it will bo noted that tho further detail of all directions 
and lengths of lines has been carried to the plat, but is omitted in the 
fiold-note record. If thero are any improvements unavoidably left 
in conflict with the town-site layout the information will be brought 
out in the field notes, but omitted from the plat. 

483. The town-site plats are usually published at a scale of 200 
feet to an inch, but they aro frequently drawn at a. somewhat larger 
seale, subject to reduction when published. A marginal diagram is 
usually supplied in order to show the relation of the town-site bound
aries to the local section-line control,. Ivit11 directions and lengths of 
lines bere given in the chfLin unit; tenths and hundredths of links will 
be supplied whoro appropriate for making reduction to the lengths 
of lines shown on the main dray,ing. 

484. On tho main drawing all lengths of lines will be sho\"';n in the 
foot unit, with tenths whor~ needed. All directions and lengths of 
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li~es, intersection angles, and connecting lines to monuments will b 
~lven o~ the plat with a. view to the ready location of any point b; 
calculatIOn from the pomts of permanent control ond f th . . ,'" or e as- , 
certamment dll'ect from the plat of the area of any individual lot. 
Sec. 043, last paragraph. 

485. The block and lot numbers will be shol'rn, areas of all lots ;0 the nearest square foot, and the streets will be given designating 
lotters, or numbers, or names. In tho drafting of the datl1 for the 
regular blocks some of the figures which would be applied in each lot 
of t~e block may be omitted if it is left clear within the block that the 
lottmgs are regular for dimension and area. 

486 .. All p:rmanent monuments will be shown on the main drawing 
ar;.d conne~tmg data supplied. The widths of tho streets and alleys 
will ?e plmnly shown, but not repeated needlessly. Where aU of the 
lots m any block are of the same dimensions, it will be suiTiciont to 
show the ~easu~'en:eIlts only along the block lines, as the dopth of 
each lot will be mdlCatod by the length shown from tho block cornor 
to the alley corner. A mcmorandum will be supplied to note the 
general pln.l1 of mnnllmcmtation, with an outlino description of tho 
monumonh. 

487. If thel't Ufe reservations for public-school grounds or of 
g~ound for otLel' public buildings or parks, the provision ~horofor 
WIll be stated in the spocial instructions. The designated blocks will 
b~ ~hown upon the plat, numbered regularly and titled,' but not sub-
dlVIded. . 

488. Refer~nces 'wi~ be made to chapter IX for the usual rcquire
ments reg~rdlllg t~e tItle and the certificatos which are to appoar on 
the town-slte drawmg. 

SURVEY OF PARTS OF SECTIONS 
4S!.!. IE sec. 253, chapter IV, there is a statement of conditions 

where. portions of the section boundaries are inaccessible, impassable, 
?r so msecure that acceptable monumentation is impracticable which 
If forn:d to .prevail will necessitato the elimination of parts of s~ctions. 
!he SItuatIOns thus assumed are so rare, if allowance is made for 
mcrease of cost of sUl'~ey where warrantod, that general rules can not 
,','ell be anno:m.ced .. The questions to be considered are more par
tICularly admllllstratlVe, and ordinarily will be given attention in the 
special instr;lctions. The su?ject matter here set out pertains only 
to the t~chmcal processos w~lch aro new to the survey of rectangular 
boundanes of parts of soctIOns. Figuros 71, ':"'1. 73, and 74 show 
examples. 

490. The west boundary of section 27 (fig. 71) 23 shown discontinued 
at the regular place for the south si.xteenth-sectioll cornor, which is 
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Fig. 71 
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F'Inrr:r: 72.-Rcctnnglllar honnclnrics of parts of scctions. 

A random subdlvision·of-scction line is run clusin)2: the area to be surveyed: ('(leh cou:sc parf\l1(',l,t~,th~ govern" 
lng section bOlmdnry, witl11cngtbs b1 111'Jltlplcs of ~O·chains; the closmg: error is then dbtrlbthOU, and 

monuments established. 
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monumented, and the north boundary at 4.0.00 chains, established 
parallel to the south boundary. The subdivision-of-section lines are 
run random on theoretical courses and distances) and closing error 
distributed, \vith final results (assumed) as sho,vn on the drawing. 
The several interior sixteenth-section corners on the lines run are nll 
to be monumented, including the one on the cast and west center line 
of the section. 

491. The south boundary of section 9 (fig. 72) is shown. discontinued 
at the cast sixteenth-section corner, and the north boundary at the 
west sixteenth-section corner, both of ;vhich arc monumented, both 
lines having been established parallel to the nearest completed latitudinal 
line southward in that range of sections. The subdivision-of-section 
lines are run random on theoretical courses and distances, and closing 
error distributed, with final results (assumed) as shown on the drawing. 
Here the center quarter-section corner and the two sixteenth-section 
corners on the cast and west center line arc all to be monumented. 

492. In the illustration showing section 3 (fig. 73) the process is 
similar, excepting that the closing error in latitude is all placed in the 
west line of lot 2. All of the turning points arc monumented, also the 
south sixteenth-section corner on the north and south center line, and 
the "\vest sixteenth-section corner on the east and west center line. 

493. In section 18 (fig. 74) the closing error in departure is all placed 
in the south line of lot 3, it ha.ving been assumed that (a) the eorner of 
sectiolls 7,8,17, and 18 was fixed by survey from the cast or north, or 
(b) if from the west, that the frnctionallength of the north liue of lot 1 
had been determined by appropriate calculation. 

,194. The several processes are summarized in the following rules: 
1. Complete the survey of all regular exterior boundaries and 

subdivisional lines normally, as far as accessible under the J\lanual 
rules and special in;;truetions. . 

2. \Yhere an exterior boundary is to be discontinued the line \yill be 
established on a cardinal course and 011 the last mile monumented 
regularly to the nearest 20.00, 40.00, or GO.oo elwin point. 

3. Where a sub divisional line is to be discontinued,it will be 
esta blished (for alinemcnt) parallel to the governing exterior or 
section boundary (and for length) 20.00, 40.00, or GO.OO chains, as the 
situution may be. 

4. The terminal sixteenth or quarter-section corner will be monu
mentcd; the fll1artel'-sectioll comer will be monumented in every case 
where the point hns been attained. 

5. Assign theoretical iJearings to the subdivision-of-section lines 
closing the area to be surveyed within a section, eaeh line parallel to 
the governing section boundary, with the lengths ordillurily employed 
for the calculation of areas, as 20.00, 40.00, GO.ao, or 80.00 chains, 
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disregarding the ordinary allowable excess or deficiency in the length 
of the latitudinal bound:1ry of the section. 
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FlOURE 74.-Reet~ngulor boundaries of parts 01 sections. 

Fraetionallottings arc shown. In Figure 73 the whole closing error In latitude is placed ns normally In the 
north tier of lots, and in Figure 74 tho whole closing error In departure lS placed o.s normally In the wcst 

range 01 lots. 

6. Run a mnclom line closing tho n,reiL to be surveyed, on the 
courses iLlld distances derived in rule No.5, and. set a temporary 
interior sixteenth or quarter-section corner at each turning point and 
at the intersections of the center lines of the soction. 
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7. Except as noted in rule No. 10, the closing error will bo distrib- , 
uted as provided. in section 380, chapter V, and the interior sixteenth 
and quarter-section corners called for in rule No.6 will be monl.lmentccl. 

8. The interior sixteenth and quarter-section corners thus estab
lished, together with the usual points on the regular section boundaries, 
will be employed to control the position of the cen.ter lines of the 
section and of the several qUiLrter sections. 

9. If the length of a boundary of any resulting quarter-quarter 
section differs from 20.00 chains in excess of 12?f links, Or if its direction 
devia tes from cardinal in excess of 21' (by reason of disl'egard.ing tho 
ordinary allowable excess or deficiency in the length of the latitudinal 
boundary of th!} section), a lot number will be assigned to such 
quarter-quarter section; the lot area will be derived under the usual 
rule applicable to the calculation of areas of fmctional quarter
quarter sections. 

10. In the north tier of sections the closing error in latitude will be 
placed. as normally in the north tier of lots, and in the west runge of 
sections the closing error in departure will be placed as normally in 
the west mnge of lots, unless the sub divisional survey may be made 
from north to south or from west to east under the rules which permit 
that procedure. 

495. The field notes will show the complete random and true line 
courses and distances, the usual topography on the true lines, the 
description ·of all monuments, and a description of the difficulties 
which warranted an'elimination of parts of the section or sections. 

496. Reading R. S. sec. 2396 (43 U. S. O. sec. 752), wherein it is 
stiLted that" all the corners marked in the surveys, returned by the 
surveyor-general, shall be established as the proper corners of sections, 
or subdivisions of sections, which they were intend.ed to designate; 
iLnd the corners of half and quarter sections, not marked on the sur
veys, shall be placed as nearly as possible equidistiLnt from two corners 
which stand on the same line," and. "tho boundary lines which have 
not been actually run and mark,ed shall be ascertained, by running 
straight lines from the established corners to tho opposite correspond
ing corners," it is appaTent that to complete the subdivision-of-section 
lines in any section whore Lhe above-descl'il.JCd pl'(wLico has been in
voked, leaving the section-line boundiLries more or less uncompleted, 
the position of the said remaining subd.ivision-of-section lines within 
the surveyed area will be determined first by running straight lines be
tween tho nearest esLablishC'd control for the sectional center lines, with 
the position for tho center quarter-section corner llt the interseotion of 
tho btter linos, unless proviously marked, placing the remaining inte
rior sixteenth-section corners on the sectional centor lines at mid-points 
between the exterior quarter-section comers and the center quarter-
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section corner, except within the sections normally fractio'nal; and, 
second, the center lines of the several quarter sections will then be 
completed separately Oll a similnr plan based upon the control as 
developed, In all sections normally fractional,the usual regard will 
Le givon for the plaeing or the fractional ullit in proper reli1tion to the 
regular or proport.ional 20-chain units, 

497. The running of a traverse line as a boundary along the margin 
of omitted mountainous areas, and sometimes in the omission of other 
arCflS clflssecl as impassltblc, ,vas frequently practiced at one time, but 
was later discon tinued o\\'ing to the large number of fractional lots 
thus unnecessarily created, as sooner or later, in a large majority of 
cases, the advance of settlement demanclell the completion of the 
subdivisions [lcrOSS the omitted lands. However, occasionally a sur
vey of this type may be desirable in order to meet a Iwculiar situation 
where the reetangnlar boundaries can not be completed within the 
section, but thl' exo.Inples arc clecid(~dly infrefjuent, and the method 
should bl' authorized ill the special instructions only when supporte(l 
by ample justification, In such,surveys the angle points of the trav
erse line are given scrial numbers in each fractional section, and the 
points arc monumcmted, The subdivision-of-section lines are pro
traeted only, unless a definition upon the ground should be required 
for some good reason. 

ELONGATED SECTIONS 

498. The rule (sec. 200, ch. III) for numbering the lots within 
elongated 8ections is illl.lstrated by figures 75 and 76. The examples 
show 12 instead of the -1 normal lots. Cases of this type, though in
freC].uent, are sometimes even mOre exnggl'J'atell. The condition may 
occur when closing along either the northern or western township 
boundnry, or anywhere within a to\vnship on completing fl'l1gmentnry 
su bdivisions. 

499. Additional monuments arc required on such section boundaries 
where the lellgth of the closing line exeeecls 85 chains (secs. 1 G 1, 177, 
178, and 1 !:lS, ch. III); these \vi]] be placed at intervals of 40 chains 
counting from Lh(~ regular qUHl'teJ'-sC'cLion eoruel'. Tho plnn for Llw 
special marking is based upon the distnnce ench monument is estab
lished from the regular governing boundary, generally the south or the 
east. In cases where special circumstancc;s cail fot' the establishment 
of COl'll(~I's \Villiill the section the monuments nrc also marked wiLh 
refercnce to the subdivision-of"section lines upon ,vhich they nrc 
placed, The markings nre illustrnteti by ligures 75 and 7G, Special 
n lten tion will be rcq uired on the section bouhtiaries as to whether 
the markings arc to show minimum or maximum control. 
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Plan lor marking the special monuments. 

500. In the very unusual situations where the distance between the 
regular position for the township boundaries is so great that elongated 
sections in excess of 120 chains would result from the application of the 
above rules, it is better that new haWtownship (or half-range) numbers 
be created in order to cover the area located between a new normal 
exterior at 480 chains and the next regular township boundary. 

501. The numberillg of the sceLiOlls within n. hulf towllship (or hall 
range) will depend upon the selection of the governing boundaries to 
be cmnloycd. Prefercncc will be given to normal procedure, where 
conditions wurrunt. The survey and monumentation \"ill follow the 
usual rules for fragmentary subdivision of to\Yllships. 

502. It is obvious that where elongated sections occur within the 
intcrior parts of a township, growing out of partially completed but 
grossly irregular subdivisions, new half townships cannot be created. 
In such cascs the rules stated i.n sections 408 and 400 will bo applied. 
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If t~e situationis unknown at the time when the special instructions 
are beJ.Ilg prepared, and therefore not fully treated therein the chief of 
~eld pa~ty will report the facts and await the receipt of definite 
mstructlOns as to the procedure. 

BEDS OF NONNAVIGABLE LAKES AND STREAMS 

503. Title to the beds of nonnavigable bodies of water remains in 
the' Uni~ed Sta~es until the shore lands have passed into private 
o\vnershlp. Umted States v. Oregon, 295 U. S. 1 (1935); and sec. 512 
~h. VII. In con~leetion with the administration of the public lands it 
IS necessary at tImes to survey the beds of nonnavigable lakes and 
streams or the portions of the beds owned by the Government. 
Generally the su~vey, due to the area being covered by water, cannot 
be monumented 111 the regular manner and many of the lincs cannot 
be actually survey,ed on the ground. The plat, therefore, when pre
pared represents m fact a survey primarily made by protraetion 
based upon a sufficient number of monuments on the ground to insur~ 
adequate control for the reestablishment of all the sub divisional lines. 

The .field work usually consists of a dependent resurvey of the lands 
bor~enng upon the area to be surveyed, the subdivision of the upland 
sectIOns when necessary to determine the boundaries between the 
privately owned riparian subdivisions and those belonging to the 
Gove~nment, the monumentation of as many corners as possible, and a 
suffiClCnt number of connections across tho stream or lake-bed area 
on .the section lines for the purpose of making the necessary compu
tatIOns. 

When tItle to some of the riparian subdivisions in a section has 
passed from the Government, partition lines will be run and monu
mented if possiblc! segregating the portions of the lake bed in private 
ownership from the public land areas. The method of procedure 
depends in a large measure on the shape of the shore line. It is clear 
from the court decisions that no hard or fast rule can be applied. The 
courts have held generally that the bed of a round lake should be 
divided among thc ripl1ril1n owners by ascertaining the eentcr point 
alld Llwn 'connoeLillg that point by i:ill'll igb L linos Lo tho esiablishl'd 
boundary corners on the shore, and that whcn a lake is loner in com-

• • b 

panson With the width, the method applied to rivers and streams with 
converging lines only at the two ends, makes the propcr diyision. It 
should always be Lome in lllind ill considerillg riparian rights that each 
riparian proprietor is ent.itled to that part of the water-covered area 
lying in front of his basic holdings. OJ.:lahorna v. Texas, 2Gl U. S., 345 
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(1923). When the dividing line cannot be drawn to a center point or 
normal to the medial line without cutting "in front of" som~ riparian 
proprietor, the rule of proportiona te measurement outlined in the case' 
of Johnston v. Jones, 1 Black, 209, 222, 223 (1861), should be adopted 
(sec. 529, ch. VII). The main consideration is one of equity and 
fairness. 

Where there is occasion to define the partition lines within the beds of 
nonnavigable streams, the usual rule, under Federal surveying practice, 
is to begin at the property line at its intersection with the bn,nk, and 
from that point run a normal to a medial line that is 10ca ted at mid
point between the banks. 'Vhere the normals to the medial line are 
deflecting rapidly, owing to abrupt changes in the course of tho stream, 
suitable locations are selected above and below the doubtful positions 
where acceptable normals may be placed, then the several intervals 
along the mcdialline arc apportioned in thc same ratio as the frontage 
along the bank. Precaution should be exercised to modify this rule to 
conform to the State heW. 

The laws of the State in which the work is to be executed and tho 
decisions of the courts of that State should be studied in preparing the 
special instructions in order to determine the proyedure required to 
protect the rights of the riparian owners. The method of procedure 
will be outlined in detail in the special instructions. 

MINERAL SEGREGATION SURVEYS 
504. The type of work here described is one which involves a 

metes-and-bounds survey of a body of land classified as mineral 
bearing, but an area which has not been covcred ,by a mineral-patent 
survey. The field work in these cases will include a retracement and 
remonumentation of the section boundaries, with attendant restora
tions of obliterated corner positions where required. Tho authority 
for this class of work will issue, as needed in conformity with omc"e 
regulations, as stated in section 631, chapter IX. 

Mineral segrcgation surveys are required where the subsisting 
records do not furnish the necessary information for a proposed segre
gation of mineral claims from the public lands. Such surveys fall 
into two elasses: 

L Where the record of official minoral surveys is faulty or fails to 
locate the claims accumtely with respect to the rectangular net. 
Proper segregation usually requires the resurvey of section bOllndrrries 
with connections to the mineral surveys. 

2. "Where unsurveyed mining claims require segregation from land 
embraced in a pending application. The field work consists of metes
and-bounds surveys of tho mining claims, with connections to corners 
of the public land net, and the resurvey of section boundaries. 
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505. The segregation survey is not a minoral survey in the usual 
a.ccepted sense as defined in chapter X, as it confers no permanent 
rIghts upon the mineral claimant. Though the purPQse is to ascertain 
the bounchtries and position of one or more mininrr chlims it is not 
made primfLrily to define the mining claims, but ;ather i~ order to 
det?l'lnine the limits and appropriate description of the fLdjoining 
agncultural land, where the latter is covered by pending entry. 
No survey of tl:is kind is required except as needed to supply data 
for the accomphshment of the necessary fractional Ibttinrr or where 
fL s~lOwiIlg has been made 'of obliteration of monuments, o~' distortion 
of Imes belonging to the subdivisional survey, or both. The condition 
of the section-line boundfLries will fLlways be verified in this type of 
survey. 

506. ~here r?gular c?nditions arc found the mineral segregation 
surve}~ Will. conSist only m running not loss than two connecting lines 
from IdentIfied corners of the subdivisional survey to l1 corner or 
corners of the min.eral location.a.s segregfLted, followed by a survey 
of the. outboundanes of. the mmmg claim or group of claims, thus 
supplymg tho dntfL eqmvalent to those ordinarily furnished by a 
mmeral-patent survey. 

507. ~'Ionuments, usually 2-inch iron posts, will be placed at the 
angle pomts along the boundary of the mining claim, or out-boundarics 
of a gron,p of cl~ims, and within the section or sections which include 
the pendl~g agncultu:·al. entry, as may bo needed in order to complete 
t.he mar~ung of the limIts of the latter. The monuments so estab
lished WIll be marked with the initials of the name of the mininrr claim 
or claims to \vhich it belongs, and with the corner number or n~mbers 
counted as an angle point of the mining claim or claims all in a 
manner similfLr to the practice directed for making mine:al-patent 
surveys, chapter X. If the monument at the con1e1' of the mineral 
10~fLtion is in p'roper position, constructed of durable material, and 
s~ltably marked, ~h~ monument may be adopted without any altera
tlOns, and a descnptlOn thereof will be entered in the field notes. 

508. In tovmships where there appears to be an extensivo oblitera
tion of monumonts, or where the condition of the lines does not 
conf?rm to the original plat and field notes, the survey needed will 
conSist of such retracemcnts and restorations of the corners of the 
sec~ion-lille bOUl:claries as mn.y bo necossn.ry to define the pending 
ngl'lcultural entnes. If the distortion of the section lines is so great 
us to Wl1lTallt lho subdivision of ono or morc sections tho work author-
ized will be described in the special instructions. ' 

509. The retracement of the lines of the mineral location should 
boo madG with tho sumo degroo of accuracy which is demanded ina 
mmeral-patent survey, chapter All measurements are to be 1'0-
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turned in the chain unit. It is essential that the requirements regard
ing the legal length and width of the mineral claims be ?bserved, 
includulO' parallelism of end lines, that is, to confine the clillm to the 
leO'al lenbO'th alonD' the mineral lode, placing the side lines within the 

o 0 0 • 

leO'al width as determined from the center of the vem at the surface, 
a;d that the end lines of each claim shall be parallel. The segregated 
claim is to be made identical with, or be embraced within, the boun
daries of its location, as provided in the mining regulations. If not 
identical a bearing and distance will be given from each established 
corner of the survey to the corresponding corner of the location. See 
chapter 

jill rules for the plat construction will be found in chapter IX .. 

MINE SURVEYS 

510. This class of surveys is important in connection with the leas
ina' of mineral lands, particularly coal lands. The neld work usually 
eo~sists of a dependent resurvey and partial subdiviston of the section 
or seetions involved, a traverse of the main entries of the mine, with 
ties to the portals and improvements, and the marking of the section 
and subdivision-of-sections lines within the mine which divide private 
and public lands. ., . 

A plat showing the subdivisions of the sectIOn or sections '.nIl be 
prepared with an additional u.iagram added showing the underground 
workilJO's of the .mine or mines. This diagram should generally be 
drawn to the same scale as that used on the plat of the mine operator 
which is usually 1 inch to 50 or 100 fect, thus permitting a direct com
parison. The traverses of the underground workings.s~~uld be sho:vn 
by broken lines and the section and surveyed S11 hchvlslOn-of-sectIOn 
boundaries indicated by solid lines. 

ERRONEOUSLY OMITTED AREAS 

511. 'Chis title is employed to denominate lands that are not shown 
upon the original to,vnship plat, which are so situate~ as to hav~ been 
excluded from the survey by some gross discrepancy III the locatlOn of 
[\, meunder line us given by the neld-note record. In the typical cases 
the unsurveyed land is found to be situated between the actual bank 
of a lake strcam or tide water, and the meander line as given by the , , . 
field-note record, though a considerable number of cases of erroneous 
meanders have been found in thc older surveys of the south whore 
temporarily overflowed lands, or swamp and overflowed lands (strictly 
classified us such), were mistakenly traversed as if they were penna
nent mcanderuble bodies of water; and a few cases have developed 
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where no bodies of water ever existed in fact. All are treated in the 
same manner as those where the discrepancy is traceable directly to a 
grossly erroneous position for the record meander line. The converse 
is found in those cases of areas of water surface that were erroneously 
included, where the record meander line is found to depart from the 
actual bank line in the opposite direction so as to extend into the body 
of water, thus representing an included area to be land instead of 
water. The term is not applicable where the differences cun be 
traced to changes in the water level, or to erosion or ~ccretion subse
quent to survey. 

512. The question of the ownership of the marginal areas and of 
the legal boundaries of the fractional subdivisions that have been dis
posed· of by the United States can be determined only through a con
-sideration of the rights of the proprietors who have acquired title 
based upon the representations ~f the original township plat. The 
marginal discrepancies fall at once into two classes, those that may be 
regarded merely as technical difIerences, and those that constitute 
erroneOU8 omi8sion, as where in the latter class the plat and field notes 
of the original survey are so grossly in error as to bear no reasonable 
conformity with the bank line. These principles are laid down in the 
leading court and departmental decisions on the subject, and have 
been referred to previously in sections 223, 226, and 229, chapter III. 

The right of the owner of a fractional lot to the possession of the 
land which fronts upon the actual bank line, in all ordinary cases, is 
derived from the 'principle that a meander line is not a boundary in 
the usual sense, it being the intention of the Government to conyey 
title to the 'water's edge. If there should be changes in the position 
of the bank line, as by accretion, or by recession of the water, the 
ownership may, in many States, include the new land, but this is a 
clainl of an entirply different character, being one that has its origin 
in the State or co:mmon law, and is called a riparian right. The law, 
in many States, grants additional exercise of authority within the bed 
of the body of water, with which the toxt here is not concerned. 

The Government conveyaIlce of title to a fractional subdivision 
fronting upon a nonnavigable stream, unless specific reservations are 

'indicated, either in the patent from the Federal Government or in the 
laws of the State in which the land is located, carries ownorship to the 
middle of the stream. 

The above principles are set out in the syllabus in Rust Owen 
Lumber 00.,50 L. D. 678 (1924), as follows: 

Publie lands-Courts-Vested rights-Statutes; Whenever the question arises 
in any court, State or Federal. as to whether the title to lund, which had once been 
the property of the United States, has passed, that question must be resolwd by 
the laws of the United States; but whell, according to those laws, the title shall 
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have passed, then that property, like other property in the State, is subject to the 
laws of the State, so far as those laws arc consistent with the admission that the 
title passed and vested according to the laws of the United States. 

Navigable waters-Riparian rights: Upon the admission of a State into the 
Union the title to all lands under the navigable waters within the State inures to 
the State as an incident of sovereignty, and the laws of the State govern with 
respect to the extent of the riparian rights of the shore owners. 

Public lands-Patent-Riparian rights: With respect to public lands border
ing on nonnavigable bodies of water, the Government assumes the position of a 
private owner, and when it parts with its title to those lands, without reservation 
or restriction, the extent of the title of the patentee to the lands under water is 
governed by the laws of the State within whieh the lands are situated. 

Survey-Fraud-Lake-Boundary-Public lands-Riparian rights: Where a 
survey was fraudulent or grossly inaceurate in that it purported to bound tracts 
of public lands upon a body of water, when in fact no such body of water existed 
at or near the meander line, the false meander line and not an imaginary'line to 
fill out the fraction of the normal subdivision marks the limits of the grant of a' 
lot abutting thereon, and, upon discovery of the mistake, the Government ma v 
survey and dispose of the omitted area as a part of the public domain. . 

513. The first thing to be, established, where the principle of 
erroneous omission is to be set up, is to show affirmatively that the 
area was land in place at the date of the original subdivision of the 
to\vnship and at the date of the admission of the State into the Union, 
so that if found similar to the surveyed lands the usual inference that 
the official survey was correct may be set aside, and the conclusion 
substituted that the land should have been covered by that survey; 
but, before looking upon a discrepancy as one constituting erroneous 
omission, or an omission in the contemplation of the controlling 
decisions on the subject, a convincing sbowing is needed on the fact 
that the representations of the original plat and field notes are grossly 
in error. 

514. The applications for the extension of the subdivisional lines 
so as to include the areas erroneo11s1y omitted from the original 
survey are in most cases initiated either by settlers upon the omitted 
land or by the o\\'ners of the adjoining land. The owner of the 
suryeyed land, or a claimant \\'ho has purchased from said o\vner, 
may apply for the survey of the omitted area as a preliminary to pro
ceeding with steps to quiet the title. In the latter event the possibility 
of an adverse claim mayor may not be present, but tho immediate 
question is the merit of the application under the acts of Congress 
which grant relief in these cases. In nearly all cases the points to 
De detennined require a field examination to verify the showing made 
in the application, and to safeguard the action of the department 
upon it. It should be understood that it is oDjectionable in principle 
to amend a plat in any of tbese cases except upon the showing of large 
and unwarranted discrepancies, or by demonstration of equitable title 
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~ the Government, as otherwise the making of the corrective survey 
IS frequently at the hazard of interference \vith private rights; and it 

'should be understood that no proof is required to show. the whys and 
wherefores of an erroneous meander line, but rather that the line as 
run and as represented on the plat and in the field notes is in effect 
grossly in error. The rule is concisely stated in John A1cClcllen, 29 
L. D. 514, 521-522 (1900): 

It is not necessary to search for the source of the error. The result is the snme 
whether such error arose from mistake, inndvertence, incompetence, or fraud 
on the part of the men who made the former survey. 

~15. T~e gen.eral proeed~re in the survey of lands erroneollsly 
omItted IS outlmed m seehon 223, chapter III, and section 380, 
chapter V. The angle points of the original record-meander courses 
are given serial numbers, avoiding duplication of the numbers where 
there are t\VO or more of such record-meander lines within a section. 
The adjusted positions for the angle points are monumentecl, and 
marked as ShO\\11 in sections 279 and 346, chapter IV. 

516. The requirements for making the plats to represent this type 
of survey are outlined in sections 039 to 644, chapter IX. 

517. It is important that the plat should carry a memorandum 
precisely stating the situation with reference to the survey repre
sented thereon, as: 

The position of the original record-meander courses of the so-called Moon Lake 
is shown by an irregular line with numbered angle points. This line as thus 
originnlly reported was grossly in error, and has therefore been marked as a fixed 
boundary, with the directions and lengths of the several courses adjusted to the 
record of the original survey. 

The position of the original record-meander courses of Ferry Lake fronting along 
lot 4, section 9, and lots 2, 3, and 4, section 10, is shown by an irregular line with 
num bcrecl angle points. This line as thus originally reported was grossly in error, 
and llas therdore been marked as a fixed boundary, with the directions and 
lengths of the several courses adjusted to the re:cord of the origin!ll survey. 

The position of the original record-meander COllrses of a lake reported itS llll.vina 
been located in section 36 is shown by an irregular line with numbl'recl angle pOints~ 
This line as 01\18 originally reported was grosAly in error, nnd. with the exception 
of certain courses fronting along lots 1, 2, and 9, has therefore been mnrkcd as a 
fixed boundary. with the directions and lengths of the several courses adjusted 
to the record of the original survey. 

518. A memorandum will also be supplied with referenco to the 
dependent resurvey of thc sl'Ycral section-line boundaries, as required 
in section 425, chapter VI. 

519. If there should be substantial areas of accretion to be dealt 
with that fact ,yill be brought ont in the special instructions, with 
an outline of the governing procedure, and the surveying work in 
referenco to all accretion areas will be distinctly mentioned in tho 
field notes und so sho,vn upon the plut. . 
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520. Accretion is a term in general use to denote the lands formed 
by the deposit of material along the bank of a body of water, or to 
denote land uncovered by the recession of the water as by the lowering' 
of its level, and the right to such newly made land, unless reserved to 
the State, attaches to the ownership of the ground along which the 
accretionis formed. Where the title to the original subdivisions along 
nonnavigable bodies of water is still in the Government, and where 
there is similar title along navigable waters in those States where 
there is no legal reservation to the State, such title carries the right 
of the Government to subdivide the lands formed by accretion, or 
by the recession of the ,Yater, and to administer the same under the 
public lanu laws. If the original subdivisions were disposed of prior 
to the formation of the accretion, or if the accretions that are formed 
along navigable. waters arc reserved by State law, the Government 
has no jurisdiction. 

521. A few examples of the survey of erroneously omitted areas, 
with a review of the facts, will serve to illustrate the practice: 

522. Aiaan Lake case: The plat of T. 12 N., R. 9 E., fifth principal 
meridinn, Arkansas, npproved October 27, 18·15, shows a menndered 
lake occupying the grenter pnrt of sections 22 nnd 27, and extending 
a short distnnce into section 26. The field notes of the line between 
sections 26 and 2'7 call for an intersection ,dth the southeast side of 
uSunk Lake," here classed as impnssable and navigable. The sur
rounding fractional subdivisions as surveyed were all patented to the 
State under the provisions of the swamp land grnnt. 

The cnse originated on the report of the removnl of timber from 
portions of the area, under the color of title arising tlu'ough the 
OIV1wrship of the adjoining land, but it was indicated clearly in the 
report that practically all of the area was high, dry land, eovered with 
0. growth of large timber, with no difference in the character of the 
lnnd from that which had been included in the original subdivision, 
and that the topography, elevation, and timber all revealed little if 
any change since the date of the subdivision of the township. 

The greatcr part of the tract was found to be covered with various 
species of onk, maple, cottonwood, hickory, sycamore, hnckberry, 
cypress, and willow, many of the trees being of great age, 300 years or 
more, and many of them indicating strictly upland site conditions. 
Altogether the area was found to be level land, at about the same 
elevation and in some places higher than the surrounding lands, 
though there wns evidence of ,yhat had been a slough along parts of 
the edge of the so-called lake. 

523. By decision dated November 30, 1909, bearing departmental 
approval, the Commissioner of tho Goneral Land OLIko held thn1i tho 
area, 853.25 acres, was not a navigable lake on JU110 15, 1836, the date 
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_'b lJQ ~uc4 body of water WIlS ever prc.:;cllt, ripariall rights dQ llot attach (sec. 523). 
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when Arkansas' was admitted into the Union, nor in 1841 at the date 
of the subdivision of the township, but as the land was in place at that 
pcriod and not having been permanently covered by \vater, it was p,'rt 
of the public domain, and that title had not passed from the GOVCl'll

ment. 
On November 5, 1917, the Supreme Court announced an opinion 

(Lee Wilson & Company V. United States, 245 U. S. 24) denying the 
merits of the riparian claims to .the area within the meander line of tbe 
so-called lakQ, restating two legal propositions held indisputable 
because settled by previous decisions: 

First. \Vhere, in a survey of the public domain a body of water or Jake is found 
to exist and is meandered, the result of sueb meander is to exclude the area from 
thesllrvey and to cause it as thus separated to beC(Jllle subject to the riparian rights 
of the respective owners abutting on the meander line in [lccordance with the 
laws of the several States. Hardin V. Jordan, 140 U. S. 371; Kcan V. Calumet 
Canal Co., 190 U. S, 452, 459; Hardin V. Shedd, 190 U. S. 508, 519. 

Second. But where upon the assumption of the existence of a body of water or 
lake a meander linc is through fraud or error mistakenly run because thcre is no 
such body of water, riparian rights do not attach because in the nature of thing,; 
the condition upon which they depend docs not cxi~t and upon the discoyerv of 
the mistake it is within the power of the Land Department of .the United St;,tcs 
to deal with the area which was excluded from the SCirvey, to cause it to be sur
veyed and to hwfully dispose of it. Niles V. Cedar Point Club, 175 U. S. 300; 
French-Glcnn Live Stock Co. v. Springer, ISii U. 8. ,17; Securit!J Land ,C: Rep/oration 
Co. v. lJurns, 193 U. S. 107; Chapman &: Delcc!J Lumber Co. v. St. Francis Levee 
District, 232 U. S. 180. 

Other importnllt points in this and similitl' cases arc found summar
ized in the syllabus: 

If, in the making of a survey of public lands, an area is through fraud or mistake 
meandered as a body of water or lake \\'hcre no such b(\dy of water exi~ts, riparian 
rights do not accrue to the surrounding lands, and the I,and Department, upon 
discovering the crror, has power to de[ll \\itll the meallckred al'e:L, io cause it to 
be ~urveycd, and lawfully to dispose of it, 

The fect that its administrative OmceI's, before clisco\'ery of the error, have 
treated such a meandered tract as subjected to the riparian rights of abutting 
owners, under the State laws, and conseCjllently as not subject to clbposal under 
the laws of the United States, cannot stop the l.'nited Slates from aO'serting its 
title in a controversy with an abutting owner; and even as a:r,ninst such an owner, 
who aCCjuired his propC'l'ty before; the mistake was disco\'C:red and in reliance upon 
actions and reprcsentations of Feclcr.'l.l ofliccrs carrying as'UI'.'l.nce that such riparian 
rights existed, the United States may equitably correct tbe mistake and protect 
its tit.le to the meandered land. The equities of the abutting owner, if any, in 
such circumstances arc not CO!.i;nizablc judicially, bu t should be addressc(l to the' 
lc:;blutiye department of t.he Government. 

The swamp land act of September 28,18::;0 (eh. 8·~, 9 Stat. 5El), did not convey 
land of its own force, withollt survey, selection, or patent. 

524. The surveying work to be done ill the ~roon Lake case consisted 
of a retmcement of the boundaries of the several sections, a restoratioll 
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of the obliterated corners, a remonumentation of all of the corners, a 
l'etracement of the record meitnder line with mOllumentation of the 
angle points, and a completion of the fractional section lilles. Section 
515. 

525. Ferry Lake case: The plat of T. 20 N., R. 16 W., La. Mer., 
Louisiana, approved August 31, 1839, sho\vs the north boundary of 
the township discontinued on the bank of Ferry Lake. The line 
between scctions 10 and 11, III harmony with the remaining sub
divisions, was discontinued on the lake bank, but the line between 
sections 3 itnd 10, instead of being extended to the main lake front was 
stopped on an arm or bay of the lake. The meander line through 
section 3 could be, and was run with reasonable conformity, but in 
section 10, owing to the failure to extend the northern section boundary 
to the main litke front, there was 110 possibility of running a true 
meander line; and excepting the end courses, the record line, as de
veloped, bears 110 proper relation to the actual bank. 

The plat of fraetionnl sections 4, 9, and 10 of the same town
ship, approved August 18, 1871, represents an extension of the lines 
between sections 3 Hnd 10, and between sections 4 and 9, to the 
maiu lake front. The corner of sections 3, 4, 9, and 10 was estab
lished in this suryey, also a meander corner on the west side of a 
narrow bayou which drains out of the north part of section 9; but 
again, for llO nppitl'ent reason, in running south on the line betwcen 
sections 9 and 10 the survey was tcrminated at a, point more thitn 
3,400 feel north of the bank of Ferry Lake. A part of tbe meander 
courses in sections 4 and 9 were accurately run, but the remaining 
courses, particularly those which connected with the terminal point 
on the line between sections 9 and 10, were merely a traverse line 
through the woods, though represented in the field notes and shown 
on the plat to be the bank of the lake. 

Such WitS the situation in this townsbip until oil and gas were 
discovered in large quantities, when in the years 1909 itnd 1910 
applicittions 'were filed with the depitrtment to make mineral locations, 
not only on the areas that hnd been erroneously omitted from the 
offtcial surveys, but 'within the bed of the lake, it being alleged that 
InI'ge errors had bcen made in the running of the meitnder lines, that 
the In.ke it.self was merely a tempornry body of water, and thitt it hitd 
not been in existence as a navigable litke, such as would belong to 
the State by right of sovereignty, and reserved to the State on 
admission into the Union on April 30, 1812. In 1910 all of the 
fractional lots adjoining the omitted area had been disposed of 
by the United States. 

The report of the field investigittioll included a review of con-
sidcmble histol'icltl data, expert studies of tho geology of the lake 
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'l'be contour representing the monn high-water elevation of the lake jn the year 1812, wben Louisiana was 
admitted into tho Union, nn(l in 183g, wLen tllO towlls11ip \l'US subdivided, is shown tllus: _. ___________ • 

The circumstances, as well as the ClIent and character of tbe lands, necessitate the conclusion that tho 
omission wus of deliLerate purpose or the result of such gross and palpable error as to constitute in eJIeet 
11 fruud upon tho Governmeut (we. 626). 
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basin, expert examination of the forest trees, and the surveying 
situfLtion, alI leading ~o corroborative conclusions that Ferry Lake 
was in fact present in 1812 as a navigable body of water, though 
there had been a marked recession of the lake by 1910, and that in 
neither of the sunreys made in 1839 and 1871 had the lake been 
correctly meandered in sections 9 and 10, either as it was at the 
dates of-the surveys or as it was in 1812 . 

The soil, topography, and timber on the omitted nrea were identi· 
cally the same as found on the surveyed land, and for the greater 
part of the length of the record. meander line there was not the 
slightest indication of there ever having been a lake bank or water
washed escarpment of any kind. The forest growth on the omitted 
land, which in the one body in sections 9, 10, 15, and 16 amounted 
to 229.67 acres, included overcup oak, sweet gum, and red gum 
on the lower levels, and on the remainder post oak, black-j ack oak, 
Spanish oak, hickory, pine, and other varieties, many of them of great 
age, and clearly the descendants of a mixed forest that had occupied 
the situation for many centuries. The overcup oak was found to 
occupy fL belt immediately above a belt of cypress timber principally, 
but with some other varieties, which were found occupying the plain 
terraces above and below an escarpment, easily traceable, which 
had been made by the waters of Ferry Lake, and which continued, 
without interruption, around the entire basin. A contour survey 
showed the elevations in the omitted area in sections 9 and 10 to range 
up to 17 feet above the former lake leveL 

526. Upon a review of the record, the 4ttorney General of tho 
United States, in a letter to the Secretary of the Interior, dated 
September 11, 1916, concluded-

That no action should be taken to enforce or assert any claim by the Govern
ment to that portion of the area involved which is covered by the watcrs of the 
lake because if the State's title by virtue of its soyereignty should fail for any 
reason, I see no way of successfully resisting her claim under the swamp land 
grant. 

However, in so far as concerns the land Jying between the old meander line 
and the waters of the lake, I entirely agree with you that it constitutes unsurveyed 
public land of the United Statcs, and " " ". 

On January 2, 1923, tho Supreme Court at the United States 
announced an opinion (Jeems Bayou Fishing &; Hunting Club v. 
United States, 260 U. S. 561, 563-564), denying the claims to the land 
in sections 9, 10, 15, and 16, adverse to those of the Government, 
and commented: 

The inaccuracy of the plat is plainly apparent upon a like inspection. Why 
-. -- made the survey and returned the plat as he did is a matter of spcculatioll, 
but the facts demonstrate that llO SUTyey of the Jarge, compact body of land, 
which includes the tract in controversy, was ever made. The circumstances, 
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as well as the extent and character of the lands, necessitate the conclusion that 
the omission was of delibemte purpose or the re:3ult of such gross and palpable 
error as to constitute in effect a fraud upon the Government. 

527. The surveying work to be done in the Ferry Lnke case con
sisted of the steps already noted in the Moon Lake case, sections 515 
and 524; also a monumentation of the con Lour which agreed with the 
evident mean high-water elevation of the lake as it was in the year 
1812. The contour line, owing to the recrssion of the waters, ,vas 
needed to mark the boundary of the public land; thus recognizing, in 
principle, not only the sovereignty of the State over the bed of the 
lake, but as well the reservation to the State, under her law, of the 
land uncovered by the recession of the water. 

528. Crooked Lake and Bear Lake case: The plat of T. 43 N., R. 6 
4th Prill. Mer., 'iVisconsin, approved April 6, 1863, shows a meflIl

dered lake in section 36. 1vIeander corners were established regularly 
on the south and east boundaries of the section. .The field notes 
show the running of meander courses through the section on opposite 
sides of the lalw, and call for high banks, along timbered land. No 
mention is made of an arm of a lake extending northwesterly into 
section 25. The fractional lottings \yere disposed of according to 
the representations of the plat. 

By letter dated April 16, 1923, the Commissioner of the General 
Land Oilice advised the Secretary of the Interior of an application to 
mflke a forest lieu selection for the NE ?~ SW 7~ sec. 3G (lot 15, fig. 79), 
which according to the representations of the township plat would 
be located entirely within the bed' of the mealldered lake as above 
described. This letter contains a review of the facLs as developed 
by a field examination, and conclUdes with a recommendation that 
the land theretofore shown as a mennderecllake be surveY9d and a 
proper plat constructed. The proposed action bears departmental 
appro,al. 

The report of the field examination showed tilC following facts: 
The south and cast boundaries of the section cross two lakes instead 

of one, the lakes being separated by a body of land amounting to 
236.90 acres contained within the lines represented on the original 
plat as the banks of tbe: one meandered lake. This area is rolling 
upland ranging up to 50 feet above the lewel of either lflke, and 
forested with pine, hemlock, birch, maple nnd spruce timber. There 
was no evidence of any changes in the wuter level of the lakes, nor of 
any escarpment along the fictitious meander courses connecting them, 
tb ('se lines having bc'en founel to traverse rolliIlg laud instead of 
following· a contour, '.,·jill not the slightest c1jtrerellce bct\veen the 
character of the land, soil or timber on the area theretofore surveyed 
and that which had been omit-te(l. Tho shores of the two lukc" 
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of the lnkes are well defincd:-

Witness angle points Nos. 6 and 7 arc established on the bank in order to show the directions of tbe Hne, 
running froD angle points Nos. 5 and 8. 

were 'lYell defmed, with banks from 3 to 8 feet high, bordered by 6 

strip of levelland from 10 to 30 feet in width, sUlTounded ~y ~olling 
hills. The geologic formation, as well as the forest trees, mdlCated 
great age. , . 

The surveying work to be done conSIsted of the steps preVIously 
outlined in the lvloon Lake casco Sections 515, 524. 

529. La,nds omitted from the origina,l survey lying between the 
position for the record meander line and the ac1twl bank of a lake, 
stream, or tidewater, situated in front of Government-owned sub
divisions; are subject to survey as public land although they may not 
bc of sufficient SilO and extent to constitute gross error or fraud ill the 
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original surveys. If title to all the subdivisions in a section, shown 
to be riparian by the plat of the original survey, is still in the Govern
ment, and there is no reason for retaining the original lottings, new 
areas and designations may be returned for the public land; this pro
cedure ordinarily is not invoked unless warranted by the values 
involved, orjustified by the difference in area of the subdivisions, How
ever, when title to some of the recon1 riparian subdivisions has passed 
into private ownership and no claim can be maintained by the United 
States to the omitted land in front of those subdivisions, partition lines 
should be run and monumented segregating the pu blic land from the 
area belonging to the private owners. Generally it is necessary in 
such cases to subdivide the sections in the regular manner, reestablish 
the original meander line and re-meander the body of water. Lot 
numbers and areas will be shown on the official plat for the public land 
being surveyed for the first time. In those cases where title to all the 
land in a section based upon the plat of the original survey has passed 
from the Government, it will not be necessary to reestablish the 
original meander line. This line will be protracted upon the survey 
plat, which should be prepared in the manner similar to the method 
adopted for showing an area formed by accretion in front of patented 
lands (fig. 88, ch. IX). A marginal note should be added to the plat 
stating that the ownership of the areas, which are not public land, 
shown in front of the patented lots, is governed by the laws of the State, 

Partition lines dividing, areas omitted from survey between the 
Government and the private owners should be run in the same 'manner 
as partition lines dividing areas formed by the process known as 
accretion. The rule applied by the United States Supreme Oourt in 
the case of Johnston v. Jones, 1 Black 209, 222,223 (1861), results in an 
equitable and just division and should be followed unless it is contrary 
to the law of the State in which the work is being executed. This rule, 
stated briefly, is to apportion the new frontage along the water 
boundary in the same ratio as that along the line of the record meander 
course. 

SWAMP AND OVERFLOWED LANDS 

TIDE LANDS 
530. References are made in see. 4 to the coastaflimits of the public 

domain as defined by mean high tide, and in sec. 5, Chapter I, to the 
several acts of Congress which granted to certain States the swamp 
lands within their respective bounda.ries. The references are con
tinued in sees, 220 to 233, and in paragraph 10, sec. 236, Ohapter 
III, under the general subjects of the meandering of bodies of water 
and classification of land. 
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Tide lands include all coastal areas that are situated above mean 
low tide and below mean high tide, particularly as such area~ are 
alternately uncovered and covere? by the ebb al.ld flow of the ordlllary 
daily tides. Overflowed lands lllclude essentIally the ~ower levels 
within a stream flood plain as distinguished from the hlgher levels, 
according to the characteristic efl'ect of submergence. where, long 
continued, Swamp lands include all other marshes and lllter~mttent 
ponds which do not have efl'ecti~e natural draina~e, partlCularly 
where such conditions are long contlllued. 

531. The Supreme Oourt of the United States in Baer v. Mo~an 
Bros. 00" 153 U. S, 287 (189£1), states that tide la?ds are. thos,e whlCh 
are uncovered at low tid'e and are covered at ordlllary hIgh tlde, In 
Pollard's Lessee v. Hagan, 15 Ourtis, 391, 403 (1844), the Supreme 
Oourt held: 

The shores of navigable waters and the soil under them were not granted by 
the Constitution of the United States, but were reserved to the States, 
respectively-

and in Mumford v. Wardell, 6 Wall. 423, 436 (1867), the court said: 

The settled rule of Jaw in this court is that the shores of navigable waters ~nd 
thA soil under the same in the original States, were not granted by the ConstItu
tioVn to the United States, but were reserved to the several States,. a~d ~h~t tl;e 
new States, since admitted, have the same rig~ts, s~veroignt~, and l~nsdlctlOn m 
that behalf as the original States possess withm theIr respective bowers. 

In San Franci,sco v. LeRoy, 138 U. S. 656 (1891), the court stated: 

The lands which passed to the State upon her admission to the Union \~ere ,not 
tho~e which were affected occasionally by the tide, but only those ?ver whICh tIde
water flowed so continuously as to prevent their use and,occupatlOn. ~o render 
lands tidelands, which the State by virtue of h,or sovereignty could clanll, then' 
must have been such continuity of the flow of tidewater over them, or such regu
larity of the flow within every twenty-four hours, as to rende: ,the~, unfit for 
cultivation, the growth of grasses or other uses to which upland IS apP.led. 

532. In the liO'ht of the decisions it is clearly indicated that coastal 
"salt marshes" that are covered by the daily tide belo~g to the States 
by right of sovereignty, and such areas are not s~bJect to s~rvey. 
Coastal marshes that are not covered by the daily tIde ar~ subJect t,o 
survey but being low in elevation and usually saturated will be claSSI
fied as ~wamp and overflowed within the meaning of the several grants. 

533. Riparian rights, as defined by the laws of the several Sta,tes, 
'which are applicable within the beds of lakes, streams, and tIdal 
waters, are not enforceable over the swamp and overflowed lands 
QTanted to the States, , 
'" 534. Where surveys or field, examinations are to be ,ma,de cove:lll~ 
or relating to swamp and overflowc~ lands" the speClal lllstructlO~S 
should point out the particular questIons whICh are presented, and ill 
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general, in aid of the adjustments which are required by the swamp 
land granting acts, the following rules will be observed: 

1. According to R. S. sec. 2481 (43 D. S. C. sec. 984), any legal subdivision 
the greater part of which is "wet and unfit for cultivation," shall be included 
in the list, but when the greater part of a subdivision is not of that character the 
whole of it shall be excluded. The "legal subdivision" mentioned herein is the 
usual quarter-quarter section or lot as shown by the plat of survey. 

2. In order to bring land within the definition of the several swamp land grant
ing acts, the greater part of any quarter-quarter section or any lot must have been 
so swampy or subject to overflow during the planting, growing, or harvesting 
season, in the majority of years at or near the date of the grant, as to be unfit for 
cultivation in any staple crop of the region in which it is located, without the use 
of some artificial means of reclamation, such as levee protection or drainage ditches. 

3. A subdivision which becomes swampy or overflowed at a season of the year 
when this condition does not interfere with the planting, cultivating, or harvest
ing of a crop at the proper time and by the ordinary methods, and so not being 
"made unfit thereby for cultivation," does not pass to the State under the swamp
land grant. 

4. Tame gr~ss or hay: when produced by the ordinary methods of preparing 
the ground, wlll be consldered a staple crop, as well as the cereals, or cotton, or 
tobacco. 

5. In the administration of the several acts granting the swamp lands, the States 
have been allowed optional methods of preparing the lists of the subdivisions 
that are to be identified as swamp and overflowed within the meaning of said 
acts, but in every survey, the duty devolves upon the engineer to determine with 
accuracy the position and extent of the swamp and overflowed land within the 
area uncler survey, regardless of the methods employed by the Statos in asserting 
claims. 

6. The States of Alabama, Indiana, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota (except
ing as to lands within the Indian reservations), Mississippi, Ohio, and Wiscon~in 
have elected to base their swamp-land lists on the field-note record, and in these' 
States it is imperative that the field notes of the survey include a specific list of 
the subdivisions each of which is more than 50 per cent wet and unfit for cultiva
tion, regarding such clwracter as at the date of the passage of the granting act. 

Arkansas, by the Act of April 29, 1898 (30 Stat. 367; 43 U. S. C. see. 991), relin
quished all right, title, and interest to the remaining unappropriated swamp and 
overflowed lands within its boundaries. 

7. In California, under R. S. sec. 2488 (43 U. S. C. sec. 9S7), the swamp-land 
lists are based upon the representations of the plat of the survey, and in this State 
it is imperative that the plats correctly show the conditions in this respect. 

S. The selection of the swamp lands within the States of Florida, IllinOis, Iowa, 
1l'lissouri, and Oregon, and within the Indian reservations in the State of Min
nesota, is based upon investigations and reports by representatives of the State 
and of the Bureau of Land Management, but this docs Dot sct aside the Manual 
requirements for the usual complete showing of the chamcter of the Jand. 

535. It is always of importance to note any marked changes in the 
wator level and drainage conditions of the region, and to ascertain 
the situation 'which obtained at the date of the granting act, and in 
all such inquiries it is proper to secure the testimony of persons 'who 
have known the lands for the longest periods. The most convincing 
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evidence relative to the charactcr of the land at the date of the grant
ing act will be afforded by the older native forest trees, if any are 
present; or where their stumps remain, as these will reflect their site 
conditions with great certainty. 

This line of investigation will require an inquiry into the habitat 
of the forest species which are found, particularly as to whether the 
usual range of the tree is within low wet ground, as for example the 
cypress, tupelo, S\Vfet gum, ,vater ash, water locust, and red bay of 
the southern latitudes, and the tamarack, white cedar, black spruce, 
swamp spruce, and black ash of the northern latitudes of the United 
States. The presence of any of the species named indicates the 
possibility of swamp land, and while conclusive with some of them, 
others of the species named have a wider range and may be found 
associated with upland varieties. If upland varieties are present 
the plain inference will be that the site conditions are that of uphnd, 
even though a forest species may favor moist rich soil. 

SOIL CLASSIFICATION 

536. The subject of soil classification is referred to in paragraphs 
8 and 20, section 23G, chapter III. It is one of considerable impor
tance when related to the development of the public domain, not 
only to the prospective settler but for the value to be found in this 
field-note information for use in all general soil surveys and in the 
administration of forest lands. While it is beyond the purpose of 
the Manual to go into a subject which belongs properly to another 
scientific branch, yet it is apparent eR. S. sec. 2395; 43 U. S. C. sec. 
752; Manual, sec. G), that the general laws require the engineer to 
note and to report upon the soil types. 

537. The objective to be stressed in this line of observation is to 
report upon the characteristic soil types, which when considered in 
relation to the normal moisture conditions, including precipitation 
and drainage, the possibility of irrigation at reasonable cost, the 
climatic conditions, elevation above sea level, and latitude, will 
bring out the adaptability of the soil for farming purposes, grazing 
or forestry, or whether it is desert or waste rocky land. 

538. An outline of the various soil types, their make-up, and their 
use, is prcsented below to the end that it may serve as a guide to 
the engineer, both in the field and for his inquiry into technical 
books 011 the subject: 

1. Soil types, ba,sed on texture: Gravel, coarSe and fine; sand, 
coarse and fine; sandy loam; silt loam; loam; clay, heavy and light; 
and muck. 

2. Structure: Single grained, pulverulent, and lumpy. 
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3. Color: Surface soil and subsoil, both when dry and when wet. 
4. Depth: Surface soil and subsoil. 
5. Location: I~iver bottom or fiood. plain, bench, slope, platep,u, 

prairie, and mountain. 
6. Topography: Level, roiling, broken, hilly, and mountainous; 

and elevation above sea level. 
7. Drainage: Direction, depth to water table, and quality, as 

poor, good, or erosive. 
8. Mode of formation: Water laid, glacier laid, wind laid, and 

residual. 
9. Chemical properties: Acidity, alkalinity, and humus content. 

10. Geological derivation: 
(a) Sedimentary rocks: (1) Formed of fragments of other rock 

transported from their sources and deposited as conglomerate, sand
stone, and shale; and (2) formed by simple precipitation from solu

. tion, as limestone, or of secretions of organisms, as some coastal rocks. 
(b) I Metamorphic rocks: Formed through change in constitution, 

expecially those due to great pressure, heat, and water, and resulting 
in a more compact or more highly crystalline condition, including, 
for example, quartzite, marble, slate, and schist. 

(c) Igneous rocks: Formed through the action of intense heat, 
including, for example (flist, eruptive rocks), basalt, lava, and vol
canic ash; (second, trap rock) felsite and quartz-porphyry; and (third, 
granular rock) granite, diorite, and porphyry. 

Soil studies: Manual Appendix VII. 
539. The soil has its origin in the material which comes from 

the disintegration of the rocks. Roots and other vegetable matter 
in the soil are by decay gradually converted into humus, which is 
found only in the surface soil, and in quantities which vary wit4 the 
activity and profusion of plant life. Plant food comes from the 
chemical elements contained within the rock and the humus, one is 
the product of the inorganic, the other a product of the decomposition 
of the organic matter. There are four elements that the plants 
mainly need in soils-phosphorus, potassium, nitrogen, and calcium
the others usually being present in pl(mtiful supply and so of less 
importance in considering the fertility. Tho physical propertios of 
tho humus are of the greatest importance in relation to the fertility 
of the soil, and the humus confors upon tho soil the power of absorbing 
and retaining the moisture. 

The soil bacteria thrive best in one which is rich in decaying vege
tation, with favomble proportions of lime, air, light, warmth, and 
moisturo, and tlu'ough their presence much nitrogen is taken from the 
air for storage in the ground. The relation of these things leads to 
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the notable observation that soils seem to select their plants, or vice 
versa. There is found in a certain soil type one class of grasses or 
forest cover, in another soil very different plant life. These arc the 
keys to a study of the soils, and when all are considered in connection 
with the moisture, climatic, and other conditions of the environment, 
will very largely determine its value for agriculture, stock grazing, 
or forestry. 

540. The following is an illustration of a general description of 
the land and soil types found within a selected township, designed 
to bring out rather minute references to the soil structure: 

Land, level, and gently rolling plateau, with elevation from 500 to 700 feet 
above sea level. Soil, fine sandy loam; surface soil dark gray to black, rich in 
humus, from 10 to 15 inches deep; subsoil, light brown loam, 36 inches deep, 
resting on gravel bed; sedimentary origin, lake laid. Drainage good, the stream 
system being the -- river and its tributaries. The normal precipitation of 
the region is ordinarily deficient for general farming, but the soil is well adapted 
to any of the cereals usually grown in this latitude by dry-farming methods, 
and it produces excellent grasses, both native and tame . 
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FIELD NOTES 

Sec. Page Sec. 
5-11. Purpose and style _______ _ 385 550. Abbreviations ___________ _ 
546. TiDes __________________ _ 386 551. The detailed field note rcc-
548. Index- _________________ _ 390 ord ___________________ _ 

549. Page headings ___________ _ 390 558. Specimen field notes ______ _ 

PURPOSE AND STYLE 

Page 

390 

392 
305 

541. The field notes are the written record of the survey. It 
is essential that this record show an appropriate identification of 
the lines previously established from \vhich the survey has been ex
tended, with suitable" calls" referring to the alinement and meas
urements, deseription of topography along the lines surveyed, and 
monumentation of the work. All new subdivisions to be platted and 
the quantity of land in eaeh unit are derived from the field notes, 
and this record will be, in turn, the basis for the identifieation of the 
boundaries. The CiLrly laws on public-land surveys comprehended 
the importance of the field notes, and this chapter of tho l\1anual 
is devotod to outlining the requirements, with examples of tho various 
forms of rocord. 

542. The initial notes are kept in pocket field tablets. The fmal 
field notes for filing are transcribed from the field tablets, and are 
type;:vritten upon regulation field note paper. It is desirable that 
the final field notes be made to conform to the general arrangement 
and phraseology set out in the Manual. It is obvious, for practical 
reasons, that a large part of the final field notes must be extended 
from an abbreviated field reeord, and equally apparent that much 
of the minute detail of the initial notes may be appropriately sum
marized into a form of record whieh will refer directly to the completed 
survey. This distinction in the two stages of the record is carried 
through the text. The subject in hand is that of the transcribed field 
notes, the record that is extended from the field tablets; this record is 
termed the "field notes." 

543. There will be entered in the field tablets all appropriate notes 
of the method and the order of tho procedure; tho dates will be shown 
when engaged upon each part of the work; and the division will be 
noted if the work is divided between two or more parties. These 
notes will also show the minute detail of all observations for time, 

as,:; 
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latitude, and azimuth; the resulting direCtions of the lines run; the 
measurements; nJ1(1 alllleeessary descriptions. The pJ'ecelling chap
ters contain explicit instructions on these subjeets which do not need 
to be repeated. It sumces to state that the record made in the field 
tablets should supply, along the plan already laid down in the pre
ceding chapters, all information which may be needed for a complete 
verificittion of the final transcript record. 

544. The need for cilOice of methods in handling the great variety 
of survey types makes it desirable tb: judgment be exercised as to 
whether part of the work of entel'il1g tllC, initial record in the field 
tablets shall be allotted to one or more assistants, and how the notes 
aro to be arranged. The chief of field party is necessarily charged 
with responsibility for the accuracy and sumciency of this record, all 
subjcct to the approval of the regional or public survey office. 

The work of transcribing the reeord usually receives the personal 
attention of the engineer, but as that is not always the case, it is 
important that the arrangement of the notes in the tablets and the 
use of abbreviations be sueh as to be readily understood -by others 
\vho are familiar with the technical processes. It follows that due 
regard should be given to the Iv1unual requirements and form, though 
it is intended that set forms of expression be used flexibly and modi
fied when necessary to conform to the survey proeedure. The work 
of the reviewing officers will be direeted to the fundamental require
ments of the?'lanual and the written special instructions, and the 
comments, if any, as to the form of the transcribed field notes, will be 
based upon broad grounds. 

llandom lines \vith fallings will be shown in the field tablets but 
will be omitted from the transcribed field note record except where 
needed to show the detail of a triangulation, offset, traverse, or stadia 
measurement. Sections 16, 23, 33, 35, 38, 154, 181, and 555. 

545. The to'wnship will be considered as the unit in compiling the 
field notes and normally the field notes of all classes of lines pertain
ing to fi tOVl'llship, when concurrently surveyed (mel not previously 
compiled, will be included ill a single book. In the survey of a block 
of exterior lines only, all of the field notes may be placed in one book. 

TITLES 
546. Eaeh book of field notes will be included in a regulation cover, 

witb appropriate title setting outgeneral information as follows: 
1. 'rhe description of the lines recorded in that book; 
2. The principal meridian to which the survey refers; 
3. The State in which the survey is located; 
4. The name or names of the engineers by whom the work was 

executed; 
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'5. The date of the special instructions, with serial group number, 
and date of approval; 

6. The date of the assignment instructions; and, 
7. The dates of the beginning and completi.on of the work included 

in that book. 

(Or) 

(Or) 

(Or) 

(Or) 

Examples of Titles 
Field Notes 

Of the Survey of the . 
Tenth Standard Parallel North, 

Along the South Boundary of Township 41 North, 
Through Ranges 13, 14, 15, and H\ We8t; 

, and the 
Fourth Guide Meridian West, 

Through Townships 41, 42, 43, and 4·1 North, 
Between Ranges Hi and 17 West. 

East and North Boundaries of 
Townships 41 and 42 North, 

Ranges 15 and 10 West.' 

Subdivisional and Meander Lines of 
Townobip 41 North, Range 15 \Vest. 

West and North Boundaries 
and 

Sub divisional and Meander Lines of 
Township 41 North, Range 13 West. 

(All) 
Of the Sixth Principal Meridian 

In the State of Wyoming, 
Executed by 

Wm. C. Jones, Cadastral Engineer. 

John 13. Smith and Fred, A. Brown, 
Cadastral Engineers. 

(All) 

Under special instructions dated June 30, 1945, which provided for 
the surveys included under Group No. 205, approved July 10, 1945i 
and assignment instructions dated July 15, 1945. 

Survey commenced July 25, 1945. 
Survey completed October 10, 1945. 
547. The descriptive portion of the title will be appropriately 

modified if there is a fractional portion of a township included in a 
survey, and for all resurveys and fragmentary surveys, as for example: 
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paody lllk<l. with 5 notches on one edge and 1 notch on opposite edge, lying 
all the east side of a small mound of stone. 

A L the corner poiut, 

bet fill. Iron pust, 30 ins. long, 2 Ins. dlfil1l., 211115. in the ground, wIth brass cap mkd. 

Tf5N R20E 

53 15~~ 
561s-5--

T 14 N 

1945 

of stone, 4 ft. base, 2 ft. high, W. of cor. and bury the original corner stone 
iron post. 

::\ u"oO' IV., bot. sees. 31 and 32. 

Over lllvul lund. 

l'uint f~)l' the J4 Sec. cor. of sees. 81 find 82. 
.. 

bUl a 
lUS. 

3li ins. dlam., 3H-inch stem, in a cylindrical COllcrete form, 36 ins. long, 6 
in the groHnll, with top mkd. 

I 

4" 

531 532 

1945 
PuliH for the cor. of sees. 2\), 30, 31, and 32. 

Set an Iron P05t, 30 illS. long, 2 Ins. dlalll., 24 illS. In the ground, witb brass cep mkd. 

T'15 N 
530 

R 20 E 
5 29 

531 532 

1945 

raise a mound of 5tone, 8 ft. base, 2 ft. blgb, W. of oor. 

l"rom the cor. of sees. 28, 29, 32. and 33, 

sees. 29 and 32. 

H.W llase of slope, !.Joars N. 30° E. and 8. sao W. 

16.5() i Tall of s101l0. 

2b.5() A spring bears oouth, 2.00 chs. dl.t. 

39.98 Pulnt tor the ~4 seo. cor. of secS. 29 and 32 

SUBDIVISION or" 'r. 15 N., H. 20 E. 553 

Set a brass tablet, 3~j in$. diam., 3;,-incll stem, In a oyllndrlcal concrete form, 30 Ins. long 6 
lns. dlam., 211m. l!l the grouml, with top mkd. ' 

5 29 .L ___ _ 

4- 5 32 

1945 

79.96 The cor. of sccs. 29, 30, 31, and 32. 

Lend, level. 
Boll, sandy. 
No timber. 

N. 89°57' W., bet. secs. 30 and 31. 

40.00 Point for tbe >i sec. cor. of sees. 30 Hod 31. 

78.35 

2.00 

Sot an iron post, 30 IllS. long, 2 IllS. dlam., 24 IllS. in tbe ground, with bruss cup mlcd 

5 30 
-'-----
4 5 31 

1945 
dig pits, 18 I 18 x 12 Ins., E. and W. of post, 3 ft. dlst. 

Inte"ect W. bdy. of '1'1'; at, tpe cor. of secs. 25, 30, 31, and 36, Identified by trace.'l of fonf pIts, 
one In each section, NE., SL., SW., and NW., wlth a part of all old stuke bearIng incomplete 
scrIbe marks lying ill the SE. pit. 

At tbe corner point 

Set an iron post, 30 IllS. long, 2 IllS. diom., 24 lns. in tbe gro1lnd, with brass cap mkd. 

T 15 N 
R 19 E R 2'0 E 

5 25 5 30 

536 531 

1945 
Bury a sandstone 6 x 6 x 6 Ins., mkd. X alongsi'le tbe Iron post. 

Lend, level. 
Soll, sandy clay. 
No timber. 

m~~~~;;U;1~3~ field Doles continue in the regular order and on the same form; the record of 3 

N. 0°05' W., bet. sees. 19 and 20. 

Descend over Btony N. slope. 

Base of slope, bears N. SOo E. and 8. SOo W 

700004°-47--86 
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Ctl\~\,~~8110 Fulut fur tbo 74 SOQ, oor. of secs. HI Ilnd 20, 

H.W 

20.50 

i 28.7\l I 

3rlW: 

4t) UU 

43 :.;U 

Bct an lroll post, 30 Inll. long, 2lru1. dl~m., 24 Ins. In the ground, with bruss cap mkd .. 

I 
4' 

519 S 20 

1945 

rube u mouud ot stono, 4 ft. btlb0, 2 [L higll, 'IV. of cor. 

Bunth \!aok of Llns Lake, bears N. 74° W. amj East. 

Polul for the meander cor. of sees. 19 and 20, 

Ed all Irol\ P(jst, 30 ins. lOllg, 2 Ins. dillIIl., 24 tns. In the ground, with brass cup mkd. 

~CS20 
T I~I~ I R 20 E 

1945 

A box eMer, 8105. dlBw., beurs S. 77y.° E., ~21 lks. dlst., rnkd. 'l'15N IUOE 820 MO BT. 

.A. Krten ash, 10 Ins. dlam., bears West, 327 ikS. dist., mkll. TI5N H20E 819 MO nT. 

rolling. 

scattering green ash and box eld.er alonf~ lake sh~re. 

--------------------------
From the cor. of sees. 16, 17,20, and 21, 

N b::r'54! \\", bet. sees. 17 find 20, 

1lt;.'O(,llli graduutly over gently rolling land. 

An ungruded rund, Leurs N. and S, 

Ditch, COllrse S. 00° W.; enter cultivated field. 

Leuvo tleld; enter heavy timher, edge bears N. 30° E. and S. 30° W. 

Poiut tor tile ~i sec. cor, of S0CS. 17 a.nd 20. 

;:)!JL all iroll pUlit, 30 illS. long, 2 illS. difl111" 24 ins. in the grvulld, with bmss cap mkd. 

flom whim 

5 17 
1---
4 S 20 

1945 

A I,ux elder, 12 ins. dlam., bears N. 22>i° W., 119 lks. dlst., rnkd. >i 817 BT. 

A green ash, 13 ins. dlum., beurs S. 70Ho W., 28 lks. dlst., wkd. >-i 820 BT. 

Ehbt bank of LillS Luke, bema N.l9" E, and S. 3'iJ7io W. 

PUlUL fur the llH;ander cor. of sees. 17 llnd 20, monumentcd by. 

A green lJ.1$i1
J 

8 ins. dilUn., mkd. 

Chains 

SUBDIVISION ()]' T. 16 N., R. 20 E. 555 

from which 

A green ash, 10 ins. dluw., bears N. 40~,(0 J~., 20 lko. dlst., mkd. T16N H20E 817 MO nT. 

A bOI elder, 5 Ins. dlam., bears 8. 52>i° E., 114 lks. dlst., mkd. 'fioN H.20I' 820 MO BT. 

Land, gently rolJing. 
Soil,loum. 
Timber, mostly green ash and box ~lder, with SOIlle cottonwood. 

NOTE.--'I'he line het. Bees. 8 anel 17 Is estab1!shed l1ext by running Irom the cor. of ."r.s. & 
~b~6, and 17, N. 8G054' W., parallel to the S. bdl'. 01 sec. Ii, 80.00 cbs., with :;. sec. cor. at 40. 

'I'bo 1!ne bot. secs. 17 and 181s then established by fllnnlng from tbe cor. of soos. 7, 8, 17, an(l 
18, S. OC05' E., parallel to the E. t.dy. of sec. 17,20.10 cbs., to the north bank of Lim Lako. 

'['he line bet. sees. 7 und 18 is ('stahllshed by random and truo 11m, method with "Iosinll seo. 
corso Oll the E. and ,y, htlrs. of the Lnke City TownSite, hut without a >4 SOD. (>,t)L IIlUflll111ont, 
tlS the point lalls within tbo towlJslte. 'I'he !leld notes cull for a point for the h' sec. cor. Il 
40.00 chs. froIll tbe oast. 

'l'h~ reIlJn1ning 4 mllrs of the regular BubdlvlBional lines nre established In the normn] manner, 
nIHl fit the ;.~ sue, cor. (Jl1 t be linD liUL .sees. 5 and 8 tho hoarings Hwl dlstHnce to tho U. H. LOa 
cation Monument, locuted at the SW>i8E>i, see. 6. Is detcnnino<i and ruuord"(!. 

IVY ISLAND 

In order to establish the line bet. sees. 18 and 10, which crosses Ivy lEland In LIm Lake, 
r sight from the meowier COr. of soe8. 17 and 2V, N. 89°54' W., OIl an extension of tbo section line, 
to a temp. point on the SIC. brmk of the Island. 

At the point (,n the Island I observe tilo bearIng to the meander cor. of sees. 10 and 20 OIl the 
south bank of tbe lake, nnd by "alcllinlion determine that this position Is 80.0·\ cils.N: of the 
S. bdy. of sec. 1\1. T then fIroVO the temp. point 4 lk8. south. 

From the adjusted point tho nJCauder COr. of sees. 19 and 20 bears S. 5°20'30" E., and the me· 
Hnder cor. of S(;cs. 17 and 20 bears S. SUO 57'30" E. 

As a base for the triangulatioll I omploy the moa!l(iers of the lake In sec. 20, hereinafter 
descrlbed

l 
which reduce to 1U1 equivalent direct line between tbe meander corners with a 

bCHrt11g 0 N. 4()OOl' E., and ft. length of 51.08 ells. 
'fhe calculated angies 01 the triangle are silownln Ihe following diagram: 

N. 89° 57' 30" W. 

, 

~ • 

The resulting connections ncross the lake are N. 89°07'30" W., 40.07 cbs., ond N. 0"2V'30" 
W., 35.60 Oils. 

Tho latter course fmd distance reduce to a. northing or 35.00 ehs., and a wc.sting of 8,32 ells.; 
tho allowance lor tho boarlng or the E. b(\y. 01 sec. 19, continued to the theoretical pOint for 
tbe cor. of sees. 17, 18, 19, and 20, In the lake, Is b lks., making the !lot wcsting 3.27 cbs. 

N. 89"58' W., bet. sees. 18 and 19. 

Over water. 



MANUAL 01<' SURVEYING INSTRUC'rIONS 

poInt lor tbe meander cor. at sees. 18011(119 on tbe BE. hank at Ivy Island; the 
47>i" E., and S. 47>i° W. 

Bul all irun post, 30 Ins. long, 21m. diam., 24 Ins. in the ground, wItb brass cap mkd. 

trom whIch 

T 15 N 
5 I 8 

5 19 

R 20 E 
1945 

Me 

A burr oak, 9 ins. diem., bears N. 16).,° W., 29 Iks. dlst., mkd. 'l'15N H20E SI8 MO ET. 

A green ash, 8 ins. diam., bears S. 'i8~,(" W., 1271ks. dlst., mkd. 'l'15N H20E 819 MO B1\ 

'l'bence over level laud, across Ivy Island. 

7. 3~ Tbe SW. bank of the Wand, bears N. 5Ho W. and B. 52° E. 

l'owt tor the meander cor. 01 sees. 18 and 19. 

Bel "niron pOSl, 30 lIlli. long, 2 ins. dialll., 24 ins. in the ground, witb brass cap mkd. 

\ 

T 15 N 

5 18 

MC~ 

"" R 20 E 
1945 

rabe a mound ot stone, Bit. base, 3 ft. high, E. of cor. 

level; being higher to the north side of the island. 
and stony. 

scatterIng burr oak und green ash. 

}.{EANDER8 Of IVY ISLAND 

Thence with the meanders of Ivy Islaud in sec. 18. 

Aluug the top of a well-defIned escarpment situated at the upper 8ido of a gravelly heach. 

N. 6'30' W., 2.90 clls. 

N. 3boOO' W., 1.60 cbs. 

S. 45°15' W., 1.40 chs. 

S. bo~UO' W., 2.30 chao 

N. 73"30' W., 4..50 ell •. 

N. 31l000' W., 6.40 cbs. On this course the Lank increases In height from 3 to 15 ft., and tbe 
heach becoIDes narrow and rocky. 

N. 12'00' E., 4.20 cbs. 

N. WOlo' E., 0.30 chs. 

I!Mt, 2.60 cbs. 

8.30°00' R., 3.80 cbs. 

8. liS' 15' E .• 6.40 chs. 

B. 2\1°00' E., 7.00 cbs. 

On this course tlle bank becoilles a nearly vertical cliff, 35 ft. above 
mean high water. 

On this course leave cHtI; bank gradually becollles lower. down to a 
height of about 4 ft. 

SUBDIVISION OF T. 15 N., R. 20 E. 

B. '7°1~' W., 3.40 chu. 'rho meander cor. of sees. 18 and 19. 

Land. rolllng. 
Soil, loalll; .nd stony. 
'I'imber, scattering burr oak and grcen ash; undergrowth, Ivy. 

Thonoo in BOO. 19. 

557 

Along the top of a low hank. from 1 to 4 ft. in beight, on the upper side of a gravelly beach. 

B. 47"1~' W., 2.60 chs. 

N. 53"10' W., 2.84 ehs. 'I'he meander cor. of SOCII. 18 and 19, and place of begilll1lng. 

Land lavel. 
son, {oam; and gravelly. 
Timber, scattering hurr oak and green ash; no undergrowth. 

The detan of tbe improvements on the Island is carried to the general descrIption at tho 
closo of tbe field notes, and to the plat of the survey. 

nlUfOND ROCK 

In order to survey a small island called Diamond Rock, in Lins Lake, In SOO. 18, I hegin 
at tbe meander cor. of secs. 10 .1lId 2·j all tbe W. bdy. of the Tp. and on the south bank of the 
lnke, which is molltlllwnted with limestono, 14 x 8 x 8 ins. above grouud, tlrlllly set, marked 
.111d witnessed ll.'l described in the oflle!al record. 

N. 71 030' E., on a connecting line. 

Over water. 

Distance by stadIa: 10.752 and 10.701 ft., levcl. 

21. 44 The SW. bank of Diamond Rock at ordinary high water elevation. 

Point for anxlllary meander cor. in sec. 18. 

Bet a brass tablet, 3W ins. diam., 3H-in. stem, in sol!d rock, with top mkd. 

AMC 
TI5NR20E 

S 18 

1945 
raIse a mound of stone, 2 ft. base, 112 fL. high, N E. ot cor. 

From this point the meander cor. of SCCB. 13 and 18 on the W. hdy. olthe Tp. and on the north 
hank of the lake, bears N. 25'02' IV.; the eonnecting distanC<l, by trIangulation, wltb the 
crossIng distanoe on the W. bdy. of tho 'i'p. as the bllse, is 18.0U CllS.; tho COl'. Is monument
cd with a Juniper 1](18t, 4 Ins. sq., 1 ft. above ground, firmly SOL, markoll and witnessed U8 
doscribed ill the otllciul recof(l. 

with tbo meandcrs of the island. 

ihe top of a low, but wclhktlnell bank, on tho Upper side oC a gra vclly heach. 

N. 16"30' W., 2.70 chs. 

N. 61"16' E., 2.90 cbs. 

8.480 30' E., 8.50 cbs. 

8. 33°00' W., 2.20 cbs. 

N. 86"46' W., 8.19 cbs. The auxlllary meander cor. 

Land, level. 
Soll, gravelly loam. 
No tllLIber. 

MEANDERS OJ' UNa LAKlC 

From the meander cor. ot sees. 19 and 24, on tb. W bdy. of tho Tp., and on the south bank of 
the lake. 

WIth the meanders of Llns Lake In seo. ]9, 



l\jANUAL OF SURV~]YING INS'1'HUCTIONS 

oJ~. of a well<defiued \.>ank from 2 to 4 ft. in height on tbe upper side of a gravelly 

e. 

8 

8. 

S. 

8. 

S. 

S. 

S. 

S, 

S. 

8. 

06'00' E., 7<20cba. 

16':50' E., 3.40 cba. 

HOO()' E., 2.40 chs, 

4J'15' g., 5.70 cbs. 

;,j'16' I,., 1.40 cb •. 

H Q{,5' 1-1:" t).~O chs. 

46"'30' g" 2.00 ehs. 

40'30' E .. 4.00 cbs. 

5t015' E., 5.00 ellS. 

6'1'°45' E., 2.00 ells. 

70 0 0t)' :V:" f},()7 ells. A t end of course, 

Poln\ for the spec!almcander cor. on the meridional cellter line 01 BOO. 
19, 40.00 cbs. In westing from the cast b(ly. of the >cetlon. 

Set an \rOD post. ~o Ins. long, 2 Ins. dlam., 24 [us. In tbe ground, with 
bmss cap rdid. 

SMC 
C 

S jl9 
o 
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rube Ii mOllud of stone. I) ft, base, 2 ft. high, S. of cor. 

N. 80'30' )1;" 1.~3 cbs. 

N. 71'·15' g .. Il.tJO Ch8. 

S, 77',15' E .• 7.20 clis. 

8. H'OU' E .. Zl.ll ehs. The meander cor. of secs. 19 and 20. 

green ash and !Jurr oak. 

Thence 10 see. 20. 

Alollg the top 01 a well<defined bank, from 2 to 4 ft. in height, on the upper side of a gravelly 
bel,eh; through scattering asb and oek. 

8. bVQ 4.!/ 11 .• 1),10 ells. 

N. 57'00' K. 12.00 oils. 

N, 37"W Eo, 10.60 ch~ 

N .• 0°00' E., 5.00 e118. 

N. 23"lb' E .• 9.90 chs. On this course ant.er a !Jelt of heavy timer, parallel to the bank. 

N. 3\1°45' E., 1O.{S cbs. The meander cor. of secs. 17 and 20. 

on 
meanders continue around the north bank of the lake through sees. 17 and 18, 

the record omltLed. 

Chains 

SUBDIVISION OF 1'. 15 N., R. 20 E. 

CLE411 LAKE 

Frum the 14 sec. cor. het. seCS. 28 and 33. 

8. 0°03' E., OIl the theoretical beuring 01 Lhe N. and B. center ltne of sec. 83. 

Over levelland. 

3.50 Spring branch, 8 lb. wide, coUrse S. 80' E. 

24.00 North bank of Cleer Lake, bears S. b3' E. end S. 62" W. 

point for the SPecial meander cor. OIl the meridional center line 01 8ec. 33. 

Bet an iron post, 30 ins. long, 2 ins. dium., 24 ins. In the ground, with brll.8ll cap mkd. 

C 

;K 
SMC 

1945 

raise a mOllnd of stone, 2 ft. !Jase, 1 H ft. high, "'. of cor. 

Thence with the meanders of the luke. 

Along tho top of a weJJ<deJl.lled bonk, from 6 to 10 ft. In height. 

S. 53°00' Eo, 13.00 cbs. At 7.00 chs. leave scattertng timber. 

S. 0°;10' W., 7.20 ehs. At end of course, the oullet of tbe lake, 20 lks. wIde, course BE. 

S< 70'00' W., 15.10 chs. Along a Dult of heavy timber, parallel to the bank. 

N. 63°45' W., 10.00 chs. At 7.00 clls. leave timber. 

N. 13°00' W., 21.00 ehs. A t end of course, the ou tlet of a spring branch, 8 IkB. wide. 

N. 52°00' E., 17.34 cbs. Along scattering timber for S chs. At ond of course, the apeclal me-
under cor. 

Land, level and gently rolling. 
Soil, loam. 
Timber J green ash and burr oak. 

)lE..I.NDER8 OF THE YELLOWSTONE RIVER 

From the meander cor. of Sees. 25 and 30, on the E. hdy. of the Tp. and 011 the right bank 
of the Yellowstone Hiver, wllieh Is Dlonumcnted with a >undst{mc, 16 x g x 71n8. above ground, 
firmly set, marked ano witnessed fi3 descrIbed in the oflicinl record. 

'1'11ell('t] llpstrCHrll with the fllCHTiders of the right bank of the river in seo. 26. 
OVer\Joltolll lund, "longa wC'IHidillCd eUl<I'ilUk, from 2 to 12ft. hig!), throu~b heavy tim!Jer. 

S. 85'00' W., 13.00 chs. 

S. 72°00' W., 7.10 chs. 

S. M030' W., 13.00 chs. 

S. 40°30' W., 5.40 ehs. At end 01 course, mouth 01 Oherry Oreek, 14 tko. wIde. 

8.77°45' W., 7.00 cbs. 

N. 76°00' W., 7.40 cbs. 

8. 80°00' W., 12.00 chs. 

S. 81°08' W., 19.4.3 cbs. The meander cor. 01 secs. 2tI1Uld 211. 

Land, level hottom; subject to overflow. 
Boil, alluvIal, slit and loalJl. 
'I'lmber, green ash and cottonwood. 



M,\NUAL OF' SUHVBYING INSTHUC'l'lONS 

'l'he.llce in SeC, 26, 

IlJ(~twdt~f8 of tile right hunk are continued upstream In sees. 26 and 35, to tho 
the ftcld then .show the mefulders ()f the left bunk funning dOV,'llstream 
~5, all on sumo form; the record is omitted. 

LllrJl: CiTY TOWN BITII 

till el!lm!llutloll on tbe ground fiud in consul~a.t1on with the surveyor who was employed 
ftpplknntsforthesubdivislonofthe Litke City town slto, IrHscertllln thnt,f1. prel!J,lIlnary 
\\ (;5 lll\l lnted ut tbe ~i sre, eor. of S(',cs, 7,fWd 1201,) tile" . tJdy. of ttJe fp., with tile 

uf cUlif,)rmlllg tbt~ N. bd y, of tbo tovln site to the E, nnd \V. cen ter 111,10 of sec, 7, wilen 
e-':llt1.bll::J16li. A calcu]atu..i pusitwl1 for tile \V. no sec. cor. on that lUJe waS adopted 

fi.'- t lll~ ;..: \\' . CUI'. of t ~le llnvn sit t\ /lnd the! emp. N E. COL was pJaced nt (l P()j~l,t where fl, 
JUJllllJ)g s(juth \vuuld !I1L:Judt) !:dl contemplated nnprovumcIlts; the tempurary L.und \V. 

welt; run s,mtli to l..i05 Luk(~, I lind that this gt:Ileral plan eBl] bO,Hdlwfed to. 
'llal!S!t \llles, ',VitllOUt the usc of the sol~r attachmcllt, afe CIlljl!u)'\d J11 the survey of ~he 

b{)\l1ltinrks !llld suhdiyision of sees. 7 H1Jd jd, fwd In tbe survey (~f the h. l}(ly. ufthe town slte, 
tbe hL1Ill!ltll~ being referred to a meridillll established by Pollu is ?bservatlon, as fol1O\vs; 

C'<() 1 K· -·Hel'urd ~)f obsavutiuu upon Pularis ut eastern elongaU0I1/ at the cor. of sees. 7, 8, 
17, lUll} l:i, omItted.) 

1 pru;!,t:d with t):e su»(~fvisjon of und wiLlI the establbhment OftllO lown sIte 
b(Juhdill les/ \\ !th the !ulJuwiug 

FIu!ll Iln;}£ bt:C, oor. of secs. 7 and 18, 

!'-I. (;"0."/ \V., Lln (he N. and 8. cent~r line of sec. 7. 

4U uu I jj t ,:1 sect the E. !itHi \V. eell ter lille. 

bU, tJ.t Till) >i bUt;. evr. vf sees. 6 and 7. 

Frow the >4 Bc,C. cor. of sees, 7 and 8. 

N. 8v"i){/ \\'., uIl Uw E. und \\'. center line of sec. 7. 

2[1, bU l'ul!Jt fur lile NE, oor. of the (0\\,11 site. 

diflllL, In a conrrete form 8 ins, upper diarn./ HillS, lower 
gruulld, vrith brass cup mkd, 

5 7 
C~C 
T 51-' 

1945 
the temp. NE. cur. lllOIlUIlHml t)cars North, 71ks. dJst.; alime.stone/ 21 x 14 
CO H LC; I remove t110 stone uud tmry it B8 a memorial alongside the fron 

UvutlIllW uD tbtl l~. and W. center lin6, along tLe N, bdy. of tlle town site. 

It!. uo l'olUt for the COllier >i 8ee. cor. of sec. 7, at intersection wItb tbe N. and S. center lIne. 

/ill HOlJ 

30 
30 tw!. long. 2 in. dlam .• In a concrete form, ~ IllS. upper diem., 14 ina. lower 

24 ius. in tbe ground, with brass call mkd. 

C ± 57 

LC T5 
1945 

SUBDIVISION 01<' 't'o 15 N., H. 20 E. 561 

Chains 
60.00 PoInt for tho OW Ho sec. cor. of seC. 7 and NW. cor. of the town slto. 

Set a11iron post. 30 Ins. long, 2111B. (1iam" in a concrete form, 8 ins. upper dlarn., HIllS. lower 
dlam., 30 Ius. long, 24 Ins. In the ground, wilh brass cap mkd. 

CW~ 
S 7 

~ S 71 ~ ~ 
1945 

From tbls point the temp. NW. cor. monument boars N. 81° 45' Fe., 14lks. dlst.; an oak post 
4 Ins. sq .• 4 ft. long, mkd. NW con LC; 1 removo tho po.t. 

COlltinue Oll the E. and W. center line of sec. 7. 

77.885 I The~, sec. cor. of BCCS. 7 HIltl 12, Uf) the \-y. bdy. of tho 'rp., which is mODumoJJt.cd with n lime .. 
I stone, 12 x 8 x 10 Ins. above ground, llrmly set, marked and witnessed as tiescrlu0d in the 

olIiciul record. 

!O.oo 

7.53 

From the NE. cor. of the town site. 

S. Q005' E., on tho E. bdy. of tbe town sHe. 

The closing cor. uf SCCB. 7 and 18. 

Thence in soc. lB. 

'fho north bank of Lins Lake. 

raint for auxiliary meander cor. In sec. 18, and BE. cor. of th; town site. 

Set an iron post. 30 ins. long, 2lns. ,Ham .• in "concrete form, SIns. upper (Ham., 14 Ins. lower 
diam .• 30 Ins. long, 24 IDS. In tho grouud, with brass cap mk,1. 

LC 
TS 

T 15 N 
R 20 E 
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From this poInt tho temp. BE. cor. mOlllllllcnt hears West, 6lks. dlst.; a JImestolle 18 x Q x B 
ins., IIlkd. BE COR LOj I remove tho stOllC. I 

the OW. H. s('c. cor. of sec. 7, ant! NW. cor. oC townsite, 8.0"05' g. on tho Nand 8 
C€ntcr lIne of tiw SlY)." of sec. 7, end W. bdy. of tho townsIte. . .' . 

40.00 The closing cor. of secs. 7 and 18 at tile poInt for tile W. H. soc. cor. 

In sec. 18, on tile N. and S. conter Hne of tho NWji and W. hdy. of tbe townsite 

2\1. l>O 'I'lle north bunk of Llns Lake. 

l'~\~f~~/l~~ ~f:~Ctig;v~sir!~der cor. on the merIdional conter lIne of the NWji olseo. 18, ant! 
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ins. dIBl11., tn form, B illS, upper diam., 14 ins. lower 
tbe ground, cap mLd. 

w 

~ 
W 

SMC 
1945 

temp. 8'V. cor. lllUllllIlJent t)('nr~ East J -1 1ks. dist.; a limestone 16 x 8 
CO n I~C; I relllove tilo stunG. 

TEtlT OF /:lOr.An Of{IE~TAT10N 

awl 18, at 611·1f,m a. m., epp. t" I set 00' 45°':!8'::W" N., on 
Blld urlent Ole instrulllcnt wiLli tlH' wlnr; t he line of 
d b¥ l'(Jlnris 01 HTvnl il,]:. 

1\., Oil tllt~lHt ::;,'-;'"'Ju ' f..:., on thodt:cl. 
ugrl'CS with fllL'ridi!lfl (,btubli~hed by 

JUNE BO, lfJ.15, 

GENltlL'\L DESCllU'TlON 

SUBDIVISION OF 'r. 15 N., R. 20 E. 1163 

doullt Jess 00 cOllsiderably illcrcaspcl whenGver there Is a df'DHlIHi for the land, but at therresent 
time the pn~dollJil)ntiJlg iIl1.Ci\;St is in stock grazing, us there is nn excellent growth 0 Jlative 
vrHSS over most of lLe tOWllSllip, wlllcll nourishes exccptillg during periods of drollth, llnd the 
\()Y J:shijJ un0rds 11li UIlll::illUl \Yll!er supply. There hre several small cNtuges on Ivy Island, 
!fl Lint! -,ul((~f wlllch nre occllpil\(j fit iJdt'J'vnls during tbo SUlJnDt'r montlls, but apparelltly no 

has made n perlllflIH'llt Eetth:llH'II1 (d1 the bhmd. 
bevernJ cornn points In the ~!lbdjvisit!n of the towIlship the site conditions are snch tbnt 

a SU\)l"rlor InOllUl1lPlltnt!oll was dl'sirntlle. In most of tllCBO plac,'s this \\'H8 sucufcd by the 
(;lllj) nyuH'J1t of nIl iHln post, or u tnlJld, set In a conc:rl'te form shaped as a frustrum of U COIlO, 
8 illS. upper dihllL, 14 In::,.10wer \iilJ.m., ;.)6 Ins. long, wblt:h ·wore constructed fit the points wbl~re 
rcqllir<:d. ]n 8. fcw places n 1t,idcL wns used, set ill a cylindrical form of concrett', :H) ins. long, 
n illS. ill tUum.; fl.llllml!lT of these \\(Te C0J1Structed 1n camp. fd10w{,c1 to tlwl'ollgllly set, tlien 
tnlu.sIJ{;rted t () 111l' pc/il il s wllt:h: lH'cdcd. There \\'tlJ"O DO tn·cs or 8iollC in those si lunt\oI1S whl'l'lt 
110 llcc.(';-;sorh·s me ll'("(JI·t!( c\, Hilt! the soil wns not l:lu11leicntly flrI1l fGr plts, 

'lIH! H h:rf1fc uf ti t"lJIJ::,idcl uble lllm) lIlT of n,udlng-s over all parts of the t uwnshlp gives a value 
of lb u 10' E. for the mean u;ugnetlc dcclinntiul1. !].'llcre is a rUIlge of 20' ill l(jcul attractIon. 

Flli:LD ASSISTANTS 
Capacitv 

Principal A ssistnllt 

Ohainman 

Flagman 

Axeman 

Coruennall 

CEHTIFICATE OF CADAbTHAL ENGINEER 

I, Hobert Acre~, hereby certify UpOll honor, that in pursuance of special instruc
tions bearing date of the 1st day of April, 1\)45, I have surveyed the subdivisional 
and meander lines of Township 15 Norlh, Range 20 East, of the Principal Merid
ian, in thc State of Montana, which are reprCbented in tho foregoing Held notes a8 
lllwing been executed by me ant! undcr lIly c1irecLion; and that said survey hus 
been made ill strict conformity with Imid iWliructiolls, tho Manual of Instructions 
fO! the Survey of the Public Lunds of the LJnited States, and in the specif1c manner 
du;cribed in ell(J foregoing field notcs. 

HELENA, MON'l'ANA, July 31,1945. 
(Signed) ROBEwl' ACHES, 

Cadastral Engineer. 

CEllTIFICATE OF APPROVAL 

BUHEAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 

lVushinllton, D. C., Septemoer 15, 1948. 
The foregoing Held notes of the SUJ'v(!y of the eulxlivisional and meander lines 

of Township 15 North, Hange 20 E!wt, of the Principal Meridian, Montana, 
executed by Hobert Acres, having been critically examined and found correct, 
are hereby approved. 

(Signed) 
Chief, 15ranch oj Engineerinil and Construction. 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSCRIPT 

I certify that the foregoing trauscript of the field notes of the above-described 
surveys in T' 15 N., R. 20 E., is a true copy of tho original field notes. 

(Signed) ______________________________________ • 

Chief, Branch of Engineering and Constr'UCtion. 



FIELD NOTES, DEPENDENT RESURVEY 
·127. Till, ,,>.alllple taken from a d~pendent resurvey, is to illustrate certain ex

I >lit II Itt or)", ill trod \J ('lury st.atement s, that are regarded as appropriate and neces
"!IlL ill order tllite the resurvey reourd may be fllily coordinated with the original. 
Thb b It bOlla 1i,1e> to\\'llsldp in which thc resurvey is stricJy a rcstoration accord
illg t (, (he best a\ ailabk evidencI', with propOl tionate distribution of all differences 
ill lii("ll~llf(,mul1. Sevaal miles of the field notes are included to show forms of 
H'I'lnd, Hod tLe manuel' in which the slyle agree8 with, or differs from, the 8peci

llll;ll field !l()1 of illl original tHlrvey; some modiilcation of corner doscriptions 
ila" Iw,:u made in onkr to furnish a variety of example,;. 

/)lp(lldwt HCSHrt'ey of T. 1 S., R. 26 11'., Fifth Prin. !tfer., Arkansas 

't (1\' 11::,);11) 1 h("UIlJ, !Ul11EU 26 \Vest, of tbe Fifth Principal l\leridilln, Arkansas, is located within the 
u\J1lI'lJitu i\ IltiuIlaJ 1- (J! (~::it. TIw ::lout h bouudary of tllC towllslJip was surveyed by Hudolph N. Howland, 
! !t'l'lltj ;-U! \ C)-(Il", HJ IdJ'1; tbu ea~t fwd west bOIlIldn,ries w(:re surveyed by Juhn E. Graham, DC!Jllty Sur. 
\ u) ur, j1J lD~b; Bud the luwl1.sldp Wti.S subdJyidlld by B, F. Owen, Deputy Surveyor, in 18,15. 'rlwse surveys 
are rtq,jl'.)Ullkd \)\1;11 tlll; tU\\ 11Ship plat UPlJIuVeu July 21:l, HH5,vJ1 file in the General Land Otnce. '['hunorll! 
1,{JlJllliL,ry cd Ole l(J\\ 11.:.,1111)1 hdIlg the base liue of the 5th Prill. Aler., wus resnrveyed under the direction of 
l!:\\ l.JdlC! ul J ,hIl\] (jOko, iu lv~U, us represented 0n the plats of the resurvey of 'J'ps. 1 N., Rs. 20 anel '27 \V., 
11\) 1 'I \J\ t'd ]\J Ii) H<) 1 hllll ;\ prj} h, liJ:n, n~spectivt:ly. The [oliawing neld notes aTC those uf the dependent 
11':-,Uf\'(;Y, Of [v(':::,{ ablblJJlh'Ilt, of Lhe C[I.;.t, Vd.;st, and south boulldaries, Illld Sll bdivisiol1allines of the towllship. 

T L{~ J (;,~tjrVt' Y \\ !is llJi tiat (;(1 on the otJ}cial Teque.st of tIw U, B, Furest ServiCe because of the ad val1l'ed ob
!!It!I1[I(JIl u[ tllU (!rigillhl lll!llks, alld tho lJeed for a Id!til1 marking of the lines. 'fho ldf'ntiflod evidenco 
(O]J,S!:,{ed \If HWllis 1111\1 fl'llnlins of original beariIlg trees; ill SOmb ca.seS merely the stU111PS remained. The 
,Jih:C( e\ idellCu" Ii.':) Ilj()~tl) dderiornted, badJy decayed alld bordering on disappearance, though defwndnbl(l 
hI!" f1.ung Hbollt (!llc·l hil d of {lie (:orner PO::-,it1t!IlS, '1'\\"o locutions were rc~tored from the testimony of persollS 
\\]lU La,1 known tl'::t: LUlling trees Lefore their disnppearnnce. About one-fourth of the positioIls could he 
UC('V!l! l~d uS l)el Hot \Hlj iUllS ur the ()rlglnul eorlier Joeations, or acceptaLle deturmina.tlol1s by local survey; 

tllcstJ lwd been l!rc;:'l~rv6d hllli recognilOci, but there wu.s no testimony or dctlnitu record as to their origlu; 
tliv loul! h,IlS cuuld be adolJted after beillg vcritled by the direct evhluIlce. (rhe remainder of the corDer 
i!l.),sil!1J1IS \velt3 lUQt. T11e orlgiw.d survey WHS fuithfully and carefully executed. 'I'hesc facts were reported 
III JUbllt':rlltiv1J of the llted fer a rt:survey. 

ill fure rl:stGfwg the ('vrllers, the lines of tile original survey were retraced, and diligent search IlHHle for any 
('\ il1clJrt, ()f tho originul c()ruers, th:arillg trees, tU1d other calls of tlw original fjeld note record, 'Vhen duly 
lddilltll,d till) ('unliT p()bitlUHS we,re rem0Il11mented nno IleW lJ('[l.ring trees lllarked. 

'j'hl' 111Jc~ of !ll UIJl,J'tlullnte mU8StlrtlDlellt were applied In order to as(;HtaJn the position of lost corners, after 
Lulll pL' t illg tlll'- rlt:('1.;::,~nr y rdraeewe.nts to connect with tile Identifll'tl corner locations, but not until exhaust
!I1~ v\ l-f} 1!<ls(Jl1t-l.ble l'Os~Il)j}jty of finding direct evidence for the cuntrol of each particular corner. The true 
JJlH',), tliu.') udJu~t{jd tu tl!c idt~l1tificd original evidellce, were tben duly run and ll1H..1'ked through tlw Umber: 

Tilu rdnWl::,lllell t dB th \\ ere Sll bmjtted for of1lc:c examinution alld verification prlor to the conclusion of the 
flt:,},i Wt,l k III ordl'r 1.0 simplify the record, the true l1nu notes only are supplied herewith, which refer to the 
l'umplvlt;d r('~UI\CY 

Thu sllney 'VI as I:':H:cUled. wllll Ught mountaill bolar transits made by Buff and Buff, serial Iltlillbers 91)37, 
H1h7, und 17V\13, Hll cun!ltrllcted tn accordunce with the standard instrumental spccificHJlons of the General 
Lund Otlkc frh~ horiHmtal circle;, huve diameters of 47~ inches, with two double opposite verniers reuding 
!o ::dllglt, lldl,lJ(eS; tho vertleitl elIdes h!lVO diameters of 4 lnclle .. s, with OlJe doubJe yerllier reading to singlo 
wiLllltLJ fJ'tw iIl~tflH1Wl~ts Uf0 toquipped \vith ll11proved tclcsCOI)ic .solar uttnehments, radii of latitude arr"s 
j iIldll'S, rmd of dbClillat lOll tilTS 3H inches, each with verniers reading to single minutcs, 'rhe illstruments 
\\l:'fU itl goutl couditjol1 Hud were placed in satisfactory adjustment prior to the beginlling of the survey. 

II Lu dlft'l,.'tLHl:3 IJf uJlllla::i were dlltennined with the solar tra.n!:)it, and the measurements Inade with LallJe 
st0el t<1\'{:s, cbuill& in length, graduated every 11l1k for the I1rst 100 links, and thereaHer at Intervals of 10 
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links. The tapes were tested by comparison with a standard tupe and found correct. 'l'he measurement 
were made on the slope, and the vertical augle of cuch Interv!ll wns a..L}CortnJned by a CHnoITI(lter J d 
ailJllstllllJnt; the !JorlzontallJ'llllvalents only lire entered In this !laid noLa reeord. . n goo 

April 13, 1913, at .camp located In tho BE. >i SW. ~~ Bec.36 '1' 1 N R 27 \V' I 
34°41 /30" N Ion j j {'" 1 r ',. .,. " n approxjmate latitude 

b ,., g tUl e 03 4D "" at 711 52m a. m., app. t., r make a serieB of three altitUde observlltiOlls of 
t e sun for azimuth, each wlth the telesco·pc ill direct find reversed pOsitions, observing opposite lirnbH of tho 
BUll, and reading the horIzontal aIlgle [rorn thellne of sigllt to a nail In a pumjJ !Jouse, BE. to tile SIIIl: 

Observa
tion 

1st. ________ _ Direct. _. _____________________ .. 

Reversed _______ • _______________ _ 

Mean. __________________ .. 

Mean ofaIL_. 

27" 

27 

27° 

27" 

27 

270 

27" 

27 

27° 

83' 00" 

55 00 

44' 00" 

45' 00 11 

44 00 

4-1' 30" 

52' ~Olt 

38 00 

45' 00" 

By reduction of observation, the lIne of sIght of the llaU bears IS' 20"23'33' E. 

Mean observed vertical angle_ N. 'w. 
RefractIon In zenith distance. ---. --- _ .. ---------------- ----------, ---------------------
I)nrallax ____ .... _ ~.. - ~ .............. -- .................. - .. ~ _ ........ - ................... -- ...... ---o. .. _-_ .. --.. --

.. - .. - -- .... - .... -- .. _ .. -- ........ ""--'" - __ ............ M _____ .... __ .. _ .. _ .. _ ... _ ...... __ " __ .. _ .. __ .. __ .. 

BjO 82' 

50 12 

co" 52' 

51° 23' 

(I{) 21 

00° 52' 

61" 17' 

50 27 

00" 

27"44'30" 
-If·HI" 

+8" 

~':~~ll~:~:~~lalO;u:l~!e.---------------------------------------------------------- __________ h-~ 

00" 

00 

00/' 

00" 

00 

00" 

00" 

00 

Reduced azlrnut!J of the still at the mean period of the observatlon____ S.8~::5~;3j::;· 
Observed horizontal angle from the sun to the line of slgbt of the naIL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 60052'00" 

True bearing, line of Bight of the nall.. ______________________ . ___________________________ {s. 20"23'33";:' 

I turn an angle of 20"23'33" to the rIght of the naUand mark tho true meridian. N. L. 

Every hour from 7 to 10:30 a. m. and from I :30 to 5 p. m., r make proper settIngs on the arcs of the Bolnr 
attachments !lud ascertain that the resulting orientations of the instruments, when compured with the 
meridian established by observation ot the BUll, have a maxlmuIll crror of Ie&! than 1'30". 
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ul tl,e tln~.s dally, wben cUlldltloIlS are favoruule, by iH}OH observution, and vtHlIy the 

tit JrcqileIll lIlterval~~!~~_~~~~~~~~urvoy~ __ ~ _____________ _ 

nl J(CSllJ't'ey of the East Buundary, T . . 1 S., R. 26 TV., 6th Prin. Mer., 
ArkanSils. 

D. ()() 

26. GO 

Heestabllshmellt 01 tbe 
John E. Orabam, Del,uly 

('I If, of 'J'pS. 1 and 2 
treus; l)oint for 

Hs. 25 fwd 
falls by " 

,v 0' Is del ermined fro~Il the rema.ins of the original 
li('tuiI1g N. HnD S. 

{full) \\ bkl1 the reIIlains of the origillal Learing trt;CS: 

A ~(llllql liuIe, bears N. 3\)0 :E., 67 lks, (lIst. 

A I11!l(; titUI1lP, 22 Jus. dilun., bears 8. flUo 'V" 116 lks. dlst. 

lilJ 

IllS 

frO!!1 \\}ddl 

post, 30 illS, long, 
in the groUIld, '\\ 

TIS 

T2S 
194:3 

for111 , gins. ditcu]l.) nuJ 30 iDS. long, 

boui<lcr 3 x 2 xl f1. auove groulld, bears N. 20)," W., 40 lks. dlst., mkll. XIJO 

Oil fnl0, 

A l,jJlC, ]f) Ins. diam., Leurs N. 16' E., 125 lks. dlst., mkcl. 'ns Il25W 831 TIT. 

A wllJte uuk, 7 ins. diuIll .• bears S. 40}2° E., 751ks. dbt., lllkd. 'l'2S H25'\\' sa BT. 

l\. \\ IJite oak, IS ius. diuIll" lJeufs S, 53~1° \Y" 94 Iks, dist., mkd. '1'28 H2{)\V 81 BT. 

A j';Jle, V ius. dlaIll., bears N. 4·n,0 W., 35 Iks. dlst., mkd. 'ns H20\\' S3G llT. 

N, t)02,g' E., u.JOIlg the E. lJdy. of sec. 36, Ill.,r,.dlg and blazing tho true lino. 

;\ sct:lld 25 ft, ov~r 8, slope. along a fCIlCt:, 1 hruugb timber and undergr~nvth. 

'1\'1) ut ascent; descont 70 ft. over N. slope. 

J)r!iW, course W.; usc"{;nd 87 ft. over broken 8. slope. 

1'l/lIlt uf SllUf, blolJeS N. 70° E.; (}(;scell(i 70 ft. over broken N. slope. 

htJ!Hl, benrs E, and 'V.~ leave fellce 8, of [01H1/ fence turus to E. 

sec. Cal'. of sec. 36, at vroportionale distance; thenlls no remaining evidence at 

cut HIJ iruu lJost, 30 ins. long, 2 iDS. ditUIL, 24 ins. ill the ground, with brnss cap mkd. 

(roUl whIch 

A whit" oak, 51Jls. dlam., beurs N. 2,·.° W., 22 lks. <lIst., mkd. >;1 835 BT. 

A ]Jllle, H llls. dlam., bears S. 11%° W., 13u>' lks. dist., mkd. y< 836 TIT. 

H,llsc Ii mOllD<l of stone, 4 fl. base, 2 ft. blgh, W. of cor. 

40 60 Spring branch, course BE.; nscend 45 It. over 8. slope. 

n 00 Top 01 ... OOilt; thence along E. slope. 

DEPIDNDENT llESUnVEY, E. BUY., T. 

Chains 
51. ·10 Vaellnt farm houso, bears S., 1 ,(52 cbs. dl:st. 

69,8B Hig!nvny No. 270, vears N. 47H o \V. and S. 47 yzo E. 

03.00 Descend 52 ft. over N. slope to cur. 

S., n. 20 \\ 567 

79,58 'rile cor. of SeC':), 25 find 30, Il19IlUmcIlted by H white oak, 12 Ins, diam., mkd. T 1 H20 S2.1 011 
NY\,. and dim scribe llJurks on tl16 B\V. face, from which tbe remains of the origirHlJ bear~ 
iDg lrees; 

An elm stump, 18 
(Hecard beuring 

S. 28" W., 53 lks. dlst., with fall ell log Iwv ing 01,1 blaze. 

A pust oak stump, 2,1 ins. diam.) boars N. 78° W., 65 1ks. dlst. 

AllIl n0W beariug trees, 

A white oak, 2t) fIlS, ulam., bellfs B. :;2~i)° \V" 310 1h:3. dist., wkd, T1B H'2tiW ;::,;m 13'1'. 

An elm, 15 IllS. (liam., beurs N. 7~~o W., 103 Iks. dlst., mkd. T1S H20W S25ll'1'. 

hickory, fmel elm; uwJergrowLh, young tlrllher. 

N. ]02;J' E., nlong tho E. bdy. of sec, :':5. 

Ovor ger.tly rolling land, ill creek butLom, through timber and undergrowth. 

0.25 IIncklJerry Creek, 30 lks. wide, CDurse N. 80° E.; ascend 40 ft. oYer S. s}()po. 

J 9. ~o Top of ascwlt. 

27.70 Descend 20 ft. ovor NW. slope. 

20, [,0 

10.0U 

Branch, 10 lks. wide, courSo S\\'.; Hs('(md 20 [to over S. slopo. 

'rho H sec, cor. of sec. 25 as dctCflllluuJ from Ow rcmnins of tile origlnul bearing treo3; 

A stUIlJP hole, bear::; N. 6:20 \V., 0:) lks. dist. (HecurJ bearing N. oti° \V.). 

A stump hollt, bearj O. 45° \V" 27 lk;;, dbt. (HeconI bearing S, 35° \Y.). 

A t tho .;orner PO!llt. 

Set illi iron post, 30 ins. lOJlg", 2 ins, diufll" 24 IllS. in tho ground with bms~ cap mkd. 

! S 25 I 
I 9 43 

[rom which 

A pille, 10 ins. dJrul1., beurs N. ,1h o \\'" 4U lks, dbL, mkd. H 825 B1\ 

A pine, 5 ins. tliam., bears 8, 21H Ci 'V., 3D lk;;, dlsL, Illkd. 74 S25 B'I', 

A pIne knot, 4 illS, dhun" 12 illS. uhove ground, and mound of stone, b~ 
~8 lk8. dlst. 

Huj.:;e a IllOUlld of stOIlC, 4 ft. base, :2 ft. high, \V. of cor. 

~. 1 QLJO' E" beginning now mC!1':illrcmcut. 

Ascend 55 ft. over SW. slope. 

1 6.00 Top of ascent; tlwlH:e OVer roiling W. and NW. slopes, descending 10 ft. to cor. 

20.50 Draw, COUrse NW. 

25.40 llnmeh, 5 Iks. Wide, COllrse SW. 

40.68 I l'olllt for the corner of secs. 24 and 25, at proportionate distance; there Is no remaining eVldenoe 
of Ole orlginal corner. 
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assigned lot number and quantity computed to the nearest }{oo of an 
acre. The total area of public land within each irregular section will 
be shown as equal to the sum of the several parts, as identified by 
the plat, and disregarding parts omitted. 

582. The complete technique of laying out the regular and fractional 
subdivisions of sections and the designations of the same by reference 
t~ aliquot parts and serial lot numbcrs is covered by sections 193 to 
233, inclusive, chapter III. 

583. With reference to plats which are to show the completion of 
rcmaining parts of sections not previously surveyed, particularly in 
regard to sections where parts have been shown as outlying areas 
protracted as surveyed (secs. 214 to 222, inclusive, ch. III), it is the 
practice, where irregular conditions are found on the ground and no 
entries have been made, to effect an annulment of the showing on the 
former plat. The special instructions should provide that such 
unentercd, protracted subdivisions need not be protected, thus 
simplifying the execution and platting of the new surveys. 

(aMPUTATION OF AREAS 

584. The deficiency in area which results from the convergency of 
meridians ifl placed normally in the fractional lots adjoining the west 
boundary of the township. Here sections 7, 18, 19, 30, and 31, each 
usually contains lots 1 to 4, inclusive, ,vhosc meridi.onal dimensions 
arc all an even 20.00 chains; thc dimensions of the latitudinal bound
aries of these lots are computed proportionately from the fractional 
measurements ascertained on the section lines. The area, in acres, of 
each lot is then found simply by adding the lcngths, in chains, of its 
north and south boundaries. 

585. For example, taking section 30, shown on the specimen plat, 
the dimensions of the latitudinal boundaries, and the areas are found 
as follows: 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
N _____________ 18. 21 18. 245 18.28 18. 315 chs. S ______________ 

18. 245 18. 28 18.315 18.35 " 

36.455 36. 525 36. 505 36. GG5 acrcs 
36.45(+) 36.53(-) 3G.50(+) 3G.67(-)" 

586. The areas of lots 5, G, and 7, section 6, are ascertained similarly, 
making duc allowancc, when calculating the length of the north 
boundary of lot 5, for any material variation from 20.00 chains in the 
merichonal dimension of lot 4. 

587. The surplus or deficiency in area which rcsults from the dis
Cl'epancy in the mcridional measurements between the exterior 
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bOlmdaries and the subdivisional lines is placed normally in the 
fractional lots adjoining the north boundary of the township. Here 
sections 1 to 5, inclusive, each usually contains lots 1 to 4, inclvsive, 
whose dimensions on their latitudinal boundaries are all treat;d as 

, an even 20.00 chains; the meridional dimensions of these lots and 
their areas are computed on the plan heretofOIe described for the 
fractional lots adjoining the west boundary of the township. 

5~8. The areas of lots 1, 2, and 3, sec. 6, are ascertained similarly, 
makmg due allowance when calculating the length of the west bound
ary of lot 3, for the departure across lot 4, where more or less than 
20.00 chains. The area of lot 4, sec. 6, in acres, may be ascertained 
by taking the product of its mean dimensions in chains, divided by 10. 

589. The following is an example of ascertaining the areas of the 
fractional lots in sec. 6, shown on the specimen township plat: 

. (1) (2) (3) (4) 
E _____________________ 20.05 20.037 20.024 20.011 chao 
W -- __________________ 20.037 20.024 20.011 20.000" 

40.087 
40. 09 

(5) 
N ____________________ 17.78 
S _____________________ 17.81 

35.59 

40. 061 
40.06 

(6) 
17.81 
17.84 

35.65 

2. 0005X 17.765= 

40.035 
40.03 (+) 

(7) 
17.84 
17.87 

35.71 

acres 

20.005 meun 
= 

17.75 chs. 
17.78 ' " 

acres 
17.765 mean 
= 
35. 539 acres 
35. 54 " 

590. For purpose of computation of areas, where three sides of a 
section are regular and only one side irrcgulur, the irregular boundary 
may be treated as a straight line if there is no break in alinement in 
that boundary in cxcess of 21' of arc; in such sections, if the field notes 
show that the cardinal length of the irregular boundary is within the 
usual limit of 50 links in 80.00 chains, the regular dimensions will be 
tl'cuted as having values in multiples of 20.00 chains. In the event 
that portions of the irrcgular boundary differ in course by more than 
21' of arc, the break in alinement will be recognized and such adjust
ment of the lcngths of lines which form the basis for the computation 
of the areas will be made as to bring all dimensions to a proper closing 
with the field measurements, taking into consideration the direction 
of the opposite governing boundary with respect to the areas of the 
rcgular portions of the section. The elements 'which enter into the 
computation of the areas will be derived from the balanced closure. 

590 
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591. Example, figure A-B-E-F. As the sec
tion is othcn-vise regular, the areas of the E% 
and EHW}f are based on the assumption that 
the line A-F is 80.00 chains in length and paral
lel to the governing east boundary, disregarding 
the allowable error in closure. The lengths of 
the lines A-B and E-F are given by the field 
measurements: the intervening dimensions are 
obtained by the following calculations: 

Westing A-B ____ 

N.Oo 54' E ______ 25.13 

N.O° 12' E ______ 40.00 
\ 

N.O° 24' E ______ 14. 77 
Eusting E-F ____ 

79. 90 
Add to B-E _____ .10 

Line A-F _______ 

:N. 

(.03) 
25.13 

(.05) 
40. 00 

C.02) 
14. 77 

80. 00 

80.00 

E. W. 

.39 

.14 

.10 
10.55 

11. 07 

11. 18 11. 07 
11. 07 

.11 

B A 

591 

I ::-:i. 

Line A-B. :'120. 00 

Line B-C.' 

5.16 

E. 

.31 

.08 

-- 25.16 .39 
14.84 .05 

S. bdy. lot 4. 
I w. I 

1

11.07 111.07 
• -.31 

+.03 .03 ForlinoA-F. 

10.70 S. bdy. Jot 3. 
-.08 
+.01 .01 For line A-F. 

10.72 Lot 3 nt C. 
-.05 
+.02 .02 For lineA-F. 

I ~~ 
Line C-D.; 20.00 .07 +. 02 .02 For line A-F. 

S. bdy. lot 2. 

1\ 10. 64 S. bdy. lot 1. 
S.21 .02 +: 8i .01 For Ilne A-F. 

-- 40.05 1- 14 I 10.63 Lot 1 nt D. 
LlJ DE' 14 7V : 10 I -. 10 

lC -. 'I . 1 I I +.02 .02 For linc A-F. 

Line E-F'I __ :~, 0;' !--J 10. 55 __ N. bdy. lot 1. 

so.oo I 11. 13 i 11. 07 I . 11 

PLATS 

The areas are then computed as follows: 
Lot 1: 10.55 

10.63 

21. 18X 14. 79=313. 25 

10.63 
10.64 

21. 27X 5. 21 = 110. 82 
= 

Lot 2: 10.64 
10. 69 

=21. 33 acres. 

Lot 3: 10.69 
10.72 

424. 07 to be divided by 20 
= 21. 20 acres. 

21. 41 X 14. 84=317. 72 

10.72 
10. 79 

21. 5IX 5.16=110.99 

Lot 4: 10.79 
11. 07 

=21. 86 acres. 

428.71 to be divided by 20. 
= 21. 44 acres. 
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592. In all irregular sections and in sections which are invaded by 
meanderable bodies of water, or by lines of segregation, the center 
lines of the section and the center lines of each quarter section in turn 
are given calculated values based upon the balanced field closing 
sheets. Points of intersection of the center lines with the meander 
lines or other lines of segregation are then computed in order to com
plete the boundaries of each fractional lot. With the results of these 
computations at hand the area of each fractional lot may be most 
readily computed by tho method of "double meridian distances." 

592 
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593. In order to proceed with a computation by double meridian 
distances, the closing error of the figure is first to be eliminated, or the 
traverse of its boundary to be balanced, by the most applicable rule. 

The general rule is that the correction to be applied to the {ldatitude } 
eparture 

. . {latitude } of any course 18 to the total error m d as the lenoth of the 
eparture C 

course is to the perimeter of the figure. Another method of balancing 
the closing error will be applicable if the purpose is to apply a uniform 
correction to the directions and lengths of lines. Section 381. 

The double meridian distances of the several courses, or D. M. D's 
are then computed by the follo"\ving rules: 

(1) The D. M. D. of the first course equals the departure, or the increment in 
casting or westing, of the course itself; 

(2) The D. M. D. of the second course, and each of the succeeding courses in 
turn, is ascertained by taking the D. M. D. of the preceding course, plus the de
parture of the preceding course, plus the departure of the course itself; and, 

(3) The D. M. D. of the last course is numerically equal to its departure, but 
with. opposite sign, thus verifying the value of each preceding D. M. D. 

For convenience in making the computations, the differences in 

{ldatitudte } to the {nOrtth} are treated as of positive sign, to the 
epar ure eas 

{
South} f . . Tl . f b . . . 1 1 

t 
as 0 negatIVe sIgn. 1e pomt 0 egmnmg IS ta \:en at t 18 

wes 
westernmost salient of the figure, and the direction of the traverse is 
run counterclockwise. On this plan each D. M. D. and tho algebraic 
sign of the final result are of positive sign. 

The next step in the process is to multiply the latitude of each 
course by the double mericlian distance of the course; the positive 
products are arranged in a column for "north areas," and the negative 
products in a column for "south areas." The sum of the negative 
products is to be subtracted from the sum of the positive products. 
The area, corresponding to the unit of measurement that is em
ployed, is ascertained by taking one-half of the last result. 'Where 
the unit of measurement is the chain, the area in square chains is to 
be divided by 10 to give the area in acres. 

The field closing sheets may be readily adapted to the calculation 
of areas by the method of double meridian distances; two examples 
follo,y; 

594. Tabling and calculations of T. 15 N., R. 20 E., Diamond Rock, 
in Lins Lake, in section 18: 
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Latitudes Departures Totals 

~ ~ 1! fl~§! ~ z ~ z 8 :\?l 0 g ~ ~ a z OJ ~ g. 
--1-------- __ A __ Z __ 00_ r.< ______ -=-_ .... _-=-

21.44 6.80 _ ••• ____ 20.33\ ____ •• __ • ______ • _________ 6.80 20.33 

-1------1------.---.- t 
Tie N.71° 30' E ___________ _ 

5 S. 86° 45' E. __________ _ 3.19 ________ 0.18 3.185 __ " __ 4.73 . ____ ._ 0.85 6.62 23.52 

1

+·005 I 
2.20 1. 845 ___ .____ 1. 20 ___ • __ 9.12 16.83 ___ • __ , 8.465 24.72 
3.50 2.32 __________ • _____ 2.62 7.70 17.86' ______ 10.780 22.10 
2.00 ____ .___ 1. 395 _: ______ 2.54, 2.54 _______ 3.54 9.30 19.06 
2.70 ________ 2.59 .77 ______ 1 .77 _______ l.99 6.80 20.33 

~~ 5.l555:16= 34.69" 6.381== = 
4 N. 33° 00' E __________ _ 
3 N. 48° 30' W __________ _ 
2 8.61° 15' W _ .. _______ _ 
1 8. 16° 30' E ___________ _ 

.005 _ 0.38 

l4.4'9
1 

4.165 4:'i65
1
5:l6j5:16 =1 28.31 I Double area. --

Begin total lats. and deps. at M. C. on 
W. bdy. sec. 19, for purposes of platting. 

D.M.D's 
(1) 0.77 9.12 (4) 

+.77 +1.20 
+3.19 -2.62 

14.15 Square chains. 
1. 41 Acres. 

Begin D. M. D's at angle point of 
Numbering of courses as taken from 

field notes, ordcrreycrsed to counterclock
Wise. 

(5) 4. 73 7.70 (3) meanders farthest west, end of course 
+3.19 -2.62 No. 2 running SW., or end ot course No. 
+1. 20 -2.54 1 running NW. 

(4) 9.12 2.54 (2) 

595. Tabling and calculations of T. 15 N .. R. 20 E., right bank of 
Yellowstone River, in section 25: 

Latitudes Departures Totals 

~ .e .e ~ ~ 2 z ~ 
1 

:lil t tl ~ 11;:'; ""Ii:! ..l P. ~ 
Z A Z .2 f.<.1 i::: A :z; tli oS A o o 
-1----------.-------------,--------

S. 0'01' E__________ 5.36 ____ ow. 5.36 0.00 _._ •• __ 
+.01 

S. 89°56' E_________ 7Q. 06 .09 79.96 ______ _ 
North ________ ••• _. 23.20 23.20 ______ , _________ , __ __ 

-.01 +0.01 
1. 13 12.95 
2.19 0.75 

-.01 +. 01 

0.00 - ... --.----

80.00 -:i;7iz.-oo-lGO.OO 

147.0·\ 
127.33 

- ..... _ ... _ .... 0.00 0.00 

7.20 -.09 80.00 
.. - .......... --- 23.11 80.00 

164.68 21. 99 67.04 
278.85 19.80 GO. 2~ 

3 S. 04°30' W ________ 13.00 5.60 11. 73 lOR. 84 608.42 H.21 48.55 
4.11 3. 51 ~3. 59 384.65 'I 10.10 I' 45. Q4 

-.01 
1. 49 6. 84 83. 24 123. 20 8. 62 38. 20 

-+~oi-
61 N. 76°00' W _______ 7.40 1.79 -::~6i- ----- __ 7.18\09.22 124.60 ---------- 10. 42 1 31.02 

,\8.40'30' W _______ ... D.40 

5 S. 77°45'W __ .______ 7.00 

7 S. 80'GO' W ---- __ .. 12.00 .. ----- .:: 8~ .------ ~Ji 00.22 1_. ____ .___ 103.96 8.35

1

19.20 

8 S. 81°08' W ________ 19.43 == ~ == ~ ~:..::.::.:.:.:: ~~ ~ == 21.99 25.05 79.90 79.97 -------- 3,836.00 j 1,728.37 I I _______ +. 01 -.05 +. Q4 +.03 ___ .____ 1,728.37 ---------------,---,----
84.33 25.00 25.00 80.00 80.00 ________ 2,108.231 Doublcarca. 

Begin traverse and D.M.D's at M. C. on W. bdy. of sec. 25. 
Begin total bls. and del'S. at point for 8. )1. sec. cor. on W. bdy. 

of see. 25, for purposes of platting. 
Numbering of courses as takon from field notes. 

70000~ >-41--21 

1,054. 11 Square ehalns .. 
106.41 Acres, sum 01 lots 5 to 8, 

Ino!' 
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Tabling and calculations of T. 15 N., R. 20 E., section 25, lots 5 
and 6: 

Latitudes Departures 
No. Course Distance i---r-:---I----,---- D.M.D's N. ereas S. areas 

North South East West 
-1-----1·-------------------------

South ...... ___ . 
S. 89°56' E .. ___ 
N'orth ...... ___ 
S. 85°00' W ___ _ 
S. 72°00' W __ __ 
S. 64°30' W __ __ 

10.73 
20.00 .......... 19:~~ "--20:00' :::::::::: "--20:00' :::::::::: ------0:40 
i~: Gg .. __ ~~~~. --'--i:i2' :::::::::: -- '12:90 

40.00 928.00 ________ .. 
27.04 .... ______ SO. 28 

7.10 ____ .. ____ 2.19 .. ________ 0.75 7 33 __________ 16.05 
:29 ._________ .04 .33 ________ .. .14 ____ .. ___ . .29 

---------------------
23.20 23.20 20.00 20.00 __________ 928. 00 46.77 

46.77 
------------------881.23---

44.06 Lot 5 
-.1-----1--------------------, ----

South ....... __ 
8. 890 55' E_~ __ _ 
North ...... _ .. 

3 S. 64°30' W __ __ 
4 S. 40°30' W. __ _ 
5 8. 77°,[/ W __ __ 

2& ~g :::::::::: 9: g~ "--20:00' :::::::::: ----~g:~. :::ii~:~: ::::::~:~~ 
19.73 19.73 ----- ....... ------ .. "-"--45' 28' 55 I 155. GO 
12.07 ---------- 5.45 ---------- 1~. 51 13' 59 ---- .. ---- 55. H5 

~: i~ :::::::::: i: M :::::::::: ~ ~ :::::::::: ~ 
19.73 19.73 20.00 20.00 .. ________ 789.20 217.34 

217.34 

571.86 

28.59 Lot 6 

Tabling and calculations of T. 15 N., R. 20 E., section 25, lots 7 
and 8: 

Course 
Lntltudes 

No. 
Departures I· 

Distance 1--..... ---1---,---- D.M.D's N. areas 6. areas 
North South East ,Vest 

------------------------------
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S. 0°01' E ____ __ 
S. g9'56' E .. __ _ 
N. 0°01' W ..... 
S. 8()°00' WoO __ 
S. oloO~' WoO __ 

8.51 ----.. ---- g.51 .. --- .... - ---------- ------0--0-0· ---------- ------0--60 "000 .03 20.00 __________ 2. .0 ..... --· • 

-t~~ :::::~:~~: ------:30· :::~::~::: ----·i:~f ~~:~ ---~~~~~. :::::~~:~ 
7.40 1.80 ------- ... ---------- 7. 11' 02 21.27 

11.19 ________ .. ~.:.::::.::.::.. ~ __ . _.:.::::.::.::.. __ _ 

10.86 10.86 20.00 20.00 __________ 4~~: ~~ 36.77 

------------------------ 378.23 

18.91 Lot 7 

5.36 ---------- 5: ~~ ----20:00- ::~:~:~::: ----20:00· :~:::~:::: -------:40 
2~:TI -----s:5i' . 4000 340.40 ________ __ 

.81 __________ ------:i4· :::::::::: -----.~ 80 39: 20 ---------- 5.4i 
19.4:l _________ . 2.99 .:.::=:.:::..:..:.~~.:.::::.::.::..~ 

~ ---s:5l 20.00 20.00 __________ 340.40 63.30 
63.30 ---1---------1------ 2:::::--:: 

PLATS 411 
INKING THE DRAWING 

596. The best black drawing ink should always be employed, and 
the ink should never be diluted. The drafting work should be sharp 
and clear, uniform in density of color, and the lettering standardized 
as to gage and style. It is important to bear in mind that if the 
drafting is done with a diluted ink or otherwise left gray in appearance, 
it ",vill be lost in varying' degrees during the process of reproduction. 

597. The drafting work should be open, making reasonable allow
ance for needed separation of detail.' This will help to avoid a ten
dency for work to close across narrow spaces during reproduction. 
Where necessary, the detail of improvements, works, or structures 
should be discontinued in order to avoid overlapping or obscuring the 
more essential features of the plat. The arrangement of some of the 
more minute data on the specimen township plat illustrates the mini
mum to which the work may be condensed safely. Attention is 
directed to the space allowed between the lettering and the adjacent 
lines; this is never less than the space between the upper two points 
of the gage for the lettering; this is the rule where the drawing is to be 
reproduced at the same scale; proportionately more space should be 
allowed on special drawings where a reduction of scale is to be made 
on reproduction. The same safeguards should be applied in spacing 
the adjoining letters, and it will be noted that the spacing between 
~etters bears a definite relation to the gage employed. 

598. An experienced draftsman will endeaver to keep the drawing 
as clean as possible, so as to avoid needless erasing. A cover sheet, 
with an opening, is recommended. 'fhe sharp, black lines must be 
preserved in their original clear-cut effect, or else, unless carefully 
retouched, there will follow a certain loss in the process of reproduction. 
If uniformity is lacking, such as a mixture of heavy and pale letters 
and figures or a varying degree of density, the photographing has a 
tendency to exaggerate the differences and the reproduction will be 
unsatisfactory. Sections 567 and 596. 

LETTERING 

599. Generally all letters and figures are drafted in the pure Gothic, 
or simple block style. In the smaller gages the letters and figures are 
drawn as single lines; it is ordinarily called single-stroke lettering. In 
the larger gages double parallel lines are required, usually made by 
single stroke, after which the form is filled in. The same gages and 
sinlil8,r styles will be selected if lettering devices are employed. If the 
lettering is accomplished by direct type impression or by the stick-up 
process 'with type printing on adhesive cellophane, corresponding 
sizes will be used. 
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600. The following table shows the usual styles and sizes to be 
followed in preparing a plat on the usual scal~ of 1 inch equals 40 
chains; the gage is stated in tenths of a millimeter and the number of 
the guide refers to thousandths of an inch. 

Class 

Ti tle ~ ~ ~ ~ __________ - -- - --- - --- -- -- -- -- --- - ---- -- -- ---
Su btitle~ ~ ________ -------- ----------- ----------------
Sections ~ ~ _________ -- ----- --- -----------------------
Total arcas ___ ,_ -------- - ~ -- - ~ - ---------------------Lot numbers and areas, usunlly_, ______ ~ _____ ~~~~ __ ~ 
Proper names of land objects, towns, works struc-

tures and tabular data, 
Proper nameS of water areas and streams~ __ ~~~_,~-~
Directions and lengths of lines and other tcehmenl 

data. 'b d' 'I d t Explanatory notes, kinds of tim cr an Slml ar a s_ 
Certificates _______ -------- --- ~ - ~-- --- -- -- --~ --------

Gage Guide 

60 240 
'10 J75 
20 120 
15 100 
12 80 

20-10 120-80 

20-10 120-80 
15-10 g0-S0 

15-10 90-80 
15 90 

Style 

Vertical, caps. 
Vertical, caps, or cap. and 1. o. 
Vertical, cap. and 1. c. 
Vertical. 

Do. 
Vertical, caps, or cap. and 1. c. 

Slanting, caps, or cap. and 1. c. 
Slanting, caps. 

Slanting, cap. and 1. c. 
Do. 

601. At this stage of the drafting work attention should be given 
to the showing of the directions and lengths of all necessary con
necting lines, in addition to the data which ordinarily appears on the 

S89~2E. 7787 

LlNS LAKE 

Sec.!8 
FIGURE Sl.-Enlarged diagram. 

Boundaries of Lake Oity town site. 
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section boundaries. The requirements are set out in sections 163, 190, 
232, 233, and 254, chapters III and IV. Additional sheets, drawn to 
a larger scale, are employed in order to show the detail of complicated 
situations. . Section 569. ' 

TOPOGRAPHY 
602. Coming now to a consideration of the map features of the 

plat, it is thought best to point out first that generally only the most 
essential topographic data need be sho\vn upon the phit. All classes 
of topography are encountered in practice. Some plats may not 
require the showing of any topography, others may require the 
showing of many different features, where the drawing in addition to 
being a plat may be a complete topographic map. Whatever may 
be the requirements of the situation, it is intended that the important 
map features be delineated by the standard symbols adopted by the 
Board of Surveys and Maps of the Federal Government. 1 A sum
mary of what is required is contained in section 236, chapter III. 

603. In the preparn'tion of the drawing the first question to be 
considered, after the completion of the buse and before adding the 
topography, is how the important map features arc to be shown 
without obscuring the base data. In simple cases all work may be 
done readily in black ink on the base drawing. In the difficult cases 
several overprints ,in transparent colors may/ be required. Good 
judgment should be exercised regarding what is essential, and how 
the essential things may be shown without unwarranted cost. 

604. If the situation requires a transparent overprint of a certain 
conventional color all of the group of map features ,yhich are usually 
shown in that color will be included. The specimen plat is intended 
as an example where all map features, with the exception of certain 
improvements, works, or structures are shown in conventional trans
parent overprints. 

605. "110re colors are not required, as in the more simple cases, 
all map features or groups of features will be delincated upon the 
base drawing in bInck ink, follo'wing the convcntional symbols, and 
with the exercise of the greatest care that the map features do not 
interfere with or overlap, or too closely approach the base data. In 

I St!lJldw:d symbol sheet may be obtained from the Director, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington 25, 
D.O. 

605 
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all such simple cases the topography will be shown as in the following 
outline: 

Simple Drawings, All Black 
Low reJlcf _______________________________________ - - Black hachure. 
Wagon rOlOds and highways __________________________ Black lines, parallel. 
Pack traiL ________________________________ - - - - _ - - - Black line, broken. 
Culture ____________________________________ --- ___ • Black pattern. 
Alkali fiats ________________________ .. ___________ - --- - Black depression-con-

tour and pattern. 
Sand elunes ______________________________ - ------ --- Bln,ck pattern. 
Water s'urface, large rivers and lakes ________________ - - Black meander line, 

without water lines. 
1finor drainage ________________________________ --- - - Black line, or broken 

line and dots. 
Wide sandy bottomed draws _________________ - - - - - - - -, Black pattorn. 
Ponds _________________________________ - ---- - - -- --- Do. 
:Marsh ___________________________________ - - - - ----- Do. 

Timber __________ .--------------------------------- Blaek pattern or mar-
ginal note. 

606. ,V1lCre groups. of important map features are extensive or 
complicated, or are of such a character that it is impracticable to 
execute the drawing in black without detriment to the base, trans
parent overprints 'will be employed as shown in the follOlving outlines: 

Brown Overprint 
Low relief where important, and all heavy relieL _______ Brown hachuro. 

Brown lines, parallel. 
Brown line, broken. 
Brown pattern. 

Wagon roads and higll\~ays_ ----'-- -- -- - - --- - -- -- - -- --
Pack traiL _______ -- -------------- -- - - - - -- ---- -- ---
culture __ - __ ----- - - -- - ----- -- -- ---- - - -------------
Alkali fiats _______ -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- -- -- - - ---

Wide sandy bottomed draws ________________________ _ 
Sand dunes _______________________________________ _ 

Blue Overprint 

Brown depression-con
tour and pattern. 

Brown pattern. 
Do. 

Water surface, large rivers and lakes __________________ Blue meander line and 
blue water lines, or 
ulack meander line 
wilh flat blue tint. 

l\1inor drainage _____________________________________ Blue line, or broken 
lino and dots. 

Ponds ____________________________________________ _ 

1\-1 ars h __ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Green Overprint 
Timber on level and gentle slopes ____________________ _ 
Timber on steep 810,)03 _____________________ ---------

605 

mue pattern. 
Do. 

Green pattern. 
Kind, lettered in black, 

or green pattern (to 
be transferred from a 
special overlay.) (See 
seCB. 608, 609, 612, 
and 616.) 
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607. In making the drawing, where overprints are required, sep
arate sheets are employed, known as overlays, upon eaeh of which will 
be drawn in black irdc all naturul features which are to be shown by 
overprint in the same color. It is importa,nt that these sheets be 
of the same quality, well-seasoned drawing paper a,s that used for the 
base, using the same exaet scale and making provision for' exact 
"register" when combined with the base drawing. 

Before cutting large sheets of drawing paper the draftsman should 
mark parallel pencil lines on each unit to be cut, on the proper face, 
and thereafter execute all, work on the face of the paper, and see 
that companion sheets are not turned at right angles. This will 
avoid much trouble in registration of companion sheets through 
unequal expansion or contraction due to moisture conditions or changes 
of temperature. 

608. Usually it will be best to transfer the section boundru'ies 
accurately from the base drawing to the overlay, by carefully pri9king 
through, then showing the lines in pencil only, excepting that for 
purposes of assembling the positions of a few section corners should 
be indicated by very short intersecting fine black lines. The town
ship corners and the center point of the township will generally serve 
best for purposes of registration. Additional points may be em
ployed if the work is complica,ted. The several groups of ma,p 
features as may suit the situation will then be drawn on the overlay, 
all to be in black ink. 

Each color e~ployed requires a separate overlay. 
609. Generally the description of the timber throughout the town

ship may be covered by a marginul note but in cases where it is de
sirable to show the margin of the timber an overlay for green over
print will be required. 

610. Ordinarily" the hachure is utilized to show abrupt changes in 
elevation within level and gently rolling regions, such differences a,s 
the eye would quicldy note on the ground a,nd rcadily follow. The 
hachure is also employed to show all important mesas, peaks, ridges, 
spurs, and heavy slopes, in such a manner as to portray the bold 
relief without attempting to show unimportant and minor detail. 
Only the most important slopes will De shown in a gently rolling 
country, and care will be needed in drafting to avoid giving a rolling 
mountainous region the appearance of abrupt or high mountainous 
slopes. 

611. The blue overprint is intended where there are streams and 
lakes of importance, or where the drainage features, if shown in 
black, would tend to obscure the base, as where there nre nmncrous 
lakes and streams, or extensive ponds or marshes to be shown in, 
areas of swamp and overflowed lands. 

611 
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612. The green overprint is intended for usc only where distinc
tions must be shown betweon forested and nonforested areas and where 
the cost of the overprint is justified, as in the case of important forest 
areas. 

FIELD SKETCH 

613. Preference shouJd be given to the use of form lines on the field 
sketch plat to show relief. The form lines arc intended to be approx
imate contours, but are largely sketched without an exaet interval 
or precise elevation above sea level. Tho form lines carry a much 
better portrayal of relief than can be shown by the hachure alone, 
and readily indicate to the engineer and draftsman the position and 
outline of abrupt changes in slope and the extent of ascents and 
descents. The hachure is fundamentally dependent upon the approx
imate contour line for relative slopes and forms. All available data 
for elevation above sea level and extent of ascents and descents 
along the surveyed lines may be incorporated in the form-line sketch. 
Relief can be ShOVlIl more readily and accurately by using the form
line method for field sketching. The draftsman will transfer the form 
lines to the overlay in pencil and then supply the artistic hachuring 
for the finished plat. 

614. A well-executed and reasonably accurate field sketch plat is 
a necessity, if the draftsman is to obtain a representative resuJt, and 
the engineer is expected to exercise good judgment in doing what is 
required in the field. A choice of methods is available for ascertaining 
the map data'within the interior of sections, to be accomplished always 
with regard for the practical value of the work for the purpose of the 
plat and the economic manner of obtaining the data. The crest or 
divide forms, slope forms, stream or drainage lines, and meander lines 
of the la,rgm: bodies of water, together constitute the natural skeleton 
of the map, and when carefully drawn may be readily and eorrectly 

interpreted. 
In areas where aerial photographs are available, copies will be 

secmed and supplied with the field data. While the survey is in 
progress, connecting lines will be run to selected points in order to 
secure control for use of this highly important mapping information. 
Points that can be positively identified on adjoining pictures shouJd 
be selected and .u, half dozen such points fairly evenly spaced along 
each flight across the township will afford ample control for laying out 
the section or other lines of the smvey on the photographs. 

The following statement, when applicable, will be placed on the plat 
below the border line in the lower left corner. 

Aerial photographs, coordinated with ground control obtained during survey 
have been used in compiling the topography shown on this pla.t. 
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615,. The special instructions for each survey will outline any 
exceptl?nal methods which are to he employed in the field in the 
ascertamment of the topographic data, and how the data arc to be 
sho\-:n upon ~he fiel~ sket~h or map, particularly where the situation 
requITes speClal conSIderatIOn, and where it can be foreseen that one 
or mOJ:,e gro,:ps of map .features so predominate the situation that 
over~rmts will be reqUITed on the completed plat, as heretofore 
deSCrIbed. . The field sketch becomes the draftsman's guide and, 
together wIth the field notes, the record to be followed. It suffices 
to. state that such record shouJd be truly representative of the situ
a~IOn on the ground, with an accuracy in its various details whi h 
will reflect the practical relative importance. c 

616. Occasionally, in connection with resurveys, for example the 
development of the map data of the region may even precede ~ther 
parts of the s~vey work, for its great value in making restorations 
of lost or obliterated corners, and for ascertaining the location of 
roads, impro:~ments, and cultivated tracts upon patented and entered 
lands. AddItIOnal ex~mples of the enlarged importance of the map 
feat:ures of the plat will be f.oUIld in certain classes of surveys within 
Indlan ~d forest reservatlOns, coal fields, mineral areas water
power SItes, reservoir sites, irrigation projects, and other r~gions of 
relatively la~ge prospective value. In these cases, which frequently 
embrace r~glOns of extremely bold relief, coordinated cadastral and 
topo~aphi~ surveys _l1re made if and when deemed to be advisable for 
adrmrustratlve purposes. The relief is sho\\'11 by brown contour lines 
and the timber by green pattern, as conventional for topographic maps: 
. 617. The names of natural features will be correctly given accord
mg to .accepted usa.ge. En~ineers are not authorized to report names 
of theIT own ?electlOn, but ill case of doubt will submit the question 
through officlal channels for reference to the United States Board 
on Geographical Names. 

TITLE 
618. Every :r:1at will be given a title similar to that on the speci

men plat. ThIS shows the township; the principal meridian and 
the State. Portions of townships showing original subdivisionai sur
veys may usually be given the same title without confusion and it is 
usually desirable to do so in order to identify the plat in th~ simplest 
possible manner. Where supplemental plats and fragmentary sub
division~l surve~s are necessary, and for all resurvey plats, some 
ap~ropnate subtItle,. to qualify the nature of the survey, is usually 
desITable. The subJect is again referred to in sec. 668. The title 
and date of approval usually suffice to identify a plat· the subtitle 
if employed, will explain the special purpose of the plat: ' 

618 
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MEMORANDA 

619. A memorandum is required on eitCh plat, intended to correlate 
and consolidate the record of tho subsisting surveys so far as shown 
on that plat. This memoranda \vil1 hl1ve a wide variety of references. 
The simple form thl1t is shown on the specimen township plat will be 
extended as required. The practice heretofore, on strictly original 
surveys, WI1S to reduce this data to a box-form of tabulation; thl1t 
form will be discontinued. 

A convcntional symbol is shown to indicate the line of the true 
meridian. The mean magnetic declination will be given as rell1ted 
to Lhe southeast corner of the township, or the southeast pQint of the 
survey for I1reas less thl1n the normal township. Sections 40, and 
236, item 19. 

The lu,titude and longitude are shown for the sOl.lthcast corner of the 
township, lettered on the pll1t at that point, or for the southeast point 
of the survey when less than tho normal township. The vl11ues will 
be given according to the best u,vailable data, such as to the nel1rest 
even single minute when depending upon a calculation from some 
remote lmo\Vll station. The value may be extended to seconds if the 
field notes give a tic to 11 geodetic station of known accuracy. Sections 
47, !f3. 

Each plat of an original survey will carry a note of the total area 
surveyed, derived by taking the sum of all sectional-total areas which 
are identified by that plat. If resurveys I1re involved the rule is 
stated in section 662. 

The scale of the plat \vill be shown by the true fraction, 111so by 
bar-scale as a precaution for the interpretation of the scale in those 
cases where the plat may be enlarged or reduced on reproduction. 

Other marginal or tabular data \vill be shown to facilitate the draft
ing and usefulness of the plat, as indicated in many sections of the 
Manual, alwl1Ys with due regard for correct interpretation. The fol
lowing list v,-iU serve as a reference to those sections: 

619 

Retrl1cemcnt of prior surveys, section 215 
Ml1gnetic declination, section 236 
Witness corners, section 2M 
Dependent resurvoy, memorandulll, section 425 
Independent resurvey, conformation of claims, section 448 
Independent resurvey, memorandum, sections 449, 450, 460 
Towns.ites, monumentation, section 486 
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Townsites, titles and certificates, section 488 
Erroneollsly omiU£'d areas, memorandum, sections 517 and 518 
Omitted lands, marginl11 note, section 529 
Plat requirements, general, section 566 
Bl1se drawing, memomnda and dl1ta on, section 569 
Use of aerial photogmphs, section 614 , 
Supplemental plats, reference to former plats, section 627 ' 
Supplementl11 plats, memomndum and certificates, sections 

632 to 638 • 
Erosion, memomndum on plat, section G42 
Fragmentary surveys, reference to former plat, section 643 
Independent resurvey, index of segregated tracts, sections 649, 

650, 652, 653, 666 
Independent resurvey, overlapping cll1ims, section 657 
Independent resurvey, memorandum, section 658 
Independent resurvey, numbering of sheets, 'section 659 
Resurveys, citation of l1uthority, section 663 
Resurveys, descriptions and areas, section 664 
Subtitles, section 668 

CERTIFICATES 

620. The executive duties pertaining to surveying the public 
lands is vested in the Director, Bureau of Land Manl1gement, under 
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior (R. S. sec. 453; 43 U. S. 
O. sec. 2). It is proper for the Director, I1cting under this authority, 
to specify how surveys shall be made and pll1ts constructed. 

621. Under the current plan of organization, the returns of surveys 
are prepared in the regional or public survey omces, I1nd tmnsmitted 
to the Director, Bureau of Land :Management, by the regional admin
istrator with recommendation for approvl11 of the field notes and 
acceptance of the survey. The administmtive details of the technical 
examination of the work prior to the approval and I1cceptance of sur
veys are prescribed by departmental regulatio,ns. The form and 
arrangement of the certificate of acceptance are sho\Vll on the speci
mell township pln,t and should be followed so far as practicablo on all 
pll1ts. . 
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REPRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PLATS 

622. The usual practice is to secure a photolithographic edition of 
the plat with three copies printed on hard paper which are designated 
as the official original,duplicnte, and triplicate plats. The original is 
transmitted to the proper regionnl or public survey office, the dupli
cate is retained in the Washington office, and the triplicate is trans
mitted to the proper district land office. A few copies printed on 
map paper are transmitted to the regional or public survey office 
and the remainder of the edition is retnined in the Washington office 
for official use and to supply the publie. The drawings from which 
the photolithographic edition is secured are returned to the proper 
field office. . 

623. The original returns of current surveys within those States 
where the public survey offices have been discontinued are filed in 
the Bureau of Land Management at Washington, D. C. The dupli
cates of the plat and field notes of such surveys are furnished to the 
proper State office, noted in section 10, chapter 1. 

624. The original, duplicate, and triplicate plats which are not 
reproduced by photolithographing will be distributed in the same 
manner as prescribed in section 622. 

SUPPLEMENTAL PLATS 

625. A supplemental plat is prepared entirely from office records 
and is designed to show a revised subdivision of one or more sections 
without change in the section boundaries and without other modifica
tion of the subsisting record. Supplemental plats are prepared for 
acceptance by the Director. 

626. Supplemental pInts are required where the subsisting plat 
fails to provide units suitablo for administration or disposal, or where 
a modification of its showing is necessary. They are also required 
to show the segregation of alienated lands from public lands where 
the former are includee\. in irregular surveys of patented mineral or 
other private claims made subsequent to the plat of the subsisting 
surveyor where the segregation of the claims was overlooked at the 
time of its approval. ' 

627. All supplemental plats should show a proper reference to the 
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former plat, the purpose of and the authority for its preparation and 
all essential data, without unnecessary duplication of that carrj~d by 
the f?rmer plat. The scale o~ the supplemental plat may be enlarged 
to 1 mch equals 10 or 20 chams, as appropriate. 

628. 'rhe new lots will be numbered as required in sections 1\:)9 and 
224, Chapter III, and proper areas returned. The computation of 
the. ~eas of the lots will be based upon the subsisting record. No 
reVlSlOn of the total area within the section is requiryd and generally 
there is no oecasion for showing topography. 

629. The revised lottings on supplemental plats resulting from the 
segregation of mineral surveys, as well as those resulting from mineral 
segregation surveys (section 504) will be confined to the subdivisions 
embr~ed within the pending entry as there is generally no way of 
foreseemg the scope of subsequent entries or additional segregations 
that may be made in the vacant areas. 

630. The lengths of lines are expressed in feet in the record of a 
mineral survey and in chains in the record of the rectangular net thus 
requiring the conversion of one of the units for platting purposes. 
Whenever the segregation of mineral claims is involved, except when 
shown in outline only on the base plat, the scale of the plat will be 
shown by a stated ratio and bar scales for both the foot and the chain 
units, but the values on the face of the drawing will be given in the 
chain unit only. Although both units are indicated, the use of one 
unit only is practicable for platting and scaling. Where the mineral 
surveys predominate, less conversion is required for the drafting and 
the finished plat lends itself more readily to scaling where the foot 
scale is used in the protraction even though values are expressed in 
chains. 

631. The authority for the preparation of supplemental plats issues 
only from the Director, Bureau of Land Management. The specific 
purpose to be served and the details involved are included in the letter' 
of authorization. In every instance the status of the surrounding 
subdivisions must be examined prior to authorization and care exer
cised that no changes are contemplated which will affect any adjoining 
entry or patent; If field work is necessary in order to prepare the 
plat, the regular procedure outlined for oxecuting a resurvey will be 
followed. I 
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632. The certificates of approval and acceptance will follow the 
arrangement shown on tho specimen township plat and the memo
randa will include the pertinent data involved in the preparation of 
the plat. 

Following are examples for supplemental plats: 
633. Illustration, figure 82. 

A modified form of lotting to provide new descriptions, based entirely upon the 
public land survey rccord on file in the public survey office, and without addi· 
tional field work. 

Title: Township 8 North, Range 20 West, of the San Bernardino Meridian, 
California. . Subtitle: Supplemental Plat. 

Scale: Stated ratio (1/15840) and bar scale in chains. 
Memorandum: 
This plat shmving a subdivision of original lots 3 and 4, sec. 19, T. 8 N., R. 

20 W., S. B. M., California, based upon the plat approved October 8, 1880, is 
prepared to accommodate homcstead entry Los Angeles 035503, in accordance 
with General Land Office instructions "E" dated April 20, 1945. 

Certificate: Heading similar to that shown on the specimen township plat. 
This plat, showing amended lottings, is based upon the official records nnd, 

having been correctly prepared in nccol'dance with the regulations, is hereby 
accepted. 

Director. 

634. Illustration, figure 83. 
A modified lotting made subsequent to two foresi homestead entry surveys, 

bnsed entirely upon the public land and forest entry survey record,;; on file in the 
Bureau of Land Management, Washington, D. C., and without additional field 
work. 

Title: TO\y'1lship 5 South, Range 5 East, of the Black Hills Meridit>n, South 
Dnkota. Subtitle: Supplemental Plat. 

Scale: Stated ratio (1(7020) and bar scnle in chains. 
Memomndum: 
This plat of sec. 15, Township 5 South, Range 5 East, of the Black Hills Merid

ian, South Dakota, based upon the pInt approved May 23, 1899, showing nmended 
lottings created by the segregation of forest homestead entry surveys N;os. 263 
and 477, is prepared to accommodate additional homestead entry Pierre 024993 .. 

Certificate: 
UNITED STATES DEPAllT;<,IENT OF THE INTERIOR, 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 

Washington, D. C., November 23, 1946. 

This plat showing amended lottings, having been correctly prepnred in accord
ance with the regulations, is hereby accepted. 

Birector. 
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635. Illustration, figure 84. 

Segregation of patented mineral claims, based entirely upon the pubUe land 
and mineral survey records on file in the public survey office, and without addi
tional field work. The data shown in parentheses along the boundaries of lots 
2 and 3 are derived by calculation. 

Showing one-half of original drawing. 
Title: Township 13 South, Range 41 East, of the Willamette Meridian, Oregon. 

Subtitle: Supplemental Plat. 
Scale: Stated ratio (1/7920) and bar scale in chains. 
Memorandum: 
This plat showing amended lottings created. by the segregation of the Red, 

White, and Blue; Red, White, and Blue No.4; Belfast; and Champion lodes oi 
mineral survey No. 759 in sec. 29, T. 13 S., R. 41 E., W. M., Oregon, based upon 
the plat approved Docember 13, 1871, is prepared to accommodate homestcad 
cntry Vale 08873, in accordance with General Land Office instructions "N" dated 
April 12, 19'15. 

Certificate: Heading similar to that shown on the specimen township plat. 
This plat, showing amended lottings, is based upon the official records and, 

haying been correctly prepared in accordance with the regulations, is hereby 
accepted. 

Director. 
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636. illustration, figure 85. 

Elimination of unpatented mineral claims, based entirely upon the public land 
and mineral survey records on file in the public survey office, and without addi
tional field work. This is an amendment of a prior supplemental plat. The 
claims shown invade original lots 1, 2, 3, and 4; the same numbers were improperly 
duplicated on the supplemental plat approved February 6, 1904. Lots 4 to 11, 
inclusive, excepting lot 10, shown on the latter plat, all vacant, are eliminated 
and their areas are inclined in the amended Jottings. However, since lot 1 is 
unentered public land it is assigned a new lot number with area in order to elimi
nate the duplication. 

Showing one-half of the original drawing. 
Title: Township 14 South, Range 81 West, of the Sixth Principal Meridian, 

Colorado. Subtitle: Sl)pplemcntal Plat. 
Scale: Stated ratio (1/7920) and bar scale in chains. 
Memorandum: 
This plat showing lottings restored to the status of vacant public land, caused 

by the elimination of the unpatented Hillerton and Vanadium placer claims 
covered by mineral surveys Nos. 439 and 440, in sec. 31, T. 14 S., R. 81 W., 6th 
P. M., Colorado, based upon the plats approved August 22, 1882, and February 
6, 1904, is prepared to accommodate forest homestead emry Glenwood Springs 
026705, in accordance ,vith Bureau of Land Management instructions "N" 
dated September 8, 1946. 

Certificate: Heading similar to that shown on the specimen township plat. 
This plat, sho,\\'1ng amended lottings, is based upon the official records and, 

having been correctly prepared in accordance with the regUlations, is hereby 
accept(jd. 

Director. 
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PLATS OF MINERAL SEGREGATION SURVEYS 

637. Plats of mineral segregation surveys are similar to supplemental 
plats that segreg~te patented mineral surveys but are based upon data 
obtained by a field survey rather than solely from office records. 
Consequently all field data must be shown and will be used in the 
computation of the amended lottings. 

Such plats are also accepted by the Director, as indicated by the 
following examples. 

Illustration, figure 86. 
Segregation of patented mineral claim, including a. resurvey of the section 

boundaries. Field work required to secure connecting line from the public land 
net to the location monument and other data for the accurate showing of the 
new lots. 

Showing one-half of original dra·wing. 
Title: Township 20 South, Range 10 East, of the Gila and Salt River Meridian, 

Arizona. Subtitle: Mineral Segregation. 
Scale: Staied ratio (1/7920), bar scale in chains, and bar scale in feet. 
Memorandum: 
Dependent resurvey of section 24, and survey of connecting line to U. S. M. M. 

No.6 for segregation of the Lillie lode of mineral survey No. 562, to accommodate 
indemnity school selection Phoenix 03902·1; executed by Roger F. Wilson, As
sociate Cadastral Engineer, December 20 and 21, 1946, under special instructions 
dated August 29, 1946, for Group 133 Arizona, authorized by Bureau of Land 
Management memorandum "E" daied August 8, 1946. 

E. bdy. surveyed by Lewis Wolfley, D. S., in 1885, and subdivision by G. J. 
Roskruge, D. S., in 1886, as shown on the plat approved March 27, 1888. 

Certificat{): Heading similar to that shown on the speeimen township plat. 
This plat is strictly conformable to the approved field notes, and the survey, 

having been correctly executed in accordance with the requirements of law and 
the regulations of this bureau, is hereby accepted. 

Director. 
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638. illustration, figure 87. 
Metes-and-bounds survey of an unsurveyed mineral claim, including 

a resurvey of the section boundaries and the survey of connections to 
the mineral claim. 

Showing one-half of original drawing. 
Title: Township 21 South, Range 70 West, of the Sixth Principle Meridian, 

Colorado. Subtitle: Mineml Segregation. 
Scale: Stated ratio (1/7920), bar scale in chains, and bar scale in feet. 
Memorandum: 
Metes-and-bounds survey of an unsurveyed mineral claim with connecting 

lines and the incidental dependent resurvey of section 20, providing the basis for 
the segregation of the mineral claim, to accommodate homestead entry Pueblo 
044617, executed by Roy E. Chase, Cadastral Engineer, October 7 to 12, 1946, 
inclusive, under spccial instructions dated September 14, 1946, for Group 203, 
Colorado, authorized by Bureau of Land Management memorandum" E" dated 
July 25, 1946. 

Boundaries of sec. 20 surveyed by Albert W. Brewster, D. S., in 1879, as shown 
on the plat approved October 23, 1879. 

Certificate: Heading similar to that shown on the specimen township plat. 
This plat is strictly conformable to the approved field notes, and the survey, 

having been correctly executed in accordance with the requirements of law and' 
the regulations of this bureau, is hereby accepted. 

Director. 
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PLATS OF FRAGMENTARY SURVEYS 

639. The term "fragmentary survey" may be appropriately applied 
to all surveys that are required to identify parts of townships and 
sections that were not completed in the first instance. In this 
class may be included partially surveyed sections; omitted islands, 
if title is in the United States; such areas as lands in place at date of 
original subdivision situuted between a grossly erroneous or fictitious 
meander line and the actual bank of a stream or lake, where riparian 
rights do not obtain as under the usual doctrine; and other lands of 
substantial value and extent that for various reasons were not included 
in the original surveys. Sections 211, 214-225, 233, and 511. 

FIGURE 83. 
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640. These types of surveys frequently require consideration of the 
question of title involved preliminary to the extension of the former 
surveys. 

641. In all such fragmentary surveys the new lottings are in addition 
to but without changing the' former subdivisions if alienated. The 
scale of the plats may be enlarged as appropriate. 

642. A notable exception to the principle that no changes should be 
made in the former lottings is found in those cases which involve re
tracements or resurveys where erosion has occurred alorig the bank of 
a stream or lake or other body of water which substantially changes 
the confiO'uration of the former lots, and where it may be desirable to 

b • 

show the quantity of land remaining and that destroyed. SimIlar 
pro blems in platting are found in those cases of erroneous meandering 
where the record position of the original meander line is found to fall 
within the body of water. In these cases the former lot boundaries 
where situated within the water area are indicated in light broken 
lines, and the quantities of each subdivision affected are shown in two 
parts: part Ii a" denoting land area and part" b" denoting water area; 
these areas are computed proportionately according to the amount 
sho'\VIl for the original subdivision, the sum of" a" and "b" being made 
equal to the original total., A memorandum to this effect should 
appear upon the plat. . 

643. All technical data in reference to the retracement, reestablIsh
ment and extension o£the section boundaries and connecting lines, and 
the complete topographical representation over the additional areas, 
will be shown upon the plats of fragmentary surveys. If the retruce
ments and remonumentation assume the character of a dependent 
resurvey of the boundaries of one or more secti.ons, that fact will be 
indicated on the plat together with a proper showing of the important 
map data throughout the entire area surveyed and resurveyed .. 
There will also be shown an appropriate reference to the former 
approved plat or plats, and a citation of the authorization for the 
extension survey. The area statement will include separately the 
total areas surveyed and resurveyed. 

In some fragmentary surveys the main 'purpose is to ascertain by 
retracement the true location of previously established monuments, 
and to account for discrepancies in the directions and lengths of lines, 
for correct plat representation and as a proper basis for the calculation 
of exact areas \vithin the lottings, where the methods customarily 
followed in the construction of it supplemental plat are inadequate 
(sec. 625). l'{here such field work is required, the data derived by the 
retracement will be employed lor all purposes along the plan of a 
dependent resurvey. Thus where there are segregations to be made) 
the area.s of the new lottings will be derived by exact calculation. 
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There are types of metes and bounds surveys (see. 472) where it is 
questionable as to how mueh of the detail of the directions and lengths 
of lines between monuments, or between indieated corners of the sub
divisions, can be carried to the plat without an overburden at the 
scale, or where it may be obviously unnecessary to represent all such 
data. In these cases it may be noted on the plat, if notation appears 
to be needed, that the data will be found in the field notes of the 
survey. 

In some cases there are numerous and frequently very .irregular 
lottings to be shown, as on townsite plats, and plats of subdivisions of 
lake-front property, where surveyors, landowners, and prospective 
entrymen may refer to the plat for purposes of local survey and identi
fication, and whcre it appears that it should be unnecessary to first 
secure a copy of the field notes. If that is likely to be the case, the 
showing of the complete data should be carried to the plat. The 
scale of the base drawing, or that of the required additional sheets, will 
be enlarged in these cases to accommodate the proper representation 
of the data. The data referring to traverse lines may be shown by 
marginal tabulation, if that method appears to clarify the subject. 

644. The certificate of acceptance on plats of fragmentary surveys 
will take the usual form; the necessary memorandum will be modeled 
after the examples given for the special cases already explained in 
chapter VII. 

RESURVEY PLATS 

645. A somewhat different type of plat is required for representing 
resurveys as defined in chapter VI. In all cases where valid rights 
have been acquired based upon a prior subdivision, it is important that 
the plat of the resurvey clearly identify the lands so involved, and that 
the pbt of the resurvey indicate the descriptions of such lands with 
reference to the former plat. The subdiv'isiol1 of the remaining public 
lands mayor may not be modified, according to the type of resurvey. 

646. A resurvey by the United States after the issuance of a patent 
does not affect the rights of the patentee under the former survey and 
plat. The United States, so long as it has not conveyed the title, may 
resurvey or reestablish boundaries. This is done as may appear 
necessary, but the resurvey can not afTect the rights of owners situated 
outside of the boundaries of the public lands. The authority to make 
resurveys is subject to the necessary limitation that tho courts may 
protect the private rights bllsed upon the former survey and plat 
against interference by the corrective survey. The courts may 
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properly take jurisdiction over matters of interference and hear dis-
putes relating to the position of the former lines. . 

647. The requirements for showing the positions of alienated lands 
on the plats of independent resurveys are given in the memorandum 
forms which appear in sections 448, 449, and 450, chapter VI. In the 
following sections it will be shown how the identification is to. be 
accomplished in the cases of both tract segregations and conformed 
~~. . 

648. The tract segregations will be laid out on the plats of resurveys 
as any private land claim would be shown upon an original plat, 
but in order to show the detail of complicated situations one or 
mor~ additional sheets are frequently necessary. If a claim is found 
to be conformable as defined in section 445, .fifth paragraph, chapter 
VI, its boundaries may be shown by giving greater weight to such 
parts of the regular subdivision-of-section lines of the resurvey. In 
every" case the outline of all tract segregatiops is to be shown on the 
first or principal sheet on the normal plan usually employed to show 
other types of private land claims. 

649. On any of the several sheets, as appropriate, an index will 
be supplied to tabulate the description of each, tract in terms of the 
original plat. The following index form is acceptable: 

Index to segregated tracts 

Tract Original SUfYCY 

I-=-
, 

No. Entry and stutus Tp. Sec. Subdvn. 

39 Buffalo 2979. 53 75 29 NW)iNW}i. 
TI. E. 58 75 29 S%N\V7.i. 
W. J. Williams. 5S" 75 29 NW>'SWU. 
Patented. --

41 l1uiTulo 1507. 58 76 20 SEUSW)i. 
D.L.E. '" 58 I 75 20 WhSE)i. 
W. J. Williams. 58 75 29 NE)'iNWU. 
Pending. 

77 Designated schOOl section. 58 75 36 I All. 
--

95 Sundance 03186. 58 74 30 Lot 1. 
D.L.E. 58 74 30 Lot 2. 
O. R. l\Iassey. 
Final certificate. --

101 Vacant. 58 75 24 Lot 4. 
--

102 Vacant. 58 75 23 NE)'''SE){. 

650. In some cases there is a demand for the description of a 
tract in terms of its component parts as determined by the original 
survey; in these exceptional cases, and only as deemed to be appro-
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priate, the several parts may be indicated by letters A, B, OJ etc., 
with the index modified as follows: 

I ndex to segregated tracts 

Tract OrigInal survey 

i 

I 

I No. Entry and status Tp. Rg. Sec. SUbdvn. 

----' 
42 Buffalo OS33. 5S 75 20 I KEJiSEJi. 

H.E. 58 75 21 Lot 4. 
Thomas R. Williams. .\8 75 21 I NWJiSWJi. Ponding. 

i 
58 75 21 SWJiSWJi. 

46 BufIalo 08042. 

I 
58 1---;5 24 Lot 3. 

H. E. liS 75 24 NWJiSWJi. 
Emmet Cuin. 58 I 75 241 NEVSW/f: Pending. 58 \ 75 24 SE~lsWI •. 

Component 
parts 

Sub-
tract 

B 
A 
C 
D 

A 
B 
0 
D 

I 

I 

Area 

40.00 
32.00 
40.00 
40.00 

28. J 
40.0 

2 
o 

40.00 
40.00 

651. The above method is well adapted to the identiiication and 
subdivision of isolated tracts of public lands where said tracts have 
been surveyed by metes and bounds. In these cases the arrangement 
of the data carried by the index will be the same, and the status of 
the tract will be shown as vacant. 

652. If there are one or more conformable claims to be identified 
by amended description in terms of the resurvey, without segregation 
by metes and bounds, another form of index will be required, us 
follows: 

Index to conformed entries under mOdified description 

Tract Original survey 

Entry and status Tp. I Eg. I Sec. I Subdvn. Tp. 
-----------

BufIola OS4. 
1'. <I: S. 
Frod A. J onos. 
Pending. 

45 
45 
45 

451 

I 
I 

_
Bu_ft_a_lo_· ______ l----S. S. List 6. 
Approvo<.l. 

79 
70 
79 

70 \ 

12 NEJiSEJi. 45 
12 NWJiSEV. 45 
12 NE).iSW~. 45 

12 SEJiSEJi. 45 

Resurvey 

Rg. I Sec. I 
----, 

79 12 
70 12 
79 12 

--
79 13 

Subdvn. 

S'V7.fSE~~. 
SEJiSWJi. 
SW).iSW).i. 

NWjiNE).i. 

653. The several forms of index may be combined readily into 
one tabulation, if desirable, in which case it should be given a general 
title as Index to Segregat.ed Tracts and Appropriated Subdivisions; 
the bracket for "component parts" may be filled in only as needed. 
Tract segregations will be required where modi£.ed descriptions em
brace subdivisions that are smaller than the regular 40-acre unit. 

654. The special requirements for lotting fractional parts of sections 
that arc invaded by tract segregations'are set out in sections 455 and 
45G, chapter VI, and are illustrated by the diagrams which accompany 
the text. . 
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655. Occasionally there is a need for denoting the several parts of 
a tract in terms of quarter-quarter sections and fractional lots of the 
resurvey. This may be accomplished by protraction, shoWL'1g lot 
n~m?ers and areas as determined by the resurvey. The lottings 
wIthm the tract should be made to complete the adjoining fractional 
quarter-quarter sections of the resurvey. This type of lottiner requires 
no change in the index. b 

656. Where a tract is to be subdivided, preference will be given to 
the method best suited to the situation: (1) If it is deemed essential 
to perpetuate the units of the original survey then the lines of the 
original qual'ter-qu::crter sections will be sho\vn; but (2) in those cases 
of relinquislllllent or cancellation where it appears probable that any 
new entry will be coupled with adjoining lottings by the resurvey 
then a lotting within the segregated tract,as determined by the section 
boundaries of the resurvey should be adopted. It may well be noted 
that in the great majority of cases the patent eventually issues in 
accordance with the original entry, and the necessity for the subJivi
sion of segregated tracts is exceptional. If the circumstances indicate 
the necessity for the subdivision of a tract at the time of the prep am
tion of the resurvey plat, the regional or public survey office. will exer
cise judgment based upon the type of disposal and the purpose to be 
served, but where such necessity is not clearly apparent no subdivision 
of tbis nature will be made. A supplemental plat may be prepared at 
a Jater date to meet specific requirements. 

657. If there arc overlapping claims as defined in section 445, 
sixth paragraph, chapter VI, the conflict will be indicated on the plat 
Df the resurvey; but no new lot numbers will be assigned nor quantities 
shown within the segregated tracts that are involved in the conflict. 
(See fig. 90.) 

The sho,ying of the component parts will await the construction of 
a supplemental plat. 

A memorandum will be added to the index as follows: See field notes 
jor area oj any part oj a tract in conflict with another tract. The un
involved public land outside of the segregated tracts will be lotted 
regularly as heretofore provided, except that the description of any 
subdivision of the original survey embraced in a tract or conformed 
entry under modified description will not be repeated on the resurvey 
plat; instead it will be assigned an appropriate lot number. 

658. No memorandum or other declaration will be inserted or 
shown upon a plat of a resurvey that can be construed as an adjudica
tion of a settlement right, entry, or State selection or right under any 
grant as to status nor as an adjudicij-tion 01 a conflict, excepting as 
appropriate action on the case may have been taken prior to tho date 
of tho approval of the resurvey plat. 
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659. The usual technical data in reference to the direction and 
lengths of lines will be shown upon the plats of resurveys arranged on 
the several sheets as may be appropriate. The fractional distances 
along the section lines, the record intersections of the lines of the 
resurvey with the lines of claims,' and the connections to the angle 
points of the tract surveys essential in the computation of the areas 
of the public land subdivisions will be shown in such a manner as to 
indicate the values employed. The complete topographical repre
sentation will always be carried by the :tirst or principal 'sheet. The 
section ll1llllbers will be carried on all of the sheets. The first or prin
cipal sheet will carry a memorandum of the total number of sheets 
in the series, usually under the subtitle, and will be numbered one 
in the upper right corner ~~th the additional sheets numbered con
secutively. 

660. On plats of independent resurveys the lot numbers and areas 
within the sections that are invaded by nonconformable tract segrega
tions ,vill usually be sho\vn on the additional sheets, where such sheets 
are required,otherwise thB lot numbers and areas will be shown on 
th~ first or principal sheet. . 

661. On plats of dependent resurveys the areas of the subdivisions 
are shown only in those exceptional cases where the differences between 
the actual quantity of thB vacant subdivisions as found by resurvey 
and the former area as returned on the original approved plat arc so 
great as to warrant revision. In that case the question of a revision 
should rest upon the element of quantity rather than upon that of 
distortion, and for practical purposes a variation of approximately 2.00 
acres to the quarter-quarter section has been found advisable before 
making a change. If revision is made new lot numbers will be as
signed to each vacant subdivision, but no total area within the section 
will be shown. 

662. The total area shown within each independently resurveyed 
section will indicate the sum of the several parts \vhich are to be 
identified by exclusive reference to the resurvey plat. In the area 
statement to b0 supplied on the plat of a dependent resurvey, giving 
the area resurveyed, the number of acres will be the same as the 
total shO\vn on the original plat, except as revised lottings have been 
required under the rule stated in section 661, in which case the total 
should reflect the proper amount of the increase or decrease. .In the 
total area statement to be supplied on the plat of an independent 
resurvey and on the plat of a dependent resurvey where mineral or 
other claims are segregated, the number of acres \vill b0 shown in 
three parts: (1) TOLal area of segregations; (2) total area exclusive 
of segregations; and (3) total area resurveyed. If a tract overlaps 
a township boundary, only the part within the township will be 
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counted m this total; and if there are conflicts the area in conflict 
will be countcd once only. 

663. The first or principal sheet of the pht of a resurvey will carry 
nn approprinte memorandum of the authority upon \vhich the resurvey 
was made; all of the sheets \"ill show the usual form of certificate 
of acceptance. 

664. Omce instructions for the preparation of a supplemental plat 
'>vill be issued subsequent to the adjudication of the rights involved 
within a conflict when required to facilitate an amendment of entry 
or patent. On the supplemental plat, component parts that arc 
free of conflict will be protracted and designated as shown on figure 
91, and lot numbers will be assigned to the revised component parts 
of each adjudicated tract, serially within the sections of the resurvey, 
and areas shown, to afford descriptions that are conflict free. In 
these cases the supplemental plat will earry a revised index to the 
segregated tracts shown and a reference to the preceding plat. In 
the index all subdivisions in terms of the original survey 'will be listed 
but no sub-tracts will be assigned to any of them that are reduced 
by the elimination 01 previous conflicts. In the columns of resurvey 
descriptions and areas of component parts there will be listed the 
appropriate section numbers, lot numbers, and areas of the reduced 
tract subdivisions which are conflict free and a footnote will follow 
the index referring to each new lot indicating the lot is a portion of 
the original subdivision free of conilict. 

665. The usual rules of field procedure will be observed in the 
protraction of the tract subdivisions-i. e., if by dependent resurvey, 
or where adequate control is shown in the record, the original sec
tions will be subdivided regularly-but if by independent resurvey 
and limited control for the tract segregations, the points for all 
in termed in te sixteen tIl-section, quarter-section, and section corners 
OIl the original tract boundaries will be determined by proportionate 
intervals between the established angle poiJlts, and the interior lines 
will be dm\V11 to connect corresponding points on tbe opposite sides 
of the t.raet boundaries, fixing the corners of caeh component paTt 
by intersections. The nrellS to be computed will be bnsed upon the 
c1aL!t derived in the resurvey. If nddiLionnl Geld work is required 
in order to supply data needed in the computations or otherwise, 
the regional administrator will request authority to proceed. 

6G6. The following table is a revised illdex conforming to fig. 91: 
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667. A word of caution to the engineers and draftsmen who 
are engaged upon the platting of resurveys is needed in order to 
guard against a possible misinterpretation of the rules on that Sl1 bject 
to tho eHect tlUtt it is not expceted UUlt the diiJ'c]"Cllt case's can all 
be brought into a similar treatment. The contributill" factors to be 
dealt with appear in considerable variety, and the n~ethods suited 
to Lhose situations whieh may not be involved in a particular case 
should bo promptly set, aside, so as to avoid the introduction of Ull

necessary complications. The norma1 resurvey may be brolJO"ht 
within a fairly definite, standardized drafting practice, but e~ch 
unusual case needs a special analysis with the purpose that the 
field office may exercise discretion as to how the detail may be most 
suitably platted. • 
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SUBTITLES 

668. Plats will generally be given the usual title by township, 
range, meridian, and State, and if appropriate fl subtitle modeled 
after one of the following forms: 
(1) Supplemental Plat (7) Survey of Accretion Lands 
(2) Four Islands in Burntside Lake (8) Segregation Survey 
(3) Extension Survey (9) Subdivision of Sections 
(4) Dependcnt Hcsurvey (10) Metes and Bounds Survey 
(5) Indcpcndent Resurvey (11) Survey of the ]'doore Coal !'viine 
(6) Survey of Omitted Lands (12) Protraction Survey 

Only the main purpose of the plat will be included in the subtitle. 
The detail ,vill be carried in the memorandum. 
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669. There is set out in this chapter matters relating to the field 
and office procedure to be observed in the execution of mineral surveys, 
and the filing of the returns. These surveys are made to mark the 
legal boundaries of mineral deposits or ore bearing formations on the 
public domain, where the boundaries are to be determined by lines 
other tha,n the normal subdivision of the public lands. The right of 
the mineml claimant to appropria,te and develop the mineral values, 
and to proceed to pa,tent varies. Appropriate cita,tions will be found 
in the next section. 

Mineral surveys are required most frequently where the deposits 
occur in ote-bem'ing rock veins, kno'\vn as mineml lodes, where the 
prospector who has made a legal discovery is permitted to stake out 
a, claim of specified dimensions, develop the same to his exclusive use, 
and, if desired in the protection of his right, may appJy for a mineral 
Slll'Vl'Y and obtain a pntont .. 

All other forms of minoral deposits a,re known as placers and usually 
do not require a milleI'nl survey as they are conformed to the publie 
survey unless th0Y are located on unsurveyed land or the configurntiOll 
of the mineral deposit is such as to mnke conformation impraetica,ble. 
Consequently, the survey procedures hereinnJter outlined apply 
especially to lode elaims although thoy will be followed generally in 
executing a,ppropriate sUrYeys of pla,cer cIt-tims. 
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Millsites embracing land occupied for milling purposes or used in 
any manner in.cidentul to mining operations may lJe located, surveyed 
and patented m a manner similar to lode claims. 

The early discoveries of free gold \vere made far in advance of settle
ment, mainly in the stream beels of the western territories that in
ch:elecl the Blnck Hills, the Hocky Mountains, and the Pacific Slope. 
).Imeral deposits in these regions were appropriated and their values 
extracted under varied local camp or mining district rules with the 
tacit approval but without any regulations by the Federal O'overn
ment. Finally, with tlw spread and development of the "'mininO' 
indus~ry, COIl~r?SS adopted legislation not only recognizing the posses~ 
80ry nght of citizens of the United States to minerals on public lands 
(R S. sec. 910; 28 U. S. C. sec. 690), but also providinO' for their 
disposition. (T{. S. secs. 2319-2344; 30 U. S. C. sees. 22~24, 26-30, 
33-47, 51, 52). Present procedures are derived from this basic 
legisla tion. 

670. The Act of March 3,1925 (43 Stat. 1144; 43 U. S. C. sec. 51; 
},hnual, Appendix I), necessitated a detailed revision of the reD'ula
tions governing the administration of minerul surveys, but the "'field 
surveying operations remained fixed. A full statement of the admin
istrative control of the general public land surveys, with citations of 
the authorities, is contained in chapter I, and in sections 9 and 10 
there is reference to the several regional and public survey offices. 
Citations which refer specifically to the making of mineral surveys 
'will be found in section 669 and in the following sections, where closely 
related to the subject matter. 

Administrative details such as those relating to the appointment 
and bonding of mineral surveyors, suspension or revocation of their 
appointments, payment for their services, employment of their assist
[lnts, and the cost of office work to mineral claimants, including 
refund of unearned deposits, are matters of internal office procedures 
and accordingly are governed by current office regulations. Certai~ 
rules for these administrative procedures are the subject of instruc
tions, contained in the Code of Federal Heguln,tions, Title 43, Chnpter 
I, Subchapter L, 1Jineral Lands, Part 185. 

The procedmes for locating, mnintninillg and obtaining patent to 
mining claims for minerals that are subject to such appropriation 
which aro found on the public domain, and information regardin rr th~ 
acquisition of mineral deposits of the classes which are subje~t to 
disposal under the mineral leasing acts, are likcwise the subject of 
specific instructions, contained in the Co do of Fedoral Regulations 
Title 43, Chapter I, Subehu,pter L, Mineral Lands. ' 
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REQUIREMENTS OF FIELD WORK 

671. Tho tcrm "survoy" a~ here employed includes the uswd 
tceh~ical procedure, ~nd also aJI cxaminations roquired for the prep
aratlOn of the ~ffi~avlts of the value of expenditures for development 
purposes, descTlptlvo reports on placer claims, and any othor reports 
to be made by tho mineral surveyor. 

672. In every case the survey made and reported is to be an actual 
survey on the grOlmd in full detail, made by the mineral surveyor in 
person after the receipt of the order, and without refcrence to any 
knowledge he may have previously acquired by reason of havinO' 
made the location surveyor otherwise, and the record will show th~ 
actual facts existing at the time. This prccludes a calculation of the 
connections to corners of the public survey and to location monu
ments, or of any other lines of the survey, through prior surveys 
unless it is satisfactorily shown in his report that he has retraced sucl~ 
li.n.es and found them to be correct. Veta Grande Lode, 6 L. D. 718 
(1888); L?:ncoln Placer, 7 L. D. 81 (1888). 

673. The survey of a mining claim may include several contiguous 
locations owned in common, but in conformity with statutory requil·e
ments such survey record ,vill distinguish the several locations and 
exhibit the boundaries of each. S. F. 111ackie, 5 L. D. 199 (1886); 
Golden Sun J11ining Co., 6 L. D. 808 (1888); Argillite Stone Co .. 20 
L. D. 585 (1900). . 

674. All lengths of lines are to be returned as their true horizontal 
equivalents in the foot unit, as determined by the general methods of 
measurement prescribed in sections 16, 17,35,36, and 37, chapter II. 
The high degree of accuracy required in the making of mineral surveys 
calls for careful steel-tape measurements; and if needed in order to 
secure acceptable results, a spring balance should be used and tem
perature corrections applied. 

~75. All mineral surveys are to be made with an instrument by 
which the meridian may be determined indepellClently of the magnetic 
needle, and the directions of all lines are to be re[ened to the true 
meridian. An engineer's transit with or without a solar attachment 
may be employed and any method described in chapter II may 1)0 

used. The true course of at least one line of each survey is to be 
ascertained at the time of the survey by observation either upon the 
sun or Polaris or any bright star in the equatorial belt by Olle of the' 
methods given in sections 8·1 to 123, inclusivo, chapter II, with 
proper verificatiol1 of the time andlatitudo; the methods so employed 
and the results will be recorded in the field notes of the survey. 
Specimen field notes: Manun'! Appendi..'{ X. 
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676. The magnetic declination is to be noted flt each corner of 
the survey; if it is the same at the several corners one statement to 
this effect, and the value of the deelinfltion will be given in the field 
notes. Tile declination 'will be noted and recorded flt each corner 
of the surveV where differences are found. 

677. The' survey will be made in strict conformity with, or be 
embraced within, the lines of the location upon which the order is 
based. If the survey and location are identical that fact will be 
clearlv stated in the field notes. If not identical, fl bearing and dis
tance' will be given in the field notes from cflch estflblished corner of 
the survey to the correspondillg corner of the location. The lines 
of the location as found upon the ground will be laid dmm upon the 
preliminary plat only in such manner as to contrast and show their 
relation to the lines of survey. Philip Dephanger, 1 L. D. 581 (1882). 

678. The suryey 'Ivill be given but one number. A location under 
the mining laws can legally be mflde only of a tmct or piece of bnd 
embraced within one set of boundary lines; and two or more tracts 
merely cornering ,vith e[:tch other can not legally be embmced in fl 
single location. Gomeira Placer Claim, 33 L. D. 560 (1905); Hidden 
Treasure i',1ine. 35 L. D. 485 (1907). But an owner of several cbims 
who has recciv~d pfltent for certuin contiguous claims in the group may 
apply for patent to the remainder in one application, even though 
they are not contiguous to each other, if each is contiguous to the body 
of land embraced in the patented claims. T'Vagner Assets Realization 

Corp" 531. D. G14 (1932). 
679. In accordance with the principle that courses and distances 

must give way when in conflict with fixed objects and monuments, 
tho mineral surveyor will not under any circumstances change the 
corners of the location for the purpose of making them conform to the 
description in the record. If the difference from the location certifi
cate is slight, it may be expbined in the field notes, as indicated in 
tbe specimen field notes. 

GSO. I\cvisl'd Statutes, sec. 2324 (30 U. S. C. sec. 2S), expressly 
provides tlwt "the location must be distinctly marked upon the 
oTol.md so that its boundaries can be readily traced," and "that all 
;eco1'(1s of l11illiJl~~ {'him;:; madc nfter :rvltty 10, 1872, shall contain tho 
name 01' names ~f the locators, the date of tho locfltion, and such a 

, deseription of the elaim or claims located, by reference to some 
natuml o])ject or permanent mOIH1IYlCnt, as will identify the claim." 
Each location cerlificate should give the name of tho loclttion. 

681. A sing1e discovery working can not support more t.han one 
location, Poplar Creek J1h'ne, IG h D. 1 (1893), unless the veill or 
lode can be traced on outcToppings on contiguous claims. 

682. These provisions of law must be strictly complied with in 
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each case to entitle the claimant to fl survey and patent, and should 
a claimant under a location made subsequent to 1<1ay 10, 1872, who 
has not complied with said requirements in regard to marking the 
locfltion upon the ground and recording the location certificate, apply 
for a ~urvey, the mineral surveyor will decline to make it prior to 
reportmg the facts to the regional or public survey office and receivinO' 
further instructions. Philip Dephanger, 1 L. D. 581 (1882). '" 

683. If after having obtained an order for survey the applicant 
should find that the record of location does not practichlly describe 
the location as staked upon the ground, he should file a certified copy 
of an amended location certificate, correctly describillO' the claim 

d b 
. b , 

an 0 tam an amended order for survey. In fact any change in the 
original order including the addition or dropping of locations or 
dcsignation of a diD'erent surveyor calls for an amended order. 

684. Should the survey be applied for under a location made prior 
to 1hy 10, 1872 (see R. S. secs. 2319-2328 2331) the mineral survevor " . 
virill be governed by the special instructions accompanying the order 
for survey. 

LODE LINES AND END LINES 

685. No lode claim located subsequent to May 10, 1872, should 
exceed the statutory limit of 300 ft. in width on each side of the center 
of the vein, or 1,500 ft. in length. All surveys must close within 0.50 ft. 
in 1,000 ft., and the errol' must not be such as to make the claim 
exceed the statutory limit. In the absence of proof to the contrary 
the discovery point is held to be the center of the vein on the surface: 
The course and length of the lode line or presumed course of the vein 
should be marked upon the plat and specifically described in the 
field notes. The record of the intersections of the end lines with the 
lode line will be given in the field notes from the lowest numbered 
corner on each end'line running toward the next higher numbel'od 
corner. YV11ere conditions permit, the distances will be shown on 
the plat. 

686. It vms held in Bcliggercnt and Other Claims, 35 L. D. 22 
(1906), (syllabus), that-

There is no WMl'll,llt in t.ho Illilli!lg; heWS for extellClillg, nrbitl'arily nlld without 
any basis of fact therefor. the vein or lode line of a loectlion in all irre"'uJal' Iwd 
zigzag manner for the purpose of controlling the length or situation of th~ exterior 
lines of the location to suit the convenience, real or imagined, of the locator. 

The eml lines of a lode location must be ,,(might und purnllel to ouch other 
and ,,,ben u~ right ullgles with the side lines lllay not exceed GOO feet ill length. 

The mining laws contemplate thctt the end lines of a lode claim shall have 
substantial existence in fact, and ill lengt.h shall l'cn~ollably comport with the 
width of the claim as located. 
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METHOD AND ORDER OF PROCEDURE 
687. The fixa tion of the position of the offieial survey upon the 

O"round will be ascertained by connecting it by course and distance 
~ither to a corner of tl:e public survcy, preferably the nearest, or to a 
location monument but in any event the connecting line ,vill not 
exceed a length of two miles. If both a corner of the public survey 
and a location monument are within the limiting distance, the con
nection should, if practicable, be made to the public survey corner. 
Each location of a survey embracing two or more locations 'will be so 
connected. 

688. As a matter of convenience in the preparation of subsequent 
metes and bounds descriptions it is preferable that the corner of each 
location from which the connection is made should be established as 
corner No. 1. 

689. The two preceding sections are intended to permit the sur-
veyor to obtain cOlmections in a practicab~e. manner based upon 
existino- field conditions. Any unusual condItIons that may be en
counte~ed in obtaining connections should be explained in the field 
notes. 

690. When a mining claim is situated within the limits of a town-
ship the survey of which is in good standing, but ,v?ere no cor?er of 
the survey can be found within 2. miles of ~he clmm, af~er d~Ige~t 
search connection may be made WIth a 10catlOn monumenli, whlch ill 
turn \~ill be connected 'with an established public survey corner. 

69!. From corner No.1 the successive boundaries of each location 
will be run in regular manner, numbering the remaining corners in 
consecutive order. 

692. A lode and a mill site embraced in one survey will be dis tin
O"uished by the letters A and B, respectively, following the number of 
~he survey. The corners of the mill site will. be .numbered independ
ently of those of the lode. A corner of the mIll sIt.e, preferably cor::,"er 
1\ o. 1 \vill be COllnected with a corner of the publIc surveyor 10catlOn 
monu~ent, and a corner of the mill site with a corner of the lode 

claim. . 
693. \\11en a placer claim includes lodes, or w~en .several contiguous 

placer or lode locations are included as one claIm m on: survey, .the 
eorners of each location will be given a separate consecutIve numerlCal 
designation, beginning with corner No.1 in each case. In the former 
c~se, describe the placer claim first in the field notes. 
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CONFLICTS 

694. When the exterior lines of a claim conflict with the survey of 
another claim, the distances to the points of intersection and the 
courses and distances along the line intersected from an established 
corner of such conflicting claim to such points of intersection should 
be reported in the field notes: Provided, That where a corner of the 
conflicting survey falls within the claim being surveyed, this corner 
should be selected from which to give the tie. vVnen the same line 
of a conflict is intersected by two lines of the survey, the tie will be 
given from the same corner of the eonflicting survey at both intersec
tions. 

695. When the lines of two locations of the survey intersect, only 
the point of intersection will be given on the line being described. 

696. Conflicts with unsurveyed locations will not be reported unless 
excluded from the area claimed. 

697. Surveyed claims owned by the applicant, in conflict with or 
contiguous to the survey, will be reported in the fiold notes. 

698. A connecting line should be run from some corner of the survey 
to a corner of each conflicting survey, also to a corner of each conflict
ing unsurveyed location that is to be excluded. 

699. Connection will also be given to any survey, the record position 
of which is within 100 feet of the lines of the survey being executed; 
also to any other neighboring survey, the location of which is not 
definitely :£i.\:ed by the record. Such connections will be made and 
eonflicts shown according to the boundaries of the neighboring or 
conflicting claims as each is marked, defined, and actually established 
upon the ground. The field notes will fully and specifically state how 
and by what visible evidence the several conflicting surveys were 
idontified on the ground, as well as those which appear to conflict, 
according to their returned tie or boundary lines, and report all 
material errors or discrepancies found in such surveys. In the survey 
of a group of contiguous claims where any corners are common to two 
or more claims of the group, bearings should be mentioned but once 
and the corner described as a common corner in the claim first men
tioned in the field notes. 

LOCATION MONUMENTS 
700. When a survey is situated in a district where there are no 

corners of the public survey and no other monuments within 2 miles, 
a location monument will be established. The site, when practicable, 
should be some prominent point, giving good visibility from every 
direction, and the site should be so chosen that the permanency of the 
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monument will not be endangered by snow, rock, or hmd movements 
or other nat.ural causes. Its position with reference to latitude and 
lolwitude should be recorded as accurately as the known data and the 
inst~'llmen ts used will afford. 

701. The monument should consist of a stone not less than 30 inches 
long, 20 inches wide, and 6 inches thick, set two-thirds in the ground 
witl1 a conical mound of stone 4 feet high and 6 feet base alongside. 
The letters "U S L 11" followed by the number of the survey in con~ 
nection with which it is established will be plainly chiseled upon the 
stone. The exact reference point will be indicated on the monument 
by a cross (X) chiseled on the top. Any necessary departure from 
the prescribed material and size of monument is to be explained. 

702. From the monument the precise course and distance will be 
taken to two or more bearing trees or rocks, and to any well-known 
and permanent objects in the viJinity, such as buildings, shafts, mouths 
of adits, prominent rocks, 01' the confluence of streams. Bearing 
trees will be properly scribed "D T" and the bearing rocks chiseled 
"13 0" together with the number of the location monument; the exact 
point on the tree or stone to ,vhich conncction is made to be indicated 
by a cross or other unmistakable marIe. Bearings should also be 
taken to prominent mountain peaks or other land marks, and the 
approximate distance and direction ascertained to the nearest town 
or mining Cl1mp. A detailed description of the location monument, 
1Kith a topogrl1phic map of its location, will be furnished. 

CORNER MONUMENTS 

703. Corner monuments may consist of the following material, 
aiven in the order of prderenco: • 
to (A) Tubular iron posts with Daring base, cement core, and brass 
cap for marking with steel djes, of the type adopted for public land 
surveys; . 

(I3) A stone at least 24 inches long, G inches wide, and 4 mches 
thick, set 1 G inches in the ground, with a conical mound of stone, 
n~ feet bigh, 2 feet base, alongsidc; or, 

(C) A rock in pince. 
If none of the foregoing material is available, a concrete post, 24 

inches long, G inches square, set 16 inebe8 in tho ground, or durable 
wooden p~st at least 3 feet long by 4 inches squaro, set 24 inches in 
the around, and surrounded by a substantial mound of stone or earth, 
mal:' be used. Should it beeome necessary to vary from these instl'Uc
tio~s, the returns will contain a full statement of the reason therefor. 

70.1. All corners ""ill be established in a permanent and work~ 
manlike manner, and the distinguishing initial letter or letters, 
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corner, and survey numbers will be neatly chiseled or scribed on the 
side facing the claim. The precise corner point will be permanently 
indicated on the monument. 'When a rock in place is used, its di
mensions above ground will be stated, and a cross chiseled at the exact 
corner point. Corners common to two or more locations will bear 
the initial letter and corner number of each location. 

705. In case the point for the corner is inaccessible or unsuitable, a 
witness corner will be established, which will bear the letters "W 0" 
in addition to the regular markings. When practicable the witness 
corner should be located upon a line of the survey and as near as possi
ble to the true corner point, with which it must be connected by course 
and distance. The reason for the establishment of a witness corner 
will be stated in the field notes. 

706. The position of all corners should be recorded by course and 
distance to bearing trees, rocks, and other permanent objects, as 
prescribed in the establishment of location monuments, and when no 
objects are available the field notes should so state. In the latter 
event a memorial, if practicable, should be deposited with the corner 
and described in the field notes. 

TOPOGRAPHY 
707. Note carefully all topographic features of the claim, taking 

distances on the lines to intersections with all streams, gulches, ditches, 
ravines, mQuntainridges, roads, trails, etc., with their widths, courses, 
and other data that may be required for mapping purposes. If the 
claim is situated within a town site, all important municipal improve
ments, and the street and block system, within the claim, will be 
located for mapping purposes. 

FIELD NOTES 
708. Field notes and other reports must be typewritten in black

record ink, and upon the proper blanks, which will be furnished ,vith 
the order for surveyor upon application. No interlinen tions or 
crasures are permissible, and no abbreviations or symbols rnn,y bo 
used cxcepting those shown in section 550, chnpter VII, nnd ns em
ployed in the specimen field notes, appendix, pnge 575. 

709. The mineral surveyor ",rill prepare and file a preliminary plat 
on tracing cloth, drawn on a scde of 200 fect to an inch, if practicahle, 
in conformity with the spocimcn pin t (insert No.2), tho lines of tho 
claim surveyed being shown heavier in contrast with conflicting claims. 
A copy of such calculations of areas as are mado by doublo meridian 
distances and of all triangulations or traverse lines will also be 
furnished. 
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710. In order that the results of the survey may be reported in a 
uniform manner, the field notcs and preliminary plat will be prepared 
in strict conformity with the specimen field notes and plat) which are 
made part of these instructions. They are designed to furnish all 
needcd information concerning the manner of doscribing the boun
daries) corners) lode lines, connections, intersections, conflicts, and 
improvements, and of stating the magnetic dcclination, area) location, 
and other data connected with the survey of mincral claims, and to 
prescribe certain forms of certificates for the surveyor, and for listing 
his assistants. 

711. Throughout the description of the survey, after each reference 
to the lines or corners of a location, give the name thereof, and if 
unsurveyed state the fact. If reference is made to a location included 
in a prior officia'! survey, the survey number will be given, followed by 
the name of the location. 

712. The total area of each location in a group embraced by its 
exterior boundaries, and also the arca in conflict with each intersecting 
surveyor claim, should be stated. When locations of the survey 
conflict with cach other, such conflicts should be stated only in connec
tion with thc location from which the conflicting area is excluded. 

713. The field notes and plat of survey should not show exclusions, 
or attempt to specify the nct arca of the claim. Thcsc are matters for 
the applicant to stu te in connecti.on with his application for patent, and 
the notices posted and published. The field notes should merely show 
the total and net areas of conflict, so that any exclusion desired may be 
made readily. 

714. The field notes should state specifically whether the claim is 
upon surveyed or unsurveyed public lauds, giving in the former case 
the quarter section, township, and range in which it is located, and in 
the latter the township and range as nearly as can be determined by 
the information at hand. 'iYhen upon surveyed lands) the section 
boundaries should bc indicatcd by full lines and quarter sections by 

broken lincs. 
715. The title-page should contain the post-office address of the 

claimant or his authorized agent. 

IMPROVEMENTS 

716. In R. S. sec. 2325 (30 U. S. O. sec. 29), it is directcd that at 
least $500 shall be expended upon 11 mineral claim I1S 11 prercquisite 

to patcnt. 
717. In preparing the certificate of the value of the improvements, 

the form shown in the specimen field notcs will be followed. 
718. Only actual expenditures and mining improvements made by 
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the claimant or ~is grantors, having a direct relation to the develop
~lent of the cll1lm, are to be included in the estimate. Labor or 
lIDprovements, within the meaning of the statute are deemed to have 
been had on a mining claim, whether it consists of one location or 
~everal, when the labor is performed or the improvements are made for 
ItS development-that is, to facilitate the extraction of the metals it 
may contain. Emily Lode, 6 L. D. 220 (1887). 

71~. The expendi~ures required may be made o~ the surface or in 
rumllng a tunnel, dl'lfts, or crosscuts for the development of the claim. 
Improvements of any other character, such as buildinO's machinery or 
roadways, will be e~clude~ from the estimate unless it i~ clearly sh;wn 
that they are assocIatcd Wlt~ actual excavations, such as cuts, tunnels, 
and s,hafts,. ~nd are essentIal to the practical development and to 
actually faCIlItate the cxtraction of mineral. Mills for ore treatment 
or roadways, tr.amways) or trails built for transporting the extractecl 
ore from the mme, are not to be included. 

720. All miniI:g and other improvements on the claim will be located 
by c?ur.se and dlstar,tce from corners of the survey, or from points on 
the rndlCated lode lrne, specifying with particularity the dimensions 
and ~haractcr of each. The improvements upon each location 
s~oulQ be numbered consecutively, the point of discovery always beinG' 
~o. 1.. Improvements made by a former locator who has abandoncd 
lllS chum arc not to be includcd in the estimate, but should be dc,,~ribed 
by separate statement in the field notes and shown on the plat. 
. 721. The fie~d notes ,:ill show i?- detail the value of each mining 
,lIDprovement rncluded rn the estImate of expenditures, and when 
a tunnel or. oth~r improv~ment. has been made for the development 
of other chums rn ~onnectlOn WIth the one for which survey is made, 
the ~ame, o\v'1lerShlp, and survey number, if any, of each claim to be 
credIted, and ~he value of the interest credited to each will be stated. 

722 .. "When a lode and mill site are included in the same survey) an 
expendIture of $500 at the time of application for patent is required 
upon the lode claim only. 

723. 'iwcn a survey embraces several locations held in common 
constituting one entire claim whethcr lodo or placer, an expenditur~ 
?f $500 at tho time of application for patent for each location ombraced 
111 the group will be required. 

72£!. It is held in James Cal'l'cto, 35 L. D. 351 (1907), (syllabus), 
thnt-

'Where several contiguous mining claims are held in common and expenditures 
are made upon. an imp!'ovement intended to aid in the common development 
of all of the claJlns so held, and which is of such character as to redound to tho 
benefit of all, such improvement is properly called a comlnon improvement. 

Each of a gr.oup of contiguous mining cluims held in common and developed 
by 11 common Improvement has an equal, undivided interest in such improvc-
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ment, which is to be determined by a calculation based upon the number of claims 
in the group and the value of the common improvement. 

There is no authority in law for an unequal assignment of credits out of the cost 
of an improvement made for the common benefit of a number of mining claims, or 
the apportionment of a physical segment of an improvement of that character to 
any particUlar claim or claims of the number, such an arbitrary judgment of credits 
as the exigencies of the case may seem to require being utterly at variance with 
the essential idea inherent in the term "a eommon improvement." 

In any patent proceedings where a part of a group of mining claims is applied for 
and reliance is had upon a common improvement, the land department should 
be fully advised as to the total number of claims embraced in the group, as to 
their ownership, and as to their relative situations, properly delineated upon an 
authenticated map or diagram. Such information should always be furnished in 
connection with the first proceeding involving an application of credit from the 
common improvement, and should be referred to and properly supplemented in 
each subsequent patent application in which a like credit is sought to be applied. 

725. It is also held in Aldebran Mining 00., 3G L. D. 551 (1908), 
(syllabus), that-

/\. common improvement or system, olTered for patent purposes, although of 
sufficient uggregate value and of the prerequisite benefit to all the mining claims 
of a group, can not be accepted us it then stunds in full sutisfaction of the statutory 
requirement as to such of the clrLims the locntion of which it preceded, the law 
requiring that an expenditure of ut leust $500 shall succeed the location of every 
claim. 

If the requisite benefit to the group is shown, or to the extent of such of the 
claims ns nrc so benefited, und the elements of contiguity and common interest in 
the claims concerned uppear; if the improvement represents 11 total value sufficient 
for putent purposes for the number of cluims so involved; if for ench claim located 
ufter the purtial construction of the improvement the latter has been subsequently 
extended so as to represent un added value of not less than $500, each is entitled 
under the law to 11 share of the value of the common improvement in its entirety, no 
claim receiving more or less than another from thut source, participating therein 
without distinction or difference, and as to each the statutory requirement 
is satisfied. 

726. The explanatory statement in such cases should be given in 
the field notes or affidavit o,t the conclusion of the description of the 
improvements included in the estimate of expenditure, o,nd should be 
as full and explicit as the facts in the case warrant, dealing only 
with improvements, conditions, and circumstances as they actually 
existed at the time of surveyor subsequent field examination. 

727. If tho value of tho labor and improvemonts upon a mineral 
claim is less than £500 at the timo of survey, authority is given to filo 
thereafter supplemontal proof showing $500 expenditure made prior 
to the expiration of tho period of pUblication. The information on 
which to base this proof must be derived by the mineral surveyor, who 
makes the ftctual survey, from a careful examination upon the premises. 

728. Only improvoments made by the claimant or his grantors 
subsequent to tho location of the claim are available undor the statutes 
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for patent expenditure. The regional or public survey office certifies 
to this fact according to tho record and as the certificnte is based on 
the report of the mineral surveyor, the latter should exerciso special 
care to see that such improvements only are reported. 

DESCRIPTIVE REPORTS ON PLACER CLAIMS 

729. Revised Statutes, sec. 2331 (30 U. S. 0., sec. 35) provides 
that all placer-mining claims located after May W, 1872, shall con
form as nearly as practicable witli the United States system of public 
irmd surveys and the rectangular subdivision of such surveys, and 
such locations shall not include more than 20 acres for each individual 
claimant (43 CFR 185.24, 185.28). 

The mineral survoyor is required to make a full examination of all 
placer claims at the time of survey (43 CFR 185.73) and to file with 
his field notes a descriptive report, under oath, duly corroborated by 
one or more disinterested persons and covering the following items: 

(a) The quality and composition of the soil, and the kind and amount 
of timber and other vegetn,tion; 

(b) ThB location and size of streams, and such other mutter as may 
appear upon the surface of the claims; 

(c) The character, extent, and position of all surface and under
ground workings for mining purposes; 

(d) The proximity of centers of trade or residence; 
(e) The. proximity of well-known systems of lode deposits or of 

individ uallodes; 
(j) The use or ado,ptability of the claim for placer mining, including 

the availability of water in sufficient quantity for practical operations; 
(g) Works or expenditures made by the claimant or his grantors 

for the development of the claim; and, 
(h) The true position of all Imown mines, salt licks, salt springs, 

and mill sites. vThen none is known to exist on the claim, the fact 
will be so stated. 

AMENDED SURVEYS 

730. Amended surveys are ordered only by the Director, Bureau of 
Land Management. The conditions and circumstances peculiar to 
each separate case and the object sought by the required amendment 
are set forth in the authorization from that office, and alone govern 
all special matters relative to the manner of making such surveys and 
the form and subject matter to be embmced in the field notes. 

731. Tho amended surveys are to be made in strict conformity 
with, or be embraced within, the lines of the original survey. If 
o,ny portion of the amended and original surveys arc identical, that 
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fact will be distinctly stated in the field notes. If not identical, the 
bearing and distance are to be given from each established corner of 
the amended survey to the corresponding corner of the original 
survey. The lines of the original survey, as found upon the grounel, 
are to be laid do)vn upon the preliminary plat in such manner as to 
contrast and show their relation to the lines of the amended survey. 

732. The field notes of the amended survey are to be prepared on 
the same size and form of blanks as are required for the field notes of 
the original survey, and the abbreviation "Am." will be used after 
the survey number wherever it occurs. 

PLATS 

733. Chapter IX is devoted to the subject of plat makulg and in 
so far as applicable will be follovved. In addition, the following 
instructions relating cspecially to mineral plats will be observed. 
The returns of the survey when filed in the regional or public survey 
office will be carefully examined and compared with the records to 
determine that all conflicts with prior approved surveys are correctly 
shown, that all connecting lines given are in harmony with the record, 
that dl material errors found in prior surveys are fully reported, and 
that the calculations of intersections and of conflicting areas are cor
rect. The final plat will be drawn on a scale of 200 feet to an inch 
,vhen practicable. See Specimen Mineral Plat, Insert No.2. 

The seule should be huge enough to illustrate clearly the field notes, 
showing the improvements, conflicts, and physical features described 
therein, together with all courses und distances of intersecting lines 
nne! connecting lines, where space will permit. .A .. ny topographic 
features described in the field notes tending to confuse or obscure 
the pInt mny be omitted, but as the copy of the plat posted on the 
claim is a notice to the public of the ground applied for, all wagon 
roads, streams, and other objects that may aid in locating the surveyed 
ground should be shown. 

In case the entire SUl'vey cannot be sho,,"Il on one sheet on a scale 
large enough to be clear, byo or more sheets may be used and numbered 
consecutively, each sheet bearing the inscription, "SUl'vey No. --, 
Sheet No. --." The last sheet will carry the certificate of approval, 
with the extra sheets of the same width and not longer than the last 
sheet. Although a form plat showing protractor and marginal lines 
is available, its use is optional with the public survey oilice .. 

734. The approval of a mineral survey is final, no acceptance being 
required as in the case of the public land sub divisional surveys. 'When 
approved, the plat will be reproduced and tho returns of the survey 
will be distributed in accordance with existing regulations. 
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The Manual Appendi..'C contains continuations or' elaborations of 
the subject matter \vhe1'e editorially desirable to make the separations 
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Appendix I 

EARLY LAWS AND CITATION OF AUTHORITIES 

6. The rectangular system of survey of the public lands was inaugurated by a 
committee appointed by the Continental Congress. On the 7th of May 1784, 
this committee reported "An ordinance for ascertaining the mode of locating and 
disposing of lands in the western territory, and for other purposes therein men
tionecl." The ordinance as finally passed on the 20th of May 1785, provided for 
townships 6 miles square, containing 36 sections of 1 mile square. The first 
public surveys were made under this ordinance. The townships 6 miles square, 
were laid out in ranges extending northward from the Ohio River, the townships 
being numbered from south to north, and the ranges from east to west. The 
region embraced by the surveys under this law forms a part of the State of Ohio. 
In these initial surveys only the exterior lines of the to\vnships were surveyed, 
but the plats were mmked by subdivisions into sections of 1 mile square, and mile 
corners were established on the township lines. The sections were numbered 
from 1 to 36, and the surveys were made under the direction of the geographer 
of the United States. 

The Act of :Vlay 18, 1796 (1 Stat. 464), provided for the appointment of a sur
vevor gcner:11 and directed the survey of the 1nnds northwest of the Ohio River 
and above the mouth of the KentUcky River, "in which the titles of the Indian 
tribes have been extinguished." Under this law it was provided that" the sections 
shall be numbered, respectively, beginning with the number one in the northeast 
section and proceeding west and cast alternately through the to>lrnship, with 
progressiVe numbers till the thirty-sixth be completed." This method of number
ing sections is still in usc. 

The Act of :'Iray 10, 1800 (2 Stat. 73), required the "townships west of the 
;"Iuskingum, which * * * are directed to be sold in quarter to"wnships, 
to be s\lbdivided into half sections of three hundred and twenty acres each, as 
nearly as may be, by running parallel lines through the same from east to w.est 
and from south to north at the distance of Olle mile from each other, and markmg 
corners at the distallce of each half mile on the lines running from east to west 
and at the distance of each mile on those running from south to north. * * * 
And the interior lines of townships intersected by the :YIuskingum, and of all the 
towllships lying east of thl1t river, which have not been heretofore actually sub
divided into sections sball also be run and marked. * ,. ,. And in all eases 
where the exterior lines of the townships thtlS to be subdivided into sections or 
half sections shall exceed, or shl111 not extend. six miles, the excess or deficiency 
shall be specially noted and added to or deducted from the western and northern 
I'anges of sections or half :3ections in such townships, according as the error may be 
ill funning the lines from cast to west or froIll south to north." 

'fhe Act of February 11, lS05 (2 Stat. 313), direeted the subdivision of the 
public lands into quarter sections nnd provided that all the corners :uarked 
in tLe public surveys shall be established as the proper corners of sectlOns, or 
sulJllivbions of sections, which they were intended to designato, and that corners 
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of half and quarter sections not marked shall bo placed as nearly as possible 
"equidistant from those two corners which stand on the same line." This act 
further provides that "The boundary lines actually run and marked * * * 
shull be established as tho proper boundary lines of tho sections or subdivisions 
for which they were intended; and the length of such lines as returned by * * * 
the surveyors '" '" * shall be held and considered as the true length the roof 
and the boundary lines which shall not have been actually run and ml1rked as 
aforesaid shall be ascertained by running straight lines from the established 
corners to the opposite corresponding corners; but in those portions of the frac
tional townships where no such opposite or corresponding eorners have beon or 
can be fixed, the said boundary lines shall be ascertainod by running from tho 
established corners due north and south or east and \yest lines, as the case may 
be, to the * * * external boundary of such fractional township." 

The Act of April 25, 1812 (2 Stat. 716), provided "That there shall be established 
in the Department of the Treasury an office to be denominated the General 
Land Office, the chief officer of which shall be called the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office, whose duty it shall be, under the direction of the head of 
the department, to superintend, execute, and perform all such acts and things 
touehing or respecting the public lands of the United States, and other lands 
patented or granted by the United States, as have heretofore been directed by 
law to be done or performed in the office of the Secretary of State, of the Secre~ 
tary and Register of the Treasury, and of the Seeretary of War, or which shall 
hereafter by law be assigned to the said office." 

The Act of April 24, 1820 (3 Stat. 566), provided for tbe sale of public lands 
in half-quarter sections, and requires that "in evcry case of the division of a 
quarter section the line for the division thereof shall run north and south * * '" 
and fractional sections. containing one hundred and sixty acres and upward, 
shall, in like manner, as noarly as practicable, be subdivided into half-quarter 
sections, under such rule3 and regulations as may bo prescribed by the Secretary 
of the Treasury; but fractional sections containing less than one hundred and 
sixty acres shall not be divided." 

The Act of May 29, 1830 (4 Stat. 417; R. S. secs. 2412, 2413), provided for 
the fine and imprisonment of any person obstrueting the survey of the public 
lands, and for the proteetion of surveyors, in the discharge of their official duties, 
by the United States marshal, with sufficient force, whenever necessary. 

The Act of April 5, 1832 (4 Stat. 503), directed the subdivision of the public 
lands into quarter quarters; that in every case of the division of a half-qul1rtcr 
section the dividing line should run east and west; and that fractional sections 
should be subdivided under rules and regulations prescribed by the Seeretl1ry 
of the Treasury. Under the latter provision the Secretary directed that frac
tional sections containing less than 160 acres, or the residuary portion of a frac
tional section, after the subdivision into as many quart.er-quarter sections us 
it is susceptible of, may be subdivided into lots, each containing the quantity 
of a quarter-quarter section as nearly as practicable, by so luying down the 
line of subdivision that t.hey shall be 20 ehains wide, which distances are to be 
marked on the plat of subdivision, as arc also the areas of the quarter quarters 
and rosiduary [ructions. 

Dot.h the Act of April 24, 1820, supra, and the Act of April 5, 1832, supra, 
provided t.hat the corners and contents of half-quarter and quarter-quarter sec
tions should be ascertained, as nearly as possible, in the manner and on the 
principles directed and prescribed in the Act approved February 11, 1805, S1lpra. 

The Act of July 4, 1836 (5 Stat. 107), provided for the rcorgnnization of the 
General Land Office, and that the executive duties of said offiee "shall be sub-
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jectto the supervision and control of the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office under the direction of the President of the United States." The repealing 
clause is, "That such provisions of the act of the twenty-fifth of April, in the 
year one thousand eight hundred and twelve, entitled 'An act for the establish
ment of a General Land Office in the Department of the Treasury,' and of all 
acts amendatory thereof, as are inconsistent with the provisions of this aet be 
and the same are hereby, repealed." , , 

From the wording of this act it would appear that the control of the General 
Land Office was removed from the Treasury Department, and that the Commis
sioner reported directly to the President; but, as a matter of fact, the Secretary 
of the Treasury still had supervisory control, for the Act of March 3, 1849 (9 
Stat. 395), by which the Department of the Interior was established provided 
"That the Secretary of the Interior shall perform all the duties in 'relation t; 
the General Land Office, of supervision and appeal, now discharged by the 
Secretary of the Treasury * * *." By this act the General Land Office was 
transferred to the Department of the Interior. 

The Act of March 3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1144), provided for the reorgani~ation of the 
public survey offices as follows: The office of surveyor general is hereby abol
ished, effective July 1, 1925, and the administration of aU activities theretofore 
in charge of the surveyors general, including the necessary personnel, all records, 
furniture, and other equipment, and all supplies in their respective offices, are 
hereby transferred to and consolidated with the field surveying service, under the 
jurisdiction of the United States Supervisor of Surveys, who shall hereafter ad
minster same in association with the surveying operations in his charge and under 
such regUlations as the Secretary of the Interior may provide. 

The administrative plan that was set up through the Act of March 3, 1925, 
continued in operation until displaced by the reorganization of July 16, 19-16, 
wherein the General Land Office was abolished and its functions transferred to 
the Bureau of Land Management. Manual, Chapter I, section 7. 

The ][\\\,s (1) in reference to the reorganization of the public survey offices 
(March 3, J 925, 43 Stat. 1144; 43 U. S. O. sec. 51), effective July 1, 1925, and (2) 
in reference to the transfer to the States of the field notes and plats on the COIll

pletion of the surveys (May 28,1926,44 Stat. 672; 43 U. S. C. secs. 25, 25a, 25b), 
superseded certain long established and important provisions of tho Public 
Land Laws, of which the following sections of the Hevised Statutes are given here 
for the information bearing upon former practices: 

R. S. sec. 2207. There shall be appointed by the President, by and with the 
Surveyor general, advice and consent of the Senate, a surveyor general for the 

how and where up- States and Territories herein named, embracing, respectively, 
pointed. one surveying district, namely: Louisiana, Florida, Minnesota, 
Kansas, Oalifornia, Nevada, Oregon, Nebraska and Io\\"a, Dakota, Oolorado, New 
:.\Iexico, Idaho, Washington, IVlontana, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona. 

R. S. sec. 2218. \Vhenever the surveys and records of any surveying district are 

TranSfer of paners 
and discontlm;nnce of 
ofhcc in caso of com· 
pleted surveys. 

completed the surveyor general thereof shall be required to 
deliver over to the secretary of state of the respective States, 
including such surveys, or to such other officer as may be author
ized to receive them; all the field notes, maps, records, and other 

papers appertaining to land titles \\'ithin the same; and the office of surv~yor 
generd in every such district shall thereafter cease and be discontinued. 
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R. S. sec. 2219. In all cases of discontinuance, as provided in the precedIng sec
tion, the authority, powers, and duties of the surveyor geneml in 

Devolution of pow-
ersupon commissioner relation to the survey, resurvey, or subdivision of the lands 
~~c~~se of disconlillU' therein, and all matters and things connccted there"ith, shall 

be vested in and devolved upon the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office. 

R. S. secs. 2220, 2221. Under the authority and direction of the Commissioner 

Free access to pub· 
lle records delivered 
to States, and condi
tion of such delivery. 

of the General Land Officc any deputy surveyor or other agent 
of the United States shall have free access to any such field 
notes, maps, records, and other papers for the purpose of taking 
extracts therefrom or making copies thereof without charge of 

any kind; but no transfer of such public records shall be made to the authoritieq of 
any State until such State has provided by law for the reception and safekeeping of 
such public records, and for the allowance of free access thereto by the authorities 
of the United States. 
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THE CHAIN UNIT 

15. The chain unit is known as the invention of Edmund Gunter, an English 
astronomer of the seventeenth century; the chain unit of measurement is especially 
convenient in computing areas in the unit of acres, one acre being equal co 10 
square chains. In the colonial area of the United States, the boundaries of the 
land grants that were made to the English speaking people were usually measured 
in the same unit, but the lengths of lines were frequently expressed in terms of 
"poles," 4 poles being equal to 1 chain. 

The public land fractions of cven 20.00 and 40.00 ehains for the quarter and 
half-mile distances greatly simplify the subdivision of the section into the aliquot 
parts, termed the quarter-quarter and quarter sections, or units of area as 40 
acres and 100 acres. The fraction of 10 chains along the section b01lndary gives 
thc side of a 10-acre subdivision, or quarter-quarter-quarter unit. 

Again, where the law requires a proportional distribution of differences in 
measurement as in making retracemcnts for the restoration of lost corners, and 
in the subdivision of a section into its aliquot parts, this is accomplished in terms 
of a few links added to or subtracted from the 20.00 and 40.00 chain measurement 
that is shown in the oiIicial record. 1'\0 other linear unit can be so well suited to 
these practices. 

In the beginning (sixth rule; Manual sec. 6) all lines were to be measured with 
chains, containing 2 perches of 16% feet each, subdivided into 25 equal links; 
the chain was to be adjusted to a standard kept for that purpose. This short 
unit was frequently cn,lled the "2-pole" chain. The more common term now for 
the perch, or pole, is the rod, ,yhich equals 10H fect in length; however, that 
term is more ordinarily applied to tbc dimensions of small tracts, length of fence 
lines, widths of land cultivation in strips, etc. In the larger scale surveys, and 
especltllly in the public land surveying practice, the unit is the chain of 06 feet 
in length, di vided or graduated into 100 links. 

The ordinn,ry foot unit, while used almost exclusively in city, town, and village 
subdivisions, and in railroad, highway, and topographic surveys, is not well 
suited to the acre unit of area. This should be noted in sections 584 to 595, 
inclusive, on the computation of areas. All public land surveying records are 
in the chain unit, thcugh the term "pole" will be found in some of the early field 
notes. 

In its earliest construction the chain was mado from iron, lator heavy steel 
wire, in short pieces which were bent at the ends to form rings; three extra rings 
were placed in between the pieces, each assembly to make up olle whole link, 
or 7.92 inches. Adjustable handles, with swivels, were placed at the extreme 
ends; this gave flexibility to the whole, and menns for making corrections to a 
standard length. There wcre mallY "'caring surfaces, and other ready cau~cs 
for errors in length. Almost daily testing was required, and the errors could be 
large if this was neglected. Tile link chain was not superseded by the steel ribbon 
tape, in general practice, unW aflOr 1\)00. 
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The 2-pole (or 4-pole) chain could be used in level or gently rolling country, 
but the chain itself required "leveling," and frequently a plummet at one end. 
On steep slopes there was the praclice of" breaking chain," i. e.-using only 10, 20, 
or more links at a time, whatever could bo held horizontally. In consequence 
of the difficulties, and the many chances for error, and later the need for much 
greater accuracy in all respects, the long steel-ribbon tape finally supplanted 

the link chain. 
The boundaries of the grants of land that were made to private individuals or 

companies by the British crown both in the area of the Colonial States and in 
the territory that was turned over to the Federal Governrvent by those States 
were usuallv described in terms of natural obiects and metes-and-bounds traverse, 
the latter by direction of lines and lengths in terms of poles or chains. There 
were few, if a.ny, exceptions to the latter unit. 

THE ARPENT AND V ARA UNITS 

The land grants by the French crown were usually described in terms of the 
arpent. Where the Spa.nish settled first, the land survey distances wcre ex~ress~d 
in the vaTa unit. The conversions that arc most frequently needed are gIven 111 

table 26, Standard Field Tables. , 
Grants by the French crown were usually expressed as so many arpenls m area 

and/or as a tract of so many arpents frontage upon a certain body of water, a~d 
so many arpents back, on either side; sometimes as a tr~ct of s,o many arpents I~ 
the two or more directions along the 8ides. The n,rpent IS a umt of area, approxI
mately 0.85 acres, and when used as a linear term is intended to refer to the 
lenO'th of the side of one square arpent. 
. The grants by the Spanish crO,,{!l and by the :.lexican Government, prio.r .to 
the cessions to the United States, were more often described as by the Bntlsh 
plan, but. with lengths of lines expressed in the vara unit. . . . 

In the State of 'Texas where the titles and land survey descl'lptlOns were broug~t 
down from the Spanish sovereignty, the vara unit of linear measurement IS 

employpd; 36 varas are recognized as being equal to 10?000 f~et. 
In the survey of private land grants, thorefore, and m makmg retmcements 

and resurveys, it has becn necessary to interpret the language of each grant, and 
to convert the dimensions to the equivalent in the chain unit. . 

The public domain is made up largely of areas acquired from France, ~lexlco, 
and Spain, by cession and purchase. Prior to the acqUisition of the areas by the 
United States, those foreign governments hac! made many grants of land to 
private individuals as reward for s.ervices rende~ed, to promote trad~, and en: 
courage settlement in their colomes. Such prl\'ate land grants, "hen duly 
authenticated and confirmed, were recognized by our governlllent and the areas 
thereof were segregated from tho lands subject to di'3posal under the geneml 

public land laws. . 
These land grants were surveyed under authority, a.n~ describe~ m terms of 

the units of measurement customarily used by, the grantlllg so:,erelgnty. T~us, 
the arpent (arpcn) was in generol use in the French settlements l~ North Ame~lCa, 
and the vara \ras generally employed throughout the SpaTlls~ ~nd Ylexlcn.n 
settlements. The present day usc of those units on surveys wlthlIl the pubhc 
domain is limited to those instances where it may be necessary to retrace the 
boundaries of prinlte land gr!tnts. . 

Slightly diITercnt values werc employcd for tho arpcnt and v11.:(1. III ~he French, 
Spanish, 'and Mexican private land granls ill tile several survc.ymg C!JSLIIcts, duc 
to the lacl, of exact etandards, the oontinuation of local practICe and usage, und 
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the use of approximate conversion factors. Where necessary to ascertain the 
dcfinite equivalcnts for conversion of the units, an examination should be made 
of the early surveying records and court opinions of that particular district for 
the authority. 

The yalues stated in table 26, Standard Field Tables, are provided as an aid 
in the interpretation of the descriptions which may be found in the early land 
grants. 

The Arpent 
The arpent (arpen) is a French unit of area whose value varied depending on 

origin and local custom, as the arpent de Paris, the arpent commun, and the arpent 
d'ordonnance. Troll v. City of St. Louis, 168 SW., 167 (1914). 

The arpent is not primarily a unit of linear measure, but tracts of land were 
frequently described in terms of nrpent frontage and depth, the unit being the 
side of a square arpent; in this manner, by custom and usage, the arpent came to 
be considered also in terms of linear value. 

The Surycyor General's office at St. Louis, Mo., adopted a definite value for 
the arpent which was used consistently in the surveys in Arkansas and Missouri, 
as follows: 

1 arpent=0.8507 acres 
The side of the square nrpent= 2.91667 chains (192.500 feet). 

(Report of the Commissioner, General Land Office, 1860, p. 406). 
A slightly diITerent value for the arpent appeal'S to have been adopted in 

Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and northwestern Florida. While no authorita
tive definition for the value of the arpent in this region is known, the following 
values have been derived from the records of early surveys: 

1 arpent=0.84625 acres (nearly). 
The side of the square arpent=2.909 chains (191.994 feet) 

The Vara 
The vara is a Spanish and Mexican unit of linear measure which was ~mployed 

generally in description of lands granted by those sovereignties. The vara also 
is found to have diITerent values, depending on locality and custom. 

The Castilian !Jam was the Spanish unit of linear me!}surement generally adopted 
in the land ·gmnts of that sovereignty in Florida, with the following value: 

1 vam =33.372 inches (4.2136 linl{s) 
100 varas=4.2136 chains (278.100 feet) 

Mitchel v. United States, 15 Peters 51, 57 (1841). 
The Mexican vara was the unit of linear measurement generally adopted in the 

early lnnd descriptions in the area of the public domain of the southwest, whero 
early settlement was of Spanish and IVlexiean origin. 

The standard vam of Mexico which was brought to the United States at the 
close of the !>lexican War was found to be 32.9682 inches in length. United 
Siaies v. Perol, 08 U. S., 428 (1878). However, by agreement of September 15, 
1837, botween the l\Iexican republic and the heIdel'S of her bonds, it is stated that 
the J'vlexiean vam is equal to 837 French millimetres; with this value 

1 vara= 32.95269 inches 

elsewhere in that agreemcnt, the value of the vam is given 

1 vara=32.99312 inches 
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(Report of the Commissioner, General Land Office, 1854, p. 27). 
In California, the value of the Mexican vara has been recognized by common 

consent, as: 
1 vara= 33.00000 inches 

(Report of the Commissioner, General Land Office, 1854, p. 22; United States v. 
Perot, supra). This value also has been used universally in the survey of the 
private claims in New Mexico, having been officially recognized by the Court 
of Private Land Claims, and generally in Arizona. 

In Texas, by legislative enactment, the value of the Spanish vara has been 
established as: ' 

1 vara= 33.33333 inches 

(Acts of Texas Legislature, 1919, p. 232). Ordinarily, fn Texas, it is recognized 
that 36 varas=100.000 ft. 

It will be seen that the value of the vara is not the same for all localities, and 
that local authorities should be consulted for a definite determination of the 
value in the particular locality of a survey. 

STADIA TEST 
31. Example of test of stadia wire interval, the approximate ratio being 1:100, 

and the focal constant 1.2 links: 

Field record 

Measurement of base by steel 
Vertical rod tape and clinometer 

rending Transcribed field notcs 

Mean, I Distance True hori-

I v~~i:' on slope zontal dis-
tance 

I Chains Chains Fut 
_3~o O. {O G. 380 chs. U.515 July 7, 1045, I made the following test of the stailla wire 
_4).ji° 2.70 2. G02 0.518 interyul: 

+ 12>i° o. 20 I 0.082 0.522 ilorizontal length of buse = 14.1GO chs -- 0.519 11 ean of ton rou readings = 0.5200 it. 
Total base - 14.160 D,527 Vertical anglo of test =+P54' 

0.513 ]{=O8.103 
«+/) - .012 0.521 

log ~. rod in feet and horizontal distance -- ,0.524 
StadIa buse = 14.148 chs. 0.521 In chains == 0.172537 

H H =: 933. 708 it. 0.520 --
Mean rod reading= . 0.5200 I 
Coefficient for]054· =0. 90g9; 

O. OOllX9. 5200 = .0105 --
r cos2 v=- 9.0005 

K= 933.7°8..=08 103 
0.5095 . 

log J( = 1. 002081 
.. 66=1.8195H 

--
" !l.=O 172537 66 . 
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The following example of record, with reductions added, is adapted to the 
instrument showing the above test of the wire interval, ratio 1:98.193 and focal 
constant 1.2 links. 

FIeld record 

K 
log Go = O. 172537 

" 8.472 = 0.927986 
" cos' 16040' _{g, .0813G1 

- O. ~S13G1 

1. 003245 

K 
nat 6'6r 00S2 V= 11.568 

(e+f) cos V= .012 

14.20 +11.58 chs. 

log J{ = 1. 002081 
" 8. 472 = O. 9270% 
H 0.2748 =9.430017 

2.350034 

Diff. clev. =228 ft. 
'To blu1Y =40 

CliIT =183 II 

TranscrIbed field notes 

Chain. Korth, bet. secs. 31 and 36. 
Over level land. 

14.20 Commence gradual ascent of 4{) ft. to base of eM 

I Stadia to top of cliff: • 
mean 8.472 ft., +16°40'. 

24. 50 I Base of cliJI, bears N. 65° W. and S. 65° E.; ascend 190 
ft. to top. 

25. 78 Top of eJiJI; thence over level mesa. 

THE USE AND TEST OF THE MAGNETIC COMPASS 
40. There are many legitimat.e uses of the compass, provided that frequent 

and complete tests have been made in that same locality, by solar or other ac
ceptable method, by which to determine the magnetic declination and its diurnal 
variation. In all cases this is dependent upon the needle being in good Older, 
and where there is known freedom from local attraction. Among the common 
uses, there arc: (1) as an aid in the retracement of (he early surveys that were 
made by needle compass (this is frequently very helpful in following an old line) ; 
(2) when making surveys for topographic detail (of secondary accuracy) at times 
of cloudy wcacher, or in thc Cal ly or late hours of short winter days whcn the 
~Ull is low, anc! during the noon period; (3) for blazing the true lincs when the sun 
can not be used (but the exact location of all corners must be determined by the 
approved methods); and, ('1) similarly, for noting bearing trees, when the sun is 
!lot available. Where the ncedle is employed as in blazing or noting bearing 
trees, the field-tablet record should show thnt a test has been made on that date 
on a line of known azimuth as a check aguinst the possibility of magnetic storm. l 

Another gC))leml usc, frequently very helpful, is to U:'C the needle for the setting 
of a trial mar', for beginning the meridian observations, when there has not been 
a chaace to sd a reference lllnrk by a better method. Sometimes a beginning 
}Joint on a survey, or It tumill" point, is badly "pocketed" whero there is little or 

1 ~IJlgn('lie Dl'clination in the Cnited States: Definition of tcnns, compass surveys. find tables. U. S. 
COllst and Geodetic Survey: Superintendent of Documents, Govenuncnt Printi.ng Ollice, \YuslJi.1Jgton, 
D.C. 
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no chance for a solar observation, and in situations where there can not be a 
satisfactory back sight. In these cases the use of the needle may give a satisfac
tory direction to a forward point that may be occupied for a meridian observation, 
and for correction of that point to desired position. 

The detail of the use of the needle in the above manner is not ordinarily carried 
to the transcribed ficld notes, other than the normal recording of the ma"netic 
declination, and the local attrnetion if found to exist. A record of the ma~netic 
declination is doubly important if the needle has proven to be helpful in the retrnce
ment or identification of a prior survey. Section 236, item 19. 

The larger General Land Office solar transits have a variation'plate and vernier 
that will permit a good reading to the nem'cst 5'; the smaller instruments do not 
haye a variation plate, the readings being estimated to the nearest 10'. To be 
dependable, no readings should be made where there are nearby electric or steel 
wires, rails, or similar disturbing influences. 

The observations should include certain minimum requirements, as follows: 
1. At the camp meridian, through the whole day at intervals of not to exceed 

1 hour, on 2 or more days, well separated; this will ordinarily be done when 
making the tests for the orientation of the solar unit. The data will give the 
amount and time of the daily variation. 

2. On 1 mile of each township exterior, where these lines are a part of the 
survey, taken at two or more well separated points, in connection with the line 
work; date and time of day recorded. 

3. Same, on 1 mile of the subdivisional survey, observed within each quarter 
township. 

4. At the township or section corner at the southeasterly point of the survey, 
this reading to be corrected to the mean magnetic declination. 

Ti-lE TRANSIT ADJUSTMENTS 
41. Prcsuming that tho transit is in good order and adjustment at the beginning 

of the survey, and that the chief of field party is supplied with his favorJte college 
text books on surveying, which give the detail of how to make the transit adjust
ments, and having in hand the makor's bulletin or Manual on the transit, its care, 
use, test and adjustment, its performance then depends largely on the attention 
that is given to its care, the "touch up" adjustments that may be required from 
time to timc, and th~ methods of operation by which small residual errors of adjust
ment may be compensated or eliminated. It is equally important to understand 
the things that should be avoided. These very practical considerations arc 
stressed in the explanations that follow, all with regard to the conditions of the 
survey most likely to be encountered, as these fit into the Manual methods. 

The instrument should be cleaned daily to ayoid accumulations of dust, just a 
brushing olI; a small flat-brush for the general cleaning; a pointed brush for the 
tangent and clamp scrows; a camels-hair brush and/or it piece of soft-worn linen 
(free from lint) for the lenses, exposed arcs, verniors, and the reflector. Avoid all 
noticeable accumulations of dust or oil. Be prepared daily to give the instrumcnt 
complete protection against dust, rain, or snow. 

Avoid an oyer-adjustment of allY kind. Do not continually change the adjust
ments. Unless it is plainly demonstr.1;"d do not makc an adjustment at all. 
In most cases do not make an adjustment until the performance from day to day 
gives a consis(ont indication that a certain "tOUch up" will be an improvement. 
Then be certain of the direction of the movement that is required, and in small 
amount to improve the adjustment without passing the point of perfect adjuBt
mcnt. 
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If the instrument has suffered the misfortune of a fall or other accident, be 
extremely careful not to make matters worse by forcing any movement that binds 
in the least. If binding is noticed in the slightest particular, tighten every clamp 
to snug and let it be se!lt to the maker or to an instrument shop for attention. 

There is no field adjustment for worn centers, nor to correct centers that have 
been sprung by an accident. The daily performance 'will indicate the condition 
of the centers. Many observations require a careful levelling with the telescope 
level. When so levelled on one center, it should hold for the other centerj if not, 
the centers are worn, or sprung in relation one to the other. There is no field 
adjustment, or compensation for this. If small, it may be neglected in work that 
is not too exaetingj if bad, it requires shop correction. 

An instrument that is in good adjustment when shaded, or in moderate tem
peratures, may show quite a change in the plate levels and/or in collimation, when 
exposed to a hot sun.2 Do not change the adjustments under these conditions j 
instead, employ the methods that will compensate the differences. 

The eyepicce should be on correct focus for the user of the instrument. Insist 
that others do not change that focus when taking just an occasional sight. Always 
check this focus jf others have used the instrument. Precision observations 
cannot be secured if there is appreciable "parallax" in this focus. Check the 
eyepiece focus against a perfectly fiat field in the sky, sighting away from 
bright light, and where there are no objects sueh as a moving cloud that would 
influence the muscles of the eye.s 

The term "direct" sighting as used in reference to making the instrumental 
adjustments, stellar observations, etc., means the position of the telescope when 
the telescope level is underneath; "reversed" sighting is the opposite position. 

Before starting to make any adjustments, make certain that the parts arc 
thoroughly clean, and that the related movements are working smoothly, freely, 
and without play such as weaving in any notieeable amount. 

Also, give daily attention to the tripod to sec that the wing nuts are snug, but 
not so light as to cause a straining on the tripod head} Notiee that all screw 
adjustments, and plate serews, are snug, and that the metal shoes are tightly 
fi tted. 

The problem in making the instrumental adjustments is to bring all geometrical 
clements into proper inter-re;ation. All engineer's transits of American design, 
the one-minute transit ordinarily employed in land surveying, arc substantially 
the same in basic principles of construction. They differ only slightly in the detail 
of accomplishing the desired adjustment. The vertical axis is the line through 
the vertical centers j it intercepts the horizontal circle at the center of the plate 

, The ch~n~o indicated comes from unequal temperatures within the Instrumental parts, tberefore in
equaliiies in expansion, If an aeljnstment must bo made In tbe sun, tbe Instrument sbould be proteeted by 
sbading, and tmncd frequently to cquallze its expr.nsion or contractIon changes. 

, To verify this focus of the eyepiece, first holel a picco of white paper a fow foot in front of tbo objective 
Ions, chcckil1~ tbe appcarance of tbe crosS wires wbicb should be sharp and black; tben tum tbe telescope to 
a wcU-ddlned distant object, focusing by movelUent of the objective slido lor sharp appearance oltbe image. 
If no parallax call be detected when moving tbo eye position from side to side or up and down, tbo eyepieco 
focus is good, but it tbe imo,ge becomes displaced with respect to the cross wires the oyepiccofocus is not 
perfect, In tbe latter case, first chonge the 0 bjcctlve focus to removo the parallax (disregarding sbarpness of 
image until tbat has boon nccolllplisLed); this wlll bring tho image into tho plune of tbe cross wires. 'I'he 
sbarpncss of tho ill1C!?,o Juay now bo improved by a slight re-focus movement of tho eyepiece. That position 
sho"ld be fil,nl for tbe user of the instrument, unless It becomes disturbed. 

, Ween making a tramit Set-UP for !l precision obsl'fvatJon, such as a repetItion of angles or a series of 
direct and reversed £lghtlngs, where the final value In horIzontal anglo is sought mucb insIde of a single 
ycrnlcr rcad.mg. unO. when making instrumcntfll adjustments, it is ncc(>ssnry to removo tho possibility of 
torque or stratuing. After gettlng l\ firm trJpod setting, simply loosen tho threo wing nuts from snug, givo 
the trIpod bead and logs e fum twist to the right and left to a perfectly free position. then tighten tbe wing 
nuts to snUI;. 
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graduations; it intercepts the horizontal plane of the telescope, or instrumental 
"H. 1.", at the line of sight of the telescope, and at the horizontal axis of the 
latter. 

There are five transit adjustments that may occasionally require a slight 
"touch up" in the field, but this should be seldom, and should be undertaken only 
with caution, and after ample demonstration, by performance, that the error is 
consistent under all normal conditions. .. 

Plate Levels 
l. To bring the plate levels into a plane that is normal ,to the vertical axis. 

An error is ordinarily first noticed in daily use, especially in solar transit orienta
tion, where the practice is to level with the solar unit on the west, reverse to solar 
unit on the east, or normal position, then, just prior to orientation, correct for 
level by just half the displacement of each bubble. If either bubble shows that 
it is consistently displaced slightly to one side on the reversals, especially when 
well shaded and in moderate temperatures, the error may be regarded as haYing 
been demonstrated, and may be corrected, if needed. A quarter-division displace
ment, when eompensated in the manner described, represents not over 15// in 
adjustment. 

Carefully level the instrument using the telescope level, which is more sel1:;itive 
than the plate levels. Then bring the plate levels into agreement.5 

Collimation 

w 2. To make the line of sight normal to the horizontal axis. A small error may 
scarcely be noticeable where the sights arc short, as when running through heavy 
forest cover or undergrowth, but it will be appreciable when reversing on long 
sights in the open. The difference in the two forward pointings is four times the 
error. As in the adjustment of the plate levels, an error in collimation may change 
appreciably in a hot sun, unless the instrument i,s well shaded, due to unequal 
temperatures within the instrumental parts that may calise disturbance in expan
sion. When fully demonstrated under normal conditions, an error in collimation 
may be eorrected if needed, but it had better be left alone thfm to overadjust. 
:Make a record of what is done, including the direction of the adjustment, ancI 
approximate amount in the turn of the capstan. 

The sighting points should be at a considerable distance, the longer the line tho 
better, but balanced for distance back and forward so as not to require appreciable 
change in foeus 6 when turning from one to the otherj both should be on low 
vertical angle from the instrument. 

Ascertain the exact forward point at the mean of the reversals from the rear 
pointing. On any reversal then, the forward sighting shows double the actual 
error of collimation, counting from the mean. The General Land Office solar 
transits have the erecting eyepiece (image erect). Therefore the direction for 
the correction of the cross-wire assembly should be apparently to increase the 
error, but only in half amount. 

For example, telescope direct, if the forward sighting is to the right of the true 

I Models A, n, and C: Descriptlon of models, Mnnunl Appendix II, section 78, Face tho Instrument, 
level vial on tbe nenr side. Mounting screw at left; capstan adjustment at right. Models Band C: two 
top slottcd screws for mounting; capstan adjustment below, fitted with opposing spring inserted. It is 
belp!uJ to usc the reading glass when approacbing good adjustment, to magnify the position of tbe bubble 
ends with reI uti on to tbe vInl divisIon Hnes; avoid overndJustmcnt. 

I 'I'bc c ':",:!<lion may b9 cbeeked for ciHUlge from long to short fOCllS, but this is strictly a maker'S adjust
ment. 
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mean, the reticle is to be moved to the right. The capstan screws are normal 
right-handed screws, but are purposely slight and should not be strained under 
any circumstance. First loosen the capstan that must be freed a partial turn 
(usually not over )16) to permit the tightening of the companion screw. f Check 
carefully, and make certain not to overadjust. 

Horizontal Axis .. 
3. To make the horizontal axis normal to the vcrtical axis, or to correct any 

inequality in the height of the standards. A slight errOl; may not be noticeable 
in taking ordinary sights, but will be manifest on reversals when sighting at ex
treme vertical angles. In most cases there is little opportunity to make the 
customary test under field conditions, probably the best check is to make the 
reversals on Polaris when at elongation.! 

The usual plan of reversals in the observing programs is designed to compensate 
for small errors in this adjustment. It is well, occasionally, to reduce separately 
each of any two azimuth observations of a pair. If there is an appreciable error 
in this adjustment, the difference will be noted when making the separate reduc
tions. In the event that an error in the adjustment of the horizontal axi~ seems 
probable, a direct chcck should be made by the reversals on Polaris. 

A discrepancy in the reductions in pairs, if consistent along with several such 
tests, indicates an error in this adjustment. If the reductions of pairs of observa
tions come out differently, it is a strong indication though not necessarily a proof 
that an error is present in the horizontal axis, as other inaccuracies may enter 
into the results. However, if the separate reductions compare well, it is usually 
safe to conclude that tbe adjustment of the horizontal axis is in good order. 

If the difference in the reversals of the horizontal axis is appreciable, it may be 
corrected as follows: 

If the adjustment is to go up, loosen the screws in the pivot cap and turn the 
adjusting screw right handed until the horizontal axis is in the requircd position. 
If it is already too high at point of adjustment, back the screw off a little and 
again raise by a right hand turn to the correct position.9 When the adjustment 
is satisfactory, the screws in the pivot cap should be turned down just enough to 
prevent looseness in the bearings. 

Thc later transits model A are equipped with what the makers call" automatic 
bearings" on the axle of the telescope. These include four small spiral sp:in.gs, 
completely enclosed, which supply slight friction to the bearing cap. The fnctlOn 
provides a balance for the telescope in any position. The caps should be screwed 
down to a snug fit, as the springs will prevent any bi:1ding of the axle. Any slight 
rocking movement of the blocks need cause no concern as this will not affect the 
accuracy of the adjustments. 

The models Band C transits have the upper bearing blocks separate from the 

r Kote tho additionnl cnutlon that the prior adjustment here may have placed 8 strain on these eapstnns, 
or on the vertical c~pstans. and/or the possihility that tile collets through which the capstans play may not 
move freely. If the adjustment docs not respond as it should, the vertical capstans ~ay be freed slightly. 
but equally, then tap tho v('rticul collets very gently. Aftor tbe adjustment lor the dIrection of the Sig'htl1:g 
bas been accomplislIed, carefully reseat tbe vertlcal capstans. If all four capstans have been loosened at tLe 
same tlIne, or if there has been any tapping on tbe collets, carefully verily the position of tbe vertical WIro 
in true vertical alincment. Cbcck on a plumb line, or sigbt on a sharp point and tcst by movement of the 
tckscopo in vertical anglo. 

! The reversals on Foluris may be mude at !lIlY point in hour nngle, provided that proper allowance is 
n,udr for tho sma!! diuorcnibl in uzimut h. A check at twilight is (be best timo for this tcst. 

9 Sor:lctimcs in making n downward adjustment it is necessary first to force tbe pivot block beyond ~hc 
poInt of perfect adjustment (b}'r tightening the screws in the pivot cap, then looson theso screws beforo mal.:m~ 

tbe upward tUnl at tho poillt of adjrultlnent), 
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standard cap. The standard cap is screwed solidly to the standards, and carries 
in its centcr a capstan screw which presses against the upper bearing block, The 
proper friction or brake action on the telescope axle is adjusted by tightening or 
loosening these two capstan screws, one on top of each standard. 

Identification and description of the instrument models: Manual Appendix 
II, section 78. 

4. Horizontal sighting: to be combined with: 
5. Vernier of the vertical circle: 

In (4) it is to adjust the transit for levelling; and in (5) it is to secure correct 
vertical angle readings from true horizon,tal. On (4) alone t)le adjustment may 
be secured either by tnovement of the vertical capstans of the reticle, or by adjust
ment of the telescope leveL Ordinarily, in the field, there is no good way to ascer
tain which of the two movements should have preference; however, when combined 
with (5) it is readily seen whether the vernier is in good position when the transit 
is levelled with the telescope level (disregarding the sighting), or if the vernier is 
in better position \Y hen the telescope is sighting in the true horizontal plane 
(disregarding the telescope bubble). If (4) is in good position (disregarding ver
tical ungle readings) the adjustments should of course be left in that position, but 
if a "touch up" is required, make it at the point to favor the vernier setting as it is. 

H the transit is to be used for rarcfulievelling, it will have to be tested for that 
purpose. The first thing is to secure a true horizontal plane by anyone of several 
methods. If the telescope le\'el is of the" reversion" type, simply take the mean 
of the two horizontal sightings, telescope "direct" alld telescope "reversed." 

If the telcscope level is not of the reversion type, the usual field practice is to 
secure the exact difference of elevation of two points A and B, well separated on 
nearly horizontal ground. This is done by placing the tralJsit OIl the line between 
the points and equally distant from them; level carefully by the telescope bubble, 
and then take rod readings on both A and B; the diiTerence in the rod readings \"ilI 
be the true diiTerellce iI'i elevation of the poinb. Next, make a transit set-up on _ 
the line A-B extended, ncar A but far enough away so that sharp focus may be 
secured. Take the rod reading on A; then, set the target for the reading when in 
true horizontal sighting on B, which will be the same as on A plus or minus the 
differential. 

The adjustment (4) may then be made, proceeding on the analysis previously 
described as to which one of the two points of adjustment should be moved. If 
this is to be done with the vertical capstans, note that with the erecting eye-piece 
the movement of the reticle is to be ill the direction apparently to increase Ihe error, 
and in full amount to sight in the true horizontal plane. Observe the same pre
cautions as in making the adjustment for collimation. 

If the adjustment (4) is to be made by movement of the telescope level, do the 
sighting in the true horilontal plane and bring the bubble to center when the 
sighting is in that position. 

Vernier of the Vertical Circle 

5, After the transit has been adjusted for levelling, note the readings of the vernier 
of the vertical circle when sighting in the l,'ue hon:zonial plane, both in the direct and 
reversed positions. If thesc arc appreciably different thn,!1 zero, oPPobite in 
sign, and similar in amount, 01' nearly so, and if the vernier seems to be well 
"fitted" to the circle, it is much safer to usc the readings us index errors as so 

much to bC{addcdb:O t d f } plus vertical angles, a,nd as so much to be or su vrae e rom 

100001°-47--31 
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i subtracted frOlll}. . 
lor adde(l to lll111tlS vertIcal !Ingles, direct position of the telescope. A 

billlilr1r IT('ore! for llic rc\'cl'"cd position. 
The diflicultics liahle to be cnt;oullicrcc1 i!l moving the vernier arc the loss of 

the pro)l<:]' bJllice betwc(,l1 the circle and vernier, thus chllllp;ing the length of the 
vcrni('r in rclntion to the nrc, and the dJtng()l' of nut se\.Ung the vcmicl' concentric 
with the circle. If the vernier is sct too elosc there is grHve danger of burring the 
graduated edges of both circle and vernier. 

Note also, in the event that it is n8cesBary to reset the vernier, that frequently 
tbe vernier does not seem to remain exactly where it is intended to place it; 
Cilreful watching is required for some time after making il change in the setting. 

If the ,"(,TIlier ren,dings in the direct und r()vel'~ed positions are appreciably 
different, it meallS there i~ an c\l'lllcnt of ('ccccntr'icity" in the relation of Ute center 
of the graduations to the setting of the vertical circle on its horizontal axis, which, 
if large, may' be \'ery troublesome. It can not be eorrected in the field, but it 
lDay be partly cOlllJlensated if the circle can be thoroughl\' tested on known vertical 
angles at intcf\'als up to +GO°. 

Errors in vertical angle readings may be undetected unless a test is made for 
that purpose. If there is freedom from eccentricity, then the test (4) and the 
mean of direct and reversed readings, after applying the index error as noted 
above, should be in closo agreement, and reasonn,bly accurate for altitude observa
tions. However, if the index corrections as determined by the tests (·1) and (5) 
have not been correctly applied, and/or the compensation for eccentricity [tHowed 
for, if present, taking the mean of the reversals docs not eliminate these errors. 10 

One other point. In the tests (,1) and (5), the direct and reversed readings 
may be in close agreement, seemingly good but at the same time fail to show an 
eccentric mounting when the points of zero correction arc in a vertical linc, 
telescope horizon tal. If that should be the case, an error of eccentricity does not 
become manifest in the tests until taken in the positions such as ± 40° vertical 
angle. 

There are two methods of ordinary field practice that will demonstrate an 
error in vertical angle reading, i. e.-that the readings are not counted strictly 
from the true horizontal plane. The first is by latitude observation on Polaris 
as checked against a meridian altitude observation on the sun, for latitllde, or a 
latitude observation 011 a star within the equatorial belt, or either as checked 
ag;,inst a known true lntitude. The second is to check an altitude observation 
for azimuth on the sun or a star southeasterly against an observation southwest
erly. Taking the mean by either method ,,,ill accomplish a compensation. If 
successive comparisons show consistent diITerences thon it may be regarded as 
demonstrated that even though the adjustments (4) and (5) have been made, 
fLUel the index corrections properly applied, there is still present an uncompensated 
faclo]' ill eccentricity. 

The equal allitudo observation accolllpliohes a complete elimination of error 
ill both (1) and (5); also, all error due to eccentricity. Tho more nearly tho 
azimuth ob!;C'l'vation sOlltheasterly, as above, can be brought into balance with 
the southwesterly, the more nearly complete will be the compensation for such 
errorb. 

10 lL raIl be ueco,n pllshe<l if Lho vertical elrele hilS two double opposlle VerllW$, bu L the Genom! ["",<1 Ollico 
soJar transit Is equipped witb Just oue double vcrnkr. 
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The Magnetic Needle 

The M~lll\l!\1 comments on the lcgitillln.te nsC's of the cOlllpass, sections .10 
H, 23G ilelll 19, nne! ApJlendix II, section 10, presllllle that the needle is ill goO(} 
order, i1nd that nil needed lest:; have been made. 

A sl\~ggblJ needle indicnles wenk lIlagncLislIl or a dull pivot, or both, If the 
neee.lle IS properly neiivc unci Q::;cillatCI; freely, the next tests arc for balanee and 
stl'''lght~ess. The correction for balance is to move the weight toward the high 
e~(L N?t~ c.al'eflllly whether the cover glass is a simple cover, held by a bezel 
flng, .or If It IS a screw cover. The needle shOUld be tested also for straightness 
and lor the centering of the' pivot. To test for straightness, read the angle 
between tbe two cuds, first with the needle in normal position, then when turnerl 
end for end. This difTerence will be twice the prror, and indicates the needle i~ 
bCllt olle half that amollnt. If corrected the two ends of the needle should be 1800 
ap!~rt, providing the pin is in the center of the circle. To test the center pin rear! 
botll ends of the noedle at 0° and 180°, then turn instrulIlent and test at 900. 
Both ends of the needle should read exactly opposite in all instances' if not the 
pivot is bent. ' 

THE STAR MAGNITUDES, AND THE PLANETS 
61. A first mag!litude stnr is rated as 1.0; second magnitUde 2.0; etc. Brighter 

than
l 

fiblrs.t magnitUde is mtcd, as Capella, 0.2; slightly brighter, as Vega, 0.1; 
lllUC 1 nghter, as Canopus, -0.9; or still brighter, as Sirius, -l.G; on this sc~l(; 
a magnitude of 2.2 is rated for Polaris. This detail is an important feature of 
iden tiflCation. 

As an additional aid in star identification, it is helpful to note the positions of 
the bright planets Venus, l\Iai's, Jupiter, and Saturn. The times of tlleir transits 
and their approximate declinations, are tn,bulated in the Ephemeris for the first 
and sixteen:h da?' :"of each month. The planets are "wanderers", i. e.-very 
changeable III pOSitIOn, so that the interpolations between the dates will be rough, 
close enough 110\\'(1ver for identification; their travel in the sky from week to ivee!' 
will.be readily noted on acquaintance with them. The proxi~ities of the planet~ 
to trw selected stars, up to about 4.0 minutes in time of transit and 10° difIcrence 
in declination arc shown, in the tabulations, by footnote-reference. 

. The ph1.llets will appear clifTerently in the telescope, Venus, very bright and 
sllghtly crc!;cen,t when farthest from the sun, though not so bright, but decidedly 
crescent when ncar the SUllo Mars is always an infrared, or dull red, in color, 
bright when the transit is near the midnight hour, but Mars is scarcely noticeable 
when its transit is wit hin two or three hours of noon. Jupiter is very bri<Yht when 
[lassing the meridian any ti.me from 9 p. m. to 3 a. m., and then in tha[ position 
some of lUi ~evcrlll llloons w111 always be in (widence, easily noticed on sharp focus. 
Saturn, B11l111ariy, thou[l;h not so bright, has its "rings", but no moons. As ill tho 
el's~ of III.nr·" J II P i I ('J' nlld Sniul'l1 ure souredy noticeable during the p(:l'iods whe 11 

theIr mel'llllUlJ pasmge occurs between \l a. Ill. and 3 p. m., as their pusitions arc 
then so fm dL,Lallt from the earth. 

If a star ichmlifieatioll is to be made naked-eye from the constellations, then 
t he nearby plarwt or plallct.s should be noted, and accounted for by appearance. 
If t hl~ "tm' i" i<il'nlifled inStl'Ulllentlllly, by sdtings ill horiwnt.al nnd verUeal 
angle, then the notillg of the relation to the nearby plt:l.l1ct, or planets, is one of 
ellO best ways in w),ieh to become aequaillted with the llttter. 
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REDUCTION FROM RIGHT ASCENSION TO 
GREENWICH MEAN TIME 

62. Example of computation (for the tabulation in the Ephemeris) of the 
Gre(,llwich mean time of the meridian transit of the star liN o. 25/49, '" Aquilre 
(Altair), Mag. 0.9, on Sept 16, 194,5: 

Rigbt ascension, or sidereal time of meridian transit, Sept. 16, 1045, from the American 
l,phcmcrls and );"."tica1 Almanac, p. 316 ___________________________________________ _ 

Sickreal time of Oh civil time, at Greenwich, same date, same reference, p. 12 (also. tahu-
btcd in tbe American ~autical Alrnrmac, p. 3)~ ___ • ________________________________ _ 

Siuereal time interva1. ___ . __ . ______ -. ____ --- __ ----- ---------------------- ---.- --
RC(1uction to mean time intcfyul (from the Amf'ricnn EphemeriS, tnblr II, pr. [)35 to 

;;37, or the ND.1.~tic'(\l Alrr;arH1.c, table V, pp. 287 and 2SS; COEclcn:;cd Of! p. 27 of the 
EphC'meris, and table IU, StuntiarJ Field Tables, p. 207). ___________________________ _ 

{
24h 

19h48"'07.7' 

-3m lS.2· 

:"'lcnn tlme intl'[V3L ___________________ .________ ________________________________ 20 LOG m 31.28 

Subtr~1ct for p. TIL __________ • _____ . ___________________________________________________ - :211 

-'----
Star's GrC'{'n'.vich meridian transit. civil (;n~ll, nnd JUran time, SepL1G, HH5_____ 8hO()m31.28 p.m. 

Talmbtcd in the Ephemeris as ____________________________________________ .__________ 8hOG.Om p.m. 

EXAMPLES OF CO~;'PUTiNG HOUR ANGLES OF POLARIS, 
BOTH WEST t>,ND EAST OF MERIDIAN, WITH DIAGRAMS 

66. Examples of computing hour angles '-Of Pol!tris; all taken out for longitude 
117°1-,'W.: 

West 01 tho meridian, p. m. obsn., U. C. in p. m. 

reb. 18, 1945, 1. m. t. of ObSIl. 
Or. "C. C., samo date 
Hed. for long. 

Hour anglo, west 

=5h20.1m p. m. 
=3 h 52.0m p. m. 
= - 1.3 =350.7 p.m. 

West of the meridian, p. m. obsn., U. C. In a. m. 

),1 ay 14, 1945, 1. m. t. of obsn. 

Or. U. C., same data 
! ~('d. for long. 

II onr an~le, \vest 

=10h17.Sm a. tn. 

= -1.3 

={+12 
7b 12.4m p. m. 

1010.2 a. m. 

,"cst 01 the merldhn, a. m. obsn., U. C. ln p. m. 

~ov. 3, ID·1S, I. m. t. of obsn. ={+12 
6"31.6'" a. m. 

(Jr. e. C., ~o". 2 
H t'd. for long. 

Hour nng-le, west 

= lOh['D.7 m p. m. 
--1.3 - 10 58.4 p. m. 

=7'33.2m 

West of the meridian, a. m. obsn., U. C. in a. m. 

.\ll~. ll, 19·1.1, 1. m. t. of ob'». 
Cr. U. C., same dnte 
Red. for IO!Jg. 

Hour angle. west 

=4h2D.2m a. m. 
-1.3 =427.9 a. m. 

=Ob38.0m 

= 
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East of the meridian, p. m. obsn., U. C. in p. m. 

Gr. U, C., Dec. 20, 1945 
Hed. for long. 

L. M. T. of U. C., Dec. 20 
L. M. T. of obsn., sarno date 

=7 b 50.5m p. m. 
= -1.3 

=7 49.2 p. m. 
=4 35.1 p. m. 

Hour angle, east =3h 14.1'" 

East of the meridian, p. m. obsn., U. C. in a. m. 

Or. U. C., Sept. 2, 1945 3h 3.0'" s. m. 
Rerl. for long. -1.3 

L. M. T. of U. C., Sept. 2 

L. M. T. of obsn., Sept. 1 

Hour n1)l!Je, en..:;t 

={ 3 1.7 a. m. 
+12 

o 3,1.0 p. m. 

East of the meridion, a. m. obsn., U. C. in p. rn. 

Or. U. C., Mar. 19, 1945 
Red. for long. 

L. M. T. of U. C., "far. 19 

L. M. T. of obsn., same date 

Hour angle, Mst 

1h57.6'" p. m. 
-1.3 

j= 150.3 p. m. 
l +12 

o 6.6 a. m. 

East of the meridian, u. m. obsn., U. C. in a. m. 

Gr. U. C., May 18, 1945 
Red. for long. 

L. M. T. of U. C., May 18 
L. 11. T. of obsn. 

Honr angle, east 

, DEVELOPMENTS OF THE SOLAR UNIT 

= lOb 1.Sm a. m. 
-1.3 

=10 0.5 a. m. 
= 4 42.9 a. m. 

78. The several modols of instruments that have becn llsed extensively in the 
subdivision of tll(; public ]!tnds of the United States, as designed for instrument!t] 
orientation in parallel position with the pole-zenith-sun colestial triangle_ 

The Burt solar compass, 183G to 1914: an olltst!tnding improvement over 
the needle compass; an excellent instrument on the prairies and in the woods, 
fully cap!tble of performing within the llccumcy that was required during the 
period of its use. It was not equipped for making stellar observations, and was 
not suited to rough mountain country. 

The engineer's transit, 1885 to 1800: equipped with the Burt sobr attachment 
mounted on the transit telescope. This adapted the theory of instrumental 
orientation to the transit, but did not !tc1d to the !tCCUl'n.cy. The solar compass 
performed with much greater speee!, llnd with more st!tbility of adjustment. 

The engineer's transit, 1 S8G to 1910: equipped with the Smith sobr attachment 
mounted on one standard; four-point base; declination tangent motion by long 
screw, ball nne! socket construction; latitude clamp operating on the frnme of 
the solar unit. This combined the speed of the solar compass with the facilities 
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of the transit for rUJlning lines. It was \\'011 suited to roug-b mountain country. 
It larl(('(i certain details of construction rCl]uirecl in making stollar observations, 
fmd for Ole cxn.ct field adju8tmcnL of the solar unit. 

An ellp;hcl~l"s trun~it, 1900 to 191·1: fully equipped for mnking steibI' obscrva-
1 ions for time, latitude, and azimu th; the Smith solar unit. This provider\ the 
means for rrmking altitude observ:1tions on the slln, :1iding greatly in checking 
and \'crifying the performance of the solar unit. This model, as heretofore, 
ir.cked cssscntial detail for the eX:1ct ficld adjustment of the solar unit; the need 
for the re-design of the solar unit became apparent. 

A. The General Land Office Solar Tl'flnsit, 1914 to 19·15. Transit fully el]uipperl 
for making stellar observatio!l8 for time, htitude, and azimuth, including aliittlde 
observations on the sun. Essentially the Smith solar unit, but with a three
point base; striding level ::.djustment; re-design of the clamp and tangent motion 
for the declination arc. This instrument has been thoroughly well-adapted to 
the puhlic-land surveying practice, adding very considerably to the accuracy 
of the solar orientation. The long-continued and widespread use of this instru
ment provided the experience that was required in order to trace and demonstrate 
resiclual errors of construction and adjustment, if prcsent in individual illstrn
mcn ts of this series. 

D. The General Land Office Solar Transit, 1937 to 1945. Transit specifica
tions as in model A. A telescopic solar unit, combining the principles of the 
Smith solar, but with a three-point base; declination clamp as in model A; latitude 
clamp operating on the latitude axis; complete fie1d adjustment by the prime 
vertical method; striding levels eliminated. 

C. The Gener"l Lmd OfIiee Solar Transit, 1946. Transit specifications as in 
model A, and for the first time in any s1LTveyin(l instrument, a solar circle 1:n the 
reliclc of the transit telcscope. The sobr unit as in model 13, exeeptin~ that the 
declination clamp operates on the reflector axis; improved mechanical construction 
including mwns for seiling the declinalion verm'cr without disturbing the radius 
and the concentric mounting with relation to the arc; greally improved optical 
constnlction in the solar telescope. 

ADJUSTMENT OF THE SOLAR UN!T 
79. Bcfo,e starting in with (he adjustments it should be determined that the 

colar tc;c~cope revolves smoothly in its collar bearings, neither too tight nor too 
loose; that there is free and smooth motion to the latitude and declination arcs; 
that the clamps are positive, and the tangent motions smooth; that the eyepieee 
'8 carefullv [ocll~ed upon the cross wire~; and, that the objective is carefully 
focllsed upon a rlistant object, then secured in this position.l1 

If the general adjustments, accompli,hed as hereinafter deseribed, have not 
been disturhed r;pprcciahly, there are only three field tests preliminary to checking 
the solar unit for orientat-ion. T\\'o of these are made by the prime vertical method, 
more fullv described under tl:at heading; the third b the noon observation. 

(1) To· ascertain whether the line of collimation of the solar telescope (or polar 
axis) is truly parullel to the vertical plane of the transit telescope when the solar 
is set and clamped in the btitude of the st:1tion. Any difference here is a constant, 
i. e.-any discrepancy to the right or to the left shOUld remain the same in all 
oricntl1tion, both a. m. and p. m. 

II Models A and C: tho eyepiece turns freely, and has n pin whlcb travels in a guide slot; this pin is not n 
clamp. Tho ohjcctive may be moved by first loosening, then pushing the screw, which will be found to 
travel in a guido slot ncar the lower (or 10ft hand) collar bearing. Model n, the focus is sceured by the 
movement of the whole eyepiece assembly; grasp the upper portion of the telescope tube which slides 
wlLhill the lower portiol>. There ls no setscrew for this focus adjustment. 
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Select a suitable sighting Foin t, then in order to find its reflected image, deter
mine the vcrtical angle counting froll! the H. 1. of reflect-or; compute the setting 
for a north deelinaiion un the value: sin o=~in 'P sin v. 

Start with the main telescope on the sighting point, plate reading at zero, 
rei1ector ill the direction of the sighting point; the 801ar telescope clamped in the 
latitude of tJ:e station; a north deelination set on the above value. 

On the first check, turn the transit 90°, and turn the solar telescope in holll' 
angle to pick up the imaGe of the sighting point.12 Next, set the central el]ua
tori::;l-v,ire on the i!ll!1ge of the sighting point by movement of the declination 
tangent motion. This brings the solar llnit in a position for beginning the rever· 
sals, alternately at 90° to the right and left of the line from the tmnsit station to 
the sighting point. 

In making the reversals, each on the exact plate setting of 90°, correct as neces
sary, half on the declination tangent motion, half on the lower tangent motion of 
the tr!1nsit. When good in both positions, set back to zero on the horizontal 
plate. Observe the sighting point; if good in the main telescope, the adj"stmem 
for parallelism in this latitude is good. If the main telescope is to one side of thu 
sighting point, note which side, and the amount; that will be the discrepancy in 
parallelism for the latitude of the station. 

Ordinarily no cha,nge in the adjustment should be made at this stage, nor until 
it has been demonstrated that there is a consistent discrepancy that can be 
improved by a "touch up" adj\lstment. Before doing that analyze the results 
given by the prime verticill method for parallelism both in this position and in 
zero latitude to ascertain which of the two points of adjustment cun be improved. 

(2) To ascerta.in the index error of the declination are, suitable for the date, 
and for the range of the sun's declination in that immediate period. In this test 
the solar telescope is set and clamped in zero latitude. The declina.tion arc is set 
at or near the desired declination. 

If the sighting point is in the horizon, the I1ngle to be turned on the plates for 
the successive reversills will be 90° ± 0; plus for north declination; min\ls for south 
declination. If the sighting point is above the horizon, the value of the angle to 

. _sin 0 "\" be turned on the plates s!lo\lld be determined by the equl1tlOn: cos A- cos v' ! 

} . 
being the horizontal angle counting from the sighting point. The equation gives 
the right supplcmcntal value for the plate angles for the same north or south 
declination value; <lver 90° for north declin"tion; less than 90° for south declina
tion. 

Start with the main telescope on the sighting point, plate reading at zero, 
reflector in the direction of the sighting point. On the first check, turn the solar 
telescope in hour angle, and pick up the sighting point by the tangent motion o[ 
the declination IUC. On the subsequent reversals, each on the exn,ct plate setting 
as determined by the el]uation, correct as necessary, half on the declination tan
gent Illotion, half on tho lower tangent motion of the tr~nsit. \\llOn t:le sighting 
point is in good position on the revcrsals, without havlllg to change tnc tangent 
motions n,s described, read the declination arc em-ofully. The dilforenec bctween 
this reading and the value of the declination that was used in the el]tl!1tion is the 
exact index error foJ' that position in declination; this gives the index errOf to 
employ for that date or period. 

(3) To ascertain the l:nstrumental latitulie of the station. The instrumental 
laLitude is thc onc obsefved by the solar unit at apparent noon. It may agree 

" It is usually helpful to shade the reflector so as to protect it from all Jight excepting thoso mys coming 
from tbe direction of thc sighting point. 
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with, or it may be slightly more or less than the true latitude. The instrument,al 
latitude is the one to employ in solar orientation, as this value disposes of any 
possible discrepancy between exact zero setting for latitude (index error at hori
zontal) and correct reading for the station. 

\Yith the instrument carefully levelled and set in the meridian, and having 
carefully set the declination arc for the sun's noon declination for that date, with 
refraction duly added to a north declination, or subtracted from a south declina
tion, and with the index error of the declination arc determined as above explained 
(2), duly applied to the declination as calculated, bring in the sun at meridian 
passage with the tangent motion of the latitude arc. The reading of the latitude 
arc will then be the proper instrumental latitude. This is tested daily in regular 
field practice. 

Orientation 

The solar unit is now ready for p. m. and a. m. tests for orientation, by com
parison with a carefully determined meridian. Any discrepancy in (1) will be 
a constant, as already noted. A discrepancy in either (2) or (3) will result in a 
variable orientation (lIIanual sec. 83; table 22, Standard Field Tables). 

If the field tests (1), (2), and (3) have been carried through successfully, the 
solar should give satisfactory orientat.ion within the Manual tolerance (1'30" 
during the usual hours), without going through the general adjustments. 

The tests for orientation should duplicate actual line practice on thc sllrvey. 
Care in levelling, and elose setting of the ~rcs to the nearest half-minute; every
thing counts just as in making an altitude observation for azimuth, recalling that 
the vmialJIcs in the latter will also bc appreciable and can be brought within 
small limits only by close attention to every element of the observation. 

'The general adjustments are designed for the instrument assembly in the 
bcginning, and after repairs have been made, or in remounting a solar unit if it 
has been removed. These give attention to the correct relation of all working 
parts, good for any latitude. The general tests and adjustments 'arc made after 
the return of an instrument at the end of a long season; after cleaning and lubrica
tion; and to ascertain if repfeirs are required. Again, after repairs have been 
lllilde, to see that an instrument is rC:1dy for field assignment. 

Any l:1rge discrepanci8s in the field te~ts (1), (2), and (3), or in the orientation 
trials, will demonstmte that something is fundamentally wrong in the condition 
of the sobr unit, or in the general adjustment. Ordinarily this will be unusual, 
indicating that some important detail has escaped attention. The smaller dis
crepancies, or residuals, arc best taken care of by close attention to the performance, 
day after duy in the tests on the camp meridian, and in the observations that 
should be made frequently on the lines of the survey to verify the instrumental 
performance. 

A uniform discrepancy in orientation, i. e.-always holding about the same 
amount to the right or left of the meridiull, may be traced only to field test (1), to 
be t.reuted as an index error, or to be corrected by careful touch up adjustment 
\vhen fully demonstrated. 

The variables are more difficult to analyze. Those traceable to cither (2) or (3) may 
he due to poor jilting of the clamps or tangent Illotions; back lash in the tangent 
"crews; opposing springs not in good order; or a weaving in the tangent motions; 
thc,'ic arc mechanical difIic1l1tics. Another mechanical diiliculty, not at all unusual 
on worn instruments, which will be manifest in variable orientation, may be 
traced directly to poor ilttil'.g of the collar bearings, too snug in a portion of the 
turn, too loose in places, or not truly rOUIll!. All other tests may appCUf to be 
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good, but if the outside equatorial wires may not be spaced equally from the 
true line of collimation it will establish a residual that is disturbing until fully 
identified by performance. 

Detail of the Adjustments 

The general adjustments of the solar unit should be considered in the followin<T 
order: 0 

1. 'The equatorial wires IDllSt be made parallel to the axis of the reflector. 
2. The line of sight of the so1:11' telescope must lie in its true turning axis. 
3. The polar axis, or line of sight of the solar telescope must be normal to the 

axis of the btitude are, describe a tn:e vertical plane whe~ turned in latitUde, and 
this plane must be parallel to the vertical plane of the transit. 

4. The latitude arc should read zero when the solar telcscope is horizontal, and 
be tested for reading true latitude of station. 

5. The declination arc should be tested for reading the true declination of the 
sun, plus the refraction in polar distance, in all positions. 

6. The hour circle should read the sun's apparent time. 
Additionally, tests are required to ascertain: 
7. If the collar bearings are free from inequality or roughness that would cause 

a displacement in the turning in hour angle from 6 a. m. to 6 p. m., i. e.-truly 
round. . 

8. If there is appreciable inequality in the spacing of the equatorial wires. 
The above may be termed performance requirements and tests, as distinguished 

from the maker's adjustments which arc designed to accomplish the correet 
construction and assembly. Thcre arc several methods of approach to the 
general adjustments, all with regard to the same geometric problem wherein each 
step is intend,ed to bring one clement into appropriate relation with the other 
parts. 

The Solar Diagram 

The general adjustments, and preliminary tests, may be accomplished most 
readily with the help of the solar diagram, dimensioned for the particular instru
ment or instruments of that model. The diagram is mO\lnted by means of a 
board, similar to a plane-table board but held vertically by a bracket, on a light 
tripod, placed at a measured distance from the instrument, and adjustable to the 
same H. 1. The diagram has the appearance shown below for tbc arrangement 
of the lines a,ld the lettering. The letters read normally when viewed tbrough 
the solar telescope with its inverting eyepiece, and when receiving reflected light 
rays in certn,in positions of the tests. Figure 100. 

The measured base is required only for the tests (7) and (8); it may be used also 
for a check of the transit stadia-wire interval; the same diagram is correct for 
any model in these particular tests. The base measurement from the vertical 
axis of the transit to the face of the drawing board is 2.50 chains (165 feet.) 

The diagram may be placed at any distance for the remaining tests, the condi
tions being to secure the same H. 1., good light, and sharp images, including the 
reading of the letters, which will appear normal, and will identify thc line that is 
to be used in each test. The several offset lines are placed to conform ,yith thc 
dillll'IlSiollS of one standard model. 

The board is to be oriented to face the transit, carefully set to exact right angle 
with the line of sight, vertical, and moved into the C'xact H. 1. of the transit. The 
lowcr horizontal lines then indicate the H. 1. of the solar telescope. TI~e "D" 
and "R" vertical lines show t!Jc offset of the solar telescope when in direct find 
rcversed positions measured from the vertical axis of the transit. 'l'he lower 



Upper snorf ver~ical lines spaced for offset 
of soldr tore5<:ope From transit tele3Cope. 
Short fine lines de cenrrJI intersection 
spaced for 30" and 60' horizontal .n~le. 

TOP 

Stadia r.tio-lli32 
Spacing of ""I.id. lin .. 
of innc:rf drc.lt-I5-'4S" 

Lower horizontal lines placed for 0' lafitudel 
ernlral v<!rlieai Jines 0' deelin.tion: 
N&S lines 15"declination. 
X lines placed for 4D'i<1titude. O' declin.fion. 

verUenl lines nrc for te8Ling the deellnnLion nrc nL 0° nnd at liio eneh for north 
nnd sou th declin:1tions. The "X" lines arc for tcsting thc purallclism of the tele
scopes when the solnr is set and clamped nt lntitude 40°. 

(1) The equatorial wires, for parallel to axis of reflector.-With the solar telescope 
clnmped at 0° Inti tude, 0° in declination, and the trandt oriented 90° from the 
linc to the target, pick up the reflected imnge of the main vert.ical line. Usc the 
transit tangent motion to bring the central equatorial wire onto the vertical line. 
Then turn the solar telescope in hour angle. The equatorial wire should follow 
the eentml intersection across tho fleld. If not in good ndjustmcnt, tho solar 
cross-\yire assembly, 01' reticle, requires a slight rotation to hring it into good 
posi Lion. 

The test may be made on the sun, as follows: set up the i'.lstrllll1Cnt ns in a 
regular sola!' observation, setting olI the latitude, declination and apparent time; 

bring the sun's image accurately between the equatorial wi: y orienting the 
transit, in which position the instrument should be elampe., Turn the solar 
tclescope in hour angle, causing the sun's image to travel across the field from side 
to ~ide. If the image follows the equatorial wires accurately tbe latter are 
parallel to the axis of the reflector as required. 

If the image departs materially from the equatorial wires, the capstnn screws 
which hold the ret.icle should be looscned, and the reticle rotated until the equa
torial wires nrc made to agree with the pl1th of the imnge across the field; then 
return each capstan to a proper seat.13 • 

(2) Collimation.-With the solar telescope clamped at 0° latitude, make a 
direct, sighting 11 Oil the sola!' diagram. using the transit tnngent motion to sct 
on the verLical line; the latitude tangent motion to set on the horizontal line. 
Turn the solar telescope 12 hours in hour angle; the displacement, if any, on the 
center intersection, is donnie the error in collimation, in both directions, for the 
eqlla(.orial wirc~, and for t.he time wire. 

The same test may be made by sighting on a distant point: set the line of sight 
on a distant ])oint and clamp the instrument. Revolve the solar telescope 12 
hours in hour angle. If the line of sight. remnins fixed on the point it agrees with 
tho t\ll'nil1f; axis ns requirer!. If nCtor revolution, the line of sight [1,ppCllr~ to bo 
aiJov!" or holow, or to tho right. or lere of Cho point, oIl0-hn.lf of enell difTNPllce should 
be taken up with the capstan serews. The teot should be repeated. This test 
and adjustment is similar to collimating the tclescope of the Wye level. 

As the eyepiece of the solar telescope gives an inverted image, the direction for 
the movement of the reticle to correct for collimation is apparently to reduce the 
error, i. c.-if there is appreciable displaccment, turn the capstan screws so as to 
1110ve the reticle in the direction towards the image of the sighting point, both 
vertical and horizontn1. The correction is for only half the amount of the clisplnce
ment. Dc verv careful not t.o over-adjust, i. e.-not to pass the point of perfect 
adjustment. Exercise the same prccautions as in adjusting the transit telescope 
for collimation. l\lanual Appendix II, section 41. 

(7) and (8) Collar bearings, and spacing of the equatorial wires.-The next step is 
to test the spacing of the equatorial wires. These should fit the outside line of the 
inner circle, spaced on a radius of .1 ii'4.5/1, which is the sun's scmidinmetcr at Lhc 
.July 1 date. Cheek carefully for equality of spacing all the two sides. 

There is no way to correct an ine(j\lalily except by the maker. If there is nl1 
apprecinble ine(j\lalit.y, the eollimn(ion lest should be by the reversal of one o\lUiide 
equatorial-wire into the po"ition of elle other. rather t.hnn on the eont.1'Il1 point, of 
inLNiH)cl.ioll. 

Cnrefully LIII'll in hour tl.llgk, Pllllsillg iii. cltch hour inLol'l'nl, to check (,ll(; ro(n,{,ion 
of We 80lnr telescope in its collnl' bcnrings. Any 1'0\lghllC~S or incqualit.ies will be 
manifest in the direct sighting on the circle, i. c.-the equatorial wires will appcar 
to jump or to be displaced in relation to the circle. If there is apprcciable dis
placement at any point, note the place on the hour circle. There will be a cor
responding displacement, or variable, in the orientation tests on the meridian at 
the sn,mp, position in hour angle. Irregularities in the collar bearings C[l.llnot be 
corrected in the field. 

(3) The polar axis. Several steps are combined in this adjustment. The line Of 
collimation should be normal to the latitude axis; tho latter should be horizontal; 

U A Ycry light topping on the capstans ma;- be necessary to n:ove tho rellelo ill rotution. ;\10,101 A hos 
the rORular capstons. Models n nnd C have 0 cover ring 01'01' tho adjusting screws; the oover ring scrows 
bacle over the toloscope tube. 

H Model C: The reLleetor is constructed of cicar optical Uia~s, tho planes truly parr.nel, ond dU:;- tested. 
The illrect sighting will be through the reileetor glass. 
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and the plano of the solar line of collimation when moved in latitude should be 
parallel to the vertical plane of the transit., This makes for general adjustment 
in any latitude. For just one latitude or area it is only necessary that the line of 
collim!1tion (as a line, called the polar axis) be made paralld to the vertical plane· 
of the transit. The field test (1), preliminary to the test for orientation, hereto
fore described, takes care of that. 

:--fake a direct tlighlinf!; of tho solar tele~eopo on Uw D lino of tho (.nrge(., first 
seLLing the tJ'!wsit telescopo on the main vertical line. If the solar telescope 
points to one side of the D line, note the Ulllount and whether to the right or to 
the left. Turn the transit 1800 and repeat, sighting with the solar telescope in the 
reversed positioll. Kate the amount that the pointing is to one side of the R line, 
and whether to the right or to the left. The two pointings now require analysis. 
For illustration, assume pointings as indicated by diagram "a", figure 101. 

Non:.-First, the diagram projections are in true relation. With the inverting 
eye-piece (image inverted) the right and left appear reversed, and the image is 
upside down; Second, if the line of sight is not normal to the latitude axis, the 
line will describe a cone in the reversal. 

The short dash line is the normal to the latitude axis; the full line shows the 
assumed pointings. 

Adjust first on the base plate at the foot post that controls the pointing at 
horizontal sighting; make the correction to the position where the sighting will 
conform to the full line in diagram "b". 

In the projection, the latitude axis will be normal to the vertical plane of the 
transit (although not necessarily horizontal). The pointings should be symmetri
cal with respect to the D and It lincs. 

Adjust sccond at one end of the fmme that supports the solar telescope. IS Make 
the correction to bring the pointing exactly to the D and II lines, as shown in 
d iagmm " c". This brings the line of sight of the solar telescope into normal with 
the latitude nxis. 

J n U'iing the solar diagram, the adjustment that is required to bring the latitude 
axis into horizontal must be preceded by the test for the zcro position of the declilllt
tion are, but when that has been accomplished (the declination vernier remaining 
clamped in that position) then set and clamp the solar telescope in latitUde 40°. 
From this point on, the steps arc as previously described for the primary field test 
(1) to ascertain if the line of collimation of the solar telescope, when set and clamped 
in the latitude of the station, is parallel to the vertical pI aIle of the transit. 

Make the test on the X lines, either a.m. or p.m. position; reflected light rays 
as in regular solar orientation; all elamps set; transit turned 90 0 from the main 
line of sight. This setting will be either 6 a.m. or 6 p.m. in hour angle. The 
adjustment should check in both a.m. and p.m. positions, which accomplishes a 
reversal of the horizontal axis. The slant of one line of the X represents the 
direction of the sun's movement at sunrise or sunset, zero declination, 400 latitude. 
Th" reflected imnge of the scconclline of the X will appear to be horizontal. The 
intcrHectioll i8 in the SHme 11.1. as the reflector in the line of the jJular nxis. 

":'dodel A has heavy cupstan nuts tbat control tbis adjustment. 
:\lodelll has threo capstan screws; the cent0r scrow pulls tho eye-viece end closer to tho base; tho outside 

arc OI)pm:i!lg ScrcnvS. 
!>fotlcl C has two capstan scrcws; the neat adjustment Is secured through the slIght movement of a metal 

wedge, wllidl itself is controllt:u hy fi s1o\v-motion screw. In this model, flrst loosen the opposing capstan 
srrcWs slibhtly; after the aclju::tn:cnt has boen made, tighten ng<.iin against tho wedge. 

In both models 13 nml C cure shou1d be oxercised to apply tho sume tension on the OPPOSing scrows. Noto 
thnt un unequal tcn,iOll may eaUSO a strain at tho cradle bar wbicb supports tbe solar teleseopo. whIch 
would tend to pass a sLrcin to the collar bearings. 
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FIOUIn, 101. Adjustment of tho Polar A1'is. 
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ADJUSTMENT OF TIIE POLAR AXIS. 

(a) The discrepanCies in the diagram arc exaggerated. 

485 

(0) First. Make tho \'rrtieal plane of the latitude axis normal to the vertical plane of the transit telescope. 
Bring the sightings into symmetry, direct aud reversed positions. Adjust at the foot post tbat controls 
the sighting at horizontal. 

(e) Second. Make tbe line of sight 01 the solar telescope normal to tho laiitll<lc nxis. Bring tho slghlin:;s 
illlu pnmllt)l, dlred fl.llU roversed po~;itlolls. AdJu~t on thl.~ (nul1c tlmt snpporl:3 tho solar telcscopo. ' 

Thiru. Tho last step is to bring the latitUde axis into horizontal. Adjust at the foot post thut controis 
tbat pOSHiOll. 
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When Laking tbe sight, the center equatorial wire will be on, or part1llel to, 
one line of the X, and will follow thl1t line, or continue to be purallel to it, when 
the solar telescope is turned in hour angle. 

The adjustment is good when the center equatoril1l-wire is on the line of the 
X. If l1djustment is required, bring the center equatorial-wire to the line of the 
X; adjust on the base plate at the foot post that controls the position of the latitude 
axis for true horizontal. 

The adjustments at the foot posts on the base plate of the solar unit should now 
be fully accomplished, or completec1 excepting only for the slightest "touch up" 
if and when the need becomes demonstrated by performance in orientation, and 
then only to secure final accuracy in the position of the polar axis for parallelism 
with the vertical plane of the transit. 

Note also, that the adjustments on the foot posts should be in final position, 
or nearly so, before making the test (4) for the index error, if any, in the setting 
of tho lal illide vernier. 

The Tl\oell[mil'nl t'ollst·rt)('Cioll nt, tho POill\.S of (,Ollt lIoL of the bl\t\o fl'Hmo of tho 
Holnr ullit wit.h tho i1lner CapSLllllH or hexlIgon nu(s 1I( the fout pO~l8 Is dOHigll()<l 

to acco!llmoclnle IIIl adjustment without slraininll the bn,,~e fmmo, but Cn,l'P if, 
l1eccssmy not to plnce too much preSH\lJ"() on the ]Joints of contact while making 
the adjust.ments. A ,(min here will cause difficulty ill coming into good position, 
or a jump ill position v.;hen the stmin is relieved. The sn,fest plan b to case off 
the pressure at the point or points that must be relieved in order to make the 
adjustment, also a slight casing oIT at the other point or points (including the one 
at the 00° angle); follow with the adjustment turns; then re-seat with equal 
pressure at each point. 

The statement of the adjustments of the polar axis is intended to show the 
successive steps that are appropriate when the whole unit requires examination 
and test. Later, an explanation will be given for the more rigid test of the polar 
axis by the prime vertical method. If a residual error is then present, the latter 
test will show which point of adiustment on the foot posts will control the 
improvement. 

\Vhile the statement here may seem involved, the steps are simple enough if 
taken in proper order. A demonstration by some one experienced in solar transit 
work will be an aid to those who may need that assistance. The way to accuracy 
in sola!" transit orienialion, as in ull obscrvaUolls for !1~i!ll\llh, id to give l'l():ie 
n,ttention to every essentiul detail. 

The latitude axis may be adjusted to horizontal as described in the next para
graph, striding level method, including also the other steps to bring the polar 
axis into good position, if the solar diagram is not available. Note that the 
striding level method for this and the next adjustmont is applicable only to 
model A. 

Carefully level the transit and then sight the main telescope to a distant point 
and clamp the instrument; sight toward the same point with the solar telescope, 
and place the striding level on the latitude axis. Figure 10. The striding level 
should be reversed to sec if therp is any error in the level itself, and if so take the 
mean position for the true indication of the level. 

If the latitude axis is not horizontal it may be made so by adiusting the capstan 
nuts on the base frame. 

H the line of sight of the soJar telescope is not parallel to that of the main 
telescope it may be nmde parallel by means of the capstan nuts on the base frame 
of the solar. After doing that, turn the transit 180 0 in azimuth and rever:;;e both 
telescopes so as to sight again to the same distant object, setting the main tele-

FIGVRE 1O.-Din'ct Sighting through the solar it'It'scope, with Ow fl'f1t'ctor swung to a ('t'lllral POS.iti()Il. 
and sho\\' illg til!' st rid ill!! le\'d Ull the lat it udl' axis. 
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setting of the t'ernier in zero declination. If the discrepancy is small, and tho 
vernier well fitted, it is usually better not to disturb the adjustrnent. 16 

The next step is to check the reading at 15° north declination. Proceed in tho 
same manner as above, except to make the turns 105° to the left and right of tho 
solar diagram, and use the N lines in the p. m. and a. m. positions. Record the 
reading when the reversals indicl'ote true position 15° north declination. 

Check again on 15° south declination. The turns arc 75° for the S lines. 
The arc and vernier are well mounted when the index error, if any, runs along 

the same, or nearly the same ill the three pOHitions. An appreciable varinble will 
indicate an inaccuracy in the mounlin[~ of the declinaUol1 arc, either in tho setting 
for radius or an clement of eccentricity, or both. 

The field test (2), preliminary to the test for orientation, heretofore described, 
will ascertain the index correction in any position of the arc. Tn field practice it 
should be determined for the period when the instrument is being used. 

A cardul analysis of the variables in orientation in aetuoJ performance of the 
instrument during the early a. m. and late p. m. hours will show if the index cor
rection for the declination reading is about right, or if it can be improved slightly. 
Those periods are best for that check because any slight discrepancy in the reading 
of the latitude arc, which would be apparent during the 6 or 8 hours of the middle 
portion of the day, disappears in the carly a. m. and late p. rn. The check should 
not be made when too close to sunrise or sunset as the refractions then become 
large and more or less uncertain. 

(6) 'The hOllr circle--Solar diagram.-This adjustment may be made at any 
stage of the tc~ts after the completion of (1). ;\lake a direct sighting. Bring the 
time cross wire into coincirh,nco with the long vertical line. III that position the 
circle should rearl 12 hours. There is a set screw which holds tho graduated circle 
in position: the circle can be shifted as needed. 

" ;\10,lt·1 A: Tho dcclinution arc and \'OI'l1i\\C "fe both movable. 1'he arc shouh! not be moved unless 
nCCl'ssnry to corroct for rndius, or to correct for COIll.'L'utriC posilion \yUh the uxis of tho roOeptor. rJ'!lO vrrnicr 
may be shifted as nCCl:ssary to correct for ilHlcx error. 

Model ll: 'I'ho dce1i:wtion arc is fixed iu position. Tbe vornier is held in position by two smull screws; 
it muy be shiftc'd if Ilcce:"SJ.ry. 

Model C: The declination arc is permanently seated at proper radius. and proper spacing; it is not 
intended nor expected that this relationship will be disturbcd by field adjllstment or usc. The vcrnier is 
graduated on the declination-venJier arm. The vernier adjustment is controlled at the rcDeetor axis, wbero 
the dcclination*vcrnicr ann is locked in position by three setscrews. '1'ho setting is carefully made at time 
of constrtlctioJl: it should rarely require attention excepting at the time of a maker's repair job. 

"Vhen setting the vernier in zero position, a test is Illnde to bring tho reflector into un ex[tct 45° with the 
line of collimation of the solar telescope. The reCector uEd tbe tangent-clamp-arm arc left clamped in tbat 
position. 

The first step in making the adjustment is to looscn thc three hold-down screws, just enough to allow the 
declination-vernier ann to DC shifted. The reflector position is not disturbed. Next, remove tho "dUlllmyil 
screw that is p1eced about midpoint of the firm J and in its place insert tlle special adjusting post (the latter 
will be fouml inserted, for safe keeping, ncar tbe top of the right standard of the tmusit). Whon in position 
the cud of the post projects into a hole in the tnngent-clamp·arm. There are two opposing capstan screws 
in tho tungont·clump·arm \vhich are to be bronght into pluy against the adjusting post. 

Tho pnrt:l nr~' !lnw In I'Pc,itlplI f(1l' nn rxnrt ~dting of tho YU'lIlll!, to 1,e1'O rending on tho doclinntfon nrc. 
'1'wo c;np~Lan tltns urI,) used 11\ j)11jll)~dllV, IHO\'(I!!l\;IIL lv !\('{'oltlplbh till) U.~H~t ulijll.stll!\.mt. 

After tHJjUJ1 ll!CllL ti~IJtell LIlli threo llOld·tlown screws at tho reDccLor axis. }!nck off tho two opposing 
capstun screws. Homo\'(\ the sp(lcinl adjusting post. Huplacc tho .ftll1mmy" screw. Rcpluto tllo adjusting 
post fur sdo kt~opill;!. Tlp;ht0!l tho two cllPslnn ndJl1st!!i~ screws to 11\,0!(11053. 

Hc[,c:1t the od~il!"l (('st to mako sure thot the ucclination clamp held properly during the adjustment. 
and thr.t tl;c reflector r(,s:~it)n \Y:J:S not distul'bori fl'om any causo. 
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Without the solar diagram, make an ob~ervation for the meridian passage of the 
sun. A few minutes before apparent noon set the instruDlent in tho meridian. 
Level the transit and clamp with the main telescope in the meridian, elevated to 
the sun's altitude. Set your watch to read 12 o'clock as the sun's center crosses 
the vertical wire of the main telescope. At any convenient time thereafter set oIT 
the proper readings on the latitnde and declination arcs, and with the instrument 
in the meridian, bring the 8nn's image to the center of the field of the solar telescope 
and observe the watch time. If the reading of the hour circle agrees with the 
watch it is in adjustment; if not, it may be made to read apparent time by loosening 
the set screw which holds the hour circle in position, shifting the circle until the 
rcading agrees with the watch, care being taken not to move the telescope in hour 
angle until after the set screw is again seated. The test may then be repeated. 

The Prime Vertical Method 

A eompl('{,e adjuHt lIl('flt lIlny 1>0 ltecumpliHhod by t,ho prime vNt-leal Jllet.hod. 
These teetH lLre Illl\dl' by usiug il db!uuL slghtiug PUillL, am! do not, I"l'<]uiro tho ~ol!ll' 
diagrlLm OJ' the sLriding levels. SU!110 of tho tests nrc by direct sighting; the 
remainder arc ill the [Johi('iollS where the arcs ure clulllped as illllormal orientation, 
light rays rellcetcd. 

The plan is bflsec! on the conception of using the so 1m unit for an obs('rvation 
upon a star when ill or passing the prime vertical, equal altitude method, pr.rmit
ling all necessary reversals. A suitable sighting point serves for the stUI' position. 
It is intended espcciully for usc when duplicuting field conditions, und muinly for 
the touch up adjustments, mther thun for running through the geneml udjustments. 

The conditions for the sighting point ure thut it muy give a sharp point that 
can be seen clearly as a reflected image. If it is a long distance away it may be 
used as a point in all of the sightings, but if substantiully less than one-half mile 
an allOWltllCe should be made for the instrumental offsets as presented in the solar 
diagram method. A sky-line point muy be used ullder many field conditions, as 
the stution will frequen1,ly be remote from u church spire, flag pole, water tower, 
and such ideal sighting poinls. If 110 suitable point cn,n be picked up from the 
instrument stution, a piece of white paper mn,y be tacked up where the light is 
good. There is no bel ter sighting point than a small hand-mirror reflecting Hun
light frolll the top of a stake ilmt has beon set tu huld the po~ilion. If the paper 
sighting point is placed as much as one-fourth mile distant all necessury offsets 
may be pruvided' by trimming as follows: width between the vertical edges to 
be double the right-angle ofIset of the reflector axis counting from the latitude 
axis; the lower right-and-left corners to be cut oIT for several inches on an angle 
from the vertical equal to the latitude of the station. Observe on t,he vertical 
edges for tests in the 0° latitude settings; on the slunting edges when the solar 
telescope is set in the latitude of the station. 

(a) The vertical angle counts from the II. 1. of the reflector. 
(b) To set the correct north declination for the pick-up of the sighting point, 

solar unit, reflected imuge, when clamped in the latitude of the stution, use the 
equation: 

sin 8=sin q, sin !J 

(c) To ascertain the horizontal unp;le. counting from the sighting point, thn-t is 
to be turned in the tests of the declillation are, more than 90° for north declirwtion, 
less than 00° for south declination, employ the equation: 

sin 3 
cos A=--

cos v 
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The purposes and the order of the tests, and in most cases the principles that are 
involved, have already been set out, included in (1) primary field tests, solar unit 
in good orde.r; and, (2) the general adjustments, solar diagram method, including 
the alternatIVes, both with and without the striding levels. These lihould be 
understood in principle. The explanations that follow are explicit to the extent 
that the prime vertical method gives a diITerent approach to the problem. 

(1) The equatorial wires, for parallel to axis of reflector.-Start with the solar 
telescope clnmped in the latitude of the station; the main telescope set on the 
sighting point, plate reading 0°, reflector in the direction of the sighting point; 
and a north declination set to the value: sin o=sin <p sin v; then turn the transit 
90° to the right or left. Pick up the image of the sighting point by turning the 
solar telescope in hour angle; use the transit lower tangent motion to bring the 
central equatorial-wire onto the image of the sighting point. Then turn the 
solar telescope in hour angle. The equatorial-wire should follow the ima<>'e of 
the sighting point across the field. This is the equivalent of test (1) of the 
gcneral adjustments. 

(2) Collimation.-Make a direct sighting of the solar telescope on the sightinO' 
point; usc the transit tangcnt motion for hori:wntal movcment, the latitud~ 
tangent motion for movement in vertical angle. The test and adjustment then 
become the equivalcnt of test (2) of thc general adjustments. 

Whcn the collimation is ncaring close adjustment, complete the check by 
moving over to an outside equatorial-wire. Use the transit tangent motion; 
set the equatorial wires on vertical, one outside wire on the sighting point. In 
this posit.ion tho collimat.ion teHt should bo mudc by the rovorHl1l of ono outside 
equntol'ial-wiro inlo tho position of tho othor. 

(3) 'l'he )lolar Gxis.--l'rocccd as cxplninod for lo~t (3) of tho general adjust
ments whcn using the solar diagram. Make the tests with the main telescope 
set on the sighting point, and direct sights through thc solar telescope. The 
need for an allowance for the offset bctween the two telescopes depends upon 
the distance to the sighting point; it may bo disregardod if more than one-half 
mile. In the endeavor to make allowance for an offset, much depends upon the 
sharpness of the image, the light, and the quality of the solar telescope for op
tical performance. A low vertical angle to the sighting point is prcferred for 
this adjustmcnt, but any vertical angle up to 20° is fully compensated in the 
steps that follow. Complete thc first and second adjustments as previously 
cxplained when using the solar diagram. These two stcps will bring the line of 
sight of tl:c solar telescope into normal with the latitude axis, and the two tele
scopes substantially parallel at horizontal. 

The next step is to check carefully for parallelism at horizontal, and to test 
(5) thc reading of the dcclination arc in true 0° position. 

Set and clamp at 0° latitude, and declination arc at or ncar 0°. Set the hori
zontal plate to read 0°, the main telescope 011 the sighting point, the refh'ctor 
toward the sighting point, Then turn the transit !l00 to the left; the solar in 
hOLlr angle to late p. m. position. Pick up the rcflected image of thc sighting 
point; set the central equn.torin.l-wire on the sighting point by the declination 
tangent motion. Now reverse the transit, oriented !l0° to thc right of the sight
ing point; turn the solar telescope in hour angle to early a. m. position. Again 
pick up the image of the sighting point. Note the position of thc central equa
torial-wire; if not in coincidence make the correction half with the declination 
tangent motion, half with the lower tangent motion of the transit. Repeat the 
reversals, and the half and half corrections until there is coincidence in both 11. m. 
and p. m. positions. The readinlJ of the decl1'nation arc w1U lJive the index error, 
if any, in the setting of the vernier for ~ero declination. 
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Also, now turn back to 0° horizontal plate reading. Observe the sighting 
point with the main telcscope. The d·iscrepancy here, if any, is the error in 1)aT
allelism at horizontal. This shows what final "touch up", if any, may be required 
at thc foot post that controls the pointing at horizontal sighting. If small, as 
it should be if the direct sighting tests were succcssfully cxccuted, procced with 
the final test for parallelism before changing the adjustment. 

Clamp and set the solar telescope in the latitude of the station; then start 
with the main telescope set on the sighting point, platc reading 0°, rcflector in 
the direction of the sighting point, and declinution arc set to the value: sin 0 = 
sin <p sin v. Then turn the transit !l0° to the left. Pick up thl image of the sight
ing point by turning the solar telescope j,1 hour angle; use the tangent motion of 
the declination arc to bring the central equatorial-wire onto the image of the 
sighting point. Now reverse the transit, oriented 90° to the right of the sight
ing point; turn the solar telescope in hour angle, and again pick up the image 
of the sighting point. Note the position of the central equatorial-wire; if not in 
coincidence make the correction half with the declination tangent motion, half 
with the lower tangent motion of the transit. Repeat the reversals, and the 
half and half corrections, until thcre is coincidcnce in both a. m. and p. m. po
sitions. Now turn back to 0° horizontal plato reading. Observc the sighting 
point with the main tclescope, The discrepancy, if any, is the error in parallelism 
when set in the latitude of the station. 

If the parallelism is good when set in the latitude of the station it is better 
to let well-enough alone, i. e.-no further touch-up adjustment is required. If not 
quite good, the previous tcst for parallelism nt horizontal will show whether the 
final Louch up ~hould bo made aL the foot pOtit '.haL COlltlOlH the poilllinrJ at hori
:oniai ,~i(Jhlil!!l, 01' if 1.1Iu illljJrllVl'Il\Ollt, I:;; l'('quil'c(l a~ t.1lt) [ooL POti(, which cOlJ(,rolti 
the axis of the latitude arc for horizontal. 

It is believed that this prime vertical method affo!ds the most rigid test and 
adjustmcnt of the polar axis that can be applied. 

(4) The latilt/de vernier.-The test for thc reading of the vernier in true position 
of zero latitude Jllay be made by direct sighting, first ascertaining a sighting point 
(or line) in the t.rue horizontal plane of the solar telescope. This is the cquivalent 
of test (4) of the general adjustments. Notc also, that thc primary field test (3) is 
made to sccure an inslrvmental la/itt/de at the station, which gives the value to 
be employed in solar orientation. 

(5) The declination vernier.-Note that in the adjustment (3) for the rigid test 
of the polar axis, one step rcqUlred and gave an exact determination of the index 
error or setting of the vernier for zero declination. Note also, thut the field test (2), 
preliminary to the test for ol'jent~tion, is made to asccrtain the index correctioll, 
if any, in that position of the arc for the period whcn the instrument is to be used. 
In field practiee this is combined with the test for instrumental latitude. The test 
of the dcclination arc in the appropriate order of sequence is called the" prenooll 
test". 

Begin by making a calculation of the sun's declination, for the apparent noon 
of the date, refraction applied. Then computc the horizontal angle A that is to 

b I 1 . k' I l' l' . 1 . A :,;i11 .; e emp oyec m ma mg t 1e reyersa s III t us test, USlllg t 1e equatIOn: cos =--; 
cos II 

in this, "8" is thc calculated noon declination; A will exceed 90° for north declina
tions; less than 90° for south declinations. 

Start thc test with the main telescope on the sighting point, plate reading at 0°, 
reflector in the direction of the sightin~ point. On the solar unit, set and clamped 
ill 0° latitude; declination set at or near the desired noon value. On the first check, 
turn the transit to the left in the amount of the computed horizontal angle A. 
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Turn the solur telescope ill hour anglo to Into p. m., thon pick up thc imago of the 
sighting point, set the celltral equatorial-wire exactly on the image of Ow sighting 
point by the declination tangent motion. Now orient the trallBit to the right 
of the oighting point on the horizontal angle A; turn the solar telescop~ to the 
early a. m. position. Pick up the image of the sighting point; note the central 
equatorial-wire; if not in coincidence make the correction half with the declination 
tangent motion, half with the lower tangent motion of the transit. Repeat the 
reversals, and the half and half corrections untIl there is coincirience in both 
a. m. and p. m. positions. Now read the declination arc carefully. This is the 
right setting of the declination arc Jor the noon determination of the ~'nstrumental 
latitude. The discrepancy, if any, between this reading and the value of the 
declination as computed is the exact index error for use in that part of the arc. 

(6) The hour circle.-This is the same test as in the general adjustment (6) when 
mRde without the use of the solar diagram. Observe the watch reading Rnd 
correction in apparent time at the meridian passage of the sun, for comparison 
wiCh UIO J'(!ndinK of (,ho hom cirole. An altitude ollHorvntion on the SUll for 
ItPP!ll'ont timo llUt)! bo Hub8LiLuLurl. 

82. EXAMINATION, ADJUSTMENT/ AND TEST OF THE GENERAL 
LAND OFFICE SOLAR TRANSIT 

Principal .t1d}1Istments and Tests Tests for Repairs aud Ueconditioning 

TllAN::;IT 

Plate levels 
Cross 'wires, horizontal and vertical 
Collimation 
Horizontal axis 

. . h' {Single bubble 
Honzontal Slg tmg reversion bubble 

Fitting of vernier, vertical circle 
Zero of vernier at two positions of ver-

tical circle 
Vert. ang. readings at +400 and -400 

::;Ladia mUo 
Needle: pivot, mrrgnetism, and balance 

CenLers 
Focusing movements 
Collimation, both long and short focus 
Pivots and bearings 
Readings, A and B verniers, at intervals 

of 30° 
Repel ition of angles, at 30°, 60°, and 00° 
Reading of grl1Cluations, both circles and 

verniers (condition) 
Horizontal and vertical clamps and tan

gent motions (condition) 
Leveling screws (condition) 
Clean and lubricate (condition) 

SOLAR UNI'J:' 

Equatorin,l wiros, Ilamllel to axis of 
mirror 

Collimation 
Spacing of equatorial wires 
Line of sight, right angle to latitude axis 
Lo,titude axis horizontal 
Parallel sighting at horizontal 
Parallel sighting at 40° N. 
Zero, l:1titude vernier 
Heading of htitucle arc at 40° N. 
Zero, declination vernier 
Heading of declination are, noon test, 

btitude known 
Azimuth te~ts: a. m. and p. m. 

Fitting of telescope in collar bearings 
Focusing movements 
True imRge, direct sighting 
True image, reflected 
Fitting of axis of mirror 
Fitting of latitude arc, vernier, clamp, 

and tangent motion 
Fi tting of declination are, vernier, 

clamp, and tangent motion 
Reading of graduations, both arcs and 

verniers (condition) 
Rending of decl. nrc at 15° N. and 15° S. 
Heading of decl. arc on 30° true hor. ang. 
Reading of hour circle 

THE SUN, SOUTH DECLINATION 

Tmnsit case and fitting 
Adjusting tools and sundries 
Striding levels 

ACc}<;s::;onms 
Tripod, parls and fitting 
Tripod case 
Shipping box 

MEMORANDUM 
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v': Good X Requires eorrection Xv': Good after correction 

THE SUN, SOUTH DECLINATION , 
10S. Example of direet altitude observation of the sun for azimuth and time 

SUll south declination: ' 
Date: November 9, 1944. Instrument: Buff No. 14187. 
Observer: George W. Johnson. Recorder: Ray W. Garrett. 
Collimator test of vertical cil'cle,17 September 5, 10<1-1: 
'I't'k"copo rlireo(, HiglilH goor! Itt Zt'I'O ___ . _ •• _._. ________ • ________ • 0°00'00" 
'\'clu,{c'o]lU I'OVOI'Ht'd, Hip,lil" Id~JI a( ~(!I'\J __________ • ________ .________ 0 0100 

l\[call index COl'l'CCLiOll at zero____________________________ 0'30" 
At true vertical angle _________________________ +'10°00'00" -'lOoOO'OO" 
!'Ill'an eorreoLc(l vnluo _________________________ +,10 0030 -·10 0000 

Mean index COI'J'('CtiOIl. ________________ _ -0'30" 0'00" 

Transcribed field notes 
::'<Jov. 9,1944, at my station on the random line between sees. 13 and 14, T. 1 S., 

R 27 W., 5th Prin. Mer., ArkltllSaS, in latitude 3'1°30'37" N., and longitude 03°50' 
\V., elevation above sea level approximately 1,000 ft., and temperature approxi
mately .10° F., at 8h56m a. m., app. time, in order to verify the adjustments of the 
solar unit, I make a series of threc altitude observations of the sun for azimuth 
each with the telescope in direct and reversed positions, observing opposite limb~ 
of the sun, and reading the horizontal angle from a flag OIl my retracement line 
set by solar transit orientation S. 0°40' \V., SE. to the Bun. ]l.'ly watch carries 
npproximate apparent time. 

i 
Watch time ODserved vertionl !norizontnI nnglo, 

I !IT!glc 17 1 ling to SUll 

-
; 

I I 8h 5()m 00' 22° 43' 00" 40° 03' 00" 
I 8 57 00 22 18 00 t 48 15 00 
I I 

.\ 8 h 56m 30' 22° 30' 30" I 48° 30' 00" 
I 

I I 8h 57m 30' 22° 57' 00" 48° ·12' 00" 
8 58 30 22 34 00 I 47 57 00 

Sh 58m 00' 22° 45' 30" I 48° 10' 30" 

Telescope ,~ I Sun 

1-----
DirecL~'----I~_b 
lleversed ____ i- -I 

:l.lcan ____ -I .... --. ----. ---
R~versed----I~_b· 
Ducct ______ I 'I 

i\leall __________________ . __ 

Direct ______ 
1 

1.-6-
1 

Reversed---- I-9- 1 _____ _ 

Mean _____ 1 _______________ _ 

8h 59m 00'1 23° 15' 00" 4:8° 21' 00" 
0 01 00 I 22 50 00 47 33 00 

01> OOm 00,1 23° 02' 30" 47° 57' 00" 
I 

3d ____ _ 

17 In sec. 46 it is reqt:Jred that index corrections be cleured in the tJeld tablet record. A tcst by collimator 
method for iudex error of the vertical circle used in this observation is given here. The correction for vertical 
angle readil.lgs follows in the example. 
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By 1st obsn. flag bears 
"2d " " " 
" 3d " " " 

Mean, true bearing of flag 
Watch fast of 1. m. t., by 2d obsn. 15m 57' 

[i'ielrl record 

S. 0°39'41/1 W. 
S.O 3953 W. 
S.O 3957 W. 

S. 0°3\)'50" W. 

The dcclination of the sun for tho moan p~riod of the throo o\)sCI'Vatiolls= 
Hio 50'38/1 S. 

The following reductions arc made to obtain the true vertical angles of the above 
observations: 

htatJSn. fd arun. 3d abm. 

Transit index correction ______________ _ 
v = 22°30'30/1 

-030 
22°45'30" 

-030 
23°02'30" 

-030 
Refraction (Coef.: .98 x 1.02= 1.00) _____ _ -219 -217 
Sun's parallax ____________ ~ __________ _ + 8 + 8 

The above observations arc reduced for azimuth by the equation: 

sin I) 
Cos A= h -tan 1> tan h 

cos 1> cos 

The function "sin 0" bccomes negative for south declinations. 

1st obsn.: 
1>=34°39'37/1 h=22°27'49" 0=10°50'38" S. 

cos 1>=.822539 sin 0=-.291435 tan 1>= .691408 
.413470 cos h= .924122 tan h= 

.760120 

2d obsn.: 
h=22°42'51" 

cos 1> = .822539 
cos h= .922443 

.758745 

.700126 

-.383404 

-.285870 

-.383404 

Cos A = -.069280 
A=S. 47°59'19" E. 

HoI'. ang. = 48 39 00 

Bearing of ilag=S. 0°39'41" W. 

sin 0=-.291435 

. 758745 

-.384101 

tan 1>= .091408 
tan h= .418600 

-.289423 

-.384101 

Cos A= -.67352·1 
A=S. 47°39'37" E. 

Hor. ang.= 48 1930 

Bearing of fiag=S. 0°39'53" W. 

-215 
+ 8 

THE SUN, SOU'l'1I DECLINATION 

3d obsn.: 
h=22°59'53" 

cos ¢ = .822539 
cos h=.920518 

.757162 

sin 0= -.291435 

.757162 

-.38·H10'1 

tan 1>= .691408 
tan h= .424435 

-.293458 

-.as·lIlO,l 

Cos A = - .078362 
A=S. 47°17'03/1 E. 

Hor. ang.= 47 5700 

Bcaring of ilag=S. 0°30'57" W. 
The second observation is reduced for time by the equation: 

sin II 
Cos t= tan ¢ tan 0 

cos ¢ cos Ii 

The product "tan ¢ tan Ii" is additive for south declinations. 
cos ¢= . 822539 sin h= . 386134 tan 1>= . 691408 
cos 0= .056591 tan 1)= .304600 

.786833 .786833 

.490745 

.201644 

.490745 

Cos t= .701381 
t=45°27/41" 
=3 b 1"'51' 

App. time=8 h58m 09' a. m. 
Equation of time= -16 06 

L. m. t. of obsn. 
Watch time of obsn.=8 58 00 a. m. 

Watch fast of 1. m. t.= 15"'57' 
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109. The first 'of the above series is selected for an example of reduction for 
azimuth by the equation: 

Cos % A= sin 8 sin (8-codec.) 
sin colat. sin coalt. 

900-¢=900- 34°39'37// = 55°20'23"=colat. 
90°_ 0=90°-(-16 5638 )'=1065638 =codec. 
900 -h=900- 22 2749 = 56 3211 =coalt . 

log sin S 
log sin (8- codec.) 

28=220°49'12/1 
8= 114 5436 

Codoc. = 106 56 38 

8-codec.= 7° 57'58" 
9. 957593 
9.141724 

log 9. 099317 
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log sin coln,t. 
log sin coalt. 

log 
9.91515G 
9.965729 

log 9. 880885 

log C082 Yz A 
log cos 7f A 

%A 
A 

Hor. ang. 

Bearing of flag 

9.099317 

9. 880885 

9. 218·132 
9. 609216 

66°00'21/1 
N. 132 0042 E. 
S. 47°59'18" E. 

48 39 DO 

s. 
110. The second of the above series is selected for an eXl1mple of reduction 

for azimu th by the equation: 

Tan 7~ A= /cosXdl+¢+o) sin ?UI+CP-O) 
'\ cos ?~ (1-<1>-0) sin 7f (1-<1>+0) 

h 
90°00'00" 
22 42 51 

67°17'09" 
34 3937 

I+¢ =101°56'46" 
o 165638 (-) 

1+<1>+0 85°00'08" 
Yz (1+<1>+5) = 42°30'04" 

1+<1> =101°56'46/1 
(5 = 16 56 38 ( - ) 

1+<1>-0 =118°53'24/1 
}i (1+<1>-8)= 59°2G'42" 

log cos % (1+<1>+0) 
log sin Yz (1+<1>-0) 

log cos % (1-<1>-) 
log sin 7f (1-<1>+) 

9. 958033 
9. 134873 

9.092906 

log tan' % A 
log tan % A 

r = 67° 17'09/1 
<1>=343937 

r-<I> =32°37'32/1 
(5 =165638 (-) 

r-<I>+o =15°40'54" 
7~ (1-<1>+8) = 7°50'27/1 

r-<I> =32°37'32" 
8 =l(l5638 (-) 

\-<1>-0 =49°3'1'10" 
Yz (1-<1>-5) =24°47'05/1 

9. 8G7623 
9. 935075 

9. 802698 

9. 002906 

O. 709792 
0.35<1896 

72 A 6Go 10'12" 
A N. 132°20'24" E. 

S. 47°39'36" E. 
Hor. angle 48 19 30 

Ben,ring of fl~g 8. 0°30'54/1 W. 
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111. The secane! of the above scrics is likewise selected for an exampl(J of 
rcduction for time by the equation: 

Tan Yz t= /sin}i (L+<I>-5) sin %_(1-<1>+0) 
V cos ?f (r+<I>+5) cos Yz (r-<I>-o) 

log sin 7~ (r+<I>-o) 9.935075 
log sin !tf (\ - <I> + 0) 9. 134873 

log cos % (\+<I>+IJ) 
log cos Yz (r-</>-o) 

9.867623 
9.958033 

9. 069948 

9. 825G56 9. 825656 

log tan2 Yz t = 9. 2H292 
log tan % t=9. 622116 

% t=22°43'50" 
t=45°27'40" 
=3 b01"'51' 

App. time of observation 
Equation of time 

= 8 h 58"'09' a. m. 
= -16 06 

L. m. t. of observation 
Watch timc of observation 

Watch fast of 1. m. t. 

8 h 42m 03' a. m. 
8 58 00 a. m. 

COMPUTATION OF GEOGRAPHIC POSITION 

Table of" lrI" and" P" Factors, and Explanation for ihe ConverSl:on of Ordinary 
Latitudes and Departures in Chains JHcasurement to Seconds of Lalil1/de and 
Longitude, lVith B:ramp/cs. 

133. The" M" factors may be applied directly to measurements along a merid
ian; "P" factors to measurements along a parallel. A traverse that extends in 
the same general direction may be reduced to the equivalent latitude and depar

. ture, then convert t4e totals. Where there are abrupt changes in the direction 
(especially of long traverscs), a conversion should be made to each of the principal 
turning points. 

The latitudes should be converted first. 
\Yhen taking out the" P" factor, usc the latitude of the township or section line 

from which the measurement is taken. On a traverse, use the mean latitude. 
Where a traverse is cOllverted in intervals, use 1:110 mean latitudes between the 
successive principal turning points. 
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The following example prepared for 45° latitude is a condensed form derived 
from a table of "M" and "P" factors published by the U. S. Geological Survey. 

Dil! nut P \ 1 ])111 lo~ P I 
1,at. llat M nilt P --1-1--1- ~,~ log M lo~ P -'---1---\-- gt Lut. 

l' 2' 3' 4' l' I 2' I 3' 4' 
1 I \ 1 ____________ _ 

:5 '0 --::--=I~~ -:-1-: -=-1- 9. Sl~027 9. 9G~O~51126 252 379\505 1 :5 '0 
b I 66.91980 • 27 54 I' 80 107 2 21 "G~G 126 2[3 379 SCG I 11 5 

10 65. 92!H '27 54 81 1081 47 M :gG~ 127 254 380 507 ~~ I 19 
15 64 249"7 54 81 103 127 254 382 509 • 20 
:'<l 63 384 27 f4\ so J09 9 4002 5f9" 120 255 383 510 4.3 25 
25 62 520 27 55 82 110 III 39~5 6236 12S 256 384 512 

53 1 
30 .65161 .92657 27 54 I 82 JOU 14 9. 813~,9 9. 96~i~ 128 256 \ 385 513 ~~ 30 
35 60 7D3 28 [;5 I 83 \110 16 ~2 129 257 386 514 I~' 35 
40 1 59.92931 128 55 I 0'3 llO 18 ,6 ~~g~ 120 258 3SH 517 (~ 40 
·15 58.93069 28 bG' 8:3 1111 I ~o ~o n.06"453 129 I 25U 1388 510 \ 1~~ 6~ 
DO 57 208 28 1 56 I 83 111 2~ li3 v. 0 130 1 200 30U \ flU 

46 5~ I : ::::: : :::: 1
28 

56 \ 851113121J \ :: :::~:~ :: :~:~~: 130 \ 200 391 621 \ 117 46 5~ 

The column headed d~;G" supplies the differences in nat P and log P at intervals 
of 5"; i!l\.()rv!tl~ of 1,2, :l, and ·1" may be t.aken on (,ho lines for la, 20, 30, and 

·to', aL one tenth. 

45°20' 
3' 

35" 
·1" 

nnt 1': . V~:lS4 
82 
ltl 

log 1): Q, ~;G!\{)<J'i 
38:\ 

75 
8 

9.9G6CG4 45'2J'3()" 

COMPU'l'ATION OF GEOGRAPHIC POSITION 

S.89~57'£. 

Example of reductions. I To SE. cor. of Tp.: 
. .' ., S. 0°01' E., 100.00 

See SpecImen IOWIlSlllP lInt. S. 89°57' E., 80.00 

From the cor. of secs. 23, 24, 25, and 2t3, trian~ H H 

gulation station "Flat Top" bears N. 46°57' W., rBt, of Sta .• rlat Top 
94.01 cbs. dist.; an ot)1cial bronze tablet, scatet! ga, :\1= . G~lo8 
In a concrete base; D. S. C. & O. B., North ~outb: . 6D198X ~·1.18= 
American Datum, 1927: • 65108Xi~: gl;" 

Latitude = 45°47'2R. 571" 
Longitude= 1117°.;G'31. 003" Lat. of SE. cor. Tp. 
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S. E. 
160.00 .05 

.07 80.00 

45°47'28.571" 

41. 818" 

1'44. 298" 

'1'ru{'tr~;e: Chs. 
N. G9°11' W., 24.93 
N.lllolo'W., 39.11 
N. !ti°53' W" 38.19 

N. W. :MolIlo.: Before takIng out the "J'" fnelors 
8.80 23.30 note (by inspectIon) that tho lllonn latitudo of 

18.78 3·\. 31 tho traverse is 45'47'08" (subtract, from the 
30.54 II. 09 latitude of "Flnt Top", ono-hulf tho latItude 

interval of the traverse, 20.0"); also, noto tbut 
64.18 GS. 701 to reacll the SE. cor. of tho 1'1'. the eustlng was 

measured along the township line. 
N. 46°57' W., 94.01 

l i or mean lut. of traverse: For S. bdy. of 1'1'.: Long. of Sta. "1'1at 'rap": 107'50'31. 003' 
Ilut P: 45°45' .930(;9 .OeCGO East: . 93128XG8. 70= 63.970" I' 3.979" 

2' 56 ._-'" • 03070X80. 05= 74.503" 1'14. li03" 
5" 2 
3" 1 2/1 1 Long: of SE. cor. or Tp.: 107°54'12.521" 
-- .93128 -- .03070 



Appendix III 

COMPLETION OF PARTIALLY SURVEYED SECTIONS 

216. On the accompanying diagrams, figures Nos. 56 to 64, inclusive, are 
shown various examples of the procerlure for the completion of the survey of ir
regular sections which contain outlying areas protracted as surveyed, illustrating 
the rules of survey that are necessary for the protection of such areas. 

217. Let it be assumed that adjacent to two established section lines, the 
meridional line of which is out of limits in measurement, an outlying regular 
quarier section has been protracted as surveyed; then to complete the section the 
new section lines will be extended from the previously established section corners, 
parallel to the opposite established boundaries, or mean course thereof, to a mu
tual intersection. The quarter-section corner on the new latitudinal section line 
would be established regularly at the mean point, and would ordinarily be marked 
to control the subdivision of two sections. On the new meridional boundary one 
or two quarter-section corners may be required; one marked to control the sub
division of the section under consideration will be established at 40 chains from 
the original section corner; the same quarter-section corner would be marked to 
control the subdivision of the adjoining section if the fractional measurement is 
to be thrown in the same direction in the two sections, otherwise an additional 
quarter-section corner marked to control the subdivision of the adjoining section 
would ordinarily be placed at 40 chains from the new section corner. Again, let 
the ~allle condition be assumed with the exception that the latitudinal section line 
instead of the meridional line i~ found to be defective in measurement. Then, to 
complete the section, the new meridional line would be surveyed as in regular 
subdivision, pamllel to the opposite meridional line, or mean course thereof, ordi
narily with quarter-section and section corners of maximum control at 40 and 
80 chains, respectively. Thc new latitudinal section line would then be estab
lished on a true line between the section corners, and one or two quarter-section 
corners will be established as required; one marked to control the subdivision of the 
section under consideration will be established at 40 chains from the original sec
tion corner; the same quarter-section corner would be marked to control the sub
division of the adjoining section if the fractional measurement is to be thrown in 
the same direction in both sections, otherwise an additional quarter-section corner 
marked to control the subdivision of the adjoining section would ordinarily be 
placed at 40 chains from thc new section corner. 

218. Let anotl18l' assumption be made that adjacent to two established section 
lilll'S, the meridional line of which is out of limits in alinement, an outlying regular 
qun,rter section ha3 been protracted as surveyed; then to complete the section, the 
new meridional line will be projected as a sectional guide meridian, in accordance 
with the uSllal rules, ordinarily with quarter-section and section corncrs of maxi
mUIl1 (,<lilt 1'01 tIt 40 nnc! 80 chains, l'c}'pcct,ively. The now latitudinn.1 soction lilw 
would [hUll be eBLItblis!lcd OIl a true line betwoen the Bectiou comer~, wiLlI one or 
two quarter-section corners as requircd; one marked to control the subdivision Of 
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80 

fig.56. 
Porollel to 5 bdy. 

Mld-p,or'nt 

I 
I 
I 
I 

80 

"------------1------1------ , 
--.. 1 1 .... 

{- ~ I 1 2 :3 I 4 .0 
-.Q .::: I ~ 
t.j'-'- I I I ~ 
~------T-----~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
'- C)- I ~ 

Q) C) ~ 

~~ 6 I 5 ~ 
~ '- 1 ~ 

C( ______ ~- _- ___ ~ 

~ 
~ 7 8 

~ ~ 

Shown os 

regular. 

Parallel to S bdy. 

Shown os 
regular. 

l~l\:1t \lulllHlary or suction out or 1fmit:'l In ll\('HSllr('tIH.'Jd: souOw:\st. qunrtor protmctcod ns sllrv<'YNl; nnd 
s"cUon to be c011l1'1d(ld. 
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Fig,57: 
Random and true, 

(20,00) I (rrac.j I (20.00/ (20.,0.0) , , 
3 , 2 

, I I 
eo I ,- - - - - J _____ L ___ _ 

I I 
I 

6 

Shown os 
regular. 

(20.,0.0) 

Random and true 
(I"rac,) I (2::-:0::-,0:':0:,",)-r-I -('""2-0.-0-0-)--' (20.00) 

1 

3 2 I 

~ I 1 1 
" 80 1- - - - - - -1- - - - - _1- - - - - --
'< , I 1 

:;:.. I 4 ' 5 I 
~ , I 1 

6 

1cJ I : I 
~ - -- - - - - r - - - - - - ~'S'0i~"'~'S~~~"~''''~z~Z' 

I '::::: 

80 

(2000) 

(~ 
~ 
~ I _______ f~ 

I f:~ 
I .'8' 

8 '~ 
~ ~ 

(. 
I~ 

I"roc.) I'~ 

7 

Shown as 
regular. 

South boundury of scctlon out of limits in measurement; southeast quarter protracted us surveyed; and 
scctiou to bo completed, 
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(20,00) 

80 

_ (20.,00) 

80 

Fig,58. 
Random and true. 

~r (rroc,) 20.00 20,00 , 
3 2 

, 
, 
I , I :l: 
1_ - - - -1- - - - - - L - - - --~ 
I , \ ~ 

4 5 

Shown as 
, regular. 

6 

Random and rrue, 
(/"roc) (2000) I (20.00) 

I 

3 

,- -

4 

2 
1 
I, 

, I ,~ 
__ , ______ I- _____ ~ 

J I ,'t!, 
I , ~ 
I 5 I 6 
, I 
I , 

-----~------~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~ 
, 7 ~ 
, ~ ,- - - --1 
I ~ 

8 ~ 

80 

Mid-)oint 

~ 
~ ~ 

Shown as 
regular. 

I 

I 

)3 

EMt bouudary of section out of limits in ulinement; southeast quurter protracted as surveyed; and scc!!on 
to be com plated, 
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Fig. 59. 

7 8 

West 

Shown as 
regular. 

West 

Shown 0$ 

regular. 

. sin uJ!ncmcnt; southeast quarter protracted as surveyed; and section 
Soutb boundary of section out of limlt to be completed. 
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fig.60. 
Parallel to South bdy. 

120.00./ {Frac.J I f2000J I (ZOOO! 
I 1 () 

3 I 2 I ~ 40 
I I I ;::: 
I I 

I- - - - -1- - - - -r - - - - 1- - - - - 1 

"0 I I , 0' 
~ 4 5 6 I 7~ 
::: I I I ~ 

- -l - - - - ]-\%\\~\~%\~""\"'\""\~\ 
C3 I ~ 

~ 9 : 8 ~ 
'- I ~ 

1--- - - - -1- - - - -.~ 
1 ~ 

10 I II ~ 

Mid.loinf ~ 

Shown as 
regular. 

Parallel to South bdy. 
(20. CO.} (Froc.) I (20.0.0.) (20..0.0.) 

~ I ~ 
C) 40 3 I 2 ~ 
~ I I '-.:. 
-----+-----.L.----f-----

I I I 0' 
0' I I I () 
() S 6 7 ~ ~ 4 I I I ~. 

-....:. I I I 

I .l-. I",,, ~',- - - -r - - - - .~\~~\~\~\~\'~';\'\,\~\\\' 

-::-. I ~ 
,~9 . 8 ~ 
~ I ~ 

I ~ Shown 0$ 
I- - - - - T - - - - ~ regular. 
C3;' I ~ t ~ 10 I II ~ 

;g ~ I ~ 
Mid-Ro/nt ~ 

505 

East boundary of section out of Umlts In alinemcnt and mcasurement; soutbeast qnarter protracted as 
surveyed; and section to bo comploted. 
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(Zo.OO) 

~ 

Fi g. 61. 

(Fro e.) 

west 

Shown os 
regulor; 

West 
(20.00) (20.00) 

~ 46 "3 2 
~ ~ 

1 I I .~ 
- - -- - r - - - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - - ~ 

1 1 1 ~ 
::, G' 1 1 I ~ 
'\0 c:, 4 I 5 6 I 7 
~S 1 I I 
',I ~ I I I 

~-----~----~~~~~\~~~~~~~ 
~ : ~ 
--.C:> I 8: 
~g 9 I 8 ~ 

<:0 '" " ~'-- I ~ 
C( ____ ~ __ - - --~ 

§' 10 I II ~ 
Cj I .~ 
::: I ~ 

(2000) ' (Frec./ ~ 

Shown os 
regulor. 

South boundary of section out of limit' ill nlincrncr:t and measurement; soutbeast quarter protracted lIS 

sun-eyed; aDd section to bo completed. 
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Fig.62. 
New Pere/lel /'05. bo'y Old 

Shown os regular. Shown os regular. 

Old bdrs.defective in measurement. 

New West" Old 
Mid.point Mid-point Mi.:/·point 

I I , 
I I I 

4 I ,3 I 2 
~ I I I .... 
. ~ I I .~ 
C) I" 
_~_ - - - - r - - - - -1- - - - - T - - ---<;<. 
:t, I 1 I ~ 
~ I ~ 

I I 7 I 8 
t 5 I 6 1 I 

~. I I : 
~. I I 

~~~~~~~~~~~1'~~~~""~~~~~"""'~" 
I 
I 
1 
I 

Shown os regular. : ~hown as regular. 

Old bdrs. defective in alinement. 

South balf protraetod as surveyed, and section to be completed. 
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Old bdrs. defective in measurement. 

Random and true. 0/0 

Shown as regular. 
Shown (lS ragul(lr. 

Old bdrs. defective in alinement. 

South balt protracted as survoyed, and section to be completeo. 

COM1>LETlON OF PAR1'lALLY SURVEYED SECTIONS 

Fig.64. 
Old Regular 

(Calc.) 1 20.00 (Fro c.; I 
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the Rection \ consideration will be required at 40 chains from the original 
section corner, ,11e fame qumicr-scction corner would bo marked to ('ontrol tho 
subdiyioion of the adjoining section if Lhe fractional meaSUl'emoIlt is to be thrown 
in tho same direcUon in both sections; otherwise a,n acldition::tl 'luarter-section 
corner l1l[lrked to control the subdivision of the adjoining section will ordinarily 
be established at ,10 chains from the new section corncr. On the other hand, if 
the same conditions be assumed with the exception that the 01 iginal lau:iud£nal 
sccUon line instead of the meridional line is fOUJld to be defective in alinement 
then the new latitudinal section line will haye to be established as a sectional cor
rection line, exactly in accordance with the rules already given for runDing such 
lines, ordinarily with section corner of maximum eontlOl at its intersection with 
Lhe new meridional section line, and quarter-section corner of maximum control at 
mid-point. On the new meridional 8ecLiol1 line one or two quarter-section corners 
may be requiIcdj one marked to control the subdivision of the section under con
"icleration will be est~,blishcd at 40 chai1]s from the original secUon corner; the 
S3me quarter-section corner may be marked to control the subdivi~,jon of the ad
joining scction if the fractional measurement is to be placed ill the snme direction 
in the two scctions, but if the fmctional me::1sUl'ement is to be thrown in the op
posite direction in the adjoining section an additional quarter-seetion corner 
ll'.nrked to control the sllbclivi,ion of thnt section would ordinnrily be required nt 
110 chains from the llOW sec! ion corner. 

21(). !l1nllY cns('s wil! arise in the field involving combinutions of two or more 
of the nbove simple examples, in which instnnce the engineer is advised to prepare 
It dingrnm illns(.rnCing til(; condiUons fonnd in the original slll'vey, whereupon the 
no\\' sect ion lillt's nmy bo shown with nlilwl1wlI(. ill accOrdtl1JCO wiLh (.he usunl 1'111c~ 

for subdividing townships, !loLing thnL (he ncw seeLion lines arc to be illiliilted at 
the previously established original section corners, and thnt the lengih of the 
meridional boundflry will depcnd both upon the regUlarity of the length of the 
opposite original meridional seetion line and upon the alinement of the previousiy 
cstablished latitudinal section line; thereupon the engineer may at once show 
upon his diugram the position of the necessary quarter-section corners on the new 
:;ection lines, all in conformity with the simple rules already stated. ' 

220. Other instances will be found where half sections are shown upon the 
original approved plat protracted as surveyed, in some cases where only the 
opposite section line has not been established and in other cases where parts of 
the adjltccnt as well as the oppositc section lines have not been established. 
Tn case only one section line,remains to be established, it will be located upon the 
true line connecting the original secLion eorners, reganllcss of bearing; the new 
opposite q1larter-secLion corner marked t.o control (.110 subdivision of the sLnteel 
section will be placed at mid-po in t, regnrclless of the length of t,he new sec! ion 
line; the posiUon of the quarLer-section cornol' mnrked to COil t1'01 the subdivi~jon 
of tho adjoining secLion will depend upon the plan of sllbfliviclinp; the remnininp; 
public lnnd. Partially mlryc~yccl scction lines will bo completed by extension, the 
alinement of t.ho snme being governed 12y t.he usual rules for regular subdivision; 
the latitudinal or rheridional position of the remaining section line (opposite to 
the half seetion protracted as surveyed) will usually be controlled by the position 
of the nearest original section corner, and the alinement of the same will depend 
upon the usual rules for regular subdivision; the new opposite quarter-seetion 
corner marked to control the subdivision of the section cODtaining such half 
section protracted as surveyed will be placed at mid-point in every case; the 
position of the quarter-section corner marked to control the subdivision of the 

adjoining section will depend upon the manner of subdividing the T""1aining 
public land. 

221. Vnrious other exnmjllcs will be found where fracUonal urells, as , .. ung t.he 
north or ,>,'est boundary of a township, aro shown upon the original approved plat 
protmcLerl ns surveyed. In n11 such instnnces the same rule8, heretofore sinted, 
rony be applied, with the Slll[!,lc exception thnt a calcujlttion must be mnde, based 
upon the areas shown upon the original plat, of the theoretical lengths of all liries 
not established in the original suryey. Such calculated distances will then 
control instead of the usual regular lengths of section lines as heretofore assumed.; 
also if such calculated distances count from two directions, and irregularities are 
dev~lopcd, the calculations must again be resolved into proportionnl distances to 
agree with actual measurements between the controlling points. 



Appendix V 

HALF-MILE POSTS, ALABAMA AND FLORIDA 

376. All lost interior quarter-section corners will be restored by single propor
tionate measurcmrnt between the adjoining section corners, after the section 
corners have been identified or relocated. 

In the early practice in parts of Alabama and Florida, so-called "half-mile posts" 
were established at distances of 40 chains from the starting section corner; the 
term was applied where the line might be more or less than an exact 80 chains in 
record length, and ,,,here by later methods the latitudinn,llines hi1ve been run n,8 
"random and true". The practice contemplated that in some cases these sub
divisional lines be run in cardinal directions to an intersectio~, where the next 
section corner would be placed, and either or both lines might be more or less 
than 80 chains in length. In some cases the section corners were placed across 
t?e township n,t intervals of 80 chn,ins on one of the eardind lines, n,nd the other 
lmes would be run on random only. On the first plan the "half-mile post" would 
not be at mid-point unless the line turned out to be 80 chains in length; on the 
second plan the "half-mile post" on the lines first run would be iIL true position 
for the quarter-section corner, but on the lines last run they would usually not 
be on true line, nor at mid-point. 

In both cases, in order to meet the objection that the position of the "half-mile 
post" did not satisfy .the le~al requirements for the subdivision of a township, 
field notes were supphed whICh gave a true line direction and the mid-point dis
tance for !l. quartcr-scction corner, which was called for, but without actually 
funning the true line or constructillg a monument at that point. In these CMes 
only the true linc field notes need bc regarded if the evidence of the "half-mile 
post" has disappeared; but where tbe latter can be identified the point must be 
given proper weight for control as indicated in section 359. Each set of field 
notes requires its individual considemLion, as the practices were not uniform 
even in the same surveying district. 

The applicable rules for the restoration of the true line mid-point positions for 
the quarter-section corners in the above prnctices are dCrived from the act of 
February 11, 1805 (R. S. sec. 239G), which requires that "The corner of half and 
quarter sections not marked shall be placed as nearly as possible equidistant from 
those two corncrs which stand on the same line". 

The rules may be stated specifically as follows: 
1. In case the "half-mile post" and quarter-section corner are recorded as beinO" 

at a common point, the identified "half-mile post" will be restored as the quarter: 
scction corner. 

2. If there is evidence of the position of the section Corners in both directions 
and if the record leaves doubt as to the establishment of the "half-mile post" o~ 
the true line, the quarter-section corner will be monumented at mid-point on the 
true linc, disregarding the record of the "half-mile post". 

3. In the absence of evidence at one or both section corners and where the record 
leave.! doubt regarding the running and marking of the true line, the "half-mile 
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post" will be employed on a north and south line for the control of th ~udc of 
the quarter-section corner, or Oil an east n,nd west line for control of hv position 
in dcpnrturc, using the record correction for distance. The alinement of the sec
tion boundary and the position of the quarter-section corner on the true line will 
be n.djusted to the locfltion of the two section corners after the double proporUonate 
measurements have been completed. 

4. '\\'here the field notes show proper location for alinement and record correc
tion for distance, the "half-mile post" will be employed for the full control of the 
position of the quarter-section corner, and for the restoration of the lost section 
corners. The position of the quarter-section corner in latitude on a north nnd 
south line, or in departure on an cast and west line, will be ascertained by making 
use of the record correction for distance from the "half-mile posi". The aline
ment from the position of the "half-mile post" to the point for the quarter-section 
corner will be determined by the position of the section corner to the south, if 
the record correction for distance is to be made to the north; the section corner 
to the north will be used if the record correction for distance is to be measured to 
the south; and similarly on en,st and west lines. 

5. The evidence of the "half-mile post" will not be destroyed. 



Appendix VI 

COMPUTATIONS, RETRACEMENT DATA 

427. There is set out below 1,11e principn,\ clements of it dependent resurvey. 
The exnmple is hypothetical, the purpose being to outline the chnl'11cter of the 
control th11t must uSll1111y be employed, nnd freCjuently the very limited extent 
of any available control ihi',t may be regarded us I1cc8ptable. To simplify the 
example, it is shown t1l11t 11 sufficient number of originl11 cornel' positions can be 
identified to make 11 satisfactory restoration of the township exteriors, including 
the northenst corner of the township by double proportionate mC11SUreJl1cnt. A 
complete retracement of the township subdivisioIl111 lines 1111S' been made for the 
development of the monuments, minks, and other evidence of the original sUlTey, 
and for th8 study of the resurvey problem. Ileference stakes were sct in rtlnning 
the lines of the rctracement to mark temporary corner positions where the original 
monuments could not be identified. All entered or patented subclivisions which 
were based upon the former ollicial plat were found to be conformable to the con
trol as developed by the rctraccment, 11nd as finally adopted for the resurvey. 
The diagmm illustrates t1l() sitllalion. Tho oXl1,mplc of tho comjlutfltiollS cho\\"s 
the convcrsion from the directions and lengths of lines that wore run in 'ehe 
retraccmen t to the true line courses llnd distances. 

A. Identified o~'irdnal corner. 
KEY TO DIAGRAM, FIG. 60 

n. Intersection of renter lines of public crossroads, intended to be located at scction comcr and gcnerally 
so rccognizcd; acccpted as best avai;ab1e evidence of comer. ' 

o and D. Ic\cnliiled original comers. 

E. Corncr established by local surveyor; record shows propcr application of the mcthod of douhle pro
portionate measurement; generally recognized as correct position of comer; accepted on an equality with 
an identified original comer. 

F-M, inclUSive. Identilled original corners. 
N. Same as n. 
O. IdentiflCd original corner. 

P. Intersection of mean position of meridional and latitudinal blazed lines throu[h virgin timbor; age 
count 0;), overgrowth quclifles for date of original survey, 

Q. Restored corner based upon control furnished by latitudinal position of blazed line as aboye and 
fixed in departnre by distance to origina11ine tree. 

R. Identified original corner. 
S. Same as E. 

T. rosltion determined hy location of improvements; point abfces approxiro1ately with the theoretical 
position and it is recognized by adjoining claimants; improvements would be adversely ufIected by chango 
of point. 

U. Same as E. 
V and W. Sarno as T. 
X. Identified original corner. 

a. Duly restored by double proportionate measurement and thereafter employed for general control on 
an cquo1ity with nn identified original COillor. 

)rn, inclusive. 'l'hcoretiea1 true line position, duly restored by single proportionate measurCD1<lnt. 
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Aiter completing 1111 retro,cements and having determined upon. tho general 
control to be adopted, as indicated in the diagram and accompanymg key, the 
true lines of the dependent resurvey, beginning at the southeast corner of the 
township, will be reestablished as follows: 

Sins Ie Proportionate Measurement 

Lines: A-B, B-a, A-C, C-D, D-E, E-F, F-G, G-H, H-J, a-J, J-K, K-L, 
L-M, and M-I. 
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Double Proportionate Measurement 

Section corners: 1, f-N and b-F; 2, f-N and c-S; 3, o-p and d-X; 4, C-Q 
and b-F; 5, C-Q and e-S; G,C-Q and N-U; 7, C-Q and d-Xj 8, g-S anel b-Fj 
9, U-n and d-Xj 10, U-n and Q-G; 11, D-L and b-F; 12, D-L and V-i; 13, 
D-L and W-j; 14, D-L and d-X; 15, D-L and Q-G; 16, h-X and b-Fj 17, h-X 
and V-I; 18, h-X and W-j; 19, X-M and Q-G. 

Interior Quarter-Section Corners 

All missing interior quarter-section corners by single proportionate measure
ment on line between the adjoining section corners as above determined. 

Field Data 

The retraccments develop the following data in regard to the relative position 
of certain points of control and the temporary stakes: 

Beginning at f, North, 40.00 chains, Bet temporary stake; 80.00 chains, set 
tempOI'M}, stake; J 20.00 chains, set tempornry stake; 160.00 chainA, $et temporary 
slake; 200.00 chllillR, set icmpornry stake; 241.20 chaiJl8, fall no links W. of N; 
meridional excess f-N = 1.20 chains =40 links per 80.00 chains. 

Beginning at b, West, 40.00 chains, set temporary stake; S0,46 chains, fall 
20 links N. of temporary stake previously set; record of original survey shows 
length of line SO.22 chains; continue west, etc., to F; latitudinal deficiency b-F=S4 
links=14links per SO.OO chains. 

Beginning at 2 (temporary stakc), East, 10.00 chains, set temporllry stake; 
80.82 chains, fall 44 links S. of C; record of originnl survey_ shows length of line 
79.90 chains; run west from tempornry stake at 2 on similar plan; latitudinal 
exeess c-S = 66 links = 22 links per SO.OO chains. 

Calculations 

The adjustments of the temporary stakes to true line position, and the deter
mination of the bearings and lengths of the reestablished true lines, are calculated 
as follows: 

Memo 

BETWEEN SEOTIONS 35 AND 36 

Oourse Dis· 
tance N. S. E. W. 

----------------1-----1----------------
Retracement f-1.. __ •••••••••• _ ••• _ •••• __________ North 80.00 80.00 _____ ••• ______ ........ .. 
Adjustment at 1 for merirlion"l excess ________ ... ______ ... _. __ • ____ •• __ .40 • _____ ... ____ .. _______ .. 
Adjustment at lior latitudinal deficiency, 80.46- _____ • ___ .. _._ • __ ,,_ •• ________ ._______ 0.38 ___ .... _ 

(80.22-{).14). 

True Ilne 1-1. __ ••••••• ___ • __ ••••• _. __ ._ ••• ___ • __ N. 0°16' E. 80.10 80.40 • ______ • . a8 ______ __ 

===== Adjustment at f. •• _ •••• ___ ._._ •• __ • ___ ._. ___ ._. __ • ______ • ___ . ______ ._ .00 .00 
Adjustment at L _________ .... __ ••• ___ • ______ •• _____ • __ ._,.,._. ____ .... .40 •• ______ .3S ___ '_'" 
Adjustment at J1 seo. cor. (mean) .. __ • __ ._ ••••• _ • ____ ~ __ ._._ •• _____ ._. .20 • __ • ___ • .19 _______ • , 

BETWEEN SEOTIONS 25 AND ZG 

Memo Oourse I t~~;~ I~_s_·_l~~ 
-------------------------1-------, 
Adjustment at 1 from tme to temporary ... __ • _____ •. ____ . __ .• __ . ____ . ____ .... 0.10 O. a8 
Rctrnccmont 1-2 ________ ... ______ . _______ .______ North 80.00 80.00 __ • _______ ._ .. ______ .. __ 
Adjustment at 2 for moridional o;:o(>$s ______ . ________ • ______ ... ________ .SO • __________ " __ ' __ ...... 
Adjustment at 2 for latitudinal excess, 80.82- ____ ._._._ .. __ ________ ________ ________ 0.70 _____ ._. 

(79.90+0.22). ___ , ______ ---1---

:::::::: so: ~g ____ ._~~_ : ~~ I ____ :_~~ 
Tmo line 1-2_ •• _ ••••• __ • __ ................ ___ .__ N. 0°14' E. so:4O so:4Ol~I--:32I~ 

1~1~~~~g~t ~t L:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::: : §g I :::::::: : ~-i :::::::: 
---- •• -- 1. 20 1 _____ ... 1. 08 ----.... 

Adjustment at l4 seo. cor. (mean) .... _ ... _ .... __ , __ ..... _._. _____ .... __ .60 __ ... _.. .54 ... ____ • 

BETWEEN SECTIONS 23 AND 24 

Adj\1~tnlnnt fit 2 from true to tempornry .•• __ ... _ ... _. ______ .. ________ ________ O. SO ) __ .... _. 0.70 
R!'trncrm("nt 2··N .~._ .. _~_ ............ _ ..... _~_ .. __ .. _...... North 81. 20 81. 20 ______ .. ________ .. _ ..... _ .... .. 
Hal1UOlllllno to N ... _.......................... EIlBt • UO ... ____ . __ • __ ... 0.00 ____ .. .. ---------------

__ ...... 81. 20 .80 .00 .70 
.80 _ ..... __ .70 ______ .. 

True line 2-N .... ___ • _____ •• _._ ••• _ ..... _....... N. Oog' E. 80.40 80. 4~ ------__ .20 1 ____ ... _ 

Adl\1~tment nt 2 .. __ • __ ....... ____ ... ___________ ......... ___ .. ........ .80 \ .. __ ... _ .70 \ __ ..... _ 
AdJustment from 80.00 oh. point on mndolll toN ............... I.:.::::.::.::::~.:.::::.::.::::~=== 

• ..... --\ 2.00 ·1 ....... _ 1. 60 1--.. ···· Adjustment at J1 seo. cor. (monn) ........ _ ......... _ .. __ ......... _.... 1.00 ...... __ .80 _ ...... . 

BETWEEN SEOTIONS 25 AND 36 

Retrncement b-L .. ________ . __ ._ .... __ .. __ • __ • __ j West SO. 46\ ____ ._ .. _ .. ____ • __ .... _-' 80.46 
Random line to temporary stuke at L .......... ____ . ____ .. ___ ... ____________ . 0.20 ____ ._. __ ... __ __ 
Adjustment at 1 temporary to true ........ _ ........ _._ ..... ______ • __ . 0.40 ________ 0.38 ___ " ___ 

----------------
· 40 • 20 . 38 80. 46 
.20 __ .... ______ .___ .38 

True line b-L_. __ ••• _ .......... _ .... __ ........ _ N. 89°51' W. 80.08 .20 ____ ._. __ .. ____ • 80.08 

Adjustment at b. ______ .. ____ .. _______ . ______ .. __ . __ .............. __ .. ........ . co ___ .... _ .00 
Adjustment from 80.00 oh. point on random to .. _ ..... _ .......... ____ .. _._._ .20 ........ .45 

temporary stake at 1. 
Adjustment at 1 temporary to tme .... _._ ...... __ ...... _ .. __ • __ .. ___ . .40 _____ ... .38 _______ _ 

---------------

Adjustment at H sec. oar. (mean)_ ..... _ ........ __ .... _. __ .. _____ .. __ _ 

BETWEEN SECTIONS 24 AND 25 

· 40 .20 .38 . 46 
.20 __ .... _____ ..... .33 

.20 ...... _____ ... .. 

.10 ___ ". __ ..... ___ 

I 

.08 

.04 

o to random line .. _______ . ___ ................. ____ • ____ • ____ ._ • ___ • ___ ........ 0.44 ...... __ ... __ ... 
Retraoemcnt 0-2 (reversed) .. __ .. _.............. \Yest SO.82 _. __ • __ •• ____ .. _ .. __ • __ . 80. S2 
Adjustment at 2 temporary to true._ .... _ .. _ ... __ " ... _ ....... _____ ._. 0.80 _____ ... 0.70 _______ _ 

---------------
· 80 .44 .70 80.82 .44 __________ .... __ .70 

True line 0-2 ...... ___ .... _ ......... _ ..... __ ... __ N. S9°45' W. 80.12 .36 ___ • _____ .. _____ 80.12 

===== AdjUstment from 80.00 eh. point on random to c ................ _____ .. _ .44 ...... .. .82 ...... _ • 
Adjustment at 2 temporary to truo. _ ... _ .......... _ •• __ ............ .. • SO ....... . .70 .... _ •• _ 

1.24 .... _.__ 1.52 ._"._._ 
Adjustm(IUt at ~ sec. cor. (mC!ill). ____ ... _. __ ..... ___ ._._._ •••• __ • __ .. .62 "'_"_' . 7i1 .. _. ___ • 



Appendix VII 

SPECIAL SURVEYS, ALASKA 

7·, (' '.' 11'18 enacted IllHny laws pertaining to tbe dbposal of the public 4...... ",ong! L,'-,,':J " 1 TIlle rules 
1 .).) j 01 l\' to \laska which require specia tract surveys. 

laIll s app wa ) e I, 1 , ! I l' ." and the 
'. . ' 17') relating to executing melcs-all( - Jount S SUI veys 

btaled III sectIon ' ~, , I 1', I' a tbe 
' -, , " "j • Ii' the 1\1 anual concerulI1g suc I su ;JeC.b S bl,,'cijI() reqUIf'l'lll(;llls presel I le( Il , 'I 

• , ' • . 1 ' " '" ,( rner accessories' llleanderIng streams ane limit" of eiublIn,; nlar ilIlg COII)LlS, L) , " , r f 
I '~l r,· cf II ater' estnhli:ihing locatiun Illonuments and the rUIIllIllg 0 con

:~:,(l'~:Il ~(\\:l~~'i;h"relo;' connecting a corner of a tract, if located upon surveyed 
I' 'I'd t~) Illl' rl'clangular Hj'tltem of surveys; marking lines t.hrough lIlllber; loeatlllg 
d. " .. , , . 'I nt tOlJographic items; l1laklllg aZIIlluth deLor-Illllrovellll'nl'i and llotmg IInjlOI a , , 
,; , . ' '. , ,titlldmwn areas' begregating bodio~ of water eovenng 

Illl(lallOl,S; dUOIllg agalIlb \\ ':, t I,'" f t 'act 
.. '., I 10 ", ted entirely wlthlll the )Ollllt 1\1 1Gb 0 a I , an"tS of 2:) h('l'c:) or IOUl e lUl( Gt-l -' ! ' 

" " 't ,(, 'II lhal Terrilory having irregnlar bOlInc ilne". t, '(Jvern III bUfvevIllg rae b 1 •. , . . " I 
e (Cie;'lerally 110 bjlcci'al cIlginc(:ring problems are presented in SllrVeYI,n g lrreg~l ar 

, \'1 .j. Il')\\'ever ill llrelJaring the speCial lI1st.ructlOIls f01 the sUlvey Iractslll.' tlo,a, , , 1" I' ! 
'f' . tll'il Territon' which is subject. to dispo~al or a( mllllstralon ulle er 
o IlllY ar",l 1Il . , • " , I f tl act and 

. ' " . 't', " , "ltrV to consider the allguage 0 lCJ , a 8peclilc act lif (,ongl ebS, 1 b IlL(.es~ , , , 'I 
. I " "I' ' th it the survev \l'I11 conform tu any specIa tile rnnilallon thereu]J( CI III 01, el I. , ' ' ' '',. '_ 

,," I" 'I'll illg to the ,;ize llnd cOllfiguratIOn of the area; shole bpace lcstnc requll etllt;ll ::.. I L ~ 

tion' or 01 Iter facturs. P I 51 to Tlw Cude uf F"deral Hegulatio!ls, Title 'JB, Subchapter. A, art nutll lers 
100 illelu~i\'l;, cunlaills the rllk:; an rugu II !On,; go e d I ( ' V'flllllg the special require-
llll'l;tll fur the .,uney of public lands in Alaska. " . 'n 

;rhe colahiL,hllJ(;l1t of location 1l10lllllllcnis ill Alaska IS an Important :ac:o\ l:l 
1·' . t, 'I 'urveys The reel lingu lar system of tiurveys hab uecIl cxtcn( e( 

ma '11lg I ae, s " . II Il t L s\Il'veys are . I . II o)'tion of that Territory and practICa y a rae 
01'(,), on y a EIlla p , , I',.. wh're uecause of 
COllnc:ctc:d to lucation lllOllUlllenls, III exceptlollll cll~es u,' '" ", 
nallll'aJ (,j"lack" tillch as high I1IUUl1taillS, bays or 1Illets frolll t:lw sea, laIge laJ.eb 
ur strellms it i:; impractical to COllllect the survey with an eXistIng 10CMIOI~ 1l,lOnu-

, t altlr;)ugh it may be wilhill a distance of two mIles, the speCial II1S1]\Ie!IOnS 
lllell, . 'i f 'II e e 'Il'bli~lrlllent of II locatioll mOllument in a Illo.re acces'lble llittl' [11'0\'1(" 01 I' b , Ill, 

J '" '1'1· ,ile for It location IlHlIllllllCllt should be so chosen t lilt Ie JlLr~lla-
pit! C, , IlL" 1 'Ill will not he endangered by rucks, land movements, erOSIOn, nenc.\' or t Jt; lllOIl\l1l L '1 atcly 

'['j .' It- l"tI't11(1(' and Illn~itude should be dcternllllec as accur . 
or U I"l' ca\l:'ll~ "", ,. 'r, '''II 't', 
a~ knuwll datil and t.he instrrlillents ll~ed will permIt. \\ hell prllc 11c,l J) e, InlS 
I, . I I r' )1)\'1''''1- rt'ason~ tiJat thc' 1ll0JJllmCllt be connected WIth oL ler I \c ( e,"'} ra ) U UJ t ~ ~ ,." <, , , • l' '2 'I, 

" " 11 T'" it Where tlte sllI'vey IS not WIt 1111 mI es £illllIIIIlJ(,nts ur surveys III H) ,lUll y, '..! 't 
I,] all e"tllblbhud lucation lllOllument or a curncr of the, publlC land survey ,anc, 1 

• .. 'I' f a w,,]] e"tablishcd and recorded Coast and GeodetIC Sun ey 
b \lllhlli 1.>10 Illi es 0 ,~ . I I ! t II t' les it 
oration wldc 1 "" ,U D I 1'" "I't.lllllo'1 al.o\'e hi" h tide ami is acces~ihle )Y ant a a III , 
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may be connected t.hereto by COurse and distance. Additional marks will not be 
placed on the Coast lmd Ceodetic SIIrvey marker but the field notes will show 
the llame of the station and the latitude and longitUde, together with a deSCription 
of the reference points and other pertinent data. 

FOREST HOMESTEAD SURVEYS 

Exchange Surveys 

472. Homestead entry surveys within national forests are made by employees 
of the Forest Sorviee under in8trllctions issued by tho regional olfic()s, Bureau of 
Land Management, without expcllse to the applicants, to provide deHignatiol1s 
and areas for lands listed as subject to entry under the Act of June 11, 1006 
(31 Stat. 233; 16 U. S. C. seCB. 506~500). 

Exchange slIrveys, under tllO !tct of Mlil'ch 20, 1022 ('12 Stat. 4(L5; 16 U. 8. C, 
sec, 41:\5), are made uy employees of the Forest Service under instructions also 
issued by the regional otJiees, Bureau of Land 1\1 auagemeut. 

The Bureau of Land Management, upon request of the Forest Service, executes 
homestead elltry and exchange slIrveys on a reimbursable basis. 

Hegulations governing the Burvey of homestead entries ill national forests were 
issued by the General Land Office in 191B, Cir~ular No. 2B5, dated ApriJ BO, 1913 
(Survey of National Forest Homesteads, 42 L. D. 124). All technical subjects 
relating to surveys contained in this circular were superseded by I he :\lallual 
of 10BO. (See letter of approval dated June 14, 1030, page v, 1030 1\Ianual). 
The cooperative procedure between the Forest Service and the Bureau of 
Land 1\[anagemcnt and certain requirements authorized by the Act of June 11, 
1006 (34 Stat. 2BB; 16 U. S. C, sees. 506-500), together wiLh the con~idemtioll of 
special conditiolls not fully covered by the Manual, should be continued as out
lined in Circular No, 2B5. 

Under the provisions of the law the Bureau of Land Management is respon
sible for the correctness of homestead entry and exchange surveys although these 
surveys may bc executed by employees of the Forest Service. The instructions 
for Buch surveys issued IrlU>lt I herefore be complete' and should )'(;fer to the 
particular sections ill the Manual pertaining to technical sf,tmc]lIrds alld the 
details involved in making meteo-and-boullds surveys. The regular technical 
procedure prescribed for exeeuting such surveys should be fOllowed. 

The procedure oULlined in the I1Ianual for the preparation of field notes and 
plats for fragmentary and metesane!-bollllds surveys \I'ill be fOllowed, incllIding 
the regular certificates of approval and acceptance. The purpose of a home
stead entry surveyor an exchan!iC survey is to mark tlIe boundnries of a 
particular area on the ground anti to furnish a plat ane! a set of field nOlOS rep
re~elltiIlg the survey as the basis for paLent or other administrative action. 

SOIL STUDIES 
538. TIle purpose of the outline hero presented is to acquaint the engineer with 

the more important features of soils to the end thut propel' determinatiolls may be 
madc in tile field as to their OcclIrrence, character and UBe. Engineers are not 
expected to be soil bcicntisLs but bllOUld have a general knowledge of the bllbjcct 
to the extent necessary to avoid making serious errors in the practical job of 
examiuing and reporting on soils, 

The tevhnical classitlcnlion of soils is a complcx process requiring lalJomtory 
analysis. For practical purposes, however, soils may ue classified in the field, 



~\leh el" 11li'lf,ol)eing based OIl a knowledge of the eharacteristics amI proper
thoc, of bUlbI""j tlll;lr constltuents. As soil oeience has developed, variouB deiierip
IIv(, ternh lor tll" 6cvend characteristics and properties of soils have become more 
"I leo:! ,(anllar,liz",!. These tenns will serve the engineer both as a check list by 
\\).,,·11 eumI'Hrl:;,JIlS lllay be made, and as a medium for reporting his findings, 

The cOfI\i'Ic:te d"ncrij,t.ion of a soil mlbt include a description of general and 
'Ih,elal ["at III cs of tll" landscape as well as a deocription of t he soil profile. 

Among th" more important external features which serve as indicators of soil 
and su!J:.;oi] are relief, drainage, slonine"", and native vegetation. These feal llrcs 
llre generally expresoed ill the following terms: 

HeJid: Level, lludlllaling, rolling, lJroken, hilly, mountainous, Bere also 
should be bllO\\·n. elevaLion above sea level and ero,.,ion featnres, as sheet, 
gully,. et e.: llln,lliilOd by such terms as moderate, severe. Tho degree 
alld dlreetlOll of bln]!e an, important and m!,y be lloted with jlllrLicular 
reten",ee to the eO'eeL on drainage, erosion, and exposure to the sun, 

Drailllt!!(,: 1'001', slow, good, free, exc"ssive. Heport depth t.o water table. 
Otollll1('."": Free, few, common, plentiful, vary. 
Nali\'e VegtJlation: The native vegetatioll can serve as an indicator of the 

""ib on which it is found. Whenever po,;"ible the native veget.at.ion 
bl'<J\lI.l he described. 1t is important that t.he general plallt. assodaliolls 
including ["rest., lJ!'u"h, bhrllb, lind grllssc", be not.ed. Common plant 
Il!llll<:; lllay be used. 

T1Je illtl'l'lIal features of a soil are determined from the soil profile. The soil 
profile ClJllChb ()f the horizontal layers or horizons, differing from one another in 
bu.:ll l'rol'crtil'o 1\0 dept.h, color, t.exture, consistence, structure, anc! reaction ex
ielltil!lg fn,w tilt, Durfaee down to and int!uding the parent soil malerial, 'The 
1l1'IH;r(,r ;\ )',!riZOll cummcllJiy refers to the cultivable layer. The next lower, or 
H hOI'lLOll, IS the bub;;oiL This is esselltially of mineral character, Taken to
gl'lher, t),u :\ /Il"l B horizons repreocut. the true soil. The C horizon, lying below 
the, trll« Duil, l)Jay clluIOist. of unconsolidated parent material such !1S hard rock 
ciaI', or "!ind, but generally refers to weathered material. ' 

\lany "nib O\V() their distiuctive ehal'flc(('ris(ies to the parent rocks. Thus, 
b(,il" may b,:vu all acid ur basic reaction depcnding on the nat.ure of t.he parent 
1ll!lIenal. Jour (he same reason they nmy have a distinctive color. However 
llorlllal suib ow" their mObt important clHHacteristies to the effects of climat.e anci 
I,iul()gic!rl faclors. ThuB the parent material is not al\vays a t.ruc indicator of the 
l'tcslJltillg boil. 

PIlI'ellt llHtl"riab: There are three general classes of parent materials: 

l(""i,jual: l\f nterials weat.hered in Illace from igneous, sediment.ary, and 
J!)et amorpillc rocks. 

l\Joved and redepositc(L Materials Illay be moved and redeposited by 
wIUcr, wllld, glaCIal act.lOn and gravity, 

By water: Alluvium, lacustrine deposits, marine sediments, beach 
(h,pu~its, 

By wind: Loetis, dune sands, win(l drifts, 
By glacial action: Glacial till, outw!ltih materials, 
By gravit.y: TRlus. 

Organic: 'Woody and filJI'oUB peat, moss pClit, sedimentary peat, muck, 
diatollliiC00U:l depooits. 

The st;I'Gnd important internal charHcteriotics of a boil which may be observed 
in the fiel,l and thu terms in which these characteristics are commonly expressed 
are llIl follows: 

Dept.h: All mcasuremcnt.s of t.he depth of horizons should be HlP,l" with the 
top of the A horizon as zero, Accumulat.ions of forest duff or othc: ,nic mat
ter should be measurer! upward. In describing a soil horizon, the (}",,/tllCC from 
the soil surface to the upper and lower limits of t.he horizons should be stated, 
viz: 0-,4 inches, gray silty loam; 4,16 inches, brown mellow loalll grading to 
yellowish brown; 16-26 inches, yclJowiBh brown sand loam; 2{l inches, mixed 
graveL 

Color: The principal soil colors are black, gray, brown, red, and yellow, These 
may be modified by the terllls grayish, brownish, reddish, yellowish, pinkish, 
purplish, bluish or olive to make sllch terms as grayish brown, 

While color in iloclf is of minor importance it is perhaps the IIlost obvious soil 
characteristic and ofUm serves as fill indicator of other important soil clmmeter
ist.ics. Dark brown to black soils are regarded n8 highly productive. Th<:se 
colors are usually due 1.0 a high content of humus, Heel or redclish-bruwn ,';oils 
are less fertile than black or dark brown, Yellow, gray, or while soils 118l!ally 
have low inherent productiveness, In some cases the color of the soil is inlll'J'itcd 
from parent. muterial ami is not due (,0 t.he soil forming prOC(,IlSCS, SLrcaks or 
tongues of color, t.he result of imperfect drainage, Illay produce a lllOJ'() OJ' less 
distinct. mottling. 

Texture: Soil textmc is determined by the varying proportions of sand, silt 
and clay which go to make up the soil. 

Sand grains feel grit.ty to t.he fing,,]'s and can be distinguishcci by the nakcd 
eye; silt, barely visible to the naked eye, has the appearance and feel of nom; 
clay is easily recognized, being cOlll]Josed of very fino particles, sticky, sl ippery, 
and plastic, 

Loams are essentially mixtures of clay, ailt, and sand, together with varying 
proportiolls of well decomposed vegetable matter, hUlIlus, 

The principal soil classes in the increasing order of silt and clay are as follows: 
sand, loamy sand, sandy loam, lOIllll, silt loam, clay loaIll, and clay. In addition, 
there are recognized textures tlmt have bcen nal1H)(1 because of the part.icldar 
size of t.he coarser particles, such as fine sand, loamy fine sand, finc sanely loam, 
coarse sandy loam, and gravelly loam, Variations within the day and Clily loam 
classes arc indicated as sandy clay, silty clay, sandy clay I Cl!illl , and silLy clay 
loam. Soils conl.{lining a sufficient cont.ent of stone to influence its llse may hlwe 
the term stony added to its designation. 

Consistence: Soil consistence refers to the different grades of compactness, 
The relative terms commonly used for defining soil consistencc are: loose or open; 
slighlly, moderately, or very compact; mellow; friable; crumbly; plastic; stieky; 
hard; and cemented, Soil consistence varies with the soil moisture, Therefore, 
consistence must be related to the moisture conditions at the time of obbcrvH.tioIl, 

In addition to the foregoing, there are other important clmmcteristies which, 
since they are not easily determined by simple observation in the field, CtUl!lot be 
expected to fall within t.he general scope of the engineer's work, These 
charactcristics include: 

Structure: Soil structure refers to the arrangement of the individual soil 
grains, The several types of Boil st.ructure are: single grain, crumb, granular, 
fragmentary, mulch, prismatic, columnar, platy, shot, and angular nut, 

Reaction: Soil rcaction refers to the acidity or alkalinity of t.he soil. Soil 
acidity is generally described in terms of pH values ralJging from extremuly acid, 
below pH 4.5, through neutral, pH 6,0-7,3 to very strongly alkaline, pH 0,1 and 
higher,l 

I The "pH" lactor is all arbitrary term in general USe to indicate the relativealkallllity or acidity of tho lOOn. 
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Appendix VIII 

SPECIMEN 

:FIELD NOTES 

OF THE SlJRVEY OF THE 

THIRD STANDARD PARALLEL NORTH 

ALONG THE SOUTH BOUNDARY OF TOWNSHIP 13 NORTH 

THROUGH RANGES 21, 22, 23, AND 24 EAST 

THE SIXTH GUIDE MERIDIAN EAST 

THROUGH TOWNSHIPS 13, 14, 15, and 16 NORTH 

BETWEEN RANGES 24 AND 25 EAST 

AND THE 

WEST AND NORTH BOUNDARIES OF 

TOWNSHIP 13 NORTH, RANGE 24 EAST 

[Note: Remainder of title omitted] 
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INDEX TO SPECIMEN FIELD NOTES 

T. 17 N" R. 24 E. 

FOURTH STANDARD PARALLEL NORTH I ~ 
6 

') 

12 7 

T. 16 N. 

T. 13 N., R. 24 E. 

19 

30 

32 I 33 I 34 35 

T. 13 N., R. 22 E. 

3 
"-"-':c::..--'-".::.:...-'-_--'-_---I.. __ t..=:.::......L::.::.:....j _ ~'2. _10~ ~.!::lI_Mi'~ __ _ 

LAND GRANT 
THIRD STANDARD PARALLEL NORTH 
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Chaln8 

28.10 

40.0D 

north, a/ong Ihe south bOllndary of 7'. 1.'5 N., R. 21 E. 

engineer's trunsit, 8erinl No, __ " .. f ~roPc,r~y of ~he 
hus a diameter of C~h ins. and. two duuhlc (JPpob~te 

vel tical circle js 5 ins., with ~ne dout)le vt'rnlcr' 
is in goud condition and, hn.vm g. beell plHe~d In 
survey I is tested and found free flom HIJpn:cHtble 

latitudp 3()OSO,5' N" 
instructiuns,l make 

of time, latitude all~ 

the meridian, making: four ,rcll\llugs, two 
p()~jtloJls, marking t~1C IllOlillyotnt 111 the llue 
ground, 12.t.\O ells. N, of stnt10H. 

5\104m48s 
37°50'00'1 

first setting on the sun's upper and right limhs, then, 
the lower and lef! limbs; the horIzontal angles are 

dttermillcd by tlw Polaris observation, 

w. 

0\ n,)01l oh::.erVtl.tioll of tllC sun, t\r~t set.ling on thu 
lilllb, then, bftel" roversul of the lUstrumcut, 
(d tlle east limb, 

lower limb and noting the transit 
on the upper limb tind noting 

66 0 44'15/1 
12hn01ll43s 
3CI.. )\)'41/1 N. 

of 1. m. L_~ _____________ - ___ - ____ .~~::~:::=:=:===:::::: 3m2bs 

Lllt~ \'Y'utch error hnd latitude, I complete the reduction of tlle hour angle 
with the foll()\vil;g results: 

0°19' 30" 

h l~~:i~~i_S~ W~_s,t_~~:~================:~=:====::==:::::::::==::: ~~~~~\~~:o~; E. 
seeant in lat. of sta _______________________________ w ___ ~ ___ .. __ .. N 0°1\)'30" \V. 

p0g. _____ - - - - -- - - ~"------- -----.- -- ------ --------~------ 90017 13G" 

Is 180 10' E. . 
13 N .• lts. 20 and 21 E., which ~s mOIlumen::\l,.Wl,th a 

gruulld, HrIuJy set, marked a.nd Witnessed us c1c:;CllDud in 

of Lhe Third Slanliur(t Par&llul North, alOllg the S, bdy. of sec. 
a transit lIne describing the secant. which starts from a point 4 lks. 

N. bv0S8' E. 

Ellter hehVY timber, edge beaT::! N\V. arId BE. 

FulIiL fur tbe sllw(!"nj 7~ sec. cor. of sec. 31, N. 21kB. from tIte Becant. 

Sut an irun p".t, 30 lus.long, Zins. dIem .. 2·\ illS. In the ground, wltllbrass cap mkd. 

Sc 
k S 31 

from whlal:l 
1945 
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Chains 
.A yellow pIlle, 10 IllS. (lIalll .. bears N. (I;~~" E., 481ks. dlot., mkd. >i 83180 E'l'. 

.A bille spruce, 8 IllS, diem .• l)ear. N. 14;~0 W., 127 lks. dlst., mkd. 7': S31 SO E'I'. 

46.50 Ellter clearing. edge bears N. 35 0 E. and S. 350 W. 

47.00 Hoad, follows edge of clearlllg 

b8.00 Cabin bears N., 16 cbs. (11st. 

63.50 Euter heuvy tlmbor, edge bears N. and S. 

80.00 PoInt for tbe standard cor. of secs. 31 and 32, on the Becarn. 

Set an Iron post, 30 Ins. IOllg, 2 IllS. (l\am .• 24 Ins. In the ground, with brass cap mkd. 

from wlllcb 

sc 
Tl3NIR21E 
S31~ 

1945 

.A yellow plllO, 9 Ins. (Ham., beams!:<. 31%0 E., 221k3. (list., lllkd. 'rJ3N H21E 832 SO WI' • 

.A yellow pine, 8 Ins. (Halll .• beurs N. 67' W., IH lks. dbt., lllkd. 'l'13N )'(2J1' 831 SO B'f. 

Land, gently rolllllg. 
S()il,l,)fUll. 
'l'illlber, yellow pine and blue sprice, with some JunIper. 

East, alollg the 8. btl,.. of sec. 32, on a trallsit illiG describing tho secant, which bears 
N. SUo 58.7' E. 

Over rolling land, throllgh heavy tImber. 

12.00 Begin deseen t of 60 ft. over NE. slope. 

18.40 Turkey Creek, 20 lks. wide, course 8. 50° E.; usc. 175 ft. over broken SW. sloPG. 

40.00 PoInt for standard yi sec. cor, of sec. 32, S. 11k. from tbe secant, falls on a sal1llstune boulder, 
7 x 5 x 2 ft, ubove ground. 

M.72 

BeaL a brass tablot 3~' Ins. (!lum., 3h·illCb stem, with tOj! lllkd. 

Crom whloll 

5 C, 
S 32 

1945 

A JULIJ,er, 8 IllS. (Ham., bears N. 33h" E., 221ks. dlst .. mkd. ~i 832 SO ET. 

A jlwlper, llins. dllllll., bellrs N. ~.!~~o W., 1921I<s, dlst., lllkd. H "32 8C ET. 

A SftUdstCHlU rim rock, 12 it. bIgh, beurs N. 45° \V. and 8. GOo E.; thel1c(J oYer nearly lovellund. 

A bench mark ot tbe U. 8. Oe(:,logical ,survey, pilblished elevation 7,fHG,\).,7 ft. a\)uyo 111!~all 
sea level, boars Suuth 5.02 cbs. dist.; a brass tatJlet seated In H. salldstoIle }wlllder, c01l[orlll!ug 
to tho record. 

80.00 Point for the standard cor. of oees. 32 and 33, S. 2lks, from the secunt. 

Set an Iron post, 30 IllS. long, 2 \r,s. (liam., 18 Ins. In tho ground to be(jrock, and In u mount 
of stOllO to top, with brass cap mkd. 

Il'om whloll 

sc 
TI3NIR21E 
532[533 

1945 



iO, DU 

·l\1AN liAL OF SUHVlDYING INSTHUC'l'lONS 

A ) "lI<iW jlllle, V IllS. diellJ., Lears N. 43j"c E., 271ks. dist., mkd. 'I'13N H21E 833 SO B'I'. 

outcropping, the highest point of wtJlch bears N. 57" 35' W., 87 lks. 
A O. 

CfPt'k; leveJ tabl<.>lfiLH1 aboyc top of slope east of creek~ 
108m and stoll \'. 

wi'ttl SOIlle Yl:lIuW pine and blue .c"ErU(~1' 

--~---------------
......... ~. I SId of secJ 33 34 and 35 continue on the 

NOTR:.- Tbe tield notes of the sUl;~e~ Of,jtjlO ',? rille 8 o'dy,l uf~ec. 36 have been varied [urm a.re omitted here. j he fit ( notes 0 , 
ordt:r tu' eertain other forms of record. 

-----_._----
3l1, on " tr"llsit line describing the secant, which oears S. 89° the 8. ody. of sec. ~ ~ 

Over ll\VllllaIld, through deuse ulldergn.l\~tlL 

P<lird flJ[ tbe stalldan1)i St~C, cor. of sec. 36, N. 21ks from the secflut. 

. x 10 r 6 illS 16 ins. ill the ground, mkd. SO).. on N. faoo; and ralBe a mound 
0\'~/~'}tuIH"J -1 ft. 2 ft, high', N. of cor, 

4,) U{) i Bebill gradual dl:~L:ellt. 

".V2 Balli. 01 Cry,tul Luke, bears N. 42' E. and S. 37° W. 

l'"illt lor the Illealll!er cor. of sec. 36, N. 2.41lts. trom the secant, 

Det u ,andst'Jlle, 27 I 811) lllS., 18 ins. In the ground, mkd. 

N., 

III 

li gru~~es Olla~~l. face; and raise a mound of ,tone, 2 ft. base, 1~ ft. high, W. of cor. . 

the lake Ly triangulation, I use the abo\': ~tatlon 
on tlle Secsnt on the oPPositt; side ~f the lake, poiIlt 

tllll distance from A to C lE 11.4,-,0 ehs. 

c 

All angles by 3 repetitiolls, Wlt11 a closing error 0 f 0°0':10" balanced to 180°, as follows: 

.At pOlld, A-48°01'55". 

.At lilJJnt ~3-,t.?Qlo'a5". 
At point (;-KQo47'30". 

DbtUllCC u.z~rO,'jt! lakc .... 17,OtH eha. 

05 \171 Point B. 

w.oo I ll"nk of 1"11.,,, bears N. 50° E. and B. 45' W. 
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Chat", 

Point for the meander cor. of Bec. 36, N. 3.3 Ilts. from the secant. 

Set an IrOll post, 30 ins. long, 21n. dlBm., 24 ins. In the ground, with brass cap mkd. 

frolll which 

T 13 N 
R 21 E 

S 36 
MC,£-----

1945 

A yellow pine, SIns. rflam., boars N. 02~'" E., 29 lks. dlst., mk<l. 'l'13N H2lJ£ S3G MO 13'1'. 

A blue spruce, 14 ins. dinm., Lears N. 7b~" E., 312 lks. elM., l1Ikd. 'J'13N H2I.E S36 MO ll1'. 

80.00 
Enter heavy timber, edge bears N. bO' E. and 8. 46° W.; fiSC. 215 fl. over stony N\\'. slope. 

PoInt fa!' the standard cor. of 'I's. 13 N., Rs. 21 and 22 E, N. 4 lks. fro III the secaIll. 

3.50 

22.30 

Set Ull iron post, 30 Ins. long, 2 Ins. dlam., 24 Ins. In the ground, with bruss cap rukd, 

from whIch 

SC 
T 13 N 

R21E R22E 
S 36 S 31 

1945 

A blue spruce, 12 Ins. dlIlIll., bears N 377.:0 E., 1141ks. dist., mkd. ,)'13)[ H22E 831 80 131'. 

A bltH) spruce, 9 ins. diem., bellrs N. ti4~'o W., 1271ks. dist., mkd. 'n3N H21E 030 SO 131'. 

Land, nearly level, west of lake; broken, east of luke. 
Soil, sandy loam, and stollY. 

Timber, blue spruee with some yellow pine and aspen; nndergl'Owth, oak brush. 

August 21: At tltls point, in ordor to verify the allnemen! of tho secant, r mllke unllllitude 
observation of the sun, 1irst settillg on the SUU·S UPPPf amI right lImbs, thOll, altor revt!fsnl or 
tbe Instrtlment, seiting on the lo\\/c1' and left limbs; tho horizontal ungles nro measured from a back·slght flag D on tho secant. 

Mean watch time of ohsn., a. m ........................................... . 
Mean vertical angle ........•.•.••.•.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•. 
Mean horizontal angle .. _ •••••••••••••..•.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••. 
Heduced beurlng of flag D .....••••.•...•...•..•••..•••••••••••••••.••...... 

W. 
As the theoretical bearing of the secent at tbls poInt Is N. 89° 158.0' W., tlle observation 

indicates that the Jlne has been carried forward acceptably. 

To layoff a cletlccttor~ angle of 3'55", in order to descrioe a secant through Hange 
I sot a back·sight !lug I.'. 3.00 lb. (2.61 ft.) to tho south 01 tho back-sight Jlag j) UrlJVJi()I1SiY 
dcscrlbe(l, the latter point beJng Jovnted on tbo st.'cant at 45.00 chs. rLlIl!ling E. Oll 
of S80. 3d; then, to verify tbo angle Ht the stlllioll on tho secant at the stalldard '1'p. 
tended by the two flags, I muko ti repetitions and llnd that the muJtlplo Ilugl" reads 

East, with the cstabllshment of tho 'I'hird Standard Parallel North, along the B. brly. of 
sec. 31 ... T. 13 N" R 22 E., on Il transit line describing the see!mt, which sturts froUl Il point 
4 lks. 1:!. ot the 'l'p. cor., and bears N. 80°58' E. 

Ascend 65 ft. over stony NW. slope; tl1l'ougl1l1eavy timber. 

Hidge, hears N. 60° E. and S. 60° W.; do.:;c. 210 ft. over Blt. slope. 

Base of ridge, bears N. 66° E. and S. 65° W.; continuo grndlllll (jCllCcnt. 



·IAN UAT, OI<' SUIWI1YING INSTIWCTION8 

( 'f,,'!)!' 1U h;lHt (ur tLe wltlle.s.s Btandarl1. 7£ SeC. C()f. of sec, 81 1 N. 2,1 Iks. from the secant. 

Gut Ull 11011 I
JOtit

, 30 illS. long, 2; in. dtam" 24 ins. in the ground, with brass cup mk<l. 

we 
se 

* 5 31 

1945 

truw which 

/, ,elluw Idne, 9 Ins. dlam., bears Nurth, 15lks. dlst., mkd. WO ~i S31 BO BT. 

A yelluw pine, 10 Isn. diam., bears N. 67,",,0 W., 921ks. dist., mkd. WO ~ 831 SO 13'1'. 

(ur standuni % sec. cor. fulls In a stream, 50 lks. wide, course N. 70° E.; asc. 

04. V6 I IDklOccl tbe W. bdy. of tbe Las Animas La",! Grant, N. 1.21ks. from tile secant. 

l'olut fur tile clusillg cor. of sec. 31, rr. 13 Not It. 22 E. 

Sut 811 jrllJ! IJust, 30 ins. long, 2 illS. dieHL, 24 ins. in the ground, with brass cap mkd. 

T 13 N 
R22 E 
S 31 

LA 
ee 

PL LG 

1945 

hum \-vhlcb 
I, 'yell"w llille, 11 ins. dlam., beurs N. 2274" W., D7Ik •. dlst., mkd. 'I'13N RZ2E 831 00 BT. 

dlullJ., beurs N. 74),° W., 13& Iks. dlst., rnkd. 'I'IBN R22E 631 00 BT. 

of the grnnt bOUlldary bears N. 33° 38' E" 27.84 ells. dist., 
10 x l~ ius" standing tlrmly tl ins. above the top of a 
marked UULl WiLlll'Ssed as described in the ofilc!ul 

boundary befiTS 8. 63° 88' Vi., 51.06 chs. 
dinmeter; the surfa.co SC[l.Ys on tbe tree\ 

(jf the Ihtter, agree \vlth the otnciu 

Uontill.ue 11,e secant on u LlUllk 11118 aCross the grant. 

~\v:: 71) lutelt:.ect ttu E. LJ) t)f lllLl grant, N. 2.41hs. from the secant. 

Fuillt for the closing COL ()f sec. 30, '1'. 13 N., R. 22 E. 

Ed U Slll](btGIH.:, 32 x 10 x 8 ill:>., 22 ins. ill the grolllHl, mkd. 

and 
tllIluuutl of slOlle, 2 ft. base, ];2 ft. bigh, E. of cor. 

Chai1lB 

80,00 

3HD BTAN. PAR N. S. BUY T 13 N , •. " R. 22 E. 531 

From this point the 7th 1\11 Cor of till' . t I nlOIlumcnted by II sandsione i)Ollld(;rgl~~ 5,oundUlJ', h;ursS, ()042' E .. 19.12 clls. (list. aurl Is 
descriued in tbe ofticial record. ' x 3 ft. fl" u\e gloUfHi, Dlurked Hnd witnet~scd fiS 

From tbe same point tile 81 h ML 
[11;<1 is mOJlUmcntpd with Ii 

wltnessed at! descriLed ill t.lll' 

of ti;e grant l:oul1df1ry hears N, 0"'J2' W ., flO,()Z 
2 t) x 6 lIla, above glOulld, !1rmly sH, 

Tl~eJl(~eoEas/t, ~long.the S. udy. of sec, 36, on a tnmsit line descrih!l ,. . 
. 80 58.3 Ie. and counting nJellsur~mellt (4774 t.) f. t Jg tlie secant, willcl) bears 

standard. corner of Boca, 36 find 31}. . CIS, 10m t 10 ti1eorl'tlenl PUlrlt for tho 

Over nearly level land. 

" 411<8, from the secallt. Point for the ,tIlJlC]ard cor. of '1'8.13 N., Us. 22 Ilnd 23 "'." N. 

Set a sandstone, 36 x 10 x 8 Ins., 24 Ins. In tlie ground, mkd. 

SO 13N on N. 
2:?E on E' j una 
Z:;E on W. fRee; and I'alse a mound of stone 5 ft base 3 (. III t N' ( , • ,In g I, ,() cor. 

!.uHd, nearly level 
D5)i] , sandy loam and stony. 
::\0 timber. 

fiyld notes of tiw sun"oy of tho 'rhird 
::.'\" B.s. 23 and 24 E., C()lltilHlO on the 
thut at til:', s~nndard cor. (If 'l's. 13 N>/ 
to. tho .muJ It1:<1Il and thut the vcriilentioll 

ooscrvutl\)Jl for llleridlal1 made for the survey 

SUll, 

witllout 
I1il'thod 
ulldor~ 

iu the; l'vst 

he requin'd on tll0 stundnrd pnmllt:l H the 
to 1)0 suhdlvid('(l. 

stllJl(inrd 1"lJIlJlrl w!ll ul tho 
C'nrr1cci ill tllo gCIH'ml of the 

A valloT 28, 1045. 



IAN UAL OF SUIWEYINU INSTIH]C'l'lONS 

0ixth gllide meridian east, thruugh '1'. 13 N., between Rs. 24 and 26 IE. 

tho standard cor. of Ts. 13 N., Rs. 24 and 25 g., in latitude 36°5U.6' N., and 
\V., as cOIlllJuted 1)), nderence to tl1e values gIven for tbe stHndard COr. of 

tlwl 21 E., 1 make fl nOuIl OhbCrVlttioIl of the Still ful' tinwJ tlne! nIl ubscrvation 
ut t"itsteni clongntt(JI1 for Dlt.;rldlan l us follows: 

of \Vl',st lilllb~ __ ~ ___ ~_~_~_~~~~._~ __ ~ _______ ~ __ ~~ __ ~ __ ~_ l]h/'i4w4ti. 
of cust linll) .......••..••..•.•...•..•...•.....••....•... 11 f>(l 55 

Vrtltcll slow of 1. ID. L 
" _ + • _____ • _ •• ________ • __ ~ ___ • ________ • _ w* ___ ~. ~ __ ~ __ _ Ilb5,5 m bZ' 

4m 50' 

watch time, I obs~rve Polaris a.t eastern elongation, 
ill direct and rev(l-lsed positions, accllIUultltillg the 
of rcpl,titiuns, counting from u tdgnallight at my 

at e. e ................................................. .. 

7°32'0011 

1°15'20" 
1°16'02/1 

to mark the true meridiEm, I lllark a second point, 0,16 lks, (0,11 ft.) to the east of 
pU\ll.t; tlleu, to vt~rify the Iil1gle at the stan(iard'rp, cor., subteIl(~'ed by tho 2 points 
I lllakt: 10 repetitions and fill(l that tho IlJultiIJle angle reads O .... 03'{X}". 
vt;d magnetlc declination i.':! It>'''20' E. 

From th.e std.udlUd cur. of Ta. 13 N., ns. 24 and 25 E., 

NortiJ, wllil tile e;tablishment of the Sixth Guide Meridian East, through T. 13 N., het. 
Hs, ;:H u __ nd 25 "E./ bet. secs. 311.111(136. 

; t)VCl IH,hriy lovd land. 

4(1, HU h)111 t fur the >i sec. cor. of t>CCS, 31 and 36. 
DBt all iroLl l)ost, 30 ins. long, 2 in. dlam" 24 lns. ill the ground, with brass cap IDkd. 

536 

t 
<I: 

5 31 

1945 
dig 

1~ x 12 IUS., N. and 8. of post, 3 ft. JIst. 

4:1 bO lkgUl grudwll ascent. 

07,00 IrUl) of Hi:leClll; e.n ter boa vy tim ber. edge bears NE. and 8W.; descend over gradual NW. slope. 

&;. W l)omt fur tile wr. of SeeS, 25,30,31, fU1d 36. 

Set a 
011 

24 x 10 I 6 Ins., 16 ins. 111 the ground, mkd. with 5 notches on N. and 1 notch 
which 

& juniper, 10 ins. diam., hears N. 64~(0 g., 70 lks. diBt., mkd. Tl3N H.25E S30 BT. 

A juniper, 12 ins. diam., heMS S. 69~.(0 E., 44 lks. dist., mkd. T13N H25E S31 B'r. 
• \ Juniper, 10 in •. dlam., bears B. 7U},O W., 59 iks. (list., mkd. T13N H24g S35 BT. 

A junlper,:fO ins. dlum., beurs N. 74)':0 W., 220 lks. dist .. mkd. T13N H24E S2(i BT. 

Lwd, level hnd gently roUing. 
Boil. suudy loalll, and stony. 
Timber, juniper and pinon. 

Norell, uet. ,eel!. 2,\ and 30. 

De:Jcelhl gru(JuuUy through heavy tlnll!&. 

21. iN An ungraded road, bears NW. and BE., from Fort Myer t.o Valley Olty. 

6TH G. M. EAS'I', 'I'. 13 N., BET. RS. 24 AND 25 E. 533 

Chain. 
23.20 An arroyo, drains SW.; asc. 100 ft. over BE. slope. 

40.00 Point for the ~ seo. cor. of secs. 25 and 80. 

M.20 

76.00 

80.00 

2.10 

40.00 

06.00 , 

64.20 I 
80.00 

Set a sandstone, 21 18 x 6 Ins., 14 ins. In the gronnd, mkd. ~ on W. face; from which 

A Jnniper, 8 Ins. diam., bears N. GOY'o E., 281ks. dist., mkd. ){ 830 BT. 

A Juniper, 11 ins. (Halll., hears West, SOlks. dist., mkd. % 825 WI'. 

Top of ascent; leuve timber, edge bears N. 00 0 E. and B. 60° W.; deBo. gradually. 

An arroyo, drains S. 65° W.; fiSC. 50 Ct. to seo, cor. 

Point for the cor. of SecS. 10, 2'1, 25, and 30. 

Set an Iron !lost, 80 Ins. long, 2 illS. diulll., 24 ins. in the gronnd, with brnss enp mkd. 

T 13 N 
R 24 E R 25 E 

5 24 5 19 

5 25 5 30 

1945 
ralBe II mound of stone, 4 ft. base, 2 ft. higb, W. of cor. 

Land, rolling and broken. 
Soil, sandy loam, and stony. 
Timber, Juniper and pilion. 

North, bet. Becs. 19 and 24. 

Asc. over broken land. 

'1'01' of ascent; enter scattering timber and dense undergrowth. 

Point for the).;£ seo. cor. of secs. 19 and 24 •. 

Set an iron post, 80 ins. long, 2 in. dialll., 24 Ins. in the ground, with brass cap mkd. 

524 519 

1945 

raise a mound of stone, 4 ft, hase, 2 ft. high, W. of cor. 

Leave scattering timber. 

All arroyo, drains N. 00° W.; aBO. 85 It. to BOO. cor. 

Point for the cor. of 8{)CS. 13, 18, 10, and 24 . 

Bot an iron post, SO ins, long, 2 ins. diul1l .. 2·1 i",. in the ground, with brass cap mk<1. 

T 13 N 
R24E R25E 

5 13 518 

5 24 519 

1945 
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U JlI(,1I1,,j ,,[ ,lulle, ,I It, l,us0, 2 ft. high, W, 01 cor. 

1 all(i O. 

\J\Cl 
lJIUKt;1l ~E. ::l101J0, throngh dellse UndcIgrowth. 

P. O. 
to tl it. high; water 

l'lilnt fur ILL: lLea.llder cor. of Se~. 1 aIld 6. 
I ill the ground! \\ Ith tJmss cap mkd. 

IW l1'ul) l)O~tJ 30 in::5, long, 2 in. diaJ1l., 2·1 l1S 

~h-
R 24~ E \ R 25 E 

T 13 N 
1945 

fabc a lllOU1Hl of stOlle! 4 fL base. 2 ft. highl 6. of cor. 

lH;:-,L1J.('e u.;iu::,S river by steel tupc 11lc,)SUrCUlcIlt, 4.60 ells. 

13 '10 Ldt I,allk of rl\ e1'. 

Fuil:L fut 1 I.e lllt5:tJl(ier tur of sees. 1 til1J 6. 
. !n tho VrDund, mkd. 

a \\,,~hw\j tljut 1)(Juldtr,;)2 t 14 x 8 ills.):2\ InS. 

'ft 1 use 3 ft blgh N. of cor. 
face; alld raise U lllOllnd of slone, v .) t • , 

l'uillt lor !.i, 
';1' i stem, with top mkd. 

St:i~t a Llld;:, taHl:l3H. ius. didIU .• u/~ llS. 

1945 

f[\JIll v,l1idi 
b ' S 51' 0 E 2V7 Iks. dlst., mkd. 7i B5 nT. 

pil10Il, B lW.L d!aUl., calS , /4. " " 

S 5' W 841k8 dist mid. H 81 BI. 
Jlllll\Jci", \l ins, dium., bears . fl. 'J • " 

4IU\O 
j

" N 75" F . conuuue Oy!;}f nearly levelland. 
An urroyo, lIU1IlS. . ~., 

61, W Lea vo scatlorlng tim toer. 

O'I'U <1. !II. I~At:lT, '1" 13 N., Bill'I'. US. 2,1 AND 25 10. 535 

CI,ainl 
80.00 Point for tllO Gor. of Ts. la lilld H N., Us. 21 lilli! 25 Ie. 

Set un iron post, 3U ius, lung, 2 ins. <flam" 24 JIlS. in 1 he ground, with bruss cap mkd. 

T 14 N 

R24E~25E 
S 36 S 31 

SIS 6 
T 13 N 
1945 

ralso a moulld of stone, 5 ft. base, 3 ft. hlgh, c. of cor. 

Land, SOllthern portlon hroken, baL .. nce level. 
hoil, sandy h)ul1l , Ulltt!lLOJ1Y. 
'rim ocr, juniper Hnd J)illOIl; undergnHvtll, sngoorusb. 

SlJ:l''l'EM HIm 2, HH5. 

,,----------------
Sixth guide meridian east, through T. 14 N., between Us, £4 and £5 B. 

NOTE: The fleld nolos 01 tilo sllrvey 01 the Sixth Gnlde ~I"rldilln Enst, throllgh Ts. H, 
and 10 N" between Hs. ~4 BIld '2f; E. contimlO on tho SljJ1H~ form, 1\1)(1 ulllmt tile last nil!!! 
omitted here, An entry l:ihow!l (lH uLs(;rvatioll for rnt~rjdi:m at the of Ts. H awl j [) 

Hs, 2~ ulld :25 E., for the veriflcutioll of the ltJiIlcment to tbHt poillt, for the contlol of 
balallL"e of the survey. 

SiJih guide meridian east, titrollf)h T. 18 N., vetween Rs. £4 and 25 E. 

North, bot. sees. I and 8. 

Over Im,ken W. 'lope, through henvy Juniper and pinon tlmbor and denso undergrowthj 
uso. 25 ft. to top 01 spur. 

3.00 Spur from ridge, slopes W.; dese. gradually over steep W. slope. 

12.70 Oulch, courso S, 30° \V,; usc. 350 ft. to spur; timber changes to mostly pille. 

2l}.80 Spur from ridge, slopes SW.; contiuue ascont of 125 ft. over steop W. slope. 

40.00 Point for tbe }~ soc. cor. of sees, laud 6. 

41.00 

44.20 

67.00 

Set un Iron post, 30 Ins. loug, 21n. dilllll" 15 Ins. In the ground to bed rock and In a mound of 
stone, 8 ft. base, In ft. high, with brass CliP mkd. 

I 
4' 

SIS 6 

1945 
frolll whlch 

A yelltnv pille, 14 ins" dlu.Il1" Leal'S H, 3U%0 E., D·11ks. dlst., mkd. 7i 86 BT, 

A yellow pine, 12tns. (l!am., beurs B. 7~}':o W., 06 Iks. dial., mkd.}i 81 B'r. 

This eOl'ller fulls In u wush which dealnB SW. 

SPill" frolll ridge, slopes W.; dese, 125 ft. 

Deep draw, draws W.; Ilscenu :lOO ft. over steep slope. 

Top of steop ascent; ascend gm(jllully, 
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~lANUAL OF 8UHVEYING IN8'l'lWC'l'lUNS 

lleL Sl!llth Fork alld N(Jfth Fork of TraplJer Hiver. bears East and 8. 75° \Y.; desc. 

:.:-..:b tv c,,)r 

luLcU)t)ct the Fourth Standard Pt1n~Hel North, 

Foilll for the closing oor. of 1's. lt3N., 115. 24 and 25 E. 

Set all Iron jJrd. 30 ins, long. 2 ins. ilium .• 12 ins. in tbe ground to bedrock, and in a mound 
u( stone to top \\'ith brass cap 1Jl kd 

fJuw \\ Jdeh 

TI7NR24E 
536 

5 1\56 
R 24 E R 25 E 

T 16 N 
CC 

1945 

d 1 S' 33'" E 53lks dist mkd '1'1601 H25E 8600 Il'I'. A ;lttliPt)f, 12 Ins. tam., jeer:::; . /40 " • • ., • 

I
. L,' u 72"0 W 129 Jks. dist. mkd. 'rlGN H2m 81 CC 13'1'. 

.. \ yelll)w lJine, 0: ius. ( HUll" LJl::ufti u. 14.., I 

H cor., B. btly, sec. 3~). 17 2-{ E;~ bears 
with a:.-andslone 12 () gluund, 

of t110 IDOl) rEsurvey Par. 

lIElLORANDUM 

set of mellsurements wil1 be r",luired on the guide meridiun wbere the 
Ot~~rovide tbat the township is to be SUiJlltvlued. 

. ,. .. " <l uy a guide meridian will be supplied at the 
bUlll1l11HY descrlption of the f

t
C
g

lOl1,jCI?:jC in the general de,scription of the subdivisloDf\l 
of tho field llOtcS, or it llWY )tj IDe Ut 

~Hlf\,~Y. 8E.PTlUIBEB. 12, HH5. 

West boundary of T. 13 N., ]f. 24 E. 

MEMORANDUM 

. j. 1 t wIlsilip boundary will ordinarily take the 
The Held llot~s of tho survey Off "1 ~g~l~~O(~t~id~ 1YleridlHll Ea.st, with only 0110 set of meas· 

furm of the sp-eclIncn field notes 0 t 1li ",IX 
ureIllt::UtS. 

NVIl\:,-- Specimen field notes omitted. 

.... ~ 

C!.aina 

NOHTH BOUNDARY OF T. 13 N., R. 24 E. 537 

North /j(ilmdary of T. 13 N., R. 24 B. 

NI)TF..-~Latltudinal towllship boundaries will generally be rUIl by the randolll and trlle 
method but tIlt} random llne will he given ill tlw fleld notes only wbere lleeded to slluw tllO 
dctull of fj, trinngulatiuIl, onset, or BonJO tecbnit.:tl.l operation. Dehlil of tho random is gIven 
hero to show tile (orm. 

Sept. 10, 11)45, at the cor. of Ts. 13 and 14 N., Us. 24 and 25 E., in latltnde 37°04.8' N., and 
longltudo l(J4°38,3' \V" as computed by referenco to the values given for the standard {'or. 
of T;. 13 N .. Hs. 20 and 21 E., I turn 00° from a flug point previously located on the Sixth 
Guide lvleridiull East, and run 

West, on a random line, making proper offsets to the north from the tangent to the paraliel 
at Intervals of 40.00 ells., setting temp. ~. sec. !lrlll sec. corso along ttle line het. Ts. ];j and H 
N., H. 2·1 E. At 4711.25 cl"., lhe parallel hills 251ks. to the ieft of thc cor. ofTs. 13 and 14 :-<., 
lta. 23 and 21 E. 'l'lle eorreclion is 4,21ks, N. per mile, counting from the point of OCgllll,illg. 

'rhcnco 

8.80°58' E., bet. seOB. 6 and 81, marking and blazing tho true line. 

Asc. over 8\V. slope, through dense undergrowth. 

30.25 JUdge, bears N. 15° E. and S. 15° W. 

34. 00 Head of draw, drains 8. 

aO.25 Point for tho Yi see. oor. of SOOB. 6 and 31. 

46.90 

Sot an iron post, 30 In$. long, 2in. dbm., 24 ins. In the ground, with braas cap mkd. 

1 S 31 
4 5 6 

1945 
rulse a mound of stone, 6 It. base, 3 ft. high, N. of cor. 

Hldge, bears N. 16° E. and 8.15° \Y.; desc. 100 ft. over gradual E. slope. 

77.50 Draw, drains NE.; asc. graduftlly. 

70.25 Point for tho cor. of sees. 5, 6, 31, and 32. 

Set an iron post, 30 ins. long, Zins. (liam., 24 Ins. in the ground, with brass cap mkd. 

TI4N R24E 
5 31 532 

5 6 55 
T 13 N 
1945 

raiso a mound of stone, 4 ft. base, 2 ft. high, W. 01 oar. 

Land, rolling mountainous. 
Soil, sandy. 
No timber; undorgrowth, sagebrush. 

S. 89°58' E., bet. sees. 5 and 32. 

Over rolling N, slope, changing to E. slope; through dense undergrowth. 

20.60 Gulch, courso BE,; fiSC. to spur. 

35.50 I Foint of spur from rldgo, slopes S.; lcave undergrowth and enter scattering timber; doso. 
gradually. 

40.00 Point for the ~i sec. cor. of sec. 5 and 32. 

Set a sandstol1~, 24 x 8 x 6ins., 1O ins. in the grollud, mkd. Yi on N. face; dig pits, 18 x 18 x 12 
ins,. ]I; aud \, . of stollo, 3 ft. dist. 

H. W Draw, drains S.; asc. gru(lually. 

700004'-41--81) 



MANUAL OF 
IN S'l'lWc,vrION S 

u '0 DO It to creek. 
TuP of !>lope; eS. . S 20. W . ..,0. 150 ft. 
CruuKcd 'Vt~h Crook, 80 lks. wide, dry, course. oj 

60,O() 

17,00 

60,00 

11,40 

16. 20 

Welge, wars N. aDd S.; dese. gradually to cor. 

r "" 4 6 82, alld 33. t 1 
l'oint for tho oor. 0 so . I I kd ith 4 Hotcbes on 1~. find 2 no C lea 
, 20 110 x 8 iDS., 13 ins, in tho ground, m ,W 

Sc~~ wbich dist., mkd. 'fl4N R24E 632 BT. 
di bears N. 3tl035' W., 423lks, 

A ltWilJcr, '2.0 tWL an1-, _ 
4 ft base 2 ft. high, W. of cor. 

Uah,} a mound of stDne, . I 

Diollntainous. 
alld ullllergrowtl1, greasewood aDd 

4 and 33, 3 aud 3·i, and bet, sees, 

F bel. seCS. 1 and 3B. 
"', i b and dense undergrowth • 

. 1 hrollgh bea Vy pinoD t m or 
IJcs,<'lld gradual Y t , . l't 1\1 yer to Douglas8 p, O. 

" . N 55' W. and 0, 55'E"ftOlll " . 
A gruded road, buus . , S bO0 F . banks 2 to 5 ft. high, water at 

vftlle South Furk,Df Hiver, COUf::;C, .... , 

Hiv ht 
l>rt;~eI!t 

stage from 1 to 3 fL, 

f (;S I ami 36, 
l'oillL for the meander cor. 0 Sf:' . mkd 

11 24 Ins In tbe groulld, witb brass cap . 

'"' 'ill ,,"" '''' ~ ", 'M': '::"~~s N 3 ~ M C 

~ T 13 N 
1945 

frum wbleb kd 'l'14N HZ4E 836 MO BT. 
N 7ul 0 W 11211,g dis!., III ' 

Ii IUlllper, 14 ins, dlaIll ,bears ,,4 '. '. ktl 'l'l3N H2,m 81 1\10 I1T, 
I III bearsS,21~.oW,,9~lkS,dbt.,1ll ' 

A Juniper, 10 ins. d a ., . 1 t 'pI tape measurement, 7.15 cbS. 
'1 .. distallce ucroSS on l1ne )y s c" 

)\,Ut b of rIver uLuut 4.50 c ]6., 

Left bunk of river, 

) r meander cor. of $CCS, 1 and 36. 
23,35 

1 olnL to • Cis 21 ins III tbe ground, Illkd. 
28xlbxo n ., ' 

and, }(1 of slono 6 ft. baso, 3 fL, 111gb, E. of cor, 
OIl and ralse a WOUl J 

I . gh scattering pinon timber, 
lise. 160 fl. over broken BW, slc'pe, t\fOll 

l>,.lnt fur the j.\' suc. cor. of sec-so 1 and 35. kd 
v 1 ill tlw gruund, with bruss cap III • 

t 30 ins. long, 2 in. diUIn,,:2<1 ns. 
bet an ir011 VO~ I 

S 36 
'-:4 S I 

1945 

(rolil wbkh 8 21)°40' W &87 lks, dbt., jukd, )4 81 BT, 
A pirHlll {} ins. dtam., bears . ., 

, b' 2 It bigh, N. of cor, 
Hab6 a mound of stons, 4 ft. use, . 

NOHTH nOUNDAHY OF T. 13 N., R. 24 E. 539 

Chain. 
15.70 Ridge and edge of hea vy timber, bear NW, and BE ,; dese, 35 ft.; timber changes to pine, spruce, 

and Ilr. 

65,20 I JlHse of slope and edge of timber, bear NW, and BE.; leave timber; contlnne over nearly level 
land, 

bO.OO 'rhe cor. of '1'8.13 and 14 N., llB. 24 and 26 E. 

Land, mostly broken; eastern part nearly level. 
Soil, sandy loam, nnct stony. 
'riIllber, jUIJipCf, pillon, yellow pine, Llue spruce, and Douglas fir; undergrowth, sagebrush. 

MEUOHANVUM 

A summary deserlptlon of the region crossed by the township exteriors wlll be supplied at 
, the close of tlw field notes, eXCCIJtlng wbere it Illay be included in the general descriptIon of the I subdlvlsion!!l survey. 

I A table of Inti tudes and departures of tIle boundaries of the townships whose 
I boen duly completed

l 
showing Tlroper ullownnces for oonverr-:-ency, nnd tho 

errors. will be tlkd II' tll tho public survoy ollico with the !leld tablds, 
and oUler dllte tlJUt pertain to Lile survey. 

'T'llo following is an exnmpJo: 

'Error In 
Error in 

/loan,larie. oj T. 13 N" R. 14 E. 

'1'he table wlll not be carried to tbe Ileld notes. 

NOTE,-Tllis completes the field work directed In tbe special instructIons, 
Names of assistants omitted. 
Certificates omittcll. 

SEI'TEMDER 21, 1946. 
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20.00 

2'J. iii) 

'suu<iiL'isiOTl of T. 1 {j N., R. ;eo E. 

'rho suhdivisionalllUl'Vey of T. 15 N., R. 20 E., Is executed with a Jlght·mountain solar 
tlHllSJt made by ~ __ . ________ , 8erial No. ______ , constructed In uccordance with the stand-
ard specitl""tlons of the General Land Ollce. The horizontal circle has two double OPj,oSlte 
vcru'ers reading to Bingle mlnute.shand the vertical circle has one double vernier read ng to 
slI,gle minutes; the tolesc))pe has xed .tadia wires, ratio 1:132, with a focal comlant of 1.2 
lks. The lustrumcnt is equipped with the Oenerul Land Omce Bolar attnchmeJlt\· radius of 
lalitude arc 2H ins., nnd of decl1natlol1 Hfa 5~11 ins., each with verniers reading to 8 nglo mtn

rrbu lnstnunent is in good condition, and huvillg beeD placed in satisfactory adjustment 
to beginning the survey) 18 tested snd found free from appreciable error. 

dlrectluns of the 8uLdiviBionai Jllies are tletormillOd by ,olar trunsit method. 'I'he 
flh'li,StllCllH:llts are made with narrow steel taprA3, [) Ch8. UIHt 8 cbs. lnlength, graduated every 
lillk for tb{~ t1rs.t 100 lks" and the oalancc Ht inlt'lfVals of 10 1k8. 'l'be talws are tusted by C()ll1* 
Ilfuisun with a l-ehain stundard steel tape and. found COITect. 'rhe mf:asun~mpnt8 are made 
on t he slope, and the vertical anglQ of ('hell interval Is nseertalned oy a clinometer in good 
I.tdju~tmt;Ilt; tho horlzoutrd eQuivalent!:! arc entered ill the f~eld note record. Some of the 
dlSlfinccs are determined by stadIa metllod as ShOWll in the record. Lines COIlIlccltng t're
viously esthbllblJed COrners are run by the random and true method but the randum lmes 

omlth:(! trom the field notes e~cept where needed to show the detail of a triangulation, 
or ottwr tl~chnkrd o\)cration. 
det" furnished wit 1 the special instructions give the geographic position for the Sg. 

cur. of tbe T'IJ" as latitude 45°48.01 N., and longitude 107°54.01 
\\. 

Juue 1, 11)-15, in camp on the Yellowstone HiVu,. ne"r the center of the NgH of seo. 35, at 
3h lO /)POI a. m., 1. m. t.. or 3h22.4.m a. m. by my watch, I observe Polaris at eastern elongatioll, 
Illhklng tv·,:o sights each with the telescope in dir(~ct and reversed positions, und place a tack 

the Illean po!.nt, on a peg driven firmly in the ~rollnd 8 ells. N. After ~:itInrlS(~\ I lay 011* 
tufmnlh ()f Polaris, 1°26'00", fwd make a mcrldHw mark 011 a. second peg, ~\J.I0 ks. (13.33 
to the west of the mean point in the lino determined by the observation; I verify the angle 

vernier reading of the Instrument. 
order to verify the latItude of this station and tbe rcadlng of my watch, I make a merid· 

ian observation of the sun, nrst setting on the lower limb and noting the transit of the west 
limb, lhen\.aftcr reversal of the instruuwnt, setting Oil tho upper limb and noting the transit 
of the east 1mb, 

1\1 call observed altitude .. "' ___ ' ___ ' .... _. ___ •.. _ ...... ______ • __ • ____ • _______ ..... 06°1\)'15" 
Helluced latittrde .............. __ ........... __ ••.•• _. _____ ._ •.• _._. ___ ._. __ ...... 45°45'45" 
~'Aehll wuteh lime of observation. ___ ................ _ ._ .• _ •.. _ •. _ ....... _ .• __ ••••. 12hOg m 2(J.o 
Watch fhot of 1. m. L....... . .................................................. J1 m 16' 

by reference to radio time signals and calculated diflerence in longitude •.••. I1 m :lG' 
"pparent declination at Greenwich apparent noon ....................... 22°02'34.6" 

m. from 6 to 10.30 •. m. and from 1.30 to 6 p. Ill .. I make proper settlllgs on the 
solar attachment and ascertnln that the resulting orientation of the Instrument, 

cnllli)jnt~d with tho merid.Ian estublished by Poln.ris observation, has a maximum error 
th8.n 1'30". 

rq,ult tile tests of the arCS dally by uoon observation, and verify the meridional Indica· 
tiUllS at frequent intervals throughout the survey. 

Tile ot)sdr-vcd lllB.~:rl8tiQ declination 18 18°10' E. 
I wake the followwg tC.'lt of tbe stadia wire interval: 

length of base by Bteel tape measuremenL _____________________ ~ __ p 

rod readings at dllIerent bours duriug the day, vertical rod._. ___ •. 
an.le of te'L ................................................. _. __ •• _. 

Hldllced error in 10 ells., correctloli to be suhtracted ........... _._ •. _ ••• ___ •.•• 

17.180 chs. 
8.703 ft. 
+5'41' 
1(-131.487 
4.0Iks. 

]kginning the subdivislonal smvey at the cor. of sees. 1, 2, 35, and 36, OIl the B. bdy. of the 
I fi'p., which is IDonuIllented with a sandstone, 8 x () x b ins. above ground, firmly S8t, marked 

and v;iulessed as described in the o11ldal record 

N. 0·0 I' W .. i)et. secs. 35 and 36. 

Over level bottom llind. 

Kuter scattering timber. 

bE. cur. of field; leave scattering timber. 

3L 00 A cabin bears W C.'lt, 6.00 cJrs. dlst. 

:lV 50 Enler State Iligllway No. 25, benrs N. nlong section Hne, fUld K 

10 00 1 Point for the 7{ sec. cor. of sees. 35 and 36. 

Bury a granlie stone, 12 x 12 x 12in~., nlkd. :X, 21t. nndergronnd, !rom which 

An [ron post, 30 Ins. long, 2 ins. dhun., sot 24 ins. in the ground, for a reference monunlCllt, 
with hrass cap mktl. with an arrow pointing to the cor. fUld H 836 H~I, bears East, 46 
lko. lllst, 

SUBDIVISION Oli' '1'. 15 N'
J 

R. 20 E. 5·,1:5 

30 IllS. iong, 2IIlS. dlarn .. sot 2·1 ins in tl . 
cap mkd. with an UlTuW pOillting to ttJ gIO~lll(l'lfor a rofuroneo monument 

10 cor. filH 7i H:1,1) IL\f, Leuni \\\)Ht; 

50.50 

51. /)Q 

57.60 

72.00 I 
80.00 I 

NE. cor. 01 field. 

Highway turns to N. 70° W. 

gIller bonvy tlmbor nnu dOI"o Ullrlurgrowth, edgo bellI'S N. 51° g. and S. 640 W 
Leave undergrowth. . 

POint lor the cor. of seos. 2.1, 26, 35, and 36. 

Set an Iron post, 30 ins. long, 2 ins. dlllIll., 24 Ins In the ground wltb b 
. ,rass cap mkd, 

T 15 N 
S 26 

R 20 E 
S 25 

S 35 S 36 
1945 

I From the cor. ot sees. 25 30 31 ane! 36 on th E 
a sandstone, 8 x 5 x 6 ins.' aL~ve ground u';a k b£Y. °dt the 'I'p., which js mOliumen(od with 
recore!. ' I' e all witllc,sod 8S described in lhe oilloial 

IN. 89° 56' IV., bet. seos. 25 and 36. 

. Over lovel Lottom land, throngh scattering timber. 

16.20 I Cherry Oreek, 12 lks. Wide, course NW. 

39.08 Pohlt foJ' the h{ sec. cor. of secs. 25 and 36. 

79.96 

Bet Jill iron post 80 ins long 2 h dl 
' • , l.'l. am., 24 Ins. in the grolilld, with bruss cap mkd. 

Iroll1 wbioh 

J. S 25 
4536 

1945 

A. green asb, 8 ins. dlrun., Lears N 64~£0 W 124lk dl 
• ., B. st., mkd. >.: 825 ET. 

A. green asb, 7 ins. diarn., bears S 651/.° W 189lks dl t kd . 7<., . s., m . J,{ S36 BT 
'rbe cor. of secs. 25, 26, 35, and 35. . 

I fi:;{jd'll]evell 1botitI0ll1; mostly BubJect to overJlow. 

I
· ,a u va, B t and loam. 

Timber, green ash and cottonwood. 

IN. 0°01' W., bet. sees. 25 and 26. 

. Over level bottom laud, througb heavy timber. 

2.5. 36/ Hight bank of Yellowstone Hlver courso N 8 ° 
presQnt stage and tram I to 8 ft. 'deep. . I E.; Lrulks 2 to 12 ft. high; water is high at 



,,\NU;\L OF SUHVEYING INSTIWCTlONS 

l'Uilll f~)r Liw i1le!~llder cor. of sees. 25 and 26. 

bd un If0U PObl , 30 ius. long, 2 ills. dJaHl., :.!·lins. in the ground, with brass cup mkd. 

526525 
T 15 N R 20 E 

1945 
frUlll \\ bkll 

A cotlullwood, 12 IllS. {liam" bears 8.18~..i. (; E., 161ks. diSt., mkd. 'r15N H20E S25lYIC D'l'. 

A green ash, 11 ius. diam" bears S. 74J.-..a° "\V" 251ks, dist., lllkd, 1'15N H20E 8251[0 TIll'. 

:3lhdlll l\) IdL bank of fiver; 12.U1J6 twd 12.CJ8l::\ ft., _0°10', 

4'(1 4(1 Lefl t,allK uf riVl~r. 

PC;illt LJf tile lllet:mder cor. of sees. 25 find 26, 

:)t'! 11 \\ ll.\lled glHnlle boulder, 84 x {) x 7 ius. 24 ins. 1n tIle groUlHi, mkd. 

1\lj 

, facci troill wbich 

A green fish, 10 ins. dlalD., Lears N. 34~iQ E., 228 IktL disL, mkd. 'I'15N R20E 82b bl0 Brr. 

Hlibe a Il){JlWd of stone, 5 (t. base, 3 it. high, N. of cOr. 

EUler ::'c~attl:rlIlg timb-cr. 

cd.6U ' BlurT, 10 ft. bigh, bears E. find 'Y.; leave timber. 
I 

6:1 on ; Tl'il-pLulle line, bears E. anti \V. 

bO uO l'ulfll fur tlH! cor. of sees. 23, 24, 25, find 213. 

Set till lrUil lXJ::,L, 30 ins. long, :2 ins, d!um" 24 jns. in the ground, wIth brass cap mkd. 

T 15 N I R 20 E 
523~ 
5 26 15 25 

1945 
dIg pits, 181: 18 x 12 illS" tn cae» sec., 3 ft. dl:;'1. 

len,l; 52 chs. bottom lund subj"c! to overflow. 
silt. untl loam, awl sandy. 

green flSlJ and cottollwood. 

or blies. 19, 21, 25, and 30 on the E. Ldy, of tbe 1'1>. Is m'lUumentcd with a sandstone 
1. x Sins., PU~)rly lllkd. wltl14 notches on ODe edge a.nd 2110tches Oll opposite edge, loosely 

But uB Lbo ea.st sldb of So small muulld of stolle. 

At the corller PQlnt, 

Set ell 1l'l'1l p""t, 30 Ins. long, 2 Ins. dillm., 24 Ins. In tbe gronnd, wltb brass cap mkd. 

T 15 N 

R20E R21E 
524 519 

5 25 S 30 

1945 
ralso ti muund of stone, 3 ft.. base, 2 ft. hIgh, W. of cor. and bury the original corner stone along~ 

side the !ron post. 

38,00 

SUBDIVISION OF '1'. 15 N., R. 20 E. 

N, 8go 55' W., bet. sees. U anc! 25. 

Over levelland. 

Fletcher's service statIon bears South, 8 ehs. dlst. 

30,99 PoInt for tbe !4 sec, cor. of seCs, 24 and 25. 

Sot an Iron post, 30 fnB, long, 2 Ins. dJam., 24 Ins. In the ground, wIth brass cap mkd. 

1 5 24 
4---

5 25 

1945 
(jig pIts, 18 x 18 I 12 Ins., E. and W. of posl, 3 ii, dbt. 

70,00 U. S. Hlghwuy No. 87, bears N. 73 0 W. und 8. 73 0 E. 

7\1.98 The cor. of SOl's. 23, 24, 25, and 26. 

LUlld, level. 
8011. sandy. 
No timlJcr. 

NOTE.-'l'he ficld notes contInuo In the regular order and on the same [orm' the recor;;--013 
m!las omItted. ' 

Fr.om tbe cor, of sees. 7,12, ]3, and 18 on the E, bdy. of the 'l'p., which Is monllmenled wIth ~ 
~~~~\s':lo~eec'o~(f. 5 x 8 Ins, uvove gruulld, tlrn;ly set, marked und wItnessed as deserJlJed III the 

N, 89° 52' W., bet. sees. 12 and 13, 

Over nearly level land. 

31. 49 Interscct the NE. bdy, of the Rancho San BIas. 

Point for the closing cor. o[ sees. 12 unl! 13. 

Set Ull Iroll post, 30 Ius. long, 2 Ins. dlullL, 24 Ius, In the gronnd, with brass cap mkd. 

R5 B S 12 ~
15N 

CC 
l G 513 

R 20 E 
1945 

raIse a mound 01 stone, 3 It. Luse, 2 ft. hlgb, E. 01 eor. 

From this point the 5tb MLOor. of tho grant boundary beurs S. 33° 00' g,,7.00 ells. dlst. and 
Is ',nonnmented with a I!mostono, 15 x 8 x 5 Ins. above ground, firmly set marked und wIt-
nessed as lleserlbed In the oillelul record. ' 

Thence on a blank Une ueross the grant. 

40.015 Point [or!4 soo. cor. of sees. 12 and 13, not monumented. 

67.07 Ioterseot the SW. bdy. of the granL 

Point for the closIng cor. of soes. 12 and 13. 

Set a granite stone, 25 x 7 x 6 Ins., 16 Ins, In the ground, mkd. 

2 groovos on N., 
nsn LO on l~" 
4. grooves Oll S., and 
00 aIld 6 grooves on W. faoo; and ralse u monnd of stone, 2 ft. bllBe, lH ft. hIgh, W. of cor. 



00 

nU.o3 

AN IEL OF SUItVEYING INSTRUCTIONS 

Cor. of the grant boundary bears N. 19°30' W .• 12.00 chs. diBt. 
a tlint stul1e, 12 x G x 8 ius. abovo grouuJ, firmly set, marked alld 
the oflieHll record. 

i. located on tbe top of • ridge bearing N. 15° W. and S. 15° E.; thence 
stony ground. 

lJegin descent over hroken BW. slope. 

Tlw cor. 01 sec.>. 1I. 12. 13. and H. 

{Jllrt, level; western part l IDountainoua. 
and stony. 

i N. 0"01' W .• oct. sees. 11 and 12. 

Asc,end over t)wken B \V. slope. 

11. OU '1'[,1' 01 accent. bears N. 50° W. and S. 50° E.; tbence over nearly levelland. 

luter,,'ct tlw S IV. t,ly-. 01 tbe Hancho San lJlas. 

bJlHt fur t.he do~lng oor, of sees, 11 and 12. 

~et bil lrun ,h')St. 30 ius. long. 2 iill. diufll., 24 ins. in the ground, with hrass cap rnkd. 

from which 

3 II LG 
T 15 N 
R20E 12 

CC 
1945 

A lone jllulp&, 20 1ns. diam., bears S. 34°25' W., 48ilks. dlst., rnlrd. T15N R20E 811 CO 
BT. 

1(lIi," b uwuud 01 stone. 2 It. base. lH It. high, 8. 01 cor. 

7 of the grant houndary bears N. 19°30' W., 7.40 chs. dist .. and i8 
bemlder. 6 x 4 x In (t. above ground, marked and wltne;;sed as 

reeurd. 

rl'iJl.:,llc-t) Oll U hla.nk 1me ucross the grant. 

4tL ()O i Puillt fur .J,.t suo. cor. of sees, 11 and 12, not mOllumented. 

H.3:l Inler,,,"L \llb NW. hdy. 01 tbe grant. 

l'ulIll fDr the c10sing cor. of sees, 11 and 12. 

bct Ill' inm post, 30 ins. long, 2 lru. dIam .• 15 Ius. in the ground to bedrock, and in a mound of 
stone to lOp, wIth brass cap mkd. 

CC 
TI5NiR20E 

3117 
~BLG 

1945 
Bury. gr<Ullt<> .tone 10 x 7 x 6 ins., rnkd. X alongside the iron post. 

Oor. No.7 ot the grant boundary bears 8. 73°00' W., 2.58 ob!!. dlst., previously 

SUBDIVISION OF T. 15 N., R. 20 E. 

Cha/nf 
'I'hence over roll1ng grollnd. 

60.80 A creek, 6 In. wide. course BE. 

80. 00 Point for cor. at sees. 1. 2. 11. end 12. 

549 

Bet a granite stone. 24 x 10 x 7in. •.• 16in •. ln the ground. mkd. with 1 notch on E. all[I 5 notches 
on S. edge; and raise a mOllnd of stone, 2 ft. base, IH ft. high, W. of cor, 

Land. mountalnolls. 
Soil. sandy clay and stony. 
'I'imber, a tew scattering Juniper. 

From the cor. of sees. 1, 6,7. and 12 on the E. bdl'. ot the Tp .• which i8 monument",l with 
nn oak post, 4 lns. sq., 1~ Ins. above ground, firmly sot, murked und witnessed .s described 
in the official record. 

N. 89°49' W" bet. seC/!. 1 and 12. 

Over rolling land. 

8.50 Enter a grove of beavy tim her, edge bears North and 8. 20° W. 

18.07 A hurr oak. 12 Ins. dlarn .• online, mkd. wilh two back. each on E. and W. Bides. 

40.02 PoInt tor the 7~ seo. cor. ot secs. 1 and 12. 

Set a granlte stone. 28 x Il x 9 ins .• 18 Ins. ill the ground, rnkd. 7i on N. fuce; from whloh 

A burr oak, 91118. diem., bears N. 19n° W., 221kB. dist .• mkd. 7i SI llT. 

A burr oak, 11 Ins. diam., boars 8. 65%:° W., 129 lks. diBt., mkd. ),.812 BT. 

41.10 A ravine. course S. 20° W. 

49.60 A ravine, course S. 30° W. 

1lll.00 Leave grove, edge bears NE. and SE. 

80.04 The cor. of secs. I, 2. 11, .md 12. 

Land, rolling mountainous. 
8011, sandy clay aud stony. 
Timber. burr oak. 

N. 0°02' E., bet. secs. 1 and 2. 

40.00 Point tor the 7i soc. cor. of secs. 1 and 2. 

Set a Hmestone. 20 x 10 x 6 ins., 13 illS. in the ground, mkd. 7i on W. lace; and ralse a mound 
of stono, 2 ft. base. lH ft. high, W, of cor. 

49.30 An arroyo, conrse N. 70° E. 

79.77 Intr'rsoct N. bdl'. ot the Tp. at the eor. of BOes. I. 2, 35, and 30, which is Illonumontcd witb 
~ll~l~~'::I\e~~U~~ ~/s~~~ ~::~;eW~:' 1 notch on E. aud 5 notchcs on W. edgo. loosely set. 

.A t the corner point, 

Bet an iron post, 30 ins. long. 2 Ins. diam .. 10 ins. In tbe groun(j to bedrock, amlin a mound of 
stOIlS to top, wIth brass cap lllkd. 

T 16 N 

3 35 

R 20 E 

336 

S 2 3 I 

T 15 N 
1945 

Bury the originAl corner Btone alongside the iron post. 

Land, rolling rnoUlltalnoua. 
Soil, sandy cJay. 
No timber. 

L-_________ ~._. ______ . ________ _ 



40.00 

]UANUAL OF oUHVEYING INSTIWCTIONS 

"',r. of sect;. 2, 3, 34, and 35, all the B. hdy. of tbe '1'p., which is mOllumented with 
14 x 8 x 8 illil. above grctllld, firmly sot, marked and witnessed uS descflbed in 

record. 

N. O"u~' W., bet. .oct;. 34 allli 35. 

Over level bottom la!ld. 

Polnl fur tiw )4 sec. cor. of sees. M and 35. 

Set" o ,,'[)(lJ" """, 28 x 10 x 8 illS., 21 ins. in (be ground, mkd.;4 on W. faoo; and r.ise a mound 
3 ft. high, W. of cor. 

4:2 OU ! Leuve L(lttom laud, bears N. 70° E. and S. 70° W.; ascend sandy ridge. 

.,tl. (lU . Top of wlnd·Llown sandy ridge, bears N. 70' E. and S. 70' W. 

tAJ,OO l' (lot of St1uJ), ridge; tbence over nearly levelland. 

80. (){) Polll! for (110 cor. of SOCll. 26, 27, 34, and 35. 

lrun post, 30 ins, long, 2 ins. 
aml 30 ins. long, 24 ins. in 

forIll, 8 ills. nppcr diam., 14 ins. lower 
rop mkd. 

T 15 N R 20 E 

S 27 \ ~~ 
S 341535 

1945 
level bot tOll 3U lJjU<..:t tv uyer110W; llorth~halfJ level sandy plain. 
and loam. 

3. 8U'57' E., Oll • random linc bet. seCll. 2ll and 35. 

40 Ul) Set temp. ,,; seo. 001'. 

4~. 13 Left banK of river; set temp. meander cor, 

SI",liu to rigilt bank; 9.131 and 0.110 ft., level. 

M.32 Hlgbt uuuk of river; set temp. meander cor. 

oo.OIi Fall 3 Ik8. to the right of cor. of sees. 26, 26, 35, and 36. 

Thence 

:t\'. gg051;' \V" on t.:rue line bet. seCS, 26 and 35. 

Over level1lOtlom land, through heavy timber. 

Hight tallk of Yellowstone HiveI', course N. ZOo W.; banks 2 to 10 ft. bigh; water IB Ligh at 
l)re~cll t stuge fl,lld fWIll 1 to 8 ft. deep. 

JiulUt fur the meander cor. of secs. 46 and 3b. 

Get till iron pObt, 30 ins. long, 2 ins. dium ,24 jns. in tho ground, with brass cap l.nkd. 

lrum which 

~~~ Me s 35 
R 20 E 

1945 

A gr,ell as ll , Dim. dlam., bears N. ;.O~l.' E., 261ks. dlst., mkd. T16N HZOE 826 MO BT, 

,,- cottollwood, 13 Iu •. dlam., bears 8. 3b~~0 E., ZIIks. dist., mkd. TI5N H2O]; 835 MO BT, 

~l. ~3 Lelt uauk of river. 

.. 

Chains 

37.50 

SUBDIVISION OF T. 15 N., H. 20 E. 

Point tor meandor cor. of sees, 26 and 35. 

Bet a wasbed granite boulder, 40 x 12 X BIns., 30 im. in tbe ground, mkd. 

[, grooves on N'J 
MOon E., 
1 groove on S., and 
5 gruoves on W. face; and raise a mound of stone, 6 ft. base, 3ft. high, W. of cor. 

.~scend gradually througb scattering timber. 

LCBve timber. 

551 

40.03 Point for the }i sec. cor. of secs. 26 and 35. 

Set 8 granite stone, 24 x 12 x 8 ius., 16 ins. ill the gronnd., mkd,~;;{ OIl N. fuco; from whJch 

A green ash, 14 Ins. dlull1, betHS N. 28'50' l~., 8281"s. dlst., n;I,,!. 7i ~20 llT, 

A green 8sh, 9 Ins. d!am., bears S. 78'05' E., 2781ks. dist., mkd. ).,; S35 nT. 

70.50 State Highway No. 215, bears N. 68' W. and S. 58° E. 

80.00 The cor. of sec.,. 26,27, 34, and 35. 

I;and, east of rIver, Ievclbottum subject to overflow; west of river loveluldand. 
Dull, ullnvlnl, sjJt and JUBm. I 

Timber, green ash aIld cottoIlwood, 

NOTE.-The field notes continue in the regular order, and on the saIlle form; tIle record of 
13 miles omilted. 

N. 0'03' W., bet. secs. 21 and 22. 

Over Iovellan(l. 

13.00 Enter marsh, beul's N. 60 0 E. Hl1l1 N. 80° W. 

40.00 Point for the }i sec. cor. of secs. 21 and 22. 

Set a brass tablet, 3H Ins. diam., 37i·lnch Btemkin a cylindrical concrote form 301m IOllg 
6 Ins. dlum., 24 ill8. ill the grollnd, with (op m d. ," , 

I 
4' 

S 21 S 22 

1945 
53.50 Leave marsh, bears N. 30' W. ancl S. 50° E. 

80.00 Point fol' the cor. of secs. 16, 10, 21, all(1 22. 

Set a brass (ablel, 3;\ Ins. dIHlll., 3\2·lnch SI1'HI. In a concrete form, 8 ins upper diem 14 ins 
lower dlam., 30 IIlli. long, 24 IllS. in the ~I'ouncl, with top mkd.· .,. 

T 15 N R 20 E 

S 16 ~:3 
S 211S22 

1945 

Lnnd, levelj 30,70 cbs., swamp amI oYcrfio\"ved. 
Soil, rich loem. 
No t!muer. 

NOTE.-The field Dotes coutlnuo in the regulllr order, and on the samo form' the record of 
17 miles omllted. ' 

The cor. of sees, 0, 6, 31, and 32, on the S, L~ly, of the Tp. is mODumcnted with Q, l1Ulostono 



N).OO 

1\lANUATJ OF SURVEYING INS1'HUC'l'lONS 

paody lllk<l. with 5 notches on one edge and 1 notch on opposite edge, lying 
all the east side of a small mound of stone. 

A L the corner poiut, 

bet fill. Iron pust, 30 ins. long, 2 Ins. dlfil1l., 211115. in the ground, wIth brass cap mkd. 

Tf5N R20E 

53 15~~ 
561s-5--

T 14 N 

1945 

of stone, 4 ft. base, 2 ft. high, W. of cor. and bury the original corner stone 
iron post. 

::\ u"oO' IV., bot. sees. 31 and 32. 

Over lllvul lund. 

l'uint f~)l' the J4 Sec. cor. of sees. 81 find 82. 
.. 

bUl a 
lUS. 

3li ins. dlam., 3H-inch stem, in a cylindrical COllcrete form, 36 ins. long, 6 
in the groHnll, with top mkd. 

I 

4" 

531 532 

1945 
PuliH for the cor. of sees. 2\), 30, 31, and 32. 

Set an Iron P05t, 30 illS. long, 2 Ins. dlalll., 24 illS. In the ground, witb brass cep mkd. 

T'15 N 
530 

R 20 E 
5 29 

531 532 

1945 

raise a mound of 5tone, 8 ft. base, 2 ft. blgb, W. of oor. 

l"rom the cor. of sees. 28, 29, 32. and 33, 

sees. 29 and 32. 

H.W llase of slope, !.Joars N. 30° E. and 8. sao W. 

16.5() i Tall of s101l0. 

2b.5() A spring bears oouth, 2.00 chs. dl.t. 

39.98 Pulnt tor the ~4 seo. cor. of secS. 29 and 32 

SUBDIVISION or" 'r. 15 N., H. 20 E. 553 

Set a brass tablet, 3~j in$. diam., 3;,-incll stem, In a oyllndrlcal concrete form, 30 Ins. long 6 
lns. dlam., 211m. l!l the grouml, with top mkd. ' 

5 29 .L ___ _ 

4- 5 32 

1945 

79.96 The cor. of sccs. 29, 30, 31, and 32. 

Lend, level. 
Boll, sandy. 
No timber. 

N. 89°57' W., bet. secs. 30 and 31. 

40.00 Point for tbe >i sec. cor. of sees. 30 Hod 31. 

78.35 

2.00 

Sot an iron post, 30 IllS. long, 2 IllS. dlam., 24 IllS. in tbe ground, with bruss cup mlcd 

5 30 
-'-----
4 5 31 

1945 
dig pits, 18 I 18 x 12 Ins., E. and W. of post, 3 ft. dlst. 

Inte"ect W. bdy. of '1'1'; at, tpe cor. of secs. 25, 30, 31, and 36, Identified by trace.'l of fonf pIts, 
one In each section, NE., SL., SW., and NW., wlth a part of all old stuke bearIng incomplete 
scrIbe marks lying ill the SE. pit. 

At tbe corner point 

Set an iron post, 30 IllS. long, 2 IllS. diom., 24 lns. in tbe gro1lnd, with brass cap mkd. 

T 15 N 
R 19 E R 2'0 E 

5 25 5 30 

536 531 

1945 
Bury a sandstone 6 x 6 x 6 Ins., mkd. X alongsi'le tbe Iron post. 

Lend, level. 
Soll, sandy clay. 
No timber. 

m~~~~;;U;1~3~ field Doles continue in the regular order and on the same form; the record of 3 

N. 0°05' W., bet. sees. 19 and 20. 

Descend over Btony N. slope. 

Base of slope, bears N. SOo E. and 8. SOo W 

700004°-47--86 



l\fANUAL OF SUHVEYlNG INS'rnUCTIONS 

Ctl\~\,~~8110 Fulut fur tbo 74 SOQ, oor. of secs. HI Ilnd 20, 

H.W 

20.50 

i 28.7\l I 

3rlW: 

4t) UU 

43 :.;U 

Bct an lroll post, 30 Inll. long, 2lru1. dl~m., 24 Ins. In the ground, with bruss cap mkd .. 

I 
4' 

519 S 20 

1945 

rube u mouud ot stono, 4 ft. btlb0, 2 [L higll, 'IV. of cor. 

Bunth \!aok of Llns Lake, bears N. 74° W. amj East. 

Polul for the meander cor. of sees. 19 and 20, 

Ed all Irol\ P(jst, 30 ins. lOllg, 2 Ins. dillIIl., 24 tns. In the ground, with brass cup mkd. 

~CS20 
T I~I~ I R 20 E 

1945 

A box eMer, 8105. dlBw., beurs S. 77y.° E., ~21 lks. dlst., rnkd. 'l'15N IUOE 820 MO BT. 

.A. Krten ash, 10 Ins. dlam., bears West, 327 ikS. dist., mkll. TI5N H20E 819 MO nT. 

rolling. 

scattering green ash and box eld.er alonf~ lake sh~re. 

--------------------------
From the cor. of sees. 16, 17,20, and 21, 

N b::r'54! \\", bet. sees. 17 find 20, 

1lt;.'O(,llli graduutly over gently rolling land. 

An ungruded rund, Leurs N. and S, 

Ditch, COllrse S. 00° W.; enter cultivated field. 

Leuvo tleld; enter heavy timher, edge bears N. 30° E. and S. 30° W. 

Poiut tor tile ~i sec. cor, of S0CS. 17 a.nd 20. 

;:)!JL all iroll pUlit, 30 illS. long, 2 illS. difl111" 24 ins. in the grvulld, with bmss cap mkd. 

flom whim 

5 17 
1---
4 S 20 

1945 

A I,ux elder, 12 ins. dlam., bears N. 22>i° W., 119 lks. dlst., rnkd. >i 817 BT. 

A green ash, 13 ins. dlum., beurs S. 70Ho W., 28 lks. dlst., wkd. >-i 820 BT. 

Ehbt bank of LillS Luke, bema N.l9" E, and S. 3'iJ7io W. 

PUlUL fur the llH;ander cor. of sees. 17 llnd 20, monumentcd by. 

A green lJ.1$i1
J 

8 ins. dilUn., mkd. 

Chains 

SUBDIVISION ()]' T. 16 N., R. 20 E. 555 

from which 

A green ash, 10 ins. dluw., bears N. 40~,(0 J~., 20 lko. dlst., mkd. T16N H20E 817 MO nT. 

A bOI elder, 5 Ins. dlam., bears 8. 52>i° E., 114 lks. dlst., mkd. 'fioN H.20I' 820 MO BT. 

Land, gently rolJing. 
Soil,loum. 
Timber, mostly green ash and box ~lder, with SOIlle cottonwood. 

NOTE.--'I'he line het. Bees. 8 anel 17 Is estab1!shed l1ext by running Irom the cor. of ."r.s. & 
~b~6, and 17, N. 8G054' W., parallel to the S. bdl'. 01 sec. Ii, 80.00 cbs., with :;. sec. cor. at 40. 

'I'bo 1!ne bot. secs. 17 and 181s then established by fllnnlng from tbe cor. of soos. 7, 8, 17, an(l 
18, S. OC05' E., parallel to the E. t.dy. of sec. 17,20.10 cbs., to the north bank of Lim Lako. 

'['he line bet. sees. 7 und 18 is ('stahllshed by random and truo 11m, method with "Iosinll seo. 
corso Oll the E. and ,y, htlrs. of the Lnke City TownSite, hut without a >4 SOD. (>,t)L IIlUflll111ont, 
tlS the point lalls within tbo towlJslte. 'I'he !leld notes cull for a point for the h' sec. cor. Il 
40.00 chs. froIll tbe oast. 

'l'h~ reIlJn1ning 4 mllrs of the regular BubdlvlBional lines nre established In the normn] manner, 
nIHl fit the ;.~ sue, cor. (Jl1 t be linD liUL .sees. 5 and 8 tho hoarings Hwl dlstHnce to tho U. H. LOa 
cation Monument, locuted at the SW>i8E>i, see. 6. Is detcnnino<i and ruuord"(!. 

IVY ISLAND 

In order to establish the line bet. sees. 18 and 10, which crosses Ivy lEland In LIm Lake, 
r sight from the meowier COr. of soe8. 17 and 2V, N. 89°54' W., OIl an extension of tbo section line, 
to a temp. point on the SIC. brmk of the Island. 

At the point (,n the Island I observe tilo bearIng to the meander cor. of sees. 10 and 20 OIl the 
south bank of tbe lake, nnd by "alcllinlion determine that this position Is 80.0·\ cils.N: of the 
S. bdy. of sec. 1\1. T then fIroVO the temp. point 4 lk8. south. 

From the adjusted point tho nJCauder COr. of sees. 19 and 20 bears S. 5°20'30" E., and the me· 
Hnder cor. of S(;cs. 17 and 20 bears S. SUO 57'30" E. 

As a base for the triangulatioll I omploy the moa!l(iers of the lake In sec. 20, hereinafter 
descrlbed

l 
which reduce to 1U1 equivalent direct line between tbe meander corners with a 

bCHrt11g 0 N. 4()OOl' E., and ft. length of 51.08 ells. 
'fhe calculated angies 01 the triangle are silownln Ihe following diagram: 

N. 89° 57' 30" W. 

, 

~ • 

The resulting connections ncross the lake are N. 89°07'30" W., 40.07 cbs., ond N. 0"2V'30" 
W., 35.60 Oils. 

Tho latter course fmd distance reduce to a. northing or 35.00 ehs., and a wc.sting of 8,32 ells.; 
tho allowance lor tho boarlng or the E. b(\y. 01 sec. 19, continued to the theoretical pOint for 
tbe cor. of sees. 17, 18, 19, and 20, In the lake, Is b lks., making the !lot wcsting 3.27 cbs. 

N. 89"58' W., bet. sees. 18 and 19. 

Over water. 



MANUAL 01<' SURVEYING INSTRUC'rIONS 

poInt lor tbe meander cor. at sees. 18011(119 on tbe BE. hank at Ivy Island; the 
47>i" E., and S. 47>i° W. 

Bul all irun post, 30 Ins. long, 21m. diam., 24 Ins. in the ground, wItb brass cap mkd. 

trom whIch 

T 15 N 
5 I 8 

5 19 

R 20 E 
1945 

Me 

A burr oak, 9 ins. diem., bears N. 16).,° W., 29 Iks. dlst., mkd. 'l'15N H20E SI8 MO ET. 

A green ash, 8 ins. diam., bears S. 'i8~,(" W., 1271ks. dlst., mkd. 'l'15N H20E 819 MO B1\ 

'l'bence over level laud, across Ivy Island. 

7. 3~ Tbe SW. bank of the Wand, bears N. 5Ho W. and B. 52° E. 

l'owt tor the meander cor. 01 sees. 18 and 19. 

Bel "niron pOSl, 30 lIlli. long, 2 ins. dialll., 24 ins. in the ground, witb brass cap mkd. 

\ 

T 15 N 

5 18 

MC~ 

"" R 20 E 
1945 

rabe a mound ot stone, Bit. base, 3 ft. high, E. of cor. 

level; being higher to the north side of the island. 
and stony. 

scatterIng burr oak und green ash. 

}.{EANDER8 Of IVY ISLAND 

Thence with the meanders of Ivy Islaud in sec. 18. 

Aluug the top of a well-defIned escarpment situated at the upper 8ido of a gravelly heach. 

N. 6'30' W., 2.90 clls. 

N. 3boOO' W., 1.60 cbs. 

S. 45°15' W., 1.40 chs. 

S. bo~UO' W., 2.30 chao 

N. 73"30' W., 4..50 ell •. 

N. 31l000' W., 6.40 cbs. On this course the Lank increases In height from 3 to 15 ft., and tbe 
heach becoIDes narrow and rocky. 

N. 12'00' E., 4.20 cbs. 

N. WOlo' E., 0.30 chs. 

I!Mt, 2.60 cbs. 

8.30°00' R., 3.80 cbs. 

8. liS' 15' E .• 6.40 chs. 

B. 2\1°00' E., 7.00 cbs. 

On this course tlle bank becoilles a nearly vertical cliff, 35 ft. above 
mean high water. 

On this course leave cHtI; bank gradually becollles lower. down to a 
height of about 4 ft. 

SUBDIVISION OF T. 15 N., R. 20 E. 

B. '7°1~' W., 3.40 chu. 'rho meander cor. of sees. 18 and 19. 

Land. rolllng. 
Soil, loalll; .nd stony. 
'I'imber, scattering burr oak and grcen ash; undergrowth, Ivy. 

Thonoo in BOO. 19. 

557 

Along the top of a low hank. from 1 to 4 ft. in beight, on the upper side of a gravelly beach. 

B. 47"1~' W., 2.60 chs. 

N. 53"10' W., 2.84 ehs. 'I'he meander cor. of SOCII. 18 and 19, and place of begilll1lng. 

Land lavel. 
son, {oam; and gravelly. 
Timber, scattering hurr oak and green ash; no undergrowth. 

The detan of tbe improvements on the Island is carried to the general descrIption at tho 
closo of tbe field notes, and to the plat of the survey. 

nlUfOND ROCK 

In order to survey a small island called Diamond Rock, in Lins Lake, In SOO. 18, I hegin 
at tbe meander cor. of secs. 10 .1lId 2·j all tbe W. bdy. of the Tp. and on the south bank of the 
lnke, which is molltlllwnted with limestono, 14 x 8 x 8 ins. above grouud, tlrlllly set, marked 
.111d witnessed ll.'l described in the oflle!al record. 

N. 71 030' E., on a connecting line. 

Over water. 

Distance by stadIa: 10.752 and 10.701 ft., levcl. 

21. 44 The SW. bank of Diamond Rock at ordinary high water elevation. 

Point for anxlllary meander cor. in sec. 18. 

Bet a brass tablet, 3W ins. diam., 3H-in. stem, in sol!d rock, with top mkd. 

AMC 
TI5NR20E 

S 18 

1945 
raIse a mound of stone, 2 ft. base, 112 fL. high, N E. ot cor. 

From this point the meander cor. of SCCB. 13 and 18 on the W. hdy. olthe Tp. and on the north 
hank of the lake, bears N. 25'02' IV.; the eonnecting distanC<l, by trIangulation, wltb the 
crossIng distanoe on the W. bdy. of tho 'i'p. as the bllse, is 18.0U CllS.; tho COl'. Is monument
cd with a Juniper 1](18t, 4 Ins. sq., 1 ft. above ground, firmly SOL, markoll and witnessed U8 
doscribed ill the otllciul recof(l. 

with tbo meandcrs of the island. 

ihe top of a low, but wclhktlnell bank, on tho Upper side oC a gra vclly heach. 

N. 16"30' W., 2.70 chs. 

N. 61"16' E., 2.90 cbs. 

8.480 30' E., 8.50 cbs. 

8. 33°00' W., 2.20 cbs. 

N. 86"46' W., 8.19 cbs. The auxlllary meander cor. 

Land, level. 
Soll, gravelly loam. 
No tllLIber. 

MEANDERS OJ' UNa LAKlC 

From the meander cor. ot sees. 19 and 24, on tb. W bdy. of tho Tp., and on the south bank of 
the lake. 

WIth the meanders of Llns Lake In seo. ]9, 



l\jANUAL OF SURV~]YING INS'1'HUCTIONS 

oJ~. of a well<defiued \.>ank from 2 to 4 ft. in height on tbe upper side of a gravelly 

e. 

8 

8. 

S. 

8. 

S. 

S. 

S. 

S, 

S. 

8. 

06'00' E., 7<20cba. 

16':50' E., 3.40 cba. 

HOO()' E., 2.40 chs, 

4J'15' g., 5.70 cbs. 

;,j'16' I,., 1.40 cb •. 

H Q{,5' 1-1:" t).~O chs. 

46"'30' g" 2.00 ehs. 

40'30' E .. 4.00 cbs. 

5t015' E., 5.00 ellS. 

6'1'°45' E., 2.00 ells. 

70 0 0t)' :V:" f},()7 ells. A t end of course, 

Poln\ for the spec!almcander cor. on the meridional cellter line 01 BOO. 
19, 40.00 cbs. In westing from the cast b(ly. of the >cetlon. 

Set an \rOD post. ~o Ins. long, 2 Ins. dlam., 24 [us. In tbe ground, with 
bmss cap rdid. 

SMC 
C 

S jl9 
o 

1945 

rube Ii mOllud of stone. I) ft, base, 2 ft. high, S. of cor. 

N. 80'30' )1;" 1.~3 cbs. 

N. 71'·15' g .. Il.tJO Ch8. 

S, 77',15' E .• 7.20 clis. 

8. H'OU' E .. Zl.ll ehs. The meander cor. of secs. 19 and 20. 

green ash and !Jurr oak. 

Thence 10 see. 20. 

Alollg the top 01 a well<defined bank, from 2 to 4 ft. in height, on the upper side of a gravelly 
bel,eh; through scattering asb and oek. 

8. bVQ 4.!/ 11 .• 1),10 ells. 

N. 57'00' K. 12.00 oils. 

N, 37"W Eo, 10.60 ch~ 

N .• 0°00' E., 5.00 e118. 

N. 23"lb' E .• 9.90 chs. On this course ant.er a !Jelt of heavy timer, parallel to the bank. 

N. 3\1°45' E., 1O.{S cbs. The meander cor. of secs. 17 and 20. 

on 
meanders continue around the north bank of the lake through sees. 17 and 18, 

the record omltLed. 

Chains 

SUBDIVISION OF 1'. 15 N., R. 20 E. 

CLE411 LAKE 

Frum the 14 sec. cor. het. seCS. 28 and 33. 

8. 0°03' E., OIl the theoretical beuring 01 Lhe N. and B. center ltne of sec. 83. 

Over levelland. 

3.50 Spring branch, 8 lb. wide, coUrse S. 80' E. 

24.00 North bank of Cleer Lake, bears S. b3' E. end S. 62" W. 

point for the SPecial meander cor. OIl the meridional center line 01 8ec. 33. 

Bet an iron post, 30 ins. long, 2 ins. dium., 24 ins. In the ground, with brll.8ll cap mkd. 

C 

;K 
SMC 

1945 

raise a mOllnd of stone, 2 ft. !Jase, 1 H ft. high, "'. of cor. 

Thence with the meanders of the luke. 

Along tho top of a weJJ<deJl.lled bonk, from 6 to 10 ft. In height. 

S. 53°00' Eo, 13.00 cbs. At 7.00 chs. leave scattertng timber. 

S. 0°;10' W., 7.20 ehs. At end of course, the oullet of tbe lake, 20 lks. wIde, course BE. 

S< 70'00' W., 15.10 chs. Along a Dult of heavy timber, parallel to the bank. 

N. 63°45' W., 10.00 chs. At 7.00 clls. leave timber. 

N. 13°00' W., 21.00 ehs. A t end of course, the ou tlet of a spring branch, 8 IkB. wide. 

N. 52°00' E., 17.34 cbs. Along scattering timber for S chs. At ond of course, the apeclal me-
under cor. 

Land, level and gently rolling. 
Soil, loam. 
Timber J green ash and burr oak. 

)lE..I.NDER8 OF THE YELLOWSTONE RIVER 

From the meander cor. of Sees. 25 and 30, on the E. hdy. of the Tp. and 011 the right bank 
of the Yellowstone Hiver, wllieh Is Dlonumcnted with a >undst{mc, 16 x g x 71n8. above ground, 
firmly set, marked ano witnessed fi3 descrIbed in the oflicinl record. 

'1'11ell('t] llpstrCHrll with the fllCHTiders of the right bank of the river in seo. 26. 
OVer\Joltolll lund, "longa wC'IHidillCd eUl<I'ilUk, from 2 to 12ft. hig!), throu~b heavy tim!Jer. 

S. 85'00' W., 13.00 chs. 

S. 72°00' W., 7.10 chs. 

S. M030' W., 13.00 chs. 

S. 40°30' W., 5.40 ehs. At end 01 course, mouth 01 Oherry Oreek, 14 tko. wIde. 

8.77°45' W., 7.00 cbs. 

N. 76°00' W., 7.40 cbs. 

8. 80°00' W., 12.00 chs. 

S. 81°08' W., 19.4.3 cbs. The meander cor. 01 secs. 2tI1Uld 211. 

Land, level hottom; subject to overflow. 
Boil, alluvIal, slit and loalJl. 
'I'lmber, green ash and cottonwood. 



M,\NUAL OF' SUHVBYING INSTHUC'l'lONS 

'l'he.llce in SeC, 26, 

IlJ(~twdt~f8 of tile right hunk are continued upstream In sees. 26 and 35, to tho 
the ftcld then .show the mefulders ()f the left bunk funning dOV,'llstream 
~5, all on sumo form; the record is omitted. 

LllrJl: CiTY TOWN BITII 

till el!lm!llutloll on tbe ground fiud in consul~a.t1on with the surveyor who was employed 
ftpplknntsforthesubdivislonofthe Litke City town slto, IrHscertllln thnt,f1. prel!J,lIlnary 
\\ (;5 lll\l lnted ut tbe ~i sre, eor. of S(',cs, 7,fWd 1201,) tile" . tJdy. of ttJe fp., with tile 

uf cUlif,)rmlllg tbt~ N. bd y, of tbo tovln site to the E, nnd \V. cen ter 111,10 of sec, 7, wilen 
e-':llt1.bll::J16li. A calcu]atu..i pusitwl1 for tile \V. no sec. cor. on that lUJe waS adopted 

fi.'- t lll~ ;..: \\' . CUI'. of t ~le llnvn sit t\ /lnd the! emp. N E. COL was pJaced nt (l P()j~l,t where fl, 
JUJllllJ)g s(juth \vuuld !I1L:Judt) !:dl contemplated nnprovumcIlts; the tempurary L.und \V. 

welt; run s,mtli to l..i05 Luk(~, I lind that this gt:Ileral plan eBl] bO,Hdlwfed to. 
'llal!S!t \llles, ',VitllOUt the usc of the sol~r attachmcllt, afe CIlljl!u)'\d J11 the survey of ~he 

b{)\l1ltinrks !llld suhdiyision of sees. 7 H1Jd jd, fwd In tbe survey (~f the h. l}(ly. ufthe town slte, 
tbe hL1Ill!ltll~ being referred to a meridillll established by Pollu is ?bservatlon, as fol1O\vs; 

C'<() 1 K· -·Hel'urd ~)f obsavutiuu upon Pularis ut eastern elongaU0I1/ at the cor. of sees. 7, 8, 
17, lUll} l:i, omItted.) 

1 pru;!,t:d with t):e su»(~fvisjon of und wiLlI the establbhment OftllO lown sIte 
b(Juhdill les/ \\ !th the !ulJuwiug 

FIu!ll Iln;}£ bt:C, oor. of secs. 7 and 18, 

!'-I. (;"0."/ \V., Lln (he N. and 8. cent~r line of sec. 7. 

4U uu I jj t ,:1 sect the E. !itHi \V. eell ter lille. 

bU, tJ.t Till) >i bUt;. evr. vf sees. 6 and 7. 

Frow the >4 Bc,C. cor. of sees, 7 and 8. 

N. 8v"i){/ \\'., uIl Uw E. und \\'. center line of sec. 7. 

2[1, bU l'ul!Jt fur lile NE, oor. of the (0\\,11 site. 

diflllL, In a conrrete form 8 ins, upper diarn./ HillS, lower 
gruulld, vrith brass cup mkd, 

5 7 
C~C 
T 51-' 

1945 
the temp. NE. cur. lllOIlUIlHml t)cars North, 71ks. dJst.; alime.stone/ 21 x 14 
CO H LC; I remove t110 stone uud tmry it B8 a memorial alongside the fron 

UvutlIllW uD tbtl l~. and W. center lin6, along tLe N, bdy. of tlle town site. 

It!. uo l'olUt for the COllier >i 8ee. cor. of sec. 7, at intersection wItb tbe N. and S. center lIne. 

/ill HOlJ 

30 
30 tw!. long. 2 in. dlam .• In a concrete form, ~ IllS. upper diem., 14 ina. lower 

24 ius. in tbe ground, with brass call mkd. 

C ± 57 

LC T5 
1945 
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Chains 
60.00 PoInt for tho OW Ho sec. cor. of seC. 7 and NW. cor. of the town slto. 

Set a11iron post. 30 Ins. long, 2111B. (1iam" in a concrete form, 8 ins. upper dlarn., HIllS. lower 
dlam., 30 Ius. long, 24 Ins. In the ground, wilh brass cap mkd. 

CW~ 
S 7 

~ S 71 ~ ~ 
1945 

From tbls point the temp. NW. cor. monument boars N. 81° 45' Fe., 14lks. dlst.; an oak post 
4 Ins. sq .• 4 ft. long, mkd. NW con LC; 1 removo tho po.t. 

COlltinue Oll the E. and W. center line of sec. 7. 

77.885 I The~, sec. cor. of BCCS. 7 HIltl 12, Uf) the \-y. bdy. of tho 'rp., which is mODumoJJt.cd with n lime .. 
I stone, 12 x 8 x 10 Ins. above ground, llrmly set, marked and witnessed as tiescrlu0d in the 

olIiciul record. 

!O.oo 

7.53 

From the NE. cor. of the town site. 

S. Q005' E., on tho E. bdy. of tbe town sHe. 

The closing cor. uf SCCB. 7 and 18. 

Thence in soc. lB. 

'fho north bank of Lins Lake. 

raint for auxiliary meander cor. In sec. 18, and BE. cor. of th; town site. 

Set an iron post. 30 ins. long, 2lns. ,Ham .• in "concrete form, SIns. upper (Ham., 14 Ins. lower 
diam .• 30 Ins. long, 24 IDS. In tho grouud, with brass cap mk,1. 

LC 
TS 

T 15 N 
R 20 E 
518 

AMC 
1945. 

From this poInt tho temp. BE. cor. mOlllllllcnt hears West, 6lks. dlst.; a JImestolle 18 x Q x B 
ins., IIlkd. BE COR LOj I remove tho stOllC. I 

the OW. H. s('c. cor. of sec. 7, ant! NW. cor. oC townsite, 8.0"05' g. on tho Nand 8 
C€ntcr lIne of tiw SlY)." of sec. 7, end W. bdy. of tho townsIte. . .' . 

40.00 The closing cor. of secs. 7 and 18 at tile poInt for tile W. H. soc. cor. 

In sec. 18, on tile N. and S. conter Hne of tho NWji and W. hdy. of tbe townsite 

2\1. l>O 'I'lle north bunk of Llns Lake. 

l'~\~f~~/l~~ ~f:~Ctig;v~sir!~der cor. on the merIdional conter lIne of the NWji olseo. 18, ant! 



! FlllllJ tLls 
:1 Gil;:';.) 

,1'i UAL OF SURVEYING INSTHUCTIONS 

ins. dIBl11., tn form, B illS, upper diam., 14 ins. lower 
tbe ground, cap mLd. 

w 

~ 
W 

SMC 
1945 

temp. 8'V. cor. lllUllllIlJent t)('nr~ East J -1 1ks. dist.; a limestone 16 x 8 
CO n I~C; I relllove tilo stunG. 

TEtlT OF /:lOr.An Of{IE~TAT10N 

awl 18, at 611·1f,m a. m., epp. t" I set 00' 45°':!8'::W" N., on 
Blld urlent Ole instrulllcnt wiLli tlH' wlnr; t he line of 
d b¥ l'(Jlnris 01 HTvnl il,]:. 

1\., Oil tllt~lHt ::;,'-;'"'Ju ' f..:., on thodt:cl. 
ugrl'CS with fllL'ridi!lfl (,btubli~hed by 

JUNE BO, lfJ.15, 

GENltlL'\L DESCllU'TlON 

SUBDIVISION OF 'r. 15 N., R. 20 E. 1163 

doullt Jess 00 cOllsiderably illcrcaspcl whenGver there Is a df'DHlIHi for the land, but at therresent 
time the pn~dollJil)ntiJlg iIl1.Ci\;St is in stock grazing, us there is nn excellent growth 0 Jlative 
vrHSS over most of lLe tOWllSllip, wlllcll nourishes exccptillg during periods of drollth, llnd the 
\()Y J:shijJ un0rds 11li UIlll::illUl \Yll!er supply. There hre several small cNtuges on Ivy Island, 
!fl Lint! -,ul((~f wlllch nre occllpil\(j fit iJdt'J'vnls during tbo SUlJnDt'r montlls, but apparelltly no 

has made n perlllflIH'llt Eetth:llH'II1 (d1 the bhmd. 
bevernJ cornn points In the ~!lbdjvisit!n of the towIlship the site conditions are snch tbnt 

a SU\)l"rlor InOllUl1lPlltnt!oll was dl'sirntlle. In most of tllCBO plac,'s this \\'H8 sucufcd by the 
(;lllj) nyuH'J1t of nIl iHln post, or u tnlJld, set In a conc:rl'te form shaped as a frustrum of U COIlO, 
8 illS. upper dihllL, 14 In::,.10wer \iilJ.m., ;.)6 Ins. long, wblt:h ·wore constructed fit the points wbl~re 
rcqllir<:d. ]n 8. fcw places n 1t,idcL wns used, set ill a cylindrical form of concrett', :H) ins. long, 
n illS. ill tUum.; fl.llllml!lT of these \\(Te C0J1Structed 1n camp. fd10w{,c1 to tlwl'ollgllly set, tlien 
tnlu.sIJ{;rted t () 111l' pc/il il s wllt:h: lH'cdcd. There \\'tlJ"O DO tn·cs or 8iollC in those si lunt\oI1S whl'l'lt 
110 llcc.(';-;sorh·s me ll'("(JI·t!( c\, Hilt! the soil wns not l:lu11leicntly flrI1l fGr plts, 

'lIH! H h:rf1fc uf ti t"lJIJ::,idcl uble lllm) lIlT of n,udlng-s over all parts of the t uwnshlp gives a value 
of lb u 10' E. for the mean u;ugnetlc dcclinntiul1. !].'llcre is a rUIlge of 20' ill l(jcul attractIon. 

Flli:LD ASSISTANTS 
Capacitv 

Principal A ssistnllt 

Ohainman 

Flagman 

Axeman 

Coruennall 

CEHTIFICATE OF CADAbTHAL ENGINEER 

I, Hobert Acre~, hereby certify UpOll honor, that in pursuance of special instruc
tions bearing date of the 1st day of April, 1\)45, I have surveyed the subdivisional 
and meander lines of Township 15 Norlh, Range 20 East, of the Principal Merid
ian, in thc State of Montana, which are reprCbented in tho foregoing Held notes a8 
lllwing been executed by me ant! undcr lIly c1irecLion; and that said survey hus 
been made ill strict conformity with Imid iWliructiolls, tho Manual of Instructions 
fO! the Survey of the Public Lunds of the LJnited States, and in the specif1c manner 
du;cribed in ell(J foregoing field notcs. 

HELENA, MON'l'ANA, July 31,1945. 
(Signed) ROBEwl' ACHES, 

Cadastral Engineer. 

CEllTIFICATE OF APPROVAL 

BUHEAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 

lVushinllton, D. C., Septemoer 15, 1948. 
The foregoing Held notes of the SUJ'v(!y of the eulxlivisional and meander lines 

of Township 15 North, Hange 20 E!wt, of the Principal Meridian, Montana, 
executed by Hobert Acres, having been critically examined and found correct, 
are hereby approved. 

(Signed) 
Chief, 15ranch oj Engineerinil and Construction. 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSCRIPT 

I certify that the foregoing trauscript of the field notes of the above-described 
surveys in T' 15 N., R. 20 E., is a true copy of tho original field notes. 

(Signed) ______________________________________ • 

Chief, Branch of Engineering and Constr'UCtion. 



FIELD NOTES, DEPENDENT RESURVEY 
·127. Till, ,,>.alllple taken from a d~pendent resurvey, is to illustrate certain ex

I >lit II Itt or)", ill trod \J ('lury st.atement s, that are regarded as appropriate and neces
"!IlL ill order tllite the resurvey reourd may be fllily coordinated with the original. 
Thb b It bOlla 1i,1e> to\\'llsldp in which thc resurvey is stricJy a rcstoration accord
illg t (, (he best a\ ailabk evidencI', with propOl tionate distribution of all differences 
ill lii("ll~llf(,mul1. Sevaal miles of the field notes are included to show forms of 
H'I'lnd, Hod tLe manuel' in which the slyle agree8 with, or differs from, the 8peci

llll;ll field !l()1 of illl original tHlrvey; some modiilcation of corner doscriptions 
ila" Iw,:u made in onkr to furnish a variety of example,;. 

/)lp(lldwt HCSHrt'ey of T. 1 S., R. 26 11'., Fifth Prin. !tfer., Arkansas 

't (1\' 11::,);11) 1 h("UIlJ, !Ul11EU 26 \Vest, of tbe Fifth Principal l\leridilln, Arkansas, is located within the 
u\J1lI'lJitu i\ IltiuIlaJ 1- (J! (~::it. TIw ::lout h bouudary of tllC towllslJip was surveyed by Hudolph N. Howland, 
! !t'l'lltj ;-U! \ C)-(Il", HJ IdJ'1; tbu ea~t fwd west bOIlIldn,ries w(:re surveyed by Juhn E. Graham, DC!Jllty Sur. 
\ u) ur, j1J lD~b; Bud the luwl1.sldp Wti.S subdJyidlld by B, F. Owen, Deputy Surveyor, in 18,15. 'rlwse surveys 
are rtq,jl'.)Ullkd \)\1;11 tlll; tU\\ 11Ship plat UPlJIuVeu July 21:l, HH5,vJ1 file in the General Land Otnce. '['hunorll! 
1,{JlJllliL,ry cd Ole l(J\\ 11.:.,1111)1 hdIlg the base liue of the 5th Prill. Aler., wus resnrveyed under the direction of 
l!:\\ l.JdlC! ul J ,hIl\] (jOko, iu lv~U, us represented 0n the plats of the resurvey of 'J'ps. 1 N., Rs. 20 anel '27 \V., 
11\) 1 'I \J\ t'd ]\J Ii) H<) 1 hllll ;\ prj} h, liJ:n, n~spectivt:ly. The [oliawing neld notes aTC those uf the dependent 
11':-,Uf\'(;Y, Of [v(':::,{ ablblJJlh'Ilt, of Lhe C[I.;.t, Vd.;st, and south boulldaries, Illld Sll bdivisiol1allines of the towllship. 

T L{~ J (;,~tjrVt' Y \\ !is llJi tiat (;(1 on the otJ}cial Teque.st of tIw U, B, Furest ServiCe because of the ad val1l'ed ob
!!It!I1[I(JIl u[ tllU (!rigillhl lll!llks, alld tho lJeed for a Id!til1 marking of the lines. 'fho ldf'ntiflod evidenco 
(O]J,S!:,{ed \If HWllis 1111\1 fl'llnlins of original beariIlg trees; ill SOmb ca.seS merely the stU111PS remained. The 
,Jih:C( e\ idellCu" Ii.':) Ilj()~tl) dderiornted, badJy decayed alld bordering on disappearance, though defwndnbl(l 
hI!" f1.ung Hbollt (!llc·l hil d of {lie (:orner PO::-,it1t!IlS, '1'\\"o locutions were rc~tored from the testimony of persollS 
\\]lU La,1 known tl'::t: LUlling trees Lefore their disnppearnnce. About one-fourth of the positioIls could he 
UC('V!l! l~d uS l)el Hot \Hlj iUllS ur the ()rlglnul eorlier Joeations, or acceptaLle deturmina.tlol1s by local survey; 

tllcstJ lwd been l!rc;:'l~rv6d hllli recognilOci, but there wu.s no testimony or dctlnitu record as to their origlu; 
tliv loul! h,IlS cuuld be adolJted after beillg vcritled by the direct evhluIlce. (rhe remainder of the corDer 
i!l.),sil!1J1IS \velt3 lUQt. T11e orlgiw.d survey WHS fuithfully and carefully executed. 'I'hesc facts were reported 
III JUbllt':rlltiv1J of the llted fer a rt:survey. 

ill fure rl:stGfwg the ('vrllers, the lines of tile original survey were retraced, and diligent search IlHHle for any 
('\ il1clJrt, ()f tho originul c()ruers, th:arillg trees, tU1d other calls of tlw original fjeld note record, 'Vhen duly 
lddilltll,d till) ('unliT p()bitlUHS we,re rem0Il11mented nno IleW lJ('[l.ring trees lllarked. 

'j'hl' 111Jc~ of !ll UIJl,J'tlullnte mU8StlrtlDlellt were applied In order to as(;HtaJn the position of lost corners, after 
Lulll pL' t illg tlll'- rlt:('1.;::,~nr y rdraeewe.nts to connect with tile Identifll'tl corner locations, but not until exhaust
!I1~ v\ l-f} 1!<ls(Jl1t-l.ble l'Os~Il)j}jty of finding direct evidence for the cuntrol of each particular corner. The true 
JJlH',), tliu.') udJu~t{jd tu tl!c idt~l1tificd original evidellce, were tben duly run and ll1H..1'ked through tlw Umber: 

Tilu rdnWl::,lllell t dB th \\ ere Sll bmjtted for of1lc:c examinution alld verification prlor to the conclusion of the 
flt:,},i Wt,l k III ordl'r 1.0 simplify the record, the true l1nu notes only are supplied herewith, which refer to the 
l'umplvlt;d r('~UI\CY 

Thu sllney 'VI as I:':H:cUled. wllll Ught mountaill bolar transits made by Buff and Buff, serial Iltlillbers 91)37, 
H1h7, und 17V\13, Hll cun!ltrllcted tn accordunce with the standard instrumental spccificHJlons of the General 
Lund Otlkc frh~ horiHmtal circle;, huve diameters of 47~ inches, with two double opposite verniers reuding 
!o ::dllglt, lldl,lJ(eS; tho vertleitl elIdes h!lVO diameters of 4 lnclle .. s, with OlJe doubJe yerllier reading to singlo 
wiLllltLJ fJ'tw iIl~tflH1Wl~ts Uf0 toquipped \vith ll11proved tclcsCOI)ic .solar uttnehments, radii of latitude arr"s 
j iIldll'S, rmd of dbClillat lOll tilTS 3H inches, each with verniers reading to single minutcs, 'rhe illstruments 
\\l:'fU itl goutl couditjol1 Hud were placed in satisfactory adjustment prior to the beginlling of the survey. 

II Lu dlft'l,.'tLHl:3 IJf uJlllla::i were dlltennined with the solar tra.n!:)it, and the measurements Inade with LallJe 
st0el t<1\'{:s, cbuill& in length, graduated every 11l1k for the I1rst 100 links, and thereaHer at Intervals of 10 

5tH 

DEPl~NDENT HJ;.;;SUHVEY, '1'. 1 S., R. 26 W. 565 
links. The tapes were tested by comparison with a standard tupe and found correct. 'l'he measurement 
were made on the slope, and the vertical augle of cuch Interv!ll wns a..L}CortnJned by a CHnoITI(lter J d 
ailJllstllllJnt; the !JorlzontallJ'llllvalents only lire entered In this !laid noLa reeord. . n goo 

April 13, 1913, at .camp located In tho BE. >i SW. ~~ Bec.36 '1' 1 N R 27 \V' I 
34°41 /30" N Ion j j {'" 1 r ',. .,. " n approxjmate latitude 

b ,., g tUl e 03 4D "" at 711 52m a. m., app. t., r make a serieB of three altitUde observlltiOlls of 
t e sun for azimuth, each wlth the telesco·pc ill direct find reversed pOsitions, observing opposite lirnbH of tho 
BUll, and reading the horIzontal aIlgle [rorn thellne of sigllt to a nail In a pumjJ !Jouse, BE. to tile SIIIl: 

Observa
tion 

1st. ________ _ Direct. _. _____________________ .. 

Reversed _______ • _______________ _ 

Mean. __________________ .. 

Mean ofaIL_. 

27" 

27 

27° 

27" 

27 

270 

27" 

27 

27° 

83' 00" 

55 00 

44' 00" 

45' 00 11 

44 00 

4-1' 30" 

52' ~Olt 

38 00 

45' 00" 

By reduction of observation, the lIne of sIght of the llaU bears IS' 20"23'33' E. 

Mean observed vertical angle_ N. 'w. 
RefractIon In zenith distance. ---. --- _ .. ---------------- ----------, ---------------------
I)nrallax ____ .... _ ~.. - ~ .............. -- .................. - .. ~ _ ........ - ................... -- ...... ---o. .. _-_ .. --.. --

.. - .. - -- .... - .... -- .. _ .. -- ........ ""--'" - __ ............ M _____ .... __ .. _ .. _ .. _ ... _ ...... __ " __ .. _ .. __ .. __ .. 

BjO 82' 

50 12 

co" 52' 

51° 23' 

(I{) 21 

00° 52' 

61" 17' 

50 27 

00" 

27"44'30" 
-If·HI" 

+8" 

~':~~ll~:~:~~lalO;u:l~!e.---------------------------------------------------------- __________ h-~ 

00" 

00 

00/' 

00" 

00 

00" 

00" 

00 

Reduced azlrnut!J of the still at the mean period of the observatlon____ S.8~::5~;3j::;· 
Observed horizontal angle from the sun to the line of slgbt of the naIL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 60052'00" 

True bearing, line of Bight of the nall.. ______________________ . ___________________________ {s. 20"23'33";:' 

I turn an angle of 20"23'33" to the rIght of the naUand mark tho true meridian. N. L. 

Every hour from 7 to 10:30 a. m. and from I :30 to 5 p. m., r make proper settIngs on the arcs of the Bolnr 
attachments !lud ascertain that the resulting orientations of the instruments, when compured with the 
meridian established by observation ot the BUll, have a maxlmuIll crror of Ie&! than 1'30". 



l\.lANUAI, 0]:" SUHVI~YING INSTlWCTIONS 

ul tl,e tln~.s dally, wben cUlldltloIlS are favoruule, by iH}OH observution, and vtHlIy the 

tit JrcqileIll lIlterval~~!~~_~~~~~~~~urvoy~ __ ~ _____________ _ 

nl J(CSllJ't'ey of the East Buundary, T . . 1 S., R. 26 TV., 6th Prin. Mer., 
ArkanSils. 

D. ()() 

26. GO 

Heestabllshmellt 01 tbe 
John E. Orabam, Del,uly 

('I If, of 'J'pS. 1 and 2 
treus; l)oint for 

Hs. 25 fwd 
falls by " 

,v 0' Is del ermined fro~Il the rema.ins of the original 
li('tuiI1g N. HnD S. 

{full) \\ bkl1 the reIIlains of the origillal Learing trt;CS: 

A ~(llllql liuIe, bears N. 3\)0 :E., 67 lks, (lIst. 

A I11!l(; titUI1lP, 22 Jus. dilun., bears 8. flUo 'V" 116 lks. dlst. 

lilJ 

IllS 

frO!!1 \\}ddl 

post, 30 illS, long, 
in the groUIld, '\\ 

TIS 

T2S 
194:3 

for111 , gins. ditcu]l.) nuJ 30 iDS. long, 

boui<lcr 3 x 2 xl f1. auove groulld, bears N. 20)," W., 40 lks. dlst., mkll. XIJO 

Oil fnl0, 

A l,jJlC, ]f) Ins. diam., Leurs N. 16' E., 125 lks. dlst., mkcl. 'ns Il25W 831 TIT. 

A wllJte uuk, 7 ins. diuIll .• bears S. 40}2° E., 751ks. dbt., lllkd. 'l'2S H25'\\' sa BT. 

l\. \\ IJite oak, IS ius. diuIll" lJeufs S, 53~1° \Y" 94 Iks, dist., mkd. '1'28 H2{)\V 81 BT. 

A j';Jle, V ius. dlaIll., bears N. 4·n,0 W., 35 Iks. dlst., mkd. 'ns H20\\' S3G llT. 

N, t)02,g' E., u.JOIlg the E. lJdy. of sec. 36, Ill.,r,.dlg and blazing tho true lino. 

;\ sct:lld 25 ft, ov~r 8, slope. along a fCIlCt:, 1 hruugb timber and undergr~nvth. 

'1\'1) ut ascent; descont 70 ft. over N. slope. 

J)r!iW, course W.; usc"{;nd 87 ft. over broken 8. slope. 

1'l/lIlt uf SllUf, blolJeS N. 70° E.; (}(;scell(i 70 ft. over broken N. slope. 

htJ!Hl, benrs E, and 'V.~ leave fellce 8, of [01H1/ fence turus to E. 

sec. Cal'. of sec. 36, at vroportionale distance; thenlls no remaining evidence at 

cut HIJ iruu lJost, 30 ins. long, 2 iDS. ditUIL, 24 ins. ill the ground, with brnss cap mkd. 

(roUl whIch 

A whit" oak, 51Jls. dlam., beurs N. 2,·.° W., 22 lks. <lIst., mkd. >;1 835 BT. 

A ]Jllle, H llls. dlam., bears S. 11%° W., 13u>' lks. dist., mkd. y< 836 TIT. 

H,llsc Ii mOllD<l of stone, 4 fl. base, 2 ft. blgh, W. of cor. 

40 60 Spring branch, course BE.; nscend 45 It. over 8. slope. 

n 00 Top 01 ... OOilt; thence along E. slope. 

DEPIDNDENT llESUnVEY, E. BUY., T. 

Chains 
51. ·10 Vaellnt farm houso, bears S., 1 ,(52 cbs. dl:st. 

69,8B Hig!nvny No. 270, vears N. 47H o \V. and S. 47 yzo E. 

03.00 Descend 52 ft. over N. slope to cur. 

S., n. 20 \\ 567 

79,58 'rile cor. of SeC':), 25 find 30, Il19IlUmcIlted by H white oak, 12 Ins, diam., mkd. T 1 H20 S2.1 011 
NY\,. and dim scribe llJurks on tl16 B\V. face, from which tbe remains of the origirHlJ bear~ 
iDg lrees; 

An elm stump, 18 
(Hecard beuring 

S. 28" W., 53 lks. dlst., with fall ell log Iwv ing 01,1 blaze. 

A pust oak stump, 2,1 ins. diam.) boars N. 78° W., 65 1ks. dlst. 

AllIl n0W beariug trees, 

A white oak, 2t) fIlS, ulam., bellfs B. :;2~i)° \V" 310 1h:3. dist., wkd, T1B H'2tiW ;::,;m 13'1'. 

An elm, 15 IllS. (liam., beurs N. 7~~o W., 103 Iks. dlst., mkd. T1S H20W S25ll'1'. 

hickory, fmel elm; uwJergrowLh, young tlrllher. 

N. ]02;J' E., nlong tho E. bdy. of sec, :':5. 

Ovor ger.tly rolling land, ill creek butLom, through timber and undergrowth. 

0.25 IIncklJerry Creek, 30 lks. wide, CDurse N. 80° E.; ascend 40 ft. oYer S. s}()po. 

J 9. ~o Top of ascwlt. 

27.70 Descend 20 ft. ovor NW. slope. 

20, [,0 

10.0U 

Branch, 10 lks. wide, courSo S\\'.; Hs('(md 20 [to over S. slopo. 

'rho H sec, cor. of sec. 25 as dctCflllluuJ from Ow rcmnins of tile origlnul bearing treo3; 

A stUIlJP hole, bear::; N. 6:20 \V., 0:) lks. dist. (HecurJ bearing N. oti° \V.). 

A stump hollt, bearj O. 45° \V" 27 lk;;, dbt. (HeconI bearing S, 35° \Y.). 

A t tho .;orner PO!llt. 

Set illi iron post, 30 ins. lOJlg", 2 ins, diufll" 24 IllS. in tho ground with bms~ cap mkd. 

! S 25 I 
I 9 43 

[rom which 

A pille, 10 ins. dJrul1., beurs N. ,1h o \\'" 4U lks, dbL, mkd. H 825 B1\ 

A pine, 5 ins. tliam., bears 8, 21H Ci 'V., 3D lk;;, dlsL, Illkd. 74 S25 B'I', 

A pIne knot, 4 illS, dhun" 12 illS. uhove ground, and mound of stone, b~ 
~8 lk8. dlst. 

Huj.:;e a IllOUlld of stOIlC, 4 ft. base, :2 ft. high, \V. of cor. 

~. 1 QLJO' E" beginning now mC!1':illrcmcut. 

Ascend 55 ft. over SW. slope. 

1 6.00 Top of ascent; tlwlH:e OVer roiling W. and NW. slopes, descending 10 ft. to cor. 

20.50 Draw, COUrse NW. 

25.40 llnmeh, 5 Iks. Wide, COllrse SW. 

40.68 I l'olllt for the corner of secs. 24 and 25, at proportionate distance; there Is no remaining eVldenoe 
of Ole orlginal corner. 



MAN VAL 0]' tiUHVEYING INS'rnUCTIONS 

frDIll. \\'hlcb 

ta\det, 3H IllS. dlam., 3,~ IllS. stem, In " concrete form, 6 ins. diam .. 30 ins. 
liet 24 i115. ill the ground, WiLh top mkJ. 

TIS 

S 24 

S25 

TIS 

R2 6 W R 25W 

194:3 

A Icin6, !lIIlS. (\i'Ull., bears S. 4IJ,{' W., 44), Iks. dbt., mkd. TIS H26W 825 B'r. 

./> pine, 12 ins. (ilalll" L""l's N. o(jH o W., 4U Iks. di,t., mku. TIS R26W 824 B'l'. 

Hllbe ti Ulol.md of titone, 4 it. lJu-be, 2 ft. high, W, of cor. 

{lllle , oak, elm, hickory tind glUll; lllHiergrowth, young timbor, and dogwood. 

HeIlJ!11Hder of east boundury of to\\'Ilsl!lp omitted hero. 

L!t:[)i'1lllcHi Hcsllfvey of the South Boundary, T. 1 S., R. 26 lV., 5th Prin. lYfer., 
Arkansas. 

Heestabllsbment of the Survey Executed by 
Hudolph N. Howhmd. Deputy Surveyor, In 1&:17. 

F I o III the CXJL of 'rps. 1 and 2 8., H.a. 2,5 and 26 \1.[. 

b"~C\' W., 3JUUg the S. bdy. of ,ec. 36, marking and blazing tbe true line. 

UY..:f fullmg: land, tLrouglJ scattering tunver dnd uudergruwth. 

10 Tlwllce l1t:SCt'Illl 70 ft. over \V. sloVe. 

7. DO Enter rht:r l>uttOIll, oears N. lind S, 

111. 

Left hunk of OUlwhlta Hlver, COUfbC S. 10° It. 

Higllt btlIlk uf river; tllCHCe over gently rolling lund, through Umber and undergrowth. 

bec. cor. of BeC. i)6, a.t proportionate distance; there is no remaining evid.ence
corner. 

Dtlt &11 irtm P0st, DO ws. long, 2 ins. (Huul., 24 ins. ill t.he ground, with brass cap mkd. 

I "4 S36 

1943 
from \1, lllch 

A pool oak, 10 Ins. dl11111., bears N. 60H o E" 75 Iks. <llsL, mkt1. Yi 836 BT. 

A plile/ 7 ins, dilllll., bcw'j N. 73~~o W'J 10 Iks, dist., mkd. H 836 liT. 

73. 00 Tl)(:Hc~~ dUWll lune. 

74. 55 (:1 eek, 2: lks. wide, course N \V, 

7)), ()O LUllO turns south; tbenct~ UlOIlg fence, 

bu. b5 t!y proportlonute mcasurellient, Iilld 

At lilt: Cvrluj.f point. 

Ghalns 

DEPENDENT HESUHVIIY, E. BDY" T. S., n.. 2G w 

Set an iron post, 30 illS. long, 2 IllS. dlnm., 2·1 InB, tn the ground, with brass cap mkd. 

from which 

TIS R26W 

S35 S36 

1943 

A cedar, 4 Ins, (lIam., bears N. 851>' 1'.,91 Iks. Jist .• mkd. TIS H2GW 836 BT. 

A pine, 4 Ins. (!IaIll., bears N. :100 W., 35t11ks. dlst., mkd. '1'18 H26W S35 BT. 

Land, gently foIling. 
Soil, stony and ::.aJH1y clay, 
,],iJllb .. ~r, pille, oak, llj('koI'Y and gum; undergrowth, young timber . 

i-
I S. oUo55' W., along the S. bdy. of sec. 85. 

OYer gently roiling land. bet II em neills. 

4. iO Enter timber and undergrowth, bears NE. and S. 80' W.; desccnd 30 ft. 

1400 Creck. 15 Ik5. wide, course !'E. 

17.00 Tbenco ascend 110 ft. over BE. slope. 

:31. 10 Crest of ridge. bears !'E. and SW.; desccnd 56 ft. to H sec. cor. 

569 

40.32 of sec. :i5 ... .,.lJkh 15 marked by a pine stake and mound of stone at cor. or fences, 
Bnd ~., lllld BubstaIltiatc(l by a largn pille stump bole which befifs N, :,()~~o W., 
(Heconl). 

A t the corner point. 

Set an iroIl post, 30 illS, long, 2 ins, dlum., 24 illS. in the ground, with brass cap mkd. 

S35 

194 :5 
from which 

A red oak, 13 Ins. (liam .• bears t'-i. IW o E., 251ks, dlst., mke!. i, S35 BT. 

A post oak, 13 Ins. (!lam., bears~. 7\,' W.,:\I Iks. dlsl., mktl. i. ~,1ij llT, 

Huise a mOllnd of stOlle, 3 ft. base, Z ft. high, N. of c{)r. 

Hesct the pine stake, inverted and alongsicie the iroll post. 

8.89°37' \V" beginning new measurement. 

Over gLlltly rolling laud. 

1r<.5O Fence, bom's ~. and S.; tlWllC'C along old fence row. 

:its. ·15 Creek, 3lks. wide, course N. ;_)()O E,; cntf'r timber, bears N, ;_)00 E. fHHi S. 

40. 16 Tbe cor. of sees. 3,1 and 
E. find W. This 
reeognizf'd as the 
of the position of 

At the coruol' point 

which is marked by a wooden stake at (' .. or. of fences which bear N" 
b hannoniunsly related to existing original corners, has lon~ heen 

lan(l owners, and is ucel:.pt-ell uS the best existing eVldenoo 

Eet an lroll post, 30 ins. long, 2 ius. diem., 24 ins, In thtJ gruund, with bra&:! cap mkd. 

TIS R26W 

S34 S35 

1943 
from which 

'TOOO04 ·....-..47--37 



Chains 

M:\t;lUAL OF SURVlnYING INS'l'RUal'IONS 

A watl:!" u,d .. , () Ins. dialll., hear:, ~ :;:>;',l" 1::" n!~l! 1k5, Jist, lllkd. TIS H2o\\' S35 nfl'. 

A weler oak, 'I ins. dlUm., beurs N. 76~" W., 22>1 lks. dlst., mkd. '1'18 HZ6W 834 ll1'. 

tlie stake, inverte,j find alongside the Iron post find raise a fiat mound 
around the {;()f. 

OUK, hickory and gum; undergrowth, young timber, vines £Uld briers. 

HeLiaimler uf builth boundary, and B-11 of we.st bouIlllury of towuship omitted here, 

Ihllt;7l(/1'1lt Resurvey of the Su/,ilil'isiorwl Lines, T. 1 S., R. 26' IV., 51/, 
Prill .• Ver., Arkalls(ls. 

01 tilO :',,. vey Execuled oy 
Surveyor, in 1845 

FruUJ tl10 eOL of sues. 35 twd ~16, 01.1 Ute S, boy. of the Tp, 

1 JI'j\'{'lld -j,1 tt. 0H~r N. bJOj;C, tllrOlll-',h tlehL 

11.1.1 Hl;;bt tnilJ!, ()[ tho Ouud:iln }(\\er, 1:{011;5. \v!do, coume E. 

12 . .s0 I dt L'dlk 01 nr~t C!l!mli\.d; tlH'l1Ce over L'\(Ul(l, 

11. GU Hhd)~ tn~lIJ~ uf becoud ('Lwuel, 120 lks. \vide, cOllrsu E, 

15. bO ! l,dt tJhllK of bC(:Ulld clm.Il.Ll'l; ncsl'nd B5 ft. OYer S. slope to cor. 

niL of and 3ti, dl'lenll)lled from the rUlJ;:dll.s of the original bea.ring trees: 

A dIm btuIIlll bo10 Llt~J.s N, ().to \V., v lks. dist. 

A d!m blull,P bole Lt:urs S. 7~~c E., lU lks. disc 

At the ('OIJ1l'r jl(lint 

bd till Hull jlU!)t, 30 ins. }Ollg, 2 ins. d!HI1l.,:l6 Ins. ill the groUllli j witb brnss cup mkJ. 

i from \\ IdclJ 

I 
4 

S 35 I S'3 6 
I 

1943 

A while ()ak, lJ illS. dialll q bears 1'\. 72~~t E., 60 Ihs. di~t., mkd. H. S3G B'r. 

A v.ld(c ouk, 15 fIlS. dimB., bears 1"';. Ej' \V., 361ks. dist., mkd. }i 835 BT. 

A sd ::.t(,ne, 12 I 12 I 12 ins. tdwve bfl..li.Ild, t ('l.rb:-\ lj·jO \'1., 21ks. dlst. 

N. 0"441 E., beginning !lew llleHbiUl~lllt:llt. 

O",er gently rolling uplnnd. 

17.00 1}cs('0ud 62 ft. over N. blope. 

10 Hnw\ Il, C{)UfSe NE.; tbence OYer leYelland. 

:tV. O~ Fence, be1U's li:. lind \r.i USGtJl1d 30 ft. OVer g. slope. 

3~J. 00 rrup vi tlSccllt; desCelld 5 ft. oVer N. slope to cor. 

~\ t tbe earlier point 

12 x I I " Ins., set 10 Ins. In 
and ls accepted as the 

Chains 

DEPJ<JNDIDNT RIDSURYEY, T. 1 S" R. 26 W. 

Set an tron post, 30 Ins. long, 2 Ins. ,!!am., 20 Ins. In the ground, with bruss oop mkd. 

(rom which 

TIS R26W 
S 26 IS 25 

S35 r S 36 
1943 

A cedllr, 141m. dlam., bears N. 80' E., 134H lka. dlst .. mkd. TIS R26W 820 ET. 

A red oak, 17 IUB. dlam., beMs 8. 44~i· E., 7l1ks. dlst., mkd. 1'18 RZ6W 830 13'1'. 

A white oak, 14111S. dl"lll., bears S. 61· W., 371ks. dlst., mkd. TIS RZ6W 635 BT. 

A white oak, 14 Ins. dlam., bears N. 3li' W., 671ks. dist., mkd.1'lS RZ6W 826 BT. 

NW. cor. o( ]lasture (ence, beurs 8. 46' },., lllks. diat. 

Heset Iron peg 8. ami alongside the tron post. 

Hulse II mound 01 stone, 3 It. base, 21t. high, W. of oor. 

Lan,l, roiling hill •. 
Noll, t-ltoBY ('luy. 
Tili~~~t~~~ .. IIJl;t:\ oak, hickory, mUDle, elm, gum, sycamore, nnd cedar; undergrowth, yOtHlt( 

FrOlll tho cor. o( secs. 25 and :m, on the E. h(ly. 01 the Tp. 

8. tl9°12' W., hot. secs. 25 and 36. 

Ascend 65 (t. over rolling NW. slope, through field. 

1G.95 Uighway No. 270, bears N. 48Ho W. and 8. 48l,' E.; leave tleld and enter timber and under. 
growth, edge beurs NE. and S\V. 

37.50 Crest of spur, slopes SW.; descemj 20 It. over W. slope to cor. 

40.2.1 The H sec. c.or. o[sces. 25 "n<1 36 which Is mon1]mented with an unmarkcd stOll\'. 7 x 8 x 181n8. 
sct alongsll]e the NE cor. o[ "Iellce. This cor. was shown mo by Interested property 
owners nnd Is acceptod as the !)ust available evidence or the pos/Lion of the origillui cor. 

At the curner poiut 

Set an Iron post, 30 Ins. long, 2 Ins. dlam., 24 Ins. In the ground, with brass cap mkd. 

525 

S36 
9 4 '3 

Irom which 

A !lost oak, 81M. dlam., bears N. 3' K, 411;~ lks. dlst., mkd. l4 825 BT. 

An elm, 5 Ins. dlam., bears 8. o3H o E" 021ks. dist., mkd. H 835 llT. 

S. 8(}0 2t3' \V" beginning new measurelnent. 

Ascend 20 [t. over E. slope, through scattoring timber an,l undergrowth. 

1. 93 nonS<), beurs 8. 28 lks. dlst. 

5.20 Top o[ ascont; tilence over rolling land descending 40 ft.; Hne follows ne.r secoudary road, 
wlnLling \vHst\vanL 

29.70 Creek, 15 Iks. wide, course 8. 10· E.; ascend 30 ft. over E, slOPe. 

38.00 Tup oi ascent; descend 8 ft. over NW. slope to cor. 
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I hickury, and elm; undergrowth, young timber and dogwood. 

N OOl6' I" oet. sees. 25 and 2ft. 

Over Velltly fulling laud, crossing road. 

~l'ln!l!lB.fY luad, winding .K. and \V, 

TbcllCt: alullg h felIee line, with hedgerow; old clearings E, and W. 

Crecl1-, cuursl' \\ llld!llK 8, 20" E,; t;'llte! cleared lund. 

At tbe ('ufller puillt 

on the center line of Highway No. 88 and in line 
is the jlusition fur the H sec, COL aceord ing to 

\\HS con~tructt·d through thH posltioI1; road hears 
accepted as the best fl,vuilablc of the position of the 

1I1lr) !l. \~ (l.::ohcd salldsLone, 9 x 8 x () illS,! 14 illS. iII the ground, ll! kd. X. 

set 1b ins. in tile ground, fDr a reference mOllument, 
CBI) mkd, H- 826 Hi\11945nnd an arrow pointing 

!'ct :21\ illS. in tfl{' £!roIJlld, fur n 
U1Jl mkd. ;t 825 H~1 HI45 

() (;() 'fup uC fL"l'1 I,l, tliem'!..: over gelltly r()llil!~ lalld. 

'.It} III 

Illtl'l:)Cl.thdl of r.mds bcaring N. 74° E .. 8, 62° \V., and N. along line . 

.lllf!ll\\ IlJ ::\0 2ft), Leurs 1'. 3:1"22' \\'. tlJ111 S. :1:3°22' E, 

l!C(,()f\llld·~ t (, 
It is hC('('l!ll'd H~ 

At tl10 corner pulill 

2;), 21, 2.1, HIlll 26, cellter IiIH' of a mad, bearing N. find S" 
lille fenct's to ttlC hnd \\'. This is the position for tIl0 cor. 
t'lJarJey BalkntillC', fl. H'sidcllt in the vicinity for ma.ny years; 

PV!(kllCe o( tho position of the origlllul corller. 

B!1f~ n glHllltt"' SltdW, 10 x \J x I) ins., 10 tns.!n the ground, IlJkd. X. 

it. above grollt)(i, bears N. 34°26' E., 53Y.t lks. dlst., mkd. B-+-O, 
find near the S\\'. cor. 

.. \0 ellll, 7 los. dl"m., bears d. 50H' E., 621ks. dlst., mkd. TIS H26W SZ,5 BT. 

A pille, 4 ill~. dltll1l., benrs 8. 51""36' \V., 4tH lks. Jist., mkd. TIS HZ6\V 828 BT. 

:\. fllult)t:lry," ins. (liam., b(;tifS N. 61'-'60' \V" ~>031ks. dist., l1lkd. 823 BT. 

pwe, oo.k, hickory fwd elmj undergrowth, yuung timber. 

Flull, the wr. of secs. 21 and 25, all tbe E. b(ly. of the Tp. 

O. bVC~jJ' W., Del. sec:!. 2. aud 211. 

O,er ~ently [(,Hing upland, tbrough timber and undergrowth. 

DEl'lCNDENT HE8UHVEY, T. 1 8., R. 20 W. 573 

Chains 
2-3.20 lJruw, COllrse 8. 

25.30 Crest of minor ridge, bears N. awl 8. 20' E.; descend 72 tt. ol'er W. slope. 

40.27 The 7, 8ec. cor. of sees. 24 and 25, Dlarked by a large X chiseled all tbe SW. tace at rough sur· 
faced conglomerate boulder, -1 1 4- x 2 ft. above ground, 

{rom which the remuiIls of tUl orlglnnl bearing tree: 

A post onti stump, 20 illS. dlum., bears N. 02° E., 161ks. dist.; tUls treo W6S Cllt recelltly 
but was pointt.'d out to me liS the old bearing tree. 

Chisel >i on the W. side at tbe X. 

troIll the X 

A pine, {} ins. (Ham., bcnfs N. 407~o E., 130 lks. disL, mk(1. >4 824 BT. 

A post oak, 6 Ins. dium., bears S. 70)10 E., 13U>~ Iks. dlst., Ulkd.~': S~5 BT. 

Raise n mound ot stoDe, 4 tt. base, 2 ft. high, K. of cor. 

S. b8°44' \V., beginning new meaSllrement. 

Over gently rolling land, through H,atterlng timber and undergrowth. 

2.10 Uouse, bears N., LOa eh. dis!. 

4. 70 En tor road right at way curving trom N. to W. 

I!. 12 ! Bridge over Hackberry Creek, 481ks. wide, course 8. 

13.70 Leuve road, curving 8\\'. [rom E, 

15.17 

40.47 

Leave road right of way; ellter field, bears N. and S. 

The cor. of sees. 23, 24, 25, and 25. 

Land, roiling and gently rolllng hJll •. 
Soil, stony clay. 
Timber, 1:;i1l1:, ouk, Ulld hickory; under growth, young Umber and dogwood. 

BelIluilldt.)r of the subdi\isioiltililotes omitted. 

N ()'fE.-On ench mllo ulong the Ilorth boundary of the township) which Is the buse line of 
tbe Fifth Prill. J\ler., Bnd OIl (,Heh mile of tlH' W{st lXHlIldury, IH'W quurtcr~s(lct1on eoro{'!'s of 
IJl~lJinlllm cOlltrol.for the St~ctillI1S uf 'J'. 1 ~" n. ~G \V., Hrc estahl!slwd; the positions uro dder
TlllIwd by proportlUIJHte IlH'HSllH .Wl'llt as 1)8sl'd {;I)OU the representatiolls of the original plat 
The descI iptivo stnti:IlH'nt.s arl' given for two COl'S. . 

'l'}w pOlllt for tho~.i sec. cor. of seo. 4 on tho N. bdy. of tho 'rp. is at proportIonate dlstallce lUI 
!)~!o'i~~! ~?H)n tile origiIlIll pll.l.t Hud fallg in a graJod road which bonrs N. ~go OBI \\'., lind B 

A t the corner point 

Bury 8 sandstone 14 x 10 x 5 IllS .. 12 Ins. under the ground . 

froIll wbich 

An iron post, 3~ ins. long, 2 ins. diuIll.Lset 24 iIl.5. in the ground tor n reference 11lQllurncut 
benTS NOH'1'U, 40 lks. dlst., with russ cnp mkd. HlI1 lV4S and Ull urrow pointing I~ 
the true cor, 

An iron post, :->q ins. long, 2 ius. diaIll., set 241n8. in the ground, for u reference IlWJlUIlWll', 
Lears "OUTH, 40 lks. dlst., with hmss cap mkd. ~ 84 HAl lV4:l and un urrow polnti"" 
to the cor. 

From thi~ eorn~r the standanl corner of secs. 32 and 33, '1'.1 N., H. 2G W .. which Is IUl ir ,n 
p,?st, 2 lnS. dlOlIl" firmly Bet in ground Hnd rnound of stone, with lJrass cnp marked fly.d 
w!llJessed us deseribeclln tbe oJllcinl record, beurs S. 89°0W E., L~V ells. dlst. 

The point for the W. ~ sec. cor. of sec. 31 !a at midpoint IWd on the W. bdy. of the Tp. 
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At tlw Ct;J)lt'f ,"lint 

Bet un lr011 !HJsL :301Ji8 long 2 f 11 ' 
, , ,113, ( UlHo l 26 fns, III tlw ground, with brass cap mkd. 

I~- S ;; I 

1943 

Appendix X 

SPECIMEN 

FIELD NOTES 

IVUNERAL SURVEY NO. 20220 A AND B 

COLORADO 

FIELD NOTES 

OJ<' THE RURVEY 01" TIlE MINING CIJAIM OJ<' 

THE GOLD :MINING COIVIPANY 

I{NO\VN AS THE JIl"l DANDY, PRINCE, AND 

PROTECTOR LODES AND DUlVIP :1\1ILL 

Cottonwood Mining District, Chaffee County 

Pueblo I~and District 

Sections 7, 8, 17, and 18, Township 16 South, Hange 80 West, or the 
Sixth Principal IVIeridian 

Surveyed by H. D. SANDS, Mineral Surveyor, under order dated 
April 9, 19,.15 

Survey commenced May 10,1945; completed May 14, 1945. 

Address of claimant's agent, John Jones, 561 Icoster Building, Deuver, 
Colo. 

Dates of amended locations: Protector lode, Juno 16, 1944; Prince lode, 
Augnst 10, 1944. 

Dates of 10cntiol1s: Jim Dandy lode, July 26, 1932; Dump Mill Site, Allgnst 
10,19·H. 

575 
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.sllne!J No. 20220 .r1 and 13 

'11:1:-, 'lUi \(~y \~U~ mLlde wltlJ u transit :\0, ,with horizontal limb 5.6'; ins. 

dlllIlI., bHVWg t\\{j duuble opposite verniers~ and full Y(;rlical circle 5 ins, dianL, huving one 
douhlt, \'l'rllier; the verniers read to OIle millllte of ure; the eyephwe is equipped with a co]oretl 
.sLade:-'d ill tLe dust :,hutte·r fnr IlHlkillg din:ct olbefviitium; upon the sun, The instrument 

I v, ii~ !ll gU(Jd culldlt!OIl at tile time cf lllt) survey and all ndjllslments were In good {Jrtit!r, 

:\ Il lILil11!1th:3 ill tbis [tK'(lrd Wt;rLJ dl~lerIlljlled by the llldlJod ()f denBctiUI1 angles referred to 

tL,' llll'lldld,n detl'nniu0-d by the [ullu\\ iug oi)ServfltiuD; 

\ldY 10, 1045, at cur. No.1 of the Jim Dandy lode, In latitude 3~o45' !'\ '. and longitude 
j{)(,"~I/ \\- , 1 Illuke a ::'l'l ies oj ~h. altitude observations UPOIl tbe sun for azimuth at approxl· 
111,Jt.-lj l-qllH! tJll!l' illtvn als, thn'e CI.H:lJ witll the teh~sc{)Jle ill direct and reversed IHlsitlol1s, 

! U\I'l1 I \ iog 'IIlI/I.-site limbs ()f the SUll, 8IHI readiug the horizontal Imgle (rom a referenee poillt 

alHillt WI) ft. ::;ollthward SE, to the SUD, 

!\It':lll \lllW of ()bSl~ryution, lOMh merldllUl standard time _Hh15 m ti. Ill. 

jl\'c!ilJlIti(lJ) ut bUll !:It IlleaD tiHW (J{ ObSt'rVdtiUll _17°38' N. 
\!('illi \,lJ:)t:fyed vertical hngle to sun's centur _37 C,17' 
:,ll'nil I\IJltl()lltal angle from rl'lert;IlCU I)(!illt to stUl'::; eelJter~74ClO' S-E. 
'1,1l0 iwarillg tu relerence lluillt -So 8°20' E. 

'11w 111)(',", \'<I'l"e llll'll-.>:'llred \\ ltll a steel tHpe 3()O feet in length, gradunted every 
f,,( t Ii r lUI) fl., !:lJl'l till~ r\~lllUilldl:r at ildcrvrlls of 10 ft.; aud B .*~~. steel tnpe 10 teet in 
!l'IlP tll, gru(iUtlll'd t,l !ct.'t, klltIJS 1'.111.1 hund! cd tlls; both t!l\lt~S were eompared with a . _" __ ~ _ ~ _ ~ 

I ~hlldilld bl the tirne of bC~lllnillg Olt! survey, 8nd f\lund currect. 
, All liJJVS hl1d CI!l]I1Cd!o!;b d tll!t, survey were run by d!IT(:t methods where the lines are 

lH'n',y,jldt~; t1\0 lnllcc{'~~ih!e liUC:i \\\..'10 rim by tru\urS(l lllethod.'l, as shown by the calculation 
~L«l'l::; h:rc\\ llll sU\JJoltlt,,l 

'1 Lc ll1h{!,lld1c declilll111ull otJsefved hI l'Hl:li 0Cl"rll'f (J{ the survey gave 8. uuiforlll value of 
1;,"3()! E. 

Sun'!')! No. £0.820 A 

Jl~I llA;";IlY LODE 

:\ t n r No. I uf th' J JIll DUlldy Itldo, idelltical \\ HIl COL No.1 of tbe Prluco lude of tilis sun'ey. 

~(' 1 n f!! till i t l' :,1 i oj il~, 
(,[ "1 dill' to t(ql, 

to bedruc:kJ surrounded by a mound 
wlJich 

~!! \V" btl) Prin. 1101'., bears i:), 5rJ(l40 1 \V., 
illS. above g:rOUlHi, firmly set, IllH.rkel1 lind 

{'Uj ~u, t Stlr. No, lId I:.? LX, L, I\ldl~, {'iuilllallt hNein, bears S. 49°1ti' \V., 042.7 ft. dist. 

COL 1'.0 :1 hU[, No, lh~17 C. U. D.llide beurs N. 5ho4~' E., 2USA7 ft. dist. 

. \ Yl:!I'J\~ 1d[1(', 14 !ll~ diHlll, Iwafs~, lOclj(}' E., :JS,3 ft. ~1ist., mkd. J D 1-202:20.A 13 T. 

.\ d 101 twt pt'aK, klll)\\ II u:- Hhrren M t., beurs N. hfl v 57' \V. 

l','IJ 2~ 1[1\('1 X, L lode at t\ puint from whiL'h cor. No, 3 ben.l's N 0)°27 1 

L .. 

Jill I lutl'l "1·1 t jJlw·J 1 dur. Nt). 1 ~(,07 ;\11ey Jude at Ii lJuint [1 ,JIll wt.dcb Cor. No.4 bea.rs N. 44°30' E., 
1:; it. dbL 

l)7 11Ild:-C,:l IllH)·1 Frvkclur Jude uf tllis ~urvey. 

576 

579.32 

1,150.19 

1,2:30.73 : 

1,2\)1. 671 
I 

1.600.0 

234.6 

241. 

401. 

535. 9 

SUHVEY NO. 20220 A 577 

wIth Cor. No.2 of tbe Frlnce lode 01 this survey. 

Set a white oak post. 30 In8. long, 5 108. sq., 24 Ins. In the ground, and In a mound of stone 
mkd. J D-2-PIU-2·202;;1J A; from which ' 

\n~~~I;~:d~~hJlI~'~J'b~iI'U~~ci':t, 26 Ins. above the growld, lJears 8. 24°00' E., 10.5 ft. 

Thenee N. 50°2.1' E. 

Intersect Une 3-4 Protector lode of this smvey. 

Intersect line 4-1 Sur. No. 20062 Copper lode at a poInt from which Cor. No.4 bears S. 59°25' 
E., 94.5 ft. <lIst. 

IIHersecl line ]-2 Sur. No. lZ071 lIIaJor lode at a poInt from whlcl! Cor. No.2 bea," 8.11"00' 
E., 101.3 ft. <lIst. 

Inlersect line 3-4 Sur. No. HI557 Alley lode at a point from which Cor. No.4 bean S. 45°30' 
L., 26.3111. dlst. 

Cor. No.3. 

On lille 3-4 Sur. No. ZIJIJ1i2 I 'ul,!!er lode. 

On jlt"llllito twdroek outcrop. even with the goneral stlrfucc, point for Oar. No.3, mkd. X-J 
11-3-Z02ZO A; from which 

Oor. No. 4. Sur, No. 
Oor. No.2 Bur. No. 

Copper Imle bears 8. 34°,15' W., 330.0 ft. dIsI.; Identical with 
:VI ajor lode. 

A silver spruce, IB ins. dlam., lJears N. 40°00' E., 47.0 It. (!ist., mkd. J D 3-ZOZ20 A B T. 

Thence S. 28°50' E. 

Lode Une; dl.,covery poInt bears S. 60°23' Wo, 1,004 ft. dlst. 

Inlersect Une Z';l Sur. No. ]Z071 :-'lllJor lode at a point from which Cor. No.2 bears S. 70°00' 
'1'.,310.45 ft. dlst. 

Intersect line 1-2 Silr. Nu. 1OVlO (Jol(jenlode, claimant herein, at a point from which Cor. No. 
1 bpars S. 47'12' W., 6ZO.U ft. dist. 

Cor. No.4. 

This.comer fal!.3 on a rock slide where fi permanent mOIlument can not be (,stubllshed; {rom thIs 
POlIlt Cor. ;";0. IStIf. No. I09lO Golden lode beurs S. 59'21l' \Y., 601.9 ft. dist. 

Thence S. 50°23' W. 

W.66 A 11~k~1.t ~~,ty[(;~~ fiJ':~!~l~li:.~o:.lder, 20 I 48 Ins., 36 Ins. above ground, for witness Cor. No.4, 

612. n Inters"ct Cor. No.3 Sur. No. 191.21. X. I,. lode estabUshed onUne 0-1 Silr. No. 19910 Golden 
lode Ilt a poInt from wh leh COl". No.1 beIlrs N. 28°33' W., WAG It. dlst. 

1,500.0 Cor. No.1, llnd place 01 beginning. 

PlUNCE LODE 

Beginning at Cor. No.1 of the Prince Lode, Identical wIth Cor. No.1 of the Jim Dandy lode 
of this survey. 

'rhence N. 28°50' W . 

170.28 Intersect llne 3-4 SUf. No. 191421. X. 1,.lod8 at a point from which Cor. NO.4 bears S. 51°27' 
W., 628.57 ft. dist . 

257.05 Lodo lln.; dIscovery point be""s S. 42°25' W., 8i9 It. dlst. 

370.28 Interse"t line 4-1 Sur. No. 10557 Alley lode at a point frOIl! which Cor. No.1 bears S. HoaO' 
W .. 107.58 fl. dist. 

456.67 Intersect Hne 4-1 Protector lode of this snrvey. 

535.9 Cor. No.2, IdentIcal with Cor. No.2 of the JiIll Dandy lode of thIs survey. 

215.3 

'I'h""ce S. 41°58' W. 

Interseot Hne 1-2 Sur. No. !V507 Alley lode at a poInt (roIll which Oor. No.1 bears S. 45°30' 
E., 149.H It. dlst. 

356 Center of road, bears N. 16° W. and 8. 15" E. 



IIUNUAL OF SU]{\'EYING JNSTIWCTIONS 

1,Ov-1 0 I CuJ Nu. J, 

0.;1 

[)o/ 

1, Obi ~ 

1. 

l,:m [) 

.:3d tl :ldd~t fv(;k,:':S l. 10 t 6lns" 18 lll:'>. ill. the ~rolllHl, mkd. PIU-3 20220 A; from which 

A ~l:,,'(:r spruce, 14 itl."l, dhiJU" bel.~r8 N, 10'W/ E., 15,0 ft. dist., mkd. PHI-3·-:.,'U2'LO A B T. 

A yelluw pille, ::,liJ ius. dl:dn" \I(J!II'S 1,",'-O()' E., 2:2,0 ft. dbt" mkd. PHI-3-20ZZO:\. n rr. 

A et,flWf or the \ocafi()ll lJl'~ns ~. 2'5 v
,S()' Vi., 12.5 ft. dlSt. 

rl\bel]C(; S, 2::s'-'.')(}' E. 

1.(1 ;(' lille, dbcon~ry PVil1t be),lr., N. 42 ':';,')' E" {VII ft. dl~L 

j<.'cl line 1 Sur. No. ·iL:::, Idella lodu fit il pnint f!Om which Cor. No.1 bears N. 24.°48' 
, I, !GU; it. 

l\ r ~o. 4. 

od H LI!l5CJ 

111 t l! l~ 
IllS. 
tOJl 

24 ins, long, (3 IllS. ~q., 1t1 Ius. 

('u! ;,,' () 2 ;-\\ll". ;-; \l ·E<2J [dr'll I lode bears N. 0')"50' \V" 157.72 ft. dlst. 

with the gelleral surface, bears 8. 2t)°Q()' E .• 

cuI Ill'r (If tll!: jUCl1tiO!l tJt':1r:- 2;<' :)0' E" 16,t ft, dist 

']'llt:lIC() I"', 43°0U' E, 

hll!Ll bdnk ()( Chalk Crl.;d .. , It) [1.-, wide, couc..;c 8, 47° E. 

l'u! Gu.l Dump !\1tll Slto of thii ~urvey. 

SilL No. 1U11~ L X. L. lode at a pOint from wbieh Cor. No.1 bears S. 51° 27' 

17 BIl,t 18, at a point from wtl!eh tbe cor. of sees. 7,8,17, and 18, 
11l'l'viOllSly (jvscribed. 

l<utry ~o> :.tt'di.. 

11, lit U pOUlt irom which tbe cor. of sees. 7,8,17 and 18, bears 

PUOTECTOU LODE 

Bq';lJ\!:l!l~ til Cur No.1 of the PrLJt~ctor Lode'~" 

A rock ill place, 14 x 5t\ in~ .• lH ins. above ground, mkct. X ·PHO-l-

it. 

'1 J1\. ('\lr ul ;;'1:(3. 7, ts, 17, f111 ... i 18, bt~lirs N 88°1G'E., tHU.l ft. dis!.. 1 previously described 

;"'(h. I of till' Jim Daudy awl tlltJ Frmc(J jolies of tllis survey bears~. 80°19' E.,8:!7.1 

T!H~JlCe N. 42°11' \V. 

40'2.$ Idel1t110de 0.1.- a point from which Cor. No. 4. bears N. 24."481 E., 

Fat 
o(lO 

Goo.O 

HUnVEY NO. 20220 A 

Lo(lo line: discovery point Iwata N. 47°49' E., 73ft. (list. 

Left bank of Chalk Creek, 20 It. whle, course S. 2° E. 

Cor. No.2. 

Set a ~al vnnizcd iron post, 3 fL long, 2 Ins. diam., 24 ins. in the ground, with hr""s cap mk(l. 
PHO-Z-20:!:';O A; frOID which 

Cor. No.4 Sur. No. 40Z:l1dolla lode bears N. 65°29' Eo, wo. 5 ft. dis\, 

Cor. No.2 Sur. No. 201()() Silver lode, claimant herein, bears N. :19°44' E., 381. 5 rt. dist . 

A yellow pine, 12 ins dium., bears N. 20 0 oo' W. , 35.0 ft. (list., mkd. P HO -2 -20220 AWl'. 

A yellow pine, 14 ins. (Ham., bears S. 51 °oo' W. , 22. Oft. dist., mkd. PHO -2-20220 ABT. 

'J'hence N. 47 0 49' E. 

70 Hight bunk of Chalk Creek, 19 ft. Wide, course S. 30° E. 

557.88 Inti'r,,,et lille I -2 Sur. No. 20loo Sliver lode at a point from which Cor. No.2 bears S. 64°25' W. , 
187. \11 ft. di<l. 

525 

13oo .0 

1, bOO.Q 

40 

Hoad, beuCH N. n° W. and S. 22° E. 

A point 5 ft. aoove the hilS" of II granite cllt!, 120 ft. hlgb, facing S. 10' E. , for witness Cor. 
No.3, mkd. X-WC-l'HO-3-2(J22O A. 

Cor. No.3. 

This corller falls at an iuacccssihlc point on the c1lff, described above, where a monument call 
Ilot be established. 

Base of cIltl, bears N. 82° E. and S. bOO W. 

280 .77 Intersect !lne I -2 
W., 1,170. OS fl. 

No. 201()(1 Hilver lode at a point from which Cor. NO.2 bears 8.64°25' 

300.0 Lode line: (liscovcry puint Leurs 8. 4'o·lU'\\'., 1,427 ft. di,t. 

:'42.02 Int ersect 
\\'., v03. 

No. No. 10557 Alley Jode at a point from which Cor. No 2 bears B •• ,°30 

553.3 

(oo.o 

Intersect line 2-3 Jim Dandy lode of this survey. 

Cor. No.4. 

Set a granite stone, 25 x 10 x 0 ins., 16 ins. tn the gronnd, mkd. l'HO -4 ·2Q22O A; from which 

Cor No.4 Sur. No. IUMi' Alley lode bears N. 48'28' E., 513. 36 ft. dist. 

No local bearing objects or bearing trees available. 

Thence S. 47°49' W. 

606.(/4 Intersect the COlllIllon 1100 1-2 JIm Dandy and Prince ludes of this survey, 

889.01 Int("seet Iille 1-2 Sur. Nu. Igli57 Alley lo(te at u point fro III which Cor. No.2 bearn N. 45°3Q' 
W. ,20(l. Of) ft. dist. 

J, OM Road, bears N. 15° W. amI S. J5° E. 

1, 3J 2 JOInt Crsl'('( line I -2 SnL No. 4023 Idell!llode at a point from which Cor. No.1 bears N. 24°48' E. , 
HO.(l:J ft dist. 

1,431.05 Intersect liIw 2-3 Prince lode of this survey. 

1,5(XJ.O Cor. :\0. I, Bml piece of beginning. 
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SWtc{J No, 20220 13 

DlJ1!P MILL SITE 

At (\,r, No I of the Dump Mill Bite, on linG 4-1 Prince lode of this survey, 

ins. diam., 3H illS. stem. in a ('ollCrt;le post, 24 ins.loIlg, 61ns. sq., 151IlS 
sUITotJ!lded by a mound of stOlle, with top mkd. D:r-.fS-·!·-Z0220 B; fron~ 

The eor, of sees, 7, 8,17, and 18, oears N, 36'213' E" 110,3 ft. dlst,; previously described 

'rlJCllOO S. 43c O(Y W 

Ldt bauk of Chalk Orook. 

215 }{oll.d. 

()fxJ. U ('or No.~, un line 4··1 Prince lode of this survey, 

stump, 18 Ins, (lIaw" ;, 11, high, squared to 10xl0 Ius" mkd, DM8 ,2,20220 B; 

A stJ;rlt'i,~B ins. dluIll., 26 inB. bigh, bears S. 80°00' E., 17 l) ft, dIsC, mkd. 

TheBce 8, 47°00' lL 

2'2U Creek,:& ft. wilie, course N. 00° E. 

33{L (1 ('or. No, ~) 

Bet It gr !Hllle 
::.LlIl\' to top, 

III the ground to oed rock, surrounded by. mound 0, 

Nu Jot:al bl'urillfZ objl'cts ur bCHrillg: tree,s f:l.va!luble, 

Thence N, 43c (x), E, 

:HM H,,(td, lJ('llr-; ~ 10° \\'. und S. iO(l E. 

i~:, .' Hl~I,t [muk 01 Cllalk Creek, 23 ft, wide, course S, 30" E. 

h~s. in tl1e grollnd to bedrock, surrounded oy a. mound of 
B; from which 

A ),,,Ilow pille, 161ns diarn" bears N. lD'OO' E" 20,0 ft, dlst" mkd, DMS-I-20Z20 B B T, 

3Jil 0 Cur, N Q. 1, IlJl(l I)lhl'-C or begiuuillg. 

Tlle Dump 1\1111 ~jte eontains 5.00 acres. 

SIil'!'e!l No. 20:!!:!!O A and lJ 

AHEAS 
Acros 
lR,12l) 

0, 
1, 

L 
2, 
2. 
1, 
1, 
(I, 

o llB2 
(I, 
(I 

17, 

(),Il.'iO 
3. ~58 
3,744 
3,694 

~ ..• SUHVI~Y NO, 20220 A AND B 

Sur, No, ]\)557 Alll'Y 
Total artis, Ilfotector 

An~a in eontlitt 
Bur, No. 4\123 Idella lodp __ ......................................................... . 
Sur, No. IlJ5.'\? Alli'Y jf)r\(' ~~,~~~ __ ~_"~~~ .. ~_~~"~~ffMff~_~ __ ~_~~ __ ........ H~ .. ~~~~~~~~w~ _~~~~ 
Sur, No. 20100 SIlver lod(! ~~_~~~~~~._~~~~~~~W"M~ ____ ~~ .. ~H~_~ ___ ~~_~ .. H~~~~.H~~~. ~~_ 
.lim Dandy lodeo(tld:)tlurvoy_, ... ____ ~_~~_~ ____ .~_~~ ___ ~ _ .. _~. ________ . ____ ~._._ 
.J 1m Dundy loti'> of tlllS S\lrvey. exclusive of its connlet wlth Sur. No, H)[)57 A Hey lodf'. 
Pr!nceiode 0f thj~ survpy __ .~ .. _~ .... _.,_~ .... 
Pr!!lCt: lode of t ltL~ 

(1) Sur. No. 
(2) ~tlr. No, 
(:l) SillS, :--:0', 

Total !1rell, Dump 

THAc'r :\ 

581 

0,57.1 
20 Gill 

:1, 
4, 
;" 
0, liSt 
O,IHIIl 
O,\\;ln 

0, il2K 
(J, :1'1~ 
n, T,,'{) 

'\,IXXI 

'J'lJllf \lOrtJOIl oC Sur. No. HIHIU Ooldellloi.1e In c()IlfHcL with JIm DUIHly lode oC Ud~ :mrvcy, 
CXcllldo{ by :>uid Uoldt,'lllode III favor urn JocalloJ) now nbulldollCd/is bounded and d('s('r!l)f~d 
us [ullo\\!j; 

lkginulng nt Cor. No.4 Jiw Dandy l<;dc·-
TtH'ncc N. '21';°bO ' \Y., 1:n.,1 fl .. {nlln£: 1-2 Ooldonlode; 
Th(HlC"'e fl, .J7°J2' "T., :.rnUI ft., to Ii point Oil sarno lIno!' 
'I'hence N. 71}(lOO' g., Z:17.fl fL., to Hun 4~1 .JIm Dundy ode; 
Tilt'llce N, 5{)0:2J1 Ie" 4:.!.O ft., LO pIneo of begiunlng, 

rrract A contains OA50 acrCS. 
LOCATION 

This SurVI'Y Is located in the Sll: H sec. 7, BW H Scc. 8, NW H Sec, 17, and NE ~, sec. 18, 
of T, 168., R. 80 W" or the ,Ixth prirwipal meridian, 

The 81lrVl'y of tll{' Jilll J)uIldy find Pro((;ctor lodes and the ])ump :&fJl! Slit, is identical wIth 
tho fCSj)cl'tJyO location or Ilillunded location u.s marked on tile groul1{L The tile 
Prill('l~ JOeli' is wholly within! he nnl('flilt:d loeation as mnrlied Oil the I!,rolllld~ I 
and 2 are Identical with curriers of tlt(; iucat Ion; ('ors. Nos, 3 and ,1 differ to the extent 
shown, 

EXI'E:-.iJ)]'l'URES 

Tilt> improvcm(tlltt:! lilld the value of the labor and improvements mude upon or (or the 
benrtlt of eaoh of tho lode locations emhraced in said millIng claim hy the claimant or its 
grantors llfe as follows: 

No.1. 'I'he discovery cut of tho JJ1ll J)llllriy 10(10, the [uee of whlc:h being tlio dis(ov{'r~ point! 18 au 
t111' lode JirlP 4\.Hl fL from a !Joint on line 1 .. 2, 301.2 ft. (rom Cor. ~o. 1; 1~ fL wk,e, If) (t, flwo, 
runs ~. bOI;;2'..), E., ;W ft. to {net' nnd !J(lrtnl of tuunel 5 x 7 (I. In size, funnlllg ~~. 50° E., ~ (L 
to IIreusl; !1t hrNlst is a winze b x: 5 fL, :20 rt. doep; tunnel uud winze timbered. 

Value of ('ut, lunnel uud WInze, $350. 

No.2. A t!l!lI1\~1 {) x 7 ft. in sit.e, the portHI of whiclJ benrs N. 70°57' R., ;373,5 ft., froUl eer. [\0, 2 Jim 
DaDdy lud/',llnd runs N. 51°0::f E" H8ft., thenee N, 31°45' E" 17.bft" thellce N, 50°31' E" 
4U fl. to tlrOllst; partly caved 

VIlIlW, $2,;JOO, 

No. a. A trcrwll, tIl(' weHt end ot which t>j~l\r$ ~. 38°121 E., 3U5 it" (rom Cor. No. 111m Dandy lode; 4 
ft. wide, g ft. deep, running N, 48' E" 40 ft, 

No. 1. 

No,2, 

No, 1, 

Vnluo, $125 

The dl'lcovery ('ut of tho PrllIce lode, the f!l.ee of which being the dlseoyrry pOint, hi on the lode 
Iino 8~O ft., g, 42'25' W .. from tho cenkr of line 1-2; fi ft wide, 13 ft. foco; running N, 42'25' 
E., 20 (L to f!wl', 

Vallie, $IIlO, 
A shaftJ tUe ceuter of wtlloh ueurb N. '20°42' E .. 450ft., from Cor. No . .( Prince lode; 4. x 7 ft., 3 

ft deep, 
Vl\lue, $130. 

T}Je disco\ cry stl!lft of the Protector lode, Uw center of which bclug the dIscovery poJnt, iR on 
tho Cf\llter Jino 73 ft. from the center of lille 1-2; {} I 8 Ct., IS fL deep, pll.rtly timbered. 

Vulue, $200, 

An interest in u comlUOll jmprOVt.'IIlcllt delicribed as follows: 

A tunnel 0 x 7 ft. in sizp., the portal of which bems S, 34°0(Y \V" 668ft., (rom Cor. No. I Prince 
lodf'; funnIng N. :1°30' E., 2aOft., to Stu. 1; thoIlCO N. 2:3°30' E., 280(1., to pt. A, und ;350ft., 
to Stll, 2; tlience N. 7"4,\' E" lV ft" to pI, n, lilll ft" to Jll, C, and 210 ft .. to breast 111 dnt" of 
gurveY. At pt. A. a drift 5 x 7 ft. in size, runs N, 74.°30' E" 55.0 ft. to ureust., At Pl. H, Ii 
drift 5 11ft. In size, rnns :--.r. 58<) E., 70.8 ft. to brull.st find foot of fuise [) x [) ft., 11l ft. high, 
At pL C 18 tbe beginning of Il ,tope, 70 ft, long, 4 fL wid", Ilnd averaging 30ft, in l>cigliL 

Value of tnnnt'1. drifts, rHlse, Htld ,topt', $14,200. 
Value of one'{liglltlJ Interest, $1,775, 



MANUAL ell" bUHVlCYING INbTHUC'I'lON8 

TIlt' !'511riace rbps rapidly to the north fiud elist frolll I HJrtnl of the iuunel and the extensioo 
most jJmetical and economical means jn with latr:rnls, a!1ords 

common 
!Il its 

{O o( tLe 

tLe at dl;ptll. 
ill tlJi;; ill1prOVeIIll'llt in sueh h mallIler u.s 
subseqlJellt to its locution and to the tiIlW 

prevHllcd; tlwreCorc fiD lllldlvldcd one~ 
1.1( <,al\1 lodps hud H likf: illtcfl'::.l nppor~ 

TLe rirc:t ll),) rt o( 
:t!llll1<jlvldl:d 

1\1~110 (l(i!dMllode, 

No. 19142 I. X. L. lode. 
Wfl.B credited to Sur. No. 

\ fllllldividt·d one-fifth tutNe,:;t ill the tirst 510 ft., valued at $1,520, was credited to Sur. No. 
:-}!1 VN lollf'. 

A 
fUll'! 

A 
JIIn 

!i.':l above stall'o, no portion of or IntNest in this improveIlluot lJas been credited 
as pbtent elpOl]{jiture to fiLly lode e1l1!w, 

OTllE it D!PHOV E~.I E>IT:l 

tlle face ot which beaLS S. 17°42' 'V" 402 ft., from Cor, No, 2 Prince lode; 
to ]nt. face. 

10 ft. deep, the conter of whICh tlcnfS ~,37°17' E., 318 ft., froll1 Cor, No 1 

ore hi!!, 14 x 2() ft.. :{ ft. d{-ep, the north corner of which bears 8, 3u OO.l W., 210 ft., 
No.1 llump Mill Site; the long silles bear N. 20° W. 

herein, 

A [ntllltl compressor !lollse and shop, the NE. Curl1d of which hears 8. 25°00' E., BOfL, froIu 
('or. No. I Dump ~!i11 Site; 16 x 30 ft. In size; the long oides bear N. ~5° W. 

ClaImant h~rein, 

the NE. CGrner of 
siw; the long sides 

;;. 50'00' W., 690 ft. from Cor. No.1 
W. 

of wluclll!l;itf"s 3°001 \V" 15:-\ fl., from Cor. No.1 Dump l\fill SHe; 
wlllo and:lU rt. bearing N. bOO E, 

O'l'llEH COHNEH DESCHlI"l'IONB AND 8UI'PLE?lmNl'AL DATA 

Nos. 1 tlnd '2 are gruulto stolles, firmly ::wt ami properly 
as Hpproyed. 

--HuItl t'X1J1B!n tl.llY allowttble dbagrecml:ut with the lecation certificate, and show 

l"lgLD A~SI8TANTd 

Na"'e Capacity 

SUHVlliY NO. 20220 A AND B 583 

()EHTIFICATI~ OF SUHVEYOH 

I, ••.••••.•.•.•....••••••................. , Mineml Sl!I\,cyor, hereby certify upon honor that in pur· 
suance of an ortler recei\'ed from the ..................... at ." .......... __ ................ . 
dated ...............•........ I buye fultbfulJy and correctly executed the 8mvey of the ruining cleim of 
______ ~ _" _. _____ ~~~ ~~~~ ......... ,,~~ ...... ~~~~. ___________ • _~. ~ ____ ~ _~ _____ .. __ ~ ____ .. ~.,._w .... ~ .. W~8_~~~ .... ~ .... ~ .~~~ ....... ~, 

known a.s the ~~~~ _~8~~_~""~~~ __ ~ __ .......... ~~ .. ~ _ ~ ~ ____ •• ~. _. __ ~~ ~ ~ _____ ~ __ ~ ~ ~ _~"_W~~M~_,,_~_w_~Me_w" __ "*_""""_1 

(lode, placer, or ruiJI8itc) 
:iituute in _~w __ ~_*~_w.~.~~~~ _______________ .~w_~~~ ___ ~ _______ ~~~_I '1\ ~~_~~~~",~ ____ ._"I It. ~ ..... _.~~~ .. __ ~_~_ 

................................ 1IJcdrlian, ................................ , and dosignated as Survey No. 
(8tate) 

.. ...................... , wbich iH represouted In the foregoing tleld nolos as having bC{ln executed by me 
and under my direction. and tbat said survey has hecm made in slrlct conformity wltb ,,,Id ordcr, tho 
Mallunl of InsLrue!ions for tho Survey of the PublJc Lands of the United States! uIlI!!n the I:!poclHc mlHUJ,~r 
described in tbe [orugoing fiold Hates, aud I do furlber certify tbat tbe hillor expondcd and imprOVements 
made upon or for the benetlt of the _ .. __ ~ _"" ___ ... _ .. ___ ~ .... _", _ ."locatlon" ~ embraced In tho snjd millin!!, 

or placer) 
claim by claimant-. or _ .• _____ granton-! nrc fully stnted In my report therein, and that the cha.racter, ex· 
tent, locution, nnd Itondzed vulue theroof nro spedl1l'd thert'in with \Jfu(!cu!urlty amI full dutnJl, awl thar 
no portioIJ uf, or interest in, saiLllabor Hlhl impron:mt:llts so crcctlte(l to this claim has ueen includc(1 jll tilt' 

estimate of OlpcIHllture.s upon any other cluim, 

(Place) 

(Date) 

CEH'I'H'ICATE OF APPROVAL 

(Oinco) 

(Place) (Date) 
1'be foregoing field tioles of lllinerul survey No. _________ ~ ~ _, in _ .. ~~~~~ _____ ~_~~ __ ~ __ ~ __ w _____ , '1\ 

H.. ••••••.• , ..•••••••. Mer., executed by ....••••••••..•...••.••••••••. , Mmoml Sur, 

veyor, under order duted ., ha ving been critically examined and the ncecssary cor 
reetions lIlade prior to their eertltlelltlon by the sur\,eyor. the sale! Delt! notes and tho sur vel' thl,rciu described 
arc horeby approved. • ..................................... .. 

CEHTIl<'lCATE OF 'l'HANSCIUPT 

1 certify that the foregoing trnnscrlpt of flclu nutt'~ of tbe above descril)cd mineral survey No. _ ................. ___ ~I 
is a true copy of the original field notes ou Jlle in thu public survey ollieo . 

.. ··············(Tiiiey················· 

(NOTE.-']'O bo attHuhed to the claimant" copy of tile Hold notes only ill ease tberocord showsexpoml1tures 
eQual or ele<lod ~500.) 

CER'I'IFICATE FOn PA'I'EN'l' APPLICATION ON MINEHAL SURVEY NO .•••••• "" .. ' 
(State) 

·······(pi,;,;;i······ 
1 hereby cert!fy tilfit the recurd of m11wruJ survey No. __ _ ______ , on tllo 1n this otUoo, furnishes such 

un tlCCtlrutu description of sald mining cl tl.J III as will, if i[l()ol'porutod Into u patent, servo fully to Identify 1.11,· 
premise::!, ulld t.hat stleLl rdt'reucus ure made tlWH'ill 10 flatural object::! or permu.uout monuments fiB would 
perpetuate or fix tile locus tbereol, ntH! 1 fnrther ccrtify that ttJe reeon! sho'ws $500 worth of labor has beef) 
expended for illlprovements llJ!()ll. or for the benetIt of, eucil of the IOllo locutions cmbmcell In sald llliJlln~ 
daim by the cht.!ll1!lnt~ or _. __ .. ____ g:rtul.tor~, Hwl that no portion of, or interest in, s(dd labor or Im-
provements hu.'l becllincludt'o in the estimate of expenditures llPon Gny other clu.lm. 

················(1:;iti;i··· .. ············ 
(NOTE.-'I'he copies of the location certificates w1l1 be utta~bed to the returns tolJowing this page.) 
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J\h;MOllANDUM.-"Subdivisions of a subject are indented on i.]Hl left Illltrgin and 
the principal s\lbject is repeated when the subdivision extends to a new page. 
itxpianatory notes are shown in iUliics. 

Scction 

Accessories to corner 1ll0Illllllen ts _ _ _ _ _ _____ " 2·10 
Arrangement anc! lllhrking. (Bee index, Rach ciaos of cornus.) 
Bearing obJects_____ ________________ __________ ___ __________ 310 

:\larking 'mme ______________________ ._._ .____ ____ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ 323 

Bearillg tree". (Bee index, iJemin(lirees.)____________________ __ :llD 
:\ larking tl[Illl\). (Bee index, Each claS8 of comers.)" __ "" _ _ _ _ _ :l20 
Priuciples to be olJ>iened in selection and in idenUticatiolL ___ :l21,322 

Field-note [(;con\. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 311), 323, 32,1, 325, ;12(\, :l2\J 
Furnbh evidence of true [losi liuu uf comer i preferred clasbe,; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ;31 G 
l\lemorials (deposits) _________________________________________ 32.5, a:27 
l\lounc! ofsLune ______________________ ___________ _____ ____ 32(\ 

Omitted uuder certain conditions: marked stOlle (h~pusit or other 
memori!d to be supplied """ ____ ""________________ 327 

Pits: clmf!tcleristics; favumhl(; couditions essentiaL_" _____________ "" ;)28 
Specifieations___ _ ________________ " :120 

Special accc:;.'iOrics req uired under certain conditions _____ 317, 32·1, 325, :.\27 
Witness corners_____________________________________ _________ :118 

Accrction________ ________________________________________________ 520 

Administration and laws_________________ _ _ ______________________ 6 

Current practice indexed by reference to section number Revised Statvte8; 
the references cite the codificatwn of the Public Land Laws: 

Section -l53: Duties of direcLor. 
Section 2,j 78: Power of director to make regulatiuns. 
Section 23\J5: Hules of Burvey: (1) township bOllndaries (j miles 

apart, Oil cardinal cOlll'ses; (2) lllarks at township corners, lind 
at l-mile intervab OIl iJoundaries: (3) sulxlivisioll of townships 
into sections; (4) lllllrking of bearing trees and record thereof: 
(5) regula.r and fmctional sectiolls; (6) marking lines through 
timber, llnd unit of meaS1ll'ellleIlt: (7) description of topography, 
and cla:;:;ificaUon of lall'i.-;; (8) field notes and plats of surveys. 

Section 23\l(i: Boundaries and contents of public lands, how 
asccrLailled: (1) all eSlablished corners fixed in position, 
and rule for plaeing ullmarked quarter-section corners; (2) all 
established lines fixed in position, and rule for locatioll of sub
division-of-seeLion lines; oillcial lengths of lines to be employed 
[U; returned; (3) oilicial areas to be employed as ret.urned, and 
similarly for aliquot part.s. 

Section 2397: Lines of division of half-quarter sections, how run. 
Section 2·17(): Beds of llu.vigable rivers not subject to survey. 
:;>ecLion 240G: Extension of puhlic surveys over mineral lands; 

subdivLiion of quarter sectiuns by local surveyors. 
::lcction 2223: Survey of pri vate land claims when confirmed. 
::JecLiou 2·112: Penalty for interrupting surveys; superseded by Act 

of Mar. 4, 190\J. 
Section 2413. Protection of surveyors by marshall of district. 
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Section 

Adillil,i,lralioll and lawe, l\)OS to HHIi, inclu,ivc __________ 7 
('urrcIII )d<ldice indexed II!! rejerellce to the United St,Lla Statutes at 

I.MY" 
~\ • ., :-ilat., il17: l'lIl'chase of metal lJlonUJllents. 
35 :::Jlllt, 11l\19, ""c. 57: PClHdly fur the destructioll of survey 

rUOIl\llllCllt~, 

:lS ;-ilal., KIf,: H""llrvey of puillic lllllds. 
.lU :C:lltt., \il\'): whl,re needed, and re,;urvey of privately owned 

ial,ris IJII<ic:r ccrudn eonditiulls. 
:It\ :-ilai., 70:1, 7·10: Selectioll of tiurveyors . 
. 1;) Slll1., 11·11: Adminititmlioll, etc., tmWiferred to field ourveying 

,,,'rvle,), 1\l~5 to HHn, Inel.; C\iseCJntinuer\ July ]tl, HHf\. 
.14 SIal .. , \l72: Field notes, etc., of surveys, lIlay be turned over to 

the Stllll',S. 
Hv direcliull of lhe Secretary: Bureau of l.and l\!anagelllent 

'sllPl'rbe<il'" the (;uueral Lauet Ol!ice, July Hi, 10,lt). 
AdlltlIIICilruLiu'll, early laws, and citation of a\ltllOritie~ _________ .App. r, G 

FOrll/or practice Inde.red 01/ referulee to sn;llon Hum/,eI', Revised Statutes: 
::'icc. 22()7: ~urveyor8 Uenemi, how Hud where appointe(l. 
:'Occ. :22lK: Trall~ftJr of pap"rs and dbcontilluance of otIiee in case 

of cOlllpl"ll;d surveys. 
bee. 221\): l)evolutioll of powers UpOll COllllllbsioller in case of 

di:lcontillllHIlce. 
b"e. 2220: Free lieGes" to public records deliv(,red to States, and 

2221: conditioll of such delivery. 
Adlllb"iun of bliltes into the Uuioll_.. ___________________________ - 10 
:\"rial pilUlugl'llphs, [I'll' deriving map feallll'l's __ .. ________________ 462(8),614 
Aliquot pHns of sections, legal subdivi.siuns_. _. _________________ -- 8, ]61 

All,l\\uJ,i" liulits. (~ce index, Hcctanflular limits) ___ ------ 162, ]7<1, 2il4 
ilt-raliun of Illar!;" Oll exteriur mOIllllltelliS frolll maxi\lm to minimum 

contrul ullliur certaiu cOlJditioI1:-3 1 or vice ver:3fl. 157, 
150, 1G2, ] [j~l, HH, Hi8, 1 no, 171, 172, 188 

225 
All ,:1'a I iull (11' rCCllllO( rtlcLioIl of corner mOll UllWllts; regard for original 

I(li:a IiOll, lieid .. uut e recurd _" .. _ - - .. - - - .. - . 238 
,\lllLutil: "\),,l'rva(iOll of tlw S\In for azimulh; a>iaptalinfl of rn()lhod~ to the 

ollrveyillg pnwlice; inoll'lllllelll.ai sjwcillt:at.ions; series re-
'llJir"d tiJ guard agl\lI\,L crrul' .. _ .. ___ .. ___ .. _________ - 100 

Fq(titlillli:i .. _ .... ____ .. ___ . _____ .. ______ -- ________ 102,103,10·1 

idrothod 1'1llplo\·GlL .. _ .. __ .. ___ .. __________ - ----- ------------ 101 
Ol),s"ryillg program, lI1orning __________________ ----- -------- 10ii 

bI1l1)[:, aft(;rnO()1l _ .. ______ .. ___ .. _____ ---------------- lOG 
Teellllique of tire ol):'ervillg ____ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. __ .. ______ ----------- l07 

EXillllpk, oun in north d,eciinaliull; form of ["cord; specimen 
f,1f'1ll uf reduclioll for azimut.h; one for time... -_________ J08 

tiaIlli:, alterllalc furms of fL'ducliun for azinltlllL _________ · IOU, 110 

~HIlW, identical datil; allernaLe form of redlll:tion for time _ .. 11 J 
ExalIlpir::, S\lll iu souLh d(;~linatiull; form of record; specimen 

form of reduction for azimuLh; Oll<: for Ome _________ App. II, 108 
Salll(;, altelllLlte forIll., of reduction for azimuUL_ App, IJ, 1O\l, 110 
Same, identical data; alternate form of reduction for 

time _______________________________________ ApI'. II, III 

iNDEX 587 
Sectloll 

Angle points ill geIwmL ..... __ __ _ _____ .. ______ .. __________ 230 
Arrangement and markiug of l'eC(:~~'lril's _____ ...... ______________ 31(\, <H5 (8) 
COllllceting lines_______ _ __ ___________________________ 452 

Elimination of parts of sectiolls__________________________________ 407 
Gmnt bouJldaries___ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 38] 
Marks on iron ]losts ______________________________________ 270,445 (7) 
Meles-and-bounds surveys _________ .. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 472 
Nonriparian meander lines .. ____ .. _ .. _________________________ 380,515 
Heplacing section and other original co;·uers _____________________ )(l3, ,133 
Trtlct surveys ___ . ______________________________________ ,lilS, 4:15 (I) 

TOWlli:ihip exleriors .. ___ _ __ _____________ 37[) 

Arrangement and marking of COflwr accessories, and marking of corner 
monumellts. (See index, Huch class of corners.) 

Artificial lakes amI reservoirs will be located but llot segregated _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2:32 
Auxiliary eorrcetion linGs____ ____ ________________________________ B5 
Auxiliary guide mcridians__________________ _______________________ 1,18 
Auxiliary meander corncl'H .. ____ _ __ _ _____ .. ____________________ 2:32,233 

Arrangement ane! marking of ilcl-,"iHoriciL _________________________ 34·1 
Marks 011 iroll pO~(.8 .... _ _ _ .. ___ .. ______________ ~____________ 277 
Marks on stone mOllumellt~_ ___________________________________ 20G 
Marks on (.['ee monumcnts_ .. ____________________________________ 815 

Auxiliary standard parallels_ .. _______ _ __________ ___ ______________ 145 

Azimuth by Polaris at any hour angle; record required ill field notes of 
observation for time ______ _ 91 

Equation; table of azimuths at any hour tl.ngIe____________________ 02 

Example in the use of the equatioll and the table in the Ephemeris, 
hour anglo less than UOo.. . ... _ .. ____________________________ 03 

Sallle, holl!' angle exceeding DOo .. ___________________________ 94, 

Latitude reduction, vertical angle krlOWlL________________________ 05 
Exampl(L _ _ _ ______________ .. _ _ _ __ _ ___ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ 08 

Methods ernployecL __________________________________ '________ OG 

Observiug program "a"; example; form of record__________________ 07 
Observing program "b"; examples; form of record .. ________________ 08 
Polaris at sunset 01' sullfise ____ .. ________________________________ 00 

Azimuth by Polaris at elongation; equation; exalllple___________________ 84 
l\Iethods employed, walch corrl'CliOll knoWll______________________ 8G 

ObservlIlg program "a"; example; [Drill of recorcl______________ 87 
Observing program" b"; example; form of record_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1:)8 

Method umployed, waLeh corn;eUon \JllkllOWll; obtierving program 
"e"; example ______ ._ .. _ .. ________________________________ 80,00 

Table of azimuths at clollgnUoll_________________________________ 85 
Azimuth by the solar transit.. ______________________________________ 77 

Design of instrlllnenL__________________________________________ 78 
Instrumental adjustmellts ___________________________ 79, App. II, 41, 70 

Tests, and example; form of record______________________________ 81 
Use of instrument- _______ .. _______________________ .. ______ 80 

Azimuth errors due to ullcertainty in oeclinatioll or latitude; explanation, 
Table 22, Standard Field Tables; example ____ .. .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 83 

Base line, method of survey, accumey required .... _---- ___________ 141,142,143 
Standard quarter-section, section, aud township corners _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 14:3 

Bearing obiects ______ .. _ _ _______________________________________ 319 
Marks and field-note record ___________________________________ 823,824 
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iIlll"x, 81lUdivision of a 
_____________ 216,224 

___________ 132,13:3 

5x8 'U- '-dir;wllsion treated as 20.00 chs ________ _ 
Arcul:l

j 
lotb,1101 leI ., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ [)RD 

Example- - - " - . - - - t 1 .)() ()Ochs 584, 586, 587, 51:\1:\ 
I I t one dimension t rea c( as ~ . -

Area", reclllllgll ar () s, . __ ' __ 585, iix9 

EXH III pies: - -.. - - - -, ,- - -. ~,:('. 118 -co-I:t;dning mcander courses 
Arl;IlS witllin Irregular sectIOnS, bee !O _______ .592,593 

or IirokellUO\lndary !ines- ______ ----- ------ -------- 5q,j 5115 
Examples_ - .. - - ------- --~--~-- -I~;--------------- ., 590 

Are",', within sectiOllS having only onc Blde lfregu I - - --------======= 5\11 

EXHlllpitl - - - - - - - -I ld ;)~)::ti;I~~ by total 
Latitllde,; and dep/lfllll'ml, balancillg t.\10 C osure, ai, ."17,1 593 - ________ ~_ I 

\atilll,\es and dtlpfU'lures--------- 50,1,505 
Examples- ------ --.-. ------------------------------ 62\),661 

Etlvilled lueaa shown in certain canes_ - - - - - -- - --- - - - -- - - - -- - -----

INDEX 58!) 

Beclioo 

Convergency of meridians; corrections in clowre to be applled; equation; 
example _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J 29 

Angle of convergency; computation of offset from the tangent to the 
parallel;explanatioll, Table 11, St.andard Field Tal)l()s_____________ J30 

Clo:;ure, townshipexteriors_________ _____________________ ______ 174 

Corners along irregular IJoll1Hlaries: 
Arrangement and marldng of acc~ssories _____ ______ _____________ 840, 347 
1\Iarksonironposts _______________ , _____________________ 27\),280 
;\! i Ie cor ners _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ <172 

Comors in roaclways__________ ___ __________________________ ______ 250 

Corners of two sections, method of establishmenL ___________________ 189, 225 
Correction lines. (See index, Standard para/Ids.) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J 44 
Definitions, or usage of terl/ls reilliinglo the public land 81IrVI!),S: 

Accretioll___ __________ _______________ __ ________ 520 
Aliquot parts of a sectioll ____________________________________ 8, Jo] 
Angle JloinL ___________________ '___________ _____ __ 230 
Arpent_ __ ____ _____ .. ______________________ Ap». II, 15 
Azimuth, forward azimuth, back azillluth _______________________ 55,124 
Base line _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 143 
Bearing objocL _______________________________________ 310, ;{10 
Bearing tree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3 It), :ll 0 
Blaze____________________ ______ _________ __ ______ ___ 235 

Cadastral survey_____ _ .. ______ ._________ 1 
Clwin, link, pole, ane! rod_ _ ______ .. _____________ 15, Al'P. II, 15 
Chord ____ .. ______________ .. _____________________ ]24 
Closing oorl1or_________ __ ____ __ ______ __ _________________ 8 
Corner _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 34 I) 

Correction line_______________ _ ________ . ____________ 8, HA 
CurvaLure_____ _ _______________ -_________________________ 124 

Dependent resurycy __________________________________ 31)9, '100, 4()\l 
Douhle meridian distance_________ . _____________ -_________ 5\)3 
Double proportionate rncaSllre!ll('llL ____ _____ ___ ______________ 3(\5 
Error of closllre, limit, and tolenlllcc_ _____________ ___ __________ 234 
Existent. corneL____ ______ _ __ . __________ .. _____ .__________ 350 
Falling___ ______________ _____ ____________________ 154 
Field notes______ _ ___ _ _ '__ __________ ___ ________ 5H 

Field !lot es, trallscribed _ _ _ _ _ _. 
Field tablets ____ __ 
Guide meridian _____________ _ 
Ilack ____________________ _ 

Hour angle ____ ~ __ _ 

Independent J'(,Sllrvey __ 
III dex error (ill~trllll1ellt iiI) ____ _ 
lnitial poink ______________ _ 
Latitudinal CtlrVC ___________ _ 
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146 

________ ______________ 235 
_______ ________________ 00 

_________________ 30\), 4()1, 428 

Li II e t fee _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______________________________ _ 

4tl 
138 
372 
235 
7()0 

069 

Location mOIlumellL _____________________________________ _ 
Lode claim _________________ . ____________________________ _ 

Lost corneL_ ___ ___ ________ _________________ ____________ 300 
";'vr" find liP" far'tors_____ __ ____________________ _ _ ____ 13:l 
l'-.lagllelic deeliliatiofL __________________________________ 40, App. n, 40 
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Drafting;, relatin(J /0 cons/rllrlion ((f plats: 
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FlCld-note re~ord, requirements ____________ .1-15, '147, 452, 458, 45\1, 1157 
General reqmrementsi field-llote titles_________ ______________ 458 

Limiting boundaries resurveyed by dependent method_____ _ _ _ _ _ 42\1, 

430, 4~12, 454 
Lot numbers; Ilew lottings_ - _________________ 455,456, G5'i, G55, (i56 
Marks on monuments of limiting boundaries _______________ .j;l:l 458 
Memorandum on plats - - - - _ - _____________ 448, 449, 450, 460, ' G63 
Metes-nnd-bounds survey of nOll conformable valid claims' , 

amendment of entry; conflicting tracts; limiting bounciarielii 
monumentation; IlIz1.1b<Jring; unaccepted locations_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 426, 

444, 445, 416, 454 457 
Monuments of original survey; connecting lines and field-Bote ' 

record; removal of useless monuments______________________ 459 
New subdivisioIl of the public lands ________________ -128,453,454,458 

Order of procedure__________________________ 436, '15:1, 45-1, '157, 458 
Plats to show valid claims; exceptions; memorandulll on plats__ 448, 

, , 449,450,645,G58 
SegregatIOn of appropriated subdiVisions, and control; status 

diagrams - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ '13.1, '135, 437, 438, ,HO, 446 
Vacant parcels of public land; exeeptions; isolatod tracts; mOll\!-

, m~ntation_ - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - __ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 457, 458 
JurisdlCtlOn over patented lands, public lands ________ 8, 370, 386, 387, 388, 

390, 391, 401, 402, 408, 426, 428, 437, 646 
Lot numbers, newly created sections, to avoid duplication__________ 456 
Plat of resurvey supersedes original as an exhibit of conditions_ 5{l5 M5 646 
PrinCipal methods; titles _________ , _______________ 39G, 400, 401: 402: 403 
Protection of bona fide rights of claimants_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3\H, 

402,426,428,437,440,441,446,646 
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Dubdivibion of sections by survey, general rules ______________________ 202,2lU 

Ceuter lines of sections; rule for fixing position of unmarked quarter-
seution corners _________ . ___________ - - - -- -- - - -- -- - - - ----- -- - -. 205 

Same rule for adoption of mean course between section bound-
ari~s or parallel to governing boundary of fractional sections_ - 206 

Center Jine~ of quarter sllctions; rule for plaoing sixteenth-seotion 
corners ___________________ ---------------------------------- 22°078 

Same fractional quarter sections_ - - - ----.- -----------.------
Control fr~m points on section boundaries is essential______________ 203 
Lines to be surveyed, if required, will be noted in speoial in.structions. - 463 
Order of procedure ___________________ -- _- - -- - ----- -- - -- ---- - -- 204 
Proportionate measurements required _________________________ - 209,210 

Subdivision of sections by survey, unusual oases_ ______________________ 463 
Center quartel'-8ection corner_ __________________________________ 468 

Changes ill water level, meandered lakes and streams_ -------,.----- 471 
"'r() ,ion and accretion mell.Udered lakes Il.Ud streIl.U1S ____ ---_------- 471 
"~ ~, 469 
Field-note record -.-,. - -,. ---------------- - - - -- - -- -- - ._. ----- -,..-
Indian allotment aurveys ______________ ----------------------- 463! 470 
Lottings, very old surveys _______________________________ --- ___ • 464 
Marking of corners ________________________________ ---_________ 467 

MetJlOds where normal practice appear~ inapplicable ________ ,.______ 465 
N onconformable areas ___________________ - -- .-- - ---------------- 466 
United States as the riparian proprietor ____________________ ------ ,529 

Subdivision of sections, control provided; lines when required are usually 
rUll by local surveyors- ________________ - -: -- - ---- - - --~ - - - - - - - -- 193,210 

Local authorities have jurisdiction over dISputes regarding work per-
195 formed by local surveyors ___________________________________ _ 

Parts of sections are related as shown by official plat _____________ 194,210 
Substitutions for regulation monument restricted ________________ 239,242,244 
Summary of data and objects to be noted in field-note record___________ 236 

Specimen field notes_ _ __________________ - - - -- - - - - -- ----- --- - 558, 559 
Sun's declination, determination by computation, by diagramj examples__ 54 
Supplemental plats _________________________ - _____ - - - - --------- - - - - 6:5 

Additional field work if required _______________________________ 631,6u5 
Apportionment of areas ________________________ ------- - - - --- - - - 6·t2 

Authority for and purpoae~-------------------------- 627,631,664, 6t15 
Cerlillc!l.tes_ -' ___________________________ -- ----- --- -- -- - - 625, 631, 632 
Correlat.ion with original plat _________________________________ 627, ~;8 

Definition- __ .. _______________________ ------ ------ --- --------- - 5 
Revised lotlings created ____________________________ -------- 626 

Detail of diructioIlS and lengths of lines, and areas; scale __ 627,628,629,630 
E~xamples, witb explanations- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ - - - - - 633, 634, 635, ~36, 637, 638 
Independent resurveys showing revised form of oonIliot-free lottmgs_ 664, 

I 665,666 

Mineral segregations. (See index, Mineralsegregatioo. surveys.)______ 630 
Revised areas shown in certain exceptional cases _________ 628,629,642,661 
Titles and subtitles. ___________________________________________ 668 
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Section 
Survey of parts of sectJons____________________________ ___ 489 

Completing the subdivisfon-of-scction lines acrOS8 the ~rea ~~~~~~~d~: 4UG 
Field-note record 4Dfi 
Methods, shown b; -di~~~~;~; ~~ld- ~;~)j~~~ti~~~-~f- ~~~~i~l-c-a~e~~ ~ ~::: 4DO, 

491,492, ·iU3 
Rules 

Trave~;; ii~~-;~;;;;;ci -u-;ci;r- ;~~-e- ~~~diti~~;: == = = === === == = = = = ~ = = - :;~ 
Swamp and overflowed lands, grants to the States. (See index, Land 

cla8sificat~on.) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5, 530, 532, ~3:3, 534, 535 

Table of latItudes and departures and closing errors of township exteriors__ 174 
T~blets in concrete monuments, or on rock outcrop __________________ 242,2'17 
T:de lands. (See index, Land classification.) __________________ 4, 530, 531, 532 
TIme: apparent; apparent noon; equation; looal mean; mean Bolar; side-

real; standard; SUll diaL__________________________________________ 57 
Time; factor in all solar and stellar observations_______________________ 57 

Altitude observation for time; equatiolls; examples; forms of record; 
observing progralu __________________________________________ _ 

Conversion, apparent into local mean time; example ______________ _ 
Conversion, standard into looal mean time; example ______________ _ 
Equation of time; example __ --- ________________________________ _ 
Explanation, Table 18, Standard Field Tables ________________ .----
Hour circle of the solar transit; limited accuracy of time reading ___ _ 
Meridian observation of the sun for apparent noon; aeeuracy; exall1ple~i 

forms of record; observing programs; reduotion to tbe Bun's center; 

69, 70 
59 
58 
50 
58 
72 

vertical angle ___________________________________________ • ___ 71, 75 

Meridian stellar observation for loeal mean time ___________________ 71,75 
Polaris, the time factor in all observations _____________________ 60,76,91 

Polaris observation, time by a star or stars within the equatorial 
belt ____________________ • __ • ______________________ 113, 1I4, 115, 116 

Toleranoe in error of closure ________ ._______________________________ 234 
Topography _________________________________________ 236,462 (8) 602 613 

Township boundaries, termed defective under certain oonditiollS, rectifida- ' 
tion before subdividing _________________________________________ 163,165 

Closure. __________________________ .___________________________ 174 

Defective In measurement or position and not subjeot to rectificatiou_ 164 
Diagrams and treatment of unusual situations_____________________ 173 
East boundary________________________________________________ 169 
North and west boundaries _______________ • ____________________ • 172 

Hestoration of lost or obliterated corners; field-note record__________ 167 
Hetracement or resurvey required, data secured from the subdivisional 

closure is insufficient _______________________________________ 166,183 
South boundary ___ - ______ • _______________ -____________________ 168 

Township boundaries, termed governing lines when used for' control of 
Bubdivisiollalsurveys; sectional correction line; seotional guide meridian_ 150, 

, l~l~lmln 
, Alinement can not be cha.nged under certain conditions_____ ___ __ _ _ _ 163 

Closings; retracement of and connecting measurement on standard 
parallels or base line; on other lines ______________________ 

t 
___ 151,174 

Completion of partially surveyed exteriors ________________________ \ 158 
Field-note record __________________________ ._._ .__ _ __ _ ____ _ _ _ 154, 160 

General exception,,; limit of 14' from cardinal in certain cases_______ 156 
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Tllwn~!Jip bound!lrie~, etc.-Continued Section 
TfI'egnlar order____ ___________________________________________ J5.5 

hlethod of survey, regular order_________________________________ 151 
hjollumelltation; marking true line through timber; topography _ _ _ _ _ 15:3 
M 0l111ments marked for minimum control under certain conditions_ 157, 171 
Handolll meridional exterior~-___________________________________ 152 
Hectangular limit'L_ _ _ __ __ __ __ _ _ _ _____ __ _ _ _ __ _____ __ ___________ Hi2 

Hestoration of lost or obliterated corners; field-note record__________ 167 
Hetracements before subdividing __________ - ____________ -"_______ _ 159 
Hule for pJacing excess or deficiency of measuremenL ____________ 137,161 
Section lines, when run as offsets to township exteriors_____________ 155 
Subdivisional control; mean course of east boundary _____________ 175,176 

Township corners ________________________________________________ 140,151 

Arrangement and marking of accessorjes _____ ---_~ __________ 332,333,334 
Marks on iroll posts _____________________________ ' ________ 262,263, 26·j 
Marks on stone monuments _______________________________ 284,285,28(\ 
Marks on tree monuments ________________________________ 303,304,305 

Town-site Burveys_______ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 47:1 
Accuracy and closure ____________________________________ .---- 476,480 

Block, lot, and alley corner stakes_______________________________ 479 
Boundaries and boundary monuments___________________________ 477 
D"tail shown upon plat. _____ 477,480,481,482,483,484,485,486,487,488 
Dimensions of streets, blocks, lots, and alleys_____________________ 475 
Examination of sile conditions ________________ - __________ .------ 474 
Field-not" record ______________ - _ - - - _ - _______ - _______ -_________ 482 

Foot unit of measurement is employed___________________________ 476 
T mprovemellts to be noted specially if in conflict with survey _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 482 
Method8 ____________________________________________ 476, 477, 480, 481 

Monuments on street center lines________________________________ 478 
Names, numbers, or letters for stl'eets____________________________ 485 
Numbering of blocks and ]ots___________________________________ 475 
Planning the town-site survey _________________________ --________ 47:3 

Heservations__________________________________________________ 487 
Tree corner monuments __________________________________________ 248,297 

Blaze and scribe marks; overgrowth; surface marks________________ 299 
Markingj field-note record, species lind diameter. _________________ ._ 298 
Marks. (See index, Bach class of corners,) 
Ring count furnishes estimate of date when marked __________ .. _____ 300 

True line surveys, offsets, and traversos______________________________ 253 
Underground Of mine surveys___ ____________________________________ 510 
United States a.s the riparian proprietor _____ .. _ ___ ___ __ _ ____ _ _ _ _ ___ __ __ 529 
Unitl:l of linear measurement; units of area ______________ c_____________ 15 

Upland within swamp and overflowed land, to be traversed, but not segre-
gated as an island _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _____ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ___ _ _ 233 

Witness corner, definition ____________________________________ '" _____ 249 
Accessories _____ •. _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ ______ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ _________ 318 

Avoidance of unnecessary use___________________________________ 249 
C()n~tru(ltion and ma.rks _______________________________________ • 257 

Corners In roadways, and use of reference monument_______________ 250 
Dlila shown upon plat_________________________________________ 254 

rj. l"ield-note record. _ ___ _________ _ _ ___ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ __ _____ ___ __ ___ 254 
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Section 
Witness corner, definition-Continued 

Meander corners 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ 228, 2'10 

Monuments in cultivated ilelds or meadows 252 
Monuments where.surveys are discontinued - --- --- --- - - - - - - --- -- - - 253 

On~ mo~ument only, usually on true line; ~~ie~ti;~-of-~~i~t8-i~-;~; , 
dIrectIOn under certain conditions 

Points in accessible or insecure place;~~~~~==:~=:=:=:::=::=::==-=: 249 
249 

Reference monuments instead of witness corners where points tali in , roadways ______________________________________________ --___ 250 

Surve~ of parts of sections ___________ :.. ________________________ 253,489 

True lIne surveys; offsets and traverses; long triangulation or stadia 
measurenlents_______________________________ __________ 253 

Witness points instead of witness corners where distance to true ~-oi~t 
for corner exceeds 10 chains 
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n~~:~~~~;:;:~~==-------------------------------------- _______ _ 

Construction and -~~~k~ --- ------------ -- -- ~ ----- ---- -- -----. ---
F' d -- - -- --- ------- -- -- -.-- -- -- ---- -- - -----. wl notes and plat. ____ • _________________ _ 

Monuments where surveys are discontinued_ -------------------

Special monuments on metes-and-bounda BU;~~~;=:=::::::=::===:= 
Witness trees. (See index, Bearing trees.) ____________________________ _ 
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